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FOREWORD 
Technology 2002, the third national technology transfer conference and exposition, 
was held at the Baltimore, Maryland, Convention Center December 1-3, 1992. 
Opening ceremonies on November 30th, which featured remarks by Maryland 
Governor Donald Schaefer and a pre-conference reception, oficially kicked off 
"National Technology Transfer Week." Technology 2002 shared the spotlight with the 
President's National Technology Initiative (December 1) and Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology's Entrepreneurial Technology Transfer Conference (December 3-5), 
highlighting the most comprehensive series of technology transfer events ever. 
As Federal technology transfer becomes ever more important to our Nation's 
economic prosperity, the Technology 2000 series of conferences continues to lead 
the way, bringing together top leaders from government, industry and academia as it 
addresses issues vital to the enhancement of our competitive profile in the global 
marketplace. Welcoming remarks by NASA Administrator Daniel Goldin and Senator 
Barbara Mikulski's (D-MD) keynote address during Tuesday morning's opening 
agenda further accentuated this point. 
This year's symposia reflects the importance of cutting-edge technology as a means 
to this end. Abstracts submitted from the R&D facilities of the Federal government 
and its contractors, addressing technological areas identified as critical by the White 
House, produced the most competitive field of technical presentations yet. But the 
development of the technology is only part of the solution. Forums on University 
technology transfer opportunities and foreign inventions available for U.S. benefit were 
conducted, along with briefings detailing existing Federal programs and opportunities 
currently available for use by industry, emphasizing the importance of establishing 
efficient mechanisms for the effective transfer of these technologies. 
We are pleased to provide the Conference Proceedings from this year's symposia, 
during which 120 papers were scheduled for presentation. The Proceedings have 
been published in hvo volumes. Volume One contains the first sixty (60) papers 
scheduled for presentation, in order of presentation, while Volume Two contains the 
second sixty (60) papers, again in order. In addition, Volume One contains the 
complete transcript of Goldin's welcome and Senator Mikulski's address. 
For information regarding additional sets of the Proceedings or audiocassettes of 
each presentation, please contact: The Technology Utilization Foundation, 41 East 
42nd Street, Suite 921, New York, NY 1001 7, Ph.: 2 121490-3999; Fax: 2121986-7864. 
Sincerely, 
Technology 2002 
Conference Program Chairman 
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NATIONAL TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER WEEK 
OPENING SESSION 
Conference Opening and Federal Technology Overvlew 
M e r  Monday evening's Opening Ceremonies, Technology 2002 activities got under way Tuesday 
morning> December Ist, with the Conference Opening and Federal Technology Overview. NASA 
Administraror Daniel Goldin officially welcomed conference attendees and Senator Barbara A. Mikulski 
(D-MD) delivered the morning's keynote address. The following is the complete transcript their 
remarks. 
lntrodbsctlon by Bill Schnirring: 
Good Morning, Ladies and Gentlemen. Thank you for coming to the opening Plenary Session 
that kicks 0Fi National Technology Transfer Week, comprised of Technology 2002, the President's 
National Technology Initiative and the MIT Enterprise Forum. I'm Bill Schnirring, president of 
Associated Business Publications, the publishers of NASA Tech Briefs magazine, which is, along with 
NASA and the Technology Utilization Foundation, a co-sponsor of Technology 2002. The objective of 
Technology Week and Technology 2002 is to accelerate the transfer of technology from the public 
sector to "re private sector, and to enhance America's competitive and ultimately benefit all mankind. 
It is my privilege this morning to introduce you to a man who began his working career with 
NASA in 1962 as a research scientist. After five years at the Lewis Research Center, he moved into 
the private sector and began a long and distinguished career at TRW, where, until the May of this 
year, he  was Vice President and General Manager of TRW's Space and Technology Group. On April 
Ist, 1992, he was named the ninth administrator of the National Aeronautics and Space 
Adminis1r;ation. Ladies and Gentlemen, please join me in a warm welcome for NASA Administrator, 
Daniel S. Goidin. 
Daniel S. Goldin: 
Thank you Bill. I'd like to compliment you on the ultimate in tech transfer. NASA, in 1985, 
"lurned over the responsibility to tech transfer to Bill and his organization at Tech Transfer Briefs. And 
at the time, the circulation was 70,000, and under Bill's guidance, without any government subsidy, 
the circulation is now up to 200,001. It's the second largest engineering publication in the world, and 
Bill, you're to be complimented on this wonderful task you've done. 
One li-sundred and fifty years ago, the famous the French social observer, Alexis de 
Tocqueville, came to our shores. Came to this nation that literally invented itself to see what made it's 
people diHbberent with those from the old world. He wrote "America's a land of wonders in which 
evewhing is in constant motion, and every change seems an improvement. No natural boundaries 
seem to be set to the efforts of man, and in his eyes, what is not yet done, is only what he has not yet 
anempted to do." 
De Tocqueville wrote this back in the age of keel boats and canals, an age that we would say 
moved p8eQ slow, we had to go west, out to the frontier. We had to build railroads, super highways, 
jet liners or space craft. But even back then, he knew what American's were capable of, that we could 
do whatever we anempted to do. 
Today, America is still in constant motion. The question is for our nation, are we still bold? 
Are we still willing to take risks and attempt the seemingly impossible, or will fear cause us 'to seek a 
false sense of security and comfort by sticking with the safe and the familiar. 
America has to get bold again. If we're going to shape our own destiny, rather than have the 
future shape us, we've got to take some risks and make significant investments. We've got lo stop 
eating our technical seed corn and plant it, work the soil and then bring in the harvest. This is the 
two-hundred year tradition of America, the careful legacy inherited from every pioneer and inventor 
that came before us. 
For everyone who's worried about the American economy, being stuck in a rut, it's vital that 
we remember the tremendous power of technology to cause growth. During the days of ApoBb, 
American reigned supreme in the world of technology because we were one the cutting edge of it in 
space. Over the decades, NASA has generated at least three, 30,000 known spin-offs from it's 
technology, creating new products in the industries worth billions that have changed the Face d 
America. 
But there has not really been enough of a focus, systematic commitment on NASA's part to 
the technology transfer process. For years, tech transfer has been the lonely foster child and that 
description could apply to other government agencies as well. America created a large federal 
research effort to fight the Cold War and we fought it very well, but now it's over. America" srleeds 
have changed, and the Federal Government must respond to those needs by putting America's Cold 
War technology base to work for our economy. 
There is a peace dividend beyond just the reduced threat of war and lower defense budgets, 
as important as they are. This is the technology dividend, as we mukiply the government's technology 
transfer efforts. That's why we have started the National Technology Transfer Initiative, thanks to the 
vision of Secretary James Watkins, to let the sun shine into the federal laboratories. That's s h y  50 
federal labs from 13 agencies are here today, and that's why you're here, to find out what we have to 
offer. 
NASA itself is changing with the times. To dramatically improve the way NASA approaches 
both the development and transfer of technology, and the commercialization of space, we have 
created the office of the Advanced Concepts and Technology. This will be an entirely new breed. A 
highly flexible, customer-driven organization that will develop innovative concepts and high leverage 
technology that both fulfills NASA's needs, and have very, very significant commercial possibilities. 
One of the primary functions of this office is to be NASA's front door to the businesses who 
want NASA's help and expertise, who have new ideas and technologies for us. Our new oRiee will 
provide one-stop shopping for technology, customers and suppliers, whether they are businesses or 
universities, or even program offices within NASA. 
For example, say a small woman-owned firm that makes thermo plastics asks for our help in 
developing a new manufacturing technique. We could develop a partnership whereby the firm 
receives technical expertise that improves her product line, while NASA receives new IighWeight 
materials for our own use at lower cost and space. Such a winlwin approach would enhance NASA's 
programs, yield more value to the tax payer and improve the economy generally by helping the private 
sector become more competitive. 
The Oddice of Advanced Concepts and Technology will also set up new mechanisms and 
improve existing mechanisms to aggressively transfer technology into America's economy. We will do 
this by seeking the input of technology user community to figure out the best transfer mechanisms, 
whether it's by reading, publications like Tech Briefs, regional tech transfer centers, centers for the 
commercial development of space, cooperative research agreements, or actually having you come 
and work in our laboratories for jointly developed products. 
In faa, Greg Reck, the acting head of this new office, is holding meetings around the country 
to solicit inpas on how NASA can improve it's tech transfer process. I really urge you to contact this 
office if you have any ideas on how we could do the job beEer. But let me stress, customer need 
must govern the type of tech transfer mechanisms that we devise. If it's user friendly, it's not going to 
mmimize the benefit for the American economy. 
The true test of NASA as a jobs generator is not how many people are working for NASA, but 
how many people are working in America because of NASA, because of NASA's ability to reach out 
into the future and bring the answers back for today. 
Just this year, a NASA-derived laser was approved by doctors to use a cleaning, approved for 
doctors to use in cleaning out placque from blood vessels. In many cases, this simple $8,000 
procedure can replace a $25,000 coronary by-pass operation, with much less risk and trauma to the 
patient. More than 100 people are now working in a brand new company that builds this device. 
Wireless infrared head sets, invented for the space shutrle communications, have been 
commercialized and are revolutionizing personal communications on the factory floor, in concert halls 
for the hearing impaired, in language translation equipment, and can eliminate the need for computer 
nemork cabling inside the office. 
Hiigh temperature material developed by NASA enabled an Ohio steel making equipment firm 
to triple a lifetime of very expensive rollers used in the continuous casting of steel, resulting in 
substantial sales increases and improving the efficiency of American steel plants all over the country. 
Even the paint protecting the Statue of Liberty, who holds a torch high over the land of the free, was 
developed by NASA. 
il believe NASA can be a leading force in our society. The discoveries and technology the 
space program provide inspiration for our minds and souls, and hope for our future survival, 
oppoflunity for renewed prosperity, and catalytic action for peace through international parlnerships. 
NASA can do all this and more, if America continues to be bold and keeps reaching for the stars. 
lire the early part of the next century, a passenger jet will take off from California and land in 
Tokyo in a lliarle over four hours. A child will sit at a classroom computer and use a virtual reality 
terminal 80 (explore and understand the interior of the human body. And a few decades later, two 
explorers will set out from their base camp and look for subsuFface water, mineral resources and 
evidence of life on Mars. I want that plane to built in America, I want that child to be an American 
child, and I want those astronauts to wear the American flag right here on their shoulder. 
The challenge of developing technology and reaching for things we can't yet grasp is what 
made this country great, and will keep us forward as long as we have the courage to live on the 
eaaning edge. Thank you very much. 
KWNOTE ADDRESS 
Introduction by Daniel S. Goldin: 
I now have the great pleasure of introducing our keynote speaker, a Baltimore native who for 
years has been hard-working and steadfast servant to the people of Maryland. Senator Barbara 
Mikulski has championed the space program because she has a deep and profound understanding of 
the critical importance of research and technology to the future of this country and it's economy. As 
chairman of the appropriations subcommittee that handles NASA budget, NASA's budget, Senator 
Mikulski has been a staunch supporter of the Space Station Freedom, because she understands not 
just it's critical role as a place where we could learn how to live and work in space, but as the first 
major U.S. facility in permanent orbit, it will enable cutting-edge research into materials, biomedical 
and life science that will pay enormous dividends here on Earth, generating new technologies, new 
industries and new jobs. 
Through Senator Mikulski's visionary leadership, this year, NASA and the National Institutes d 
Health, signed a new cooperative agreement, so that we can both maximize our unique resources in 
life science research, both on the ground and on space station freedom. We can also work together 
on medical technology development. 
And just one effort we're excited about, our technology transfer specialists are working with 
the National Cancer Institute to apply advance digital imaging to mammography, which could really 
improve the early detection of breast cancer in women. 
NASA and NIH can achieve great things together to improve the health of all Americans, and 
Senator Mikulski, we deeply appreciate your strong support in making it happen. 
Senator Mikulski was also visionary in strongly urging the United States and NASA to begin 
working with Russia in a way of building bonds that lead to a lasting peace. I followed up 007 her 
urgings, and NASA went to Russia, and we concluded a negotiation to work with the Russians in 
space. And as a result, in November of 1993, a cosmonaut will fly in the shuttle, and afier that, in 
1995, one of astronauts will fly on board the MIR Space Station, where we will conduct life science 
experiments, and then the shuttle will rendezvous with MIR with an advanced medical laboratcsy 
inside, to do fundamental life science research in space. 
And it's an exciting way to start a relationship that we hope will result in a stable peace and 
scientific benefits for all human kind. And once, again, Senator Mikulski. It's been a super experience 
working with you this year as the NASA Administrator, and it is my great honor to introduce to you all 
Senator Barbara Mikulski. 
Senator Barbara A. Mikulski: 
Good Morning everybody. Boy, you don't like talking in a dark room like this? First d all, I 
can't see you, I guess you can see me. Why do we have the lights down? Is there any reason for 
that? I hope that you're so mesmerized by the charismatic speech that Dan Goldin just gave, the 
magnetism that I'm about to project, the wisdom of Admiral Watkins, the can-do attitude d Barbara! 
Franklin, that you're going to be taking notes in an obsessive and compulsive way. I see that the 
lights are up, and you know, this is kind of a new morning in America here. Thank you. 
I know the lights went down so we could have that stirring rendition of the National Anthem, 
which d course, was written here in my home town of Baltimore. 
I want to welcome all of you to this great city, and this town that I call my own hometown. We 
feel that w in Baltimore have several major league teams. One is called the Baltimore Orioles, and 
we invge you back this summer. But we have other major league teams here in the town Baltimore 
and in the sate of Maryland. Those teams are called the University of Maryland. They're called the 
Johns Hopkins Universw. They're called federal laboratories, like Goddard, NIH, NIST, FDA, all of 
which are rigM here in our own state of Maryland. 
And what we feel are really the major, are the infrastructure, the intellectual infrastructure, to 
make sure the United States of America is in the major leagues from now and well in to the twenty first 
centuv, 
l*m SO pleased that you've chosen this City to hold this Technology Transfer meeting. And I 
also am verq,! pleased and honored to be on the platform with the distinguished people that you see 
here today* representing Cabinet level participation. 
I want to express a particular thanks to the Bush Administration for the way that they are 
working and cooperating as we transit from one party to another, in terms of the Executive Branch. 
The mandates that have been established by President Bush that this transition will be not only 
orderly, n d  only timely, but will trans, the transfer will occur in a way for which we not miss a beat in 
what wWre doing, is very much appreciated. 
Each and every person that I've worked here, and I'll speak to the two Cabinet level people, 
has really indeed been an honor. Admiral Watkins and I first met when he took on the difficult chore 
of chairing the AIDS Commission. And then we have worked together not only at the Department of 
Energy, but really his great passion in life is to make sure the Federal Laboratories are opened up in a 
way for both technology transfer, but also he sees the Federal laboratories working with local school 
systems. 
Barbara Franklin I think has been an outstanding Secretary of Commerce in her short time, 
and she has brought back in the Department of Commerce just a great spirit of "Can-doism'. And 
Dan Goldin and I have made, I think, a wonderful working relationship and I look forward to working 
with him on a continued basis. 
A ld is happening how, as we look at where we are and where we've been. And I've very 
pleased that J.R. invited me to come and speak to the, to this transfer tech. I met J.R. a little over four 
years ago, when I became the subcommittee chair of V.A., HUD and Independent Agencies, in the 
Senate Appropriations Committee. The Senate Appropriations Committee, as you know, is the 
subcommi8lree, or the committee, within the United States Senate, that actually puts money in the 
Federal checkbook. 
NOW you have to know I love being in a United States Senator, that's why I work my earrings 
off to get re-elected, and ended up with seventy-one percent of the vote. But one of the problems 
that I have whh being a United States Senator is that when all was said and done, more gets said, 
than gets done. And one of the things that I've loved about being on the appropriations committee, is 
that we are the only committee within the United States Senate and United States Congress that has a 
do-gate. 
Every October Ist, we have to produce an appropriation, which means that we have to march 
in a very timely pace to accomplish that. When I became the Chair of V.A., HUD, and Independent 
Agencies and you might say how in the hell does that happen? Not how did I become chair, that w m  
my own talent [laughter]. Modesty, of course, being a hallmark of it. That years ago, wiiffhin the 
appropriations committee, independent agencies were created and they didn't know where to put 
them. So they created a special committee with Independent Agencies. They had names like NASA, 
MUD, V.A., but a lot of these agencies have now grown up to be Cabinet level responsibiFQ. Thilh's 
why I have the wide range of portfolio than just about anybody outside the Defense Subcomrn&ee 
that Senator lnouye chairs. 
And when I became the chair of that Subcommittee, I knew a lot about heallh care, and I 
knew a lot about Veterans. I knew a lot about housing, because I work in a it as a social ~rorker and 
as a City Council woman in this great city, and it has been something that I've worked wih for 8 
substantial part of my public career. 
But the whole area of science and technology, and what it means to America's Faure, was in 
many ways new to me. And it was being able to get out, travel with NASA, its leadership and moving 
out to the space centers, as well as meeting with Eric Block at the National Science Founda;lion, that I 
really cut my teeth in terms of the possibilities of what this means to generate jobs today, and jobs 
tomorrow. 
One of the people who really guided me in my early days on that SubcommBee was J.R. 
Thompson down at the Marshall Space Center, which was a tremendous help to me to understand 
the Space Station, it's role and it's mission, and both space, and what the Space Program has meant 
to the manufacturing in the United States of America. 
So to you, J.R., I'm going to thank you for all that you've done for me, and what ycsukvs done 
for the United States of America. Wherever you are, I don't see you up here at the--there you are. I 
think we ought to give J.R. a wonderful round. 
When I graduated from the Institute of Notre Dame back in the '50s, and went to Mount St. 
Agnes College, I thought maybe I would, I started out in pre-med. I thought I might be andher 
Madame Curie. I thought I'd never be a United States Senator. In 1954 the politics in Mawland and 
Senators had pot-bellies, smoked cigars and certainly didn't look like or sound like Barb Mikulski. 
So my election to the United States Senate and the election of four new democratic women to 
the United States Senate I think is a symbol of the new world order. And this new world order can be 
either a great tragedy for the last half of the 21st Century, or the end of the Cold War could be an 
end, or beginning of a cornucopia of opportunty. 
There are those who look at the Cold War and see enormous possibility. I happen to share 
that vision. And happen to believe that where our greatest strategic threats are not militay but are 
economic. And where our economic strength will largely rest in our successful development of 
technology, the transfer of technology and making sure that our young people have the education 
and skills to put that technology to productive use. And where we face the tremendous task d 
helping the corporations and the men and women who helped win the Cold War over the !8st dive 
decades, make the transition to a civilian economy. The country that says that it wants to compete is 
the country that will make sure that it will lead. 
The election of Bill Clinton and Al Gore on November 3rd indicated that our country was ready 
to face the challenges of the new world order. I believe that the ClintonIGore administration, working 
with the mew Congress, will usher in a new era for real partnerships between the Federal Government 
and the private sector in science and in technology. 
I believe that with this election that the pledge that we who represent the Democratic Party 
need to make is that gridlock is over, stagnation is dead, and that we need to work in the United 
Staes Congress with an Executive Branch, that really makes sure that government is not part of the 
problem, pan of the obstacles in developing ideas, technology and technology transfer, but actually is 
a source 08 being able to bring about the invention of technology, the transfer of technology and 
always changing the culture of the organizations involved with it. 
I do not believe that the ClintonIGore Administration will want to be involved in picking winners 
and losers among companies or ideas, nor in the development of five-point plans like you'd expect in 
some Trots4 pamphlet in the collapsing socialist empires around the world. 
I believe that they want to make the government more entrepreneurial, more responsive to 
day-bo-day needs and to use the spirit of innovation and flexibility that has been our country's 
hallmark, tca reinvent the role of government. I do not believe that Bill Clinton and Al Gore want to 
make government bigger, nor spend more money, but make sure it works better and spends those 
precious tax dollars to make sure that we have a greater outcome. 
W believe that it is their approach to make federal investments in research and development, 
but do that in our federal laboratories that will generate the pre-competitive ideas and technologies 
and have the private sector value-add in the product development. 
Let me give you a few examples of where we know that technology transfer has worked just 
like that* Dan Goldin gave you some of the examples this morning. We all know the success story of 
the insulin implant for young diabetics. Or robots with the capacity to handle tasks too dangerous or 
difficult to do that. Those are the kinds of things we've done, and we'll be doing more. 
But vvhat I'd like to spend my time with you this morning is really to share with you what I think 
the  we^ year, or the next four years will look like. I am not here to be Bill Clinton by proxy. But I've 
worked with those guys, and I particularly have worked with Senator Al Gore. Many people don't 
know that Senator Gore came to the House of Representatives together. This year, fifteen years ago, 
in 1976. We were part of the bicentennial class, and we both won coveted seats on the Energy and 
Commerce Committee. For eight years, I sat next to Al Gore as we worked on Energy policy, as we 
worked on telecommunications policy and a whole variety of other things. 
During those long hearings, and difficult mark ups, when a committee chaired by John Dingle, 
you get 80 know your seat mate pretty well. And for eight years, Al Gore and I sat together trading 
notes, trading ideas, and trading strategies. 
When we both came to the United States Senate, he a few years before me, we then had a 
new rsiiationship, because Senator Gore chaired the authorizing committee on Space and I chaired 
the appropriations committee. And in that time we developed a lot of ideas, essentially on how we 
think government should work. 
And, in a nutshell, it is our belief that we need a new technology policy for a new world order 
A technology policy that generates smart kids, smart workers, smart managers and a smaa 
government that works with a smart private sector that helps bring about this new world order. 
One of our concerns over the years has been that federal agencies did not cooperate with 
each other, and for many years, we have talked about changing the culture of these agencies. It is, 
was a source of great concern to us, and I know it's shared by Dan Goldin, that very ofien it is the 
very culture of our institutions that in fact impede our development. 
Many government agencies are based, as is our private sector, in a large, hierarchical, top- 
down, trickle down idea approach, whether it's General Motors, whether it's the Pentagon, or even, 
Dan, you would agree, NASA itself. 
And what we find, just as the private sector is changing, so does government have to change. 
And just like it is incumbent for Congress to make sure working with the President that gridlock is 
over, we would encourage those people working in Federal agencies to stop worrying aba& turf, 
fiefdoms, and power struts and battles, and start focussing on the mission. Too must, just as within 
the Congress itself, we have too many committees, too many subcommittees, too much process, linle 
outcome, and with staffs who continually jockey in their wingtips for greater and greater power 
accumulation, we see that also in the Federal agency. 
I want to be part of the Congress of the United States that trims (sic) down and streamlines 
the working of the Congress, and when we talk about working with our Federal agencies and our 
Federal laboratories, we need to start cooperating with each other and let's stop worrying about who 
is going to be the leader in science education, who is going to be the leader and get the title for 
leading the way in high tech computer communication. Let's start worrying about how the United 
States of America is going start being the leader. 
Let's learn from the Japanese. The society that makes a culture of cooperation is the sociew 
that competes the best. We have a culture of competition and we end up losing ground, lasing 
money and losing time. So it is the spirit of cooperation that I think needs to be a hallmark of what 
the rest of this century's going to look like. 
I happen to also believe that the President of the United States who has now said he wants to 
elevate the economic security at the same level as the national security, does well to look at the same 
framework for science and technology. You cannot have economic growth in the United States of 
America unless you have a science, technology manufacturing base and therein lies the key. 
I hope that the President of the United States will turn to Al Gore as Vice President, and make 
sure that he is the top gun to help develop the administration's technology policy and help be that 
arbitrator that brokers the conflict, brokers the turf war, and then provides the leadership that will 
mean. 
But let me then just say a few points about what I think this whole new administration will look 
like. I talked about the end of gridlock, I talked about the end of stagnation, but let me say something 
about presidential leadership. A lot of people are saying, Well, who is Bill Clinton? What's he going 
to do? What's he like, what does he think?" 
Well, read the book "Putting People First". I think it will give you a lot of clues. But also look 
now, because as technology transfer people, you believe in oacomes and not process. Look at what 
he has dons already and therein lies the clue. And look at who he is turning to for advice. First of all, 
one d his Rrst executive decisions as the Democratic nominee was to pick his Vice President. And he 
picked Al Gore. This is a president, who, or a democratic nominee, who was not shy about picking 
someone of his own generation, someone of talents equal, in a different type of experience, and had a 
team to heljp him select Al Gore. 
When you take a look at what they're doing on the cluster teams, I would encourage you to 
follow those because they will give y o ~ i  insights into the direction of where we're going. I'm not talking 
aboa reading tea leaves, Washington's abuzz reading tea leaves. Everybody reads the Washington 
Post, and the New York Times -- 'What's it mean? Who was at Pamela Harriman's? Were you on the 
A list (and by the way, I was)?' I made the Dean's list. 
B a  when we take a look at it, let's take a look at the Cluster Teams, and if we look at also 
who" heading the economic strategy. If you read the works of Robert Reich, you will get a clear 
sense d where Bill Clinton really wants to lead the United States of America. Robert Reich talks about 
the development of technology, of technology transfer and making significant investments in young 
people, to make sure that we have a skilled educated work force, to not only develop the new 
technology but to operate that technology. And that government spending be organized not to 
simulate consumption but to stimulate growth and to make long term sustainable commitments in 
what we're going to do. 
And I know for those of you in government, one of the concerns that you have is that with 
evev damn appropriations, you never know if your project's going to be here today or gone 
tomorrow. And l share that frustration with you. Also the fact that Bill Clinton and the Transition Team 
has asked Dr. Sally Ride to oversee what they're doing in science and technology gives you an insight 
in that. 
I would hope that what the Clinton Administration does then is to move to real teamwork 
among Federal Agencies so that we could have real outcomes. We want to make sure that as they 
then move ahead, that the other principle that they follow is to undeFtake a review of Federal Tax and 
Regulatov policy to create a climate and investment in science technology. We want progrovvlh, that 
means reinstating the investment tax credit and making permanent the research and development tax 
creda for our private sector. And at the same time, I believe, we need to take a look at our anti-trust 
laws that were created for 19th century monopolies, rather than for a 21st century economy, that 
adually in3pedes the alliances and consortiums that can be formed between government, the private 
sedor, and our universities. And I also want to make sure that if you invent an idea, you get to keep 
it, and I believe that one of the strongest things that we need to do, both in our country, and in our 
trade negaiations, is to make sure we protect American intellectual property. 
Th;na~se are the kinds of things that we think we need to be doing. As well as to bring in U.S. 
industy and America's research universities together to strengthen our competitiveness. You know 
that a recent Business Week story highlighted those areas to be considered the new "Silicone ValleysR 
and what we need to do to be competitive. 
And what do they say makes it? What we need is visionary entrepreneurs, world-class 
universities and the presence of a government at all levels that is a catalyst and a facilitator, not as a 
super board of directors of industry. 
These are some of the things that we hope change, But it does mean also breaking the 
cultural mind-set that shuns the transfer of technology and knowledge in selecting what we do. Too 
often the culture of science and technology in the Federal laboratories is to ask for more and more 
money for individual investigators without a clear, national navigational chart on where weye going, 1 
support although the premise of all those wonderful investigators out there who have mare ides  than 
ever could be funded. 
But the United States of America no longer can fund good intentions, no longer can fund 
every good idea to be pursued. We need a national navigational chart on where we're going For the 
21st century, and I believe if we focus on the development of critical technologies, this will enable all 
those young investigators to have all the opportunities to pursue research, but at the same time the 
culture needs to change not only from the pursuit of ideas, but to the development of those ideas into 
technology and a technology into product development. Our United States of America continues to 
win Nobel Prizes while we continue to lose the markets. We hope that changes. 
These are some of the things that I hope the, and I think the ClintonIGore Administration will 
do. There are many other things that we'll be talking about in the days ahead. But the hallmarks d 
what we see as change is really the end of gridlock, the end of stagnation, the change of our culture 
so that we emphasize competition and that all federal spending will have to meet the test, when how 
does this generate a job today or a job tomorrow. 
Dan Goldin said it best in his opening remarks when he said we should be measured not by 
how many people work for NASA but how many people in the United States of Arnerica work because 
of NASA? And how about because of the National Institutes of Health? How about because of %he 
Federal Drug Administration? How about focusing our orientation and our thinking in that line. 
I hope that when I join you next year at the Technology Transfer Conference, we can look 
back over a year where Congress has got it's act together, worked with an Executive Branch, worked 
with all of you who have been trying so hard, working so hard in the past, but wondering where were 
we going as a nation? And then to look back and say, we've made not only a good start, but we've 
jump started this economy. Like all of you, I want to make sure that when this centuFy ends, we will 
be on the brink of where the best days of the United States of America are ahead of it, aind not behind 
it. 
I believe the Clinton/Gore team will do that. I think the legacy of George Bush needs to 
always be acknowledged. Because it was George Bush and the GI generation that enabled the next 
generation of baby boomers to come along. If it had not been for the GI generation, and gallant men 
like George Bush, who went to war to save Western civilization from it's threats, we would never have 
developed the opportunities and the society that we have now. 
But now there is a turning of the wheel. And we want to salute those who have gone ahead 
of us, and created a framework for the United States of America, who have worked lo bring abou 
peace in the world, who by their very efforts and leadership have brought the end of the GoEd War, 
that now enable us to have the opportunity to fight the new war, the new war for America's future. And 
I hope we can do it with the honor, and the steadfastness and the same ability that those have gone 
before. And I think we can do it and we rely upon you, the technology warriors of the future. 
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Spray forming is a near-net-shape fabrication technology in which a spray of finely atomlized liquid 
droplets is deposited onto a suitably shaped substrate or  mold to produce a coherent solid. The 
technology offers unique opportunities for simplifying materials processing without sacrificing, and 
oftentimes substantially improving, product quality. Spray forming can be performed with a widc range of 
metals and nonmetals, and offers property improvements resulting from rapid solidification (e.g. refined 
microstructures, extended solid solubilities and reduced segregation). Economic benefits result from 
process simplification and the elimination of unit operations. Researchers at the Idaho National 
Engineering Laboratory (INEL) are developing spray-forming technology for producing near-wet-shape 
solids and coatings of a variety of metals, polymers, and composite materials. Results from several spray- 
forming programs are presented to illustrate the range of capabilities of the technique as well as the 
accompanying technical and economic benefits. Low-carbon steel strip >0.75 mm thick and polymer 
membranes for gaslgas and liquidfliquid separations that were spray formed are discussed; remnh advanws 
in spray forming molds, dies, and other tooling using low-melting-point metals are described. 
The National Critical Technologies Panel recently determined that materials processing is a leading 
critical technology for meeting future national needs [I]. Spray-forming technology may help address these 
needs by improving product quality while simultaneously lowering production costs. Nearly a11 Bow-arbon 
steel strip is produced by conventional ingot or  thin-slab metallurgical techniques. The molten steel is cast 
as an ingot or  slab and extensively deformed to obtain the desired shape and properties. 'This is highly 
energy intensive and requires large capital investments. In contrast, INEL spray-forming technolorn 
transforms molten metal to close to final strip form in a single rapid solidification step. Minor hot rolling 
then fully densifies and further refines the metal's microstructure. This can lead to enormous cost savings. 
For low-carbon steel hot band, the industry's highest volume commodity, technoeconomic analpis 
estimated improvement in production costs by as much as $50 to 100 per ton. At the current domestic 
production rate of 50 to  60 million tons per year, this corresponds to cost savings of $2 l,Q to 6 billion per 
year. This savings, due primarily to elimination of unit operations and associated energy costs, vvdsuld give 
the United States a tremendous competitive advantage in low-carbon steel production. Ilmprovemewas in 
product quality are equally impressive. For example, after hot rolling (-60% thickness reduction), INEE 
spray-formed low-carbon steel strip typically had about 50% higher yield and ultimate tensile strength than 
commercial strip, i.e., its properties resemble those of the more costly high-strength low-alloy ssbeels. 
Furthermore, spray forming may be an enabling technology for metals such as high silicon steels that are 
prone to segregation, which leaves the material too brittle to roll into strip. Rapid solidifimtion in spray 
forming limits segregation and may allow these materials to receive conventional thermomechanical 
treatments. 
Strip Preparation 
The INEL spray-forming approach for producing metal strip is depicted schematical~y in Figure I, 




Figure 1, Schematic of INEL approach for spray forming metal strip. 
ncazle's throat. Liquid metal is aspirated or  pressure-fed into the nozzle through a series of holes, or  a 
slit orifice, that spans the width of the nozzle. The high velocity, high temperature inert gas jet shears and 
atomizes the metal into fine droplets that are entrained by the gas stream and transported to a rotating 
drum substrate. In-flight convective cooling followed by conductive and convective cooling at the substrate 
result in rapid solidification, restricting grain growth and improving product homogeneity by reducing the 
segregation sf impurities that form inclusions. The highly directed two-phase flow can result in the near- 
net-shape production of strip, as well as complex shapes. 
The spray apapratus has been described previously [2]. The design is modular, allowing experimental 
flew;ibility for scale-up or  the incorporation of specialized components such as a plume diagnostics unit. 
The apparatus used for continuous strip production consists of a gas manifold and associated electronics 
for controliiliang gas flow and temperature, a chamber housing the main spray forming components 
(induction gas heater, melt tundish, and nozzle), a chamber housing the water-cooled drum substrate, and 
data acquisition and process control electronics. Process control includes open- o r  closed-loop computer 
control of the spray process, laser-based feedback control of strip thickness and surface roughness, and 
remote video monitoring of the spray process. An in-flight particle diagnostics system is used to 
simultaweousliy measure single particle size, velocity, and temperature in the atomized plume. This system 
measures particle diameters between 5 and 1000 pm using an absolute magnitude of scattered light 
technique. Velocities of 10 to 100 mls are measured with a dual beam laser Doppler velocimeter, and 
par"icle temperature is measured with a high-speed two-color pyrometry technique. 
Bench-sale linear convergingtdiverging nozzles of our own design were machined in-house from boron 
nitride. Interchangeable inserts of high purity A1203 were used in critical areas to minimize erosion of the 
boron nitride by the molten steel. The throat width, transverse to the direction of flow, was about 25 mm. 
Mass throughputs were as high as 43 Mg/h per meter of slit width for a slit orifice nozzle operating in the 
aspiration mode, and 165 Mg1'h.m for the same nozzle operating in the pressurized feed mode. A purged 
argon atmosphere within the spray apparatus minimized slag formation in the melt, surface oxidation of 
the strip, and in-flight oxidation of the atomized droplets. 
The nozzle operated at a static pressure of 206 kPa (30 psia) absolute, measured at the nozzle's inlet. 
The gas flow field under single-phase flow conditions was mapped using small pitot tube probes. The 
driving pressure was found to generate supersonic flow conditions; the shock front was in the diverging 
section near the metal feed location. Gas-to-metal mass ratios typically ranged from 0.1 to 0.5. The gas 
and droplet cooled rapidly after exiting the nozzle as the spray plume entrained cool ambient argon. Gas 
and droplet velocity also decreased after exiting the nozzle, with large droplets responding less to drag 
effects by virtue of their greater momentum. 
The starting material was remelted SAE 1008 hot band. During a typical run, 1.5 kg of s t e l  was 
induction heated to about 100°C above the liquidus temperature and atomized using argon heated to about 
1000°C. The resultant droplets impacted a water-cooled, grit-blasted mild steel drum, producing a strip of 
metal about 127 mm wide x 3 mm thick. 
Spray-Formed Strip Proverties 
The microstructure of the as-deposited steel was usually fine, equiaxed ferrite with 11 to 45 ~rm 
average grain size. The transformation of the microstructure of SAE 1008 steel as it goes from commer- 
cial hot band to as-deposited material and finally to hot-rolled product is shown in Figure 2. Note that 
the average grain size of the as-deposited material is about the same as that of the commercial hot band 
(-16 pm), but the grains are somewhat more directional, reflecting the heat transfer direction. 7 b e  grain 
structure of the spray-formed and hot-rolled material was equiaxed ferrite with -5 pm grain diameters. 
As-deposited density, measured by water displacement using Archimedes' principle, ranged from 88 to 
97% of theoretical density with 96% being typical. Full densification of the as-deposited strip was 
achieved with standard hot deformation processing. Depending upon the sample, hot rolling at 1000 to 
1100°C to 30 to 70% thickness reduction was sufficient. Porosity in the as-deposited material was 
generally highest at  the substrate due to high initial quench rates (lo4 to 1 0 ~ ~ 1 s )  13-61. Thin deposits 
formed from low density sprays had the highest porosity levels, but also finer grains due to rapid 
solidification. Low porosities together with fine microstructures were obtained with conditions that 
favored the formation of dense sprays consisting of small droplets with low solid fractions. The refined 
and uniform microstructures of thin hot-rolled strip generated under these conditions can be seen in 
Figure 3. Thick samples (>-9 mm) formed from high enthalpy plumes also had lower porosity levels but 
coarser as-deposited microstructures. Hot rolling to 35% thickness reduction at 1000°C p r o d u d  a fine 
equiaxed ferrite grain structure with an average grain size similar to commercial hot band material. A 
photomicrograph of strip formed under these conditions, as well as one for commercial hot band, is shown 
in Figure 4. 
As expected, the tensile properties of the spray-formed and hot-rolled low-carbon steel strip reflea the 
observed grain refinements. Table 1 summarizes the results. The range of values arises from differenws 
Figure 2. Microstructures of commercial SAE 1008 hot band (left), as-deposited spray-formed sarip 
(center), and hot-rolled spray-formed strip (right). 400X 
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Figure 3. Cross section of thin spray-formed and hot-rolled strip. Left, 100X, right, 35X 
in proeessirrg parameters (particularly spray conditions). Compared to commercial hot band, yield 
strengths increased 47 to 64% and ultimate strengths 9 to 63%. The observed reduction in elongation was 
largely ratsred by normalizing the samples (heating to 930°C for -5 min followed by air cooling). Fully 
annealed samples (heated to 930°C followed by very slow cooling in the furnace) underwent the expected 
grain growh, with a notable decrease in tensile strength and hardness, and an increase in ductility. 
POLYMER RANES 
'The. unique capabilities of polymer membranes in a wide variety of gaslgas and liquidpiquid separa- 
tions is we11 established [7]. The transport properties depend on the membrane's microstructure or 
"lCabricm as well as the physicochemical properties of the polymer and the operating conditions [a]. The 
microstructure, in turn, is dictated by the fabrication method. The need to fully exploit the potential of 
existing membrane materials through performance-enhancing fabrication techniques is underscored by the 
increasingly stringent requirements for air and water purity and waste minimization (see, for example, Title 
1 of the Clean Air Act) [9]. To this end, spray forming technology developed for metal coatings was 
adapted to p o l p e r  membrane fabrication. Membranes were spray formed from 
polygi[bis(phenoq)phosphazene] (PPOP), an inorganic polymer exhibiting exceptional stability in the 
adverse thermal (>lOO°C) and chemical (extreme pH) environments frequently encountered in industrial 
separations 871. The gaslgas and liquidpiquid separation performance of spray-formed membranes 
mmpard favorably with that of similar membranes produced by the conventional method of evaporative 
hife-ast ing [lo]. 
Membranes were formed by depositing atomized droplets of linear PPOP dissolved in tetrahydrofuran 
(WF) onto glass substrates using a bench-scale apparatus developed for spray forming metal. The 
Figure 4. Microstructure of SAE 1008 steel hot band (left) and thick (>--9 mm) spray-formed and hot- 
rolled strip (right). l00X 
Table 1. Tensile Properties of Commercial SAE 1008 Hot Band and 
INEL Spray Formed and Hot Rolled Strip. 
Sample Yield Strength 0.2% Ultimate Strength, Elongation, Hardness, DPH 
Offset, MPa (ksi) MPa (ksi) % in 50 mm 1W g Loads 
- - -- -- - - - - 
Commercial 1008 197 (28.6) 306 (44.4) 51.8 
Hot Band 
Spray Formed 290-324 334-498 (48.4-72.3) 13.9-37.7 3136-160 
and Hot Rolled (42.0-47.0) 
chemical stability of the polymer allowed the membranes to be sprayed in air; argon was the atoirraiziag gas. 
The linear convergingdiverging (de Laval) nozzle, designed at INEL, was machined from boron nitride. 
A 7 wt% solution of linear PPOP in THF was sprayed. The weight average molecular weight of the 
polymer, measured by gel permeation chromatography, was about 750,000 amu. (3 and 5 wt% solutions 
having polymer weight average molecular weights exceeding one million amu were also sprayed but gave 
less satisfactory results.) The solution was warmed to -45°C to lower its viscosity and poured into the 
tundish of the nozzle, which operated at a static pressure of 137 kPa (20 psia). The solution vvas aspirated 
through six small orifices that spanned the width of the nozzle. Solution throughput was about 0.4 kds 
per meter of nozzle throat width. The corresponding gas-to-polymer-solution mass ratio was about 4. The 
solution was sheared and atomized, resulting in very fine droplets that were entrained by the gas stream 
and transported to a moving substrate. Solvent molecules were shed from the atomized droplets during 
their flight, and the remainder evaporated at the substrate. While control of atomizing gas temperature 
wu%d be a wnvenient means of adjusting the solvent evaporation rate, room temperature argon was used 
bemuse the equilibrium vapor pressure of THF (145 torr at 20°C) is high enough to allow facile 
evaporation of the solvent. Upon impact, individual polymer molecules within adjacent droplets interwove 
while shedding any remaining solvent. 
The polymerlsoIvent spray was deposited onto 8.3 x 8.3 cm glass plates, maintained at room tempera- 
ture, that were swept through the spray plume at rates yielding membranes 1 to 10 Im thick. A typical 
5 ~ r n  thick membrane was fully dried and consolidated in about 1 s. The membranes appeared to be 
mherene and uniform and exhibited good adhesion to the substrate. SEM analysis revealed an asymmetric 
structure as described below. 
The hydrophobic membranes were lifted from the substrate by water immersion, mounted onto a 
porous test cell support, and edge-sealed using polymer solution. Knife-cast membranes prepared using a 
standard approach were also floated off their glass substrates into water and mounted onto test cell 
supports. 
Membrane Characteristics and Performance 
The microstructure of the spray-formed PPOP membranes was dictated by the interplay of the spray 
plume and substrate. Experimental parameters such as nozzle geometry and pressure, average molecular 
weight of the polymer, viscosity and concentration of the polymer solution, evaporation rate of the solvent, 
and distanm to the substrate had the greatest affect on the spray plume characteristics. The speed, 
temperature, rand properties of the substrate also influence the membrane's microstructure. 
Smnning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to evaluate membrane surface structure and thickness. 
Over the: width of the glass plates, the membranes appeared homogeneous and of uniform thickness. 
Close examination revealed that the membranes were asymmetric, with a thin, dense region at the 
suQPstrateJdepssit interface and a relatively thick, uniform build-up of translucent, "spongy" polymer 
material away from the substrate. Knife-cast membranes, on the other hand, appeared more uniformly 
dense and transparent. 
Gas selectivity was measured using a fully automated mixed gas test cell interfaced to a Hewlett 
Packard 5BW gas chromatograph [ l l ] .  Pervaporation studies were conducted at 65°C using a driving 
pressure of 200 psig across the membranes. The selectivity of spray-formed and knife-cast PPOP 
membranes was determined f ~ r  several acid gas mixtures (10% S02/90% N,, 10% H2S/90% CH,, 10% 
C02/90% CH,). S02/N2 mixtures are encountered in industrial exhaust while H2S/CH4 represents well 
gas. The results are given in Table 2. At 80°C, spray-formed membranes had 4 times the selectivity of 
knife-as8 membranes when separating 50, from nitrogen; at 130°C the difference increased to about 42 
times. Spray-formed membranes had twice the selectivity of similar knife-cast membranes when separating 
H2S from methane at 80°C and had 67 times the selectivity at 130°C. Improvements were also observed 
with spray-brmed membranes when separating C02/CH4 mixtures. 
Spray-formed membranes also performed impressively in certain liquidniquid separations. In 
pernaporation experiments, spray-formed membranes gave excellent component separation for a mixture of 
halogenated hydrocarbons and alcohols in water (0.5% methylene chloride, 0.5% chloroform, 0.5% 
methanol, 0.5% ethanol, 98% water). The alcohol-rich permeate (41.8% ethanol, 58.2% ethanol) 
contained a trace amount of water. The halogenated hydrocarbon concentration in the permeate was 
extremely low--below the detection limit in gas chromatographic analysis. Knife-cast membranes gave 
similar results. However, the flux through spray-formed membranes (2.83 ~ / m ~ .  h) was appreciably higher 
than that through knife-cast membranes (0.1-0.4 ~/m,.h) of the same thickness tested under the same 
conditions. 
Membrane fabrication via spray forming offers time savings, flexibility, and improved performance over 
traditional approaches (e.g. knife casting or spin casting). Whereas knife-cast membrane preparation 
Table 2. Component Selectivity Data for Spray-Formed and Knife-Cast PPOP Mernbrancs. 
PPOP Selectivity 
Gas Mixture Temperature ("C) Spray-Formed IKbasik-Cast 
required hours, spray-formed membranes were prepared in seconds. The flexibility gained by spray 
forming membranes to near-net shape not only greatly reduces production costs by eliminating unit 
operations, but also allows membranes with complex shapes, which are difficult or impossible to 
manufacture by conventional approaches, to be produced in a straightforward manner. The ability to tailor 
membrane microstructure to specific separation processes by varying the spray and substrate parameters 
mentioned previously enhances performance. 
SPRAY-FO TOOLING 
The recent explosion of interest in rapid prototyping technology is fueled in part by the restructuring 
of today's marketplace. Successful competition in global markets will require the ability to a r ~  a design 
concept through the prototype stage to the production stage faster and at lower cost than ever before, 
The ability to generate plastic and wax models of prototype parts with high dimensional accuracy via 
selective laser sintering [12], stereolithography [13], ballistic particle manufacturing [14], and other 
approaches is now a reality. However, it is generally accepted that the rapid production of prototype parts 
from engineered materials--materials that will actually see service--is the prime long term goal [H5]. 
Methodologies that can rapidly produce specialized tooling, such as molds and dies, would satisfy this goal 
when used with conventional approaches such as injection molding, compression molding, and die as t ing.  
Presently, complex molds, dies, and related tooling are expensive and time consuming ro make. They 
can easily exceed $200K in cost and require months to fabricate. Researchers at the INEL have rceaatly 
begun to develop spray forming technology to produce specialized tooling by spray depositing molten 
metal droplets onto patterns made from plastics, waxes, clay, or other easy-to-form materials. This 
approach could provide a unique opportunity for simplifying production of complex tooling, thereby 
substantially reducing its cost. Rapid solidification enables patterns made from plastics, waxes, clays, eec. 
to be used despite their low softening temperatures, while near-net-shape capability allows objects with 
complex shapes to be made easily. The semispherical shell shown in Figure 5 was generated by spay  
depositing molten tin directly onto an inflated party balloon. 
To form a mold, die, etc., liquid metal was pressure fed into a venturi-like nozzle transporting high 
velocity (mach number - 1.5) argon at temperatures above the liquidus temperature of the metal to be 
sprayed. Kinetic energy transfer from the gas overcame the relatively strong surface tension forces of the 
liquid metal, resulting in finely atomized metal droplets. The droplets were entrained in a directed two- 
phase flow, quenched, and deposited onto a moving plastic pattern having the desired shape and surface 
texture. The main spray-forming components (spray nozzle, liquid metal reservoir, gas heater, and pattern) 
Figure 5. Party balloon spray-coated with tin emphasizes rapid solidification and near-net-shape capability 
of spray hrming. 
were housed in an argon-purged chamber to limit the detrimental effects of oxide formation. All spray 
mmponents were designed and constructed in-house. 
The nonr;.;le/metal feed assembly was designed to produce sprays of relatively fine droplets having a 
narrow size dist~bution. These conditions offer greater flexibility for controlling droplet temperature, 
momentum, and flow pattern, as well as deposit microstructure. Bench-scale nozzles having transverse 
throat .;ay;dths of 17 mm were typically operated at gas-to-metal mass ratios (for tin) of about 10 with metal 
throughputs of about 0.5 kg/s per meter of nozzle throat width. 
Single-phase gas flow field diagnostics were used to map the static pressure and gas velocity profiles 
within the nozle's flow channel. Size analysis of solidified droplets was conducted using standard wet and 
dry sieving methods. 
A quasi one-dimensional computer model was used with the diagnostics results to guide component 
optimimtion as well as development of algorithms for process control. The model simulated the entire 
nozzle and free jet (plume) regions with full aerodynamic and energetic coupling between the metal 
droplets and the transport gas, and with coupled liquid injection into the gas stream. 
Results and Discussion 
The ultimate goal is fabrication of complex tooling from tool forming and hardfacing stainless steel 
alloys and composite materials. At the time of this publication, however, development of spray-forming 
tooling at the INEL is in its early stages. Several low-melting point alloys of zinc and tin have been tested 
with very encouraging results. An example is given in Figure 6, which shows a metal mold produad in 
about 5 min by spraGforming molten tin on a 
plastic (low-density polyethylene) pattern 
having a butterfly shape. The pattern was not 
damaged despite the fact that the temperature 
of the molten metal within the crucible 
(300°C) greatly exceeded the melting point of 
the pattern (-100°C). Replication of surface 
features, including fine scratches in the pat- 
tern, was excellent. The surface of the mold 
was mirror-like and free of solidification 
shrinkage defects, indicating that replication 
of the pattern's surface texture also was very 
good. Patterns of a variety of other plastics, 
including acrylic, polycarbonate, and polysty- 
rene, have also given good results. 
A photomicrograph of a sectioned mold, Figure 6. Metal mold shell (left) was produmd in about 
given in Figure 7, illustrates the refined grain 5 min by spray depositing tin on a plastic pattern (right). 
structures that can be obtained using this 
rapid solidification process. The as-deposited grain structure was equiaxed with a fairly narrow range of 
fine (-6-16 pm) grain sizes--much finer than the massive grains found in cast objects. As-deposited 
density, measured by water displacement using Archimedes' principle, was typically 88 to 95% of 
theoretical. 
The molten metal used to produce the deposit was very finely atomized. Unconsolidated powder was 
collected and analyzed by wet and dry sieving through fine mesh screens. The mass median diameter, 
volume mean diameter, and Sauter mean diameter of the powder were, respectively, 23 pm, 31.3 pm, and 
23.2 pm. The geometric standard deviation (og = (d84/d16)1R as determined from a log-normal plat) was 
1.5, indicating a narrow droplet size distribution in the spray plume. SEM analysis revealed that nearly a11 
the particles were spherical. 
An important advantage of spray forming molds, dies, etc. is the ability to  use patterns made from 
easy-to-shape materials such as plastic, wax, or  clay, even though the softening point of these materials 
may be well below the crucible temperature of the molten metal. Since plastic and wax protorwe models 
can now be produced using CAD-based systems, spray forming could develop into a complemenrary 
approach for generating specialized tooling for manufacturing prototype parts from engineered materials. 
The reduced time and cost of these moldsldies would allow rapid design verification and enable new 
designs and technology to enter the marketplace more quickly. 
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ABSTRACT 
The National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) has extensive capabilities for fabricating a vmety of 
high-technology films. Much of the in-house work in NREL's large photovoltaics (PV) program involves 
the fabrication of multiple thm-film semiconducting layers constituting a thin- film PV device. NIREVs 
smaller program in superconductivity focuses on the fabrication of superconducting films on long, flexnble- 
tape substrates. This paper focuses on four of NREL's in-house research groups and their film fabnca~on 
techniques, developed for a variety of elements, alloys, and compounds to be deposited on a variety of 
substrates. As is the case for many national laboratories, NREL's technology transfer efforts are Gocusmg 
on Cooperative Research and Development Agreements (CRADAs) between NREL researchers and prnvate 
industry researchers. The reader is encouraged to consider and explore the application of these film- 
fabrication technologies for their own needs by contacting the author or the principal scientists at NFEL, 
referenced below. 
INTRODUCTION 
Chemical deposition and physical deposition are the two principal classifications for a multihde of film- 
fabrication technologies, whether the films are thin (about 1 micron thick or less) or not (thcker &an 1 
micron). Among the chemical deposition technologies used by NREL researchers are several chemcal 
vapor deposition techniques, liquid phase epitaxy, solution growth, and several electrochemical kclasnnques. 
Among the physical deposition technologies are several sputtering techniques, physical vapor deposstim 
using electron beams or resistance heating, molecular beam epitaxy, and melt coating. These techniques or 
their variations have been used at NREL to deposit a variety of metals, compounds, and alloys as 
amorphous, polycrystalline, or crystalline films. Among the critical factors in identifying an appro~iak 
deposition technology are the control precision needed for the amounts of the elements used in the filn~s-- 
especially important in the case of semiconducting compounds and their dopants--the effect of the 
deposition technology on the crystallinity of the final films, and the deposition rate-an especially 
important parameter for production costing. 
A historical description of NREL's filrn fabrication technologies and the materials deposited is in reference 
1. The deposition techniques at NREL include electron beam evaporation, physical vapor deposition, 
magnetron (DC and RF) sputtering, ion-beam sputtering, electrodeposition of multielement compunds, 
molecular beam epitaxy, liquid-phase epitaxy, electrolytic plating, electroless deposition, plasma+&mcd 
chemical vapor deposition, photochemical vapor deposition, hot-wire catalytic deposition, melt sheet 
growth, and melt coating. Several of these techniques, or their variations, have been used to deposit films 
of Si, amorphous Si, amorphous Ge, amorphous C, Au, Sn, Zn, Ag, Mo, W, GaAs, GaAlAs, GAPz,  
GaAsP, InP, Gap, CuInSg, CdS, In203(Sn), Sn%(Sb), ZnO(Al), Ta205, Ti@, MgF2, ZnS, Mo03, 
WO3, diamond-like carbon films, YBaCuO compounds, BiSrCaCuO compounds, TlBaCaCuO compmds. 
other refractory metals, other metal oxides, silicon alloys, and amorphous-silicon alloys. 
NREL also has a long history of substantial funding (50% of NREL PV funds) for industrial research in 
photovoltaics; and much of that research is devoted to manufacturing processes, including filrn f a k c a ~ o n  
research for thin-film devices. Subcontract research to industry is a legitimate technology bzmsfer activity 
at NREL, although industry itself is supported to develop technology, and no "transfer" takes place. 
This paper will highlight four of NREL's film fabrication technologies and their achievements ~ & I !  
NREL's PV and superconductivity programs. Three are chemical deposition technologies that have proven 
to be advantageous for the controlled deposition of multielement compounds and alloys. The f o d  is a 
physical deposition technology with known advantages for use in production. NREL's in-house resmch 
capabilities are available to US PV companies, superconductivity companies, and other c o q a ~ e s  
interested in film-fabrication technologies. 
METALORGANIC CHEMICAL VAPOR DEPOSITION 
J. Olson and coworkers successfully fabricated record-high-efficiency photovoltaic devices using a custom- 
built metalorganic chemical-vapor-deposition system (2,3). They grew their epitaxial layers of GaInP.2 
me8 GaAs in an atmospheric-pressure MOCVD vertical reactor, and achieved efficiencies for the 
cmverslon of sunlight to electricity as high as 29% (active area), a record for this technology. The system 
was built with a standard run-vent configuration. The Ga, In, P, As, and Zn sources were compounds of 
tnmthylgalPium, trimethylindium, phosphine, arsine, and diethylzinc. Carbon doping came from a CC4 
s o m e  consisting of reagent-grade CC4  housed in a conventional bubbler, with Pd-diffused H2 used as the 
carrier gas. Growth was done on zincdoped GaAs single-crystal substrates. 
Dwing their work on improving device performance, this group developed an in-situ growth-rate 
mmswement technique using diffuse reflectance normal to the growth surface. The technique allows for 
mmswement of real-time surface roughness, in addition to growth rate. The period of interference fringes 
obtain& from the diffuse reflectance was compared with cross sections measured by a scanning-electron 
microscop and shown to be inversely proportional to the growth rate. 
HOT-WIRE CHEMICAL VAPOR DEPOSITION 
R. %. Crmdall and coworkers developed a different chemical vapor deposition technique for amorphous 
silicon (4). Called hot-wire-assisted chemical vapor deposition (HWCVD), it appears to be capable of 
prduchg hydrogenated amorphous silicon with properties superior to those fabricated by the more 
convenhonal plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD). The HWCVD films are deposited 
using a hot filament temperature of approximately 1 ,900°C, to dissociate the silane gas, and a chamber 
presswe Pow enough to minimize gas collisions before the film precursors hit the substrate. The amorphous 
silicon films are fabricated using a S i m  gas flow rate of 20 sccm and either glass or silicon substrates held 
at varying temperatures between 40°C and 450°C. Deposition rates tended to be as much as four times 
faster than PECVD rates; mpid deposition rates are critical to the cost effectiveness of production 
techologies. Figure 1 is a schematic of this process. 
ELECTRODEPOSITION 
Instead of chemical vapors, R. Noufi, R. Bhattacharya, and coworkers developed an electrodeposition 
techique using chemical solutions for depositing superconducting films (5). Electrodeposition is an 
e1i;c~whemical process where materials (e-g., metals or oxides) in the proper stoichiometry are deposited 
on condwting substrates from chemical solutions containing the ions of interest (e.g., cu2+, y3+, ~ a ~ + ,  in 
the case of one of the high-temperature superconductors). As is almost always the case for 
el~trsd%gosition, one of the two phases contributing to an interface of interest will be a liquid electrolyte, 
which is merely a phase through which charge is carried by the movement of ions. The second phase at the 
bm* is an solid electrode (the substrate in this case), which is the phase through which charge is 
cmiesl lay electron movement. In general, when the potential of an electrode is moved from its equilibrium 
value toward negative potentials, the substance that will be reduced first (cu2+ + 2e- = cue) is the one with 
the least negative redox potential. For example, in a solution containing cu2+, y3+, and ~ a ~ + ,  the cu2+ is 
reduced first, followed by the reduction of y3+ as the potential of the electrode is made more negative. All 
three ions can be deposited on the surface of the electrode when the potential is negative enough. The 
relative concentrations of the constituents in the deposited films are empirically determined by the 
concentrations of the ions in the solution. 
There are other families of superconducting compounds involving Ba, Sr, Ca, Cu, O and Tl, Ba, Ca, Cu, O 
L researchers have successfully electrodeposited these compounds in their appropriate 
skcsicEome~es. A significantly high rate of fabrication, of the order of microns per minute, makes 
el%$-deposition a likely candidate for large-scale, cost-effective manufacturing of superconducting wires 
or tapes. Figure 2 is a schematic of this process for the fabrication of superconducting tapes made from 
thdl im cornpomds. 
PILOT LINE SPUTTERJNG 
Many PV researchers have concluded that sputtering does too much damage to films during fahcatlon to 
yield the optimum electronic properties needed for highefficiency photovoltaic devices. Yet T. Coutts and 
coworkers adapted this deposition technology, with known production advantages to a high-qualli(ji solar- 
cell design destined for space applications (7). Using Ar sputtering gas, InP solar cells were fahcated 
using two sputter guns and depositing successive layers of indium-tin-oxide (ITQ). The first thin layer 
provided a shallow homojunction in the InP substrate, while the second provides part of an antlreflection 
coating needed for high performance of the completed solar cell. Additional layers, patterned electrical 
contacts, and a post-deposition heat treatment provide controlled changes in the electrical and optncali 
properties of the solar cell and complete the processing of the final cell. Thuty-two solar cells, each 4 cm2 
in area, were completed in the pilot production. The histogram of efficiencies ranged from about 15 % to 
over 16%. The poject demonstrated that the sputtering process can be used for these relatively-lage-area 
devices and that the highest efficiency, 16.2%, is comparable to the highest reported from another 
production method. Further, the process can be configured for in-line production rather than batch 
production, characteristic of many CVD production processes. 
This paper has briefly described four film fabrication technologies developed by NREL researchers for 
either multilayer PV devices or high temperature superconducting coatings. Each of the reseasclh g011ps 
mentioned above has achieved distinction within its respective research community through the 
development of these particular film-fabrication processes for high-efficiency PV devices or 
superconducting coatings. For U.S. PV companies, superconductivity companies, or other companies 
interested in high-technology films and coatings, these and other NREL research groups are resources 
available through formal cooperative R&D agreements, such as CRADAs. 
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ABSTRACT 
h o r p h o u s  diamondlike carbon (DLC) films were deposited using both single and dual ion beam 
eechiques ub i l~ng  filament and hollow cathode ion sources. Continuous DLC films up to 3000 A thick 
were deposited on fused quartz plates. Ion beam process parameters were varied in an effort to create hard, 
dear r h s .  Center. Total DLC film absorption over visible wavelengths was obtained using a Perkin-Elmer 
speetrophotometer. An ellipsometer, with an &-He laser (wavelength 6328 A) was used to determine index 
of refraction for the DLC films. Scratch resistance,frictional and adherence properties were determined for 
select 8 - h s .  Applications for these films range from military to the ophthalmic industries. 
INTRODUCTION 
Edensive resources by a large number of laboratories have been dedicated to diamond film 
resesch. The attraction for diamond films is easy to understand. Diamond is the hardest known material, 
an excellent hsulator, and has a high thermal conductivity. However, high substrate temperatures (1 1000°C) 
are r e q ~ e d  for the formation of these films. Thus, their usefulness is restricted to specialized applications 
and to relatively small surface areas. Hydrogenated amorphous DLC films (1) however, can be deposited at 
low temperatures, thus attracting numerous applications which are unapproachable by the high temperature 
dimorad f i  deposition technique. DLC films can be deposited at room temperature using several plasma 
generating tec$niques as detailed by Robertson (2). With commercially available ion source systems, these 
deposition techiques are easily configured to coat large and/or unique samples. Ideally the only constraint 
aegucmg f h  deposition using ion sources is the size and pumping limitations of the vacuum facilities. 
NASA Lewis Research Center is performing spinoff technology development to improve the 
chuaderistia of DLC films made by dual ion beam deposition for the purposes of coating plastic ophthal- 
mic lenses. High visible wavelength transmittance, scratch-resistance, film hardness, and acceptable index of 
refraction are required for such applications. 
Diamondlike Carbon Film Deposition Apparatus and Procedure 
Two different dual ion beam systems were used to deposit DLC f h s .  The first system was used by 
Mktich (1). It consisted of a 30 cm ion source with its grids masked down to 10 cm in diameter and an 8 
cm ion sowce (figure 1). Argon flowed through a hollow cathode and a neutralizer to create a plasma dis- 
"NASA Resident Research Associate at Lewis Research Center. 
charge. Methane was introduced into the discharge chamber to provide a source of carbon for DLC film 
deposition. A second system used to deposit DLC consisted of a 15 cm diameter source and 8 cm diameter 
source. The 15 cm cathode filament ion source with its extraction grids masked to 10 cm diameter, is used 
to directly deposit DLC films using methane. 
Prior to film deposition, samples are cleaned with soap solution in an ultrasonic bath, rinsed with 
deionized water and dried with nitrogen. The specimens to be coated are then placed in vacuum and 
cleaned using xenon ions at an energy of 500 eV for approximately two minutes. The total beam energy (the 
sum of the discharge voltage and the screen grid voltage) is kept at approximately 125 eV. Current densities 
at these conditions are approximately 60 Pa/cm2 in the vicinity of the sample. The deposition rate of the 
DLC films on fused quartz is approximately 71 A/min. 
Robertson and O'Reilly (3) have shown that a mixture of sp2 (trigonal bonding associated with 
graphite) and sp3 (tetrahedral bonding characteristic of diamond) form into graphitic clusters which are then 
bonded into a larger sp3 matrix. It was also shown that the sp2 clusters control the electronic properties in 
the DLC film while the sp3 bonding is responsible for its mechanical properties. Angus and Wang (4) also 
discuss the role of atomic hydrogen content in DLC films as a method of increasing the sp3 coordination 
while reducing the sp2 bonding. 
Mitich, et al (5), showed that a dual ion beam system with energetic argon ions in the second ion 
source could produce clearer DLC films than possible with a single ion direct deposition source. During 
dual-beam depositions an 8 cm cathode filament ion source with its extraction grids masked to 1 cm, is used 
to direct a beam of hydrogen, argon or xenon ions at the substrate. The current density due to hydrogen 
ions ranged from 80-300 Pa/cm2. 
Optical Properties of Films 
The spectral transmittance and reflectance of the DLC films deposited on fused quartz were 
obtained using a Perkin-Elmer lambda 9 spectrophotometer. The spectral absorptance is calculated based on 
the measured transmittance and reflectance. Figure 2 shows the transmittance for DLC films deposited with 
both the single and dual ion beam systems. The transmittance of the DLC film deposited with the dual ion 
beam system is greater for all wavelengths compared to the single beam film. A 500 A thick f h  also is 90% 
transmitting at wavelengths greater than 7000 A. 
Figure 3 shows the results of various techniques which were tested in an effort to increase the DLC 
film transmittance at a wavelength of 5000 A. The values represent the transmittance at 5000 A (which 
approximates the peak sensitivity of the human eye (6)) for DLC films on fused quartz substrate for various 
dual beam gaseous deposition conditions. The 30 cm source for conditions 1 through 4 used a hollow 
cathode to produce a plasma of argon and methane for DLC film deposition. If the hollow cathode is 
replaced by a filament cathode the need to use Argon in the operation of the ion source during the DLC 
deposition process is eliminated. The improvement in DLC film transmittance as a result of this alteration is 
shown in condition 5 (Figure 3). Clearly a higher transmittance results when the dual beam system is used, 
and especially when hydrogen gas is used in the second source. The use of a pure hydrogen ion beam in the 
8 cm ion source produced a DLC film with a transmittance of 84%. 
Index of refraction measurements were made with an Ellipsometer 11 system manufactured by 
Applied Materials, Inc.. This system uses a 2 milliwatt helium-neon laser, with a wavelength of 6328 A and 
at a 70' angle of incidence with the surface. This ellipsometer produces data which is used to calculate both 
the index of refraction and the film thickness. The calculated film thickness is compared to the value 
obtained using a Dektak surface profilometer to determine the reliabiili of the calculated index of 
refraction. The techniques showed agreement within approximately 70 'd . 
A DLC ftlm's index of refraction is important because this property determines the required film 
thickness for use in an anti-reflective stack coating. As the difference between two materials' indices of 
refraction increases, less of each material is required to produce an anti-reflective coatings. This smaller 
amount of material (thinner film) would correspond to a higher transmittance because of less light 
attenuation and to a reduction in film deposition time. both of these factors (less material, less time) 
translate to a lower cost to produce'anti-reflective coatings. 
Tihe DLC films made with the direct deposition technique using methane in a single ion source 
produce f h s  which have an index of refraction of 2.0. When a hydrogen beam is directed at the sample 
dwinag film deposition the index of refraction decreases to values of 1.75 to 1.8 as the current density of the 
hydrogen beam in the second ion source is increased. 
Scratch Resistance and Adherence 
Diamond stylus scratch tests were performed on both a DLC coated and an uncoated fused quartz 
plate. The DLC coating had a thickness of 1650% and was deposited using a single ion beam source. The 
plates were dtrasonicdy cleaned in acetone, rinsed with pure ethanol followed by deionized water, then 
dried in &- A diamond stylus with a hemispherical radius of 841 pm was slid along the plate at a rate of 10 
mm/mh. A progressive normal load of 0 to 25N was applied at a rate of 100 N/min. These parameters 
generated a total scratch length of 2.5 mm with an effective load-displacement relationship of 10 N/mm. 
The frictional force and acoustic emission were monitored during the scratch tests. The acoustic emission 
simal is an accurate indicator as to when fracture initiates for brittle materials, such as fused quartz. 
F i ~ r e  4 summarizes the results from the scratch tests on the coated and uncoated plates. The 
acoustic emission signal indicates that fracture initiated on the uncoated quartz plate began to fracture at 
appro&ateIy 13 N normal load whereas the DLC coated plate did not begin to fracture until approximately 
21 I.a normd load. The frictional force was relatively linear in both cases, but was notably lower for the 
coated plate. The average friction coefficient (frictional force divided by normal force) for the test duration 
was 0.04 kl.O.8.81 for the uncoated plate and 0.03 20.01 for the DLC coated plate. 
Tiis reduction in friction is the most likely reason that the DLC coated plate withstood a higher 
normal load before fracturing than the uncoated plate. A spherical stylus sliding along a flat plate generates 
a m&mum tensile stress at the trailing edge of the sliding contact (7). It has been shown that this trailing 
edge tensile stress is the cause of failure in brittle materials (ref 8). This tensile stress is amplified by the 
friction coefficient between the stylus and the plate. Therefore a reduction in friction coefficient also reduces 
the tenside stress at the trailing edge of the contact. 
Abrasion tests were performed on single ion beam DLC films deposited on fused quartz by rubbing 
SiQ2 pwticiles (=80 ym particle size) over the surface. These particles were rubbed on the surface by hand. 
F i w e  5 shows how the DLC film coated side was protected from the abrasive particles while scratches can 
be seen on the uncoated portion of the sample. 
A&erence of DLC films deposited on fused quartz using both the single and dual beam methods 
was measwed by Mirtich (9). The adherence of these films were as ood as the maximum adherence of the 5 Sebastim Adherence Tester used to make the measurement (5.5 x 10 ~ / m ~  or 8000 psi), regardless of the 
method off deposition. The film. adherence was so great in fact that often portions of the quartz lifted off 
l e a h g  the DLC f h  intact. 
Potential DLC Applications 
A variety of companies in the United States were surveyed in 1989 by the regarding the potential 
commercid applications of DLC films. Table I lists the 12 applications which were most highly rated of the 
39 questiomaire responses received. In addition, Table I1 lists of the focussed applications which are being 
eqlored at NASA Lewis Research Center for which DLC films would be well suited. 
DLC f h s  are hard, very adherent and can be deposited at room temperature. These films may 
prove to be beneficial in technological areas seeking to improve the scratch resistance of materials through 
the use of novel thin coatings. The availability of ion beam systems (whether dual or single beam) facilitates 
coenfiphg systems for deposition onto large, non-standard shapes. Single beam DLC films are already 
k h g  used as scratch resistant coatings on sunglass lenses which are available commercially since high 
trmspaemq is not as critical. The addition of a second ion source has been shown to improve film 
trmsmitkm~e~ thus increasing the usefulness of these films to other eyewear and optical surfaces (automotive 
ers, etc.). The index of refraction for DLC films is reduced when a dual ion system 
employing a hydrogen beam is used. A DLC coated quartz plate has shown a superior abiEty to resist 
fracture under sliding in comparison to an uncoated quartz plate. Thus, the use of a fairly thin DL87 fh has 
the potential to provide improved scratch resistance beyond the capability of the substrate onto which it is 
deposited. 
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TABLE I 
Potential Diamondlike Carbon Film Applications 
DLC Film Application Desirable DLC Film Proper- ties 
1. Protective coating for 
sungass lenses 
2. Protective coating for 
eyeglass lenses 
3. Hermetic coating for eyewear 
4. Abrasion, moisture resistent coating for 
optical surfaces (visible and infrared) 
5. Magnetic recording head 
6. Coating computer hard disk 
7. Abrasion resistant coating for optical win 
dsws in bar code scanners 
8. Biomedical applications 
9. Chemically resistant protective coating 
10. Enhanced IR transmittance of Ge and Si 
Inhared optics 
11. Cutting blades 
42. Abrasion resistant non-stick 
coating for cookware 
Hardness, scratch resistance 
Hardness, scratch resistance, 
transmittance 
Hermeticity, hardness, scratch 
resistance, transmittance 
Hermeticity, hardness, scratch 
resistance, transmittance 
Hermeticity, hardness, scratch 
resistance 
Hermeticity, hardness, scratch 
resistance 
Hardness, scratch resistance 
Biocompatibility, hermeticity 
Hermeticity, hardness 
IR transmittance, index of 
refraction, abrasion protection 
Smoothness, hardness, herm- 
eticity 
Hardness, scratch resistance 
TABLE I1 
Focused Diamondlike Film Applications 
at NASA Lewis Research Center 
(1) Abrasion-Resistant Anti-Reflective Optical Coatings 
*Plastic sunglass lenses 
*Plastic eyeglass lenses 
*Other optical substrates such as glass 
(2) Chemical/environmental protection ("hermetic sealing") of transparent substrates 
(3) Wear Protection of Non-Optical Substrates 
*Magnetic Disks 
*Cutting Surfaces 
*Other Wear Parts 
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ABSTRACT 
Research has been underway at the NASA Lewis Research Center since the 1%0's to develop high 
temperature, self-lubricating materials. The bulk of the research has been done "in-housen by a team of 
researchers from the Materials Division. 
A series of self-lubricating solid material systems has been developed over the years. One of the 
most promising is the composite material system referred to as PS-212 or PM-212. This material is a 
powder metallurgy product composed of metal bonded chromium carbide and two solid lubricating materials 
known to be self-lubricating over a wide temperature range. 
NASA feels this material has a wide potential in industrial applications. Simplified processing of this 
material would enhance its commercial potential. Processing changes have the potential to reduce processing 
costs, but tribological and physical properties must not be adversely affected. 
Extrusion processing has been employed in this investigation as a consolidation process for 
PM-212/PS-212. It has been successful in that high density bars of EX-212 (extruded PM-212) can readily 
be fabricated. Friction and strength data indicate these properties have been maintained or improved over 
the P.M. version. A range of extrusion temperatures have been investigated and tensile, friction, wear and 
microstructural data have been obtained. Results indicate extrusion temperatures are not critical from a 
densification standpoint, but other properties are temperature dependent. 
INTRODUCTION 
As advances in engine technology have proceeded over the years, a corresponding need has been 
generated to develop lubricating systems capable of performing in extreme temperature environments. These 
temperatures exceed the useful range of normal lubricating systems. Liquid and dry lubricants cannot 
operate at temperatures where the organic components break down or the solids oxidize. New methods 
include gas bearings and self-lubricating/load bearing composites such materials are needed to fulf111 the 
promise of improved high temperature system performance. 
A series of self-lubricating composite materials, unique in their chemistries, has been developed at 
NASA Lewis. The latest and most promising in this series is referred to as PS-212 or PM-212. This 
material is composed of powders of chromium carbide with a nickel base alloy binder combined with silver 
and eutectic fluorides. Both PS-212 and PM-212 have the same composi-tion, only fabrication methods 
differ. The first version was PS-212, a plasma sprayed material that is described in detail in refs. 1, 2, 3, and 
4. Plasma spraying of the material, while relatively simple, has some inherent drawbacks including the 
uneven buildup of the sprayed surface, compositional variation, entrapped porosity and oxidation, and the 
inability to coat many internal surfaces. PM-212 was the next version and it was developed using standard 
powder metallurgy techniques including cold or hot pressing, cold isostactic pressing and sintering or hot 
Isostatic pressing. This data is reported in refs. 5 and 6. Reference 5 deals with powder metal processing 
and resultmk tribological properties. In ref. 6 strength properties of PM-212 are reported for various 
processing conditions. Thermal conductivity and thermal expansion are also included in this reference. 
A new material must be cost effective to be accepted as a viable commercial product. Raw material 
costs and processing are major considerations in this acceptance process. Extrusion has the potential for 
reduced processing costs and is a commonly accepted processing procedure. 
Opthum extruded properties should only be expected if the variables are optimized. These include: 
(1) starting powder sizes and distribution, (2) extrusion temperatures, (3) reduction ratio and extrusion 
speed. This investigation was limited and only looked at varying extrusion temperatures over a range from 
lW0F to lE@O°F. The results reported are therefore not necessarily optimum for EX-212 . 
The advantages for using extrusion include the following: Commercial extrusion is done over a 
range of temperatures and is used on a variety of materials including both metallics and non-metallics. The 
e~rusion process both consolidates and shapes. Shapes and sizes can vary greatly depending upon tooling. 
Resultant products are consistent in properties and reduced in cost. 
MATERIALS AND PROCEDURE 
PS-212, PM-212 and EX-212 are three process versions of the same basic material. They are 
composed of 78% of a metal bonded, chromium carbide powder (i.e. Metco 430 NS), 15% silver, and 15% 
barium fluoride/calcium fluoride. The chemical compositions of these components are listed in Table I. 
Metcs 432 NMS powder gives the hardness, wear resistance and load bearing capacity while silver lubricates 
from cryogenic temperatures to 900°F and the fluorides lubricate from 900°F to 1600OF. 
MATERIAL PREPARATION 
AS1 components were obtained from a commercial source that processed and blended the powders 
under the direction of NASA personnel. As indicated in Table I, Metco 430 NS powder is from -200 to 
+idhOO mesh, silver powder is -100 to +325 mesh and the eutectic fluorides are -200 to +325 mesh. These 
powders are mixed in a "V-blender" for 45 minutes. 
The blended powders are processed in air and are gravity filled into the extrusion cans. These cans 
are fabricated from mild steel and have a finish size of 3" O.D. x 2" I.D. x 6" long. After filling the cans, the 
contents are degassed prior to welding on the top. After sealing the cans were furnace heated for one hour 
at the earusion temperature and then rapidly transferred to the extrusion press. Area reductions for the 
e~rusions were held constant at 16:l. This resulted in an EX-212 bar diameter of about .4 inch and a length 
of 5 feet. 'The extrusions were done in a 1020 ton vertical press. Maximum punch pressure is less than 
l%,W PSI. Extrusion temperatures were 1400°F, 1500OF, 1600'F, 170°F, and 1800OF. 
After extrusion, the bars were inspected by both x-ray and surface fluorescence (Zyglo) and then 
Obricated into test samples. Two types of test samples were used in this investigation. They are shown in 
fig. 1 and include tensile test bars (ref. 7) and friction and wear bars. Test specimens were fabricated by 
diamond grinding for the friction wear bars and by silicon carbide grinding for the tensile bars. Both 
methods worked, but the diamond ground surface was smoother. 
TENSILE AND TENSILE TESTING 
Tensile tests were run at room temperature, 800°F, 120O0F, 1400°F and 1600OF. They were run, in 
most cases, as single data points. Tests were run in a controlled strain rate test machine and temperatures 
were measured with thermocouples attached to the test section. 
Friction and wear specimens were scrubbed with an aluminalwater paste and rinsed with deionized 
water prior to testing. These specimens were slid against a Rene '41 (nickel base alloy) counterface disk. 
Testing was done in a pin-on-disk tribometer. The hemispherically tipped (3116" radius of curvature) 
specimen (pin) was loaded against the flat surface of the rotating Rene '41 disk. Sliding speed was 9 ft/sec 
with a deadweight load of 1.1 lb. Tests were run in an air atmosphere (relative humidity 35% at room 
temperature) at 70°F, 660°F and 14U0°F. 
Nine double-ended EX-212 specimens were tested for a total of 36 half hour tests by ru 
tests on each pin end. Of the nine specimens, three each were from the l W F ,  1600°F and lW°F 
extrusions. The Rene '41 disks were heated by induction and were generally run at 1000 rpm (9.2 ftjsec.). 
(A velocity survey was conducted by running successive five minute tests at 10, 100, 500, 1000, m d  33W 
rpm.) 
After each half-hour test, wear measurements were made. The pin tips were photomicrogaphed to 
determine wear scar diameters. A surface profile meter was used to measure the cross sectiond area sf the 
disk wear track. These measurements were used to calculate wear volumes and wear factors for the pbns m d  
disks. 
Microstructures of the extruded EX-212 material were examined in both the etched and the 
unetched conditions. All microstructural examination was done with optical microscopes on Bon@tu&ond 
sections. It should be noted that optical viewing shows the fluorides as black, due to their low reflec-tiiQ. 
They should not be mistaken for voids which have no reflectivity. 
NESS 
Hardness tests were run on an automatic readout Rockwell Hardness Tester. All tests were run on 
cross sectional segments cut from the extrusions. Tests were run on the R "C" scale and are listed in Table 
IV. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Extrusions of PS-212 blended powder were run at temperatures of l m ° F ,  150°F, lm°F, 17W°F 
and 180°F. This was done to determine the feasibility of of using a low cost commercial process to 
consolidate the composite material into near net shape. Starting powder sizes were those used in the earlier 
studies of PS/PM-212. Reduction ratios were similar to those used in earlier studies with high temperature 
alloy systems. (Ref. 7) 
All of the extrusions were successful in that they did consolidate into a bar configuration. X-rays of 
the bars indicated a relatively uniform, continuous extrusion with no bursts or discontinuities. Test samples 
were examined by X-ray and Zyglo and found to be generally porous. The porosity was the greatest in the 
lower temperature extrusions. Less porosity was evident as extrusion temperature increased and was a 
minimum at 1800°F. 
TENSILE 
Tensile data is shown in Table I1 and plotted in fig. 2. Generally the lower temperature earusions 
had better strength at test temperatures from room to 1200OF and the higher temperature edrusiows had 
better strengths at 140°F and 1600OF. Elongation in all cases were less than 3%. The low temperature 
extrusions had the least ductility as measured by tensile elongation. The brittle fluoride eutetic encapsulates 
the metallic phases and limit both the strength and ductility. Both the strengths and the ductiliq of the 
EX-212 compare favorably with the PM-212. It should also be noted that refinements in the particular size 
of the components may have a strenghtening effect on the resultant extrusion, especially at the Power 
extrusion tempera-tures. 
FRICTION AND W A R  
The friction and wear results are shown in Table I11 and figs. 3-8. The friction and wear behavior 
for the EX-212 samples are shown to be similar to results previously found for sintered PM-212. 
The friction values for the EX-212 at a sliding velocity of 9.2 ft/sec ranges from a low of 0.26 at 
1400OF for the l m ° F  extrusion to a high of 0.50 at 660°F for the 1600OF extrusion. The pin wear factors 
for all the extruded tests were determined to fall within the moderate to low range within the 1400°F 
extrusion showing the least wear at 14U0°F. The disk wear factors were found to fall within the moderate to 
low range for all the extruded tests except two. The wear factor for the 1600°F and 1800°F edrusiabns were 
negative, denoting material transfer from pin to disk. This transfer was reflected in the wear factors of the 
correspon&g pins, which had the two highest pin wear volumes of the extruded tests. 
In general for the EX-212, increasing the disk speed was found to decrease the friction coefficient, 
with less of an effect at higher temperatures. This behavior was also displayed by the sintered PM-212 
pre~ously studlied. 
Overd the EX-212 samples were determined to display friction and wear behavior to sintered PM- 
the extrusion temperature was found to have little effect on the tribobehavior of EX-212, 
dthou& the BW°F extrusion has the best overall performance. 
MICROSTRUCTURE 
Fig. 9 shows 25X unetched photomicrographs of all extrusion temperature bars. Stringers appear 
most evjidelat in the lower temperature bars. Some voids are present in all bars but again they are the most 
e ~ d e n t  in the low temperature extrusions. Fig. 10 shows the etched bars at 100X. Particles are deformed 
m d  elongated (cold worked) in the 1400OF extruded bars. This deformation decreases as the extrusion 
temperature is increased. At 1800°F the extruded microstructure is equiaxed. Fig. 11 shows the etched 
microstructure at 1000X. The 1400°F microstructure shows three major components. Fluorides are shown 
as dark phases, the white phase is silver and the grey phase is the Metco 430NS. Note that there are very 
thin bands of silver between grey phases. As extrusion temperature is increased, a second phase appears in 
the matrk sf the Metco 430NS. The carbides remain clear. Silver appears to coalesce as the extrusion 
temperatwe increases. 
It sbodd be emphasized that the interconnected dark grey areas are fluorides and not voids. 
Density meas~rrements of the extrusions indicate near theoretical density in all extrusions. 
The hardness tests were taken on the Rockwell "C" scale and hence represent an average hardness 
over a range of phases. Micro hardness studies might be appropriate for further studies on the effect of 
e&rusion parameters. The hardness values obtained are listed in Table IV and generally indicate an 
increashg hardness with increasing extrusion temperatures. This is unexpected since lower temperature 
w o r h g  con&tiom would be expected to result in increased work hardening and hardness. One explanation 
might be the increased evidence of carbide growth in the higher temperature extrusions and the development 
of the second phase precipitate in the nickel matrix. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The PS-212 chemistry and the components lend themselves to fabrication by the extrusion process. 
Large reduction ratios (16:l) of the canned powders result in solid bars with minimal porosity. Component 
particle size is probably a factor in resulting physical properties. Properties of the extruded EX-212 compare 
favorably witla. the prior versions of the PM-212. 
E&rusion offers a low cost process to fabricate near net shape components for bearing applications. 
Further work might be done to evaluate finer particulate sizes and their effect on resultant physical 
properties. 
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ABSTRACT 
Cancer cells must secrete proteolytic enzymes to invade adjacent tissues and migrate to a new memadc site. 
Urokinase (uPA) is a key enzyme related to metastasis in cancers of the lung, colon, gastric, uterine, breast, brain 
and malignant melanoma. A NASA techology utilization project has combined fluoresence microxopy, image 
analysis and flow cytometry, using fluorescent dyes, and urokinase-specific antibodies to measure uPA and 
abnormal DNA levels (related to cancer cell proliferation) inside the cancer cells. The project is focused ow 
developing quantitative measurements to determine if a patient's tumor cells are actively metasusizing. If a 
significant number of tumor cells contain large amounts of uPA (esp. membrane-bound) then the pst-saslrgical 
chemotherapy or radiotherapy can be targeted for metastatic cells that have already left the primary tumor. These 
analytical methods have been applied to a retrospective study of biopsy tissues from 150 node negative, sbge i 
breast cancer patients. Cytopathology and image analysis has shown that uPA is present in high levels in many 
breast cancer cells, but not found in normal breast. Significant amounts of uPA also have been measured in 
glioma cell lines cultured from brain tumors. Commercial applications include new diagnostic tests for memaa~c 
cells, in different cancers, which are being developed with a company that provides a medical testing service using 
flow cytometry for DNA analysis and hormone receptors on tumor cells from patient biopsies. This resrach also 
may provide the basis for developing a new "magic bullet" treatment against metastasis using chemotheraperatig: 
drugs or radioisotopes attached to urokinase-specific monoclonal antibodies that will only bind to mehshatiic cells. 
INTRODUCTION 
Malignant cells are characterized by abnormal levels of DNA, rapid proliferation, uncontrolled gmwh and the 
ability to invade surrounding normal tissues. The measurement of biochemical markers on cancer cells cam provide 
valuable information as to disease-free survival, time to relapse and thus provides the physician valuable with data 
for planning adjuvant therapy. Indirect immunoassays of markers extracted from biopsy tissues are i m p m n t ,  but 
more precise measurements can be made by analytical cytometry. The current trend is towards microscopic mdysis 
of the immunochemically stained tumor sections or dissociated cells, coupled with quantitation by image malysis. 
Specific markers can be directly associated with the cancer tissue, as opposed to biochemical extraction p r ~ e c l m s .  
Tumor markers currently assessed include those which measure cellular proliferation, the presence of spcifiiic 
oncogenes, tumor-suppressor molecules, and cancer related proteins (see Table 1). Tumor related proteins include 
proteolytic enzymes which are correlated with recurrent disease and metastasis. These enzymes are involvd in a 
cascade of proteolyic interactions with other enzymes and inhibitors which often culminate in the dispersal of 
invasive cancer cells through surrounding basement membranes and vascular systems and thereby allow them to 
relocate at metastatic sites distant from the primary tumor. Among these proteases are the plasminogen acfivaton, 
their recepmrs and inhibitors, which together mediate key steps in the metastatic process. 
-- 
& -  .  c - q Sxamples of breast cancer prognostic markers currently used for patient assessment. 
- A .-.- I 
DNA CONEl\$r hpidium iodide DNA content variation from normal diploid (Aneuploidy) 
PROLWcliBATION % S PHASE % of cells undergoing DNA replication 
BrdU, IdU DNA synthesis rate in S phase cells 
Ki 67 Cycling (dividing) cells 
PCNA Proliferating cell nuclear antigen expressed in G 1, 
S and 6 2  phases of cell cycle 
RECERORS Estrogen (ER) ER negative tumors do not respond to ER hormone therapy 
Progesterone (PgR) PgR negative tumors indicate better disease-free survival 
(Stage I1 and beyond) 
HER 2/neu, c-myc Oncogenes amplified or overexpressed in breast cancer 
EGFR Epidermal growth factor Receptor, overexpressed in breast cancer 
ENZYMES Urokinase (uPA) Plasminogen activator --> plasmin -->activates proteases 
Collagenase IV Metalloproteinase that dissolves collagen & laminin 
Cathepsin B & D Estrogen-related ly sosomal enzymes 
The qumbty of DNA in normal cells is a precise amount depending on the phases of the cell cycle. DNA can 
be rnmsud by labeling with DNA specific fluorescent dyes (propidim iodide). The amount of dye (fluorescence) 
measurd is directly proportional to the amount of DNA present. Also the cells can be exposed to DNA precursors 
(BrdU, I[dU), then fluorescent labeled antibodies, specific for the DNA precursor, can be used to localize which cells 
are sjm~esizing DNA and how much [I]. Antibodies against proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) can also be 
used (see b'low). Fluorescent labeled cells then can be analysed in a laser flow cytometer or fluorescent microscope. 
A histogm sf DNA content in normal cells shows a single diploid peak (at G1 phase) and a teuaploid peak (at 
62-s-M phase). However, in most biopsies the abnormal DNA content of tumor cells is detected as a second 6 1  
peak or muldpPe peaks. Abnormal DNA (DNA aneuploidy) is considered as an independent indicator of tumor 
amessivenms and poor prognosis that is used to supplement cytopathology grading of the tumor. 
FRow cykometric measurement of the percentage of proliferating tumor cells that are involved in synthesizing 
DNA (S-phm cells) also is an independent indicator of malignancy. High percentages (15 -20%) of S-phase tumor 
cells usually indimtes an aggressive malignancy and usually correlates well with abnormally high DNA content. 
The liakling index GI) obtained by pulse-labeling cells with DNA precursors represents the rate that DNA is being 
sginheskd in mmor cells. Usually, a LI > 4% is associated with a higher probability of recurrent malignancy [2]. 
AntiWies against Ki 67 and PCNA have been used as a measure of tumor cell proliferation. PCNA (also called 
cyclin) is m auxiliary protein of DNA polymerase-alpha [3]. PCNA normally appears in only trace amounts in 6 1  
and increases to maximum in S-phase then declines in G2+M phase. In tumors, high levels of PCNA are 
exprexd in the proliferating cells in all cell phases, whereas BrdU only labels cells in S phase [4]. 
Hormone receptor density on cancer cells is often important as a marker for aggressive tumors md pifovida 
strategic information for post-surgical adjuvant therapy. In the case of breast cancer, the most common prognosbc 
indicator for the past decade has been the number of lymph nodes that the primary cancer has sprmd into, More 
recently, hormone receptor density on tumor cells has gained importance. The lack of estrogen recepmr in Smge I 
breast cancer has become an important predictor of earlier recurrance and poor survival. In stage IH, she 
measurement of progesterone receptors is more important than estrogen receptors for predicting &se;s%-fre 
survival. There is a strong correlation between tumor receptor content, % S-phase cells and DNA aneugloidy. High 
proliferative activity is usually inversely related to estrogen receptor levels [6]. 
The protaoncogenes HER-2lneu (also called erbB-2) and c-myc have normal roles in the control of ~elJ p o w h  
and differentiation, but these are amplified and overexpressed in adenocarcinomas, lung, ovarian and b r a t  cmcer. 
The NER-2/neu protein appears to function as a receptor for mediators of growth and differendaCion. The B R -  
2/neu protein has structural similarity to epidermal growth factor (EGF) which is a potent cellula mraRigen- The 
measurement of cell surface receptors for HER-2lneu and EGF also has become improtant as a marker for invsive 
cancers and poor survival. Antibodies against HER-2lneu have been shown to arrest growth of rumor cdls at late S 
or early 6 2  phase [7]. 
Cancer cells must secrete proteolytic enzymes to dissolve the basement membranes and intracellulx m a ~ x  
between the densely packed normal cells in order to leave the primary tumor and migrate to a new memmdc site 
via the blood or lymphatic circulatory systems. Serine proteases such as plasminogen activator enzyma have 
been linked with the invasion of tumor cells into adjacent normal tissues and with metastasis. Urok ina  is not 
produced in most normal cells, except for low levels in certain types of normal kidney cells, colon, grashlri.c macosa 
and endothelial cells lining small arteries. However, urokinase is produced in many tumors such as brast [8,93, 
lung [lo], colon [ll], gastric mucosa [12], uterine [13], bladder [14], prostate [15], and malignant m e b m s  [161. 
Both urokinase-type plasminogen activator (uPA) and tissue-type plasminogen activator (PA) enzpes have k n  
studied using assays of the enzymes after extraction from tumor cells or assays of supernatant m&mm from hssue 
culture of the tumor cells [12, 13, 14, 151. In most tumors, high levels of uPA, not PA, has been cowelaM with 
metastasis or recurrent disease [ 13,141. 
High levels of urokinase ( >3.49 nglmg of total protein) extracted from breast tumor tissues have rmendy 
been shown to be a good prognostic indicator for high risk of recurrance and shorter patient survivd ~rnm [I7]. 
himary lung and colon tumor cells also produce more uPA than metastatic cells, but different m e t h d  of 
exat ion and assays often give widely variable results [13]. Total uPA measured from tumor tissue or S ~ R ~  by 
cultured explants is difficult to quantitate, especially if the measurements are made on a large poup of cells, The 
data obtained is an average value of all normal and cancer cells, rather than a measwement of each inn;ividd cell. 
Few direct measurements of intracellular and extracellular urokinase have been made [10,18]. U r o h m  $@A) can 
be present in the tissues in several molecular forms. The inactive proenzyme is a single chain protein (%@A) that 
is cleaved at Lys.158 to form the double chain, high molecular weight active form (HMW-uPA) h a t  is 54 
Mlaltons. A low molecular weight form( LW-uPA) can also be formed by cleavage of the HMW-@A at Lys.135 
- Lys.136 giving a 35 kD active enzyme. The active urokinase enzyme convert. plasminogen into p b m h ,  which 
in turn, dissolves inmcellular fibrin matrix componets as well as activating collagenases, l m i n a ~ s ,  md oher 
related protease enzymes which are important to the anchorage and growth regulation of cells (see Figme I), 
Recently, it has been shown that the HMW active form of urokinase, bound to the tumor cell membrme, is 
responsible for the local lysis of the extracellular matrix, hence the tissue invasion mechanism for mewmk [lo]. 
Receptor (membme) bound uPA is twice as efficient (catalytically) as free fluid-phase uPA [19]. The unhauradi uPA 
and the L W  form is not responsible for most of the local dissolution of extracellular matrix in the imm&k& 
vicinity of the metastatic tumor cell. The presence of plasminogen activator inhibitors (PAI-1, PAJI-2) d m  acre 
conelated with a better prognosis and are inversely related to high levels of uPA @oar prognosis). PM-1 bin& to 
the active Nm-@A,  but not to the inactive scuPA [20]. Also after PAI-1 binds to the membrane-bund ac;aehve 
uPA the complex is internalized into the cell and degraded [21]. 
xtracellular matrix 
Figwe 1. Schematic of interrelationships among urokinase forms, inhibitor, uPA receptor, activation of plasmin 
md sub~$qjuenb protease steps that enable tumor cell invasion and lysis of the extracellular matrix and metastasis. 
It is clear that the complexity of the many interrelationships within the cascade of proteolytic activations 
m&es it difficult to use an average value for the level of uPA produced by all of the cells in the tumor. Especially, 
when most of the normal tissue do not produce uPA and many of the tumor cells do not produce uPA unless they 
are actively metastasizing. The challenge is to quantitatively measure uPA inside and on the surface of the cancer 
cells md then correlate those uPA levels with other specific markers to characterize the metastatic scenario for each 
hssue type and stage of cancer. No previous method has been developed to accurately measure the intracellular 
m k i n m  conknt, membrane-bound urokinase and cellular secretion levels and then correlate those urokinase levels 
with DNA content, DNA synthesis, hormone receptors and other markers of aggressive tumor growth to determine 
the memsudc ptential. This project is developing a quantitative diagnostic test to be used first with existing 
paaaels of cymlogical evaluations of breast cancer and later for other types of cancer. 
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF INDIVIDUAL CELLS 
We have used flow cytometry and image analysis of fluorescent microscopic images to measure urokinase and 
DNA in histopathology tissue sections of breast tumors, dissociated cells (prepared in single cell suspensions) taken 
from tumor biopsies and in several cell lines of malignant brain tumors (gliomas). Fresh cells are isolated from 
tumor tissue or cytological samples and prepared for antibody incubation in the same manner. Histology sections 
are preps& from frozen tissues or deparaffinized sections cut from previously embedded biopsies. The antibodies 
s p i f i e  for mokinase are incubated with the cells or tissues first, then the cells are incubated with a second antibody 
having a fluorescent marker detectable by analytical cytometry techniques. DNA content and synthesis rate (based on 
DNA s d n s  or uplake of DNA precursors) is measured by flow cytometry or image analysis. The same cell sample 
can be measwuied for DNA content and urokinase by staining of the DNA and labeling the urokinase with a 
fluoresent marker that emits at a different wavelength than the DNA dye or marker. Thus both the DNA and 
wokinas can be measured simultaneously using two-color image analysis or flow cytometry. The image analysis 
cm Lxdiz and quantitate uPA in the cytoplasm and cell membrane. An advantage of the use of cell lines is the 
ability to study uPA expression in relation to cell proliferation and DNA replication. We also are conducting a 
r e a o s p ~ v e  study on biopsies from 500 Stage I, node negative, breast cancer patients in collaboration with the 
O n ~ o  &coloyy Working Group made up of researchers from three Canadian and three U.S. cancer centers. 
Attempts have been made to study the expression of uPA during exponential growth as well as in culewes that 
have been placed on serum-free medium. Quantitation of uPA levels involves immunofluorescent staining with anti- 
uPA monoclonal antibody (#394, obtained from American Diagnostica, Greenwich,CN), as primary m G W y  by the 
indirect technique. The second antibody consisted of fluorscein-conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG, for FCM and image 
cytometry studies, or in some cases, rhodamine-labeled goat anti-mouse IgG for image cytometry. 
Cells were scraped from flasks, in lieu of trypsinization, in order to preserve membrane-bound andgem. Cells 
were washed in PBS and triturated to disperse the cell pellets. Single-cell suspensions were usually achieved, which 
were then fixed for in 0.5% paraformaldehyde 15 min. at room temperature, followed by one hour pnnieabifiza~cpn 
in 70% methanol at 4O C., cells were re-suspended and blocked with 1% bovine serum albumin in PBS for 15 
minutes, cells were then washed with PBS and stained for one hour with increasing dilutions of the pfinaary mGMy 
or the equivilant concentrations of naive mouse IgG, both diluted in 1% BSA in PBS. cells were washed md 
incubated in second antibody diluted in 4% goat serum for one hour. In later experiments, cells were pre-incubM for 
one hour in 4% goat serum in PBS prior to addition of the second antibody. 
Analysis of fluorescence by FCM was conducted with the 488 nm line of an argon laser of a EPICS hofile 
flow cytometer (Coulter Corporation, Hialeah FL). Green light (from fluorescein emission) was diTectb3d4 by m m s  of 
a dichroic mirror to pass through a narrow bandpass interference filter (520 +/- 1Onm) to impinge on the green- 
sensitive PMT. Red light (from the DNA stain PI) was deflected through a 630 long pass filter to the comspnding 
PMT. Bivariate, 64 x 64 channel histograms were obtained for analysis of mean fluorescence intensity. 
Digital image analysis was conducted using both Nikon and Zeiss fluorescence microscopes, eqamipm with a 
high resolution video camera connected to a Quickcapture board (Data Translation, Inc.) for the MacIntosPn II CCi md 
Fx. The fluorescent filters in the Zeiss microscope were matched closely with me bandpass filters of the EPICS so 
that image analysis and FCM data on cells from the same sample could be compared. Images were stored as TIFF 
files and later analysed using NIH Image Version 1.4 (public domain software from NIH). Individual cells were 
scanned for mean optical densities and normalized for area. Areas of concentrated uPA (including membrme-bund) 
were further analysed by density slicing and thresholding followed by particulate analysis of those specific 
were also normalized for area and staining intensity after the background was subtracted. This allows c o m p ~ s o n s  
among cells from the same samples and comparisons between cell lines and different samples. StatisticraB andysns of 
the data was performed by multivariate analysis using Statview 512 (Abacus Concepts, Inc.) 
Flow Cvtometric Studies of Urokinase in Cultured Glioma Cells: 
In order to establish the parameters for immunofluorometric analysis of urokinase (&A) in tumor cells, smdies 
were initiated with U937 lymphoma and human glioma cell lines, which were found to produce high levels of h e  
plasminogen activator. 
The two glioma cell lines employed in the studies were obtained from Dr. Marylou Ingram, Hundngton 
Research Foundation, Pasadena, CA. The two cell lines, which were cultured from patient surgical biopsy makfid, 
have different morphological characteristics and growth rates. While alterations in the cells obviously occur in 
culture, the consistent morphology of these cell lines during passage in culture encouraged us to pursue &fferenws in 
the cells' characteristics, which can provide correlations between uPA and metastatic relationship of @A to the 
biological behavior of the original tumors. The first of these lines, CS, grows very rapidly as polygonal cells in 
monolayers and, in the absence of serum, tends to form spheroid structures. The second cell line, IIBR09, has a 
fibroblastoid morphology although it has the characteristic immunological marker associated with gliornsas, g'8i;al 
fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) [22]. This cell line grows at about one forth the rate of CS. 
RESULTS 
Initially, there were some problems with non-specific fluorescence background which interfered with @A 
quantitation. The high background was determined to be due to autofluorescence, since the levels of non-specific 
fluorescence remained the same even when PBS was substituted for the second antibody. Nevertheless, signal-to- 
noise was sufficient to measure significant differences in the immunostaining with the anti-uPA Mab. Dual sdning 
with propidium iodide (PI) following ribonuclease treatment and fluorescein-labeled anti-uPA antiwies enabl& 
bivariate analysis of DNA and uPA content as shown in Figure 2. 
DNA FLUORESCENCE DNA FLUORESCENCE 
MIN. NUX PERCENT M A N  FL. SD IIlHPCY 
l X  0 13 82.6 9.9 1.0 7.26 
Y 3.24 1023 12.2 0.17 8.62 
2 X 14 63 15.0 17.4 2.2 13.2 
Y 3.24 1023 15.48 0.18 10.9 
3 X 0 13 2.2 9.5 1.1 9.59 
V 0.102 3.24 12.16 0.26 4.08 
Figwe 2. Flow cytometry immunofluoresence of glioma cells (HBR09 line) labeled with propidim 
iodide (PI) for DNA and fluorescein-conjugated antibodies for urokinase (@A). Panel A shows the DNA histogm 
of these cells with GI, S and 62 + M subpopulations. Panel B compares the uPA and DNA fluorescence for cells 
in Gg (82% of tod), in S phase (15% of total) and in 6 2  + M (22% of total). 
DMA FLUORESCENCE DWA FLUORESCEWCE 
Figure 3. Row cytometry analysis of CS cell line for comparison with Figure 1 above. Panel A shows the CS 
cell cycle dishburion of DNA fluorescence (PI). Panel B shows the fluorescence distribution of uPA vs. DNA. 
Most of the cells in 61 phase (22% of total) and in S phase (7% of total) contain significant levels of uPA. 
We are comparing flow cytometric analysis of uPA levels in both CS and HBR09 glioma lines. The rela~ve levels 
of uPA as measured by flow cytometry immunofluorescence are tabulated in Table 2. Fuh&er studies we 
concentrating on measurements of uPA by image cytometry, in an effort to distinguish the membame-hund 
(receptor) vs cytoplasmic uPA, since flow cytometry only measures fluorescence at "zero resolution". FCM sh&a  
have demonstrated that two color fluorescence can be used to measure uPA and DNA in the same cell ppmldon. 
There often are some non-standard cells in some individual cultures that require careful placements of the gaks to get 
representative cells in all three phases of the cell cycle. It is important to know that the measurement rweb8nds we 
sensitive enough to determine the variability among replicate cultures from the same tumor source, since there is 
always some degree variability from patient to patient in any marker expression. 
Both glioma cell lines produce uPA during growth and also during stationary (GI ) phase, WBRW prducing 
significantly higher levels of intracellular uPA. They also appear to produce more membrane-bound @A @& on 
qualitative examinations of some 150 cells), however, quantitative measurements are still undenuay. It is notd  bat 
the HBROS) cells had considerably more variability in the fluorescence measurements than did the CS cells, 
Table 2. Urokinase levels in glioma cell lines measured by immunofluorescence flow cytomeq. 
I m a ~ e  Analysis of Fluorescent-labeled uPA in Breast and Brain Tumors 
Evaluations of anti-uPA labeled breast cancer sections reveal that normal breast tissue does not c o n ~ n  @A 
except for some endothelial cells lining the arterioles. Intraductal carcinomas, however, do express mwswable 
quantities of uPA [23]. Quantitative measurements of uPA by absorption of immunologic stains as light paws 
through tumor cells is difficult since histopathology counterstains add to the absorption of the uPA muntWy Bakls. 
Fluorescence is a better quantitative tool since the light is emitted only from the uPA molecules and it is emits at 
a wavelength different from the incident light. Fluorescence emitted from whole cells (cytoprep) can clwly show h e  
concentrations of uPA on the cell membrane as well as "hot spots" within the cytoplasm. Figwe 4a shows an 
example of a breast tumor section illustrating the areas of uPA found in foci of tumor cells. Disfiwct ams of 
concentrated uPA are shown (white lines). Clearly, many tumor cells are not producing significant qumtides of uPA 
and neither are most of the normal cells. Thresholding and image enhancements can often give size gElisIPibu~e3~ and 
more information on the cells producing the uPA. Figure 4b shows the same tissue section as Figwe 4a, however, 
this image has been analysed and pseudocolor added to the display to illustrate that considerable celluls deuil 
remains obscured in the photo 4a. 
Glioma cells that have been labeled with rhodarnine-conjugated antibodies for uPA are shown in Figwe 5a. 
Note that these cells ( CS line) contain large amounts of urokinase per cell and that the uPA concen8raGon is qui& 
varied throughout the cytoplasm and there is a lot of cell to cell variation. Each cell can be scanned t obdn  opda;sl 
density levels that can be compared among cells after normalizing with area of each cell measwd. Some cells 
exhibit "hot spots" of concentrated uPA, especially on the membrane. It is possible to measure the membeme- 
bound uPA by differential analysis using the mean density level of the weaker cytoplasm subtracted from ?.hat of h e  
whole cell containing the membrane bound enzyme. Specific areas of uPA also can be measured by selw~ng a
density slice(s) that represent the major portion of concentrated uPA. The particle size (number of pixels) to be 
counted is defined, then that particular density slice of fluorescence can be measured automatically by p h c l e  
analysis. This will give the number of particles, average particles per group, area, perimeter of the cells a d  1mhon 
of particle groups larger than a defined size (see Figure 5b). 
F~gwe 4a. Dlg~cal image of breast histology section showing tumor cells and antibody labeled urokinase areas 
(white lanes) selected by density slicing for quantitative measurement. 
Figure 4 3 .  Pseudocolor image of same section as 4a abovc, showing the additional morphological information 
conrained in h e  recordcd grey levcls in Lhe original digitized image. 
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Figure 5a. Photomicrograph of human glioma cells staincd for urokinase (uPA) by rhodamine label& mhbo&es, 
Note areas of concentrated uPA in selected areas of the cytoplasm and in some areas of the cell mernbrmes, 
Figwe 5b. Digilal image of glioma cclls labclcd wilh rhodamine-conjugated anti-urokinase antibo&es. Image has 
been density sliced, particle size sclecled from 50 to 5000 pixels, thcn particle analysis perfomed, wi& hemajor 
areas of urokinase counted and labeled. The area and mean optical density (related to fluorescence intensi~g..) is &O 
recorded for statistical comparisons between ccll lines and patient biopsies. 
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DNA can also be quantitated on a per-cell basis using image analysis. However, when using PI for DNA 
and fluorexein label for uPA, the amount of DNA fluorescence was often more predominant than was the uPA- 
nelaM fluorescence (green wavelength) since PI fluorecence overrides FITC emissions. This required adjustment of 
b e  incident Bight intensity to keep both fluorescence signals in the same range so as to avoid resetting the video 
camera sensidvity between measurements on the same field of view. DNA quantitation can be performed more 
e f f ~ ~ v e l y  by sPaining a dye excited in the U.V. (Hoechst 33258) and analysed in the blue region. 
DISCUSSION 
The importance of urokinase as a key enzyme in the initial mechanisms leading to tumor cell invasion and 
mewusis has been underscored in the past three years. Previous methods of measuring extracted uPA /mg. of 
prokin or mmsuring secretion levels in cultured explants have provided statistical correlation with disease-free and 
overall swival  [23]. There also is a strong correlation between uPA production and lymph node status in breast 
cmcers md mul~variate analyses have shown that high levels of both uPA and PAI-1 means a maximum risk of 
rehps. Bt is now time to develop more specific tests that can accurately determine the active uPA vs. the inactive 
=@A, the membrane bound uPA and the PAIs that appear to have interlinked, critical roles in the migration and 
memusis of breast and other cancers. 
Comeladons of uPA with other markers require more precise knowledge about uPA and the multiple 
biwhemicd interactions that affect its proteolytic action. Figure 6 illustrates the current methods of measuring 
average kvels from all tumor cells vs. our method for measuring uPA directly in the cells. These methods can be 
used in seraospctive studies where the time to reoccurance, degree of metastasis and morbidity are known. 
CaammuIadve data on many patients (>SO) can then be used to provide a prognostic indicator for the presence and 
degw of active metastasis occuring in primary tumors. A study of uPA in node negative breast cancer is underway. 
mkinase and DNA labels 
Figme 6. Schematic of new methods for quantitative measure of tumor markers and metastatic potential. 
The first research step has been to compare the DNA measurements and the inlracelloala levels of 
urokinase in tumor cells and normal cells. The initial FCM analyses will determine the effect of cell cycle on those 
cells having elevated uPA and the general relationship between abnormal DNA and uPA in breast and b r ~ w  tmors. 
Additional data is being collected on DNA synthesis rates and uPA levels using more specific flow cymnnew iaaaaor 
image analysis techniques. Urokinase levels can be determined in those subpopulations of tumor cells that have 
abnormal DNA (using two p eter flow cytometry). We currently are measuring the intracellular and membrme- 
bound levels of urokinase per cell using fluorescent anti-uPA antibodies and image analysis. Next, different foms of 
uPA and uPA receptor complexes will be measured using molecular-specific antibodies. Finally, PAI-1 or PABF-2 
will be measured per cell and compared to the abnormal DNA and high uPA to determine the final rehbve m e m a h c  
potential. Correlations with hormone receptors and other proteolytic enzymes also can be made to proviaBe addidonal 
prognostic information for custom design of adjuvant therapy following surgical removal of the p r i m q  mmor. 
COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS 
Many intricate biochemical interactions are involved in dissolution of the extracellular m a ~ x  which enabla 
metastatic cells to leave the primary tumor. Intracellular metabolism appears to have a major role in the i w i ~ ~ o n  
of cellular metastasis. The complexity of these interactions makes it too complicated for laboratory best kits to be 
effective in routinely measuring the DNA, uPA, PAIs, hormone receptors, etc. necessary to develop a comprehensive 
prognostic panel for a particular cancer patient. Such a task requires a specially equipped, expert medial tesfing 
service where pathologists, surgeons and oncologists can send patient biopsies for complete analysis. Several 
companies already offer this type of cancer testing as a commercial service, however, tests for uPA as a prognosfic 
marker of metastatic potential are not offered yet Once the metastatic relationships are characterized at the celldx 
level, clinical studies will be required to statistically correlate these biochemical tests with recurrent diseae and 
survival. Quantitative measurements of uPAs, uPA receptors and inhibitors can be added to the exisfing pmel of 
breast cancer cytological tests. The first use of these tests will be in providing additional informatiion that indicate 
active metastasis at the time of initial surgery. This information can help oncologists design better, more e f f g ~ v e  
follow-up therapy for those patients that have high levels of multiple markers indicating metasusis is &e;ady 
undemay even though clinical manifestations are still undetected. 
This NASA sponsored project is developing methods for a routine analytical test of intracellular and membrmse- 
bound uPA that can be added to the existing panel of breast cancer markers. Each year more than 170,W new brash 
cancers are discovered in the U.S. alone. Unfortunately, about 30% of these patients will die from their b e a t  mnwr 
[24]. The current tests for DNA content, DNA synthesis and hormone receptors cost about $350. More complicatd 
tests will likely cost $450 each. A practical test for urokinase combined with other metastatic mzkers of breast 
cancer would create a significant new market for cancer testing laboratories. And of course, uPA is imwmt in 
many other types of metastatic cancers. Better adjuvant therapy, used only when critical markers aae known to 
indicate active metastasis, could make a significant impact on the survival of cancer patients and reduce m&icd costs 
required to treat recurrent disease. 
Finally, the use of antibodies specific against urokinase can be used for more than diagnosis of the hgiwning 
steps of metastasis. As the entire scenario is better understood, it may be possible to develop ueamenls w g e d  
against just those metastatic cells that have large amounts of membrane-bound urokinase or large concenm~ons of 
inactive scuPA. Anti-uPA antibodies could be conjugated with anti-tumor drugs or radioisotops to weat s p i f i c  
metastatic cells that are actively trying to invade adjacent tissues. This could be the basis for the first herapy 
directed against metastatic cells that were not removed by cancer surgery or began migration prior t removal of the 
primary tumor. 
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Abstract 
Conjugating cytotoxic agents to antibodies allows for site-specific delivery of the agent to tumor cells 
and should provide increased efficacy and reduced non-specific toxicity. These site-specific cpotogc agents 
are known as irnmunoconjugates or "magic bullets" and have demonstrated great promise as therapeutic 
agents for cancer and other diseases. The historical developments and future potential of this new approach 
to cancer therapy are reviewed. 
Introduction 
Cancer is responsible for approximately twenty-five percent of the deaths in industri&zed countries 
and it is estimated that there are currently over seven million cancer patients in America. The Amer im 
Cancer Society estimates that over one million Americans will be diagnosed with cancer in 1992 and that 
approximately 520,000 people will die of cancer, making it the second leading cause of death in . h e r i a .  
Despite these alarming statistics, anticancer therapeutics account for only the eighth-largest pharmaceutid 
market in the United States. 
Cancer causes far more morbidity and mortality than diseases that account for far larger drug 
markets and has shown much slower market growth. The slow market growth for the cancer therapeutic 
market is primarily because of the problems associated with low efficacy and the serious side effects of the 
majority of anticancer drugs. Even the most effective drugs, including some biotherapies, show as Etde as a 
fifty percent success rate. In addition, most cancer therapy is extremely toxic since chemotherapeutic agents 
kill normal cells as well as cancer cells. 
Cancer therapies have historically consisted primarily of surgery, chemotherapy, and radiation. 
Because of the risks and invasive nature of surgery, and the adverse effects of radiation and cbeimotlherapy, 
there is tremendous opportunity for new non-invasive therapies which offer improved efficacy while reducing 
associated side effects. Recent advances have provided opportunities for developing new alternative treatment 
strategies. One approach is to target a cytotoxic agent to the cancer cell through the development of 
immunoconjugates. The term immunoconjugate designates monoclonal antibodies (or antibody framents 
containing their binding sites) linked to cytotoxic agents: drugs, toxins, radioisotopes or cytotoic cells of the 
immune system. To accomplish this, the cytotoxic agent is attached to an antibody or a growth factor that 
preferentially binds to cancer cells. 
This exciting new technology has proven to be a feasible alternative to conventional chemothempry 
and shows promise as an effective therapy for many cancers which have not responded well to conventional 
therapies. According to a 1991 Frost & Sullivan market report, the market for cancer therapy 
immunoconjugates is projected to be approximately $720 million by 1996 and should continue to p o w  as 
technological improvements provide for higher clinical efficacy and general market acceptance [I]. 
This article will review the progress as well as several problems inherent to this approach to cancer 
therapy, and briefly highlight approaches taken at the NIH and elsewhere to advance this techolaar. 
Historical Background and Current Developments 
About 1913, Paul Ehrlich conceived the idea of therapeutics which function as "magic bullets* [2]. 
EhrLc&a's 'magic bulletsn combined the targeting properties of antibodies with cytotoxic agents. Nearly eighty 
years later, this vision is be ng to reach fruition. The protracted period between Ehrlich's conception 
and the potential realization of immunoconjugate therapy for certain cancers underscores the numerous 
technolo@cd aficulties encountered in this field. 
The first consideration in developing a "magic bulletn for cancer therapy is selection of an 
appropriate carrier or targeting agent to deliver toxic agents specifically to the tumor cells. In theory, the 
targeting agent could be any moiety capable of selective biding to a receptor on tumor cells. Indeed, anti- 
tumor reagents have been produced by attaching cytotoxic agents to numerous cell recognition proteins, 
including antibodies, alpha transforming growth factor, epidermal growth factor, interleukiis, and transferrin 
[3,4jj. Site-directed cytotoxicity is aimed primarily at cell-surface antigens or at receptors expressed in high 
numbers on m c e r  cells or other cells of interest. Toxic substances can be conjugated to antibodies or fusion 
proteins that recognize the cell-surface antigens characteristic of the specific cell type that is targeted for 
treatment. The toxin complex then specifically binds to the targeted cells resulting in a localized high dose of 
the toxin to them while sparing the normal cells. Early attempts to develop "magic bulletsn using polyclonal 
antisera against turllor cells were frustrated by significant cross reactivity with surface antigens on normal 
cells. Even after rigorous absorption against normal tissues, polyclonal antisera preparations vary markedly 
in reacti.iiity, specificity, and reducibility [5]. Coupling cytotoxic agents to such antibodies exacerbates the 
non-specificiq? and results in therapeutic preparations with unacceptable toxic side effects. 
Development of antibodies specific to tumor cells was revitalized with the introduction of hybridoma 
technolo@ in 1975 which permits production of monoclonal antibodies against a selected antigen [6]. 
Despite this significant advance over polyclonal antisera, many monoclonal antibodies to tumor cells retain 
some degree of cross-reactivity with normal cells. Anti-tumor immunotoxic conjugates displaying cross- 
reacti~ty to normal tissue must be employed judiciously to minimize toxic side effects. The search for new 
monoclonals ~ 4 t h  greater specificity against tumor cells is an ongoing endeavor. For example, NIH scientists 
have patented or have pending patent applications claiming an expanding portfolio of selective monoclonal 
antibodies useful for treating a wide variety of cancers, including medulloblastoma, glioblastoma, 
adenocarcinomas, squamous cell carcinomas, breast, colon, prostatic, ovarian, cervical, and esophageal 
cancer, 
Most currently available monoclonals against tumor cells are derived from murine hybridomas. 
Multiple administration of such monoclonals stimulates immunological responses by the human host against 
the foreign mouse immunoglobulins [7]. Neutralizing human anti-mouse antibodies compromise the efficacy 
of imrnunoconjugate therapy. The ultimate solution to this problem, of course, would be to utilize human 
monoclond antibodies rather than murine species. Progress continues in the developing field of human 
hybridoma technology. A group from the National Cancer Institute and Bionetics Research (a division of 
Organon-Teknika) has reported testing the immunogenicity of conjugates incorporating two human 
immunoglobaaBirns directed against colorectal cancer. To date, the study has confirmed the general 
expeckation that immunogenicity of human antibodies will be low [I]. However, nagging technical problems 
remain with establishing human hybridomas which prevent them from being a reliable source of human 
mongac8onals in the near term. 
In lieu of human hybridomas, much work has been directed toward "humanizing" murine monoclonal 
antibodies. A simple technique which markedly reduces anti-mouse immunoglobulin effects is to use only 
those portions of the immunoglobulin molecule responsible for binding affinity and specificity. Consequently, 
immunoconjugates have been constructed using Fab, Fab' or F(ab')2 fragments rather than intact 
immunoglobulin [8]. This eliminates the immunogenic epitopes of the Fc region of the mouse antibody. 
Two additional benefits may accrue from removal of the Fc portion of the antibody. Firstly, large 
hmunao@obulh conjugates have difficulty permeating solid tumors. This problem is reduced substantially 
when smaller antibody fragments are employed. Secondly, such fragments eliminate non-specific binding to 
non-target cells mediated via the Fc region; e.g., binding to cells of the reticuloendothelid system. These 
potential benefits must be weighed against negative consequences of using antibody fragments. For emmpIe, 
antibody fragments are known to be cleared from circulation more quickly than intact immune~obulins [9]. 
Additionally, Fab fragments would not be indicated in situations where the Fc portion of the mtibody is 
critical to the biological function of the antibody. For example, Michael er of the Nationd IrastHtkate of 
Allergy and Infectious Diseases has developed a model for selective destruction of cells expresskg high 
affinity IgE Fc receptors (e.g., mast cells in either malignant systemic or benign systemic mastocposis) 
employing IgE immunotoxin conjugates [lo]. 
Another approach to "humanize" murine monoclonals for human therapy relies upon appGcation of 
recombinant DNA technology. Chimeric (or mouse/human) antibodies have been created whereby the 
constant regions of human immunoglobulins are fused to the variable regions of mouse monoclonal 
antibodies I l l ] .  These chimeric antibodies retain the antigen binding specificity of the mouse monocBond, 
elicit reduced human anti-mouse antibody responses in patients, and are not subject to the enhanced 
clearance rates of Fab fragments. 
An exquisite extension of the recombinant approach involves constructing mouse/human chimeric 
antibodies which incorporate only the complementarity-determining regions (CDRs) from the mouse, CDRs 
are the portions of the antibody molecule which guide the antibody to its binding ligand. The remainder of 
the chimeric antibody structure is human, including the framework residues (FX) which support the CDRs 
and determine the disposition of the CDRs relative to one another 1121. A further variation on this 
technique, called "veneering", was developed as a joint invention by Merck & Co., Inc. and Eduardo Padlan 
of the National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases. Veneering judiciously replaces 
mouse exterior amino acid residues in the variable region of the antibody with those of the human. The 
premise of "veneering" is that the key residues in CDRs (i.e., those involved in preserving ligawd binding) are 
n -  
mterior" and interdomain contact residues. Consequently, surface amino acid residues of mouse origin, 
which can be "seen" by the immune system in its immune surveillance, may be changed to their human 
counterpart without affecting ligand binding properties. 
Selection of appropriate and optimal cytotoxic components for immunoconjugates also lhas been an 
area of active research. Early anti-tumor immunoconjugates combined antibodies with know low molecular 
weight chemotherapeutics such as radionuclides, DNA alkylating agents, and anti-metabolites. Recently, 
Otto Gansow of the National Cancer Institute has reported encouraging results using yttrium-W conjugated 
to anti-interleukin-2 receptor antibody for treating T-cell leukemia patients. The greatest interest, however, 
has been in the use of bacterial and plant toxins as the cytotoxic element of therapeutic kmmunoconjugaites. 
The best studied of these toxins are diphtheria toxin (DT) from Co~nebacterium diphfheia, the nectin ridn 
from the seeds of Ricinus communis, and pseudomonas exotoxin A (PE) from Pseudomonas aeasrgnosa. 
Both DT and ricin are heterodimeric molecules consisting of A-and B-chains. In both toxi~as, the B- 
chain is responsible for cellular binding and entry into the target cell, and the A-chain is a potent inhibitor of 
protein synthesis. DT bound to cell surfaces by the B-chain enters the cell via receptor-mediated 
endocytosis. Within the resulting endosomes, the B-chain of diphtheria toxin undergoes a conformational 
change which permits the A-chain to translocate into the cytoplasm. Once in the qoplasm, diphtheria toxin 
A-chain irreversibly inhibits the protein translation machinery. Specifically, A-chain inactivates elongation 
factor 2 (EF-2) via an ADP-ribosylation reaction. Ricin binds to cells via affinity of its B-chGn for ttermbai 
galactose residues of cell surface glycoproteins and glycolipids. Analogous to diphtheria toxin, swface-bound 
rich becomes internalized within vesicle structures, and the B-chain facilitates the translocation of the rich 
A-chain ("ricin An) out of vesicles into the cytoplasm. Ricin A inhibits protein synthesis via selective N- 
glycosidase activity which cleaves a specific adenine residue in the 28s ribosomal subunit. Both toxins we 
extremely potent: a single molecule is sufficient to inhibit protein synthesis within a cell. 
Both DT and ricin have been conjugated to antibodies producing immunotoxins with potent cytotoAc 
activities [13]. Such immunotoxins, however, exhibit serious non-selective binding due to the binding 
properties of their respective B-chains. Attempts to remedy this problem by conjugating only the A-chain of 
the toxin to the antibody produces immunotoxins with good selectivity, but variable cytotoxic potency [14]. 
Genes for both diphtheria toxin and ricin have been cloned, and recombinant constructs containing mutant 
B-chains are being tested for reduced cell biding. Richard Youle and colleagues at the National Institute of 
NeuroBo@cd Disorders and Stroke have developed a recombinant DT with reduced cell binding properties 
[15]. W e n  conjugated to anti-human transferrin receptor or anti-CD3 antibodies, this recombinant DT 
demonstrated up to 1,000 fold reduction in cell binding; yet was equal to wild-type immunotoxin in cytotoxic 
potency. David Neville's research group at the National Institute of Mental Health has developed similar 
immunotofis utilizing recombinant DT. 
h o t h e r  hmunotoxin system demonstrating exceptional promise has been developed in Ira Pastan's 
laboratory at the National Cancer Institute. This system utilizes the bacterial toxin pseudomonas exotoxin A 
(PE). Analogous to the B-and A-chains of DT and ricin, PE contains domain I and domain I11 which confer 
cell bindmg and cytotoxicity, respectively 1161. Cytotoxicity is accomplished by the same mechanism as in 
diphtheria to& i.e., ADP-ribosylation of elongation factor 2. Unlike rich and DT, pseudomonas exotoxin A 
additiona1ly has a domain I1 which mediates translocation of the toxic domain I11 across cell membranes. 
Consequently, it has been possible to abolish cell binding (i.e, domain I function) without disturbing 
membrane translocation functions [17]. Recombinant pseudomonas exotoxins, with truncations in domain I 
(PE4-0 and PIE%), have been prepared. These modified forms of pseudomonas exotoxin are as potent as 
native PE, but are 100 fold less toxic to nontarget cells [3,18]. 
P E 4  and PE38 have been used also to construct completely recombinant immunotoxins by fusing 
them to DNA fragments encoding growth factors, antibodies, and antibody-fragments. In this way, PEN and 
PE38 have been joined to the carboxyl end of the fragment variable (Fv) portion of antibodies to produce, so 
called, "recombinant single chain immunotoxins". The Fv region is the smallest antibody fragment capable of 
binding antigen. They consist of two chains, each about 110 amino acids in size, held together by a linking 
peptide about 15 amino acids in length. Recombinant single chain immunotoxins have been constructed to 
selectively bind the human transferrin receptor, human IL-2 receptor, and an antigen, recognized by 
monoc?onal antibody B3, found on many human carcinomas (e.g., prostate, colon, stomach, breast, ovary, 
lung, and bladder). These recombinant immunotoxins are particularly attractive in that they can be produced 
in large amounts in E. coli, have reduced animal toxicity, and appear to be well suited to penetrate solid 
tumors by virtue of their small size [19-211. 
Tbe application of recombinant toxins has markedly reduced toxic side effects associated with the 
native molecules. These still are foreigsl proteins, however, and repeated administration leads to host 
immunolo~ca~ responses against the toxin. Richard Youle's laboratory has developed an approach to further 
"humanize" immunotoxins. They constructed a recombinant immunotoxin, where the traditional bacterial or 
plant toxin is replaced by a human enzyme, angiogenin [22]. Angiogenin is a protein found in normal blood 
pibasma, and has homology to pancreatic Rnase. While not cytotoxic toward intact cells, angiogenin is a 
potent inhibitor of protein synthesis once it gains access to the protein synthesis machinery within the 
cyoplasm. Attachment of angiogenin to antibodies directed against cell surface antigens results in 
endocflotic incorporation, followed by inhibition of protein synthesis. Using recombinant techniques, 
angogenin was fused to a mouse/human chimeric antibody heavy chain gene. This antibody-angiogenin 
ifusion protein was introduced into a transfectoma which secreted the chimeric light chain of the same 
antibody [23]. The resultant F(ab') like antibody-angiogenin fusion protein has the "magic bullet" properties 1- 
of antibodies linked to plant/bacter~al toxins, but elicits a reduced immune response in the host. 
&so, recent studies are beginning to demonstrate synergistic antitumor effects when 
immuaoconjugates are used in conjunction with other treatment modalities. Because of the advantages of site 
directed specificity and the potential for synergistic effect, immunoconjugates are expected to replace or 
supplement, in increasing measure, the use of unconjugated chemotherapeutics and radionuclides in 
therapy [I]. 
Market Outlook 
The primary criteria for an immunotoxin are specificity and high potency, i.e, the toxin must be 
delivered to a specific cell type and must be able to get into the cells for maximum cytotoxic effect, The 
immunotoxin market is currently dominated by the use of one of three toxins, i.e., ricin toxin, pseudomiimonas 
exotoxin, and diphtheria toxin. 
Although irnmunoconjugates show much promise for cancer therapy, they will certainly not replace 
surgery as the primary therapy whenever surgery is feasible. Even when it is known that not dl m d p a n t  
sites can be resected, it is important to decrease the tumor burden as much as possible, so that the non- 
invasive treatments, and the patient's own defenses, have a reduced task. Large tumor masses, .uv$ich are 
most amenable to surgical resection, are also least accessible to conjugates and other pharmaeolo~d  agents, 
because of their poor internal circulation [I]. Immunoconjugate therapy will most likely be the p r h q  
therapy of choice for inoperable cancers and for cancer micro-metastases, i.e., when cancerous cells mwe to 
various locations throughout the body. 
Currently, the major obstacle to overall market acceptance of immunotoxins for therapeutic applications is 
non-specific toxicity. Price is also an obstacle: initially the cost will be $2,000 - $5,000/course of treatment 
for therapeutic immunoconjugates [I]. This increased cost for treatment may however, be justified by the 
decrease in required hospital care, i.e,. the immunoconjugate therapies may prove to be more effective and 
efficient for treating numerous diseases with fewer side effects, and consequent faster discharge from the 
hospital. 
m a t  role immunoconjugates will play in future cancer therapies is not yet clear, but in solid tumors 
therapeutic immunoconjugates will probably be most useful for eliminating residual or occult sites of 
malignancy after surgery, and to reduce the tumor burden, prolong life and improve the qua&@ of Cfe for 
patients with advanced disease [l]. 
Immunoconjugate therapy is most obviously applicable to cancer therapy, but may have si@fimt 
market penetration in numerous other therapeutic applications including: rheumatoid arthritis, diabetes, 
infectious diseases, AIDS, and graft vs. host disease. 
Scientists at the NIH have played a major role in the development of this promising technolo~ and 
continue to be at the forefront of new discoveries in the fight against cancer. These new developments are 
brought forward to the market place through the patenting and licensing efforts of the Office of Techoloa 
Transfer at NIH. Technology transfer is the process by which the 
discoveries of laboratories are brought forth into practical knowledge and useful products. The MH Office 
of Technology Transfer's primary mission is to facilitate the transfer of technology from Federd laboratories 
into the private sector for further development and commercialization for the benefit of world healtb 
It is critical to the medical community and the public welfare that these new technologies find their 
way to the market place as quickly and safely as possible. The continued efforts of NIH scientists have 
resulted in major advances. Through the technology transfer process, the promise of "magic bullets" appears 
closer to realization. 
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The increasing demand on mammographic screening for early breast cancer detection, and the subdety of 
early breast cancer signs on mammograms, suggest an automated image processing system that can =me a a 
diagnostic aid in radiology clinics. We present a fully automated algorithm for detecting clusters of 
microcalcifications that are the most common signs of early, potentially curable breast cancer. By using the 
contour map of the mammogram, the algorithm circumvents some of the difficulties encountered with s m h d  
image processing methods. The clinical implementation of an automated instrument based on this a l g o ~ h m  isdm 
discussed. 
INTRODUCTION 
The most prevalent cause of cancer in women is breast cancer. In the United States, one in wine women 
develops breast cancer in her lifetime and every year more than 170,000 new cases are diagnosed. The incidence 
of breast cancer is more than double that of colorectal cancer, the second major type in women. However, breast 
cancer is not the major cause of cancer deaths in women. Studies have indicated that early diagnosis and Ueament 
may significantly improve the 5-year survival for breast cancer patients [1,2]. The American Cancer Swieq 
recommends a baseline mammogram for all women by the age of 40, a mammogram approximarely evev other 
year between the ages of 40 and 50, and yearly mammogram screening after the age of 50. It has k w  shown &a& 
these screening tests contribute to earlier diagnosis and treatment of breast cancer and many inswarnee c ~ e r s  
have agreed to cover these examinations. Because awareness and willingness for prevention of breast cmarncer is 
increasing rapidly, it is possible that mammography will soon be one of the highest volume X-ray prmedwes that 
radiology clinics use regularly. In the U.S. today, about 35 million women are older than 50 and in the next 
several years, the female U.S. population above the age of 50 will increase at a higher rate than before, reaching 
about 40 million in the year 2000. While the volume of mammograms is expected to increase, many hospids me 
decreasing the number of radiology trainees due to budgetary cuts. The well-recognized goal of gedoming 
mammography on a larger scale is becoming more difficult to attain due to the lack of trained readers. 
Furthermore, the economic feasibility aspects of mammographic screening require that more than 50 
mammograms per machine be interpreted daily. This volume is far beyond the current capacity of most 
mammography clinics in the U.S. 
Besides the volume problem, mammographic screening has also an interpretation reliabiEty pr&lem due 
to the subtlety of the early signs of breast cancer. The life of a women can be saved only if breast eancer can be 
detected at a very early stage. Early detection of breast cancer in mammograms is a subtle pattern scogni~on 
problem due to the wide variation in the normal breast tissue, the large variety of radiographic findings assmilat& 
with breast cancer, and the similarity between early breast cancer signs and some normal tissue smctmes. One of 
the widely used early mammographic indicators of breast malignancy is the presence of clustered 
microcalcifications. An individual microcalcification appears as a bright spot that ranges in size from a b u t  
O.lmm to 2mm in a mammogram. In common mammographic practice, the presence of three or more 
microcalcifications in a small region (less than 1 cm2) is usually accepted as a cluster. The cluster of 
microcalcifications is a highly sensitive sign and in many cases it is the first and only sign of an early, p & n h l l y  
curable breast carcinoma [3-51. 
With increasing pressure on throughput and the subtlety of early breast cancer signs, the pssibifity sf 
observer error increases. Fatigue from reading excessive numbers of mammograms contributes to an bcrmse in 
the number of missed breast cancers [6-81. Experienced radiologists are aware of the human factors: that limit 
refiabiVjity md they generally stop interpreting mammograms after they have read a certain number on the same 
day. A reliable, computerized system could contribute much needed speed and accuracy to mammo 
'karateqrem~on by serving as an assistance device for the radiologist. A computer-aided interpretatio 
in&caks su;sasiciom sbuctures in mamm s can allow the radiologist to focus rapidly on the relevant parts of 
the m m m o g m .  Furthermore, with high resolution film digitization and wide dynamic range, it may be feasible 
to d e t ~ t  laions that might otherwise be missed by the radiologist due to their small size or low contrast. An 
aummated system that can recognize reliably early signs of breast cancer and work continuously without fatigue 
will be a vdmbiie asset for any radiology clinic. Such a system can contribute not only to the availability of vital 
h&h care but it has a potential for reducing its cost as well. 
In ithe early breast cancer detection problem, the main goal is to miss as few signs as possible on the 
m m m o g a m ;  fdse negatives can delay diagnosis and preclude the possibility of timely intervention to save the life 
of the pa~esak At the s m e  time, false positives are also undesirable because they can cause unw 
exmina~ons. Since biopsy requires surgery of the breast, false positives should be m 
breast cmcer dewtion, both sensitivity and specificity are important, with sensitivity 
impba~on. 
Several algorithms have been suggested for detecting clusters of microcalcifications [9-121. An elegant 
pionwing dgesndthm was based on preprocessing of the mammogram for enhancing microcalcifications [9]. This 
d-ggoh~rn can be adjusted to provide a sensitivity of 95% or more but introduces 5 or more false positive clusters 
at these sensitivity levels. As stated in the conclusions of [9], to reduce the number of false 
ws i~ves  bettea: signal exhaction techniques are necessary. A large number of false positives per mammogram that 
need to be m t d  out by the radiologist would cause an undesirable burden in a busy radiology clinic. 
In other dgofithms such as [lo], adequate detection relies on the human operator who has to set manually 
10 accepmice &esholds that may vary for different mammograms. Although the image processing and pattern 
recognibon awls of these algorithms may be effective, they are not directly applicable in a clinical setting due to 
the humm supwrision Ihat they require. 
Agoir;i&ms that use local thresholds derived from the local distribution of intensity values on the 
lnmmogm such as 11 l ]  rely on the existence of bimodal distributions in local analysis windows where 
mica~c i f i ca~ons  (signal) and normal tissue (noise) form two distinct Gaussian modes. In most cases, the 
i n~ns i t y  diskbuGon within analysis windows is unimodal and the detection thresholds of this approach are 
&fficulit to ddekmine. 
A rwent approach El23 used clinical information such as age, relatives with breast cancer, biopsy history, 
b r a t  size* mad breast density, combined with shape measurements of microcalcifications using an expert system. 
This approach yielded 72% accuracy in identifying clusters of microcalcifications. 
The high Mse positive rate of algorithms that use image enhancement may be due to the spectral overlap 
hwmn signal and noise in the breast cancer detection problem. Because microcalcifications are similar to other 
smdl  smctwcs in normal tissue as well as small film artifacts, the spatial frequency content of microcalcifications 
overhps considerably with that of some normal tissue structures and that of film artifacts. Image enhancement is 
es~riahally be%-pass filtering in frequency domain and when the spectra of signal and noise overlap to a large 
exten& the pass band enhances both signal and similar noise components giving rise to false positives. Too little 
enhacement can plpreclude the detection of some microcalcifications while too much enhancement can increase 
significmdly bdae ampEtude of small background structures and produce a large number of false detections. The 
best compeomi~ may change from image to image and can be difficult to determine. Especially when a single 
enhccemenr filter is used to enhance all mammograms, poor detection results can be obtained in many cases. This 
is due to the fact &at both microcalcifi cations and normal tissue structures exhibit a large variability in size and 
sbap in ~fferent  mmmograms. Consequently, the spectra of signal and noise can vary significantly across 
m m m o ~ m s .  The Lheoretically optimal approach that has not been applied to mamm analysis, is to use 
Wiener filte~aag El31 &at maximizes the correct detection rate. This approach would provide the best band-pass 
f i k r  for each mammogram, based on prior knowledge of signal and noise spectra. However, two concerns are 
valid about this approach in the breast cancer detection problem. First, the need for prior knowledge of signal and 
nois s p w a  implies a relatively high human guidance for each mammogram where segments of signal and noise 
have to be in~catec9 to the algorithm. Second, the high level of overlap between signal and noise within the same 
m m m o g m  undernines the performance of all band-pass filtering approaches including the Wiener filter. 
Furthemore, enhancement may inaoduce an additional difficulty in the development of an appropiae 
algorithm due to the modikation that filtering imparts to the data. The goal of breast cancer dewhow dgod&naas 
is to approximate as closely as possible the recognition ce of experienced radiolo@sts ppcassibly using 
confmation by a biopsy examination. Therefore, the target clusters are indicated by radio log is^ who dm 
provide guidance on the related detection criteria. The interaction with experiend radiologists is essnW for the 
development of a reliable breast cancer detection algorithm. When the image is filtered, in many w s  the a 
used by the algorithm can be considerably different than the data used in visual radiographic in&p~at ion.  In 
such cases the detection criteria and suggestions of the radiologist may not be direclly applicable to the dgoihm, 
and mnsequenlly the accordance between visual and automated detection decreases. 
From the infomation theory point of view, if the mammogram is digitized appropriaely, the 
infomation needed to detect microcalcifications is present in the raw image. Enhmement is an &&mpt to 
eliminate irrelevant and obscuring infomation and to transform the relevant information for more mnvenient 
detection. Since all the infomation needed is in the raw data, it is possible that algorithms that can xcess the 
relevant infomation without enhancement can be developed. 
In most available algorithms for breast cancer recognition, the detection is performed by mmp&g the 
amplitude of the signal, i.e. the local intensity of the m to a threshold. In difficult pattern rmoeihon 
problems where the signal and noise are similar in s p e ~  as well as in amplitude, successful d e ~ ~ m  has 
been achieved by extracting relevant features from the data [14] while detection algorithms b& only on 
amplitude performed poorly [15]. Especially when the goal is to approximate the visual inergrelahiion of the data 
features that reflect the visual cues convey the most relevant and effective information. Similarly, in m m m o  
analysis the visual recognition criteria developed by expert radiologists across many years can p i &  the 
development of an effective algorithm by suggesting features that characterize microcalcificdons. An d ~ ~ o n d  
advantage of features that represent visual cues is that they provide a set of p eters that m be msily 
interpreted. This allows a more effective interaction with radiologists and gives the algorithm a ptenhdly higher 
degree of acceptance in the radiology community. 
In some of the available algorithms for breast cancer recognition, estimates of the local h & n s i ~  @a&ent 
are used for detection because microcalcifications have a relatively higher intensity with respect to h k  hm&&e 
surroundings. This is done by comparing the pixel values within a small square kernel about the size of a 
microcalcification, to the pixel values outside the kernel. Because square kernels do not match the s h w s  of 
microcalcifications adequately, these estimates of local gradients can be misleading. In fact my mamemeant for 
characterizing microcalcifications may be inadequate if it is made by observing the interior of a kernel of prmet 
arbiaary shape and size. 
Based on the considerations mentioned above, we set the following specifications for the design of a new 
algorithm: 
1. Operation on raw data without enhancement. 
2. Use of features representing visual mammogram interpretation criteria 
3. Operation without preset analysis kernels. 
4. Operation without assumptions about the statistical dis~bution of parameters. 
5. Completely aummated operation without human intervention. 
The algorithm that we developed satisfies these specifications and circumvents some of the &fficu~l~es 
encountered in other algorithms. 
DATA 
The data were obtained by digitizing 9 mamm s from different patients diagnod to have cmcer by 
radiographic examination as well as biopsy. Each mammogram was annotated by an experiend m&jiologist who 
indicated the locations of all clusters of microcalcifications in the mammograms. A total of 13 clustnrs were 
annotated. 
Mammograms were backlit using a unifom source light box and digitized in overlqping SgrnenB of 
25.6 mm height by 38.4 mm width. Segments were overlapped by about 20% in each bension, elirrwina~ng the 
pssbiliity &a& a microcalcification might appear on a segment boundary and escape detection during numerical 
d y s k .  Each sRgment was imaged by a Canon FD 50 macro lens (with extension tube) onto a Sony XC-77ce CCD 
m y  cmem at a spatial resolution of 50 p.m. The illumination intensity was adjusted so that saturation did not 
wcw in my of &e signal g regions of the mammograms. The data from each segment, consisting of a raster 
m y  of 512 by 768 pixels of $-bit gray scale, were stored on magnetic media for subsequent numerical analysis. 
DEVELOPED ALGORITHM 
The smategy of the detection algorithm is to view the image as a landscape where elevation corresponds 
to b~ghkmess. In this perspective, microcalcifications appear as prominent peaks that stand out with respect to the 
ld smoundl, A section of a mammogram that contains a microcalcification cluster is shown in Fig. 1 and the 
comewncBing 3-D plot of the cluster is shown in Fig. 2a. The algorithm starts by forming the contour map of the 
image. The contour plot obtained in the vicinity of the cluster is shown in Fig. 2b. These contours are iso-intensity 
conanrows mdogous to iso-elevation contours in cartography and therefore, they are not obtained by edge 
d e m ~ o n  and do not require local gradient estimates. 
W e n  the contours are obtained, the detection algorithm focuses on concentric contours. Each set of 
concen~c eontoms that represents a peak (an individual microstructure) is analyzed separately. From each peak, 
the srligorihm ebbs a sequence of contour areas progressing from the highest contour level in that set (small 
=a) t ow~ds  low contour levels (larger area). Contour areas that are too small or too big to be part of a 
micrdcifica~on are not included in the area sequence of a peak. The algorithm is designed to determine the area 
pow& qoence of an individual peak when other peaks are close, by accounting for the merging of contours. 
The Jgorithm computes 5 measurements (features) from the area sequence of peaks: 
1) bpmwe. In visual inspection, microcalcifications are bright structures with a relatively sharp appearance in 
their visually prceived edge. In the landscape view of a digitized image, the perceived sharpness of a 
microsmctue depnds on the departure of that peak from the surrounding background. A microstructure with 
s h q  edges is a peak that departs abruptly from the background while a fuzzy microstructure is a peak that 
d e p m  vehy padually from the surrounding background. The departure feature quantifies the sharpness of a 
microsmctme using the area sequence of that peak. In the area sequence of a peak, an abrupt departure from 
backgound is reflected as a sudden change in the rate of change of the area sequence near the base of the peak. 
This infoma~on can be obtained by using the second derivative of the area sequence. In order to obtain a 
depmwe vdue that is insensitive to the size of the microstructure (absolute values of the areas), the algorithm 
comput~ the Fist derivative sequence, and sets the departure to the maximal relative change in the first 
de8eaniva$ive, in the lower half of the peak. The contour level where the departure is obtained is considered the base 
of the peak, i.e. the immediate background level. 
2) goB-omhence. 'This parameter reflects the relative brightness cue that is used in visual inspection. This local 
conwau infcsma~on contributes to discriminating microcalcifications from both normal tissue structures and film 
d l f a c ~ ,  The prominence value is set to the number of contours above the departure level and it is approximately 
prespdond to the brightness difference between the brightest region of the microstructure and the immediate 
sumoumd ah uhe Bevel of departure from the background. 
3) Stepmess. In addition to the sharpness at the perceived edge which is reflected by the departure feature, the rate 
of chmge sf  intensity throughout a microstructure is a significant property for visual inspection. Generally, 
nomd brreast tissue structures appear globally more diffuse than microcalcifications. Such diffuse structures are 
represent& by peaks that have a gradual increase in height. In the landscape view of the mammogram, peaks that 
conespnd to microcalcifications have a higher overall steepness than normal tissue structures. Moreover, the 
p&s  of some film artifacts are typically steeper than microcalcification peaks. The steepness parameter is 
obkned by using the first derivative of the area sequence in a manner that results in higher values for steeper 
w s .  
4) Disfinc$less. ]In many cases, the normal breast tissue in a mammogram has a grainy appearance due to a large 
n u m k r  of csndguous normal microstructures. Although microcalcifications may be clustered occasionally in 
cbse proximity to each other, they are more distinct and separate from each other as well as from normal 
Figure 1. Photographic enlargement of a mammogram analyzed in this study. A micamdcificabon 
cluster (circled) is shown. 
Figure 2, (a) Intensity surface plot of the region containing a micracalcification cluster shown in Fig. 1; 
(b) Iso-intensity contour plot derived from the same region. 
microstructures. The distinctness of a peak is set to the number of contour levels between the lip md the levd 
where its contour merges with that of the nearest peak. 
5) Compactness. The edge morphology of a microcalcification is a significant visual cue. For each @, this 
morphological information is obtained by using the characteristic contour of a peak obtained just abve the 
merging level. The compactness feature is computed using the ratio of the perimeter to the area of the 
chamteristic contour. Compactness is a standard morphological descriptor that has a value of 1 far a circle and 
increases as the shape becomes more irregular. The compactness of some types of artifacts and most nsmd Gssw 
structures is relatively higher than that of microcalcifications. 
Each peak is characterized with the 5 features that the algorithm extracts from the raw m m m o  
and the discriminatici between microcalcifications and other structures is based on these features. The 
discrimination can be performed with conventional Bayesian classification, standard feedfornard nemd neworbs 
1161, or specialized neural networks [e.g. 171. In this study the Bayesian classifier was used and adquake r a d B  
were obtained. 
eters of the classifier were determined on 3 mammograms that fomeai the ~ i w g  
set. The digitized training mammograms formed a data-base of 64 image segments containing more &m I W  
microstructures that had a size of interest (less than 2 mm wide). The training set contained 5 of the 
microcalcification clusters indicated by the radiologist. The distributions of the features were ob&imea;8 for the 
populations of microstructures within the indicated clusters (detection class) and for the population of WS in the 
rest of the mammogram (rejection class) separately. The decision thresholds were set in order to mmimize the 
discrimination between the detection class and the rejection class. A cluster was indicated by the ralgo~hm when 3 
or more microcalcifications occunred in an area of less than lcm2 using the 5 features and a two-phw data 
reduction approach. 
EVALUATION 
The performance of the algorithm was evaluated on the 6 other mammograms that fomedl the test set. 
The digitized test set resulted in 84 image segments containing more than 1200 candidate microsmc(nases. The best 
set contained 8 of the clusters indicated by the radiologist and the algorithm detected all 8. In addli~on, the 
algorithm detected 1 false positive cluster in one mammogram. Therefore, on the test set the sensibvity was I@% 
with 0.17 false clusters per mammogram. 
In paaern recognition applications, the performance of an approach is measured by the bahce of false 
negatives and false positives that it can provide. Almost any algorithm can be made sensitive enough to detect dl 
events of interest (no false negatives). However, increasing the sensitivity generally reduces the spificity md 
causes a larger number of false positives. Therefore, in many pattern recognition applications the false psifive 
rate associated with a desirable sensitivity level is used as a measure of performance. A sensitivity Bevd of a b u t  
95% or more is desirable in early breast cancer detection. For such a high sensitivity level, the 0.17 false clusters 
per mammogram obtained with this algorithm provide a considerably better specificity than 5 or more false 
positive clusters per mammogram obtained with other algorithms. 
This algorithm was developed specifically to detect microcalcifications based on the radiographic visud 
evaluation criteria. These criteria were computationally expressed as features extracted from the raw &&a wwihout 
using enhancement. The use of the contour plot provided a convenient technique for computing the fmtmes 
without using preset arbitrary analysis kernels. In this manner, all measurements were obtained using namd 
morphological contours of microcalcification peaks. The decision thresholds were applied to featme and not to 
the intensity data. Appropriate values of these thresholds were determined using a large number of &pier% 
microstructures. Therefore these thresholds did not depend on local statistics, they held across mmmsgms  and 
did not have to be adjusted for each mammogram separately. Once the thresholds were set using a represnhsabve 
training set, the algorithm operated in a fully automated manner without human supervision. The dgohhrn  will 
be further validated on more than hundred mammograms during use in the Department of Radiology sf The Johns 
Hopkins Hospital. 
CLINICAL IMPLEMENTATION 
The aammated system based on this algorithm will be a reliable diagnostic tool that can assist radiologists 
in sly b r m t  Gihlllcer detection on mammograms. The system will be made of a scanner, a low-cost workstation, a 
high-resolu~on &qlay and a printer for hard copies of results. The speed of the workstation will allow one 
m m m o g m  to be analyzed in less than 5 minutes. The fully automated operation of the algorithm ensures that 
the system will not introduce an additional burden to radiologists. 
The automated system will be able to analyze a mammogram without human supervision; however, it will 
be design& to knefit from the experience of radiologists across time. This will be possible with training software 
that will be avdable to radiologists or technicians. Occasionally, a human operator will indicate to the system the 
Embon of fdse negative or false positive microcalcifications, using the keyboard or mouse. The training software 
will aummddly adjust the operational parameters of the system to detect the microcalcifications that were 
mi%& md to reject the false positive structures. This will be achieved with minimal change on past correct 
p d o m m e  k u s e  the adjustment will be made by taking into account not only the currently indicated 
smctwa but an archive of some previously encountered structures. This archive will contain the features of a 
large n u m k r  of microcalciEications as well as other structures (normal tissue, artifacts, etc.) that were located 
very dose to the decision boundaq between these two classes. Therefore, the structures in the archive will be 
those that would be affected first by changes in operational parameters. The training software will automatically 
o p h h e  the &%rirnination based on the past examples and the currently indicated sbructures. In this adjustment, 
the weight given to current structures will be user-selectable. 
The automated operation of this system is especially suited for clinics that have to screen a large number 
of m m m o  ry day. In such a clinical setting, the system e time, as long as a 
~ a h n i c ~ m  e for feeding the mammograms to the scann nstrument can also be 
conmivd. Assuming 10 hours of operation per day and a worst case of 5 minutes per mammo 
m m m o g m s  a day can be screened by the system without requiring any time from the radiologist. When the 
resu l~  of the automated system are available, the ologist will focus on the regions where the system 
in&cat& micr~~~alcification clusters in each mam confirm the results. For the purpose of quality 
con~o1, the ra&ologist might also screen some regions that were cleared by the system on several mammograms. 
The eexptd  cl i~cal  benefits are: i) accurate detection of subtle signs of breast cancer that might be missed by 
maologisb md, ii) signikant reduction in the amount of time that radiologists spend for screening 
masaemogms. Currently, due to the subtlety of early breast cancer signs, radiologists use a magnifying glass to 
xrwn mmmogrms. The time required for the visual interpretation of a complete mammogram can often reach 
15 minoks md in some cases it can take up to 30 minutes. The automated system is expected to reduce the time 
requkd of the ra&ologist by an order of magnitude. 
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ABSTRACT 
Mechanncally compatible fasteners for use with thin or weakened bone sections in the human mandible are being 
developed lo help reduce large strain discontinuities across the bonelimplant interface. Materials being considered 
for these fasteners are a Polyetherertherketone (PEEK) resin with continuous quartz or carbon fiber for the screw. 
'Die screws were designed to have a shear strength equivalent to that of compact/trabecular bone and to be used 
wlUn a conventional nut, nut plate, or an expandable shank/blind nut made of a ceramic filled polymer. Physical 
and finite element models of the mandible were developed in order to help select the best material fastener 
des~gn. The models replicate the softer inner core of trabecular bone and the hard outer shell of compact bone. 
li'he inner core of the physical model consisted of an expanding foam and the hard outer shell consisted of 
ceramic particles in an epoxy matrix. This model has some of the cutting and drilling attributes of bone and may 
be appropriate as an educational tool for surgeons and medical students. The finite element model was exercised 
to establish boundary conditions consistent with the stress profiles associated with mandible bite forces and muscle 
loads. NJork ns continuing to compare stresslstrain profiles of a reconstructed mandible with the results from the 
finite element model. When optimized, these design and fastening techniques may be applicable, not only to other 
skeletal ststictures, but to any composite structure. 
WTRODUCTION 
During malidible reconstructive surgery many problems may be encountered when attaching thin or weakened 
(diseased) sections of bone to one another, or to a replacement material. Some of these problems may stem from 
differences in the mechanical properties of bone and the implant material, or from the fastening method. The 
use of bonding techniques may result in premature failure of the interface due to the reduced or weakened bone 
section at the interface. The use of mechanical fastening techniques could result in shearout of the thinlweak 
bone due to the higher stiffness of conventional fastener materials, as well as large strain discontinuities across 
the interfacial boundary between different materials. 
Atrophy, due to stress shielding of underlying bone in metal fixation devices, is said to be the most important 
reason for the removal of rigid metallic plates and screws. Several investigators have proposed the use of 
bodegradable materials with the same properties as bone to be used in place of metal fixation devices (1-3). 
These broclegradable materials could be used in situations where the fixation device is no longer needed after the 
fracture has healed. To create a better interfacial bond between implants and bone other investigators have 
explored the use of porous metallic implant materials (4), and to eliminate corrosion porous polysulfone ( 5 )  and 
porous hyddrxyapatite (6,7). Hydroxyapatite was thought to create a better bond with bone because it is one 
of the consiiluents of bone. However, in situations where the implant or reconstructed mandible must remain in 
glace w ~ t h  the fixation device, it is desirable to have a fixation device that has the same properties as bone and 
will have adequate strength at the bonelimplant interface. 
'Ilerefore, the purpose of this study was to design non-metallic fasteners having properties similar to bone for 
a reconamcted mandible or mandibular implant. The fastening method should "design in" the ability of the 
fastener to flex with bone, thus preventing bone atrophy, while providi~lg a continuous load path from bone to 
the replacement. The design of the fasteners will be guided by both a physical model and a finite element 
mode1 of the mandible. 
MATERIALS AND FASTENER DESIGN 
Materials 
Bone has a hard outer surface (compact bone) and a soft, porous inner core (trabecular bone). Il?-ins makes ~c 
similar to sandwiched composite structures used in the aerospace field. These structures consist of an h~ghlgi 
porous inner core (usually a honeycomb material to carry shear loads) sandwiched between alumrnurn 
glasslepoxy or graphitelepoxy face sheets (to carry the tensile or compressive loads). A comparison of the two 
assembled structures is shown in Figure-1. Because of the similarity in function, the implant designs wflE. use 
fasteners similar to those used with sandwich composites in the aerospace field. In order to size h e  screws en 
any of the following designs, bone properties in shear (8) were used to calculate the necessary screw drarneter 
In order to minimize strain discontinuity between bone and fastener, the fastener will be designed to have elastrc 
properties equivalent to that of bone. Since the fasteners will have a smaller cross sectional area than that of 
bone, the shear strength will need to be higher than that of bone. The screw materials that most closely met 
these criteria were Polyetheretherketone (PEEK) with either continuous carbon or continuous quarts fibersTTh~s 
design methodology may be a better way to select fasteners for any composite structure, not just bone 
Fastener Design 
For ease of assembly, the fastener design selected should allow the surgeon to insert the fastener from the buccal 
(outside) surface of the mandible. To reduce trauma to the patient and prevent possible infection, the fastener 
should be flush with the surface of the replacement mandible or mandibular bone. It may also be advaniageorns 
to have the fastener put the bone into compression to prevent atrophy. All of these design "criteria" need to be 
considered when selecting the optimum fastener design. 
Three fastener designs are shown in Figure-2. Each design relies on a screw and a nut or nut plate lo retann the 
mandibular replacement. The design in Figure-2A, shows a screw assembled from the lingual (~nslde) of the 
mandible into a blind hole in the replacement mandible. The underside of the head of the screw 1s contoured 
so that the assembly load is gradually spread over compact bone on the mandible's buccal (outside) surface The 
prosthesis or implant has internally threaded blind holes. This design requires the use of a screw drlver from 
the lingual side of the mandible. The design in Figure-2B, uses blind nuts installed from the lingual srde of the 
mandible. A screw is inserted through holes in the buccal side of the replacement mandible This des~gn 
requires the blind nuts to be countersunk from the lingual side. The third design (Figure-2C) agair featrrres a 
screw countersunk into the replacement mandible from the buccal side. This design is unique, In that, the nuts 
have left hand threads on the outside and right hand threads on the inside. Thus, during assembly, no 
counterboring is required on the lingual side. The nuts will self lock from the buccal side by the use of a slmpte 
tool. In all of these designs a jig could be used to drill holes into mandibular bone that correspond vvlte? those 
predrilled in the replacement mandibular or nuts. The shear and tensile strength of the screws in any of the 
aforementioned designs should exceed those of bone. The compressive modulus should match that of bone :o 
prevent strain discontinuities between the replacement and bone. 
An alternative design that relies on an interference fit between a screw and a self-clinching expansion nut ratha 
than tension as in the previous designs, is the shown in Figure-3. The self-clinching expansion nut wouEd be 
made of ceramic particulate filled polymer. The nut has scores or flutes on the outer surface to allow E C  to 
separate under load. An oversized screw is inserted into an undersized tapped hole in the nut. Tbe wail as sn~ed 
such that the interference fit of the screw and cylinder causes the cylinder walls to expand and split The wail 
segments are pushed outward and trapped between the fastener and compact/trabecular bone. The polymer used 
in this cylinder could be a thermoset or thermoplastic resin filled with enough ceramic to create a somewhat 
brittle material, but not brittle enough to crush under the screw compressive load. If a thermoplasl~c 1s rased, 
enough filler would have to be added to prevent creep under compressive load. The outside surface of the 
cylinder could be tapered in such a way as to optimize the pressure profile on the outer surface of the fastener 
The neck of the fastener could be sized to allow the driver head to be torqued off when the proper preload 
torque is reached. The entire installation requires only boring holes and no fastener is required on the X~ngual 
side of the mandible. The fastener design from Figure-2B or 2C is shown in Figure-4 as an example of a partpal 
replacement mandible. 
1 CPN800A-06-03 (PEEKLong Carbon), CPN800J-06-03 (PEEKLong Carbon), Cherry 'kx'extron. Santa 
Ana, CA. 
PWUSICAL AND FINITE ELEMENT MODELS 
A physical model of the mandible has been developed and fabricated to help with selection of the optimal 
fastening technique. The fabrication process involves a two step molding process. The first mold is used to 
fabricate the replacement for trabecular bone. Once solidified, this structure is positioned inside the second mold 
where a substitute for compact bone is formed over it. Once completed the external geometry of the model, 
formed by the mold, duplicates that of a human mandible. After evaluating many combinations, the materials 
that gave cutting and drilling properties similar to bone, were a foamable polymer for trabecular bone, and a 
ceramic I-3ied epoxy for compact bone. The replacement mandible is shown in Figure-5 and a section through 
the replacement mandible is compared to a section through a human mandible in Figure-6. This physical model 
was drnlled and cut using medical drills and saws,i.e., a Synthes drill2 and a standard Micro-E sagittal saw. The 
replacement mandible in a dry state, cut and burned like bone . However, while under irrigation the saw blade 
bound in the material like it would in human bone. The replacement mandible drilled and tapped similarly to 
bone. 
In addition to its use as a tool in the selection of the best fastening technique, the replacement mandible could 
also, and perhaps more importantly, be used as a training tool for surgeons and medical students. 
Finite Eleinent Model 
PDA-PATWAN3 was used to create a finite element model of 112 the mandible as shown in Figure-7. This model 
conslsls of 7560 nodal points and 6716 solid isoparametric hexagonal elements with symmetry boundary conditions 
applied at h e  mld-plane and fixed in the condylar region. A very refined mesh was used along the buccalllingual 
side In order to provide for easy modifications for incorporation of fastener devices. Both trabecular and compact 
bone properties were used in the model as taken from Ref. (9). Figure-8 shows stress contours in the mandible 
model for a static analysis incorporating a first molar point load of 250 N (1,100 lb) and appropriate muscle 
forces as taken from Ref. (10). MSC/NASTRAN4 and COSMOS/M5 will be used to exercise this model with 
different loading, boundary conditions and alternate material properties. The results will be compared to the 
pnys~cal model under similar loads. Once the finite element model has been verified, it can be used to determine 
the optamal fastening technique. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Several fastener designs have been proposed as fastening devices for a replacement mandible. The first design 
simply relies on a composite screw inserted into the human mandible on the lingual surface and threaded into 
a blmd hole In the replacement mandible. The second design consists of a composite screw countersunk into a 
rcplacemeni mandible on the buccal surface and threaded into a nut countersunk into the human mandible. The 
trnra des~gra relies on right hand threads on the inside and left hand threads on the outside of a nut on the lingual 
s~arhce of a human mandible to secure a composite screw whose head is countersunk and locked into the 
rcplxement mandible. The last design relies on the interference fit between an oversized composite screw and 
an undersized hole in a ceramic filled epoxy self-clinching expansion nut to force the ceramic to expand outward 
Into h e  human mandible. These designs must be analytically modeled and experimentally verified before a final 
dev~ce 1s selected. 
Synthes Ltd. USA, Wayne, PA. 
3 PDA-PATRAN finite element pre-and post-processor code, PDA Engineering, Costa Mesa ,CA. 
4 MSCINASTRAN finite element solver, MacNeal-Schwendler Corp., Los Angles, CA. 
COSMOSM finite element software, Structural Research and Analysis Corp., Santa Monica, CA. 
A physical model of the mandible was fabricated that included both trabecular and compact bone substitutes. 
An expanding foam was used to represent trabecular bone and a ceramic filled epoxy was used to simulate 
compact bone. When cut and drilled, this material acted similarly to bone. Besides being used to rest the 
fastener designs, this substitute mandible could be of benefit to surgeons and medical students training in 
orthopedic surgery. 
The mandible has been modeled using the finite element technique. Several different loading conditions will be 
applied to both the physical and finite element models and their results compared. After the finite element model 
is verified, it will be used to evaluate stress states in each of the fastening techniques. Once optimized for the 
specific design criteria, the selected fastening technique should not be limited to the mandible or other skeletal 
structures, but also to composite structures in general. 
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ABSTRACT 
A patent was recently granted to the U.S. Army for an adaptation of a soil cone penetrometer that 
can be used to measure the spectral characteristics (fluorescence or reflectance) of soils adjacent to the 
penetrometer rod. The system can use a variety of light sources and spectral analytical equipment. A laser- 
induced fluorescence measuring system has proven to be of immediate use in mapping the distribution of oil 
contaminated soil at waste disposal and oil storage areas. The fiber optic adaptation coupled with a cone 
penetrometer permits optical characteristics of the in-situ soil to be measured rapidly, safely, and 
inexpensively. The fiber optic cone penetrometer can be used to gather spectral data to a depth of 
approximately 25 to 30 m even in dense sands or stiff clays and can investigate 300 m of soil per day. 
Typical detection limits for oil contamination in sand is on the order of several hundred parts per million. 
INTRODUCTION 
Cone penetrometers have been used in soils investigations for foundations and roadways for over 
fifty years. A typical geotechnical cone penetrometer consists of a hollow, instrumented, steel rod that is 
forced into the ground at a constant rate by employing hydraulic rams and a large reaction mass. The rod 
and conical tip are generally instrumented to measure the force the soil generates on the standard conical 
tip, and the force the frictional resistance of the soil produces on the side wall of the rod. Additional 
adaptations have permitted the measurement of the soil electrical resistivity and the pore pressure of fluids in 
the soil. The purpose of the present paper is to discuss new adaptations that allow the cone penetrometer to 
be used to measure spectral properties of soils in-situ. 
An engineering cone penetrometer of modern design typically consists of a 20- to 30-ton truck 
equipped with all-wheel drive. Hydraulic jacks are used to lift the truck up from the ground so that all of 
the weight of the truck can be mobilized as a reaction mass. The hydraulic rams mounted in the truck use 
the reaction mass to force the penetrometer rod into the underlying soil. The electronics and computer 
equipment needed to readout and record data from the instruments in the rod is mounted in the van body 
that houses the rams (Figure 1). 
The cone penetrometer is recognized in the geotechnical community as a rapid method for gaining 
access to the subsurface soils in order to make in-situ measurements or to recover samples of soil or 
groundwater. A typical cone investigation uses a 35-mm-diameter, hollow, steel rod that is forced into the 
soil at 2 cm/sec. A truck can generally investigate 300 m of soil in a working day. Using a 200-kN thrust 
the penetrometer can reach depths of at least 25 to 30 m even in dense sands and stiff clays (1). 
The cone penetrometer equipped with suitable sensors is finding new applications in recomaissance- 
level site invesfigations where contaminated soil and shallow groundwater are suspected. Cone 
penetrometers represent a faster, safer, and more economical alternative to d r i i g ,  sampling and sample 
analysis (2). Cone penetrometers produce no cuttings for disposal and a relatively simple adaptation to the 
ram unit allows the penetrometer rods to be cleaned as they are brought out of the ground. The 
penetrometer van can be adapted to maintain a cool, controlled air supply for the equipment operators. Air 
quality monitors located in the rod handling area assure that the van interior is a safe working area. 
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Figure 1. Photo of a penetrometer truck equipped for waste site investigations. The forward 
compartment houses the hydraulic rams for forcing the penetrometer rods into the ground. The rear 
compartment houses the instrumentation. 
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Figure 2. Schematic drawing of the system used for measuring soil spectral characteristics (after Figure I 








THE FIBER OPTIC CONE PENETROMETER 
The U. S. Army Toxic and Hazardous Materials Agency is directing a tri-services research effort on 
applications for the cone penetrometer in site characterization and has tasked the U.S. Army En@riaeer 
Waterways Experiment Station to develop the cone penetrometer equipment that will allow it to be used as a 
screening tool for locating contaminated soil and groundwater. As one result of research in this wea, the 
U.S. Army has been granted a patent on a novel method for examining the spectral characteristia of soil 
adjacent to the penetrometer rod (3). The patent describes a method for using a window that passes 
through the wall of the penetrometer tube. Light from inside the penetrometer tube is used to illuminate the 
soil opposite the window. The light returning from the soil is captured by a fiber optic waveguide inside the 
penetrometer and transferred to the surface. Spectral analysis equipment attached to the end of the fiber at 
the surface is used to determine the energy distribution of light returning from the soil. A schematic of the 
system is shown in Figure 2. The spectra are displayed in near real time in the penetrometer instrument 
compartment and are evaluated and recorded. 
The illumination source and fiber optic waveguide in the cone penetrometer can be confipred in a 
variety of ways to measure different phenomena. The basic fiber optic system can be used as a flraorometer 
or as a reflectometer. Two experimental fluorometer units have been built by the Army to detect 
contamination from hydrocarbons in soil, one unit employed minature UV lamps housed in the penetrometer 
as an excitation source and used a grating spectrophotometer as a spectral analysis unit. A single waveguide 
was used to carry the fluorescent signal to the surface. A second design developed in an Army and N a y  
cooperative effort used a pulsed nitrogen laser emitting at 337 nm coupled to a fiber as an excitation source 
and a fixed grating with a charge-coupled photodiode as a spectral analyzer. Both single- and double-fiber 
designs have been built and evaluated. The Air Force has assembled a fiber optic cone penetrometer to 
detect jet fuel contamination in soil. The Air Force unit uses a portable, tunable dye laser coupled to a fiber 
bundle and a grating spectrophotometer as a spectral analyser. 
A prototype reflectometer has been assembled by the Army to evaluate the use of reaectometq in 
the visible portion of the spectrum as an aid to detecting wastes (such as TNT washout and rinse waters) 
that have a distinctive color. The reflectometer uses a tungsten lamp coupled to a fiber waveguide to proGde 
illumination at the window and a second fiber waveguide and a spectrophotometer as a spectral analyzes. 
Because of the widespread problem of soil contamination from fuel spills or leaks and waste oil 
disposal, the fluorometer is currently the configuration that has the widest application. The most useful 
system to date is the laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) unit that uses a nitrogen laser as a UV excitation 
source. The components used are specified in Table 1, and illustrated in Figure 3. 
The penetrometer tool that is used in the LIF system (Figure 4) is adapted from a standard 
penetrometer cone that would be used to measure soil strength (4). The window through the wiall of the 
penetrometer rod and the fiber optic elements are contained in a module that rides above the standard cone. 
The only modification that was produced in the lower part of the penetrometer is the addition of a? grouting 
system that allows the tip of the penetrometer cone to be ejected and grout to be pumped down through the 
rod to seal the hole as the penetrometer is withdrawn. With the exception of the grouting system the 
penetrometer tool follows the standard design with regard to the tip_configuration and the area of the lower 
part of the rod (the sleeve) that is used for soil friction measurements. 
TABLE 1 
USER INDUCED FLUORESCENCE (LIF) UNIT COMPONENTS 
Illumination Source: Laser Photonics LN 1000 Nitrogen Laser 
(3 37,1 nm excitation) . 
Ensign - Bickford 360 micron core fiber 
optic, 400 micron total diameter. 
EG&G PARC Model 1460 Optical Multichannel 
Analyzer; Model 1302 Fast Pulser; Model 1229 Spectrograph; Model 
1421 Photodiode Array. 
Hewlett Packard Vectra 486 
Computers (2) networked via Ethernet; Data Translation A/D and 
D/A boards; Hewlett Packard LaserJet I11 printer. 
Fiwe 3. Layout of the instrumentation used in the laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) system. 
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FIBER OPTIC WAVEGULDES (2) 
0.25" O.D. GROUT TUBES (2) 
FIBER OPTIC POSITIONING BLOCK 
SPRING LOADED FIBER OPTIC CARRIER 
0.25" DIAM. SAPPHIRE WINDOW 
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Figure 4. Cross section of the penetrometer tool showing the instrumented cone and the opt id  modde. 
The optical module (Figure 5) is designed with a replaceable sapphire window. The module consists 
of a fiber optic carrier that slides inside the penetrometer rod. The carrier holds two 400-micron diameter 
saa-on-siilica fibers. The fibers are epoxied into a holder that assures that the cones of acceptance of the 
fibers overlap at the outer surface of the window. As the window is screwed into the carrier, the threads on 
the ssaindow pull the spring- loaded holder and the attached fibers into position behind the window. The 
~ i n g  harness for the strain gages at the tip and sleeve of the penetrometer rod passes through slots in the 
op t id  fiber carrier. The optical fiber carrier has two stainless steel tubes inserted through it to allow the 
grout to be pumped down to the ejectable tip. 
OPERATION OF THE FIBER OPTIC PENETROMETER 
JBS in any technique that depends on spectral data for detection or quantification of a compound in a 
complex matrix, the detection limit depends on the response of the compound of interest and the influence 
of the matrix. The detection limit that can be obtained from the fluorometer when it is used to examine 
fuel-contaminated soil depends on the fluorophore present in the fuel (for example, polynuclear aromatic 
compoundis in diesel fuel) and the conditions in the soil. With carefully prepared standards and heavy-grade 
fuels (rich in polynuclear aromatic compounds) in a sand matr% detection limits of a few parts per million 
are possible (Figure 6) .  At many sites where free fuel is present in the soil as a non-aqueous phase liquid, 
low detection limits are not necessary if the objective is to determine the shape, size and depth of the mass 
of oil - saturated soil. The fluorometer can be used to find critical locations where the penetrometer or 
d rdhg  techniques can then be used to collect soil or groundwater samples for analysis. 
POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS FOR THE FIBER OPTIC PENETROMETER 
The first application for the fiber optic penetrometer has been fluorometry for the detection of fuel 
in soil. Fuel residues at five sites have been mapped. By using the large volume of sensor data from the 
cone penetrometer and a volume mapping computer routine, a model of the contaminated soil mass can be 
prepaed that shows the probable concentration of the fuel in the soil and the location and depth of each 
sensor readiw. The visualization of the sensor-derived concentrations can be used in planning monitoring or 
reme&d actions. An example of a three-dimensional plume map produced from penetrometer sensor data 
is s h o w  in Figure 7. 
The fiber optic cone penetrometer even in the form of a simple fluorometer offers potential for 
commerdd applications. The U. S. Environmental Protection Agency estimates indicate that there are over 
two mi&on fuel storage tanks in the United States. Surveys indicate that on an average one tank in three is 
leaibng (5). This problem alone would justify commercializing the fiber optic cone penetrometer. The 
penetrometer also has uses in tracking the flow of landfi leachate and septic tank effluent. Fluorescent dyes 
have been used with the existing fluorometer to determine the direction and velocity of groundwater 
movement wder a dredged material disposal area. 
The fiber optic cone penetrometer will potentially become even more useful in the future as 
waveguides are developed that will allow broad range remote spectral studies, especially in the infrared. 
Development of more specific techniques using infrared, visible, and UV reflectometry can potentially expand 
the techologcal benefits. Experimental work is also underway in evaluating the use of resonance Raman 
spectrometq in a fiber optic cone penetrometer. Future fiber optic penetrometer applications will build 
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Figure 5. Detail of the fiber optic module showing the sapphire window. Note that the fibers are pulled 
in position as the window is screwed into place. 
PARTS PER MILLION 
Figure 6. Typical calibration curve for fluorescence of #2 diesel fuel oil in sand. Parts per million are 
presented on a weightlweight basis. Error bars are +/- one standard deviation from the mean. 
Figure 7. Block view of the masses of fuel-contaminated soil in a fuel storage area. The irregularly 
shaped masses are the volume of soil that fluoresced at levels equivalent to sand contaminated with over 
2000 ppm of diesel fuel. The contours indicated on the surface show the concentration of hydrocarbon 
(measured as ppm hexane) in soil gas. 
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ABSTRACT 
A process has been developed at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) for the removal of metals and 
radionuclides from contaminated materials, soils, and waste sites. In this process, citric acid, a rsaturally 
occurring organic complexing agent, is used to extract metals such as Ba, Cd, Cr, Ni, Zn, and ra&onudides 
Co, Sr, Th, and U from solid wastes by formation of water soluble, metal-citrate complexes. Citric acid 
forms different types of complexes with the transition metals and actinides, and may involve formation of a 
bidentate, tridentate, binuclear, or polynuclear complex species. The extract containing radionuclide/meta% 
complex is then subjected to microbiological degradation followed by photochemical degradation under 
aerobic conditions. Several metal citrate complexes are biodegraded and the metals are recovered in a 
concentrated form with the bacterial biomass. Uranium forms binuclear complex with citric acid and is not 
biodegraded. The supernatant containing uranium citrate complex is separated and upon eqosure to light, 
undergoes rapid degradation resulting in the formation of an insoluble, stable polymeric form of uranium. 
Uranium is recovered as a precipitate (polyuranate) in a concentrated form for recycling or for appropriate 
disposal. This treatment process, unlike others which use caustic reagents, does not create additional 
hazardous wastes for disposal and causes little damage to soil which can then be returned to normal use. 
INTRODUCTION 
The presence of radionuclides and toxic metals such as As, Be, Cd, Cr, Hg, Mn, Ni, and Zn in wastes, soils, 
and materials, at many Department of Energy (DOE) and other facilities is a major environmental concern, 
For decontamination of the waste material, both metal and radionuclide contaminants must be removed from 
the contaminated site so that the site can be returned to a useful condition. It would be desirable and 
beneficial to the environment to provide a comprehensive method for the removal of toxic metals md 
radionuclides from contaminated sites with reclamation of the soil. 
Previous large-scale methods devised to deal with the problems of contaminated materials and soils have 
utilized caustic reagents such as hot sulfuric or hydrochloric acids, and oxidizing agents such as sodium 
hypochlorite, to extract the metals. While these methods can remove contaminants, they also muse 
irreparable damage to the soil, generating secondary waste streams which create additional h m d o u s  waste 
disposal problems. For example, various soil washing methods were discussed at the DOE Soil Washing 
Workshop [I]. Madic et al. [2] used bidentate phosphramides enhanced by nitric acid to earact metal ions 
such as lanthanides, U(IV), Am(II1) and Pu(1V). Kim et al. [3] immobilized radioactive Sr-90 by 
coprecipitation with Ca-, Al-, and Fe-phosphate in contaminated soils. Raghavan et al. [4j described three 
generic types of extractive treatments for cleaning excavated soils: water washing, augmented with a basic or 
surfactant agent to remove organics, and with acidic or chelating agents to remove organics and heavy 
metals, organic-solvent washing to remove hydrophobic organics and polychlorinated biphenyls; and air or 
stream stripping to remove volatile organics. Kochen and Navatil [ S ]  removed americium and plutonium 
from contaminated soil by wet-screening, attrition scrubbing, wet-screening additives, and fucratiom by 
conversion to glass. 
Other methods of metal removal from materials have also been reported. For example, U.S. Patent No. 
4,933,201 describes a method for solubilizing precipitated alkaline earth-metal-sulfate scale in contaminated 
earth by contacting the earth with a polyaminocarboxylic acid chelating agent (EDTA, DTPA) and an oxalate 
ion spergist, and leaching the solubiliied precipitate from the earth with water. To dispose of the dissolved 
sulfates, the Yeachate is either treated by chemical methods or returned to subterranean formation. 
Radioactive contaminated components of nuclear reactors have been decontaminated using citric acid (U.S. 
Patent Nos. 4,839,IW; 4,729,855; 4,460,500; 4,587,043; 4,537,666; 3,664,870 and 3,103,909). In these patents, 
metal recoveq methods involve ion exchange columns, porous DC electrodes, or combusting the organics. 
Nishita ct al. [6] used inorganic and organic compounds including citric acid to extract Pu from contaminated 
soils in order to correlate with Pu uptake by plants. Photochemical oxidation of uranium(1V) citrate by 
tungtew. fdament lamp, and the formation of an insoluble, stable polymeric form of uranium upon exposure 
of uranium sitrate to light, has been reported [7,8]. 
Many ifpf the chelating agents used in decontamination have been shown to undergo little degradation by 
microorganisms [9-111. Biodegradation of these metal chelates should result in the precipitation of released 
ions as water-insoluble hydroxides, oxides, or salts, thereby retarding the migration of metals. Recently, we 
reported that the type of complex formed between the metal and citric acid plays an important role in 
determining its biodegradability [12]. The presence of free hydroxyl groups of citric acid is the key 
determinant in effecting biodegradation of the metal complex. For example, Ca, Fe(III), and Ni formed 
~monoanuclear bidentate complexes and were readily biodegraded; whereas, Cd, Cu, Fe(II), and Pb formed 
mononudear tridentate complexes, and U formed a binuclear complex involving the hydrolryl group of the 
citrate, and were not biodegraded. The lack of degradation of tridentate and binuclear complexes was not 
due to torriciw? but probably limited by the transport and/or metabolism of the complex by the bacteria. 
Various isolated concepts involving biodegradation, photodegradation, or chemical pretreatment have been 
reported in the literature. The problem of providing a thorough decontamination of the waste site as of yet 
has not been solved. In this paper, we present a total method for reclaiming radionuclide or toxic metal- 
contaminated materials, soils, sediments, and wastes with recovery of the contaminating metals to reduce 
toxic waste md Writh restoration of the soil [13]. 
TREATMENT PROCESS 
The method for decontaminating radionuclides and other toxic metal-contaminated materials, soils, 
sediments, sludges and wastes, involves treating the contaminated material with citric acid and extracting the 
metals and radionuclides as citrate complexes. The solution is then treated with a Pseudomonas fluorescens 
ATCC No. 55241 and subjected to photolysis to degrade the complex and recover the radionuclides and 
metals through precipitation and biosorption reactions (Figure 1). The treated material is returned to its 
orignal use, 
Earaction of Radionuclides and Metals 
A sludge sample containing uranium and several toxic metals was obtained from a uranium processing 
Fdcai$ql. Ten grams of sludge was extracted with 100 ml of 0.40 M citric acid, for five hours in the dark using 
a wrist action shaker. The dry weight of the sludge before and after citric acid extraction was determined by 
dr$ng at 60°C until a constant weight was obtained. The solids were digested in a mixture of hot nitric, 
perchioric and hydrofluoric acids in platinum crucibles. The citric acid extract and digested solids were 
analiped for metals by ICP-MS. Table 1 shows extraction efficiency of various metals from sludge by citric 
acid. In this sample, metals Ag, As, Au, B, Bi, Cu, Gd, Hg, Li, Mo, Pb, and V were poorly extracted by 
citric acid treatment. Lack of extraction of these metals is probably due to the nature of mineralogical 
association with stable mineral phases in this particular waste [14]. For example, Cu was predominantly 
associated with the organic fraction and a small amount with the iron oxide and inert fractions and was not 
extracted by citric acid treatment. 
Biodemadation of Metal Citrate Extract 
Duplicate samples of undiluted (as is) and diluted (1 to 4) citric acid extract from the sludge were mended 
with nutrients consisting of 0.1% of NN,Cl, K2HP04, and KN2P04. The pH was adjusted to 6.5 with NaOM 
and then the extracts (100 ml) were inoculated with 4 ml of 18-hour old culture of Pseudomonas &uoeescens 
ATCC 55241. The samples were incubated on a shaker at 24OC. The bacterial inoculum was p o w  in 
medium containing citric acid, 2g; NM,Ck 1g; Kt12P04, 1g; K2HP04, 1g; NaCl, 4g; MgSO,, 0.2g; distilled 
water, 1000 ml; and pH 6.5. All sample preparations were performed under low light to mbimke my 
photochemical reactions. Periodically, 5 ml aliquots were removed, filtered through a 0.22 pm fdtee, m d  
analyzed for (i) pH, (i) citric acid biodegradation by HPLC using uv and refractive index detectors, and 
(iii) soluble uranium. At the end of the incubation period (after 118 hours for the diluted s m p l e  and after 
322 hours for the undiluted sample) the supernatant and the solids consisting of bacterial biomass and any 
precipitated metals were separated from solution by centrifugation. The dry weight of the solids was 
determined and digested in a mixture of hot nitric and perchloric acids. The supernate and the &gested 
solids were analyzed for uranium and other metals by ICP-MS (Table 2). The bacteria degraded citrate at a 
rate of 0.5-0.7 mM per day (Figure 2). The rate of degradation was much higher in the diluted edrisct than 
the undiluted sample. There was little change in concentration of uranium in samples subjected to 
biodegradation, indicating that the uranium citrate complex was not biodegraded (Figure 2). This is 
consistent with the previous results that uranium and certain metal complexes of citric acid are resistmt to 
biodegradation [12]. About 9% of the total uranium was present in the bacterial biomass. Increased levels 
of cobalt, nickel, zinc, and zirconium, in the biomass digest, indicated that their citrate complexes were 
readily biodegraded. 
Photodemadation of Uranium Citrate Extract 
The supernate from the biodegradation treatment containing primarily uranium citrate complex was exposed 
to light to degrade the complex and recover uranium (Figure 3). The pH of the supernate was adjusted to 
3.5 with NCl and the sample exposed to seven 60 watt, high output fluorescent growth lights. Periodically 
2 ml samples were withdrawn, filtered through a 0.22 pm filter and analyzed for uranium, citric acid, and 
photodegradation products. At the end of the experiment (after 157-hours of exposure to light) the solutions 
were filtered though a 0.22 pm Millipore filter and analyzed for citric acid degradation products aPgi MPLC, 
and for metals by ICP-MS. The uranium precipitated out of solution as a polymer soon after it was exposed 
to light (Figure 3). After 50 hours, - 85% of the uranium was removed from solution. In Tablie II, the 
removal efficiency of various metals from the citric acid sludge extract first subjected to biodegaidation, 
followed by photodegradation, is presented. 
The solids remaining after extraction with citric acid were washed with deionized water, transferred to 
weighing dishes, and dried in an oven overnight at 105OC to determine the weight loss due to citric add 
extraction. The extraction of the wastes with citric acid resulted in significant reduction in weight. Almost 
half (47%) of the sludge showed loss in weight due to solubiliition and removal of toxic and wcsntogc bulk 
components in the waste. 
SUMMARY 
These results show that (i) uranium was extracted from the waste sample with >85% efficiency using 0.4 M 
citric acid; (ii) other metals such as chromium, cobalt, manganese, nickel, strontium, thorium, zinc, and 
zirconium were also extracted from the waste; (iii) the uncomplexed excess citrate and several metal citaate 
complexes (Co, Ni, Zn and, Zn) with the exception of binuclear complexes were readily biodegaded by the 
bacterium, P, fluorescens ATCC 55241 and were recovered with the bacterial biomass; and (iv) the uranium 
citrate complex was photodegraded, allowing the uranium to form a polymer which was recovered as a 
concentrated solid. 
This process has significant potential for commercialization because (i) it can be applied to a variety of 
materials and waste forms, (ii) it does not generate secondary waste streams, (iii) it causes little damage to 
soil, and (iv) environmentally and economically important metals are removed in a concentrated form for 
recovev and recycling. The use of combined chemical, photochemical, and microbiological treatment 
processes of contaminated materials will be more efficient and result in considerable savings in clean-up and 
disposal costs. 
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TABLE 1 
Extraction Efficiency of Metals From Sludge by Citric Acid 
Metal Total Metal 
in sludge 
( p g .  gdw- l) 
3 Metal 
Extracted 
Sludge extracted for 5 hours with 0 . 4  M citric acid solution. 
TABLE 2 
Effects of Biodegradation Followed by Photodegradation 
in the Treatment of Citric Acid Sludge Extract 
% Removal 
Metal Before After After Total 
~reatment' ~iodegradation~ photodegradation3 
(PM) 
Sludge was extracted for five hours with 0.4M citric acid. 
Samples analyzed 118 hours after inoculation with Pseudomonas fluorescens ATCC 
No. 55241 but before photodegradation. 
Samples analyzed after biodegradation and 157 hours of exposure to light. 
ND-none detected 
Waste Site Reclamation With Recovery Of 
Radionuclides and Metals 
Figure 1. Schematic of the Treatment Process 
116 
25 50 75 100 125 
Hours 
Figure 2. Biodegradation of citrate sludge extract 
25 50 75 100 125 150 175 
Time exposed to light (hours) 
Figure 3. Photodegradation of uranium citrate sludge extract after biodegradation 
RTING ENVIRONMENTAL WASTES INTO VALUAIILE IRESOURCES 
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ABSTRACT 
This concept employs a viable energy saving method that uses a solvent to separate oil from particle 
niaatea; it can be used in metal forming industries to deoil sludges, oxides, and particle matter that is 
presenuy committed to landfill. If oily particles are used in their oily state, severe consequences to 
environmental control systems such as explosions or filter blinding, occur in the air handling equipment. 
This is due to the presence of hydrocarbons in the stack gasses resulting from the oily particles. 
After deoiling, the particles can be recycled and the separated oil can be used as a fuel. 
The process does not produce a waste of it's own and does not harm air or water. It demonstrates the dual 
benefits 06 being commercially viable and in the national interest of conserving resources. 
HVTRODUCTION 
This presentation covers a method to recover valuable resources from oily wastes by means of solvent 
exWaction of the oil from the wastes. This method is known as the Duval Process and allows for: 
- Recovery of solids 
- Recovery of oil 
- Elimination of harmful effects of oil on solids 
- Elimination of harmful environmental problems caused by oil in disposal sites 
This process has been licensed to major engineering and construction firms. 
Some practical applications are as follows: 
- Removal of oil from sludges and fine particle matter 
- Decontamination of soils when the contaminant is a hydrocarbon 
- Removal of solids from oily material 
The process is one that maximizes the use of wastes that, at great cost, must be landfilled or destroyed 
eo safeguad the environment. The process employed is an economical approach to maximizing resource 
recovery from oily wastes by use of solvent extraction of the oil from the solid particles. 
Luge generators of oily wastes are steel mills and machine shops. Accidental spills of oily materials 
have caused contamination of soils that require cleansing as insurance against future environmental 
damage. 
Yn order to change the size or shape of metal components, machining operations such as shaving, forging, 
pressing, grinding, or polishing are required. A lubricant, usually an oil , is used to assist the tools dufing 
the machining operation by cooling and lubricating the tools and materials. Small particles of the metal 
;BF@ reznoved with the lubricant and later separated by gravity-settling so that the lubricant can be reused. 
Soiids from a metal forming operation are coated with substantial quantities of the oil used in a metal 
forming operation. Larger particles may contain as much as 2% of their weight in oil while smaller sizes 
may contain as much as 25% of their weight in oil and form a sludge like mass. 
Quantities of metal fractions generated at a location are directly related to the type of forming and parts 
being manufactured; ie., in the manufacture of aircraft hydraulic fittings the metal removed may be as 
much as 50% of the original metal weight while metal removed during a grinding operational may only 
be a small fraction of the metal part. The oil quantity on these particles would likewise vary from 2-4% 
on machinings to 25% on grindings. 
Much of the oily particle matter is being wasted due to difficulties resulting from its reuse, and this waste 
is sufficiently harmful to the environment to draw attention of environmental groups, reseach institutes, 
engineering companies, waste treatment firms, and firms engaged in resource recovery. 
Thousands of tons of valuable resources are being sent to landfill disposals by the metal foming 
industries. 
and there are numerous reports of landfills leaching contaminants into streams and the water table. 
The cost of handling and managing the landfills has increased dramatically and therefore costs of 
disposing wastes to landfills is substantial. In addition to the direct cost of landfilling is the contingent 
legal liability of using the landfill. There have been cases where small waste producers have 
contaminated a non-hazardous landfill by disposing of hazardous materials which have conhminated 
the landfill and thus made all disposers that used the landfill responsible for the condition. The legal 
liabilities associated with public landfill disposal are so great that larger firms often find it necesswy to 
operate their own landfills. 
At present, operators of machining plants will use various methods to reduce the oil on the rwyclable 
scrap, by storing the scrap in heated rooms and centrifuging. This is to reduce the loss of expensive 
cutting oil on the scrap as well as to make the scrap acceptable to the smelter. In addition, the waste 
generator is penalized by the smelter due to the pollution caused by the oil on the scrap shipped to the 
smelter. 
If the oily wastes are used, serious damage to exhaust gas handling systems will result. Fires in 
electrostatic filters and blinding of bag filters in standard systems are dangers when the consumisag 
facility involves high temperatures as in smelting or incineration. The oil on wastes being smelted cause 
detrimental metallurgical effects because of the sulfur in the oil. When incineration of oil at the smelter is 
required, the elevated temperature causes decomposition of particles requiring a replacement of lost 
components Unavoidable wastes result from metal forming due to the oil on the wastes being generated. 
If the wastes are piled or landfilled, the dedication of a large area for the landfill, costs associated with 
managing the landfill, hazards to ground water and ever changing regulation become prohibitive. 
The solution to these problems is a program to make the wastes recyclable. The key to maximizing the 
recycling of the oily waste is the elimination of the oil on the waste being generated so that it can bs: 
either recycled directly back into the generator's production, or used as a raw material for mother 
industry. Steel manufacturing produces a large amount of oily iron oxides that can be recycled back into 
steel making as a replacement for raw iron ore. Steel making oxides are also used as mason h~deners 
and colorings, in mixes for exothermic welding, as dense media and also as iron supplernew~ ire animal 
feed. 
DESCRIlPTION OF THE PROCESS 
The process consists of a low-temperature, multi-stage (usually 3 or 4 stages) extraction using 
mehylene cliloride flowing counter current to the oily solids, that extracts the oil and water linked to the 
solids. The solvents are settled and filtered for fines separation. The solids are dried by evaporating the 
residajal solvent and water which are then condensed and recycled in the process. 
The oily solvent is recovered by standard azeotropic distillation of the solvent and oil mixture carried out 
at 39 degrees Centigrade. The water is removed by gravity separation from the solvent. 
Since the solvent has some affinity for the water, it is subjected to chilling in order to promote the gravity 
sepuatisn of the solvent and water. The water is further subjected to a polishing operation consisting of 
ai-shpping the solvent to a carbon pack. The recovered water is used for make-up requirements within 
else process. This result is a reduced need for fresh water and a zero discharge of water into the 
environment. 
The solvent also contains an amount of water which must be eliminated in order to insure against 
acidificadon of the solvent. The solvent containing the water is passed through a medium of recyclable 
desiccant which absorbs the water leaving the solvent relatively free of water. This stage of the process 
includes an automated system for maintaining solvent stability by addition of stabilizing agents as 
required. 
"dents of the system pass through a granulated carbon column for collection of any solvent. The solvent is 
then recovered from the carbon column and returned to the process. 
The enajre system is close looped to maximize the solvent recovery. The circuits for recovering the 
solvent horn the water and air, the value of the recovered oil as a fuel and elimination of landfill costs 
makes possible the conversion of an environmental problem into a profit center. 
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ABSTRACT 
The U .S. Bureau of Mines has developed a technique for dewatering mineral waste slumes which utilims polymer 
and a static screen. A variety of waste slurries from placer gold mines and crushed stone operations have been 
successfully treated using the system. Depending on the waste, a number of polymers have been used ssuccesshlly 
with polymer costs ranging from $0.05 to $0.15 per 1,000 gal treated. The dewatering is accomplished using 
screens made from either ordinary window screen or wedge wire. The screens used are 8 ft wide and 8 fi long. 
The capacity of the screens varies from 3 to 7 gpm/ft2. The water produced is acceptable for recycling to the plant 
or for discharge to the environment. For example, a fine grain dolomite waste slurry produced from a crushed stone 
operation was dewatered from a nominal 2.5 pct solids to greater than 50 pct solids using $0.10 to $0.15 worth of 
polymer per 1,000 gal of slurry. The resulting wastewater had a turbidity of less than 50 NTU md could be 
discharged or recycled. The paper describes field tests conducted using the polymer-screen dewaterang system. 
INTRODUCTION 
In the processing of minerals to produce concentrates and products, often times a dilute slurry is generat& that 
must be disposed of in some manner. The use of impoundments for waste disposal is c o r n o n  throughout the 
minerals industry. With the promulgation of new environmental regulations, the cost associated with using and 
maintaining impoundments for waste disposal is increasing dramatically. The Bureau of Mines has been conducting 
research to develop low cost dewatering techniques (1-2). The most recent research activities include effluents from 
placer mines and slurries generated in the production of crushed stone. 
In placer mining, gold bearing gravels are treated in a washing plant to remove boulders, small rocks, s m d ,  md 
fines while trapping the gold particles. This is usually accomplished by placing the gravel into a t r o m e l  or on 
vibrating screens where the gravel is sized from 0.5 to 1 inch. The undersized material is washed into a sluice box 
while the small rocks, sand, and fines flow off the end of the sluice box into a sump, where a majority of the rocks 
and sand settle out. The water containing the fines and some sand flows from the sump and into a pond system at 
the mine site. The settleable material drops out as the water moves sequentially through the system of ponds, 
leaving the fine grain silts and clays in suspension. This is commonly referred to as the non-settleable fraction of 
the gravel being treated. With time, more fines will settle resulting in a solution containing ultrafine or colloidal 
particles that will remain suspended indefinitely. Contamination of surface waters is possible if this turbid water 
is discharged. The extent of this problem depends on the character of the gravel being treated. For some gravels, 
very little colloidal particles will be formed, whereas, for others a significant amount can be generated. 
The crushed stone industry produces a variety of sized stone for sale. The stone is mined, cmshd9 and sized 
(2). During the sizing operation, especially for the smaller fractions, the stone is washed to remove undesirable 
fines. This results in a fine grained slurry which must be impounded. Oftentimes, due to the location of the mne 
near municipalities, the land available for use as impoundments is limited requiring the impoundments to be emptad 
and the material transported to a location where it can be disposed. This often entails the use of quipment such 
as draglines to remove the material and trucks for transport of the consolidated material to the disposal site. The 
fine material is often thixotropic and causes difficulty in removal and transport (4). Impoundment desigm and 
maintenance and sediment disposal are regulated under a number of environmental and zoning regulataons. The 
fines generated during the processing oftentimes contain certain fairly pure materials that are saleable ~f they can 
be d ~ d ,  i.e., waste fines from a magnesium/calcium carbonate quarry is often of high purity and can be sold as 
h i e  grab carhnate. 
+This paper describes a technique for dewatering fine grained slurries. The technique produces a consolidated 
iiliaateial that cam be handled by conventional equipment. The technique involves flocculation of the solids in a 
slurry with the proper polymer and dewatering on a static screen. 
Prior b field testing, samples of the slurry are obtained from the mine site and laboratory experiments conducted. 
Pa large number of comercially available polymers are screened to determine the optimal polymer for the particular 
waste slurry. The technique used to test the polymer is described in detail elsewhere (4J. The criteria used to 
d e t e h m  the best polymer include dosage requirements, cost of polymer, clarity of discharge water produced, and 
the. percent solids of the dewatered material. For the field testing described in this paper, high molecular weight 
polyethylene oxide (PEO) was the polymer chosen for the placer effluent tests, and a high molecular weight anionic 
polyacaylannide was used for the slurry from a crushed stone operation. 
FIELD TESTING 
'Fkae placer site evaluated is located in Livengood, AK, and the crushed stone operation is in Birmingham, AL. 
At the Alaska site, the unit was designed to handle up to 1,000 gpm of placer effluent. The flow sheet for the 
operation is shown in Figure 1. A 6-in pump with a capacity of 1,100 gpm was used to deliver the waste slurry 
to the unit. The PEO pumps with variable speed drive systems and with capacities of 45 and 20 gpm, respectively, 
were us& to inject the PEO solution in-line by using 2-in-diam pipe. Placer effluent was delivered to the system 
by $-in pipes of various lengths. A Kenics' static mixer (2-10 elements) was used, when needed, to increase the 
-- 
'Rekrence to specific products does not imply endorsement by the Bureau of Mines. 
turbulence Bn the pipe. The flocculated slurry was emptied into a trough at the top of the screens and overflowed 
onto the. screens. The water passed through the screen into a trough and was allowed to flow by gravity into the 
s ~ o n d a r y  pond. The dewatered solids rolled down the screen and discharged into a pit. The screen was comprised 
of two sections, the top section was set up at an angle of 47" and the bottom section at an angle of 38". A common 




FIGURE 1. --Flow sheet for Alaska field test study. 
For the crushed stone field test, a mobile unit was constructed and placed on a flat bed truck as s h o w  nn Flgure 
2. The equipment includes holding tanks for polymer solution, a mixing tank for preparing concentrated polymer 
solutions, a mixing tank for dilution of the polymer, and static dewatering screens 8- by 4-ft hinged together to form 
an 8- by 8-ft screen. The screens have horizontal openings that are 0.020 and 0.030 in wide, 2.75-in long. The 
screens can be replaced with other screens having horizontal openings of 0.010 or 0.040 in width. The waste slurry 
is pumped from the processing plant to the mixing trough above the screens. Polymer is added to this lane. The 
polymer mixes with the waste and then enters the trough, and then overflows to the screen. The reimsd water 
flows through the screen and is recycled back to the plant's water system. The solids roll off the bottom of the 
screen and are placed in a pit. Figure 3 shows the unit in operation at the crushed stone site. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A variety of conditions were used at the Alaska field testing site. From previous research results it was h o w n  
that obtaining the proper mixing of polymer and slurry was critical (5J. To determine the best ~ x i n g  
conditions, a variety of different arrangements were tested. The PEO was injected into the feed line upstram of 
the dewatering screen. In-line mixing through 400 to 1,000 ft of pipe combined with a wide range of Kenics static 
mixers (2 to 10 elements) were tested. During initial testing on the primary pond, 600 ft of 6-in pipe and the 
2-element static mixer produced best results. However, when the unit was transferred to the secondary poiod, 600 
ft of pipe alone produced good flocs. In both tests, treated water was recycled back to the secondary pond. The 
feed, which varied widely in solids content from 0.09 to 5.40 pct by weight and turbidity from 300 to 26,500 NTU, 
was dewatered using 0.01 pct PEO solution. 
FIGURE 2.--Mobile dewatering unit at stone quarry. 
FIGURE 3.--Dewatering screen operating at stone quarry. 
As shown in Table 1, the PEO dosage required to dewater placer effluent varied with initial solids and was 
calculated in pounds per 1,000 gallons of slurry treated. The PEO dosage increased from 0.02 to 0.19 lb/1,000 
gal with an increase in initial solids. It was also found that the PEO dosage did not only depend on the initial 
percent solids but also depended on the Reynolds number (Re) which is directly proportional to the slurry flow rate. 
Therefore, Re is just a gauge of shear force requirement of a system. The results shown in Figure 4 indicate that 
when the Re increased from 50,000 to 130,000, the PEO dosage decreased from 0.15 to 0.04 lb/1,000 gal. Each 
point on Figure 4 represents an individual test and all the tests had a water quality of less than 50 NTU. Also, 
Table 1 shows that for hlgher initial solids in the 26,000 range the static mixer was a benefit, but at lower initial 
solids a statgc mixer was not needed. Finally, taking all the variables in consideration, it was found that a PEO 
dosage of 0.02-0.14 lb/1,000 gal was required to produce a dewatered product of 33 to 43 pct solids and screen 
underflow with turbidity of 20 to 50 NTU's, Table 1. 
Table 1.--Results of the Alaska field dewatering test 












































REYNOLDS NUMBER, 1 o3 
FIGURE 4.--Effect of Reynolds number on PEO dosage for the large field 
test unit. 
A cost estimate of the Bureau of Mines process for dewatering Alaskan placer effluent streams with PEO was 
determined and is reported in an open file report (6J. The cost estimates are for dewatering plants processing 1,000 
gpm of effluent slurry at three representative turbidity levels. Both the placer and dewatering plants operat4 on 
the same 1 shift-per-day, 6 days-per-week schedule for the 100-day Alaskan operating season. Estimated f ixed 
capibl costs for these plants processing placer slurries with effluent turbidities of 1,000, 3,000, and 5,000 NTU 
are approximtely $29,000, $31,000, and $34,000, respectively, on a fourth quarter 1986 basis (6J. Operating costs 
are esf m a t 4  to be $0.34, $0.37, and $0.40 per thousand gallons of effluent slurry including amortization, plan and 
chemical cost. 
The field testing at the crushed stone operation was conducted using the mobile unit previously described. As 
part of the operation for the stone quarry, a sand screw is used to remove coarse particles from the waste sluny 
prior to impoundment. The feed for the unit was taken from the pipe going to the impoundment from the sand 
screw. A wide variety of parameters was investigated. Polymer concentration ranged from 0.02 to 0.10 pct, 
Reynolds number from 4,800 to 16,000, and retention time from 30 to 136 sec. It was determined that a polymer 
concentration of 0.04 pct gave the best results. It was also determined that the flow of solids down the screen using 
the pslyacrylarnide was quite different from the previous tests where PEO was used. The PEO flocs flowed easily 
off the screen whereas, the polyacrylamide flocs tended to abrade as they moved down the screen causing some 
blkding of the screen. The difference between the two polymers is that the PEO has inherent antifriction properties 
allowing the flocs to move down the screen without abrasion. To overcome this problem, it was determined that 
hpping the screen periodically reduced the blinding allowing the screen to function. In practice this can be 
accomplish& with an automatic tapping device set on a timer. The major parameter that had to be optimized in 
the cmshd stone slurry was the mixing requirement. For this system it was determined that a Re of 4,800 with 
a ~ x i a g  retention time of 68 sec produced 50 pct solids at a polymer dosage of 0.30 lb/1,000 gal treated. The 
m a t e ~ a l  continued to dewater after exiting the screen and reached solids contents as high as 70 pct in 24 to 48 h. 
At the present time, the polymer used in the study on the slurry from the crushed stone operation costs 
approximately $0.50/lb when bought in bulk quantities. Therefore, the cost estimates for a crushed stone 
operation were estimated to be $0.15 to $0.25 per thousand gallons. The estimates are based on the operation where 
both a low cost anionic copolymer of acrylamide and a medium cost anionic polyacrylamide were used. Both 
polymers produced a dewatered product of 45-50 pct solids. The dewatered material has potential for use in a 
number of products, and any use would be a credit, this being the overall cost. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The field resting of two different waste slurries, one from a placer operation and the other from a crushed stone 
operation, has shown that the Bureau-developed polymerlstatic screen dewatering technique can be successfully used 
at low cost. To optimize the technique, the Re number and time of mixing in the feed pipe must be studied to 
obtain the opt imm conditions. 
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ABSTRACT 
In order to meet the stringent time-critical requirements for real-time man-in-the-loop flight simulation, computer 
processing operations must be consistent in processing time and be completed in as short a time as possible. 
These operations include simulation mathematical model computation and data inputloutput to the shulators. En 
1986, in response to increased demands for flight simulation performance, NASA's Langley Research Center 
(LaRC), working with the contractor, developed extensions to the Computer Automated Measurement and 
Control (CAMAC) technology which resulted in a factor of ten increase in the effective bandwidlla and reduced 
latency of modules necessary for simulator communication. This technology extension is being used by more 
than 80 leading technological developers in the United States, Canada, and Europe. Included among the 
commercial applications are nuclear process control, power grid analysis, process monitoring, real-lime 
simulation, and radar data acquisition. Personnel at LaRC are completing the development of the use of 
supercomputers for mathematical model computation to support real-time flight simulation. This includes the 
development of a real-time operating system and development of specialized software and hardwxe for the 
simulator network. This paper describes the data acquisition technology and the development of supek-eompu~ng 
for flight simulation. 
INTRODUCTION 
NASA's Langley Research Center (LaRC) has used real-time flight simulation to support aerodynmic, space, 
and hardware research for over forty years. In the mid-1960s LaRC pioneered the fust practical, red-time, 
digital, flight simulation system with Control Data Corporation (CDC) 6600 computers. In 1976, the 6600 
computers were replaced with CDC CYBER 175 computers. In 1987, the analog-based shulation inpadoutput 
system was replaced with a high performance, fiber-optic-based, digital network. In 1990, action was began to 
replace the simulation computers with supercomputers. 
The digital data distribution and signal conversion system, referred to as the Advanced Real-Time ShulaQsn 
System (ARTSS) is a state-of-the-art, high-speed, fiber-optic-based, ring network system. This system, using llmc 
Computer Automated Measurement and Control (CAMAC) technology, replaced two twenty year old malog- 
based systems. The ARTSS is described in detail in references [1] through [6]. 
An unpublished survey of flight simulation users at LaRC conducted in 1987 projected that compuhing power 
requirements would increase by a factor of eight over the coming five-years (Figure 1). Although general 
growth was indicated, the pacing discipline was the design testing of high performance fighter aircraft. Factors 
influencing growth included: 1) active control of increased flexibility, 2) less static stability requihjing more com- 
plex automatic attitude control and augmentation, 3) more complex avionics, 4) more sophisticated weapons 
systems, and 5) multiple aircraft interaction, the so called "n on m" problems. 
Having decided to continue using large-scale general-purpose digital computers, LaRC issued a Request for 
Proposals in May, 1989 and subsequently awarded a contract to Convex Computer Corporation in December of 
that year. As a result of this action, two Convex supercomputers are used to support flight sirnulalion. The 
resulting computational facility provided by this contract is the Flight Simulation Computing System (FSCS). 
This system is described in references [8] through [Ill. 
ADVANCED REAL-TENIE SENIULATION SYSTEM 
Though design efforts by both LaRC design engineers and design engineers at KineticSysterm Corporation, 
b e e  components of the ARTSS were developed to meet LaRC requirements. These were the serial highway 
network, b e  network configuration switch, and the signal conversion equipment. A block diagrm of the 
.;taS%TSS is presented in Figure 2. 
The L&C i-lRTSS employs high-speed digital ring networks called CAMAC highways. At any given time, four 
totally hdepndent simulations can be accomtnodated simultaneously. The equations of motion for an aircraEt 
are sobared on one of the mainframe computers and the simulation is n y assigned one highway. The 
purpose of the network is to transfer data between the central computers and simulation sites (control console, 
cockpit, disphy generator, etc.). The elements of a CAMAC highway are: the Block Transfer Serial Highway 
IDriver ((BTSm); the fiber-optic U-port adaptor, the Block Transfer Serial Crate ConEroller (BTSCC); the List 
Sequencer Module (LSM); and the CAMAC crate. Three features of the networks were developed to meet the 
L&C rqobement. First, the mainfme computer interface to the BTSND was developed. Second, the block 
lkmsfer capabBity was developed to meet LaRC p e requirements. This capability resides in the 
BTSm,  BTSCC, and LSM. Third, the fiber optic capability was developed to satisfy our site distance problem. 
The simulator sites are from 350 to 6,000 feet from the computer center. 
IPnor to the development of the block transfer capab'ility, a CAMAC message was approximately 19 bytes long 
which included ad&essing, 24 bits of data, parity infomtion, and response infomtion. The addition of the 
block $rmsfer capability allowed for the inclusion of many CAWAC data words in a single message. During 
block wmsfers, data reads or writes p e e d  synchronously at one 24-bit C data word per Illicrosecond. 
This 1s several times faster than the normal single word message rate. Besides the CANlAC standard message, 
there a e  two nI0des of block transfer. In the first, the entire block of data goes to a single module within a 
crate, It is bplemented by the BTSCC repeating the module-select and function bits on the crate dataway for 
each C M A C  word. In the second block transfer mode, the block, either on read or write, is 
several modules within a crate. This mode employs the LSM module which is loaded by the 
computer at set-up time with up to four lists of module-select and function bits. When this type of block transfer 
1s in progress, the BTSCC acquires module number, function, and subaddress for each sequential CAMAC word 
In h"aeMock from the indicated list in the LSM. 
To support Convex supercoquters, a new generation serial highway driver was developed. This driver provides 
direct connee~on to WEbus and allows data to be streamed onto the network. Previous equipment trans~llitted 
24 bits out of the 32 available on the host computer interface; however, the new hardware transmits the full 32 
bits from the host computer. Packinglunpacking operations are no longer required to provide the 24 bits in 32 
swhicb results h lower inputloutput latency and increased computer time available for model co~llputation. 
The purpose of the network configuration switch system is to provide complete connectability between the 
s h u l a ~ o n  applications on the mainframe computer and the various simulation sites. Upon request, any sensible 
c s m b h a ~ m  sf av~lable sites can be combined into a local CAMAC ring network in support of a single 
similla~aa~~. This network configuration for a given simulation is done during the injitialization phase, after a 
highway has been assigned by the scheduling software. The application job requests sites by resource request 
smtements a d  if the sites are available, the switch will electrically and logically configure the network without 
disurbkng other running sinnulations. The switch is built for a urn of 12 highways and 44 sites. Each 
highway may be connxted to a different host computer. During the transition period, four computers were 
roubnely used shultaneously doing flight simulation. Two of these computers were CDC CYBER 175 
compukrs and two Convex supercomputers. In the final configuration, two Convex supercomputers with a total 
of six configwa~on switch ports are used. 
Signal Conversion Equipment 
Three types of output converter modules and two types of input modules were designed and built to LaRC 
specifications. The converters are high quality and have been added to the vendor's catalog. The Bigiw-to- 
analog converters PAC), analog-to-digital converters (ADC), and digital-to-synchro converters @SC) are 16-bit 
devices with 14 bits of accuracy. The data transmitted uses 16 bits although only 14 are meaningful. This 
implementation allows LaRC to change converter precision without major changes in software or protocol. To 
decrease transmission time, data words are packed such that three converter words (16 bits each) are conmed in 
two CAMAC words (24 bits each). The discrete input converters contain 48 bits per module and ibe disaek 
output modules contain 24 bits per module. 
Clocking System 
Flight simulation at LaRC is implemented as a sampled data system. The equations of motion are solived on a 
frame-by-frame basis using a fixed time interval. To provide the frame interval timing signals and a clocking 
system for synchronization of independent programs, LaRC designed and built the real-time clock system. This 
system is patented and is described in reference [7]. The clock system is composed of a central unit md 
multiple CAMAC modules called Site Clock Interface Units (SCIUs) which are connected by means of a 
separate fiber optic star network. Two distinct time intervals are broadcast by the central unit on a single fiber. 
The first time interval has a constant 125-microsecond period. The tic count necessary for a real-the f rme is 
set in the SCrU by initialization software. This count is decremented Ly one for each occurrence of the interval 
timer. When the count reaches zero, each SCIU issues a signal that indicates beginning of frame. Tbe f r m e  
time is determined independently for each simulation but must be a multiple of 125 microseconds. The second 
clock signal, called the job sync tic, has a longer period called the clock common multiple which is set mmudIy, 
typically in the 1 to 3 second range. This longer period is used for synchronization. Each frame lime must 
divide evenly into the clock common multiple, ensuring that all simulations will be synchronized on the 
occurrence of the job sync tic. 
Figure 3 shows some of the wide variety of modules that can be accommodated in a CAMAC crate. The 
modules that are indicated as being developed to NASA specifications are available as standard catalog pnoducLs 
from Kinetic Systems Corporation. The modules indicated as NASA developed were developed at NASA 
Langley Research Center. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR NEW SIMULATION COMPUTING SYSTEM 
The results of the 1987 survey of simulation users and program managers led to the definition of requirements 
for replacing existing computers. 
CPU Performance 
Real-time flight simulation at LaRC requires high scalar CPU performance to solve the equations of mo~on  of 
the system being simulated. Using an existing simulation of an X-29 aircraft as a benchmark, the following 
CPU performance was specified: 
1. If a single CPU configuration is provided, the CPU must solve the benchmark in at most 165 seconds. 
2. If a multiple CPU configuration is provided, each CPU must solve the benchmark in at most 330 seconds. 
Due to secure processing requirements, a minimum of two and a maximum of four independent compnkrs were 
required. The CYBER 175 computer solves the benchmark in 660 seconds. Thus, the capabilities of the 
resultant total system will provide at least eight times the CPU processing power of the coupled CYBER 175 
computers. 
Real-Time Inpnt/Output 
The ARTSS CAMAC system has provided LaRC with a high performance real-time input/output system that has 
extenkd the ~pabilities of the LaRC simulation system. Since ARTSS provides a high transfer rate with low 
latency, La@ required provision of a compatible interface between the simulation computing system and the 
ARTSS C N A C  system. LaRC required that the new system include all software and hardware to connect to the 
ARTSS C M A C  real-time network. This connection was required to transfer block data over the network at a 
s u s b e d  rate of 24 million bits per second in the enhanced serial mode. 
One of rlibe critical requirements for any real-time simulation system is system responsiveness. The FSCS system 
is required to respond to an external event, cause a short FORTRAN program to execute, and post an observable 
output response, in less than 150 microseconds. This elapsed time, called time-critical system response, is mea- 
sured at LB. external port on the computer. The external event occurs at a repetitive rate of 1000 events per 
second. In addilion to the time-critical system response, CAMAC input/output response is required to be less 
than 200 daoseconds. CAMAC input/output response is defined as the time between the action of an intempt 
generated in a CAlvlAC crate, transfer of one CAMAC word of data, execution of the short FORTRAN program, 
transfer of one CAMAC word of output. 
Frame Rate 
To support shuhlion applications needing higher frame rates, LaRC required the system to run simulations at 
1000 fi,mes pea second. At this frame rate, during any given frame, the system must deliver at least 600 micro- 
seconds of CPU time for the simulation model with 100 bytes of real-time input and 100 bytes of real-time out- 
put. 13e sum of system overhead and real-time input/output must be less than 400 microseconds. 
_: .-' - 3 ~  I l s h  Recording and Retrieval 
- - -- -- -  . .- 
To support real-time data recording and retrieval during synchronous flight simulation, LaRC required the 
capabkniiy to record and/or retrieve information from two files for each simulation. The aggregate storage 
capacity was required to be a minimum of 180 megabytes. Sufficient data rate was required to permit a 
amanliahjaonm to ]record or retrieve one 1000-byte record per real-time frame from each file simultaneously at a 
frame rate of 100 frames per second. 
and other factors 
At LARC, almost all simulation programs are written in the FORTRAN language. Furthermore, simulations have 
been developed on CDC 6000 series computers and succeeding generations for over twenty years. With 
sAmul;~eions wajiteen taking advantage of the CDC 60-bit architecture, LaRC required that the FSCS system 
support shu la~ons  written in the FORTRAN language with a minimum floating point mantissa precision of 14 
d e c d  digits and with a minimum exponent range of plus and minus 250 decimal. In addition, the C language 
is rquiised to support a limited number of applications, and Pascal is required to support the CAMAC 
c o ~ g u r a ~ o n  database. 
h appiiia8ion development capability was required to operate simultaneously with simulations operating in real- 
time using dB the real-time computing power specified. This application development capability has a minimum 
pedomance specification and required an advanced source language level debugger. 
NEW SMULATION COMPUTING SYSTEM 
The computers that LaRC has put in place to fulfill the requirements are Convex Computer Corporation C3200 
and C3RB)O series computers. These computers are classified as supercomputers and support both 64- and 32-bit 
S C ~ N ,  vecto~, and parallel processing. The first delivery consisted of a Convex C3230 (3 CPUs expandable to 
4) with two CANIAC interfaces. The system was delivered with two peripheral buses (PBUS): one PBUS that 
6s used for inpul/output to standard peripherals such as tape, disk, and line printer and one PBUS that is used 
excBusively for real-time input/output to the ARTSS CAMAC network. Each VME InputJOutput Processor 
(VIOP) is a Motorola 68020 microcomputer that provides programmable inputloutput control. Each VIOP is con- 
nected to a standard 9U WvlEbus and to the corresponding PBUS. The CAMAC interface consists of a 
IfOneticSystems Model 2140 Enhanced Serial Highway Driver for WvlEbus. The second delivery consisted of 
one Convex C3850 (5 CPUs expandable to 8) computer configured similar to the C3230 with 3 PBUSs and two 
CAMAC interfaces. The computer contains 512 megabytes of main memory and sufficient disk and other 
peripherals to support flight simulation. The resulting computer configurations are shown in Figure 4. 
There are four critical aspects of a computing system to support real-time simulation. These are: CPU 
performance, memory capacity, time-critical system response, and deterministic system performance. 
The first computer installed (C3230) performs a simulation of an X-29 aircraft in 245 seconds per CPU which is 
2.7 times faster than the computers being replaced. With two CPUs available for real-time, this results im over 5 
times the CPU performance. The second computer (C3840) performs the X-29 in 117 seconds per CPU which is 
5.6 times faster than the computers being replaced. With four CPUs available for real-time, this results in over 
18 times the CPU performance. 
Memory capacity is more than adequate to meet the requirements. The expanded memory capacity, compaed 
with the old system, has allowed LaRC researchers to greatly increase the complexity of the simulations. The 
increase in memory capacity, coupled with the increase in CPU performance, has led to much higher fiddity 
simulations. Memory capacity is high enough to permit its use for real-time data storage and retrieval. Ilf the 
data requirements of the real-time simulations exceed the memory capacity, a disk spooler program will. be 
developed. 
Time-critical system response is a measure of how fast the computing system can respond to real-time events 
from outside the computing system. Tie-critical system response on both the computing systems has k e n  
measured at 31 microseconds, which exceeds the LaRC requirement. 
Deterministic system performance is a measure of how consistently on a frame-by-frame basis the cornpubrag; 
system calculates the simulation model without any loss in synchronization with real-time. To use a wm13aab.wg 
system for real-time simulation, the system must be able to solve the model in a very nearly fixed mount of 
time, no matter what the demands on the system are for other computing. The C3850 performs s b u l a ~ o n  
models with less than one percent variation in model computing speed. Modifications to the C3230 softwxe we 
being done to improve its model computing behavior. 
Operating System 
Convex Computer Corporation offers two real-time operating systems. The operating system cmendy in use at 
LaRC requires one CPU for all non-real-time activity: editing, program compilation, and other a c ~ v i ~ e s .  
The other CPUs may be dedicated to real-time simulation. At the request of a real-time program, the progrm 6s 
locked down in memory to prevent page faults and the CPU or CPUS are dedicated exclusively to the r e d - ~ e  
program. 
The second real-time operating system incorporates a specially developed real-time kernel that the entire 
operating system is built upon. With this version of the real-time operating system, the opemfing system 
portion will be pre-empted by real-time requests and the response to real-time interrupts will be deteminishc 
very short. This version supports, on a single CPU, all activities of a normal UNIX operating system m d  dso 
simultaneously supports real-time applications. This operating system requires special hardware that is not 
available in LaRC computers. 
CONCLUSION 
NASA Langley Research Center is completing the development of a system to simulate in real-me increasingly 
complex and high performance modern aircraft. Utilizing centralized supercomputers coupled with a proven 
real-time network technology, scientists and engineers are performing advanced research using flight shnh$ion. 
H a d w a e  and software developed and concepts used are applicable to a wide range of commercial applications 
that rquiilre the-critical computer processing including process control, power grid analysis, process monitoring, 
radar data acquisition, and real-time simulation of a wide variety of systems. 
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ABSTRACT 
Splash 2 is an attached processor system for Sun SPARC 2 workstations that uses Xilinx 4010 Field bogramable 
Gate Arrays (FPGAs) as its processing elements. The purpose of this paper is to describe Splash 2. The predwessor 
system, Splash 1, was designed to be used as a systolic processing system. Although it was very successful in that mode, 
there were many other applications that were not systolic, but which were successful, nonetheless, on Splash 1, or that 
were not implemented successfully due to one or more architectural limitations, most notably 110 bmdwidh and 
interprocessor communication. Although other uses to increase computational performance have been found for the 
Xilinx FPGAs that are Splash's processing elements, Splash is unique in its goal to be programmable in a general 
sense. 
INTRODUCTION 
Splash 2 is an attached processor system for Sun SPARC 2 workstations that uses Xilinx 4010 Field r"rs@mmabls: 
Gate Arrays (FPGAs) as its processing elements. The purpose of this paper is to describe Splash 2. 
The predecessor system, Splash 1 [I], was designed to be used as a systolic processing system [2] E33. Although it 
was very successful in that mode, there were many other applications that were not systolic, but which were strccessfu^ ul, 
nonetheless, on Splash 1, or that were not implemented successfully due to one or more architectural limimdons, most 
notably I D  bandwidth and interprocessor communication. Although other uses to increase compubfional 
performance have been found for the Xilinx FPGAs that are Splash's processing elements (see, for exmple, 141 or 151)" 
Splash is unique in its goal to be programmable in a general sense. 
THE HARDWARE 
The architecture of Splash 2 is shown in Figures 1 and 2. 
The system-level view of Splash 2 is shown in Figure 1. (This shows a 3-board system; a system can coredn 1 to 13 
boards.) An interface board plugs into the backplane and an SBus adapter board plugs into a Sun SPARC 2 wsrkskzhhon 
to run the Splash 2 system via the interface board. 
This paper is taken from a paper published in the of the 4th Annual ACM Symposium on Pmdle.el 
Algorithms and Architectures and copyrighted by the Association for Computing Machinery. It is publish& here by 
permission of the ACM. 
The interface board extends the address and data buses from the Sun into the addressldata buses in the backplane. 
The Sun can read from and write to memory and memory-mapped control registers on the Splash 2 boards via these 
buses. The Sun provides only 25 address bits (that we take to be 23 since we deal only with data on 32-bit-word 
bounmies), which is inadequate to address the 13 (boards) x 17 (memories) x 512K (bytes) of Splash 2 memory, so 
the intedace board contains an address bank register that selects the Splash 2 board in the system. 
There are three data paths into the Splash 2 system. 
(I) On the memory bus, data can be read and written into memories attached to each Xilinx processing chip. 
(2) A "linear data path" exists down the SIMD bus into the first Xilinx chip, XI, in the linear array of the first 
Splash 2 board in a daisy chain that can include as many as 13 Splash 2 boards. Output from the last Xilinx chip in the 
linear may,  X16, of the first board passes as input to the XI chip of the second board, and so on. Output from X16 of 
the last board in the daisy chain returns on the Rbus to the interface board. 
(3) A SIMD path exists by using the SIMD bus for broadcast. The SIMD bus has a data path into Xilinx chip XO 
on each board, which can then inject SIMD instructions or data into the crossbar and thus broadcast to the other Xilinx 
chips on that board. 
There are three modes for sending data into the Splash 2 system. 
(1) Splash 2 can communicate with the Sun via DMA transfers to and from the FIFOs of Figure 1. The two input 
FlFOs are li< x 36-bits; the two output FIFOs are 1K X 32-bits. For these transfers, the interface board becomes a 
master on the Sun SBus and transfers bursts of data to or from the FIFOs. In typical operation the Sun programs and 
initializes the Splash 2 boards via memory-mapped transfers and then enables DMA for data transfer tolfrom Splash 2. 
In this mode, the 32 bits of data form the low 32 of the 36 bits in the FIFO. The high 4 bits are taken from a tag register. 
DMA data transfer can be sustained at about 38 Mbytes per second when the host workstation is CPU-loaded, or as fast 
as 54 Wlbytes per second when the host is idle. 
(29 The Sun host can also perform direct writes to the input FIFOs of Splash 2. In this mode the high 4 bits of the 
36-bit FIFO word are bits 5-2 of the address. 
(3)  Splash 1 was and Splash 2 will be a useful processor for handling digital signals generated external to the 
Sun host. The external input accommodates input of such a signal directly to Splash 2. Further details of this are given 
below- 
The interface board is responsible for generating all the signals necessary in the backplane for running up to 13 
Splash 2 boards. 
The Sun data bus is latched and buffered to drive the backplane data bus for memory-mapped reads and writes. 
The Sun address lines are latched and buffered to feed the backplane, and the Sun can load an address bank register with 
a 7-bit address extension to obtain 30 bits of 32-bit-word addresses. 
A clock generator provides the clock signal to the Splash 2 boards, can be programmed by the Sun to various 
fiecgueneies, and can be programmed to single-step, N-step, or to stop on an interrupt. 
Intemp& can be requested by any Splash 2 board, and the DMA controller can request an interrupt when transfers 
are completd. An interrupt register permits the Sun interrupt program to enable or disable interrupts and to read which 
i n ~ m p t  source generated an interrupt. FIFO full/empty determination is under the control of Xilinx chips XL and XR. 
The inclusion of Xilinx chips XL and XR was to provide for control of data transfer, clock (even a c10ck SUPPIIC;~  
by the external input), and tag bits independent of the Splash 2 boards. In Splash 1 such control was usually done in the 
first array chip, leading to asymmetry and crowded designs. With proper programming of XL and XR, the a p c h r o n ~ e s  
of DMA transfer and external input and clock should not be seen by the Splash 2 boards themselves, and the XL and 
XR programs should function much like a system I/O library. A size register indicates the number of Splash 2 boasds 
in a system, providing a signal to the Splash 2 boards so that one board is enabled to deliver data to the Rbus. A DMA. 
controller performs SBus-compatible burst DMA transfers to and from the FIFOs in 16-word bursts. 
To accommodate variable modes of data entry into a Splash 2 system, provision for an external signal input exists 
in the form of a daughterboard attached to the interface board. In this way, small changes in input signal cogditioninzg 
can be made without requiring the entire board to be re-engineered. The daughter board can be configured to provide an 
external clock, thus allowing the Splash 2 system to be run synchronously with external data. 
The Splash 2 Processing Boards 
The Splash 2 board is detailed in Figure 2. Each board contains 17 Xilinx 4010 chips. Sixteen of these, XI-X16, 
form the processor array, connected both linearly and via the crossbar by 36-bit-wide data paths. The 17th chip, XO, h a  
several uses to be mentioned later. Each of chips XI-XI6 is connected via a 36-bit-wide path (18 address, 16 data, 2 
control) to the 256K x 16-bit memories. The memories can be read from or written to directly by the Sun on a 32-bit 
data path. 
The linear data path brings data from either the previous Splash 2 board or from the SIMD bus into XI,  through the 
linear array, and out from XI6 to either the next Splash 2 board or to the Rbus, and from there to the intedace board. 
Among the many control lines on Splash 2 is a single interrupt line from each Xilinx chip back hroalgh the 
interrupt latch and mask to the host. This is useful for applications such as searches in which a Xilinx chip ha t  found 
the solution can signal that fact back to the host and interrupt the processing. In addition, a global iBND/OR and a 
global VALID line (GOR, GORV) extend from each Xilinx chip to the control chip XO, and a system global mDIOR 
runs from each Splash 2 board to the interface board. 
A final feature of the Splash 2 board is the ability to load or store a configuration state into the Xilinx chips. 
Readout of the state was possible in Splash 1 and was invaluable for debugging and program optniizatiom; the new 
ability also to load the Xilinx chips with a starting state configuration will greatly enhance the ability to monitor 
program behavior. 
The 17th Xilinx chip XO serves several functions. Its primary purpose is to control the crossbar. The crossbar ~Belf 
is bit-sliced from nine TI SN74ACT88414-bit crossbar chips. Up to eight different configurations can be chosen; XO ES 
used to select which configuration is in effect at any given cycle, and the crossbar control determines the drrection an 
which data is transferred. Using multiple configurations can, for example, allow the 16 chips to be viewed as a 
two-dimensional mesh, or a4-dimensional binary cube, provided that only one data path per Xilinx chip is used in any 
given cycle (since only one path exists). In this way, the realization of common communication patterns i s  relatively 
straightforward. For example, a 4-dimensional binary cube is realized as follows: View the lineah m a y  as a 
hamiltonian path through the 4-cube. Properly chosen, and with an appropriate coordinate labelling, this path 
provides all the connections in the x-dimension, four of eight in the y-dimension, and two and one, resgecadvely, in h e  
z- and w-dimensions. Six crossbar configurations, one for each direction for each of they-, z-, and w-dimensions, now 
provide the additional connections to realize a 4-cube. Although arbitrary communication is not possible-only three 
and not four ports exist per chip-it is possible to communicate one dimension at a time, and many cube algorithms 
exhibit this characteristic pattern. In an analogous way one can realize a 4 x 4 mesh, although in one of the two 
dimensions only half the needed communication paths are available at a time. 
A second function of XO is to provide a broadcast capability into the crossbar. Splash 2 can be used as a SIMD 
compuljng engine, as will be discussed below, and the connection from the linear data path through XO into the crossbar 
allows for a broadcast of instruction and immediate data to all chips on a board at a time, using the lines into the 
crossbar shared by XO and X16. 
To allow XO to be sent "subroutine calls" in SIMD mode and to execute stored subroutines, and to allow for the 
lookup tables that can be expected to be heavily used, XO possesses its own local memory. 
One complication exists in that the memories are 16 and not 32 bits wide. To allow for both the host and the Splash 
2 board to view the normal data width as 32 bits, the memories on the Splash 2 board are double-cycled; the host and the 
interface boxd pass 32 bit data to/from the Splash 2 board, and the board readsfwrites 32 bits on word boundaries by 
using two cycles for every data transfer to/from the interface board. This design decision was based on the I/O pin count 
of the Xslinx 4010 chips. Many designs were considered, but it proved impossible to retain the linear array data path 
( 2  x 36 bits), add a crossbar connection (1 x 36 bits), add a direct connection to memory (18 bits address, 32 data), 
and have any of the 160 110 pins left over for control. 
SIMD COMPUTING MODE 
A Splash 2 board allows a256-bit load/store in parallel to 16 Xilinx processing chips. The combination of crossbar 
and the linear may provides a powerful parallel data transfer capability similar to a network. With this view of the 
Splash 2 board, its use for SIMD computing is quite natural. To effect this mode of computing it is necessary to support 
broadcast of instructions and/or immediate data. This is made possible by lines running down the SIMD bus into Xilinx 
chip XO of every board and from there directly to Xilinx chips X1 through X16 over the crossbar. In this mode, chip XO 
could be peogmmmed explicitly to serve as an instruction decode module and possibly also to convert from a vertical to 
a horizsntd encoding of the instructions. 
PROGRAMMING 
There anre three levels at which the Splash 2 system must be programmed: the Splash board, the interface, and the 
host. At the Splash board level the programmable components consist of the Xilinx processing chips, X1 through X16; 
the control chip3 XO; and the crossbar. At the interface level the Xilinx chips XL and XR are user programmable. The 
hos~ interface must provide input data streams and control the operation of the Splash system. A library of common 
cowuol functions is provided for the interface board chips, XL and XR, and for the Splash board control chip, XO. 
Many linear and SIMD applications use only a single crossbar configuration, which can also be provided in a library. 
The host interface can be driven from either a C program that makes calls to a package of control routines or through an 
interactive graphical debugger. Therefore, the minimal Splash 2 program consists of a single replicated Xilinx 
program for X1 through X16 and a selection of library components for the rest of the system. 
The programming environment for Splash 2 is based upon the VHSIC Hardware Description Language (VHDL). 
VHDL is a hardware specification language with many modem programming language features such as block 
suuctlured cconcrol; user defined data types; and overloaded procedures, functions, and operators. VHDL programs can 
freely mix behavioral specifications with more traditional structural descriptions. The VHDL programming model 
includes the concept of time, so VHDL specifications can be simulated directly. 
The Splash 2 programming methodology relies heavily upon simulation and logic synthesis. Users develop 
applicabons by writing VHDL behavioral models of their algorithms, which are then simulated and debugged within 
the Splash 2 simulator. Once an algorithm is determined to be functionally correct, it is compiled into a set of Xilinx 
chip configurations and the timing analyzed and optimized. 
The Splash 2 simulator is a hierarchical model of the Splash 2 system comprising a set of VHDL models for each of 
the componenrs of the system. When an application program is simulated, it is able to interact with the system exactly 
as it would ,with the physical hardware. The system models also verify that the application program meets any 
hardware constraints such as memory sequencing and setup and hold times. Because the simulator is based upon 
commercial tools, a full source level debugging interface is available to the user. 
A mix of logic synthesis and standard compilation techniques are used to compile VHDL programs into XiIinx 
configurations. A commercial logic synthesis tool is used to map the VHDL code into a gate list, where a pephole 
optimizer is used to perform a variety of Xilinx- and Splash-specific optimizations. The resulting gate list is then 
mapped into the CLBs and placed and routed using the Xilinx tool package. The Xilinx tools are used &so to extract eke 
detailed timing information from the placed and routed design. This information is used to construct a new VHDL 
model for each chip, which is then fed back to the Splash 2 simulator for timing analysis. 
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ABSTRACT 
Distributed computing systems are proliferating, owing to the availability of powerful, affordable 
micmcomputers and inexpensive communication networks. A critical problem in developing such systems 
is getting appjication programs to interact with one another across a computer network. Remote 
inte~rogram connectivity is particularly challenging across heterogeneous environments, where 
applications run on different kinds of computers and operating systems. is an innovative 
software prduct  that provides an object-oriented messaging solution to these problems. This paper 
describers the design and functionality of Networks! and illustrates how it is being used to build 
complex distributed applications for NASA and in the commercial sector. 
INTRODUCTION 
A distibu tcd computing system consists of software programs and data resources that are distributed 
across indepndent computers connected through a communication network Ill. Distributed systems are 
proliferating, owing to the availability of powerful, affordable microcomputers and inexpensive 
communication networks. Examples include: network operating systems for sharing file and printer 
resources; dish~buted databases; automated banking and reservation networks; office automation; 
groupware; and operations control systems for manufacturing, power, communication, and transportation 
networks. 
In traditional uniprocessor systems, users connect with a mainframe or minicomputer from remote 
tcrrninals to share its centralized data stores, applications, and processing resources. In distributed 
systems, both computing resources and users are physically dispersed across computer nodes on the 
network. Distribution offers important advantages, including replication, fault tolerance, and 
parallelism. For example, heavily-used programs or data may be duplicated on multiple nodes to 
increase resource availability and reliability. In addition, individual applications may be distributed, 
enabling their constituent tasks to be executed simultaneously on dedicated computers. 
These benefits are achieved at the price of increased design complexity.l In particular, users and 
programs must frequently access information resources and applications that reside on one or more 
remote systems. Such access presupposes solutions to the design problems of: 
* establishing interprogram communication between remote applications. 
tS coordinating the execution of independent applications, or pieces of a single distributed 
application, across networked computers. 
In terprogram connectivity enables applications to exchange data and commands without outside 
intervention (e.g., users explicitly transferring and loading files). Such capabilities are critical for 
highly automated distributed systems that support activities such as concurrent engineering, data 
management and analysis, and process or workflow control. Connectivity also enables end-users to access 
remote database or file system resources interactively, via graphical user interface programs. 
R ~ b v i o u s  space limitations preclude discussion of important design issues such as: (a) locating 
distribiuted resources, which may be replicated and/or movable; (b) maintaining consistency across 
rcplicatcd data stores or distributed computations; and (c) managing recovery from partial failures such 
as node crashes or dropped network links in an orderly and predictable manner. 
Coordination dictates how distributed applications interact with one another logically. Common 
models include client-server, peer-to-peer, and cooperative groups [21. 
Three basic strategies have been developed to address the problems of distributed intevrogram 
communication and control - network programming, remote procedure calls, and messa@ng systems. 
This paper focuses on a novel messaging system that is based on advanced object-oriented 
software technologies. Networks! provides a network computing solution that is generic, modular, 
highly reusable, and uniform across different hardware and software platforms. This last attribute is 
important because many distributed computing tools are restricted to homogeneous en~ronments, such as 
PCs or workstations. Networks! conceals the complexities of networking across incompatible oprating 
systems and platform specific network interfaces, enabling application developers that lack systems 
ing expertise to build complex distributed systems. 
The next three sections of this paper review and compare network programming, remote procedure calls, 
and conventional messaging systems. The fourth and fifth sections describe the Networks! sysl-ena and 
illustrate its use through distributed applications in the domains of process control and office 
automation. The sixth section discusses extensions to Networks! that are currently being 
commercialized, which highlight the benefits of its innovative object-oriented approach. 
NETWORK PROGRA G 
Networked computers exchange data based on a common seiof hardware and software interface 
standards, called protocols [31. Examples include Ethernet, TCP/TP, LU6.2, and DECNet. The low level 
physical protocols consist of devices resident in computers connected together with a cable be.$;., 
Ethernet interface cards and thinnet cable). Programs called device drivers enable a computer's 
applications and operating system to communicate with its physical interface to the network. Higher 
level software protocols dictate how remote systems interact during the various phases of data 
exchange. For example, the receiving computer may need to acknowledge receipt of data to the sender. 
Both systems must agree on the convention (i.e., datum) used to signal acknowledgments. 
Software network protocols have an advertised application programming interface (API), which takes 
the form of a library of function calls. Network programming consists of using protocol API libraries to 
define interactions between remote applications. Specifically, developers must insert APT calls into 
programs to: initiate network connections between source and target programs across their respective 
host computers; send and receive the required data; and terminate connections. For example, developrs 
might use network programming to connect diverse tools for computer-aided engineering. This would 
enable users to extract a design model from a database on one computer, apply a simulation program to 
the model on a second, analyze the results, and revise the design with another tool on a third node. 
Network programming is complex and highly detailed: every phase of an interaction must be handled 
explicitly (e-g., managing network connections, the sequence of data exchanges that consl-ihtes a 
complete "session," translating across the data and command interfaces of different applications). 
Network programming is particularly difficult across heterogeneous computers, requiring specialized 
expertise with incompatible protocols and operating systems. Typically, the code required to tie 
programs together is highly application-specific, which limits opportunities for reuse. Moreover, 
network programming code is generally tightly coupled to application-specific behaviors, impeding 
maintainability and extensibility of both the applications and their distributed computing interf8ces. 
REMOTE PROCEDURE CALLS 
Remote Procedure Calls (RPCs) represent a second generation of tools for distributed cornpluting W41. RPCs 
are commonly used to implement client-server models for distributed interactions. One program, called a 
client, requests a service, which is supported by some other application, called a server. Upon receiving a 
client request, the server responds by providing the requested service. Common examples of client-server 
computing based on RPCs include database, network file, and network directory services. 
RPCs extend the familiar function call mechanism used on single computers to work over the network. In 
the single processor case, a program invokes a subroutine and blocks until the subroutine returns results and 
control. RPCs distribute this model by using special programs called "stubs" to link applications that 
reside on different computers. An RPC from an application is automatically directed to the relevant 
(local) client stub program. The client stub dispatches the call to the corresponding (remote) server stub, 
which invokes the target application. The latter eventually completes its processing and transfers results 
and control back to the server stub. This stub relays the results back to the client stub, which returns them 
to the original calling application, as depicted in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Client-Server Interaction using Remote Procedure Call Model 
RPC tools generally include an API call library, a specification language, and a stub compiler. 
Developers insert the necessary RPC API calls into the source and target application programs. They 
then use the specification language to define the desired aspects of the interaction between the remote 
applications, such as packing and unpacking call parameter values and results, and managing network 
connections for transporting request and response data. Developers then compile their specifications to 
generate the RPC stub programs. 
RPC tools represent a major improvement over programming with network protocols. First, application 
developers are already familiar with traditional, nondistributed procedure call models. Second, 
distibuted behaviors are largely isolated within RPC stub programs, fostering modularity and main- 
tainability. Third, stub compilers automatically generate code for interfacing with low-level network 
protocols. This greatly reduces the amount of programming required to define interactions between 
remote applications as well as the amount of systems level expertise required to design a distributed 
system. Fourth, RPCs specify program interfaces in terms of named operations with type signatures for 
call parameters. This means that RPC calls can be debugged for argument typing errors at compile time. 
Finally, RPC implementations are widely available and are often bundled into operating systems (e.g., 
Unix V4.2 BSD, the Open Software Foundation's Distributed Computing Environment). 
RPC tools also have important limitations. First, RPCs are not fully compatible across disparate 
operating systems, network protocols, and tool vendors, although standards are emerging. Second, any 
distributed behaviors that cannot be expressed via the RPC specification language must be imple- 
mented using network programming. Intermingling custom code with the stub programs generated by the 
specification compiler complicates maintainability and extensibility. Third, the specifications for 
RPC stub programs are not readily reusable across applications. Fourth, every RPC-based service must 
be initialized explicitly and must always be executing, which wastes processing resources. Finally, the 
simple function call mechanism underlying WCs is difficult to extend from client-server architectures 
to more advanced interaction models. In particular, standard RPCs are blocking or synchronous: such 
behavior is inefficient as it precludes calling programs from performing other tasks pending return of 
results. RPCs are also inherently pairwise and unidirectional, making them unsuitable for distributed 
control models such as peer-to-peer, extended conversations, and cooperative groups. 2 
MESSAGE-PASSING MODELS 
Message-passing models provide more flexibility for constructing distributed interactions than function 
call semantics. In particular, the act of passing a message need not commit the sending program to block 
pending replies. For example, a Request-Only model sends a single message from a source to a target 
process. I t  is used primarily for efficient, "side-effect" interactions, such as distributing information 
from data feeds. Similarly asynchronous (i.e., non-blocking) Request-Reply models support concument 
computing, in which programs dispatch service requests and immediately proceed with other activiihcs 
pending the return of replies. The added reply message can be used to return either results of remote 
computations or acknowledgments that requested actions such as database updates have been 
completed. RPCs correspond to the synchronous Request-Reply model. Other messaging models include 
broadcasting (one-to-all), multicasting (one-to-many), and cooperative groups, which encompass 
specialized control protocols such as voting or negotiation. Note that the flexibility afforded by 
asynchronous models incurs distributed control overheads for tracking pcnding messages and responses. 
Messaging systems come in two basic varieties, pipes and object-oriented. A pipe establishes a stream or 
channel between two applications [51. Typically, pipe tools supply an APT library for initiating pipe 
connections, writing to them, checking status, and reading from them. For example, data may be sent 
down a pipe from a source process and received at a sink process. All of the network level programming 
required to create pipes and transport messages through them is built into the pipes tool, and concealed 
from developers through the high level API. Pipes tools generally use the asynchronous Request-Only 
model, which is useful for efficient point-to-point transfer of bulk data. 
Queue-based messaging represents a variation on pipes that establish connections between computers 
rather than specific programs. Such tools typically consist of two components, an API library and a 
queue management system. A client-server application would be implemented as follows (cf. Figure 2). 
First, the client program executes a Send API call, which posts a request message to the target server 
onto the local outbound queue. The local queue manager dispatches the message to the target node, 
where the remote queue manager posts it to an inbound queue. The server program uses a Receive API 
call to retrieve the request from the inbound queue, and then performs the required processing. it then 
uses a Send call, which posts the response to the outgoing queue. The remote queue manager sends this 
reply message back to the inbound queue on the client node, where the client program can retrieve it .  
Recently, directories have been incorporated into some messaging systems, which identify the nodes 
where registered services are located. This design feature enables client programs to issue service 
requests transparently, without having to know in advance or specify the server's whereabouts. 
Message-based tools are much simpler to use than RPCs in that they dispense with stub specifications, 
compilers, and custom network programming. The messaging API calls completely conceal Interfaces to 
network protocols, which fosters uniformity and portability of messaging tools across heterogeneous 
systems. However, conventional messaging systems fail to partition code for distributed computing in a 
manner analogous to RPC stubs. The logic for packing and unpacking message contents and for polling the 
pipe or queue to check message status is coded into the application program proximate to messaging APWT 
calls. Moreover, models for distributed interaction that are not directly supported (e.g., cooperative 
groups, multicasting, reliable transaction prototols) must be implemented using the available PIPI 
library functions. A substantial amount of distributed computing code may need to be inserted into 
applications to realize the requisite logic, data management, and interprogram coordination. Although 
developers could apply structured design techniques, a more elegant strategy is to promote modulaity 
2~ few RPC tools have been extended to try to address these objections (e.g., with callbacks or futures); 
however, such modifications violate the basic semantics of procedure calls. 
within the framework of the distributed computing tool itself. Ideally, the tool would also foster 
reusability of distributed functionality, another feature that is lacking in conventional messaging tools. 
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Figure 2. Client-Server Interaction using a Queue-Based Messaging Model 
Like conventional messaging systems, Networks! defines a uniform high level communications 
interface between distributed programs running on heterogeneous platforms. In particular, a Networks! 
Messaging Facility (NMF) resides on all nodes of the network. The NMF provides queues, queue 
management, and message transport facilities. The Networks! architecture differs from conventional 
messaging systems in two primary respects. First, i t  introduces objects called Agents. Agents provide the 
locus for: (a) the control logic for passing and retrieving messages; (b) packing and unpacking applica- 
tion data for messages; and (c) distributed coordination. Intrusions into applications are thereby 
limited to high-level API calls, such as telling Agcnts to initiate messagcs for distributed interactions. 
Thus, instead of manipulating the NMF message queues directly, applications interact with Agents. In 
this respect, Agents play a role analogous to RPC stub programs. A basic Networks! model for a client- 
server interaction is depicted in Figure 3. More detailed examples are presented in the next section, 
Second, the NMF incorporates a scheduler, which automatically manages incoming messages. 
Basically, the scheduler identifies the target Agent from each message and initiates the execution of 
that Agent for the given message. In essence, the scheduler delivers incoming messages to the relevant 
Agents, which then interact with their associated applications by injecting appropriate data or 
commands. This architecture greatly simplifies the control of asynchronous  interaction^.^ The NMF 
scheduler is basically nondeterministic, although the messaging API enables developers to specify 
values for a priority attribute to control precedence ordering of messagcs explicitly. 
Networks! provides a development environment for defining Agent objects and for exercising and 
debugging their behavior interactively. An Agent consists of: (a) conventional program code, such as C or 
C++, (bB calls to the Agent API library for intcracting with the NMF; and (c) calls to the native API of 
the Agent's associated application(s). Agents can be created on one platform and generated and installed 
he., compiled and linked) remotely, across heterogeneous computers, for true distributed development. 
Developas then connect applications to Agents using a high-level messaging API, which is uniform 
across different programming languages. Agcnts process API calls from applications to prepare messages, 
which are posted to the NMF for transport. Agents also receive incoming messages and inject them 
directly into their associated applications, simplifying control for asynchronous interactions. 
3 ~ o r  flexibility, the Networks! messaging API supports function calls to retrieve messages from Agents 
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Figure 3. Client-Server Interaction using NetWorks! Object-Oriented Messaging Mdell 
NETWORKS! APPLICATION EXAMPLES 
Process Control 
NetWorks! Agents support an object-oriented approach to remote interprogram connectieaty. Objects are 
data structures that contain state information and behavior, which consists of operations for accessing 
and manipulating state information [6] .  These operations, called methods, are invoked by sending 
messages to particular objects. This message-passing model maps directly into distributed interactions 
among application elements viewed as objects. Objects can be reused by creating new subclasses, which 
physically reuse or inherit behaviors from their parent classes. Moreover, inherited behaviors can be 
customized (i.e., overridden) selectively, through a process known as specialization. Object models 
encapsulate internal state and behavior by restricting any access other than through the message-based 
interface. This form of information-hiding or modularity enables system elements to be developd and 
tested independently, for later integration. 
Consider a simple distributed system that uses NetWorks! Agents to support polling of remote sensors 
by an application that performs fault detection, isolation, and recovery functions (FDIR). FDBR 
functions are critical for automating operations support for mission control centers, manufactu~ng, or 
other complex network systems. The FDIR program initiates the polling sequence (cf. Figure 4) bgr 
issuing the NetWorks! application API call: 
(Tell :agent FDIR-1 "poll measurement-Z ") 
The message contents in this case consists of the polling command for measurement-Z. The :agent 
keyword indicates that this message is to be delivered to the Agent FDIR-1, which is assumed by 
default to be co-resident with Program-A. The NetWorks! Tell API function is asynchronous, enabling 
the FDIR program to move on immediately to poll other sensors or perform FDIR reasoning. Agent 
FDIR-I may also support other messages from the F'DIR program (e.g. for querying remote databases). 
The synchronous Tell-and-Block API function is provided to support blocking control models as well. 
NetWorks! Agent objects contain two methods that control the processing of messages, called in-filters 
and out-filters. An in-filter parses incoming messages and then (a) invokes the Agent's associated 
application and/or (b) relays the message, which it may modify, to another Agent. Developers use the 
Networks! Pass API call to send messages from within an Agent in-filter method to another Agent. 
(Pass :agent s-monitor :host host-2 "poll measurement-Z") 
In this case, the Pass API function relays the polling request from Agent FDIR-1 to the Agent s-monitor, 
which is located on the remote platform host-2. The Pass function posts the message to the local NMF, 
which transports it to the NMF on host-2. This NMF executes Agent s-monitor's in-filtcr method, 
which parses the polling command message and interacts with the controller program for sensor-Z to 
collect the relevant measurement. Upon completing this process, the in-filter uses a Set-Contents API 
command to store the acquired data value in the host-2 NMF queue and terminates. Thc host-2 NMF 
then invokes the out-filter method for Agent s-monitor. Out-filters enable developers to postprocess 
results from in-filters. For example, a timestamp could be appended to the measurement value. The two 
Networks! NMFs automatically transport the final response message across the network to Agent 
FDIR-1, which injects it into the FDIR program using the latter's native API. 
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Figure 4. NetWorks! Agent-Based Message passing Model 
Networks! Connect - DDE Over the Network 
Connect is a commercial end-user software product that Symbiotics constructed using the NetWorks! 
development tool. Connect is a distributed application that extends Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE) 
over the network. DDE is a protocol within Microsoft's PC Windows operating environment that links 
data across two applications running on the same computer. These links are established using standard 
Whrndws application menu operations such as Copy (to the Clipboard) and Pastc Link (from the 
Clipboard). The Paste Link operation links the copied data dynamically, so that updates made to the 
original source information (e.g., cells in a spreadsheet), are automatically propagatcd to update the 
linked information in some other application (e.g., a table in a word processing document). 
Networks! Connect extends these operations to link data across DDE-compliant applications that run 
on different PCs across a network. Connect relies on NetWorks! Agent that copy remote Clipboards and 
handle DDE messages on each platform. The only departure from the single platform linking process is 
that users interact with a NetWorks! Windows-style menu to select a remote computer and retrieve the 
contents of its Clipboard. The DDE Agents transparently maintain the link produced by the Paste Link 
operation over the network. Connect also provides utility Agents for sending and receiving files across 
the network, and for exchanging ad hoc memos (e.g., for on line conferencing). In addition, "power" users 
can embed NetWorks! API calls into custom macros, Visual Basic programs, or programs in other 
Banguagcs that support DDE API calls. Lastly, because NetWorks! runs on heterogeneous platforms, 
such Connect applications can exchange data with programs on non-Windows platforms. 
EXTENSIONS TO NETWORKS! -THE AGENT LIBRARY 
An important advantage of NetWorks! over conventional distributed computing tools is that it 
promotes reusability through object-oriented inheritance of Agent behaviors. To exploit this advantage 
fully, Symbiotics is developing a library of Agent classes that establish predefined models for 
integration (Gateways) and distributed control (Managers). This library will facilitate a highly 
intuitive building block approach to designing and implementing distributed systems: developers can 
simply select suitable library Agents and specialize them to satisfy application specific requirements. 
The Agent library will be commercialized next year as a layered Networks! product. 
Gatewav Agents 
The Gateway Agent class defines a uniform peer-to-peer interaction model for integrating 
heterogeneous programs. Peer-to-peer simply means that any application Agent can act as a client or as 
a server with respect to any other. This control model, which is implemented via in-filter and out- 
filter methods, invokes a set of auxiliary Agent methods in a data-driven manner to process: 
@ API calls from the Gateway's application to initiate service requests (client behavior) 
a incoming request messages from other application Gateway Agents (server behavior). 
€a responses to prior outgoing service requests from the Gateway (client behavior). 
These messages all conform to a standard format, which enables the Gateway control model to 
determine which type of behavior is required. 
An application is integrated into a distributed system by creating a new Gateway subclass and 
cross specializing two sets of Agent methods. One set, called translator methods, maps infomation a- 
incompatible data and command interfaces for independent applications. Networks! incowrates a 
Data Management Subsystem (DMS), which supports a uniform "neutral exchange" fomak for all1 
Gateway messages. DMS defines an object-based model for representing both primitive data types 8e.g., 
character, integer, float) and composite types (e.g., database records, frames, arrays, files). A high- 
level API enables developers to create new composite types, and to create, pack, and unpack instainces of 
these primitive and composite types. (Note: RPCs often offer similar tools, such as XDR 171.1 A 
Gateway Agent's translator methods use the DMS API along with the application's API to map 
between the neutral exchange and native formats. The second set of Gateway methods defines the 
program's desired client and server behaviors, using the translator methods as a high level AIPI to 
move data and commands into and out of the application non-intrusively. These methods twically 
consist of program Case statements, whose individual clauses dictate specific client or server hhaviors. 
Gateways thereby separate communication from data management, and cleanly partition both kinds of 
functionality from the behaviors required for an application to participate in a distributed interaction. 
Gateway Agents promote reusability of code in two ways. First, every application Gateway subclass 
inherits the uniform peer-to-peer control model from the root Gateway Agent class. Gateways thereby 
conceal and reuse common message passing and control behaviors for inter-Agent communication. Ssond, 
applications are often implemented using a development tool, such as 4GLs, CASE products or A9 shells 
In these situations, translator methods can be defined once, in the tool-specific Gateway subclass. 
Subclasses of that Gateway then inherit both messaging and information mapping functionali~, 
leaving the developer to specify only the desired client and server behaviors for particular 
applications. The uniformity and modularity afforded by Gateways promote maintainability and 
extensibility, which are particularly important to support large, complex distributed systems that 
evolve over extended lifecycles in the field. 
Manager Agents 
Gateway Agents integrate distributed applications, facilitating basic peer-to-peer interactions. 
Manager Agents define reusable control models for coordinating more complex interaclions. For example, 
a Hierarchical Distributed Control (HDC) model decouples application Agents from direct connections 
with one another [81. Application Gateways send request messages to the HDC-Manager, which posts 
them to a task agenda (cf. Figure 5). The HDC-Manager contains a directory that iden~fies  the 
application Gateway, its location, and its request interface for each service that is available in the 
distributed system. Using this directory, the HDC-Manager processes its agenda asynchmwously, 
dispatching requests to the supporting Gateway for each pending task. Each such Gateway posts service 
results back to the IIDC-Manager, which relays them directly back to the relevant requesting Gateway 
Agents. Using this model, application Gateways need only know (a) how to interact with the W I X -  
Manager, and (b) the services that are available through it - no prior knowledge is needed about the 
identity, location or access interface of any other Agents. This design also promotes maintainability 
and extensibility for complex distributed systems: the WDC-Manager directory creates a layer of 
controI absbaction that insulates application Gateways from modifications to each other and 
additions of new application Gateways and services. 
HDC-Manager Agent 
I Application 1 I 
Figure 5. Operational model for the HDC-Manager Agent 
The HDC-Manager constitutes an intelligent router that "brokers" discrete client-server interactions. 
However, tasks such as analyzing scientific data often require complex sequences of interactions to 
transport and manipulate data across distributed compute servers (e.g., signal processing and visualiza- 
tion tools). Defining such sequences across the relevant Agents can be difficult, particularly when those 
Agents participate in multiple task sequences. The Process Planner Manager supports a process-oriented 
distibutcd coordination model to solve this problem [9]. Interaction sequences are captured in process 
scripts. The Process-Planner coordinates the execution of such scripts by dispatching individual script 
eiicmen8-s as service requests to the HDC-Manager, acting as a driver to the HIX-Manager's router. 
Scripts promote maintainability and extensibility by centralizing the specification of sequences of 
dist~buted interactions. Moreover, the ability to combine Managers into hybrid control architectures 
lillustrates the power of the Agent library's building block approach to designing distributed systems. A 
third Manager Agent, called a Server-Group, supports one-to-many client-server computing. This Agent 
dccompses connplex requests into simpler services that independent server Agents can process 
concurrently. The Server-Group then collects and processes the results, assembling them into a single 
response. This interaction model is useful for groupware and decision support systems (e.g., collecting 
infomation dispersed across many databases and performing relational joins or analysis). 
Syrnbiotics is working with NASA to refine and apply the Networks! Agent library to build several 
cornpliex distributed systems. For example, NASA has developed various expert systems that "retrofit" 
the Launch Processing System for the Space Shuttle with automated FDIR capabilities. Networks! 
Gatcwaty and HDC-Manager Agents are being utilized to integrate and coordinate these independent 
systems to work together cooperatively (e.g., by sharing data and diagnostic reasoning). A second 
NASA project is using Gateways to integrate tools for planning and scheduling ground operations for 
Shuttle missions. HDC-Manager and Process-Planner Agents are being used for script-based control of 
crsrnplex distldlbuted decision support activities. Other contracts have investigated using library 
Agents: to design a framework for developing and managing software projects across heterogeneous 
computing platforms; to integrate tools for computer-aided design; and to develop group-based models 
for exploiting redundant applications to enhance reliability and corroborate problem solutions. 
CONCLUSIONS 
A central problem in developing distributed computing systems is enabling applications to interact 
across the network. Solutions to this problem are now being called "middleware," which encompasses 
all of the software between end-user applications and their networked host platforms. Other forms of 
middleware, such as network programming, RPCs, and conventional messaging tools, have one or more 
critical drawbacks, such as limited portability across heterogeneous platforms, intrusiveness, and 
limited reusability. Networks! middleware exploits object-oriented technologies for an advanced 
messaging solution that promotes modularity, maintainability, extensibility, and reusability. Thcse 
characteristics are critically important to minimize development costs and to support lifecycle 
engineering of complex distributed systems. 
Networks! provides non-intrusive peer-to-peer interaction models, which foster open, "plug and go" 
distributed computing architectures. Every application represents a potential server resource to other 
programs. The Networks! Agent library encourages an intuitive "building block approach to 
developing distributed systems, in which complex distributed interactions are facilitated through 
service directories and simple process scripts. Complex distributed coordination functions arc inheiriitcd 
from predefined Agent classes and customized to fit application requirements through high Bevel APk. 
Networks! Agents shield developers and end-users of distributed applications not only from network 
protocols, but also from data management functionality and complex control logic for handling 
messages. This technology thereby addresses the critical problems of accessing and coordiwa~ng data 
and computing resources in complex distributed systems. 
Networks! technologies have been developed with funding from the Small Business Innovative 
Research Program by the U.S. Army (contract DAAB10-87-C-0053) and NASA (contracts NASIO-I 1606, 
NAS10-11882, NAS5-31920, and NAS8-39343). 
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THE DATABASE QUERY SUPPORT PROCESSOR (QSP) 
Patrick K McCabe 
Rome Laboratory 
Rome, NY 13441 
ABSTRACT 
The number and diversity of databases available to users continues to increase dramatically. Currently, the 
mend is tow%& decentralized, client server architectures that (on the surface) are less expensive to acquire, operate and 
mainuin than information architectures based on centralized, monolithic mainframes. 
The dalabase query support processor (QSP) effort evaluates the performance of a network level, 
he~rogenmm database access capability. Air Force Material Command's Rome Laboratory has developed an 
approach, baed on ANSI standard X3.138 - 1988, "The Information Resource Dictionary System (IRDS)" to 
s m l e s s  access ilo heterogeneous databases based on extensions to data dictionary technology. 
TO successfully query a decentralized information system users must know what data are available from 
which source, or have the knowledge and system privileges necessary to find out. Privacy and security 
considerations prohibit free and open access to every information system in every network. Even in completely open 
syskms, dme required to locate relevant data (in systems of any appreciable size) would be better spent analyzing the 
$am, asuming the original question was not forgotten. 
Extensions to data dictionary technology have the potential to more fully automate the search and retrieval 
for rekvant data in a decentralized environment. Substantial amounts of time and money could be saved by not 
having to teach users what data resides in which systems and how to access each of those systems. Information 
describing &a and how to get it could be removed from the application and placed in a dedicated repository where it 
belongs, The result simplified applications that are less brittle and less expensive to build and maintain. Software 
t ~ h n o l o g y  providing the required functionality is off the shelf. The key difficulty is in defining the rnetadata 
squkcd 10 support the process. 
The database query support processor effort will provide quantitative data on the amount of effort required to 
implement an extended data dictionary at the network level, add new systems, adapt to changing user needs, and 
provide sound estimates on operations and maintenance costs and savings. 
THE DATABASE QUERY SUPPORT PROCESSOR (QSP) 
The Database Query Support Processor (QSP) is the culmination of research and development that k g m  
with a particularly complex database conversion effort. In the early 1980's, Strategic Air Command (SAC) decidd 
to migrate their entire intelligence support database to a completely different environment. Originally, SACm was 
supported by a unique, home grown database management system developed specifically for SAC in the mid 1970's. 
In terms of maintainability this was intolerably expensive. To decrease maintenance costs, it was deeidd to migrate 
to a commercial product. 
The database management system (DBMS) for the new system was the Cullinet DBMS. 'We Cu11het 
DBMS (called the Integrated Data Management System or IDMS) was considered by many to be h e  best DBMS at 
the time. IDMS was based on the network data model1, which was consistent with SAC'S existing data schik~twe, 
Although the network data model was common to both databases, the hardware platforms md DBMS 
internals were completely different. The hardware platform in use was a Honeywell 6080; 4 CPU's, 1 MByte main 
memory (36 bit), and 3.8 GBytes (36 bit) disk storage. The target architecture was an IBM 3081; 4 CPVs, 32 
MBytes (32 bit) main memory, 8.8 GBytes (32 bit) disk storage. 
The conversion process was intensely manual. Software tools to assist this process were not available md 
had to be developed from scratch and on the fly. Change control procedures were lengthy and complicated. There 
were four distinct partitions constituting the development system at HQ SAC; one for development, one for 
integration, one for final testing, and a fourth for operational use. Physically moving the applications md data from 
one partition to the next was tedious. Many test errors were traced to missing pieces of software or incorrect 
versions of software modules being ported from one partition to the next. 
Another requirement of the transition process was to provide simultaneous access to both systems. The 
sheer magnitude of the transition, with its inherently high technical risk, made a "knife switch" cutover approach an 
unacceptably high operational risk. The databases on both old and new systems had to be synchronizd, and both 
systems required cognizance of what portions of the "operational configuration" were on which system. The exisdng 
user interface had to be maintained to the maximum extent possible. Users had to be insulated from the 
idiosyncrasies of each individual system2. 
NETWORK RESIDENT TRANSITION SUPPORT 
The transition could have been orders of magnitude more difficult but for a unique element of SACS 
architecture, the Micro-Programmable Controller (MPC). The MPC was an array of asynchronously operating 
microprocessors that shared a common backplane bus3. Developed originally to normalize the physical inkrfaces 
between quasi-intelligent workstations of various vendors and the Honeywell mainframe, the MPC: evolved into a 
sophisticated distributed computing environment that was well ahead of its time. 
Software was developed within the MPC to support simultaneous system access, minimizing s h d a  a o.es m 
the user interface. Host resident software on the Honeywell system did not require modification and there was no 
need to develop throw away code on the IBM system. Software implemented on the MPC was essentially an 
1 Most aspects of data models are extremely well covered in ZMAR771. Cullinet was absorbed by co;inpukr 
Associates in the late eighties. 
2 Additional information on the transition effort is provided in [RAD85]. 
3 The MPC predated general acceptance of local area networks. It still provides some network services, but 
has mostly been supplanted by a local area network. The local area network consists of clusters of IEEE 802.3 
LANS connected by an FDDI backbone. Additional details pertaining to the MPC may be found in [WAD86J. 
extension of he  network support functions already provided. Unfortunately, this software was essentially throw- 
away since it would have no purpose once the transition phase was complete. 
The &fficulties encountered during the transition effort made it clear that automated tools were required for 
f u t w  &&a- msitions. It was also clear that simultaneous access to multiple databases would be a required 
capabiliity "Sor fume systems. The network itself was the logical provider of these capabilities. What exactly these 
s e ~ c e s  should be and how the network should provide them was the primary question. Some sort of 
~ c ~ o w / & e ~ r m y  would be required that provided database access support services, but what was required beyond 
that waw't clew. 
DESIGN CONCEPTS FOR DATABASE UTILITIES 
As a result, a study effort entitled "Design Concepts for Database Utilities" was initiated to betten: define: 69% 
characteristics of network level database access utilities. An architecture for an "Integrated Data Network @DMaS)"' was 
developed4. The architecme consisted of a three level hierarchy of six types of processors, four of which wem 





Hierarchy of Processors 
The user node corresponds to the processor at which the application or user requesting data resides:s. Data 
nodes are the physical repositories of the requested data. User nodes and data nodes are considered oulside the scope of 
the IDN. 
At the interface level of the IDN architecture are Dl nodes and Dl* nodes. Dl type nodes inkdace user 
nodes to the network, accept queries, perform first order validation of the queries, and assemble query responses. Dl* 
type nodes interface data nodes to the network, receive subqueries directed to specific data nodes, accept sesmnses 
from the data nodes, and compose aggregate responses for transmission to Dl nodes. 
At the network level of the IDN architecture are the D2Q nodes. The D2Q nodes complete queeqd valihdon, 
dispatch subqueries, and control query execution. These nodes are core to the IDN architectural concept providing 
the actual dictionary, directory, and query support services required. 
The D3Q node is at the backup level and serves to provide backup facilities for all other types of node, 
except the user node. Additionally, contents of data nodes can be replicated on D3Q nodes. Replicating &O (in h e  
long haul network environment) can improve performance by balancing communication load and supponing fault 
4 See mAD86.11 for more details. It is also important to realize that the context of this effort was a wide 
area (if not global) information network. Performance and fault tolerance were critical design considerations. 
mlemr opm&ions. Data node failures won't halt query activity. The resultant network architecture is depicted in 
figwe 2, klsw5.  
5 The xchirecture was developed deliberately to maximize functional redundancy. The figure illustrates this 
concept by showing multiple paths between each node. At least on of these redundant paths connects to a shadow 
node, a node capable of acting as a hot backup for a similar node. 
DATABASE QUERY SUPPORT PROCESSOR 
During the effort it was realized that the same technology applied to local area networks as well. 
Implementation details would differ due to differing bandwidth, topological, and fault recovery charac@fiseics of wide 
area networks versus local area networks. Within the local area network environment, the functiondity of the D l  
node would be absorbed by the user's workstation, the functionality of the Dl* node would be absorbed1 by the data 
node, and the D3Q node would constitute the QSP. Since the D3Q provides all the functionality of the D2Q, with 
the addition of replicated data from selected data nodes, the D2Q can be eliminated as a separate device (see figwe 3* 
Notional QSP Architecture). 
I Dl* 
Figure 3 
Notional QSP Architecture 
For the proposed solution to be effective, it had to have the characteristics of an active, in-line &.ta 
dictionary at the network level6. This meant that all activity against the databases in the network, including 
application development, database modification and maintenance, and routine database access had to utilize sewices 
provided by the utility. The methodology for operation of the IDN and subsequently the QSP, was based on the 
emerging Information Resource Dictionary System (IRDS) standard7. In other words, the functiona1ii.j of the D2Q 
or D3Q nodes discussed above, was based on the IRDS standard. 
THE INFORMATION RESOURCE DICTIONARY STANDARD 
The motivation for the development of the IRDS standard, ANSI X3.138 - 1988, was the proliferation of 
redundant and inconsistent data. The data dictionary system was seen as a key tool for the effective mawageme,nt of 
information resources and reduction of inconsistent, redundant data. A number of incompatible, stand done data 
6 Detailed discussion of the philosophy behind data dictionaries and their characteristics is provided in 
[ROS81]. 
7 There were two efforts initiated about the same time to develop standards in this area. The Amefican 
National Standards Committee for Information Systems (X3) began work on a standard for an "Infomalion Resource 
Dictionary System." The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST, formerly the National Bureau of 
Standards) effort focused on the development of a Federal Information Processing Standard for Data D i c ~ a n q  
Systems. Both groups had identical goals and similar approaches [QED85]. Both efforts were merged in 1983 and 
the result was the IRDS [ANS88]. 
d i c d o w  sys&ms were on the market, and each database management system had closed, internal implementations 
of data dca i io~es  (if they had any). It was perceived as necessary to develop a standard for data dictionary software8. 
The RDS standard describes a four level information architecture, level 2 and 3 of which constitute Federal 
Ilnfomaa-ioaa Processing Standard (FIPS) 156 (see figure 4, IRDS Architecture), Each level describes and controls the 
lower level, The fist level, Information Resources, is the data in your database. The standard does not apply at this 
level, alhihough it must accommodate i t  The second level, the Information Resource Dictionary (IRD), is the data in 
the data dic~onary, which describe the data in the database. One likely extension of the IRDS approach is to extend 
the eonmol function from level 2 to level 1. As you might expect, the data dictionary is itself a database that 
consisB of elements and relationships. Deftnitions of the data elements and relationships that constitute the data 
& c ~ o n q  mwt be managed. The third level of the IRDS Standard, the Information Resource Dictionary Schema, 
consis& of the &finitions of the data elements and relationships contained by the data dictionary. The fourth layer is 
cam& the Infomation Resource Dictionary Schema Description, and consists of data that describes the IRD Schema 
(level 3). 







8 See CQED851. The standards committee took the approach that the standard should specify the 
c h a a c t e ~ s ~ c s  of an interface to a data dictionary and the functionality that a data dictionary should provide. They 
wisely avoided the mistake of trying to dictate how to implement the dictionary itself. 
Key to the concept of levels of description is the corollary that the higher the level, the simpler the model 
required to describe it. What is left is a mechanism that anyone can use to retrieve data relevant to a apcific query. 
Services provided at each level take care of details such as how to determine what data is available, how to locate it, 
how to request it, how to navigate the database to get it, and how to put it together into a usable prducs.. 
The results of the Design Concepts for Database Utilities work were used by the performing conwactm to 
develop a commercial product in this area. They were successful in obtaining SBIR phase I and phase n[ funding, and 
did build a prototype9. Rome Laboratory became aware at this time that several organizations were working on 
similar capabilities. 
By 1990 it was apparent that the technology required to support network level database s u p p o ~  utilities was 
mature. The last set of questions requiring answers prior to operational implementation of the techno lo^ grmiraed 
to performance and policy. More specifically, how much overhead would be introduced into operatiom] systems to 
achieve what degree of benefit (in terms of flexibility, operations and maintenance savings, etc.). Additiondly, 
simultaneous access to multiple databases adds a new dimension to security policies and procedures, which must be 
fully understood before implementation. 
QSP STATUS 
In 1991, the Database Query Support Processor (QSP) effort was initiated to answer these quesfiows. The 
effort presupposes the availability of network level database support systems with the following capabilities; 
a. To retrieve data from multiple databases irregardless of data location, database archiwtue, 618- 
database navigation constraints. 
b. To support the definition, modification, administration, and maintenance of: 
(1) A network level schema describing the totality of information available from dl dahbaqes 
in the network. 
(2) Network level subschemas, which are logical subsets of the network level schema and 
assigned to specific classes of operational users. 
c. Provide tools to assist database administrators in defining specific database views for inclusion in 
the network level schema. 
d. Manage and control the definitions of, inter-relationships among, and definitions of inter- 
relationships of: data elements, data structures, applications, products, user descriptions, and infoma~on 
requirements. 
During 1992 and 1993, the QSP effort will focus on collecting quantitative data such as: 
a. Volume, patterns, and types of network traffic generated by the QSP. 
b. Volume, patterns, and types of network acccsscs to the QSP. 
c. Elapsed time from issuance of a query at a workstation to its receipt by the QSP. 
d Elapsed time from receipt of a query by the QSP to generation of all subqueries. 
e. Elapsed time from subquery generation to subquery issuance by the QSP. 
f. Elapsed time from issuance of a subqucry to receipt by host resident QSP interface softwax. 
g . Elapsed time from issuance of data request by the host resident QSP interface software ~ i a  that 
software's receipt of the host's response. 
h. Elapsed time from issuance of subqucry response by the host resident QSP interface saftwxe to 
receipt of the response by the QSP. 
i. Elapsed time from receipt of all subquery responses to the issuance of a query response by the 
OSP. - 
j. Elapsed time from issuance of query response by the QSP to receipt of the response by the 
workstation. 
9 The Small Business Innovative Research (SBIR) program provides up to $50,000 for phase H effiasr~ md 
results in a specification for phase I1 implementation. Phase I1 provides up to $500,000 for implemenQtion of the 
idea. Phase I11 is usually contractor funded and results in a commercial product (with some limited Go\ieenl.raent 
rights). See [RAD90] and FAD90.11 for more informalion on the SBIR efforts. 
The effort will wrap up in 1993 with a comprchcnsivc analysis of collected data in the context of an 
opwe4ond environment Implications to security policy and accreditation, hardware and software short comings, and 
operafions and maintenance costs will be assessed. Flexibility of the QSP approach will be assessed with respect to 
the mount of work required to accommodate new databases, changcs to old databases, and to initially implement the 
QSP in an oprtadonal network. This data will be used to build a spccification for a production version of the QSP. 
CONCLUSION 
The benefit of the QSP is in the network levcl support scrviccs made possible by the active, in-line 
repositov at the heart of the device. Knowing the relationships among data elements and applications across system 
bounbes  dlows better control over change. The ripple effcct induccd by modifying data elements or applications 
can be idenhfid in advance and more effectively priced. Additionally, data elements may already exist somewhere in 
h e  network that meet the needs of a proposed developmcnt, minimizing new development. 
Adddonal benefits could result from adding systcm documentation to  he information available in the 
network. From the QSP's perspective, documentation can bc trct~tctl as just another database. Network level 
informafisn pehning to relationships among documcnhtion, data clcmcnts, applications and other elements of the 
infomarion envkonment could be maintained in the QSP. This capability makes update of relevant system 
dwaamenhtion an integral part of application or database dcvclopmcnt, rathcr than an dterthought. 
Dam element and application standardization arc also supported by the information contained in the QSP 
repository. The information necessary is already available, all that would remain is to define the rules. Triggers or 
oher mechmisms provide the vehicles for implemcnlation. 
The QSP effort will provide hard data on which to basc future implementation decisions. Specifically, 
which services to implement and to what extent to implcmcnt thosc scrviccs in operational IDHS systems. Start up 
costs and the opmdons and maintenance tail required will also bc dctcrmined. In the long run, the QSP should 
provide red benefits in terms of more flexible and robust inrorn~;~tion systcms, with lower operations and 
maintenance costs. 
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APPLICATION OF AN ON-MACHINE GAGE 
FOR DIAMETER MEASUREMENTS 
Kevin G. Harding 
Industrial Technology Institute 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper describes the design analysis and application of a laser based gage made specifically for 
meaasuimg parts on the machine tool to a high accuracy. The tri-beam gage uses three beams of light to measure 
the local curnature of the part in a manner similar to a V-block gage. The properties of this design include: 
cdibralion that is independent of the machine tool scales, non-contact damage free operation, low cost of the 
gage, and the ability to measure parts in motion. 
INTRODUCTION 
Increasing tolerances in machining have driven the need for closer and closer control of the process. 
To gain the greatest performance out of a machine tool, it is necessary to have the dimensional data available 
for ~ n u t e  adjustments to be made to machine offsets. In the past, many of these dimensional checks have been 
pedomed off-line, often some time after a part has been made. The time lag from part manufacture to 
meaurement has meant that a drift or needed adjustment would not be made until many parts had already been 
mmdachred at ?he previous settings. The most desirable place to make a measurement is right on the machine 
tool. h y  measurement on the machine tool must be made with minimal affect on the cycle time of the 
macfi~rag! least a cost be added on to the manufacturing cycle. 
'To facilitate on-machine gaging, many machine tool builders now supply a touch probe option. The 
twch probe is used either as a tool (put in place of the tool when measurements are made), or is otherwise 
attached to the machine. A measurement is typically made by first touching the touch-trigger probe to a 
reference d a m  on the machine tool. The probe is then moved by the machine mechanism to the points on the 
part to be measured. 
The difficulties associated with making on-machine measurements with a touch probe are well known. 
In b f i n g  operations, the touch probe must measure the part along the radius of the part. To the extent that 
the meansurernent axis defined by the probe deviates from a line along the part radius, there will be an error in 
the measurement. That is, if the measurement line of the probe is off-set from the radius of the part, the probe 
.anill aehally measure along a cord of the part, rather than the full radius. Once the part is sensed, the size and 
es;rtend of the probe tip must be accounted for as an offset in the measurement. If the normal to the part is not 
h o w ,  this offset correction can be difficult. 
M a n g  a probe measurement with the machine tool system also has the problem that the part 
&memiom is checked with the same mechanism which makes the part. If the scales on the machine tool are off, 
 en the measurement may be wrong, to the same degree, for both making and measuring the part. Therefore, 
using the machine tool to make the measurement of the part does not provide an independent check of the 
machine accuracy. 
A final difficulty with making measurements with an on-machine touch probe is the time involved. AS 
the machine itself is used in the measurement, the time spent making the measurement adds to &e efiecfivs: 
machining time. Typically, the part must be stopped before making measurements. If multiple meaasures aromd 
the part is desired (as is sometimes the case), the part must be rotated to the those positions to be measured 
and held for the time it takes to approach the part with the touch probe to make the measurement. The touch 
probe can not be moved into the part quickly, as it can easily be damaged in collision with the part. The 
measurement speed of a touch probe type system is therefore typically limited to 1 to 2 points per second air best. 
The problems described do not prevent the measurements from being made, but they do have three 
primary effects: 
the cycle time for the machine tool utilization is increased by the measurement time, wPlich airso limits 
the measurements made, 
the measurement is checked only against the machine tool itself, thereby not necessarily fin&ng m y  
error in the machine tool positioning that may have machined a part wrong, 
down time for the gage can be a problem because of damage of the touch-trigger probe. 
These effects have been a limiting factor in supplying reliable, on machine gaging for offset conecdons. 
The alternative to on-machine gaging is to perform near machine gaging using such tools as macfine 
vision, mechanical calipers, or laser micrometers.'-' Machine vision has been used to the accuracies desired 
(about 2.5 micron) by means of optically based versions of coordinate measurement machines. In these systems, 
a camera with a small field of view is moved across the field by a precision encoded stage system, wKch may 
be a gantry very similar to a traditional coordinate measurement machine (CMM). An off line meaure, by even 
the faster optical CMM systems is still removed from the machine, and hence there is a tempord lag bemeen 
the part completion and the availability of the measurement data, as described before. 
The laser micrometer field is one which has become well established for near machine gaging. Laser 
micrometers offer the advantage of being a noncontact method, not prone to physical damage due to mntact with 
heavy duty machines as many mechanical caliper systems suffer. A laser micrometer obtains it's se&ure by 
scanning or just shadowing a beam of light around the part, to create a silhouette of the part dimeter. In the 
scanner based laser micrometers, the diameter is determined by the time it takes the beam to pass the object 
(the time during the scan for which the laser beam is shadowed by the part). 
Laser micrometer systems that use a simple shadow use a static sheet of collimated laser night which 
is shadowed onto a linear detector array. The edge of the shadow of the part has a distinct shadow shape to 
it cause by the diffraction of the laser light passing the part. The linear array can provide a samplirng acres the 
shadow edge diffraction pattern which allows the edge location to be determined to much less than a pixel. 
Typical accuracies for either type of laser micrometer are a part in 10,000 to a part in 20,000. Pdcdairly ~4th 
the laser scanning systems, diameter measurement resolutions of better that 0.25 microns (10 ~ i i l i o n ~ s  of m 
inch) can be made though the use of a large number of measurement samples (one hundred measurements can 
be made in a second or less with these systems). A large degree of environmental stability is needed for 
meauremenb of less than a micron to be meaningful. 
The laser mike has the advantage over a single touch probe in that it necessarily measures the greatest 
&mete r  of the part (as it is looking along parallel tangents on opposite sides of the part), and is noncontact, 
thus avoidrag damage. As a noncontact probe, the laser micrometer can make measurements very quickly (a 
few hmindred per second) as there is not danger of collision of the light beam with the part under test. In 
ad&~on, the laser micrometer does not rely on the machine tool accuracy, but rather makes an independent 
mesure  of part diameters. Laser micrometers are currently established in industry for such applications a 
meau ing  wire and extruded tubing in-process. The measurement for wire production applications is made with 
the merssured material in motion. Any multiple sampling of a moving product, of course, will produce an average 
measurement along some length of the product, but that is quite acceptable in this type of application. 
For the application of the laser micrometer to machine tool operation, there are some drawbacks. 
Because the laser micrometer must surround the part (with instrumentation on both sides of the part), for an 
accurate measure, it is typically not practical to consider putting such a device in the machine tool itself. The 
long, open light path of the laser micrometer can also be a problem in dirty environments as air turbulence, heat, 
or other Grborne material can deviate the light beam (as a function of how far the light must travel) and produce 
bad data. Maintaining the stability of the transmitter on one side to the receiver on the other side is an 
impofimt sstmctural and environmental concern which must be dealt with in using a laser micrometer. In typical 
applicafions where the laser micrometer can be rigidly mounted, the mechanical stability problems have been 
well addressed by the commercial vendors of this equipment (air environment has remained a problem). 
However, if the gage is to be moved, such as to measure a turned part in the chuck, these stability problems 
could be very Brniting. 
Therefore, there remains a need for a more effective gage for on-machine gaging of parts. The desirable 
features for such a gage for application of outer diameter turned part gaging would include: 
fnigh speed measurement capability, 
accuracies of 2 to 5 microns, 
ody single side access required, 
accuracy independent of machine scales, 
high damage resistance for in-machine use, 
l i ~ t e d  sensitivity to heat and air contaminants of machine tool environment, 
ability to measure moving parts (such as during spin down) to minimize time cost of the measurement. 
The applicabon we will be addressing is limited to outer diameter (OD) measurements. 
TECHNICAL APPROACH 
The tri-beam gage works on the same principle as the standard v-block gage. A v-block gage consists 
of a physical v-block, in which the cylinder to measure is placed. The line contacts of the v-block with the 
cylinder establishes two tangent points on the cylinder. A micrometer is mounted in the apex of the v. The 
~ c r o m e t e r  is advanced till it just contacts the cylinder (this can be difficult to insure). The reading from the 
gnicrometer then permits a calculation of the cylinder curvature in that region, and hence a measure of the 
qlinder &meter. 
Mechanical v-block gages are as well established as the caliper. V-block gages have the desired p ropeq  
that the measure is not dependent on any outside positioning of the gage. Mechanical v-bloclc gages have 
typically be used on larger cylindrical objects where surrounding the part with a caliper or micrometer wodd 
require and impractiably large gage that may be difficult to manage. Therefore, the v-block gage only requh-es 
a small part of the surface of the cylinder to make the measure, and does not require surroundng the part (it 
need access only a single side). Examples of where this type v-block gage has been used includes large gun 
cylinders, trees, and optical components (where, of course, on a lens only part of the curve may exist). 
The tri-beam gage is simply the optical equivalent of the v-block gage. As shown in Figure 1, in place 
of the V-structure we use two beams of light, detected by linear array detectors. In place of the vertex momted 
micrometer we use a sheet of light and a detector array, similar to that used by commercial laser ficromeeers. 
Figure 1. Diagram of the tri-beam gage concept. 
For the purpose of establishing the two tangent points, the tri-beam gage simply shadows the laght onto 
the two side detectors. The measurement range of motion of the position of the cylinder edge need not be very 
large, as the purpose of the two side detectors is simply to establish the two tangent points at the time we mdce 
the center measurement which will be equivalent to the vertex micrometer. The third beam used to replace the 
vertex mounted micrometer must have the accuracy, and range of geometric measurement to acmmodate  the 
various diameters of interest for the particular gage. 
There are a number of parameters which affect the performance of the tri-beam gage. The p~mallgi 
parameters include gage geometry, and gage stability in use. The gage mechanical stability is di~veien by the 
mounting of the three detectors and light sources with respect to each other. By mounting these MrnponenB 
rigidly in close proximity to each other, the effects of vibrations or thermal expansion of the unit can be 
minimized. For example, mounting the components with a linear offset from each other of 5 cen~meters on steel 
wodd produce a drift of 0.5 microns (20 microinches) per degree C. However, mounting these components in 
a mmetnic configuration in a 30 degree cross configuration would reduce this drift to 0.2 microns for a 
temperature dfferential across the 5 centimeters of a degree centigrade. Therefore, it becomes only necessary 
to compensate for uneven heating by means of controlled radiative heating to maintain negligible mechanical drift 
with temperature. 
The other consideration relating to gage geometry is the actual angles between the beams of light used 
to fom the optical V-block. As the V configuration becomes shallower, a greater accuracy is needed in the 
meauremenb at the vertex point to maintain the same accuracy on the diameter measurement, and the greater 
the sig~ficxlce of any errors in the optical V measurements. For example, a standard array sensor could be 
used to mesure a radius range of 50 millimeters (diameter range of 100 millimeters or 4 inches) with an angle 
of the V of 60 degrees. The detector in this case would need to measure to an accuracy of twice as good as the 
desired radm measure (4 time the diameter). The same sensor could measure a radius change of 100 
millimeters (&meter range of 200 millimeters or 8 inches) with a V angle of 120 degrees, but would need to 
be 4 bmes more accurate than the desired radius measurement accuracy (8 times better than the diameter). 
Therefore, to obtain 2.5 micron accuracy, the sensor would need to be accurate to about 0.3 microns. This 
accuracy is G ~ n  the limits of state-of-the-art detector 
As with any device of this type, the part needs to be clean to make a reliable measurement. If any chips 
or other debris are present, they may be measured along with the part to produce an erroneous measurement. 
This need for some degree of cleanliness is actually true for any diameter measurement (even a chip in a 
m e c h ~ c d  V-block will lead to a wrong measurement). Cleaning of the part can easily be accomplished by 
b l o ~ n g  off the surface. Such a provision can be built right into the gage head itself. 
Csolmts and other debris in the air is not of major concern with the tri-beam gage concept. As the 
gage detects edges, rather than a light level to determine diameter, as long as there is some light getting through, 
the measurement is possible to make. If there is noticeable debris present on the gage, this may contribute to 
the mesurement noise. A standard way of dealing with contaminants with this type of gage is to use a regular 
air flow or "air curtain" to keep any contaminants moving, and therefore preventing any buildup. 
Tiiae pedormance objective for this gage were based upon input from machine tool builders and users. 
We found that large numbers of data point are not needed because the controllers can not use the extra data 
m p a y -  Most on-machine measurements are made to provide just simple offsets from some known dimension. 
The speed fo the tri-beam gage may provide additional data relating to ovality, and permit multiple sampling 
Ic~ca~esm in a short period of time. The performance objective derived are summarized as follows: 
Table 1. PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES 
- Accuracy 1-2 micron (0.00004 inches) 
- Speed: 10 measures per second or better 
- Environment: _+ 30 degrees C 
- Part Sizes: 5 cm to 15 cm (2 to 6 inches) 
- Calibration: internal 
- Environmental: chips, coolant (between cuts) 
- Price: under $1 0,000 
The system we built uses the simplest configuration of optics and mechanics. Based upon a 60 degree 
veaex mgle, we were able to design the system to cover a range of diameters of 2 to 6 inches (5 to 15 
cenhmeters). A diagram of this system is shown in Figure 2. The laser light is collimated and is shadowed 
directly onto the detectors. The interference pattern produced is shown in Figure 3. By matching to the well 
defined pattern, the position of the edge can be found very precisely. This allows for a measurement resolu~oa 
of a few microns over a range of 4 inches of diameter. A picture of the sensor is shown in Figure 4, 7% 
structure was made very solid to minimize the effects of vibrations, heating, and mini~llize the chance of daxage 
when operating on the tool carosel. 
Figure 2. Diagram of 4 inch range tri-beam gage made by ITI. 
APPLICATIONS CONGLUSIONS 
The primay application for this gage is as a means to obtain immediate feedback to the m a c f i n g  
process. When measurements are taken after the fact, compensations may be made which over correct the offset 
of the tool, leading to a continued swing plus and minus of the ideal. With information available while b e  paat 
is on the machine, potentially subsequent cuts can be adjusted to correct errors on that p d c u l a  part. 
In general, the primary application motives for this gage are as summarized below 
- Provide On-Machine Gaging for Immediate Feedback 
- Compensate Subsequent Cuts 
- Monitor MachineITool Condition 
- Obtain a Measure Independent of Machine Scales 
- Find Centering Errors 
- Monitor Machine Drifts 
- Minimize Machine Time Interruption of Measurements 
- Measure During Spin-down 
- Provide High Measurement Speed 
Figure 3. Interference pattern from the part edge used to make the measurements. 
Figure 4. Picture of the prototype tri-beam gage made for on-machine tests. 
As with m y  new gage, the ultimate applications will depend on the performance and final operational parameters 
of the gage system. With increasing abilities for machine controllers to use real-time data, on machine gaging 
such as this is expected to become an important tool for producing quality parts in the future. 
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ON MACHINE CAPACITANCE DIRaENSIONAL AND 
SURFACE PROFILE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 
Ralph Resnick 
Extrude None Corporation 
8075 Pennsylvania Avenue 
Irwin, PA 15642 
ABSTRACT 
A program was awarded under the Air Force Machine Tool Sensor Improvements Program Research 
md Development Announcement to develop and demonstrate the use of a Capacitance Sensor System 
ancluding Capacitive Non-Contact Analog Probe and a Capacitive Array Dimensional Measurement 
System to check the dimensions of complex shapes and contours on a machine tool or in an automated 
anspectnon cell. The manufacturing of complex shapes and contours and the subsequent verification of 
those manufactured shapes is fundamental and widespread throughout industry. The critical profile of a 
gear tooth; tile overall shape of a graphite EDM electrode; the contour of a turbine blade in a jet engine; 
md count3ess other components in varied applications possess complex shapes that require detailed and 
complex inspection procedures. Current inspection methods for complex shapes and contours are 
expewsuve, time-consuming, and labor intensive. 
An effort entitled "On-Machine Capacitance Dimensional and Surface Profile Measurement System" 
funded by the U.S. Air Force Wright Patterson Laboratories PRDA Program and performed by the MetreX 
Davisaon of Extrude Hone Corporation seeks to address the needs of complex shape measurement and 
mpsove upon the use of the present technologies for performing those measurements. Recent advances in 
capacatance dimensional and surface roughness measurement provide a potential methodology for the 
iderafieation of complex shapes. By building a capacitance probe or array and then scanning the workpiece, 
valuable information can be obtained about the surface under the sensor(s). This data can then be 
assnmllated, translated, and transferred to the machining process controller for setup or corrective action. 
Slr~ce the cost per capacitance sensor is low and processing time is short, full form verification could be 
done quackly and inexpensively. Careful design and integration would permit the new measurement 
system to be swstalled in or near process. 
The objective of this program is to develop and demonstrate a system to check and quantify 
dimensional ~g~formation about complex workpiece shapes in a process environment on an automated 
machisac 8001. The proposer has established a partnership with Carrier Corporation of United 
Technologies on this program to establish key requirements, to review approaches and programs, to 
provide components, and to test results in a present process. Researchers at the University of Washington 
are working on design and analyzing mathematical models of the system as well as performing the 
eravironmensal testing. The National Institute of Standards and Technology is providing the temperature, 
stabnlr;ty asad dynamic testing and defined interface standards based on recently implemented Dimensional 
Meaurement Inspection Specifications (DMIS). 
PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVE 
Identification of the Problem 
The verification and inspection of complex shapes is far-reaching and significant. An improper 
profile on a gear can cause misalignment increasing gear noise and decreasing gear life. A cam with the 
wrong coaltour can cause erratic engine performance. The aircraft engine industry has many important 
complex shapes on important components and is highly representative of the requirements of industry in 
general. Aircraft turbine engine components require that their geometric form be accurate and consistent. 
More efficient and predictable engine performance can be established if the engine components are 
maintained within the design criteria. To guarantee the components will meet performance specifications 
requires that the specific engine parts be gauged to the design criteria. For some simple components this 
gauging task is straightforward and easily performed; however, on complex components with intricate 
shapes and contours, specifically turbine blades and disks, Integrally Bladed Rotors (IBR's), and 
impellers, the gauging and design verification is detailed and complicated. Since the production of these 
components is performed on complicated machines with complex parts programs or intricate processes, 
the feedback of this test information is vital 'and timely for process and program control. 
Present techniques for form measurement of complex aircraft engine components include Coordinate 
Measurement Machines (CMM's), Light Sectioning, SigmaFlex gauges, and even templates and feeler 
gages. All of these techniques are complex and/or labor intensive. The procedures are performed off- 
machine, at times even off-site, complicating the ability to transfer the valuable correction data to the 
manufacturing cell. Fixturing, programming and setup requirements are extremely time consuming and 
expensive. It has been estimated that the post-process dimensioning of a workpiece roughly accounts for 
between 20 to 40 percent of the total time to complete a machining operation. depending upon the 
complexity of the cut and the number of tools used in the manufacturing process.l 
Since these parts are often processed on highly sophisticated and accurate machine tools, subsequcna 
removal of a fixrured workpiece from the machine and transfer to a separate inspection device seems 
redundant and unnecessary. A more efficient and straightforward approach would be to instrument the 
machine tool performing the process with adequate probes and sensors that would easily interface, both In 
hardware and software, to the machine and would thus utilize the inherent accuracy capabilities of the 
machine tool to be the verification bed for the part. Potential errors inherent in the machine to inspection 
device transfer (and possible repetition) such as fixturing orientation could be avoided. Obvious time 
savings would be realized. In fact, in a recent study by Southwest Regional Institute for a project entitled 
"High Productivity and Precision Machining Program" for the National Center for Manufacturing 
Sciences (NCMS), the highest priority focus area with 81% of the surveyed in favor was In-Process 
Dimensional Measurement. This survey was conducted among numerous NCMS members which include 
a vast majority of the most noted domestic machine tool  builder^.^ 
The successfu1 completion of the MetreX effort will help to strengthen the U.S. machine tool indusaa-y 
and help to build more efficient, higher performance aircraft turbine engines at more affordable costs, and 
help the entire U.S. manufacturing base by mnking possible the economic production of complex 
shapesfundamental elements in a wide range of components used for military, industrial. scientific and 
medical purposes. 
Research Obiectives 
The project is directed to the development and demonstration of a Capacitive Non-Contact Analog 
Probe (CNAP) and a Capacitive Array Dimcnsional Measurement (CADM) system for inspecting 
complex contours. This system incorporates technology developed by Extrude Hone's MetreX Division, 
and will provide a fast, low cost method of measuring complex shapes. In the case of the CADM, the 
gauge will measure a large number of points over a surface array that is electrically scanned in 
milliseconds, the time required being substantially less than existing methods. The technology is being 
further developed to be used on the machine tool, on-site, and consideration is being given to the 
requirements of measurement in various processing environments. Direct software interfacing techniques 
Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories, "AFWAL-TR-88-4177 Final Report for 1 October 1987 - 
31 December 1988," Manufacturing Technology Program Assessment of New Sensor Terhnologiesfor she 
U.S. Machine Tool Industry, Sept. 1988. 
Mechanical Technology Inc., Nigh Protluctivity and Precision Machining Program: Integration Pian, 
NCMS-89-PE-4.1 (Ann Arbor: National Center for Manufacturing Sciences, 1990), p. 1-3. 
axe being researched and if necessary, developed to provide logical and straightforward communication to 
new or existing machine tools. 
The project is validating the ability of the capacitance sensors to accurately and repeatedly measure 
the complex shape of a workpiece. Mathematical modeling of the designed sensorts) and probes is being 
performed and analyzed. A demonstration lab unit and specifications for the equipment design with 
interfacing protocol to as wide a range of machine tool controls as practical to perform the inspection 
procedure ow the machine tool are being established. In addition, the system's ability to withstand the 
rigors of a hostile machine tool environment are being tested. The research will culminate in the design, 
fabrication and test of the entire system, the integration of the system with a machine tool process, the 
optimization of the process and the demonstration of the total system capabilities. 
Benefits 
'me opportunities to improve the performance of products and to permit innovative new designs for 
producrs that are dependent on components with complex shapes are limited by the high costs of 
producing the components and verifying their shapes. For example, involute gears are very sensitive to 
gear misalignment. If the profile of the gear is manufactured incorrectly, the subsequent misalignment 
will cause the shift of the be'uing conhct toward the edge of the gear tooth surfaces and transmission 
errors khaa cause gear noise. Much time and expense is spent in the design and engineering, as well as the 
manufilcture of these gears simply to overcome the control variations of the gear producing process. An 
innovat~on 80 improve the manufacturing of gears by providing timely verification and subsequent 
correction sf the process would provide a welcome technology edge to producers, end-users, as well as 
U.S. manufacturers of gear machine tools. 
The need to verify complex shapes and accordingly correct their manufacturing processes has been 
recogrlized by the aircraft turbine engine industry. Numerous components in a jet engine including turbine 
blades, impellers, and Integrally Bladed Rotors (IBR's) possess complex contours and shapes and require 
very derailed and complicated inspection procedures. An inspection system incorporating dimensional and 
tolerance data. measurement in a timely fashion as close to the manufacturing process as possible would 
Wead  to reduced inspection time and costs, higher standards of accuracy, increased workpiece throughput, 
and reduced machining labor costs. 
As devices continually and increasingly employ complex shapes and near net-processed components 
gain populsity, the need to verify these components' complex shapes will grow accordingly. If the 
proposed system of near-process verification of those shapes finds successful integration, the subsequent 
growth of complex shapes and their manufacturing processes would be compounded. The expanded 
design oppoaunities for new products with special capabilities will offer significant performance and 
strategic benefits in a range of applications including turbine engine components, gears, and cutting tools. 
RELATED WORK 
Capxilance sensing technology has been used since the 1950's for measuring the thickness of metal 
sh-ips and coatings, the expansion and fatigue of metals, and the size, depth and cylindricity of precision 
bores and shafts. One of the important benefits of capacitance in these and other applications lies in its 
ability to measure such parameters without actually contacting the workpiece surface. Other advantages 
anclu~de a high frequency response, excellent linearity and resolution, and convenient portability. Typical 
configurations of conventional capacitance dimensional measurement systems are singular or differential 
in application. Extrude Hone's MetreX Division has pioneered the effort to develop capacitance 
technology for surface finish evaluations, and has recently developed basic capacitance sensor array 
capabilities for shape, edges, proximity, and slip under a Phase I1 Department of Energy SBIR project. 
The Division is currently working on a Phase I1 SBIR grant sponsored by NASA to demonstrate the 
feasibility oif integrating all of the tactile attributes into a single sensor array, to develop software to 
control sensor scanning schemes and to establish adaptive grasping control algorithms. 
One phase of the current Air Force project is to build on the results of this program to integrate the 
dimensional measurement capabilities of a capacitance array and probe to check the conformity of a 
complex workpiece shape to a known reference shape on the machine tool. 
The Division was granted a license to patents and know-how covering the use of fringe-field 
capacitive technology developed at the University of Washington. The technology supplements the 
Division's existing techniques with surface profilometry and dimensional measurement capabilities. The 
Division has been working to incorporate this technology for those applications which require more than 
average surface roughness measurements. The advantages of current capacitance metrology including fast 
response time and rugged sensors for in-process inspection are enhanced and strengthened by this 
technology. 
This technology was one of three selected for evaluation for the Automated Disk Slot Inspection 
System (ADSIS), an Industrial Modernization Incentives Program (IMIP) through Garrett Engine 
Division of Allied Signal Aerospace Company. The objective of the program was to develop an automated 
system of inspecting gas turbine engine disk slots using advanced inspection technologies to achieve 
enhanced accuracy, repeatability, and flexibility coupled with faster data acquisition. Under this program, 
a spherical capacitance prototype probe designed to interface to a Coordinate Measuring Machine was 
delivered. This single sensor probe provides noncontact dimensional data on turbine disk slots in a 
scanning mode without contacting the part. After initial evaluation by both Garrett and the National 
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), the capacitance probe was selected as one of the prime 
sensing technologies . The other technologies, conventional touch trigger and laser triangulation probes, 
were deemed too slow and not capable of being configured small enough to reach into the limited access 
areas required. 
This Air Force effort is building on the results of these programs to establish the feasibility of 
integrating the measurement capabilities of this Capacitance Non-Contact Analog Probe to measure 
dimensions, features and surface characteristics in conjunction with an appropriate machine tool. 
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ABSTRACT 
me iu%trasonic polishing process uses high-frequency (ultrasonic) vibrations of an abradable tool 
wl~ic"natomatically conforms to the workpiece, and an abrasive sluny to finish surfaces and edges on 
comple:r, highly detailed, close tolerance cavities in materials from beryllium copper to carbide. 
Applscarions range from critical debuning of guidance system components to removing EDM recast 
layers 65m aircraft engine components to polishing molds for forming carbide cutting tool inserts or 
injection molding plastics. A variety of materials including tool steels, carbides and even ceramics can be 
successfully processed. Since the abradable tool automatically conforms to the workpiece geometry, the 
ui~azsoriic finishing method described offers a number of important benefits in finishing components with 
coxnp8ex geomelries. 
INTRODUCTION 
The automatic finishing of edges and surfaces of complex detailed geometries on critical cavities 
remarlas one of manufacturing's most important challenges. Finishing of molds and die cavities accounts 
for nnorc than one hundred million dollars annually, primarily in hand finishing by the most skilled mold 
makers. 
Finishing edges and surfaces of critical components for such devices as medical implants or inertial 
gagdance gyro systems is equally time consuming. When these component geometries provide through- 
flcw area.$, abrasive flow machining can often be used-but geometries with blind cavitics are not 
applicable or require difficult tooling. These components must be free from burrs or "smeared metal" 
nndcr 20 to 50 power magnification inspection. 
Uraiform removal of unwanted surface layers (such as thermal recast from EDM or laser machining, 
layers siaspccted of intergranular attack, "white layers," or oxidation) selectively without masking and 
without losing desired detail or tolerances is another problem for manufacturers, labored over with hand 
work and somelimes resulting in scrap or compromised designs. 
In the process of developing the ultrasonic machining process over the past several years for the 
purpose of machining brittle materials such as glass and graphite, it was discovered that by using a tool 
marerial that was easily abradable in ultrasonic machining-such as glass or graphite-the tool would 
rmcipfy shape itself to the workpiece providing a near perfect "mirror-image" conjugal form and thereby 
provading a uniform machining gap for ultrasonic machining. The result was that although the tool was 
being ' machined" much faster than the workpiece (in fact, because of this) the work performed on the 
workpncce was uniform. Whether the objective was to polish, remove a surface layer, or deburr and lightly 
radm the edges, the uniformity and gentleness of the work performed retained the detail and close 
tolerances 
THE PROCESS 
The SoneX Ultrasonic Machining System offers automatic operation, not dependent on manual 
polishing skills. The process uses high frequency (ultrasonic) vibrations of an abradable tool which 
automatically conforms to the workpiece, and an abrasive slurry to finish surfaces and edges on complex, 
highly detailed, close tolerance cavities in materials from beryllium copper to carbide (Figure 1). 
Applications range from critical deburring of guidance system components to removing EDM recast 
layers from aircraft engine components to polishing molds for forming carbide cutting tool inserts or 
injection molding plastics. 
Figure 1 - Ultrasonic Polishing Schematic 
The extent of polishing required is determined by the initial surface roughness of the workpiecs: aead 
the finish required after polishing. Typical surface improvements range from 5:l to 10:l; finishes as low 
as 4 pinch Ra can be achieved. A variety of materials including tool steels, carbides and even ceramics 
can be successfully processed. Since the tool is not preshaped, but rather conforms to the workpiece 
configuration, indexing and registration of the tool and workpiece is not required. The part shown before 
and after processing (Figures 2 and 3) is a 12.7 mm (112 in.) diameter coining die. Ultrasonic polishing 
was used to remove the machining marks left by the CNC engraving operation. Cycle time is fast at undcr 
ten minutes. 
Figure 2 Figure 3 
Coining die shown before and after processing. 
The photomicrographs in Figures 4 and 5 compare the original ram EDM finish of 30 pinch R, on a 
cxkidc compacting with an area on the same die which has been ultrasonically polished to a final finish 
s ~ f  13 pirich Ril, removing only 0.005 mm (0.0002 in.) of material. 
Figure 4 Figure 5 
$hotcsmicsilgr;1phs at 3000X magnification show the surface improvement after ultrasonic polishing, 
Sir~ce ihc abradable 
mehod described offers 
georneirics, including: 
tool automatically conforms to the workpiece geometry, the ultrasonic finishing 
a number of important benefits in finishing components with complex 
No specially preshaped tools are required; consequently, even low volume components are 
applicable; 
* No precision alignment of the polishing tool to the workpiece is required; 
e Work is uniform across the workpiece surface. 
Surface improvement is 3:l or more on machined, EDM'd and cast surfaces; 
e Edges can be deburred and lightly mdiused; 
* No special operator skills are required; and 
The system operates automatically without operator involvement. 
To provide the background for the research performed under the PRDA project, EHC was funded 
under a "Seed Grant" sponsored by the Ben Franklin Program of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania to, 
examine the feasibility of ultrasonic polishing. The effort yielded general ultrasonic polishing pxmeters  
which were examined more closely and optimized under this PRDA contract. The "Seed Grant" research 
was comprised of three tasks to optimize machining parameters, to examine various polishing md toon 
materials, and to evaluate the effects of ultrasonic polishing on various materials with different machined 
surfaces. From the data collected during this study i t  was clear that ultrasonic polishing offers an effcciive 
means of improving surface finish in any material of sufficient hardness. Significant results included: 
The degree of improvement is largely dependent upon the beginning surface finish; an EDM'd 
finish of 300 pinch (7.5 pm) R,, for example, can be ultrasonically polished to a 150 pinch (4 p 
m) R, in a relatively short cycle time-about 10 minutes. A 15-pinch (0.4-pm) R, ground finish, 
on the other hand, can probably only be improved to about a 10-pinch (0.3-pm) Ra finish with 
cycle times approaching 15 minutes or more. 
* The best abrasives include silicon carbide for aluminum and tool steels that have not been 
thermally machined, boron carbide for thermally machined tool steels and soft ceramics, and 
diamond for tungsten carbide and hard cer'mics. Abrasive mesh sizes from 320 to 600 mesh 
yielded the best results with good machining speeds and acceptable surface finishes. Abrasive 
particle concentrations of 35 percent by volume are optimal for polishing. Vibration amplitudes 
range from 0.0004 in to 0.0015 in (0.01 to 0.038 mm) with the best frequencies achieved at the 
20- to 20.5-kHz range. 
* For most metals a static load of 4 to 8 pounds (1.8 to 3.6 kilograms) works best; while for 
ceramics and other brittle materials, static loads of 2 to 4 pounds (1 to 1.8 kilograms) achieve the 
best results. Good flushing is important to the success of the polishing process. The best carrier of 
abrasives is water. 
Simple shapes as well as complex three-dimensional shapes can be ultrasonically polished; 
however, the ability to successfully polish vertical sidewalls was not clearly demonstratedl. The 
actual metal removal that occurs is typically less than 0.0005 in (0.013 mm). 
The best horn material appears to be either nonhardened tool steel or aluminum based on cost, 
machinability, bonding and acoustic property considerations. A cylindrical shape offers 
consistent vibration amplitudes and is relatively easy to manufacture. The best bonding technique 
uses a two-part epoxy applied after the horn was heated. 
e Graphite has proved to be the best tool material offering low cost, good availability and excellent 
ultrasonic abradability. A wide range of materials can be polished by ultrasonic techniques. The 
only limiting factor is that the material be sufficiently hard so that the abrasive particles do not 
impinge into the surface. The hardness of the material will affect machining speed and surfacc 
quality. 
PROCESS CAPABILITIES 
A complete report describing all of the activities associated with a PRDA program to establish and 
demonstrate prototype hardware and control software for automatic, close tolerance control of the 
finishing operation for complex components can be requested from WLJMTPM, Wright-Patterson Air 
Form Base, Ohio 45433-6533. The technical effort was conducted in one phase over a 24-month period. 
Objectives of the program were to optimize machining parameters and validate the ability of ultrasonic 
machining to provide reliable and reproducible finishing results. A prototype system was designed, 
Fabricated and assembled as part of this effort. In addition, all aspects of operation and control were tested, 
the process was further optimized and the entire system demonstrated. A partnership with Kennametal 
Allied Signal Aerospace was established for this program. Highlights of the program are discussed. 
For examining deburring and edge finishing parameters primary considerations included abrasive 
type (boron and silicon carbide), size (240 to 600 mesh) and concentration (20 to 40 percent). Samples 
were machined out of A2 tool steel with a 0.25-in (6.35-mm) slot milled across the face of the workpiece. 
Both srlicon and boron carbide abrasives from 320 mesh to 600 mesh were used in tests to remove the 
bun. Abrnsave concentration was 40 percent by volume. (In ultrasonic machining of graphite and 
ceramics, abrasive concentrations typically range from 12 to 25 percent.) Boron carbide performed about 
50 percent faster than silicon carbide; the difference in particle size was negligible. After the full face of 
the vnbmtlrag tool (graphite) was in contact with the workpiece (about 10 minutes), boron carbide removed 
[he bum in a 5-minute cycle; silicon carbide in a 12-minute cycle. The photograph presented in Figure 6 
shows two of the deburring samples, one before and one after processing. 
Figure 6 - Deburring Test Samples Before and After Processing 
n e r e  are limitritions to the burr size which can be effectively removed with ultrasonic polishing. The 
minimum radius produced is dependent on the burr size as well as the abrasive grain size. With 320 mesh, 
a 1.002- to 0.003-in (0.05- to 0.076-mm) radius was produced. For deburring, the best results are achieved 
.with a flat piece of graphite rather than a preshaped tool. 
Recast Removal 
Initial recast removal tests were designed to evaluate the effects of different abrasive sizes, types and 
concentrations on EDM'd surfaces. Tests were performed in A2 tool steel and aluminum with silicon 
carbide and boron carbide of varying abrasive sizes and concentrations. The results of these tests in A2 are 
charted in Figures 7 and 8. Boron carbide produced finer finishes in A2 with a typical surface 
improvement of 60 percent compared with 40 to 45 percent for silicon carbide. Boron carbide can 
accomplish a greater degree of surface finish improvement per unit time, making it possible to pro, a 
higher quantity of work. In addition, boron carbide wears at a lower rate, requiring less frequent 
replacement. However, boron carbides costs about 10 times more than silicon carbide. In aluminum, 320- 
mesh silicon carbide achieved a 70 to 75 percent improvement in surface finish, most of it occus~ng in 
the first 5 minutes. Boron carbide would not be cost effective on aluminum. 
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Figure 7 - EDM Recast Removal in A2 with Silicon Carbide 
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Figure 8 - EDM Recast Removal in A2 with Boron Carbide 
The differences in  both cutting speed and final surface improvement between the 320- mesh abrasive 
and the 500-mesh abrasive of boron carbide or the 600-mesh abrasive of silicon carbide are negligible. 
Typically 320-mesh abrasive will achieve the greatest surface finish improvement in a cycle of up to 15 
minutes-after this the surface finish improvement levels off. A 600- or 1000-mesh abrasive caw 3chdelfe 
slightly better surface finishes when cycle times are longer. 
Surface finish after EDM'ing ranged from 196 to 221pinch (5 to 5.6 pm) Ra in A2; 229 pinch (5.8 p 
rn) in aluminum. After polishing, finishes ranged from 88 pinch (2.2 pm) with boron carbide to 118 p 
inch 43 pm) with silicon carbide in A2 to 60 to 70 pinch (1.5 to 1.8 pm) in aluminum. Typical material 
removd iranged from 0.0001 to 0.0003 in (0.003 to 0.008 mm) for silicon carbide to 0.0003 to 0.0005 in 
(0.008 to 0.013 mm) for boron carbide. 
A series of polishing tests was conducted on EDM'd A2 surfaces with an average incoming surface 
finish of approximately 100 pinch (2.5 pm). Tests were limited to polishing with boron carbide abrasives 
because earlier tests had shown boron carbide to be superior to silicon carbide for polishing EDM'd A2 
surfaces. 
With 320 mesh boron carbide, considerable work was accomplished in the initial 5 minutes of 
polishing. After a 5-minute cycle using a 40 percent concentration of 320 boron carbide, a 45 percent 
sendace finish improvement was achieved. As cycle times were increased, no noticeable surface finish 
improvement resulted. Further testing showed that 320 boron carbide at 55 percent concentrations did not 
perform as effectively; a 5-minute cycle yielded only a 28 percent improvement, 10 minutes resulted in a 
40 percent improvement, and 15 minutes in a 45 percent improvement. These results are presented in 
Figure 9. Optimum abrasive concentration for EDM recast removal was established at 45 to 55 percent. 
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Figure 9 - EDM Recast Removal with Incoming Surface Finish 
of approximately 100 pinch (2.5 pm) 
Cas these charts indicate, tests conducted with 500-mesh boron carbide showed an optimum surface 
improvement of 42 percent after a 15-minute polishing cycle with no appreciable difference in 
concenwations of 45 percent and 65 percent. With finer abrasive particles, longer cycle times do yield 
better surface finishes. Extended processing tests were conducted to establish whether longer cycle times 
would continue to show improvements in the surface finish. With beginning EDM'd finishes ranging 
from 104 to 112 pinch (2.6 to 2.8 pm) Ra, a 30-minute cycle yields surface finish improvements of 
approximately 25 percent over the initial 40 percent improvement achieved in 15 minutes. An additional 
30 minutes of processing yielded only a marginal 5 percent improvement above that. While most of the 
surface improvement is achieved in the first 15 minutes (40 to 45 percent), additional processing of up to 
15 minutes will yield a total surface improvement of 65 to 70 percent. 
Residual Stress Analysis 
Components that are machined with high localized energy, especially those machined by thermal 
processes, will commonly display stresses at the surface. These stresses are typically residual tensional 
stresses caused by the rapid heating and then cooling of the surface of the material being machined. In 
many applications, particularly for aerospace components, residual tensional stresses are not acceptable: 
these stresses can lead to lower cycle fatigue life because they are characterized by microcracks that when 
exposed to pressures or forces in use will propagate and cause cracking, which eventually could caiuse 
failure of the component. 
A series of tests was conducted to examine the impact of ultrasonic polishing on residual stresses. 
Both heat treated and nonheat treated material were tested to determine what effect hardness had on 
residual stress. Both types of material were EDM'd prior to ultrasonic polishing. Several samples %were 
then ultrasonically polished and a fewer number were left unpolished to establish the degree of stress prior 
to ultrasonic polishing. 
As a result of ultrasonic polishing, the tensional residual stresses were negated and, in fact, changed 
to residual compressive stresses. This type of residual stress is advantageous to the strength and fatigue 
cycle of the material. Normally such compressive stresses are created by shot peening, a highly 
uncontrollable process. With ultrasonic polishing, residual compressive stresses can be accurately and 
repeatedly imparted on the workpiece. Although the depth of residual compressive stress was not as great 
with ultrasonic polishing as with shot peening, it is believed that this can be improved with lower 
frequencies and/or higher power (amplitudes). A further advantage is that while the stress chxacteristics 
are being enhanced, the surface finish of the component is being accurately improved. Lambda Research 
Laboratories was contracted to analyze the results of the residual stress tests. 
Examine Abilitv to Process Larger Workpieces 
True ultrasonic machining occurs at a frequency of 20,000 Hz or higher when frequencies are not 
audible by the human ear. Ultrasonic machining and polishing at 20,000 Hz are limited to driving a tool 
that has a maximum surface area of 10 square inches (64.5 square cm). To operate large tools fhe 
frequency must be lowered out of the ultrasonic range. A 10,000-Hz generator, transducer, booster and! 
tool were incorporated into the prototype ultrasonic polishing system to permit processing of areas up to 
25 square inches (129 square cm). 
Primary concerns with 10-kHz polishing include soundproofing and tool tip attachment. A 10-kHz 
tool operating at 50 percent power can generate noise levels of 200 decibels-far above the OSHA 
guidelines. In addition to ear protection a soundproof room was constructed for the 10-kHz testing. Since 
wavelength at 10 kHz is twice that at 20 kHz, the cutting tool assembly is about twice as long as that of 
the assembly for 20 kHz (>>23.5 in compared to 13.5 in I597 mm compared to 343 mm)). This added 
length and larger tool make it more difficult to achieve a good bond between the tool and tip. Atbching 
tool tips for 20-kHz polishing is successful 80 to 90 percent of the time, while 10-kHz tool tips caw be 
attached properly only 30 to 40 percent of the time. 
Sonic (10 kHz) polishing uses the same amplitude as ultrasonic (20 kHz) polishing, but since the 
surface area is considerably larger in sonic polishing, more work can be accomplished in unit lirnc. 
Results from the testing performed in this program show that areas up to 25 square inches (129 square 
cm) can be polished simultaneously. This area can be one large workpiece or a series of smaller 
workpieces. Testing also indicates that the resultant surface finish is comparable to that of 28-kHz 
polishing. 
Although the feasibility of polishing larger areas at 10 kHz has been demonstrated, further testing is 
required to optimize polishing at this frequency. Future investigation should be aimed at the effccts of 10- 
kHz sound on the human ear and how to minimize any possible hazards to the operator. Additionally, a 
more reliable bonding mechanism needs to be established to facilitate 10-kHz processing. 
Ultrasonic Polishing Svstem 
The prototype ultrasonic finishing equipment was designed in four subsystems including mechanical 
componealts, drive and controller systems, ultrasonic hardware and sluny system. The basic design of the 
supesskucteare of the machine is a four-post configuration for maintaining slide accuracies of 0.0001 in 
(0.003 mm). The XY worktable is capable of holding workpieces up to 18 x 24 x 12 in (457 x 610 x 305 
mnl) and weighing up to 350 pounds (160 kilograms). All three axes (X, Y and Z) are driven by AC servo 
motors with positioning capabilities of & 0.00025 in (0.006 mm) through the full travel envelope. The 
Kurt Robocon I1 controller was chosen for integration due to its ability to accept analog voltage input 
commands from a series of force transducers built icto the tooling head; the ability to use a PC allowing 
customized screen generation and NC G-code programming; and the ability to control up to six axes in 
synchronization. 
The uiltxasonic generator is capable of automatic resonance search and following allowing constant 
scanning of the transducer/tool assembly to continuously adjust and optimize frequency. In addition, the 
output power level can be adjusted from 0 to 1 kw to permit different amounts of stroke (or amplitude) to 
be used. Finally, the generator can be operated in both 20 and 10 kHz frequencies for processing larger 
workpicces. 
The slurry system can deliver up to 10 gallons (38 liters) per minute to the machining area with a 
tubing pump incorporated for low wear and easy maintenance. The holding tank is tapered to prevent 
abrasive packing and a chiller is used to maintain slurry temperature. 
Selected parameter data were incorporated into a menu-driven display with prepackaged programs for 
ahabomaiic selection of machining parameters based on the depth of the area to be polished, beginning 
saarfiice finish and previous machining method. Performance requirements for the workpiece, tool, 
machine and controller were specified. 
Based on the design specifications and performance requirements, the control and machine tool were 
built and integrated. The control system is comprised of an IBM compatible industrial PC, monitor and 
keyboard; the Kurt Robocon I1 controller with a special analog input board; motion control amplifiers and 
scrvos; a 16-position auxiliary inputloutput board; Heidenhain linear encoders with times five multiplier 
boxes: a SLICE 10120 kHz, 1 kw ultrasonic generator with special interface board; operator controls and 
pendant workstation; and transformers for the various components. Special consideration was taken to 
ensure easy accessibility for trouble-shooting and maintenance. 
The die set, frame assembly and weldments were subcontracted to outside vendors. The XU table was 
purcltslsed from Setco and incorporated special features allowing accurate mounting to the machine body. 
All cover and guard assemblies were fabricated at EHC and all assembly was also performed at EHC. As 
with thc control system, special consideration was given to accessibility and ease of maintenance. All 
cover asscrnblies were manufactured from Alucobond panels that can easily be removed and replaced by a 
siitagle individual. Assembly of the machine tool required approximately 14 weeks after receipt of all 
components and ran concurrently with the compIetion phase of the control system. 
After completion of the control system and machine tool, integration of these subsystems as well as 
ihc slurqi system was begun. During integration, software control over input/output functions was 
verified, push button control over inputloutput functions was tested and sluny system functions were 
completed. Total time for the integration phase was approximately 10 to 12 weeks. The prototype system 
as plctured in Figure 10. 
Figure 10 - Prototype Ultrasonic Polishing System 
The parameters selected for testing of the completed prototype ultrasonic finishing machine isaclamded 
mechanical accuracy, operating software 'and operator interface, control hardware and polishiii~g 
performance. The XY slide was found to position within 4 0.0002 in per foot (0.005 mm per 305 mm), 
tracked straight within + 0.0002 in (0.005 mm) and was repeatable within k 0.0001 in (0.003 rnrn). The 
moveable platen positioned within + 0.0002 in (0.005 mm) of commanded position and repeated within 
the same tolerance. Parallelism to the worktable surface was not acceptable at the testing phase, so 
corrective action was implemented. The operating software was tested for the responsiveness of the servo 
loop interaction with load cell feedback. At the time of testing it was determined that the servo loop was 
not tight enough and corrective action was recommended and implemented. Control hardware wiring, 
particularly voltage levels and grounding, was verified. Safety issues were examined and accepted. 
Testing of polishing parameters revealed that the servo loop problem impacted the stability of 
machining. It was decided that the corrective actions recommended for the servo loop would ~~llevintc the 
problem of stability. Polishing speed was examined 'and rates as high as 0.030 in (0.762 mm) of vertical 
travel per minute were realized. Polishing quality testing showed surface finish improvements as ~menclir as 
7:1, exceeding the expected results. Parallelism of the moveable platen was determined to be us.pacceplnb&e 
due to poor timing between the two ballscrews. The timing was reset and parallelism was improvcd to 
0.0002 in (0.005 mm) over the full platen surface. The servo loop/stability of machining problern was 
found to be caused by the algorithm that cor~trols this loop. A new algorithm was written to correct tt l is 
problem. 
Process repeatability was examined based on improvement of surface finish and amount of stock 
removal. Stock removal ranged from 0.0001 to 0.0005 in (0.003 to 0.013 mm), dependent on i n c o m i ~ ~ g  
surface roughness. Stock can be removed accurately within 10 percent of the stock removed; stock can 
also be removed to a desired depth within 20 percent and is repeatable from workpicce to workpiece 
within 10 percent. Limitations observed are confined to vertical or near-vertical side walls where stock 
removal was as much as 50 percent less than that of frontal surfaces. 
Surface finish improvements are the greatest when incoming surface roughness is high. In this case, 
surface finish improvements as high as 10: 1 were accomplished. On components with beginning surface 
finishes in the range of 100 pinch (2.5 pm) R,, improvement averaged 5 1 .  Repeatability of surface finish 
improvement measured 2 10 percent. 
Process parameters were optimized including slurry, feedJspeeds, polishing tip material, machining 
pressures and ultrasonic generator settings. Boron carbide is the best multi-purpose abrasive for ultrasonic 
polishing. With a 600-mesh abrasive, surface finishes as low as 8 to 12 pinch (0.2 to 0.3 pm) Ra are 
possible; finishes as low as 14 to 18 pinch (0.36 to 0.46 pm) R, can be produced using 320-mesh 
abrasives. Optimum abrasive concentration for most applications occurs between 18 and 22 percent by 
weight. Polishing tips of graphite show the most promise because they rapidly conform to the workpiece 
cont?guaalion and are of relatively low cost. Graphites with particles sizes of 0.00004 to 0.0001 in (0.001 
to 0.003 mm) performed the best. The optimum static pressure ranges between 1 and 1.5 pounds per 
square inch (0.5 and 0.7 kilograms per 6.452 square centimeters). 
The prototype system has been demonstrated at three international machine tool shows and has been 
discussed in numerous technical presentations and articles. The f i s t  commercial installation has been 
effected for polishing ram tips used in the compacting of tungsten carbide cutting inserts. In addition a 
variety of contract ultrasonic finishing is being performed at EHC. 
SUMMARY 
Tlhe most labor intensive, uncontrollable area of production remaining in the manufacture of 
precision parts involves the final finish machining operations, which frequently absorb more labor time 
than machining. Proper finishing of edges and surfaces affects more than the appearance or feel of a 
product; controlled, consistent edge and surface finishing can dramatically improve product performance 
auld life while reducing direct labor costs. These finishing operations have been identified as the single 
greatest hurdle remaining in fully automating the production of precision components. By applying 
ultrasonic machining techniques, a process has been established for automatable, repeatable, uniform 
polishing with no chemical or electrical alterations in the surface. The process is applicable to a wide 
range of materials, including ceramics, composites, new alloys and plastics, with a level of accuracy not 
previously achievable. In addition, the process has the capability for integration with a tool changer for 
automatic loading of the workpiece and tool for uninterrupted cycling and incorporation into a flexible 
mmnzufacauring cell, providing consistent, uniform and repeatable results and yielding improved 
component performance in this final and critical phase of the complete manufacturing cycle. 
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ABSTRACT 
A two- and three-dimensional multi-chip module technology has been developed in response to the 
continuum in demand for increased performance in electronic systems, as well as the desire to redace the 
size, weight, and power of space systems. Though developed to satisfy the needs of military programs, 
such as the Strategic Defense Initiative Organization, the technology, referred to as High Density 
Interconnect, can also be advantageously exploited for a wide variety of commercial applications, 
ranging from computer workstations to instrumentation and microwave teiecommunications. The 
robustness of the technology, as well as its high performance, make this generality in application 
possible. More encouraging is the possibility of this technology for achieving low cost through high 
volume usage. 
INTRODUCTION 
Size, weight, power. To a space system, they represent cost and complication. Reducing them, at least 
as far as the electronic subsystems are concerned, became the central focus of the Phillips Labratosy 
(PL) Wafer Scale Integration (WSI) program, sponsored largely by the Strategic Defense Initiative 
Organization (SDIO). At the same time, the Defense Advanced Research Preparedness Agency 
A) recognized the tremendous potential of such a technology to improve the performance of 
ics systems, military and commercial. When DARPA and PL initiated programs in the mid- 
1980's to explore these new possibilities, they participated in developing a new approach within an 
emerging class of technologies called multi-chip modules (MCMs), which themselves are a part of ai 
broader class of technologies known as wafer scale integration (WSI) technologies. The MCM 
technology discussed in this wn as High D e n s i ~  Interconnecl (EIDI), developed by 
complementary support from and PL with the General Electric company, is a novel technique 
for re-assembling bare integrated circuits in a manner that dramatically improves size, weight, and 
performance [I]. Perhaps more novel is the potential of this technology to address an exceptiondly large 
class of applications: military and civilian, space and terrestrial, strategic and commercial. 
BACKGROUND 
Traditionally, an integrated circuit (IC) chip is placed in a single chip package (SCP) to protect it from 
mechanical damage and to provide electrical access to its tiny electric terminals. The problem associated 
with conventional electronics assembly methods based around the SCP is that they exact significant 
penalties upon the size, weight, power, performance, and reliability of an electronics system. 
Furthermore, the reliability of a system built in a manner is also non-optimal, due to extraneous mabenals 
and structural interfaces, each representing an additional failure opportunity and thermal barrier. 
Finally, SCPs limit the electrical design complexity that is projected for systems near and beyond the 
year 2000. It is suggested that for these systems, many hundreds if not thousands of signals will emanate 
from the teminals of individuals IC chips [2]. 
Phillips Laborator)., in the mid-1980's, launched the Wafer Scale Integration (WSI) p r o g m  in seaeh of 
better packaging approaches. Here, a special emphasis was placed on technologies that were sui&;abie far 
space strategic missions. Some of the missions envisioned for the SDIO were based on capabilities that 
were prototyped with large brassboards. For these missions to be practical, the same functionality 
demonstrated in the brassboards, sometimes one or more racks full of electronics, had to be compressed 
Inlo comjpatments that were measured in cubic centimeters rather than cubic feet. 
MCM approaches can be delineated into patterned-substrate and patterned overlay approaches (Figure 2). 
118 the patrerned-substrate approach (Figure 2a), the interconnections between components are formed a 
L I I ~ U ~  I ,  bnLc a m~cro-p~~nled clrcull board. In Lhe pultettled ovetiay approach (F~gure 2b),  he approach 
used for ithe HDI process, the interconnections are not formed until all components are placed within the 
substrate. 
(a> (b) 
Figure 1. Hybrid wafer scale integrationtmulti-chip module approaches. (a) Patterned substrate. 
Qb) Patterned overlay. 
THE HIGH DENSITY INTERCONNECT (WDI) PROCESS 
A samplified version of the sequence used to create HDI modules is depicted in Figure 2. Construction of 
an FED1 module starts with a blank piece of substrate material of suitable flatness and quality. The 
substrate is processed first by forming wells or recesses into which the components are placed. Different 
component thicknesses are accommodated by recesses of different depths, formed in such a way as to 
yield an assembly that is essentially planar (within 0.0005 inches) after all components are placed. 
Cornpanewe are mounted into ;he substrate with computer-controlled component placement equipment 
ahat uses the opposite comers of each component as alignment fiducials. Components are secured to the 
subswale with a special thermoplastic, chosen for its thermai conduction, thermal coefficient of 
expansion, and flow viscosity properties. Aluminum can be sputtered on areas of the substrate not already 
covered by components to facilitate the longer direct current interconnections (such as power and ground) 
and the teminals of the HDI modules. 
Subsequent steps of the KDI processing sequence relate to the novelty of the fornation of the so-called 
patterned overlay. This sequence begins with the lan~ination of Kapton dielectric to the entire substrate. 
Tiny opening holes or vias to the surface below the lamination are laser-formed and metallized to 
complete electrical connection to the ICs below. The metal system consists of sputtered titanium and 
copper, electroplated copper, and sputtered titanium. To pattern the metallization configuration, a 
sprayed photoresist layer is laser-exposed as required with an adaptive lithography system. The adaptive 
process is used to dynamically correct for the slight but inevitable errors that occur in component 
placement. Eventually, 2 to 4 additional layers of this dielectric-metal system are formed onto the HDI 
assembly, depnding on the wiring capacity demands of a particular application [3]. 
Final packaging of HDI modules for military and space applications typically involves using a laser- or 
seam-welded kovar flat package to hermetically encapsulate the KDI substrate. These packages interface 
electrically to the HDI substrate through lead wires, which pass through insulating gIass beads in the wall 
of the package. Simple wirebonds between the HDI substrate and the leads facilitate the electrical 
connections required. Other hermetic and non-hermetic packaging methods have been explored and 
remain an active area of research. These include: (1) the integral package, which uses the substrate itself 
as a f ind?  hemetic package, eliminating all wire-bonds; (2) non-hermetic, direct attach techniques, 
which interface inverted HDI modules directly to a PWB using an appropriate interposer (e.g., cinch 
connector, elastomeric, etc.); and (3) special high pin count package designs, extendible to threc- 
dimensional WDI modules [4]. 
PREPARING SUBSTRATES 
A thin layer of aluminum is 
The HDI process becjins with a flat blank Pockets are formed in the substrate deposited uniformly onto Ihe 
of a starting material, such as alumina using industrial computer-controlled substrate. The metal is then 
(most commonly used), aluminum milling equipment (other high volume selectively patterned and etched to 
nitride, silicon, glass, etc. This flat blank production techniques can be form "backside metal" contacts for 
becomes the substrate, which provides a implemented). These pockets become certain components and other 
mechanical supporting structure for the receptacles for the various integrated special functions. 
HDI module. circuits and passive components 
required for the functional HDI module. 
PUCING FORMING A PAmERNED 
COMPONENTS OVERLAY 
After a computerdetermined quantity of 
adhesive is automatically distributed in 
each pocket, the components are- 
transferred from dispensers with a Vias are then l ase rd~ l i d  to open 
robotic "pick-and-place" machine. The Following a spray-on application of contacts to the 
chips are placed with their electrical Ultem 1000 thermoplastic dielectric, terminals- A micron thick 
contact pads facing upward. the first Kapton layer is laminated to System is prmessd 
the substrate at 300° C. through sputtering and 
electroplating, forming the l rs t  
layer interconnections. 
FINAL PACKAGING 
One of the n~ost Common modes of Finally, a package lid is vvetded or 
packaging for HDI modules is the soldered to form a hermefic seal. 
ht~t'r~etic package. In this case, the Other HDI packaging options include Addtional dielenric layers are laminated HDI substrate is glued into a package hemetic integral substrate and non- 
and metallization layers are formed as made of Kovar. Wire bonds are hermetic carriers. 
necessary. These subsequent formed between substrate and 
laminations utilize a thermosetting package leads. 
siloxane-polyimide adhesive. 
Figure 2. The two-dimensional NDI process. 
P~ocess Repair and Com~onent Pre-Tesl 
Tllc ability io repair any MCM process is important for two reasons: (1) the value of the collection of 
components committed to an MCM is sometimes very significant, particularly for military applicalions: 
and (2) component yields are often too low to produce a first-pass functional MCM. Repair of the HDI 
process is routinely accomplished by removing the overlay, selectively removing and replacing bad 
components, and rebuilding the overlay. Recent tests have demonstrated as many as eleven consecutive 
I-cpaii- cycles o n  inciividual HDI modulss n.itli no mc:~surahle differcnccs in rhc physical or clcctrical 
pcirformarace characteristics of the components. Several "known good die" techniques can be employed 
with the ED1 process to mitigate the need for module repair. One technique involves the bum-in on 
partidly completed HDI assemblies. Unlike patterned substrate approaches, HDI allows interim testing 
so be pedomed after the metallization of each layer, if desired. A simpler technique for high volume 
production involves the use of a dedicated electronic membrane, built from HDI itself and configured to 
interface with all critical substrate components upon (temporary) contact to the substrate. Finally, a more 
elegant technique that mimics the conventional IC burn-in approaches can be used, which involves the 
lase of a special adaption of the HDI process to actually create recoverable ICs. This temporary 
ir~rcl-connect process, forms single-layer temporary patterned overlays on individual ICs, which can be 
rcrnoved after the IC is burned in. Each of these testing techniques represents an interim solution for a 
problem that will ultimately be solved by the semiconductor vendor. 
Recent SDIO-sponsored research under the PL program has resulted in the development of a three- 
dsrnenslonal extension of the HDI process. This "3D HDI" is unique among the various approaches that 
havc bcen proposed to achieve a three-dimensional packaging system in that it is based on direct 
exlens ens of the two-dimensional HDI  process. A simplified sequence for achieving 3D-HDI is shown 
a n  Figure 3. 3D-HDI combines a collection of identically-sized two-dimensional HDI modules into a 
vcry compact assembly through direct stacking. In this case, electrical contacts are formed in on thc 
edges of individual IIDI modules to be combined into a three-dimensional assembly. After the stack of 
&DI modules is laminated togqther, new HDI palterned overlays are created, which interconnect the 
cdges of individual layers together, like a miniature backplane. Depending on the module IeveI wiring 
capaclly requiPements, two or all four edges are utilized for patterned overlay interconnection. Several 
demons&ahion three-dimensional HDI modules have been constructed, including intercor~nectivity 
n~odules (Figure 4a), thermal profiling modules, and functional memory modules (Figure 4b-4d). Final 
packaging can be accomplished using l:ovar packages similar to those previously described for 2D-HDI. 
Figure 3. Three-dimensional WDI process. 
Figure 4. Three-dimensional WDI modules. (a) Interconnectivity Module. (b) Memory Module, 
(c) Edge view of memory module. (d) Mernory module in final package. 
Properties of HDI 
This section addresses further the electrical and mechanical properties of the HDI process that makc; ill! 
viabie for general application and discusses reliability and manufacturability issues. 
Electrical Performance 
Perhaps the greatest motivation for the development of MCM technologies is electrical pedomance. As 
the performance of digital systems built with silicon ICs exceeds 100 MHz, high fidelity interconne-t' Ions 
structures are required. The interconnections of a PWB are reasonably high in performance, but their 
physical span, resulting from the use of SCPs for a conventional system forces the designer to implemcni 
transmission line design rules at a sufficiently high frequency. Although t~ansmission line behavior h 
well understood, the prospect of re-designing hundreds of digital signal lines to accommo8ate ceon@ralled 
impedances is formidable. Converting such designs to MCM technologies such as HDI allows the system 
designer to create better systems while still employing the simpler, lumped circuit analysis and design 
procedures. With HDI in particular, the quality of the interconnection system is very high. The thick 
copper interconnections minimize series loss, and the relatively thick, low permittivity, planar intermeal 
dielectrics provide a relatively low capacitance. In this respect, HDI interconnections are supnor in 
quality to the lossy interconnectio~~s that are characteristic of the integrated ckcuit itself. 
As promising as HDI is for digital circuits operating in the lumped element regime, it is even a more 
enabling solution for digital and analog circuits operating in the transmission line regime and even 
beyond. Measurements recently performed by the Mayo Foundation indicate the capability of two-inch 
HDI substrates to support impressed digital signals well above one gigahertz [5] .  One of the most 
significant advantages in electrical performance for HDI is that the high quality interconnection structure 
terminates directiy to the IC itself. The physically smooth transition of an HDI via is particularly 
important at microwave frequencies, where low-inductance, high quality terminations are desired. As 
such, HDI provides much higher quality transitions than those provided by wire bonds, tape automated 
bonding, and even solder (as used in controlled collapse chip interconnection approaches). To better 
underskand these advantages, an effort was recently undertaken by GE to compare ordinary microwave 
siructurcs bull1 in HDI to those built with more traditional technologies. 
Mechanical Design 
Pal~Lemed overlay processes offer several significant advantages. First, the thermal and electrical paths 
ape sepaated, providing a more efficient utilization of the available area. All contacts to the components 
in the subswate are formed simultaneously during assembly, using high yield fabrication methods 
developed onginally for the construction of ICs. The patterned overlay design also supports maximal 
component densities. In some cases, more than 90% of a substrate area is covered by components, 
cornpa~ed to the 6-20% in conventional packaging approaches. The interconnection capability of a 
pattcrned overlay process is great compared to MCM approaches based upon wire bonds or tape 
automakd bonding, which are predominantly limited to connecting only the peripheral regions of 
compnents. The ability to support to interconnection of contacts distributed throughout the surface of a 
compnent is promising for future generations of ICs, which will require greater communication 
bandwidths. The patterned overlay is more compact vertically, due to its planar construction. This 
planarity allows very rugged and compact three-dimensional structures to be formed. 
The robustness of ED1 has been graphically demonstrated in a series of tests by PL and GE to rest the 
pdormmce of HDI in extreme thermal, mechanical, and nuclear environments. A summary of these 
tests are presented in Table 1. Central to the design of the HDI process was the selection of appropriate 
makrials, since many failure mechanisms are related to the interactions that can occur at the interfaces of 
dissimilar materials. The compatibility of these materials are often exercised by the batteries of tests 
prescribed in miIitary standards and specifications. For example, several thermal shocks between two 
tennprature extremes tests the differences in thermal expansions of the various materials used in the WDI 
process. Underground nuclear tests demonstrate the ruggedness of a technology to withstand high 
amounts of total ionizing dose and thermomechanical shock. On these and other bases, the HDI process 
has k e n  demonstrated quite spectacularly. 
The research to further refine the understanding of HDI reliability continues. One effort, a joint venture 
of reliability analysts within the Department of Defense and NASA, is exploring the value of the so- 
cdled kacnihional military reliability tests to adequately exploit reliability probIems in various MCM 
txhnologies, including HDI. This "Reliability Technology" or "RelTech" effort is conducted through 
theoretical modeling, test, and destructive and non-desAmctive analysis of groups of WDI test structures of 
represenutive complexity. These structures are instrumented with reliability monitoring structures 
(miniature rest ICs developed by Sandia National Laboratories), as well as representative digital logic, 
memory, analogy, and transmission line circuits. The findings from this effort may lead to future 
refinement of the criteria used by NASA and the military to evaluate, qualify, and certify MCM 
t~hndogies  for military applications and those commercial applications which rely on military 
sp~ificatisns for guidance in technology selection (e.g., heart pacemakers, etc.). 
FOP bath engineering prototypes and high volume production, HDI has several significant 
mmufactmability features. For low-volume production, flexibility is important. In some MCM 
approaches, significant non-recumng expenses (NRE) are required for the formation of many 
photolithographic masks and often the construction of specialized tape automated bonding (TAB) isarncs 
For low volume prototype fabrication, the HDI process, wh~ch is maskless and requires no TAB ih-arnes, 
can be particularly cost effective. Engineering changes can and have been performed overnight, EIB 
contrast to other approaches, such as cofired ceramics, which often require substantial turn-aroue~d tlirnes 
for even minor patterning changes. At the high-volume end of the production spectrum, the impact OF 
' c\ NRE IS, of course, amort~zed across a much larger number of units. Wh~le primarily a rnaskless pro: 
WDI can also employ mask-based processing, due to newer, high-accuracy automated die placemen! 
equipnlent. W l ~ h  o~tier producllo~l enhancemen~s and h e  advanlage ul the paucrned ovcllaq pr occs\. 
which forms all interconnections to components as a by-product of fabrication (in contrast to gairemed 
substrate approaches), HDI can potentially realize one of the lowest per-unit costs of any MCM process 
produced in volume. 
Table 1. Representative test data on two-dimensional Nigh Density Interconnect (IIDI) substrates 
(after El]). 
Catego~y Test Description 
Mechanical Constant acceleration 7,000 G 
Drop Shock 1,500 G, 0.5 ms 
Extreme mechanical 68,000 g linear 
shock 178,000 g centrifugal 
Thermal Thermal Cycle 1,000 Cycles -5S0 to 
12S0 C 
Severe Acceleration 1,000 Cycles -200° to 
1 5S0 C 
Radiation Thermomechanical Shock Underground Nuclear 
Test 
Total Dose Tested above ground to 
40 Megarads total dose 
APPLICATIONS OF THE WDI TECHNOLOGY 
Since the inceptio1.1 of the PL WSI program, the interest in MCM technologies has become widespread. 
both in the government and private sector. Clearly, an increased level of integration afiows higher 
gerfomance systems to be constructed, some of which would be impossible to assemble with 
conventional packaging approaches. The two key considerations for candidate applications are those that 
would most dramatically benefit from: (1) a overall consistent reduction in interconnection path lengths 
in a highly controlled manner and (2) a greatly improved wiring capacity. In other cases, 2D- and 3D- 
HDI can facilitate the assembly of an existing system in a form compact enough to make it useful in ways 
not previously conceived. Finally, in those applications where "more is better", 2D- and 3D-EIIDI allow 
systems of much greater capacity in an equivalent weight and volume. A smpling of those applications 
that would most dramatically benefit from these braits are presented in the following paragraphs. 
Magnetic Recording Svstem Replacements 
Every space system, aircraft, and many ground systems require recording systems for data stomge. For 
space systems, an orbit's worth of data must be collected for relay toa ground station located in one 
position on the surface of the earth. Flight recorders are required in all military and commmcid aircraft 
to hold key infomation for crash investigations or routine reliability surveys. Finally, the use of data 
recording systems for instrumentation is widespread in many systems. The traditional use of magnetic 
recorders becomes less attractive, because of the limited reliability, data recording speed, and ease of 
;iccess. For these reasons, solid state storage is being actively considered by the military and NASA. 
HDI has already been demonstrated in several different memory module designs, fabricated for an 
upcoming satellite experiment (Figure 5a). Additionally, ruggedized memory module of two different 
designs have been fabricated for the Defense Nuclear Agency. HDI, particular the 3D-HDI, gives 
semicomdhsctor memory storage a much greater density, making the solid state storage alternative a 
lucrative one. 
Mcdacal imagallg Svstem Enhancemen1 
A n~lebficd imaging system is only one example of a system where the ability to rapidly acquire and 
process data is an important consideration. One of the key components of any data acquisition system is 
the anaalog-to-digital convertor ( A X ) ,  which samples a continuously variable signal and provides it a 
computer in a digital form. It is possible to construct fast, coarse ADCs or higher resolution but slower 
ADCs with existing monolithic IC processes. While in principle it is possible to assemble fast ADCs 
with high resolution from a group of low resolution ADCs, the variability in electrical path lengths create 
clecw~cal skew and differential resistance between channels render this approach impractical when using 
conventional packaging methods. The fist  8-bit video rate flash converters were not routinely used, for 
example, undl companies such as TRW were able to build them monolithically. With WDI, however, the 
conastrucdon of multi-component A X s  may now be practical, since electrical path lengths and electrical 
contact benninations are directly and precisely controlled through layout. This feature, along with the 
low ~rmiteiviey dielectrics used in the patterned overlay, create the electrical performance characteristics 
needed to build composite, high-performance ADCs. 
MOPC generally, the construction of superior mixed signal (analog plus digital) systems, such as dc-to-dc 
power convertors are made possible through HDI. While excellent monolithic, mixed-signal IC 
p-sroccsses exist today, it is typically not possible to create both analog and digital devices of superior 
qnalivj and density within the same IC processes. HDI allows the mixture of a wide variety of device 
tecl-anoiiogies. In the same module, optimal digital (e.g., sub-micron CMOS), analog (e-g., high quality 
bapolx), m d  microwave (e.g., GaAs) IC processing technologies can be present. The superior 
rnkcrzonnecfion design afforded by the patterned overlay interconnection system allows the conslruction 
of fuwct~o~raal bblocks that have a performance superior to that in a monolithic or conventionally packaged 
multi-compnent approach. The performance advantages of this capability can be considerable. For 
example, GE, in their own internal research, have developed dc-dc power convertors that approach 100 
W/sn3 density with an efficiency above 85%. Monolithic dc-dc power converiors do not presently 
achieve this efficiency because of the slight compromises made in the mixed-signal monolithic IC 
processes which accumulate to an overall lower efficiency at the system level. 
Teilecommaanications and Microwave 
The increasing emphasis on high-speed telecommunications is driving the performance of electronics. 
One example of a high-speed telecommunications product is the radio-frequency (rf) modem, which 
sends infomation normally transmitted through telephonic or direct-line media through radio 
transmission. Presently, rf modems are bulky and expensive, and will be prevalent only when they are 
made compact and inexpensive. They represent one of many opportunities in the telecommunications 
field where a high-performance MCM technology such as HDI can accelerate use through size, weight, 
and even cost reduction. The extension of RDI to other applications in the microwave region is also 
prorn~sing, due to its superior electrical performance. 
Computers 
Faster computers can be cor~structed using HDI. In several early programs with DARPA, HDI was uscd 
to construct a computer based on Texas Instruments TMS320C25 16 bit fixed point microprocessors. 
The WDI version of a computer previously built on PWB was shown to achieve in some cases ahove 80 
MHz pcrfornlancc, substantially higher than thc IC's rated pcrforma~lcc of 40 MHz. Other experirner~~s :aa 
PL demonstrated a measured performance of up lo 71 MHz from memory components rated as 40 MHz 
components. More recent experiments with iawrcncc Livermor-c h a i ~ o ~ ~ a l  Labralor-y or1 KiOOti  b'ixcii: 
computer cores (Figure 5b) built in HDI demonstrated at least a 70% performance improvement. Bn th is 
case, several of the 16 MHz units (54 components, including an R3000 central processor, R3010 floating 
point unit, and 256 kilobytes external cache) were functionally operating up to the 27.5 MHz limit of the 
testing configuration. 
Figure 5. Memory and computer WDI modules. (a) Space-qualified memory module, 
(b) R3000/R3010 computer core, cornplete with 256 kilobytes of instruction and d a b  cache. 
Future supercomputers will require extraordinary interconnectivity for maximal data bandwidths. Evela 
though monolithic ICs could be constructed to support these high interconnectivity requirements, single 
chip packages are pin limited, even as they hinder the electrical performance needed by a supercomputer. 
HDI, particularly 3D-HDI, will allow system designers to re-think and re-define the previously accepted 
limilations of performance with available packaging technologies. The construction of multi-prwessorr 
nodes in an exceptionally small space is now possible. Since HDI can support wiring capacities that 
would allow individual integrated circuits to support thousands of input/output interconnections, 
multiple-instruction, multi-data stream (MIMD) star topologies for a limited number of 32/64 bit 
processors operating at very high speeds can be explored. This feature combined with the circuit 
compression factors provided by 3D-HDI make possible the definition of a new state-of-the-art in 
computing. Since HDI, for example, allows individual ICs to be placed together within several 
thousandths of an inch, interconnected with a high performance metaVdielectric system, larger 
synchronous cache memories, additional co-processors, and associated inputfoutput circuibry can be 
tightly integrated with a net performance increase, as the new Intel "DX2" microprocessors do at the IC 
level. 
Integrated SensorIActuator Assemblies 
One trend ina advanced packaging is to pack more of a given type of circuitry in the same volume (e.g., 
more mem~ory). Another is to make a higher performance functional block (e.g., a computing engine). 
Still another is to integrate more of a system, even a complete system, into a module. Many applications 
in robotics and automotive electronics could benefit from the ability to build a sensor and processor in the 
same module. The abilities to place a computer in the arm or joint of a robot or inside the brakes of an 
automobile allow greatly simplified cenlral control concepts to be applied: less complex communications 
wealliid be required. bulky wiring harnesses could be reduced or eliminated, and lighter and more rapidly 
responding systems could be developed. A still more intriguing possibility is that an entire electronics 
system, horn sensor to actuator, could be constructed in a two- or three-dimensional HDI system. For 
example, micro-miniature roving systems, equipped with infrared focal plane arrays or charge-coupled 
device displays, could be constructed for the exploration of seascapes, the insides of tunnels and 
minesiaaft'ns, or perhaps for the exploration of the surface of another planet. These and other concepts, 
some sliBi perhaps in the realm of not-so-old science fiction, are achievable through dramatically 
increased integration capability. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Thriough significant research and development activities sponsored by the government, a revolutionary 
patterned overlay MCM technology has been developed. The HDI technology is as versatile as it is 
robust, fully capable of meeting the demanding needs of military and commercial applications. It is 
unaquely capable among MCM technologies in its ability to accommodate a wide variety of existing 
comp+nent technologies, application regimes, operating environments, and ready extension to an even 
denser three-dimensional form. It is being actively researched for many applications already and is 
available presently in limited production quantities for evaluation, with large production availability 
closely following. The benefits of the two- and three-dimensional HDI technology, to reduce the size, 
welg!mt, and power of electronic systems, and perhaps more importantly, to dramatically improve their 
performance, make it one of the most significant new technologies for advanced electronics packaging 
srnce the ofiginal single chip package for the integrated circuit. 
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ABSTRACT 
Prediction of the capacity remaining in used high rate, high energy batteries is important 
information to the user. Knowledge of capacity remaining in used batteries results in 
their better utilization. This translates into improved readiness and cost savings due tc 
complete, efficient use. High rate batteries, due to their chemical nature, are highly 
sensitive to misuse (i.e., Over discharge or very high rate discharge). Battery failure due 
to misuse or manufacturing defects could be disastrous. Since high rate, high energy 
batteries are expensive and enerpctic a reliable method of predicting both failures and 
remaining energy has been actively sought. Due to concerns over safety the behavior of 
lithium/sulphur dioxide cells at different temperatures and current drains has been 
examined. The main thrust of this effort was to determine failure conditions for 
incorporation in hazard anticipation circuitry. In addition, capacity prediction forlimulas 
have been developed from test data. A process that performs continuous, real-time 
hazard anticipation and capacity prediction has been developed. The intr6sduc";ion of 
this process into microchip technology will enable the production of reliable, safe and 
efficient high energy batteries. 
INTRODUCTION 
Each year millions of dollars are spent on lithium batteries for use in portable iele~tronics 
equipment. Because of their superior rate capability and service life over a wide variety 
of conditions, lithium batteries are the power source of choice for many equipment 
applications. There is no convenient method of determining the available capacity 
remaining in partially used lithium batteries; hence, users do not take full advantage of ah1 
the available battery energy. In order to maintain readiness, users currently replace 
batteries on a conservative schedule. This practice results in the waste of millions of 
dollars in battery energy every year. In addition to the inability to determine the 
remaining capacity, high rate batteries are highly sensitive to misuse. To preclude this, 
safety devices are currently included in battery packs. Generally batteries contain three 
safety components: electrical fuses, thermal fuses and diodes. The electrical fuse protects 
the cells from sourcing too much current, the thermal fuse protects the battery pack from 
excessive heat and the diode shields primary cells from being charged. Charging primary 
cells can have catastrophic results. These devices are passive and provide maximum 
protection for all discharge scenarios, limiting the capabilities of the battery by imposing 
worst case protection for all discharge conditions. 
It is a well documented and accepted that the available capacity in a lithium battery is a 
function of the conditions that the battery has been subjected. Capacity remaining is a 
complex fihawction of current drain, temperature and time. Therefore a reliable method of 
predicting remaining capacity has been actively sought. 2-7 External devices are available 
for most battery systems. However these devices are, in many cases, not portable and 
imprecise. Therefore a continuous internal means of determining remaining capacity is 
desirable. Lithium/sulphur dioxide cell behavior at different temperatures and current 
drains have been examined. This examination has resulted in the establishment of 
discharge eficiency formulas. Utilization of these formulas has given rise to a capacity 
prediction algorithm. In addition the safety aspects of electrochemical systems are a 
priority. The concern over safety has lead to the incorporation of safety devices into 
batteries. To achieve the full power potential of high energy batteries the development 
of active safety devices has been examined. Batteries are less tolerant to misuse the 
deeper they are discharged. Knowledge obtained through safety testing incorporated into 
microelectronics technology allowed the development of active safety devices. These 
devices designed to anticipate and detect hazardous conditions allow for increased power 
loads to be placed on the battery without the fear of failure. 
EXPERIMENTAL 
Lithiumlsulphur dioxide cells, produced under government contract, were discharged at 
various temperatures and discharge rates. Cell discharge included typical as well as 
abusive conditions. Tests were temperature controlled using a Blue M, Model 1004-3B 
envilronmental chamber. Discharge rates were controlled using an internally fabricated 
constant current electronic load. This electronic load was designed to be a constant 
current load without forced discharge or external power supply aid. Test conditions were 
continually monitored and controlled with an ACROSYSTEMS Acro-400 data 
acquisition and control unit in conjunction with a personal computer. Acquisition and 
control software was internally generated. Temperature, discharge rate and cell voltage 
were continually recorded for analyses. 
Typical discharge rates ranged from 0.02 r n ~ m p l c m ~  to 10 mAmp/cm2. This normalized 
discharge rate allowed for different cell sizes to be compared. The tests were conducted 
in temperatures between -40°C and 70°C. Cells were subjected to constant current 
discharge, pulse discharge and intermittent discharge. During pulse and intermittent 
discharge, conditions were varied as well as kept constant. Cell discharge capacity was 
determined at a two volt per cell cut off. The lithium/sulphur dioxide electrochemical 
system hats an open circuit voltage of three volts. Cell discharge efficiency, determined 
by the ratio of delivered capacity to theoretical capacity, is graphically represented in 
Figure 1. This set of curves can be described by a surface represented by Equation 1. 
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Figure 1. Graphic representation of relationship between discharge efficiency? 
temperature and constant current discharge rate for lithiumlsulphur dioxide cells. 
Equation 1.  Polynomial fit of the surface relating discharge efficiency (Ed) to dlscharge 
current (i) and temperature (2). 
Charging, forced over discharge and high current discharge are examples of abusive 
discharge conditions. These conditions generally lead to cell failure and were performed 
during the safety analysis. lo  Typical cell failure involves the opening of the cell's vent 
In addition partially discharged cells were interrogated using DC pulse measurement and 
AC impedance spectroscopy using an impedance spectroscopy measurement system The 
impedance spectroscopy measurement system included a Hewlett Packard HP9836 
computer, a Schlumberger 1286 Electrochemical Interface and a Schlumberger 1250 
Frequency Response Analyzer. 'I'he effects of discharge rate, depth of discharge and 
temperature on cells were observed through the response to this stimulation Data 
obtained during all tests were used to develop a capacity prediction algorithm as well as 
hazard anticipation circuitry. 
DESIGN 
The remaining capacity of batteries is often determined by a simple technique that 
monitors the coulombic drain (Amperes.seconds) from the battery. This information tells 
the user the capacity removed from the battery. When this information is subtracted from 
nominal capacity, remaining capacity can be determined. This technique is valid when 
disclhasge conditions remain constant. Variation in battery efficiency due to discharge 
conditions can result in large errors. Since discharge conditions of a battery are 
continually changing, it is desirable to utilize battery discharge efficiency on a continual 
basis. Designed capacity prediction circuitry calculates effective capacity removed from a 
battery based on discharge efficiency on a continual basis. In order to calculate effective 
capa"aty removed discharge rate, temperature and time must be determined. 2 
The voltage drop across a resistor is used as a current sensor. Unfortunately, there is 
valuable power wasted in the resirrtor when this approach is used. Another approach to 
monitor the battery's current draitl is to Iise one of the components already incorporated 
in the battery. Using the diode as the sensor is not recommended because connecting 
anything across the diode would prevent the diode from performing its protective 
function. The voltage drop across a fuse is a function of the current passing through it 
and its ambient temperature. However variation in the fuse can cause calculation errors. 
Therefore a resistor with a value as low as possible is used. 
The voltage across the resistor will be relatively small and must be amplified in order to 
bring it up to levels that can be processed. In addition the voltage drop will fluctuate, 
due to varying discharge loads. Therefore to maintain accuracy it is extremely important 
to continuously monitor the voltage across the resistor and store this information. One 
method of capturing this voltage is to use an integrator that would sum up the voltage 
over time. This summation represents an average current therefore the integration time 
should be minimal. The integrator can be of either analog or digital design; however, an 
analog integrator is far simpler to implement. An inexpensive method of integrating a 
voLtage is to use a pair of PNP transistors and configure them as a conventional 
differential amplifier. A constant current source is needed to prevent changes in cell 
voltage from effecting the data being collected. Besides amplifying the resistor's voltage, 
the differential amplifier converts the voltage to a current. This current is used to charge 
a capacitor. The voltage developed across the capacitor represents capacity removed 
and is sensed by a Comparator. The comparator and processor converts the analog 
voltage to digital data. 
The capacitor and resistor used in the circuit are tuned such that a threshold voltage 
represents one coulomb capacity removed. The capacitor is discharged by a switch 
controlled by the processor whenever the threshold voltage is achieved. This cycle is 
repeated each time one coulomb capacity is removed from the battery. An internal clock 
is used to record time for each cycle. Temperature data is acquired similarly, however 
amplification is not necessary. A current source whose output is a function of 
temperature is commercially available and inexpensive. 
The processor calculates current by calculating the ratio of one coulo~nb and the t ime 
required to perform the integration cycle. With current and temperature information the 
efficiency of the reaction can be calculated. Adjusted capacity removed (one 
coulomb/efficiency of reaction) is subtracted from the pervious capacity remaining, this 
value represents the current capacity available. For processors with limited computing 
power a look up table can be utilized without adding significant error. 
A control feature added to the processor enables hazard anticipation to be performed. 
This control requires the addition of voltage sensors across each cell a,nd control 
elements within the battery. Example control elements include: micro controlled current 
suppressers and electronic fuses. A routine utilizing capacity remaining, temperature, 
discharge current and cell voltage is used to control the use of the battery. Examples of 
typical control include: 
1) Allowable discharge current reduced as available discharge capacity 
decreases. 
2) Load disconnected from battery when internal temperature reaches a 
preset level, allowing the battery to cool off. 
3) Load permanently disconnected from load when the voltage of one cell 
in the battery drops below a preset level. 
A simple version of battery control uses passive safety devices and an active safety 
device that permanently disconnects the battery from any load when hazardous 
conditions are detected. 
Incorporated in the design is the ability to output to the user the informatialn gathered 
and stored by the processor. A light emitting diode readout positioned on the battery will 
display to the user the remaining capacity in the battery. In order to  conserve battery 
energy this readout is activated by a switch located on the battery surface. In addition a 
continual digital readout using the battery connector will output data to equipment. This 
output will allow for a real-time indication of the abilities of the batteries without 
removing the battery from the equipment. This output requires the equipment to have 
the ability to read and decipher the signals being outputted from the battery. 
Battery data output is achieved using a NMOS FET open drain with the source 
grounded. The serial data output has one start bit followed by eight data bits. The most 
significant bit of the data will be first and the data will represent a two character 
hexadecimal word. This hexadecimal word is used as a code that represents battery 
condition. Table 1 contains a listing of data codes and their meanings. In the output 
logical "0" is represented by high voltage and logical "1" is represented by low voltage 
The data output will be provided every second at a bit transfer rate, in the order of, 800 
bits per second. 1 
HEX CODE INDICATION 
00 00 percent capacity remaining in battery 
0 1 01 percent capacity remaining in battery 
. . . . . . 
0 A 10 percent capacity remaining in battery 
. . . . . . 
44 100 percent capacity remaining in battery 
. . . . . . 
7 0 User activated shutdown 
7 1 Battery group 1 cell 1 failure 
7 2 Battery group 1 cell 2 failure 
. . . 
Battery group 2 cell 5 failure 
Battery group 1 fuse activation 
Battery group 2 fuse activation 
Table 4 Partial listing of output codes for a ten cell battery pack configured in two five 
cell strings 
Processor h;ontrolled circuitry that incorporates hazard anticipation, remaining capacity 
indication and data output has been designed. This circuit contains hardware and 
software for determining remaining capacity and control. The hardware is controlled by 
software7 this makes the design suitable for different electrochemical systems and battery 
configurations. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Breadboard circuits were fabricated to test the validity, accuracy and operation of the 
design. The breadboard allowed for quick software changes to accommodate different 
cell con5"ngurations. The breadboards incorporated both hazard anticipation and passive 
safety devices. Operation tests were performed using 'D' size and '113 C' size 
lithiumisulphur dioxide cells. Cell configuration included: Two five cell strings 
discharged in parallel and one, five and ten cell strings discharged in series. During 
discharge temperature, voltage and current were monitored independent of the circuitry. 
Discharge conditions for the valiciity checks were the same as described in the 
experimental section of this paper. Discharges were halted at random depth of discharge. 
To evaluate the operation of the hazard anticipation, single cell and multi-cell batteries 
were stressed with known failure modes. Tests were considered successful when the 
circuit disconnected the battery and no cells within the battery vented. Evaluation of the 
capacity prediction algorithm was performed by recording the predicted remaining 
capacity of partially discharged batteries. The batteries were then discharge at a rate of 5 
mAmps/cm2 at 25°C. The capacity delivered was then compared to the capacity of a 
fresh battery at this discharge condition. The fresh battery capacity was determined by a 
twenty battery average. The results of this comparison is shown in Figure 2. Figure 2 
shows a prediction error of +5% with a median value slightly skewed to the negative. A 
negative error denotes a low capacity remaining prediction. 2 
Error in Capacity Remaining Prediction 
- 
Occurrence (Percent) 
2 6  1 
-6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Prediction Error (percentage fresh battery capacity) 
Figure 2. Distribution of error in capacity remaining prediction. 
Data output capability was performed using a developmental radio. Tests showed that 
the data supplied from the battery was able to be read and interpreted by the radio. The 
radio was then capable of displaying this information to the user. These results combined 
with the low capacity remaining prediction error and successful hazard anticipation 
results shows that the incorporation of hazard anticipation and capacity paredicticon 
provides the means for more efficient utilization of battery energy by the user. 
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New rechargeable battery Whnology is desGlriW and -pared with classical prionary bae&v bxk-w of 
lyp cells with the thickness memory c m p e n $  (I m n o ~ d ,  
can replace coin cells. 
ic low battery voltage indicators will free tbe peridc PC card user &om 
having to "feed" their PC cards with coin cells and will allow a quick visual check of stored cards for b b  W w  
voltage status. 
s time equal to cycle time, equal dmari!on rrname 
cycles and low voltage small data reten~ow cmewt when 
disconnected from the require a battery bwk-up in order 
to retain their memory when disconnected from system power. specifies a bakv B 
the end of the PC card opposite the connector (Figure 1) and PC card manufacturers use a coin type baltery in a removable 
battery holder (Figure 2) in this location. The PCMCIA standard section 4.12 also rnakes provision for the K card to 
cmpare the battery voltage with two reference voltages and provide status signals (BVD1 - BVD2 =: 0) when the 
battery needs to be replaced. 
PRmARU COIN CELLS 
The low profile of the 2025 coin cell rnakes it the cell of cboice for memory cards. The 20 represenas its 
in millirnetes and the 25 represents its thickness in tenths of a millimeter. The 
depending upon the chemis~y used in the cell. Two types of three volt coin 
CR2025 uses lithium - manganese dioxide chemis has a capacity of 1 
- polycarbon monofluoride chemistry and has 120 
Battery capacity can be translated into PC card memory l i e  if both the S 's data reteneion supply cment 
(ICCDR) and average storage temperature Figure 3 is a plot of the battery capacity as a funcdon of 
average storage temperature ht NEC uPDQ31000A). The two sloping lhes indimk the 
. As indicated on this plot a CR2025 b a t m  will provide 2 
n at 25°C and only 1 month/lMByte at 80°C. This steep temperature depen&jlewm pub the 
responsibility for memory retention upon the user, as they must keep their cards cool and periacally imefi them in a 
cmputer to c k k  on battery status. 
RECWARGEABLE TLOP CELLS 
Recent advances in thin solid polymer electrolytes have made it possibl a b l e  cells in the 
same thickness thin small-outline packages (TSOP). The TSOP S 
board of only 1. al and 1.1 mm maximum. Since the rechargeable c (2 to 30 cm ), we call them TLOP cells, an example of which is shown in Figure 4. The capacity of h* TLOP 
rechargeables depends upon both thew surface area and chemistry. Figure 5 is a plot of battery capxity per % w e  
centimeter versus cell thickness for several c ercially available coin and rectangular primary celh as crnipad 
with a solid polymer electrolyte rechargeable TLOP cell. 
Comparing the two 1 mm thick cells in Figure 5 shows that the rechargeable LIMO TLOP cell has cwxrty pa 
square centimeter equal to c ly available primary coin and rectangular cells of cmparable a c h e s .  
Figure 1. Battery and Write Protect Switch (WPS) Location on PC Card. 
BATTERY 
BATTERY HOLDER 
Figure 2. Coin Cell and Battery Holder. 
Figure 4. Rechargeable TLOP Cells for Pe cards. 
LIMO 
o X3B300 
I o 3C020S I I 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 
Cell Thickness (m) 
Figure 5. Nominal Cell Capacity per Square Centimeter Versus Cell Thickness for 
( o ) and Rwhargeable ( e ) Cell. 
The LMC) TLOP cell has a theoretical % of this capacity at greater 
& 2 volts O V ~  a wide tmperature range wi wo T . Recharge of the LIMO cell 
lakes p k e  from 3.2 to 3.7 volts and these cells have been charged and discharged more than 100 times with retention 
of grmkr than 50% of their initial capacity. Figure 6 is an overlapping series of chargeldischarge plots of a LIMO 
cell. Rgwe 7 is a mss-sectional view of a LIMO cell. 
RECWARGEABWE TLOP LS IN PC CARDS 
cards with rechargeable TLOP cells, s cell, are capable of being recharged, while 
in use9 ost cmputer's power. This results in in which battery back-up is automtically 
d n ~ n &  from the perspective of the periodic user. The th and width can be customized for specific 
PC card a m l i d a s .  For a4.5 by 7 cm TLOP cell could be surface mounted on one side of a PC card's circuit 
b w d  and sixwn TSOP could occupy the other side. If this TLOP cell were a LIMO cell it would have a 
cqx i ty  in excess of 420 than three times a CR2025 coin cell. 
OPTIONAL LOW B RY VOLTAGE INDICATOR 
To p r o ~ d e  the user with tbe confidence that the battery has sufficient charge, an electrochrmic low battery 
v o l ~ e  i d a m r  cwld be mounted in the battery location on the end of the PC card. Prototypes of voltage indicators 
ally available PC cards are shown in Figure 8. The indicator would also allow stored PC cards 
to insure data retention in a fraction of the time required to sequentially insert the PC cards into 
a host cmpuer  for battery status verification. Electrochromic displays offer the advantage of a nonvolatile display 
r q a n ~ g  no refresh s combition of a rechargeable TLOP cell and an electrochromic low battery voltage 
\will rault  cards being entrusted with information storage in applications involving only periodic 
(9B: &hg.  
CONCLUSION 
Solid elwtmlyte technology now exists which makes possible the manufacture of rechargeable cells with tbe 
a c h e s  off TSOP components. These thin large-outline cells, called TLOP cells ently installed in 
PC a& and will free the periodic PC card user from having to "feed" their oin cells. 
Capacity ( m ~ h )  





Figure 7. Cross-sectional View of LMO Cell. 
Figure 8. Prototype voltage indicators assembled and installed by EIC 
Laboratories. 
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ABSTRACT 
harac-on of granular s u m n d  
both the state of the sample and its fabrication 
is due to synergism between experimental measurements and 
novel technologies form the substance of this system: the magnetically mod 
izing supeductors,  and a powerful new computer peripheral, the Parallel 
nhanced computing capability for PC computers. This enhancement 
approaching that of supercomputers making atomic scale simulations possible on low cost mi~~hinm, The 
present development of this system involves the integration of these two technologies using meso-de: s h h ~ o n s  
of thin film growth. A future stage of development will incorporate atomic scale modeling. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we describe a system for characterization of 
both physical properties of thin films and parameters which con 
for development of thin film superconductor materials and for quality con 
achieved by physical measurements and computational simulation of the 
implemented by the integration of two novel technologies: the magnetically 
for characterization of superc~nductors,~ and the parallel infarmation 
puting with PC computers. 
The od measures the magnetic field derivative of resistance as a function of ternmm, mis 
measurement own to be sensitive to effects which occur in granular s~perconductors.~ 
ductors consist of ensembles of small single crystals (grains) which are in contact with one ano 
ted by a common boundary constitute a supemnductor structure called a weak link which has 
properties different in some respects from that of a single grain? Granular superconductors, 
table to the weak links which constitute their morphology. It is important to account for bitnese: effw& 
all high temperature superconductors, for practical purposes, are granular. 
Our primary interest here is the characterhaion of granular thin film superconductors which m of 
ount importance in superconducux devices. In the following discussion we w be briefly lpsw the 
measurement characterizes superconductors. We then discuss briefly how the measurmerrr w be 
related to thin film fabrication parameters by computational simulation of the MMR response signal. Nanraaeficd 
simulation is becoming increasingly important in materials research. In this work, it provides an e w a  Einnk 
between physical measurements, and sample morphology and process parameters. Calculations of &is l)?ze wuk 
powerful computing machinery. Atomic scale materials simulations often require supercomputers. The PIP 
technology mentioned above allows the simulations in this project to be done on a PC. We will &us Bdak ww 
technology, briefly, and show how the physical MMR measurements and computational elements m k h g  
integrated into a system for characterizing superconductor thin films. Finally we will indicate how we i n k d  to 
extend this system in the future. 
THE MMR 'METHOD 
The essential features of the MMR technique are shown in the diagram in Figure 1. The supemnhclrw 
sample is contained in a variable temperature bath. The sample is subjected to a magnetic field consis~mg of m ac 
Resistance - Phase measurement detector 
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Figure 2. Typical resistance (R) and magnetically modulated resistance (MMR) response curves for a granular 
s#uctar. 
Intrinsic response 
where < &. The resistance 
. This signal, which constimes the 
resistance can be any conven 
ctor weak link phase msitions. me ~ h h v e  
re- to the sannple grain size disaibution. 
THE MMR SIGNAL 
In this sectlon, we outline the physical interpretation of the signal without d d l e d  &cussion of the 
g physics. The reader who is interested in more detail is referred to Reference Ell]. An ex far the 
gnal vs. temperature was inferred under the assumptions that links are Josephson s9 with 
upling sbrength per unit area, and that the applied current is al in the sample. U d w  these wn&- 
lions it can be shown that the signal has the form 
WK sin nB/B0 
I ,  = C-F(T) f (L) 
L Bo n B / ~ o  
In the expression above, K is a constant, Ic and I are the critical and applied currents, F(T) is the rempmm depn- 
dence of Ic, B is the applied magnetic field, Bo the critical field for a junction of length L, Wand L are the widh 
and length of a junction, andflL) is the distribution of junction lengths. The function F(T) is known1 but is not 
related to the sannple morphology. The junction length is the length along a grain boundary which h p - d c u k  
t as illustrated by Figme 3. (For ow 
bution fll) is related 
. An example of thi 
. Thus from Equation (1) and the relation 
signal to the grain size distribution of the sample. 
Current 
F i g  3. An llustration which shows the relation between grain size (L) and junction size (Lg) in an ensemble of 
Length 
F i g  4 Mw example of the junction size distribution which results from a Gaussian grain size distribution. 
The simulation o gnal described here provides a way, in principle, 
grain size distribution of the thin film. In actual 
. Consequently, one must essentially estimate the function g(Lg) md &en 
response with the experimental response to gauge the accuracy of the me 
problem, then, is how to estimate g(Lg). Because the distribution g(Lg) is directly related to the codhorn whkh 
control the growth of the thin film, o h  approach is to estimate g(~,)by modeling the growth of thin f h s .  This 
provides a way to obtain the grain size distribution from MMR m&urements and at the same time exm& the 
application of the method to control of process parameters of thin film growth. In the next a h o n ,  we 
discuss our work in modeling thin film growth to obtain estimates of g(Lg). 
SIMULATION OF THIN FILM GROWTH 
The simulations of vapor phase thin film growth described here, generally apply to state of the m epimu 
thin films such as, for example, YBa2C~307-~ on W 0 3  substrates. These types of films consist s f  @ras of var- 
ious sizes which have a common orientation normal to the substrate. Growth occurs as a result of the v ~ r  p h  
deposition of the constituent species, which constitute the superconductor, onto the substrate. The v q r  p W  con- 
stituents are commonly created by rf sputtering or laser ablation from a bulk superconductor target. me v v r  ~- 
tially condenses on the substrate and forms a number of seed crystals of the superconductor species. The & 
crystals grow until their boundaries encounter neighboring crystals thereby forming common grain bun&= 
'between the neighboring crystals. The size of a particular crystal is then determined by the presence of neighwwg 
crystals which limits their lateral growth to the area encompassed by their grain boundaries. 
The grain size distribution is inferred by numerical simulation of this mechanism of thin film powh. The 
simulation is presently implemented as a meso-scale model with two adjustable parameters. These ane the prokbg - 
ity P per unit time that a seed crystal will form at any given location on the substrate, and the rate of pwltB"1, R, of a 
crystal on the substrate. The simulation proceeds by determining the location of new seed crystals on the s u b s m ~  
in each unit of time according to the parameter P, and growing each existing crystal on the substrata: w o ~ n g  to the 
eter R. This process continues until there are no voids on the substrate. The resulting grain size &shbuhw 
is obtain tly by assessing the area of each crystal (grain). Thus, this simulation provides the shap 06 g(Lg) 
which is rned by the two parameters P and R. 
We plan to extend the film growth simulation using atomic scale simulation of the depsihon. The foma- 
tion of seed crystals and crystal growth will be simulated using interatomic interactions and the physicd 
of the growth proass such as substrate temperature, oxygen pressure, and certain 
This will permit calculation of the mew-scale parameters P and R. The atomic scale model will be a p p n M  to h e  
meso-scale model to provide the grain size distribution which will then be related to physical process; v ~ a b b s .  
AN MMR CHARACTERIZATION SYSTEM 
The concepts discussed in the preceding sections are being integrated into a system for 
superconductor thin films. The in' rsion of this system, shown diagramatically in Figure upn a 
between experimental measurements and numerical simulations of 
mental measurements are obtained separately and stored in a computer file for subsequent off-line corn@- with 
simulation. The simulation begins with the meso-scale thin film growth model which calculates the @w snze &- 
bribution. The grain seed probability and growth rate parameters, P and R, are initially estimates which she: e n ~ r d  
n size distribution, calculated from the grain size distribution, is used to calcul& the 
response also depends upon some parameters not shown in F , magne~c fidd md 
of the simulated and experimental MMR responses yields an from which new 
values of P and R are inferred. The process iterates until the MMR error falls within predetemined bw&. In 1Pnk 
way the grain size distribution of the thin film is ascertained 
The parameters P and R are also determined in this system, almough this knowledge is @mhEly d m- 
demic interest. In order to relate this to more fundamental physical parameters we intend to extend &is s y s m  using 
modeling of the deposition process. Figure 6 shows this extended system. The P and iiP g 
the atomic scale model, as discussed previously, using process variables such as subs- 
oxygen pressure, and certain parameters of the reactants (e.g., momentum, excitation, et~.). Thus, in hiis syskm, 









Fiigm 5. Schematic terization system which uses meso-scale modeling. 
The systems described above, particularly the extended system which uses atomic scale modeling, involve 
exmsive warrnpumc;ons which requires supemmputer capability to achieve results in reawnable times. A high 
a PC p l a d m  and allows the 
heart of the new computer 
, and is capable of 60 million 
(32 biwword) of high speed 
t PIP boards can be installed 
peak computation rate of a 
I, A usr-Zriendly interface for this computing system is being developed which allows pro 
Bait> C, a high level tool for integrating various software modules with flow charts. h- 
nolo@ h a  h kens& to Scientific Data Systems Inc., which expects to begin commercial distribution in late 
1992. 
ch comprise the system shown in has been completed. The 
a single PIP card. We expect to te an atomic scale model 
a year. The extended system scale modeling will require addi- 
Atonu'c scale 
Figure 6. Schematic terization system which uses atomic scale m&Cng. 
CONCLUSION 
tion system described here is noteworthy bec the exknt d the infor- 
ysical measurement In its early usage, the me&& p r o ~ d d  evi- 
dence for the presence of weak links in supe~~onducmr samples in both granular samples and single m s d s .  At ~s 
remains a unique capability. The present stage of development in which the grain she & s ~ b u ~ o n  
related to prwess parameters is due to the use of numerical simulations of the meas& r e ~ n s  
of enhancement of physical measurements is being rendered practical by the emeDenm d 
pwerful, low cost computer technology such as that embodied by the PIP card. There is 1 UL the 
combined use of measurements and large scale simulation in materials characterization and 
become comon as use of the new computer technology becomes widespread. 
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ABSTRACT 
Turbomilling, an innovative grinding technology developed by the U. S. Bureau of Mines in the early 
1960's for delaminating filler-grade kaolinitic clays, has been expanded into the areas of particle size rduction, 
material mixing and process reaction kinetics. The turbomill, originally called an attrition grinder, bas been 
used for particle size reduction of many minerals, including natural and synthetic mica, pyrophyllite, talc and 
marble. In recent years, an all-polymer version of the turbomill has been used to produce ultrafine, Ggh-puity 
advanced ceramic powders such as Sic, Si3N,, TiB,, and ZrO,. In addition to particle size reduction, the 
turbomill has been used to produce intimate mixtures of high surface area powders and whiskers. Raw 
materials, TiN, AlN, and A1203, used to produce a titanium nitridelaluminum oxynitride (TiNIAION) composite 
were mixed in the turbomill, resulting in strength increases over samples prepared by dry ball nailling. Using 
the turbomill as a leach vessel, it was found that 90.4 pct of the copper was extracted from the chalcopyrite 
during a 4-hour leach test in ferric sulfate versus conventional processing which involves either roasting the ore 
for Cu recovery or leaching the ore for several days. 
INTRODUCTION 
The Bureau of Mines turbornill has evolved over a period of 30 years. The original patent grmted to the 
Bureau was for a process to produce paper coating grade clays from lower grade kaolins [I]. Following this 
work, the Bureau conducted numerous other studies on grinding of industrial minerals. A Bureau of  Mines 
Bulletin highlighting the kaolin research and information on the grinding of industrial minerals was published in 
1980 [2] .  This Bulletin also describes several commercial applications of the turbomill grinding techoaoiogy. 
In the early 1980's, research to determine the feasibility of using the turbomill to produce ultrafine, high- 
purity powders for advanced ceramics was undertaken [3]. In his study, Wittmer found that prepal^ing SIC in 
the original steel mill yielded powders with iron levels above the acceptable range. A variety of polymers was 
tested as mill construction materials with ultra-high molecular weight (UHMW) polyethylene exhibithg the best 
wear resistance. Use of the all-polymer mill produced a-Sic powders of higher purity. Wittmerr also evalwtd 
the use of autogenous milling, in which the milling medium and the material to be milled are of the same or 
similar composition. Other ceramic materials, such as Si,N, and ZrO,, were milled with favorable results. 
The turbomill also has been used to produce intimate homogeneous mixtures of high surface area powders 
and whiskers. SiC whiskers have been dispersed in alumina and silicon nitride powders [4]. Mixing the raw 
materials for preparation of a TiNIAlON composite in the turbomill resulted in strength increases over samples 
prepared by dry ball milling the components. 
Rice, Cobble, and Brooks reported the use of the turbomill as a leaching vessel. Chalcopyrite was ground 
and leached simultaneously with ferric sulfate [5].  They found that 90.4 pct of the copper was extracted from 
chalcopyrite during a 4-hour leach test. Conventional processing technology for the recovery of Cu from 
chalcopyrite involves either roasting the chalcopyrite ore or leaching the ore for extended periods of time, 
The brbomill consists of three main parts: a rotor, composed of vertical bars fixed to upper and lower 
disks (the upper one attached to the drive shaft); a cagelike stator composed of vertical bars attached to rings at 
the top and bottom; and a cylindrical container. A frame holds the motor which is attached to the rotor drive 
shaft md the machine components. The turbomill has been scaled up to sizes as large as 50.8-cm-diam for use 
in the laboratory. Industry has used mills as large as 132-cm-diam for production of ultrafine powders. The 
mil8 in use at. the Tuscaloosa Research Center (TURC) is a 12.7-cm-diam. mill with the rotor, stator, and 
conhher constructed of UHMW polyethylene (shown in figures 1 and 2). 
The slurry to be milled is placed in the container and consists of a milling liquid (typically water, 
kerosene, or alcohol), the milling medium (spherical balls or coarse granular material), and the mterial to be 
mijild. A dispersant andlor antifoaming agent is typically added to aid in milling efficiency. The rotor 
operates at speeds which range from 1,400 to 1,700 rpm. Run times needed to reach the desired particle size 
rmge from 30 anin to 4 hours. 
Figure I. Bureau of Mines turbomill. Figure 2. All-polymer container, stator, 
and rotor components of the turbomill. 
GRINDING OF KAOLIN AND OTWER MINERALS 
The efficiency of grinding kaolin using the turbomill was compared to the efficiency of other processes, 
including jar mills, colloid mills, and ultrasonics. In general, it was found that the turbomill produced more 
minus 2-pnn equivalent spherical diameter (ESD) material than other methods in less time. It was also found 
that the milling efficiency increases when a large mill (25.4-cm-diam) is used versus a smaller mill (12.7-cm- 
diam). 
A series of tests to develop continuous grinding using the turbomill considered both open- m d  closed- 
circuit systems [6-71. In open-circuit turbomilling, the overflow material was collected and sized. In cclosd- 
circuit milling, the overflow material was collected, sized, and incompletely ground material was r e h m d  to the 
mill as part of the feed slurry. It was found that closed-circuit grinding achieved a slightly greater rate oh 
particle size reduction and consumed less energy than open-circuit grinding. A later investigation to dete 
the effect of operating variables on the grinding efficiency of kaolin showed the greatest influences related to the 
type, size and shape of grinding media; the ratio of medium weight to clay weight; peripheral rotor speed; clay 
slime pulp density; density of pulp dispersion and the angular .arrangement of the rotor and stator. is]. 
Following the grinding studies on kaolin, the Bureau determined the extent of particle size rduction 
obtained with other minerals 191. A series of tests on mica showed that a sample with 11.1 pct Gnus  45-pm 
material was ground with sand to a product 100 pct minus 45-pm and 52.3 pct minus 2-pm material. The 
electrical energy consumed when grinding the mica sample at a feed pulp density of 50 percent solids was 
1206.6 MJImt of dry feed (304 kW.hlst) of dry feed. A second sample of mica with 8 pct minus 45-pm 
material was ground to 100 pct minus 45-pm with 56.8 pct minus 2-pm material. Electrical consumption for 
the second sample was 1270 MJ/mt (320 kW.h/st) of dry feed. A large scale continuous open-circuit method 
for grinding mica was also developed. A feed with 9.2 pct minus 45-pm mica was ground to 51.3 gct less tbm 
45-pm. Pyrophyllite, talc, marble, barite, and fluorite were also evaluated as part of this research. 
BENENCIATION APPLICATIONS 
Other research focused on improved beneficiation of minerals including clay and olivine  found^ s=d. A 
study to improve the plasticity of a coarse kaolinitic clay for use as a bond clay in ceramic bodies was repodd 
by Goode and Tyrrell [lo]. An Alabama underclay was ground in the turbomill and compared to a smdard 
ball clay used for whiteware bodies. The modulus of rupture of the fired body made using the ground 
underclay was increased by a factor of 1.7 over bodies made with the unground clay and was close to those 
made using the standard ball clay. The water absorption of the fired body made with turbomilld underclay was 
reduced by 35 pct when compared to the body made with the unground underclay. 
A study to determine the feasibility of producing olivine for use as a foundry sand from dunite was 
reported in 1977 [I l l .  Dunite contains olivine and variable quantities of serpentine, talc, chlorite, actinolite, 
and vermiculite. The original products analyzed 2- to 3-pct loss on ignition (LOI) resulting from these 
impurities. After grinding using the turbomill, 200-mesh concentrates of the ground material met or e x c d d  
the Steel Founder's Society of America specifications of a maximum 1.35 pct LO1 for olivine aggregate and 
flour products. This beneficiation technique was patented by Davis in 1977 [12]. 
CERAMIC POWDERS 
In the 1970's researchers at the Bureau's Tuscaloosa Research Center (TURC) investigated turbo~pailing of 
several ceramic oxide powders [13]. In general, the turbomilling process was more efficient than other 
processes such as ball milling. The increased particle size reduction yielded more reactive powders for 
sintering. For example, zirconia produced in the turbomill was sintered to 96 pct of theoretical density while 
commercial powders only sintered to 74 pct of theoretical [14]. 
Another research program was designed to demonstrate the catalytic properties of turbomilld silica 
[15]. Two crystalline forms of silica were ground and compared to "wo commercial silica catalysts used for 
n-hexane cracking and for dehydration of ethanol. The milled catalysts were more active than the comercial 
catalysts for n-hexane cracking; however, the ethanol dehydration activity was lower for the harboil-Bulld silica. 
The differences were due to the different active sites required for dehydration. 
S b l e y ,  et al. describe a method for autogenous milling of S ic  1161. In these early tests, the mill was 
constmctd of metal, resulting in iron contamination of the mill product. In 1980, a study to determine the 
fmibility of producing high purity a-Sic powders in the turbomill was undertaken [3]. Since iron is 
det~meanlal b the properties of sintered a-Sic, researchers redesigned the turbomill using a polymer as the 
constmction mterial for the mill parts. Several polymers were tested and UHMW was selected for its wear 
resismce properties. Autogenous milling was used to eliminate contamination of the mill product by the 
~ I l i n g  mdia. 
Autogenow turbomilling in the all-polymer turbomill successfully produced ultrafine a-Sic powders. 
Powders with Brunaur-Emmett-Teller (BET) surface areas of 30 to 35 m2/g were obtained after 3 to 6 hours of 
Hnillhasg, These powders, with iron contents less than the starting material, were hot pressed with 1 pct boron 
(B) and 1 pck carbon (C) additions. Theoretical density of > 99 pct was achieved and properties comparable to 
those of comercially available a-Sic were obtained. 
Based on these promising results, experiments to optimize the milling parameters for a-Sic were 
conduct&. The starting material for the tests had an average diameter of 100 pm. Ninety-seven percent of the 
skding mteadal was less than 150 pm in diameter and contained no material below 30 pm in diameter. The 
effects of dispersants, temperature, pH, and milling time on the particle size were investigated. The six 
disperats  used were: TSPP,' a sodium phosphate; Daman No. 7,+ a sodium salt; Marasperse N-22,* a 
sodium Iignosulfonate; Nopcosperse 44,' an ammonium salt; Aerosol OT,' an anionic disodium sulfosuccinate; 
m d  Norlig NH," an ammonium lignosulfonate. 
Table 1 lists average particle diameters, determined by laser beam diffraction, and ESD calculated from 
BET measurements of the a-Sic ground in water using the different dispersants. The average particle size 
producd using no dispersant, Marasperse N-22, Norlig NH, Aerosol OT, TSPP or Daman No. 7 decreased 
gradmllgr d u ~ n g  4 hours. Particle size did not change from 1 h to 4 h when Nopcosperse 44 was used as the 
dispersmt; however, the ESD of the powder decreased. This indicates the formation of agglomerates during 
milling which was confirmed using scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Particle size distribution data, listed 
in table 2, for Marasperse N-22 indicates that the amount of material less than 1-pm was 55 pct after 1 hour of 
~ 1 l i n g ;  the amount does not increase significantly during the next 3 hours. 
Conhknation of the a-Sic, determined by spectrographic analysis, was negligible. The iron content 
d m r a s d  with milling time. During milling, the surface of the S i c  particles is scrubbed resulting in removal of 
the iron, which is a surface contaminant. As the iron is removed from the surface of the powders, it goes into 
solution. The decrease in iron content was advantageous because S i c  must often be leached after grinding to 
reduce the iron content. 
" Fisher Scientific, Fair Lawn, NJ. Reference to a specific product does not imply endorsement by the Bureau 
of Mines. 
'R. T. Vmderbilt Co., Norwalk, CT. 
' R d  Lignin, Inc., Atlanta, GA. 
Diamond Shamrock, Inc., Morristown, NJ. 
Ameadcarn Cyanamid, New York, NY. 
-Wed Lignin, Inc., Atlanta, GA. 
Table 1. Effect of dispersant on particle size of a-Sic as determined 
by laser beam diffraction (average diameter) or by surface area 
measurement (ESD) after milling for 1 hour and 4 hours. 




Note.--Average diameter of starting material - 100 pm 
Table 2. Effect of Marasperse N-22 dispersant on a-Sic particle size 
'Percentages are for minus 325-mesh fraction of milled material. 
2Milling time. 
Note.--Average diameter of starting material - 100 pm 
When Marasperse N-22 was used as the dispersant, the temperature of milling also played a mjo r  role in 
milling efficiency, as shown in table 3. As the temperature increased, the resulting average particle size did not 
change significantly. However, the grinding efficiency, as indicated by the amount of minus 325-mesh m d  
submicrometer material, increased. The poor correlation between ESD values and the laser-measured particle 
diameters results from the fact that the laser technique measures agglomerates while BET techniques mmsure 
individual particles. Changes in pH also did not significantly affect the particle size (table 4); however, the 
efficiency of grinding was increased when the pH was slightly basic. The dispersing effect of Marasperse is 
affected by pH according to its manufacturers, with best results between pH 7 and pH 10. This incresasd 
dispersion effect results in greater particlelparticle contact and increased grinding efficiency. The cornbind 
effects of Marasperse N-22, pH 9.5 and 50" C resulted in 80 pct < 1-pm material after 4 hours of milling. The 
energy rquired was 2088.9 MJImt of feed (526.4 kW.h/st of feed). 
Table 3.  EF1Fect of temperature on 4 hour milling of a-SiC in water with Marasperse N-22 
Percent less than 
Note.--Average diameter of starting material - 100 pm 
Table 4. Effect of pH on 4 hour milling of a-SiC in water with Marasperse N-22 
Note.--Average diameter of starting material - 100 pm 
SeveaaB other materials used to produce advanced ceramics were also evaluated following turbomilling. 
Tables 5 and 6 list resuIts for siIica, two alumina materials, zirconia (ZrOJ, Al,03-partially stabilized zirconia 
(APSZ), CaO-partially-stabilized-zirconia (CPSZ), silicon nitride (Si,N,), and TiB,. These materials were 
ground in water using autogenous turbomilling. The average diameter and the amount of submicrometer 
mate~al  follow similar trends except for the larger A1,03 material and the TiB,. The particle size of the A1,0, 
decreased rapidly and then increased and the percentage of submicrometer material decreased. The increase in 
particle size m d  decrease in the amount of submicrometer powder indicates agglomeration to form larger 
particles or b r d d o w n  of the milling media. SEM analysis confirmed the presence of agglomeration and a 
sieve malysls of the mill product showed a 15 pct reduction in the amount of coarse milling media. Grinding of 
TiB, did not produce a large amount of submicrometer material. Use of other dispersants, different milling 
media or other nnilling fluids might increase the efficiency for milling of TiB,. 
Table 5. Particle size of oxide ceramics 




The GTE Si3N,, listed in table 6, contained some whiskers. After 4 hours of milling, the whiskers were 
still present. The material was milled an additional 2 hours to determine if the whiskers would break down. 
After 6 hours, the powder no longer contained whiskers. Contamination of the powders was negligible as in the 
SiC studies. 
Table 6.  Particle size of nonoxide ceramics 
Average diameter, pm 
Material I Average Diameter, um I Percent less than 1-urn 
-- 
Percent less than I-prn 
'As-received particle size 
2Milling time 
ZTbe Chemical Co., Ube, Japan. 
GTE, Towanda, PA. 
PSohio Chemicals and Industrial Products, Co., Niagara Falls, NY. 
ND-Not determined 
ALTERNATIVE PROCESSING OF CERAFMIC RAW' MATERIALS 
The turbomill has also been used to improve the dispersion of sintering aids in high-surface-aea powders 
[4] and to mix high surface area powders for a ceramic matrix composite [17]. Boron and carbon were add& 
to cr-SiC during turbomilling. These powders were hot pressed and physical properties were compared to B- 
and C-doped Sic  materials prepared with powders processed using traditional methods. The addition of B and 
C during turbomilling resulted in enhanced properties, likely due to the breakdown of agglomerates of carbon 
which serve as Raw origins in conventionally processed powders. The raw materials, TiN, AIN and M,O, 
powders, for a ceramic matrix composite were mixed in the turbomill. Comparison of hot pressed composites 
formed from ball milled and turbomilled powders showed that turbomilling is the preferred method for 
preparing the powders for the composite. 
lUmy advanced ceramic materials have whiskers added as reinforcements to improve the fracture 
toughess of the matrix material. A uniform dispersion of the whiskers is essential to the production of a 
reliable composite. Wittmer [4] conducted studies sponsored by Martin Marietta Energy Systems-ORNL to 
d e t e b n e  the feasibility of using the turbomill to produce a S ic  whisker reinforced alumina composite. Well 
dispersd ~ ~ ~ m r e s  with no whisker agglomerates were prepared in 30 min in the turbomill using partially 
s h b i l i d  zirconia beads as the milling media. No degradation of the whiskers was visible in the short milling 
time. The strength and fracture toughness of these composites exceeded the properties measured on composites 
prepard by conventional methods by 30 pct. Wittmer also demonstrated that the slurries prepared by 
b r b o ~ l l i n g  could be pressure cast to form green bodies which, when fired, had improved properties over those 
processed conventionally. 
MICROGRINDING OF COAL 
' n e  brboImill was used to produce microfine coal which could be used as a substitute for oil in firing 
steam boilers or as an addition to diesel fuel [18]. Three coals, each from a different seam, were ground in 
water using Ohhawa sand, steel shot or coarse grain coal as the grinding media. Grinding with steel shot was the 
most efficient technique. A coal from the Pittsburgh seam (82 pct minus 75-pm) was reduced to 57 pct minus 
2 - p a  in 15 min with energy requirements of 496.8 MJImt (138 kwehlrnt). 
ALTERNATIVE LEACHING PROCESS FOR CWALCOPURmE 
Copper is traditionally recovered from chalcopyrite ore concentrates by roasting which results in sulfur 
dioxide e ~ s s i o n s  or by leaching the chalcopyrite ore for extended periods of time. In its efforts to develop 
new mineral processing technologies to enable cost-effective compliance with environmental requirements, the 
Bureau conducted research to improve the kinetics of chalcopyrite dissolution by simultaneous grinding-leaching 
in ferric sukheate solution [5]. The researchers proposed that during grinding, a chalcopyrite surface would be 
exposed, leached, and removed. Grinding of the surfaces in the turbomill would increase the number of fresh 
surfaces exposed to the leaching solution, reducing diffusion barriers for the reaction. Using minus 20- 
plus 310-mesh Ottawa sand as the grinding media, they found that the rate of leaching increased with increasing 
rotor speed md increasing solids content (by volume). They also found that the energy required for leaching 
passes through a minimum level as the amount of solids is varied. The minimum energy level for the 
conditions shdied was 4,576 MJImt (1,153 kWeh1st) of copper extracted. This level occurred at 400 rpm and 
35 v d  pct solids at a recovery of 80 pct. 
TECIINOLOGY TRANSER AND COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS 
The hrboImill developed by the U.S. Bureau of Mines has been used to produce materials for many 
different applications. It has been used in minerals processing. It has also been used to produce high-purity 
powders for use as raw materials for advanced ceramics. At the Tuscaloosa Research Center of the Bureau of 
Mines, a 12.7-cm-diam laboratory mill is available for evaluating different materials. Since 1987, the materials 
listed in table 7 have been milled in the turbomill. The Bureau of Mines can enter into various types of 
agrwments in order to transfer this technology into different areas of interest. A Memorandum of Agreement 
(MOB) can be used to conduct work with private, state and academic organizations. An MOA outlines the 
work to be done and the costs involved. A Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) is similar to an MOA 
except it is an agreement with another federal agency. The Bureau can also use a Cooperative Research and 
Development Agreement (CRDA) with any non-Federal party. A CRDA is usually used when the cooperative 
w o k  involves proprietary information andlor there is the possibility of a patentable invention. 
Several small mills have been constructed by researchers around the world for use in their labs, while 
others have expressed interest in purchasing production size mills. Because these mills are built from schematic 
diagram, the Bureau does not know how many units are in use worldwide. Turbomilling technology has been 
applid successfully on a commercial scale in the paper coating and titania pigment preparation industries. 
Georgia Kaolin Co. has designed and is operating 101.6-cm-diam production units, each capable of treating 
1.81 mt of coarse kaolin& (2 st of coarse kaolin&). Kerr-McGee uses 132.1-cm-diam units with a c o m b h d  
capacity of 45,350 mtlyr (50,000 stlyr) to improve the particle size uniformity of TiO, for paint pigment. 
Table 7. Materials evaluated in the Bureau of Mines turbomill 
Kaolin 
Material 




Alumina I Electrical applications 
I 
Graphite I Pencil Lead 
Rutile waste Desire to remove calcium carbonate from surface to 
allow TiO, recovery 
Hematite I Paint pigment 
Y203 stabilized ZrO, I Skull melted 
Silica Potential raw material for optical fiber or computer 
chip industry 
B "-alumina I Electrolyte for use in fabrication of Na-S batteries 
Indium oxide I Alloy manufacturing 
Glass powders I Dielectric applications 
Aluminum titanate I Paint pigment 
Petroleum Coke 
Silica 
Silicon Nitride with MgO and Y203 
Plastic film and chopped plastic bottles 
Glass frit 
Residue from oil refinery. Recovery for use as 
particulate addition to rubber 
Desire to produce silica flour from plus 100-mesh 
material 
Obtain intimate mixture of MgO and/or Y,O, in 
Si3N, 
Desire to scrub surface of plastics to remove 
adhesive and printing prior to recycling. 
Reduce plus 200-mesh material with little 
contamination to C 2-pm 
Graphite fibers Desire to reduce length from 0.25 in to 25-30 pm 
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MULLITE WHISKERS AND MULLITE-WHISKER FELT 
Inna 6. Talmy and Deborah A. Waught 
Naval Surface Warfare Center, Dahlgren Division 
Silver Spring, MD 20903-5000 
ABSTRACT 
Naval Surface Warfare Center has developed processes for the preparation of mullite (3A120g 2Si0,) 
whiskers and mullite-whisker felt. Three patents on the technology were issued in 1990. The processes are 
based on chemical reactions between AlF3, A1203, and Si02. The felt is formed in-situ during processing sf 
shaped powdered precursors. It consists of randomly oriented whiskers which are mutually intergrow= forming 
a rigid structure. The microstructure and properties of the felt and size of the whiskers can be modsed by 
varying the amount of A1203 in the starting mixture. Loose mullite whiskers can be used as a reinforcement for 
polymer-, metal-, and ceramic-matrix composites. The felt can be used as preforms for fabricating composite 
materials as well as for thermal insulation and high temperature chemically stable filters for liquids (melts) and 
gases. 
INTRODUCTION 
The current interest in the development of refractory-oxide fibers and whiskers is spurred by the 
increasing demand for high-temperature structural materials for use in an oxidizing atmosphere. As a reinforcing 
material, whiskers are preferable to fibers because they are single crystals and their properties are not affected 
by grain growth and grain boundary-induced creep at high temperatures. The low free energy and high rnodu%aas 
and strength of whiskers compared to polycrystalline materials make it possible to use whiskers to reinforce 
matrices of the same composition. 
Currently, only non-oxide whiskers such as Sic  and Si3N4 are commercially available. However, they 
cannot be used in an oxidizing atmosphere at temperatures above 100CPC. Additionally, SiC whiskers are 
electrically conductive and not suitable for use in dielectric ceramics. 
Mullite (3A120f 2Si02) is a promising candidate for whiskers because of its excellent chemical stability, 
low thermal expansion, and good high-temperature strength and creep resistance. Since mullite has a relatively 
low dielectric constant and loss tangent, the whiskers may be suitable for toughening materials for dielectric 
applications (such as radomes). 
Both loose whiskers (or fibers) and fibrous preforms can be used as reinforcement in the fabrication 
of composites. The use of fibrous preforms instead of loose whiskers (or fibers) excluded problems of their 
deagglomeration and uniform distribution in matrix materials. Matrices can be infiltrated into the preforms by 
vacuum impregnation, sol-gel processing, chemical vapor infdtration and melt infiltration techniqules. 
PREPARATION OF MULLITE WHISKERS AND FELT 
The NAVSWC method for preparation of both mullite whiskers and felt is based on the fo"ollo~ng two 
reactions1": 
2 4 F 3  + B i o 2  -------------- > A12(Si04)F2 + SiF4 (g) 
Topaz 
(1) 
6A12(Si04)F2 + Si02 --------- > 2(3Al2o3 2Si02) + 3SiF4 (g) 
Mullite 
(2) 
In reaction (I), AlF3 and Si02 are heated at 700 - 905' C to form topaz as an intermediate product and 
in reaction (2), topaz is thermally decomposed at 1250 - 1400' C to yield mullite. The whiskers are grown as a 
result of a vapor-phase chemical reaction. Heating in a SiF4 atmosphere is necessary for the preparation of 
high-qualily whisker product. Up to 75% A1203 can be substituted for AIF3 in the starting materials. In this 
case, the mullite whiskers form as a result of chemical interactions involving all of the starting components, as 
well as the gaseous SiF4 generated in reactions (1) and (2) - assuming that corresponding portions of AlF3 
required for the process are produced by a reaction between SiF4 and A1203. 
The whisker preparation process involves mixing the raw powders and firing the loose powders in closed 
Si3-containing system. Mullite whiskers prepared at 1250" C in optimum SiF4 atmosphere are shown in Figure 
I. As produced, they form loose aggregates which are easily separated. The whiskers of rectangular cross 
section have a narrow size distribution with average aspect ratio of 30. 
The felt preparation process involves mixing and shaping (by any conventional method) the powdered 
precursors (A&, Si02 and optional A1203), followed by firing at 1250 - 1400" C. A significant advantage of this 
process is that there are no whiskers in the precursor mixture. The whiskers are formed inside the product 
during firing. Because loose respirable whiskers are not handled at any step of the process, health hazards 
associated with handling whiskers are eliminated. The final felt product is about 80% porous with low 
dimensional changes (about 1% expansion) compared to the green shapes which is a valuable feature for the 
preparation of near-net shape composite preforms. Figure 2 shows the microstructure of the felt consisting of 
randomly oriented (in 3 dimensions) and uniformly distributed individual mullite whiskers and spherulites which 
are mutually intergrown or mechanically interlocked. With a bending strength (3 point) of about 3 MPa (427 
psi), the felt is rigid and can be used in composite processing utilizing various impregnation techniques. 
TO decrease the amount of relatively expensive AlF3 and accordingly decrease the amount of hazardous 
Si% generated by the reactions, and possibly modify the size of the whiskers, A1203 (avg. particle size 0.05 p m) 
was substituted for AlF3 in amounts up to 75 mole %. The whisker size gradually decreases with increasing 
Al,O, content up to 75% A1203 for both loose whiskers and felt (Figure 3). In the felt, the number of 
spherulites also gradually decrease with increasing A1203 content. The linear expansion and porosity of the felt 
slightly decrease but the bending strength significantly increases with more than 25% A1203 substitution (Table 
1.). The almost two-fold increase in strength with 75% A1203 substitution can be attributed to much smaller 
whislcers in the felt structure. The felt has pores of 1 to 30 pm depending on the A1F3\Al2O3 ratio with very 
narrow size distribution (Figure 4). 
Table 1. - Properties of Mullite-Whisker Felt With Substitutions of A1203 for AlF3 
APPLICATIONS OF MULLITE WHISKERS 
Muglite whiskers have the potential to be used as reinforcement in a variety of polymer, ceramic and 
metal matrix composites. Unfortunately, the full potential of these whiskers as a reinforcement has not been 
completely exploited. Mullite whiskers were successfully used as reinforcement for celsian (Ba0.A120,~EPS10,) 
and fused silica (SO2) composites6. The loose whiskers were uniformly mixed with the ceramic powders and 
then hot pressed to full density. The fracture toughness of fused silica was doubled by the addition of 20 vol% 
mullite whiskers with a cross section of 4-12 pm. For the celsian matrix, 20 vol% 12-26 p m whisker additions 
increased the toughness by 40%. Properties of the composites are shown in Table 2. 
Table 2. Properties of Mullite Whisker Composites 
Mullite Whisker Flexural Strength 
* Short Chevron Notch Beam Method 
APPLICATIONS OF MULLITE-WISKER FELT 
The mullite-whisker felt can be used as a preform for the preparation of polymer-, metal-, and ceramic- 
matrix composites or by itself as thermal insulation or high temperature filters for liquids or gases. It can be 
infiltrated with a variety of matrices using various processing techniques such as vacuum impregnation, chemical 
vapor infiltration (CVI), and melt (glass or metal), sol-gel or pre-ceramic polymer infiltration to produce 
composites. Polymers with viscosities of up to 10,000 cp have been used to infiltrate the felt. Researchers at 
Ceramatec have demonstrated that mullite whisker composites can be fabricated using sol-gel techniques7. AAea 
8 infiltration cycles, the density of the sample was 2.06 g/cm3 with 17% porosity. The process is being optimized 
to yield composites with densities greater than 95% dense. 
A forced flow thermal gradient chemical vapor infiltration technique developed at Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory was used to infiltrate the felt with a S i c  matrix. Since the deposition parameters used for the 
infiltration experiment were optimized for a Nicalon preform,the felt was only infiltrated to about 85% density 
with variable densities through the thickness of the sample. The properties of the produced composites are given 
in Table 3. 
Fully dense mullite-whisker felt composites were prepared by a vacuum and isostatic pressure-assisted 
infiltration technique using cast aluminum alloy ~ 3 5 6 ~ .  The alloy was preheated to 681P C and the felt was 
preheated to 551P C. A 800 psi pressure of nitrogen was required to fully infiltrate the preform. Due to the Back 
of bonding between A356 A1 and mullite, the mechanical properties of the composite did not reflect the 
reinforcing potential of the whiskers. There was little transfer of the load from the matrix to the mullite 
whiskers. It will be necessary to increase the affinity of the matrix towards the reinforcement. Many opeions 
exist in matrix selection; addition of a small percentage of Li or Mg to the matrix may be sufficient, or 
contemporary Al-Li alloys such as 2090, 8090, 2091 etc. may be useful in enhancing bonding at the 
whisker/matrix interface without degrading the strength of mullite. 
Table 3. Properties of SIC Infiltrated Mullite-Whisker Felt 
* Single Edge Notch Beam Method 
The felt was also evaluated for possible use as a filter in coal gasification processing. Conversion of coal 
Lo a gaseous fuel requires filtering of hazardous impurities from final gases to meet environmental and turbine 
eq ipment  requirements in advanced coal-fueled power generation systems. The criteria for successful use and 
operation of porous filters requires not only thermal, chemical, and mechanical stability of the material, but also 
long-term structural durability and high reliability. Preliminary results indicate that the mullite-whisker felt is 
a very promising candidate. It showed good chemical stability in the tested gas atmosphere and had very high 
collection efficiency. 
SUMMARY 
Processes for the preparation of mullite whiskers and rigid mullite-whisker felt have been developed and 
patented. The 80% porous felt consists of randomly oriented mullite whiskers mutually intergrown, forming a 
rigid structure. The felt is formed in-situ during processing shaped powder precursors; thereby eliminating the 
health hazards associated with handling loose whiskers. Both the mullite whiskers and mullite-whisker felt are 
promising new reinforcements for polymer-, metal- and ceramic-matrix composites. Additionally, the felt can 
be used by itself as thermal insulation or high temperature chemically stable filters for liquids (melts) and gases 
such as for coal gasification. 
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FIGURE 1. SCANNING ELECTRON MICROGRAPHS OF MULLITE WHISKERS 

FIGURE 3. SCANNING ELECTRON MICROGRAPHS OF MULLITE WHISKER FELT WITH 
SUBSTITUTION OF (A) 0%, (B) 25%, (C)  50%, AND (D) 75% A1203 FOR AIF3 
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ABSTRACT 
Damped composite laminates were fabricated by co-curing viscoelastic damping film with 
grapGteiepoxy prepreg plies. The dynamic response of the damped plates was measured using an impulse 
response tecf ique and compared with the response of similar undamped laminates. Modal damping was 
cornput& from the frequency response data. Micrographs of the damped laminates showed that the damping 
Fayess r e h h d  their integrity during the fabrication process. The layers significantly increased the damping in 
the composite laminates. The use of the constrained viscoelastic film as an integral part of composite structures 
appears b be a feasible approach to passive vibration control. Composite plates ~llanufactured with co-cured 
&mphg layers m y  have comercial applications in cases where light weight, strength and vibration and noise 
reduction are ismspomt considerations. 
Vnbmtion control is an issue of prime importance in m y  structures subjected to external loads or 
mtemally moving coqonents.  Ofien, the control of vibration is of such critical importance that active vibration 
control1 system are kcorporated into the structure. W l e  they m y  be effective, the use of active control 
system can add significant complexity, weight and cost to a design. Whenever possible, it is usually more 
desirable to reduce vibration problem using passive methods such as dampers, additive damping mteria!, or 
hgMy damped stmctural mterials. 
Composite anaterials have innpo-t potential benefits in the area of passive vibration control. 
Advmcd  composite mterials can have significantly greater specific stifiess and hmping than traditional 
~tmctu~ra.1 mtehals such as ajunninurn 11, 21. h important aspect of composites is that, like the stiffness 
properties9 the hmping capacity of colngosites can be controlled by the selection of mrerials and layup. 
Compess;lie mltemsal system can be engineered to control specific vibration problem whle addressing other 
concerns such as stiffness, strength and toughness. Previous experiments have s h o w  that the interla&ar 
fracture toughness of a graphitelepoxy laminate is increased by as much as a factor of 10 by curing an adhesive 
interply !ayer m the composite [34. In addition, recent analytical studies have s h o w  that the use of a 
constramd viscoelastic layer in a composite larninate can significantly increase modal &noping [4]. 
Tne aim of this study was to experimenhlly investigate the use of a constrained viscoelaslic damping 
material for ~pssive vibration control of graphitelepoxy cornposite structures. The damping mterial was co- 
c u r d  with the coreaposite to form laminates with internal danmping layers at various locations. The dynarnic 
rspsrse of the composite plates was measured using an irnpulse response lecGque. 
METHODS 
Fabrication of Damped Laminates 
Composite laminates with various layups were manufactured by co-curing graphitelepoxy composite m 
pre-preg fonn with a polymer damping material. The laminates consisted of T3001934 graphitelepoxy with a 
60% fiber volume ratio combined with Scotchdamp ISDllO damping film (3M Corp., St. Paul, M h e s o u ) .  
Two different laminates were fabricated with the damping film, a [+45,/-45,/i/+45,/-45Jsp lalmrislate, and a 
[+22.5,/-22.5,/i/+22.5,/-22.5J,, laminate, where i refers to the interlarninar damping layer. Two additional 
laminates were fabricated with the same layup, but excluding the damping layers, and one l a e a t e  with 
interlaminar damping layers was fabricated for microscopic examination. All laminates were cured in a press at 
175°C (350°F) and 345 kPa (50 psi). After curing, the laminates were trimmed to produce 28cm x 28cm plate 
specimens. 
Vibration Experiments 
The panels were vibration tested in the free-free mode using an impulse response techque .  The panels 
were supported from one comer by a very flexible rubber band, such that the fundamental mode of the 
panellrubber band system had a frequency of less than 1 Hz. Impulse response tests were conducted by 
impacting the center of the plate with an instrumented hammer, and measuring the response with m 
accelerometer at one of four comer locations shown in Figure 1. The four locations were chosen to check the 
repeatability of measurements. The accelerometer had a mass of 1.0 gm, compared to a mass of approximtely 
270 gm for the plate specimens. 
The recorded impulse response data consisted of the averaged force and acceleration historg, from 10 
impacts. Data was recorded with a digital data acquisition system using an acquisition rate of 105 samplesisec: 
and a record length of 16384 samples, for a total duration o f .  16384 sec. The data was transferred to a 
computer to calculate the frequency response functions and damping in the frequency range up to approximtely 
1500 Hz. 
Damping Computation 
For the purpose of computing damping, it was assumed that in the vicinity of a resonance the response 
was dominated by a single mode, which could be modeled as a single degree of freedom, viscously & m p d  
system. A modification of the standard Nyquist circle fit method [5] was developed to compute the spwific 
damping capacity (SDC), $ [6] .  
The effect of the damping layer on the plates was evaluated by comparing the SDC for damp& m d  
undamped plates as a function of frequency. The accuracy of the damping results was then eva lwtd  by 
synthesizing the frequency response function using the computed modal constants, and comparing the result with 
the measured data. 
RESULTS 
There appeared to be no damage to the interlaminar damping layers as a result of the fabndcation 
process. Micrographs of sections cut from one of the plates showed that the damping film retain4 its hiracegnty, 
with no apparent delamination between the film and the adjacent composite plies (Figure 2). Rough a r ea  visible 
in the central region of the damping layer shown in Figure 2 are believed to be a result of the nucrrograph 
specimen preparation process. 
The synthesized frequency response functions were very close to the measured data (F ip re  3)- 
indicating that the assumed modal model was a good representation for the behavior of both t$e & m p d  md 
undamped laminates. 
The modal specific damping capacity for the undamped laminates was relatively constant over the 
frquency range examined (Figures 4 and 5). At the low end of the frequency range the SDC for the damped 
m d  uashmped plates were comparable. The SDC for the damped plates increased with frequency, however, so 
that at the upper end of the frequency range examined the SDC for the damped laminates was 2 to 3 times that 
of the uwhmped laminates. The f 22% laminates displayed some highly damped low frequency modes. It is not 
h o w  whether this was a real phenomenon related to the material, or if it was an artifact due to rotational 
vibration of the platelrubber band system. Apart from these low frequency modes, results for both layups were 
very s i ~ l a r ,  in both the damped and undamped laminates. 
A qwlibtive measure of the effect of the damping layer can be obtained by comparing the acceleration 
time histories of the damped and undamped plates. The acceleration response decayed much faster with the 
& m p d  plate than with the undamped plate (Figure 6). 
DISCUSSION CONCLUSIONS 
The approach of co-curing a damping film with composite pre-preg appears to be very effective as a 
passave vibration control measure. The damping layers significantly increase the modal damping in 
graphtelepoxy laminates whch are already relatively highly damped. Although it required a number of trials to 
learn how to make the laminates, the processing is relatively straightforward. Micrographs indicate that the 
&mphg layers mintain their integrity and bond well to the adjacent composite plies. 
W i l e  the constrained viscoelastic layers increase the structural damping in the laminates, further work 
should be done to determine how the layers influence the compressive strength, stiffness and impact resistance 
of the mtesaaPs. 
g the effect of a constrained viscoelastic layer on the dynamic response of composite 
stmchres is complex. The energy dissipation comes primarily through shear defonnation of the layer. An 
i m p o ~ t  advatage of composite materials is that it is possible to tailor the material to optimize the in-plane 
shear and. resulting damping. Methods of predicting the damping capacity of composites, and the damped 
dyna~c response of structures are important if their benefits are to be realized. 
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Figure 1: Schematic of the experimental configuration. Separate experiments were done ~ t h  the 
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Figure 2: Micrograph of the damping layer between composite plies after the fabrication prmess, The 
damping layer appears to retain its integrity. The rough area at  the center of the layer is beleved to a 
result of the micrograph specimen preparation process. 
Frequency (Hz) 
Fiwm 3: Comparison of the measured mobility function (velocity/force) with the predicted funtion using 
the modal soprposition procedure for a -1-45 laminate without damping layers. 
UNDAMPED DAMPED 
FREQCJENCY (HZ) 
Figure 4: Modal specific darnping capacity computed from the experimental data for the damped and 
unsdampd [ ii- 452/452/ (a/ + 452/4S2] syln laminates. The specific damping capacity for the damped 
laminate is significantly higher than that of the undamped laminate, and increases a t  higher frequencies. 
A UNDAMPED @ DAMPED 
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Figure 5: Modal specific damping capacity computed from the experimental data for the dampd and 
undamped [+22.52/-22.52/(8/+22.52/-2252], laminates. Apart from low frequency re@on, the spcific 
damping capacity is sipificantly higher for the damped laminate. 
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F i e r e  6: Accelerator time response for the undamped (left) and damped (right) +45O laminates. mere i s  
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ABSTRACT 
Highly reliable and available systems are critical to the airline industry. However, most off-the-sheK computer 
operating systems and hardware do not have built-in fault tolerant mechanisms, the U N E  worktaeion is one 
example. In this research effort, ARINC has developed a rule-based Expert System (ES) to monitor, commmd, 
and control a UNIX workstation system with hot-standby redundancy. The ES on each workstation a d s  as an 
on-line system administrator to diagnose, report, correct, and prevent certain types of hardware and sofiware 
failures. If a primary station is approaching failure, the ES coordinates the switch-over to a hot-standby 
secondary workstation. The goal is to discover and solve certain fatal problems early enough to prevent complete 
system failure from occurring and therefore to enhance system reliability and availability. Test results show that 
the ES can diagnose all targeted faulty scenarios and take desired actions in a consistent manner regardless of 
the sequence of the faults. The ES can perform designated system administration tasks about ten times faster 
than an experienced human operator. Compared with a single workstation system, our hot-standby redulldancy 
system downtime is predicted to be reduced by more than 50 percent by using the ES to command and control 
the system. 
INTRODUCTION 
Product reliabiliv and availability are the two most important qualities that ARINC bas been pursuing. 
Currently, a number of systems and products are developed on computer systems ru g under the U N K  
Operating System (0s) .  Because most off-the-shelf UNIX workstations are general-purpose machines. no fault 
tolerant mechanisms are built k t o  either the operating system or the hardware. Therefore, hadware or software 
failures are not automatically detected by the OS utilities. In other words, most UNPX systems da not have any 
built-in intelligent fault diagnostics, fault-correction, or failure-prevention capabilities. 
This research project develops a monitor, command, and control ES acting as an on-line sqisteiix 
administrator to detect, report, correct, and prevent certain types of hardware and software failures on a UNAX 
workstation system with hot-standby redundancy. The goal is to use the ES to discover and solve certain fatal 
problems early enough to prevent system f d u r e  from occurring and therefore enhance the system reliability and 
availability. 
The reason we are investigating the potential of using the ES to monitor, command, and controk the 
UNHX workstation is because we need software to perform some of the system administrator's jobs in a real 
time, automatic fashion. Usually system administrators use rules of thumb logic gained througka experience to 
solve problems. IES are the most effective approach to capture and use rules of thumb logic to solve proislewas. 
As shown in Figure 1, a redundant workstation system consists of two processors-A and B - 4 0 t h  
powered on, where processor A is the original primary machine and processor B is the secondary. The two 
processors communicate via StarLan. 
Qne ES resides on each machine, and each ES accomplishes two tasks: (1) process self-checking and 
hardware management and (2) hot-standby switch-over. 
Figure 1. Command and Control Expert System Overview 
Processor Self-check in^ and Hardware Resource Management 
Each ES monitors the health (such as disk space usage, CPU usage, and application process health) of 
the machine on which it resides. If hardware resource utilization reaches a certain threshold, the ES will first 
try to correct the situation by taking some actions that a system administrator would take under the same 
circumstances. If the ES detects problems that it cannot correct or problems that may cause system failure, it 
will give warnings to the operator. Human intervention is needed in this situation. 
Hot-Standbv Switch-Over 
The two ESs exchange the health information of their host processors with each other. They also 
monitor the link between the two processors. If the ES on the primary processor detects potential fatal problems, 
it GI1 send a signal to the secondary processor, and the secondary processor will take over the primary role. 
Because the svJitch occurs before the original primary processor failure, there is no system downtime. 
The ES uses human heuristic rules to monitor, command, and control the hot-standby redmdmt system 
in real time. Unlike other commonly used fault tolerant systems, which take action after the failure occurs, this 
ES tries to predict failure and take action before failures occur. 
AND SO SELECTION 
Whv Use Expert Svstems? 
A processor usually has multiple processes running simultaneously, has many peripherals, md hmdles 
complicated communications. To ensure that the processor operates properly, and that tasks are performed 
successfully, the processor health status have to be monitored and adjusted continuously. Ideay,  problems 
leading toward processor failure should be discovered and reported, if not solved, before the f d m e  occurs. 
However, most processors cannot perform self-checking and error-correcting by themselves, and it is me&stic  
to have human experts monitor and adjust the processors all the time. Therefore, in most applications, serious 
problems or even failures occur before human experts issue correction commands. 
ES are suitable tools for performing processor monitoring, command, and control for the foUca\~g 
reasons: 
e Human experts use rules of thumb logic gained through experience to solve processor problems; 
ESs are the most effective tool (in comparison with other types of software) to capture the rules 
of thumb and use them to solve problems. 
o The two research areas of this project, i.e., processor self-tuning and the hot-standby swilchg,  
do not necessarily need physical maneuvering. Control commands can be executed by software. 
0 The processor problems are rather complicated and therefore need specific knowledge and 
in-depth reasoning to be solved. Conventional programs are not equipped with the features to 
effectively capture and retrieve knowledge and reasoning. 
0 Experts agree on solutions. Domain knowledge can be translated into rules and relationships. 
e Successful expert systems have been developed in similar applications [Ill. 
Hardware Platform 
The target processor for this project is the AT&T/6386, SCSI based workstation, running under U W  
SYSTEM V OS. Two workstations are connected through a StarLan network. 
We chose this hardware platform because of its similarity to the ARINC Tower Data Link Service 
(TDLS). This would allow the results from this research effort to be easily used by TDLS or similar projects. 
Because UNIX is a machine-independent OS, the research results could also be applied to other UNIX platforms 
(such as SUN, HP) with little modification. 
Software Develo~ment Tools 
The ES shell chosen for this project is the Cxpert by Software Plus Ltd. Cxpert supports commonly used 
knowledge representation methods such as Attributes, Frames, Procedures and commonly used inference chaining 
methods such as forward chaining and backward chaining. Cxpert also provides query and window display 
facilities. In addition, Ckpert knowledge representation language (KRL) is fully compatible with C language. 
UNIX PROCESSOR SELF 
When application processes run on a UNIX processor, the hardware resources are used by these 
processes. The health of the processor affects the performance of the applications. For instance, when the CPU 
is overriioaded, the response time of the application process is slower. 
$$is IES prototype shall monitor and maintain the health of the processor in real time in three important 
areas: disk space, CPU load, and process management. It will solve and report problems in a manner similar 
to a system administrator, except that it can perform its task 24 hours a day continuously, while humans cannot 
because it would be too expensive to be practical). 
ik(;kaswledee Formalization 
The self-tuning (or resource management) ES shall handle the situations stated in the CONDITION side 
of the f o l l o ~ g  PFTNEN statements, and the action the IES takes is on the ACTION side of the statements. 
The f o l i o ~ n g  IF-THEN statements are called production rules. They are the body of the ES knowledge base (m), and they are structured from human heuristics used to handle the same situations. 
For disk space management, disk utilization in terms of disk usage percentage is checked every specified 
time period, as follows: 
IF disk usage reaches a certain user-defined high water mark, and 
IF Iile archiving is necessary, 
THEN the ES will archive the specified fdes to tape and then remove them from the disk to 
create free disk space. 
IF the files were archived earlier, 
THEN only cleanup is performed. 
IF disk usage increases at an abnormally fast rate, 
THEW the ES will give the operator a warning. 
IF disk usage reaches critical threshold (which means that after this threshold, any writing to 
the disk has a high probability of failure), 
THEN the ES will announce that the processor is approaching a failure condition, and when switch-over 
is an option, it will initiate switch-over from the primary machine to the secondary machine. 
Th;: CPU load is monitored by the ES every specified time period, as follows: 
IF the CPU is overloaded, 
THEN, to improve system response time for critical processes, certain low priority processes will be 
terminated. 
IF the CPLJ is still overloaded, 
THEN the operator will get a warning. 
In many airline or communications related applications, certain application processes [nust run 
con:inwously. The process management part of this ES runs checks every specified period of lime: 
IF the critical processors are not running, 
THEN the critical processes are restarted by the ES automatically. 
These are several of the simple but important scenarios that often occur on an applicatiom processor. 
We studied the logic and procedures a system administrator would take under these scenarios and reformdated 
hurnan knowledge into an IF-THEN format to facilitate ES implementation. 
The ES can be expanded to handle more complicated and diversified problems, as long as the humm 
heuristic for those problems can be structured into logical rules. 
The high-level design for the resource management ES is illustrated in Figure 2. Each block depicts 
a logical function in the ES, and the arrow indicates data and its flow directions. This block diagrm is appbcable 
to each one of the three areas above. 
Figure 2. Self-Tuning ES Block Diagram 
The Monitor (for each one of the areas above) uses UNIX system administration commands to coPBect 
resource utilization data. For example, the disk monitor function uses the df command to determhe free disk 
space and other information about disk usage. Monitor then processes this data so that it can be used by the 
following processes depicted in the diagram: 
0 The Diagnose and Decision block is essentially a rule-based knowledge base that is form&ed 
from human heuristic to diagnose the health of the resource utilization. This knowledge base 
fires different rules according to the information from the Monitor. The result of a fired rule 
is an action item, which selects and executes the proper action(s). This block also sends the 
action item into the log and display blocks. 
0 The Action block is a set of functions that will maintain the health of the processor resource 
usage. 
0 The Log saves the action item, time stamp, and brief health message onto disk storage. 
0 The Display displays health information and action items on a window system. 
Imulementation Details 
For all three managed areas, the implementation is similar. Monitor and Action are irnplemewted by C 
language, Diagnose and Decision and Log are implemented by Cxpert KRL, and Display is implemented by the 
Cxpert I-Iyperwindow system. 
Performance Test 
Test-run results show that the hardware resource management ES can handle all the fault scenarios 
described above and execute corrective actions regardless of the sequence of faults. The ES behavior is fully 
predictable. The one-round (i.e., a visit to the three targeted areas once) ES execution time is less than 15 
seconds, which is much faster than comparable human action. A more sophisticated ES may have a longer 
one-round execution time, but it will still be much faster than manual operation. The performance speed can 
be improved by using C or C +  + language for coding. In addition, operator error can be avoided because all 
the proper actions that the ES takes are pre-coded into the ES and tested. 
HOT-STANDBY SWTC WING ES 
Requirements Analvsis 
As shown in Figure 2, the hot-standby redundant system consists of two identical UNUL processors 
linked by StarLan Ethernet for peer-to-peer communications. When the system is fust started up, one processor 
is designated to be primary and the other to be secondary. Hot-standby implies both machines are powered, 
and both are accepting and processing the same input. However, only the results of the primary processor are 
used as system output. Hot-standby switching requires that when the primary processor fails, the primary role 
is switched to the secondary processor within a specified period of time. This period of time must be short 
enough so that the outside world will not be affected by the processor failure. 
Many mechanisms can be used to initiate hot-standby switching[7]. The ES uses the following 
mechanism: 
Each processor uses the self-tuning ES to check its own health and sends its health information 
to its peerprocessor via the StarLan link. If the primary processor detects its own failure, it 
stops its normal operation and sends a signal to the secondary processor. The secondary 
configures itself to be the primary processor and picks up the operation where the other 
machine stopped. 
Knowledge Formalization 
The production rules for the hot-standby switching ESs in the two machines are slightly different because 
of the different roles they play. The two processors use the self-tuning ES to check self-health and send this 
information to their peer processor via the link. In the meantime, each processor tries to read the health of the 
other machine. 
In the primary machine-hosted ES, the rules are as follows: 
IF the StarLan link is healthy, and 
IF the secondary processor is healthy, and 
IF the primary is going to fail (in the prototype, only disk problems are 
considered as fatal), 
THEN the primary stops its output, announces its failure to the secondary, and sends 
out a switch-over command. 
IF the secondary processor is NOT healthy, 
THEN the primary processor will report that its peer is dead; no switch-over is allowed under 
this circumstance. 
IF the Pink is dead, 
THEN the primary machine will report this; no switch-over is allowed under this circumstance, either. 
In the secondary processor, the rules are as follows: 
IF the link is healthy, and 
IF the secondary is healthy, and 
IF the primary is dead, and 
IF the primary sends a signal for switch-over, 
THEN the secondary processor reconfigures itself to be prirnaq and 
announces that it is primary now. 
IF there is no switch signal from the primary, 
THEN the secondary will announce this fact, but no switch-over 
occurs. (Note: this rule is intended to avoid a race condition betweem 
the two machines for the primary role and confuse or upset the 
outside world. A more elaborate rule set will allow the secondary to 
take over without the primary switch signal.) 
IF the secondary is dead, 
THEN it will notify the primary, and no switch signal will be sent to the secondary in case of 
primary failure. 
IF the link is dead, 
THEN no switch-over is allowed. 
Listed above are some simple rules to control and coordinate the hot-standby switch-over process. More 
elaborate rules are necessary for a real operation context. These rules are for prototyping purposes only. The 
ES can be expanded to handle more complicated situations. 
Hieh-Level Desim 
Figure 3 illustrates the functional blocks in the hot-standby switching ES. The functionality of each block 
is explained by the block name. The ES high-level design is the same for both ESs, except that the primary 
machine has the Send Switch while the secondary machine has the Receive Switch. 
Figure 3. Hot-Standby Switching ES Block Diagram 
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Figure 4 shows the primary and secondary machine console display. In the DISK window, machine disk 
space usage is given as a percentage. The ES action for self-t is also shown in the window. In the CPU 
~ d o w ,  average run queue size, average queue occupancy data, and the ES action for process control (such as 
s t a r t /m  process) are displayed. The PEER window shows weather the peer processor is healthy. The LINF 
~ d o w  shows weather the RFS is still running on StarLan. The SWITCH window shows weather the host 
macKme is primary or secondary. The LOG window logs the time, problem, and action taken by the ES. 
There are dso colors associated with the windows to indicate the status of the related area. If a critical situation 
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Figure 4. Prototype Console Display 
The Switch-Over Knowledge Base (KB) is implemented by Cxpert KRL, and the rest of the blocks are achieved 
by C hnckions. 
The hot-standby switching ES incorporated the ES in the section titled "UNIX Processor Self-Tuning ES" for 
processor self-checking and self-tuning. 
In this ES, in addition to the knowledge base, the technical challenge is the Inter-Process Communication (IPC). 
Regular IPC facilities such as message queues, unnamed pipes, and semaphores cannot communicate across the 
network, and the named pipes cannot satisfy the independency requirement between the two processors. This 
ES hplementation uses a unique and innovative method that combines the StarLan Remote File Sharing (RFS) 
facility -with file and record-locking techniques to accomplish the peer-to-peer communication across the network. 
This implementation will allow the two processors to operate independently if the link or one of the processors 
is dead. It will also allow the two processors to operate cooperatively if the link is healthy and both of the 
processors are running. 
Performance Test 
In adidition to all the faulty scenarios presented in the section titled "UNIX Processor Self-Tuning ES", tests are 
generated to simulate link failure, primary failure, secondary failure, and both processor failures. The ES 
performs correctly under these circmstances. The one-round execution time (which is the t h e  that the ES takes 
to check the three self-t areas, the peer, and the link once) is less than 30 seconds, which laems that the 
secondary will take over the prirnary function in less than 30 seconds in case of primary fdure.  A more 
sophisticated ES may have a longer one-round time, but performance speed can be improved by uskg C or C+ 
language to avoid Cxpert KRL overhead costs. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Command and Control Expert Svstem (CCES) Potential Avvlications 
The commercial application of the ARINC CC IES is very wide, because its knowledge base captures 
general UNIX system administration knowledge, and the rules that CCES uses are applicable to m y  UNlX 
system with little or no design change. Only the detailed hplernentation may vary for different platforms. For 
example, in the air traffic control industry, this ES has potential applications in a number of FAA dhpected 
services, the TDLS is one example. 
Conclusions 
The UNIX processor self-t g ES prototype dlows the processor to have better hardware resource 
management and, therefore, better performance and less chance of failure. 
The hot-standby switching ES prototype provides coordination, command, and control to the switch-over 
process and, therefore, reduces system downtime and improves system reliability and availabgw. 
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Abstract 
D u ~ n g  numerous contacts with a satellite each day, spacecraft analysts must closely monitor real time data 
watching for combinations of telemetry parameter values, trends, and other indications that  may signify a 
problem or failure. AS the satellites become more complex and the number of data items increases, this 
task is becoming increasingly difficult for humans to perform a t  acceptable perfomance levels. At the 
NMA G d d a r d  Space Flight Center, fault-isolation expert systems are in operation supporting this data 
monitoring task. Based on the lessons learned during these initial efforts in expert system automation, a 
new domain-specific expert system development tool named the Generic Spacecraft Analyst Assistant 
(&nSMk), is being developed to facilitate the rapid development and reuse of real-time expert systems to 
serve as fault-isolation assistants for spacecraft analysts. Although initially domain-specific in nature, this 
powedul tool will readily support the development of highly graphical expert systems for data monitoring 
purposes throughout the space and commercial industry. 
Introduction 
NMKs Ead11-orbiting scientific satellites are becoming increasingly sophisticated. They are operated by 
highly trained personnel in the mission's Payload Operations Control Center (POCC). Currently a t  the 
Gddard  Space Flight Center (GSFC), missions utilize either a dedicated control center (e.g., 
the Hubble Spaee Telescope) or share resources in the Multi-Satellite Operations Control Center (e-g., 
Cosmic Backpound Explorer and the Gamma Ray Observatory). In either case, POCC personnel called 
Flight Operations Analysts (FOAs), are responsible for the proper command, control, health, and safety of 
the satellite' [31. 
The satellite control centers operate round-the-clock throughout the lifetime of the spacecraft. There are 
typically multiple real-time communications events daily with each satellite. During these events, the FOAs 
must: 
- establish and maintain the telecommunications link with the spacecraft, 
-monitor the spacecraft's health and safety, 
- send commands or command loads to the satellite for on-board execution, 
- oversee the transfer of the scientific data from the on-board tape recorders to ground systems for 
processing and analysis, and 
- manage spacecraft resources (including on-board memory, batteries, and tape recorders). 
To accomp%ish these activities, the analyst must thoroughly understand the operation of the spacecraft and 
ground systems and continuously monitor the current state of operations as indicated by telemetry parame- 
ters displayed on the POCC consoles. During an event, the analyst typically monitors hundreds of telemetry 
parameter values on multiple display pages that  may be updated several times per second. Such large 
volumes of low-Bevel information can overwhelm analysts and disrupt their ability to identify and resolve 
conflicting constraints. They may soon be unable to consistently monitor all of the information available. 
The need to automate some data monitoring functions is apparent. 
Expert system technology is proving to be effective in automating some spacecraft monitoring functions. 
This paper first summarizes CLEAR, the first real-time spacecraft monitoring expert system deployed a t  
GSFC. The? paper then reviews several lessons learned from CLEAR and other monitoring and fault isola- 
tion expert system projects undertaken a t  GSFC, thereby establishing the foundation of a domain-specific 
expert system development tool called the Generic Spacecraft Analyst Assistant (GenSAA). This new tool 
will be introduced followed by a discussion of its capabilities, architecture and benefits, its potential uses in 
industry, and the approach for adapting this tool to other domains. 
1. This paper is based on a previous publication by Hughes, P. & Luczak, E. (October, 1991), reference 3. 
Figure 1. Black & VVhite Photo of the CLEAR User Interlace 
: Breaking New Ground 
The Communications Link Expert Assistance Resource (CLEAR) is the first operational elaped system at 
GSFC that  automates one of the spacecraft analyst's tasks [21. I t  is a fault-isolation expert sysbm that 
supports real-time operations in the POCC for the Cosmic Background Explorer (COBE) mission. C L E m  
monitors the communications link between COBE and the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS), alerts 
the analyst to any problems, and offers advice on how to correct them. 
CLEAR is a forward chaining, rule-based system that  operates in the COBE POCC. I t  monitors over 100 
real-time performance parameters that  represent the condition and operation of the spaieecraft"~ 
communications with the relay satellite. Using this information, together with knowledge of T D B  
operations, COBE's on-board communications system and the expected configuration of the scheduled event, 
CLEAR accurately portrays the status of the communications link. 
Textual and graphical information about the condition of the COBE/TDRS/ground commuraieations links is 
displayed in a tiled-window format (Figure 1). A graphics window displays the elements of the 
communications network from the COBE Spacecraft to the POCC; green lines represent healthy links 
between elements. When the performance parameters indicate that  a communications link or processing 
system is degrading or down, the associated line or icon turns yellow or red, respectively. The display 
enables analysts to assess the current status of the communications event in a quick glance. 
When CLEAR isolates a problem, a short description of the problem is displayed in the "problems" window. 
If multiple problems are found, the problem descriptions are ranked and displayed in descending order of 
criticality. CLEAR suggests analyst actions to correct the problem; however, the system does not take any 
corrective action itself. 
To further assist the analyst and to provide support for its advice, the CLEAR system proGdes an 
explanation facility. When the analyst selects a problem displayed in the problems window, C L E m  
provides a detailed explanation of why the expert system believes that  the problem exists. 
CLEAR has  approximately 165 rules and isolates approximately 75 different problems. The types o f  
problems include: non-reception of data within the control center (system or communication proHlems, or 
data reporting not activated); misconfigurations between the COBE POCC and the T D m  @orand station 
(coherencylnon-coherency, doppler compensation onloff, power mode, actual TDRS in use, antennae 
configurations); discrepancies in telemetry rate or format; inactive or non-locked links; and deeading or 
critical signal strength situations [61. 
C L E m  operates on any of the seven PCIAT-class workstations that  are used for console operations in the 
POCC. It is written in the '6' language and uses the 'C' Language Integrated Production System (CLIPS) 
and a custom-developed graphics library. 
The C L E m  ExperG System has  supported the COBE Flight Operations Team since launch in November 
1989. It is used to monitor nearly all of the TDRS supports (COBE occasionally communicates directly to 
the Wallops gsound station) and is regarded a s  the fault-isolation "expert" for the COBEITDRS telecommuni- 
cations link. CLEAR represents a successful attempt to automate a control center function using an  expert 
system. Slt has  been adapted for the Gamma Ray Observatory and was utilized during early orbit. 
Several imporhnt lessons have been learned from the experience gained in developing and operating 
C L E m  121, Key lessons have also been learned from other monitoring and fault isolation expert systems 
developed recently a t  GSFC, including the Ranging Equipment Diagnostic Expert System (REDEX) [51, and 
other systems. These lessons learned have strongly influenced the definition of GenSAA. 
fault-isolation in spacecraft operations. Production rules provide a direct method of encoding the 
fault-isolation knowledge of spacecrafl analysts; the if-then structure closely parallels the stimulus-response 
behavior that  they develop through extensive training. This knowledge can be translated smoothly into rule 
f o m .  The development of CLEAR would have taken much longer using conventional, non-rule-based 
p r o ~ a m m i n g  techniques. 
Early in CLEAR'S development, the 
sition effort. However, the knowledge 
e n @ n e e ~ n g  task was found to be relatively straightforward, albeit time-consuming. The development of the 
rule base was a lengthy process due to the interactive nature of the knowledge acquisition. Basically, the 
exped would describe a specific piece of knowledge to the "knowledge engineer" who would attempt to 
transcrib it into a rule and pass i t  back to the expert for validation. When the rule accurately represented 
the piece 06 knowledge (which usually took multiple iterations between the expert and the knowledge 
en@neer), i t  was passed to the test team for formal testing, and then, finally, released for operational use. 
The involvement of various players in this process resulted in long turnaround times from the point a t  which 
a. piece of knowledge was determined to be important until i t  was translated into a rule and placed into 
operation. It was recognized that  an integrated tool that  simplified modifications to the knowledge base or 
user intendrace could significantly accelerate this process. 
i l ~  . The CLEAR development team learned 
that ployed by the FOAs is  shallow (i.e., the 
identification o f  a problem generally does not rely on the identification of other subproblems, and so on). 
Most of the problems identified by the analysts were discrete problems that  seldom overlapped other 
problems. Conflicts between rules were minimal; this simplified testing, verification, and validation of the 
rulebase. 
The padidpalion of the analyst in knowledge acquisition and translation has many advantages. First, i t  
can reduce the knowledge translation time and, more importantly, reduce knowledge translation errors that  
occur when a knowledge engineer formulates rules based on the knowledge extracted from documentation or 
i n t e ~ e v v s  with the domain expert. Second, the verification and validation of the knowledge will be 
fa"Encilih;a$ed since the expert will better comprehend the rulebase. Third, the in-depth understanding of the 
knowledge base and i ts  capabilities is likely to result in a higher degree of user confidence in the system 
thereby e n s u ~ n g  user acceptance. 
e . For CLEAR, the rule-based method 
of knowledge representation has provided the flexibility to easily adapt the knowledge base to unforeseen 
changes in the operational behavior of the spacecraft. For example, even though the operational nature of 
COBE was fairly accurately understood by the design engineers and flight operations team before the 
launch, slight behavioral variations and complications arose once the spacecraft was in orbit. Although the 
FOAs were able Lo adjust to such variations quickly, some of the ground systems required complex software 
modifications. Hiowever, the changes required to CLEAR'S rule-base were simple and quickly implemented. 
After modification, CLEAR provided consistent operational assistance. I t  is imporlant to (proide the 
capability to modify an operational expert system in a controlled, yet straightforward way. 
e 
. One of the most valuable lessons learned is that while 
prototypes can often be developed rapidly, operational expert systems require considerable ego&" A majors 
factor in this effort is the difficulty of interfacing the expert system to the data source. 
The CLEAR development team learned that most of the development time for the operational system was 
spent on issues not directly related to the construction of the knowledge base. A surprising amount of eflort 
focused on the integration of the expert system with the data source and graphics display system. This 
required in-depth programming knowledge of the interfacing systems and the ability to troubleshoot prob- 
lems within them. Provide tools to simplify the complicated task of integrating the expert system with the 
interfacing systems and, if possible, reuse any interface code developed for a similar (expert) syskm. 
e The human-computer interface is frequently the most underdeveloped 
component of an expert system. An effective user interface is inviting, comprehensible, credible, and simple 
Lo operate. To make it inviting, simplify the display layout and present only that information needed to 
efficiently perform the task. Graphics can greatly enhance the visual communications of a system; capitalize 
on their expressive power to provide system output that can be assimilated quickly and accurately. 
B 
. Users have responded vem positively 
to the use of schematic displays that graphically represent system status and fault locations. Analysts and 
technicians usually learn about the systems they monitor by studying system block diagpams in training 
classes and reference manuals. By using similar block diagram displays, a m o n i b ~ n g  expert system can 
present status to the user in a familiar and intuitive format. Color coding of status conditions on such 
displays has been found to be an effective way to present succinct status summaries. 
Operation of the expert system should be simple enough that the user 
can concentrate on the problem, not on how to operate the system. The following techniques were applied in 
CLEAR and REDEX to simplify operation: 
- 
. CLEAR operates in a highly autonornous mode; no user input is 
required after system initialization. CLEAR has been well-accepted by its users, par$ially because it 
operates as an independent intelligent assistant, allowing the spacecran analyst to Focus on other 
responsibilities during real-time satellite contacts. 
- These techniques El] enable the expert system user do quickly select and 
display desired diagrams by clicking on link buttons that appear on each diagram. Links can be used to 
create diagram hierarchies, off-page connections, diagram sequences, and other structures. 
These lessons learned have actuated the definition and development of GenSAA. 
Overview 
GenSAA is an advanced tool that will enable spacecraft analysts to rapidly build simple yet highly maphical 
expert systems that are capable of performing real-time spacecraft monitoring and fault isolation functions. 
Expert systems built using GenSAA will assist spacecraft analysts during real-time operations in spsacecrafi 
control centers. The use of GenSAA will reduce the development time and cost for new expelrk, systems in 
this domain. GenSkA will allow graphical displays and fault-isolation knowledge to be reused from mission 
to mission. 
Expert systems developed with GenSAA will have the following characteristics: 
a 
- The process for developing specific expert systems using G n S M  wi17 be 
straightforward enough that i t  can be perfomed by trained spacecraft analysts on the flight operations 
team. No compilation step is necessary before executing the expert system. 
e GenSAA will support the use of rules to represent spacecraft and payload msnibfing and 
fault isolation knowledge. Rule-based representations are easily learned and can be used to describe many 
of the reasoning processes used by spacecraft analysts. 
B 
- The GenSkA operational user interface will support both textual and vaphical 
presentations of health and status information and fault isolation conclusions. GenSAA user intedaces are 
built with the GenSAA WorkBench which uses the X-window toolkit and the Motif widget set. HserIink 
techniques will be supported to simplify navigation between GenSAA windows. 
#I Initially, GenSAA will be used to create expert systems 
that will suppofi analysts in spacecraft control centers that use the new Transportable Payload Operations 
Control Center (TPOCC) architecture. TPOCC is a new Unix-based control center system architecture that 
will be used on many new spacecrafk missions a t  GSFC. GenSAA will be adaptable Lo also support 
non-TPOCC data interfaces. 
e GenSAA expert systems will be driven by real time spacecraft telemetry that indicate the 
cument status of the spacecraft and its operation. 
G n S M  is being developed as a generic tool to support the development of expert systems in any 
TPOCC-based control center such as SAMPEX, WindIPolar, SWAS, SONO, and others. However the initial 
use o f  GenSM will be targeted for the SMEX and ISTP series of missions. SAMPEX flight operations team 
members have expressed a need for a tool like GenSAA, and the launch timeframe for S m P E X ,  the first 
SMEX mission, is compatible with the GenSAA development schedule. 
GnSAQ is an advanced, domain-specific tool for developing spacecraft control center expert systems. I t  is 
analogous to many commercial expert system shells because i t  facilitates the development of specific expert 
systems. However, GenSAA is tailored to the specific requirements of spacecraft analyst assistant expert 
systems in TPOCC control centers. 
Q n S U  operates in the TPOCC environment and shares many of TPOCC's architectural features. The 
TPOCC architecture is based on distributed processing, industry standards, and commercial hardware and 
soRware components. It  employs the clientkerver model of distributed processing, the Network File System 
(NFS) protocol for transparent network access to files, and the X Window System (X.11) with the Motif li- 
brary and window manager for the graphical operator interface. A TPOCC configuration consists of a small 
set of specialized front-end processors and Unix-based workstations on an Ethernet network using the 
TCPi1P network protocol. GenSAA operates in this environment. 
Figure 2 shows the major elements of GenSAA. They are divided into two sets: the GenSAA Workbench and 
the G n S M  Runtime Environment. The Workbench is used in an off-line mode to create a specific C;enSkA 
Expert System and the Runtime Environment is used to execute the GenSAA Expert System to support 
real-time operations in a spacecraft control center. These elements are described in the sections below. 
The GenSM Workbench 
The GenSGA Workbench is composed of three utilities that enable a spacecraR analyst to create a GenSAA 
expert system. A GenSAA expert system is a specific expert system that performs real-time monitoring and 
Figure 2. The Elements of GenSAA 
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fault isolation functions in a TPOCC spacecraft control center. 
The GenSAA Workbench will operate in an off-line mode on a Unix workstation. A GenSAA expert system is 
created by defining the expert system's runtime specifications using the GenSAA Workbench. Figure 3 
illustrates that these specifications, called Reusable Application Components, together with the GenSAA 
Runtime Components, compose a GenSAA Expert System. The GenSAA Workbench utilities are as  follows: 
Data- This utility is used to create the Data Interface Specification for a GenSAA expert system. 
The Data Interface Specification defines four types of data that are used by the GenSAA expert system 
during real-time operations: 
-Mission data- Mission data variables represent real-time status of the monitored spacecraft and related 
ground support systems. (mission variables are sometimes called telemetry mnemonics.) Values for these 
variables are received and updated during spacecraft operation periods from the TPOCC Data Server 
process, which is part of the TPOCC software. Using the Data Manager, the GenSAA Workbench user 
selects the mission variables needed for the expert system being created from a list of all the mission 
variables available from the TPOCC Data Server. Values for only those variables selected will be received 
by the expert system during run-time. a 
- User-defined data- User-defined data variables represent expected operating modes and equipment 
configurations. For example, a user-defined data variable might represent the setting of a switch that 
determines which of two redundant components is to be used. Values for these variables are entered by the 
spacecraft analyst during spacecrafk operation periods. 
- Inferred data- Inferred data variables represent conclusions inferred by rules in the rule base. For 
example, an inferred data variable might represent the health or fault status of a component in a spacecrafk 
subsystem. (The name of an inferred data variable together with its current value is called an inferred fact.) 
Values are assigned to these variables by actions executed in the "then" part of rules that fire. 
-Externally Generated GenSAA (EGG) data- EGG data consists of Inferred and User-Defined data which 
is identified by the user as  being "public". These data are routed to the GenSAA Data Server to make them 
available to any process requesting them by name. For example, one GenSAA expert system may require 
information about the status of a subsystem which is being monitored by another GenSM expert system. 
Such inter-expert system communication is conducted through EGG data. 
Rule Builder- This utility is used to create the rule base for a GenSM expert system. The rule base is a 
set of expert system rules in "condition-action" ("if - thenn) format that may infer new facts based on 
currently asserted facts. The inference engine controls the firing of rules in the rule base during execution of 
the GenSAA expert system. 
Dufing n~n-time, if all the conditions of a rule are satisfied, then the rule fires and all its actions are 
pedomed. Conditions can be constructed using the mission, user-defined, and inferred data variables 
specified with the Data Manager. Actions may include: assertinglretracting an inferred fact, 
enabbngIdisabIing a rule or ruleset, performing a mathematical calculation, and displaying text messages on 
the user intesace. Templates are provided for specifying conditions and actions thereby allowing a user Lo 
build rules quickly using drop-and-drag techniques. 
e This utility is used to create the User Interface Specification for a GenSAA expert 
system. The User Interface Specification defines the user interface windows and the layout and behavior of 
the paphicall objects that comprise the operational user interface of the GenSAA expert system. 
The Workbench user can use a variety of X-toolkit and Motif widgets, including pushbuttons, option menus, 
scrolling text lists, user-created graphical icons, and dab-driven objects such as meters and gauges. The 
desiper  conshsmcts a user intedace by selecting graphical objects from a palette or drawing them with the 
paraphies tools provided and placing them wherever desired. Lines can be drawn using connector items to 
crelab animahd schematic diagrams. The Workbench user can associate each graphical object with a 
mission, user-defined, inferred data, or EGG variable, and speci& how changes in the value of the variable 
will afleict the presentation of the item. Characteristics of a graphical object's behavior that can change 
based on thmvalkae of its associated data variable include its color, the icon displayed, and the position of the 
dynamic podion of a data-driven object. Simple drawing editors are provided to allow the creation of new 
paphicaal icons. Any graphical object can also be specified to be a hyperlink button; clicking on such a 
button during mn-time can cause a window to be displayed, or cause an informational pop-up window to 
appear. 
The G n S M  Workbench utilities are highly interoperable and use a graphical, direct-manipulation method 
of interaction (commonly referred as "point-and-select" or "drag-and-drop") to facilitate use. For example, 
when using the Data Manager, the user may select a given mission mnemonic to be included in the Data 
Inteflace Specification. Later, when using the Rule Builder, the user can drag the mnemonic from the Data 
Manager into a condition of a rule. Similarly, when using the User Interface Builder, the user can drag a 
Q n S U  dab  variable onto a graphical item in the user interface to associate the variable with the graphical 
object. This pointing technique prevents keyboard mistakes and is faster than typing. 
In Figure 3, the outputs of the GenSAA Workbench utilities are described as reusable application 
components, These components will be placed in a library so that they can be reused in creating the 
specificaftions for new GenSAA expert systems. Operations like cut and paste will be available to allow 
portions o f  previously created specifications to be used in constructing a new expert system. 
GenSM Runtime Envkonment 
The elements of the GenSAA Runtime Environment are called the GenSAA Runtime Components; they are 
used Gt11out change in each GenSM expert system. They control the operation of a GenSAA expert system 
during its execution in a TPOCC control center. They read the D a b  Interface Specification, Rule Base, and 
User Iwteflace Specification files to determine the specific behavior of the GenSAA expert system. The 
G n S M  Runtime Framework is implemented as a pair of Unix processes that communicate with one 
another via message queues. Their functions are as  follows: 
d This component manages the user interface of the GenSAA Expert system. It  
displays user interface windows that contain both text and graphics. Color is used to enhance the display of 
state data, Data-driven display objects are associated with telemetry values received from the TPOCC data 
server and infe~red facts and conclusions received from the Inference Engine. In response to user inputs 
that  include hypestext button events, the User Interface displays selected graphics windows, help text, and 
other informational text. The user interface windows, data-driven objects, and interaction objects are 
defined in the User Intedace Specification that was generated by the GenSkA User Interface Builder. 
e 
- This sub-element of the User Interface Process requests telemetry from the 
T ecified in the Data Interface Specification. It  formats the real-time data it 
receives and m&es it available to the Inference Engine and User Interface components. 
dh 
- This component manages the firing of rules in the rule base. A rule is fired 
when all its conditions are satisfied; the conditions will often involve the current values of telemetry, 
user-defined, and inferred data variables. Inferred facts and messages may be sent to the User Intelrface 
component and displayed to the FOA as defined in the User Interface Specification. NMA's ' e x a n p a g e  
Integrated Production System (CLIPS) inference engine forms the core of this component. 
The operational interface with the FOA will typically include color schematics and animated data-dfiven 
objects (such as rotating meters, sliding bar graphs, and toggle switches) that graphically display the 
dynamic values of telemetry data, user-defined data, and inferred conditions. The user inhdaaiee will also 
typically contain hypertext and hypergraphic links to make i t  easy for the spaceera& riln~alyst to quickly 
display graphics windows. 
Figure 4 shows a completed GenSAA expert system in operation. A GenSAA expert sysknn will execute on a 
Unix workstation in the control center. A dedicated Unix workstation is not required, i.e., a CenSM expert 
system can execute on the same workstation as  other TPOCC processes. However, to avoid potential 
performance impacts, the initial GenSAA expert system will reside on a dedicated Unix worksht,ion in the 
SMEX POCC connected to the TPOCC Local Area Network. 
During operation, a GenSAA expert system will interface to the TPOCC soaware via the TPOCC Data 
Server process. This interface will use the standard external interface conventions defined by the TPOCC 
Project. For example, a GenSAA expert system simply submits a request to the TPOCG Data Semes process 
for the telemetry items that were specified in the expert system. No additional data or commands are sent 
to any of the TPOCC processes. 
The GenSAA development team is utilizing a spiral development approach in which two prototypes and an 
operational system will be implemented. The first prototype, called the 'Proof-of-Concept SFProbtype', 
investigated the basic concepts of GenSAA and was completed in August, 1990. The second, called the 
'Functional Prototype', demonstrated the functional characteristics of the GenSkCn Workbench. This 
prototype was completed in October, 1991 and was used Lo assess and refine the functionaiB requirements for 
the operational system. The operational version is scheduled for release in mid 1993. 
GIenSAA will be implemented in C++ using an object-oriented design. This approach has been selected 
because of the following four benefits: First, i t  will allow the reuse of an existing class library developed at 
GSFG (Code 522) for the rapid development of sonware. Second, it will promote modulafity and ease 
integration of the soRware components that will comprise GenSAA. Third, it will allow the core modules of 
Figure 4. A GenSAA Expefl Systern in Operation 
& n S M  to be implemented so that the system can be 
extended for future missions or industrial use without 
major design changes or extensive recoding. Fourth, 
the GenSM development team is optimistic that the 
object-o~ented approach will facilitate maintenance of 
this syste~m. 
Mdt ip le  & n S M  Expert Systems 
& w S M  expe& systems are intended to be relatively 
simple expert systems with small rule bases that are 
typically developed by a single analyst. A typical 
& n S M  ewperhystem might monitor and isolate 
faults for one subsystem on board a spacecraft. To 
handle more complex monitoring situations, involving, 
for example, several spacecraft subsystems, multiple Figure 5. Sharlng data among multiple 
G n S M  exped svskms can be built each responsible GenSAA Expert Systems 
for a discrete subsystem or function. During operation, these expert systems would execute concurrently 
and could share key conclusions with one another using a "publish-and-subscribe'' model of communicating. 
To pedorm the publish-and-subscribe method of information sharing, a fourth component of the GenSAA 
Runtime EnGrowment, the GenSAA Data Server, is used to serve as a central repository to which GenSM 
Expert Systems can "publish" information and from which other "subscribing" GenSAA Expert Systems can 
receive the information when published. As shown in Figure 5, the GenSAA Data Server is a Unix process 
that can receive a real-time stream of user-defined and inferred data variable updates from any GenSAA 
expert system. The GenSAA Data Server distributes the data to any GenSAA expert system that has 
requested it. A given GenSAA expert system only receives those variables i t  specifically requested 
(subsc~bed). The data received by a GenSAA expert system from the GenSAA Data Server is called 
externally generated GenSAA (EGG) data. A GenSAA expert system receives EGG data via its Data 
Hntedace component in exactly the same way as it receives telemetry data from the TPOCC Data Server. 
Within a G n S M  expert system, EGG data can be used in the conditions of rules, and can be associated 
with display items in exactly the same way as  mission, user-defined, and inferred data. The Workbench 
supports *bhe selection of EGG data as a fourth variable type. The Workbench also allows any local 
user-defined or infemed data to be specified as public, to  cause i t  to be sent to the GenSAA Data Server, and 
thereby shared with oother GenSAA expert systems. 
Benefits of G e n S M  
The following benefits are expected to be realized by using GenSAA to build spacecrafi monitoring expert 
systems for future NASA missions: 
FOAs monitor real time data looking for combinations of 
r indications that may signify a problem with the satellib or its 
instruments. The expert systems created with GenSAA will assist the FOAs with the tedious task of data 
monitoring and anlsw them to focus on other, higher-level responsibilities during real-time conhcts with the 
satellik, This, in &urn, will likely result in more efficient and effective operations. 
* S- 
The behavior of' an orbiting satellite is quite dynamic and occasionally different than anticipated. To quickly 
create or modify eelrped systems that can effectively monitor satellites, tools are needed that allow analysts 
$6 formulate rule bases easily without the intervention or delay of knowledge engineers and programmers. 
Several benefits are expected by eliminating these traditional developers. Analysts will be able to create 
rules quickly in response to unforeseen changes in spacecraR behavior or operational procedures. Also, 
knowledge translation errors will be reduced or, a t  least, more easily corrected. Knowledge translation 
errors are errors which are inadvertently introduced during the process of translating a piece of expert 
knowledge into rule form. 
e 1- In addition to assisting the FOAs with real-time spacecraR operations, 
GenSAA will be useful as  a training tool in two ways. First, by utilizing the playback utilities proGded by 
TPOCC, analysts will be able to replay a previous spacecrafi communications event. Thus, a student analyst 
can observe how the expert system handles a specific problem scenario. Exercises like this will provide a 
realistic, hands-on environment for training FOAs in a safe, off-line mode. Second, experiience from previous 
expert system projects indicates that the development of rules used in an expert syskm is a beneficial 
mental training exercise for the FOA. When FOAs create rules themselves, they must consider alternatives 
more closely and may therefore develop a deeper understanding of the problem domain. This approach may 
enable more effective fault isolation methods to be identified. 
e Another benefit of automating fault-isolation tasks with mle-based 
systems is that the resulting rule base serves as  accurate documentation of the fault-isolation method. The 
rule base can be studied by student analysts to learn about fault-isolation Lechniques. Even more 
importantly, mission operations can be better protected against the effects of personnel turnovers. 30CC 
expert systems that capture fault-isolation knowledge preserve expertise from mission to nmission and 
mitigate the impact of the loss of experienced FOAs. 
Although initially developed to support real-time data monitoring in satellite control cenbrs, &nSM will 
support the rapid construction of highly graphical expert systems for a variety of applications throughout 
industry. The Rule Builder and User Interface Builder of the GenSAA WorkBench facilitates the 
development of a knowledge base integrated with a graphical user interface complete with multiple 
windows, user input graphical objects, and data-driven graphical objects such as meters, gauges, and strip 
charts. Using these two WorkBench tools, for example, an organization could easily create expert systems to 
monitor traffic on a computer network or watch over an industrial manufacturing process, searching for 
problems and providing decision support or corrective action if a problem is detected. 
For more complex systems, GenSAA's publish-and-subscribe method of infomation sharing enables multiple 
GenSAA expert systems to share knowledge (configuration values, system status, problem diamoses, data 
analysis results) for distributed, hierarchical problem solving. For our application in the sakBlib control 
center environment, a number of individual GenSAA expert systems are planned to monitor and diamose 
the subsystems onboard the spacecraft and within the ground system. These expert syskms will publish 
their results to a "master" expert system which will monitor knowledge from a number of e x p e ~  systems $0 
provide a high level view and to isolate problems that exist across subsystem boundariies. This approach 
makes GenSAA applicable to a wealth of commercial, distributed systems such as  on-line monitoring and 
diagnosis of telecommunication switching systems or realtime load control of power distribution networks, 
To receive full advantage of the programming-free approach of the GenSAA WorkBench, the third 
component of the GenSAA WorkBench, the Data Manager, requires minor modifications to support 
drag-and-drop capabilities with the other WorkBench tools. The following section briefly desc~bes  the 
approach for customizing GenSAA to support other domains. 
Integrating GenSAA Into Other Environments 
Even without modifications, GenSAA will readily support the development of highly saphieal rule based 
expert systems. However, in order to receive the "programming-free" benefit that this toolset provides, two 
steps must be taken: 1) the domain data must be formatted to allow the Data Manager to &splay it and 
thereby facilitate the drag-and-drop interoperability with the other WorkBench tools, and 2)  the Data 
Interface Subsystem of the GenSAA Runtime Framework must be configured to manage the stream of the 
data selected with the Data Manager. There are basically two approaches for adapting the Runtime 
Framework for a new environment: 
&S 
- In this approach, the Data Interface subsystem of the & n $ M  
mntime environment is modified to accommodate the existing interface of the data source. The advantage 
to this approach is that the existing data source remains unchanged. However, the disadvantage is that the 
new user must modify unfamiliar code (GenSAA) and re-implement these modifications for any subsequent 
GenSAA releases. 
a r- Perhaps a better approach for integrating GenSPLA with the new data 
source is to create an intermediary process that functions as a TPOCC Data Server from the pe~rspecti~re of
the G n S M  Data Interface. This process would receive all data requests from GenSAA and forward all data 
from the? data source utilizing the standard TPOCC interface used by GenSAA. Several advantages would 
result: the poup  performing the integration does not have to modify foreign (GenSAA) code, updates to the 
G n S M  tool will not require re-implementation of the customized portions, and conformance to the original 
G n S M  Data Inkerface is maintained. The primary disadvantage is the performance penalty that may 
result from the extra processing in the intermediary process. 
Although the modifications necessary to adapt GenSAA to a new environment may initially sound like too 
much effort, our experience has demonstrated that it is well worth the investment; if multiple expert systems 
are to be developed, the time spent customizing the front end of GenSAA is easily less than the effort that 
would otherwise be necessary to integrate each expert system with the corresponding data source. By 
employing object-ol.iented design techniques in GenSAA, the modification is simplified and isolated to 
specific objects thereby preventing the inadvertent corruption of other GenSAA elements that do not require 
modification. 
Conclusion 
Detecting satelilike anomalies is a challenging task that is becoming more difficult as  spacecraft become more 
complex, the number of sensor points multiplies, and data rates increase. As demonstrated by the CLEAR 
Syshm, fault-isolation expert systems can help human analysts monitor the flood of data. Expert systems 
can accurately monitor hundreds of real-time telemetry parameters and isolate discrepancies and anomalies 
the instant they can be detected. They can alert the analysts while providing advice on how to correct 
problems swifily and effectively. Unfortunately, development of these systems is often time consuming and 
ccstly; moreover, they usually cannot be reused for other missions. 
Consequently, G n S M  is being developed for use by the FOAs who work in satellite control centers. 
& n $ U  is desiped to enable fault-isolation expert systems to be developed quickly and easily, and without 
the delay or costs of knowledge engineers and programmers. By facilitating the reuse of expert system 
elements from mission to mission, GenSAA will reduce development costs, preserve expertise between 
missions and d u ~ n g  periods of personnel turnover, and provide more effective spacecr& monitoring 
capabilities on future missions. In the commercial industry, similar benefits can be realized with expert 
systems, and, although GenSAA was originally developed to assist with spacecran moniloring, i t  naturally 
supports the rapid development and deployment of graphical intelligent monitoring systems in a wide range 
industrial applications. 
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ABSTRACT 
TARGET, Task Analysis/Rule Generation Tool, represents a new breed of tool that blends graphicd prwess flow 
modeling apabilities with the function of a topdown 
tasks that are primarily procedural in nature, TARGET 
reports as part of the process capture and analysis effort. Histo 
the greatest barriers to the development of intelligent systems. Current practice generally requkes lengthy 
interactions between the expert whose knowledge is to be captured and the bowledge engineer who* respon%biG@ 
is to acquire and represent the expert's knowledge in a useful form. Although much research has been dwotd to the 
development of methodologies and computer software to aid in the capture and representation of some i p s  of 
knowledge, procedural knowledge has received relatively little attention. In essence, TARGET is one of the fist 
tools of its kind, commercial or institutional that is designed to support this type of knowledge captwe unde&ng. 
This paper will describe the design and development of TARGET for the acquisition and representaGm of p r w d d  
knowledge. The strategies employed by TARGET to support use by knowledge engineers, subject mat.er eXprB, 
programmers and managers will be discussed. This discussion includes the method by which the 1001 employs its 
graphical user interface to generate a task hiemhy report. Next, the approach to generate producfion rules for 
incowration in and a CLIPS based expert system will be elaborated. TARGET also pmi& expem 
to visually describe p as a common medium for knowledge refinement by the exprl community md 
knowledge engineer edge consensus possible. The paper briefly touches on the wefif~cahon md 
validation issues facing the CLIPS rule generation aspects of TARGET. A descniption of effofls to support 
TARGET'S interoperability issues on K s ,  Rlacintoshes and workstations concludes the p a p .  Systems such 
as TARGET has the potential to profoundly reduce the time, difficulties, and costs of developing kraowleelige-bad 
systems for the prfomance of procedural tasks. 
INTRODUCTION 
The nature of their delivery and implementation methods and styles as well as their ability to exeaet howledge 
characterize systems designed to aid knowledge acquisition. Various authoring tools have evolved to solve the 
problems associated with the creation of a specific expert system [2]. Historically, developem and 
most knowledge acquisition oriented tool designs toward rating or categorizing problems or kno 
tools to capture specific knowledge, the developer distinguished between types of knowledge mebodis or approaches. 
Although sharing many of the same goals, the existing methodologies are numerous, ranging from k m e  m d e l h g  
to case-based reasoning models to repertory-grid rating structures. The various knowledge types ad&essd by &ese 
systems-from semantic or taxonomic to declarative to pmeduralnFfect the design and perfommee decisions of 
resear~hers and developers [S] .  Knowledge ntation, including £tames, objects, rules, and decision m s ,  capmes 
and executes expertise. At this point, most would agree that no one tool accommodates all the cowidve styles 
needed to gather the inforrnation or knowledge necessary for the creation of an expert system irn one con~guous 
process. Clearly, viable standards have yet to be fully established and accepted. 
This papr wiU first discuss the problem of procedural knowledge acquisition and pertinent related issues. Next, the 
focus will shift to TARGET and its functions and features. Plans for TARGET and trends in knowledge acquisition 
for the future will conclude this paper. 
THE TARGET METHOD 
R m e d d  bowledge acquisition through task analysis is a reasonable candidate for graphical representation modes. 
m o m p s h g  a complex set of steps that make up a specific mission or task =quires cognitive visualization and the 
abihty to fornulate and reformulate the decomposition of those steps or actions. The specific heuristic procedures 
that most subject matter experts (SMEs) employ share certain levels of organization and recall. The path in which a 
p&ae&we evolves starts with specific agendas and goals 141. The last or final action of reaching or satisfying those 
actml gods ends the procedure. On the other hand, any actions that would restart a process (i.e., a loop) would occur 
before the. god ooriented or last action. Options or implied decisions during a task that direct the expert along 
antemafive pa&s may or may not affect other performances of the same task. In cases where the processes offer one 
or more options to complete a task, the process diverges into as many paths as necessary to meet the optional 
q u h m e n & .  
The expression of task knowledge could be further divided into strategic and serial styles. To describe specific 
p a m ~ s s  wihin a domain, a facility should allow the user to express strategic or serial styles of a process. Linear 
ac~ons  pose smcturd relationships that contrast those that reflect technique or style. Task knowledge manifests 
itself more often in linear gement where pre and post conditions of an event directly couples with the 
compk~on sf a sgecific action. 
Sksategic lmowledge combines linear relations within task hierarchies with deterministic actions. It is knowledge 
employd by m actor in deciding what succeeding action or actions are executable. These actions have consequences 
extemd to that actor. The actor's strategy is then elicited from the composition of such actions and their 
c o n q u m c ~ .  
This view of howledge acquisition asserts the construction of abstract descriptions of the tasks themselves, defining 
the a p p r o p ~ a ~  methods for automating the problem domain. It also serves to apply these methods to domains 
confoming to the task description [6]. This approach assumes that the knowledge acquisition activity takes place 
reladve to &a& styles defined a priori for the domain. The abstract description of the process or processes generally 
encdes itself into the task performance environment or actual application. In addition, this representation of the 
prgess me&& serves to constrain the construction of task or domain models to automate the task analyzer for the 
target applicabon. 
The wend mwad organizational knowledge has been due in part to a confluence of views between the A1 and database 
commmi~es. This knowledge view is based on the premise that there exists a single knowledge source that may be 
o p r a t d  on simultaneously by many different and diverse agents and reasoning engines. Because there is, within 
reson, a =paation of task knowledge from the knowledge of problem-solving tasks that utilize it, the knowledge 
acquisifion problem should be examined within a framework that assumes and supports independence (and to some 
degee, incoga7iizance) of the abstract problem solving methods and tasks to which the organizational knowledge will 
k WM. 
TmGET exempMes a genre of howledge tools that employs directed graph and task decomposition techniques to 
elicit hfomabon for representation in a mode compatible with other development environments like expert system 
shells, progmming or host languages, etc. Task expressive knowledge base architectures are evolving to support 
common problen tasks or methods at understandable, and subsequently, useful levels of abstraction [3,71. Task 
disdncr smctms could be utilized within software environments that specialize general representations and methods 
to p d c u l l s  cclsasses of , such as fault detection or medical diagnosis. By abstracting the common characteristics 
of a class of &, the architecture minimizes redundancy of design as well as elicitation effort. Another supporting 
detem~hant would be the insulation of the knowledge engineer and expert from distracting rigors of implementation, 
p m i a h g  coneenhration on more domain specific issues such as encoding, testing, and refinement of the knowledge 
base. 
TARGET attempts to reinforce the fragile balance between ease of use and design complexity/in@ic;ac of the 
interfa~e nvironment. Although not possessing the "bells and whistles" of more sophistiated sysrems lLe Aquhas, 
Protege and similar tools, TARGET provides enough knowledge modeling (procedural and declardve) s u p p a  to 
allow the SNIE (subject matter expert) or knowledge engineer to build a moderately elaborate hiowledge base 
without sacrificing the ataactiveness of its user interface [lo]. The intent of this design strategy is for the user or 
users to employ TARGET'S windowed enviroment to accomplish decomposition of a complex pmess. 
Ultimately, the user, knowledge engineer or SNIE is responsible for fidelity of the knowledge base before its 
representation in or transfer to other applications. TARGET'S report facilities offer some assismce in hiis qudiq 
checking process. To provide moderately high-level feedback to the knowledge engineer and Sm, TMGET c m  
generate the following reports: 1) Task hierarchy -- Sequential or hierarchical account of tasks and 2) User Note Pad - 
- Notes on conditions, states or other user-supplied details. 
TARGET supports most cognitive phases of knowledge acquisition with its network approach to knowledge 
representation. TARGET provides a reasonably comprehensive mmhanism for generating shple represew~~ons at 
the very first knowledge acquisition session. Subsequent sessions embellish y elicited knowldge or create new 
or modified versions of the knowledge base. The user interface gives the user freedom to generate as complex a 
hierarchy or schema of knowledge as necessary. However, the disadvantage to such freedom is h e  ability to create a 
completely abstract knowledge base with relatively few standards for input. Some guiding conwols from the 
TARGET interface could provide struchrre to the knowledge acquisition process and greatly enhance the ablity of the 
user to create a useful knowledge base. 
FEATURES AND FUNCTIONS 
Thiis section will describe overall features and functionality that TARGET offers as part of the loilowldge m d e h g  
activity. Portability, a major issue concerning TARGETS delivery strategy, is discussed later in this paper. 
TARGET provides the user a dialogue box for task description and selection of a task type. As the user en@rs text 
" user description in free form, the user may be as descriptive as possible. If more explanation of a task is rquked, 
can attach a notebook entry for additional information. Tasks with notebk  entries attached all have a smdl musical 
note located in their lower right hand comer. 
The arrows l i w g  the describe a process and a flow of control between the tasks. TmGET scms the nekpidork 
for connectivity errors that users may have inadvertently introduced into the system. The system will jump to the 
level where the error was first encountered and display the responsible task. A descriptive error mesage comes from a 
pop-up dialogue box. 
Upon completion of the network and satisfaction of all connections, the system generates a work breddovfn or a 
task hierarchy report. This process assigns sequence numbers to each task and will display the find report to the 
screen, printer or save it as an ASCII text file. 
Figure 1 illustrates the basic design interface components of TARGET. Located along the left hand side of the 
interface, the 'toolbox' contains all the icons used to create and manipulate objects when creating a nbwork. A. mk- 
box icon (first button) creates a new task or allows the user to edit an existing one. Next, a P h ~ n g  button links 
tasks by creating an arc from one task to another and removes links between tasks. The moving van icon selects 
tasks to be moved from one location to another. Users can copy tasks by selecting the copy buaora. The msh can 
icon selects tasks from the current layer for deletion or removal. 
As the number of tasks increases, so does the complexity of the network. Users can utilize the Zwm faci~ty from 
the main menu to move the field of view to a wider angle, resulting in the tasks ng smaB1,r on the xreen. 
The magnzying glass in the toolbox selects and magnifies a given task bringing full vie~r. The me& icon 
shows the overall hiemhy of the network allowing users to select and quickly jump to any level in the network. 
The final toolbox button provides context sensitive help. By selmting the question icon, users cam gain access to 
t reference manual containing topics on every icon, object, or menu item in the user inkhaace. 
Figure 1. TARGET Interface 
The developrs hcorporated an on-line version of the TARGET reference manual to enhance the interface and 
howledge acquisition session. Users may click the help icon to select any object, menu item, or task for help 
dinxtliiy horn the on-line manual. The hypertext help engine generates context sensitive help on all Windows-based 
pladoms. 
The user intep6ace has undergone several changes as TARGET has gone from version 1.0 to 1.5. The icon bar for 
task mmipulrekion has been relocated to a ribbon configuration along the tog of the screen. The developers irnproved 
task mmipula~on with the ability to select individual as well as groups of tasks. 
TMGET no longer limits task number or size displayed at any one time. TARGET now incorporates notebook and 
other infoma~on tly into the task hierarchy report with a better numbering and printing algorithm. Along with 
9;exkgna.I repas, TARGET provides the ability to print the graphical infomation. The internal design allows the 
ability rn reuse previously created procedures and link to external files along with a portable version of the on-line 
hdp ~ f e ~ n e e  manual. 
PROCEDURAL EXPRESSION 
A user d e x f i h  F.& information req input and the task is then characterized by the infomation it produces as 
ouput. Let C - {el ,  . . . , en} be a tasks, where n is some integer. Let P = {pl, . . . , pm} be a set of rn 
pameters, Let V = {vl, . . . , vqJ be a set of locations with q as small integer values. Let d be a function that 
umslata p m e t e s  P to the values V, d:P->V (value assignment). For example, parameters P are sets of assertions 
wihin a bvel. The value s is sequential value of each task here d is the coordinate value. The values V are 
defm& as re1aGonal values, in which case d(p), the value of ter p, would be the sequence value of assertion p. 
Since the numkr of values q can be more than 2, this allo ification of incomplete knowledge. This does 
not e n ~ l  my p loss of generality as long as V can accommodate the range of values for every p 
as bng a each er can be associated with a different interpretation of values. Within TARGET for instance, 
redunrilant wcmences of C or an action kernel would be controlled by a four tuple: <P, V,  6, s>. In this case, s 
would be the function from D to C, s:D->C, where D is the set of value assignments of the parameters P to the 
values V. The: resulhg output would still reflect the distinct penmutations of actions based on input parmeters of 
the simplie hpliementation of s. 
Where & ~ t e $  graphs are concerned, the adjacency matrices may be used to describe the links or arcs between nodes. 
The use of rule representation requires the specification of the adjacency matrix that connects the appropriate nodes. 
As a result, the matrix bounded by the number of unique clauses and rules will represent the graphical coaqgwbon 
[lo]. TARGET provides link and coordinate data that directly comespond with pre and post conditiod rek~onsKps. 
At the outset, TARGET'S intmediate knowledge representation, in the form of its task hierarchy, esaablishes the 
tone for ultimate translation into the knowledge base. To further elaborate, a rule set will consist of n rules. If m 
in&vidual rule is represented as ri, then let the an nts and consequents of this rule be represenM by AC(ti ) and 
CC(ri ) respec~vely. Individual clauses are designated as ACj(ri) and CCWri). Consequently, a rule of the foilowing 
fom would involve nodes ACl (ri), . . ., ACrn(ri), CCl (ri), . . ., CCn(ri), and n 
This would set to 1 the values in the djacency matrix corresponding to nodes: 
TARGET classifies each task within its dialog box in the following types: 
TARGET also provides p d e l  and parent relationships as basic building blocks to describe a process flow. PmUel 
that have multiple arcs radiating from them (Figure 8). Parallel and decision tasks am the only tasks 
that have more than one path radiating out from them. Subtasks consist of required or optional bsks krsaoompos& 
into several smaller layers. The task boxes appear with the required or optional qualities with an adcli~ond shadow& 
form represenhing depth. 
TARGET, as originally conceived, will produce rules for incorporation into an ICAT (Intelligent Computer-&dd 
T ~ n i n g )  expert system archiwture. The pmedural rules interact with, and are controlled by, other CLPS systems 
using a blackboard architecture. TARGET takes the relationships between actions and organizes them into the13 
a n t d e n t  and consequent positions. The format in figure 2 illusaates the most basic rule consmet in pseudo code. 
Next, within CLIPS syntax, gen rules will follow the ICAT oriented format in Figure 3. The l o g i d  sequence 
of actions embeds in the step triggws fact assertions activating the following rule. 
?step c- (previous task has been completed) ?step c- ( next-step ?number ) 
=> 3 
(retract the previous task from the fact list ) (retract ?step ) 
(do zero or more functions (printout, assert, etc.)) (assert (step ?number)) 
(assert a fact that this task has complered) 1 
For simple q u e n M  relationships (Figure 4), task A executes before task B. Figure 4 shows the dependencies of the 
w k  B upon the suaessful function and performance of task A. A rule derived from a goal task (Figure 5) will retract 
the pevious control fact and process functions, but will not assert a control fact, thus ending a process. 
(dewe Wc-ease-B 
?step a- (step A) 
=> 
( h e a t  ?step) 
(function 1) 
(hnction N) 
(assert (next-sbep B)) 
(&Me goal-rule-Z 






Figure 6 shows hat conbrol task rules will fire only after completion of the previous task but will not process a 
funcbon. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - *  
(&We goto-rule 
?step a- (step 6) 
3 
(retract ?step) 
(assert next-step A) 
1 
Figure 6. Control Task Rule 
TmGET can generate more complex rules involving decisions and branching. In the following example (Figure 7) 
decision A has iiwo pssible answers represented by Match 1 and Nlatch 2. The outcome of the decision activates one 
path (B or GI. As the two paths converge, task L verifies successful completion of either task F or K. 
. . . 
Match 1 
Match 2 
. . . 
(&Me dscision-de-B 
?step a- ( step A ) 





(assert (nextstep B)) 
(&We end-decision-deeL 









?step <- ( step A ) 





(assert (next-step 6)) 
I 1 
Figure 7. Parallel Alternative Paths 
Although CLIPS rules generated for parallel tasks are similar to those generated by decisions, they differ in the 
following qualities (Figure 8): 1) once Task A fues, rules B and G are both activated and 2) the conuol fact for mles 
B and G from the previous step is not retracted from the fact list. Finally, the rule associated with task L must not 
f ~ e  until tasks F and K have completed. 




(assert (next-step B)) 
1 




(assert (next-s&p 6)) 
(defnrle end-&ision-rule-L 
?step1 c- (step F) 
?step2 C- (step K) 
?start <- (step A) 
3 
(retract ?step1 ?step2 ?start) 
(function 1) 
(function N) 
(assert (next-step L)) 
I ) 
Figure 8. Parallel Simultaneous Paths 
SEAMLESS PLATFORM DELIVERY 
Portability t of TARGET'S delivery method after the Version 1.0 release. 
To support current and potential users, TARGET must be able to run on a wide variety of machines including PCs, 
Wcintoshes, and Unix workstations. To reduce the cost in creating independent user interfaces for all pladoms 
within their native development environments, the TARGET development has employed XVT (Extended 
Virtual Tool Kit developed by XVT, Incorporated) to implement the user interface for TARGET. XVT is a set of 
graphical functions that resides in the native development environment of each system. XVT allows usen to develop 
and maintain a single C or C++ application that runs on the twenty-six different systems that XVT suppru .  
TARGETjXVT cmenlily runs, in test mode, on Macintosh WcOS), IBM PC compatible (Mcrosoft Whnadaws) md 
Sun (Motif) platforms. XVT should also permit TARGET to run in MS/DOS, Open Look and OSD eewvkonmenB 
as well. 
aigipady devdoped in the Microsoft Windows 3.1, Software Development Kit environment, TARGET'S kernel 
c d e  is neseed within the user interface code. For the sake of maintenance and flexibility, developers ported the 
o ~ g i n d  user hterfam code to XVT and separated the kernel from it. This configuration protects the kernel from any 
XVT mftwae upgrade. For XVT upgrades, only the user interface code requires modification. Similarly, the 
developrs me s t d  able to modify the kernel independently when necessary. 
T-GBTs god is ro provide a user friendly interface in an environment with which an end user is already familiar. 
Wheher u s r s  are comfortable with UNIX-based X-Windows, P.C. or Nlacintosh plaUForm environments, TARGET 
can furiancfisn in dl thee. Knowledge files generated by TARGET are also portable. Thus, procedures generated by a 
Marhkosh caw be and displayed on Pe or Unix workstations. 
Mmksipuliaadon sf tasks within the interface operates using a one-button mouse mechanism. Although most X- 
Whdows workslations and Pes use multiple-buaton mouse devices, most Nlacintosh computers use single bunon 
v&edes. The user selects, links, moves, copies and deletes tasks through a single mouse click. On the other hand, 
users mmenver bough the task network by double-clicking actions. 
Anobea god was ro elir~linate the use of color to convey information. Users with black-and-white output devices 
such as laser p~nters need not worry about loss of color information. Within TARGET, shapes and their 
connecdvity convey information about a task type and structure. For users with monochrome monitors, related 
h d w m  uppdw k o m e  unn 
IMPORTANT ENHANCEMENTS 
Seved  n o t e b b  ean be attached to a specific task. Ability to store audio, video, and still photo information within 
a n o & h ) r  is ceurently being investigated. The developers must address the issue of portability before integrating 
these advmms. The TARGET file structure must be portable among the various workstations. Consequently, audio, 
video, md p ic to~d  information must be of a standard format. Still photos attached to a task will most likely be 
stored in the Gwhics Interchange Format or GIF. Commercial GIF viewers exist on all standard systems to render 
hags to the xreen. R h is ongoing to find or develop sirnilar standards for video and audio information. 
Roblem-mlvklg methods can be regarded as knowledge that establishes and controls sequences of actions required to 
psom mh  an ses. This control knowledge defines the order in which subtasks and subfunctions are resolved 
to pdom and complete an overall task. Although problem resolution comprises procedural mechanisms, other 
pmlkl a c d ~ ~ e s  may be in operation. Diagnosis or decision making actions may also be in progress [81. 
W i h h  TmGET, the kinds of domain-specific knowledge that are applimble within each kernel action help define 
the problem criteria. Ultimately, the problem solving method identifies and, eventually, classifies the domain 
howl~Age. The granul~ty of TARGET'S problem-solving method hinges on the knowledge characterized by the 
SldEs role w i ~ i n  an application without further control or meta-knowledge. It would make the different roles of 
S m k  kkarowldge bases within a design evaluation task explicit. Ways could also be suggested to organize 
knowiidge base ac~vities awarding to such knowledge tives. 
TmGET will p v i d e  a fault detection, isolation and resolution O I R )  facility to compliment its nominal path 
mde'king capabilities (Figure 9). The FDIR component is suited to describing problem solving methods between 
acdons whose onditions were not instantiated. From that point an implied looping relationship emanates 
until the: pmb1 is resolved. For example, turning the key in an automobile ignition may either produce 
h e  desk& engine turnover or the process of troubleshooting to determine why the car would not starL In either case, 
the =@:dent provides impetus for the looping mechanism until the consequent is actualized. Then, the operation 
can to the next step. 
Entry or TARGET Sequence 
Line Feature 
New Task 
Slide BOX along 
Sequence Line 
Implied Direction of Flow 
- - - - - -  
-b 
, Figure 9. Diagnosis and Recovery Mechanism 
A new sequential modeling feature (Figure 10) will be added to TARGET'S interface addressing the design problem of 
layout adjustment while minimizing linking keystrokes for the user. As a result, this will reduce Usask modeling 
efforts by automatically creating arcs between tasks. All that the users will see is a sequence line at every logical 
level to which they will attach and order tasks. The next generation of TARGET will possess squenal;fli nUui9idon for 
quicker prototyping of procedural relationships. 
CONCLUSION 
TARGET offers the potential of application to other areas based on its hierarchical reporfing mechanism and 
graphical design. Other than the ICAT environment applications, potential users of Total Quality m a g e m e n t  
(TQM) could benefit from TARGET'S ability to study, streamline or expand processes through the graphical 
interface. The CASE world already uses box-flow techniques to model procedural language development where 
TARGET could affect several issues, including code generation, reverse code engineering and browshg. 
TARGET could significantly impact the development of various ICAT systems as well as the devdopment of other 
intelligent systems. For any procedural knowledge acquisition task, it can enhance the ability of the e x p n  to 
visualize and organize a task or process. Procedural visualization of this type will become more p p n l a  as more 
tools with organizational diagnosis capabilities evolve [l]. 
As computer hardware power increases, more latitude in presentation methods will be available. Visud csncepdon 
and communication of abstract information will become more common. The strategic fusion of paphicaQ &splay 
(bit-map, meta-graphic, etc.) and graphical input device (mouse, light-pen, trackball, etc.) mhnologies will facilihte 
visual as well as textual representation of knowledge [9]. Drawing tools already allow the user to pprdduee md 
manipulate complex graphics. The role of these tools can also combine with organizational algofifirns to create 
s, flow charts, and interactive decision trees. With users becoming more adep at employing 
computers better able to support complex graphicd intedaces, the 
ition will become more widely accepted. 
As knowledge acquisition evolves as a discipline within artificial intelligence, more tools to assist in the bowledge 
acquisition process will also h o m e  available in useful forms. TARGET, and tools like it, will be employed w i h h  
their own "niche" and will also be integrated with other methodologies in the future [ll]. Alhongh TAUGET 
currently models the sequence within the task hierarchy structure for rule induction, additional effonis will be d e v o a  
to encapsulating additional knowledge into the steps within a network. In particular, address issues such as $8&e~wg 
artifact data, selected action rationale, and intewtive verification and validation of rules will be a d b d ,  
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ABSTRACT 
This paper introduces the IN3 Tree Package to prospective users. IND does supervised learning using classificadon 
trees. This learning task is a basic tool used in the development of diagnosis, monitoring and expea SysheBnni;. INTI 
was developed as part of a NASA project to semi-automate the development of data analysis and modelling 
algorithms using artificial intelligence techniques. IND integrates features from Breiman et ai.'s CART mid 
Quinlan's C4 with newer Bayesian and minirnum encoding methods for growing classification trees and gmphs. IND 
also provides an experimental control suite on top. The newer features give improved probability e s ~ m t e s  often 
required in diagnostic and screening tasks. The package comes with a manual, Unix "man" entries, and a guide to 
tree methods and research. IND is implemented in C under Unix, and has been beta-tested at university and 
comercia1 research laboratories in the United States. 
DIAGNOSIS AND CLASSIFICATION 
A common inference task is where we learn to make a discrete prediction about some case given other details about 
the case. For instance, in financial credit assessment we wish to decide whether to accept or reject a customer's 
application for a loan given particular personal information. In monitoring a subsystem of the space shuttie, 
measurements such as flow rates and temperature are continuously recorded and we need to screen those 
measurements to decide if the system is in normal or abnormal operation. If the system is in abnormd opera~on we 
might further wish to uy and predict the type of abnormality present. This prediction task is the basic task of many 
expert systems, health monitoring systems, diagnostic systems, etc. Furthermore, more complex problems can 
often be broken down into a sequence of simple prediction problems. For instance, speech un&rstanding, convehng 
the spoken word into written text, is a sequence of prediction tasks about each phoneme. 
In medical diagnosis, or diagnosis of equipment subsystems, we need more than just a prediction, we need a careful 
probabilistic assessment. A simplistic medical example will bring this point home. Suppose your doctor suspects 
you have a cyst in your abdomen. The options (1 or 2) and outcomes (A or B) give the following set of 
possibilities: (1A) operates, discovers a cyst, removes it, and you're grateful; (1B) operates, no cyst found, but 
you're left with the medical bill and a day recovery in hospital; (2A), doesn't operate but the cyst exists and causes 
medical complications due to lack of treatment; (2B), doesn't operate, no cyst exists. Each case has h p o m t  
implications to you both financially and in quality of life. With a careful probabilistic assessment of the existence 
of a cyst, you can weigh up the options and decide which option (1 or 2) is the most beneficial to you. For 
instance, if the medical bill is insignificant compared to the potential medical complications, then you would decide 
to have the operation even if there was a small chance of having the cyst. If the potential medical complications 
were insignificant, you would only decide to operate if there was a very high probability of having the cyst. T h i s  
process of decision analysis requires as input probabilities about the new case in question. 
In health monitoring and diagnosis, these probability assessments are needed when the system is being used to screen 
cases, i.e. the computer systems scans the on-line monitoring data and at certain time points alerts a humram expert 
that a potentially anomalous situation has arisen. Probability assessments such as the "probability of equipment 
failure" can be used to determine which of the many ca$es scanned should be forwarded to the humm expen for the 
more costly process of manual inspection. 
I will refer to this prediction problem as classification, where the aim is to classifi each new case. One common 
technique for developing a system to do prediction or probability assessment about new cases is to exmiwe a 
database of cases, for instance collected historically. Assume that hindsight tells us which is the conect 
classification for each case in the data base, so for each we know which prediction was optimal. From the data base 
we use sQtisdcd techniques to "discover" or "learn" how to do the predictions for new unseen cases. This learning 
technique is represented in Figure 1. The process requires three main forms of input: an expert who is able to advise 
on the problem, help configure the system, etc., a data base of correctly classified cases to use in the learning 




skeletal mock1 from the data base 
681- system to bbdld on 
Figure 1. Learning prediction models from data. 
This mo&l leming or discovery process is a useful technique in almost every industry, finance, manufacturing, etc., 
wherever on-line databases are stored and important predictions have to be made on a regular basis about new cases 
before they enter the data base. Not surprisingly, there are many different fields of science that address this problern 
as one of their central concerns. In artificial intelligence it is referred to as the classification or induction problem. 
Technidqkles include tree and rule learning algorithms of the form I will present in this paper. In statistics it is referred 
to as h e  discaimination problem, and common techniques are the linear models used in the finance and banking 
i n d u s q  for aedit assessment. In pattern recognition it is referred to as supervised learning. In neural networks it is 
the clasdficaeion and generalization problem and is routinely investigated using a number of network architectures. 
These diverse fields are all studying the same problem, "learning to predict", and present a confusing array of 
meadsiogies and paradigms for addressing that problem. They differ in the following aspects: 
Model fmily: Which class of models are being used to do prediction? In Figure 1 this corresponds to the 
"'skeletal model". I present classification tree and classification graph model families in this papr .  
Saatistical philosophy: How is learning to occur? That is, what statistical principles if any are used to develop 
the central box in Figure l ?  
Computational and optimization methods: What are the basic computational methods used in terms of 
efficiency, optimality, search method, etc.? 
Meaodological support: What methodology does the analyst use to go about applying the technique to a real 
problem? For statisticians this is the "consultancy phase" rarely covered in university courses. In artificial 
intelligence this is the process of "knowledge engineering". 
I will refer to the general task of learning how to predict (or estimate probabilities) from data as the classification 
task. The newt section discusses the design of tools for this task. After this, the model family considered in this 
paper is addressed, and the IND program presented. 
DESIGN OF CLASSIFICATION TOOLS 
This research is part of a broader effort to semi-automate the development of classification algorims.  The: god of 
this research is to develop generic tools for learning from data and from partial models of the domain, md to develop 
the capability to rapidly develop and tailor these learning tools for particular domains given, for iwsemce, 
specification of the kinds of models that are of interest. When encountering a new application, we somelhes find 
that off-the-shelf-tools, such as IND, need some modification in order to better suit the task. A g d  development 
methodology lets that be done with minimum fuss. 
Rather than following a particular field, our group takes a multidisciplinary approach and combine a range of 
methods required to address the classification task. Our group uses artificial intelligence search techniques for &sm$%= 
search problems, and standard numerical techniques for continuous problems. We use some of the flexible 
knowledge representation schemes from artificial intelligence as skeletal models or model families (see Figwe I), md 
use Bayesian statistical and decision methods for the statistical philosophy underlying our learning dgorii~ms. This 
methodology allows rapid development of approximately optimal algorithms and so avoids the many pigdls of ad 
hoc development according to "hunches" and the time-consuming refinement cycle that this entaills. This heore~caji 
framework of "statistical philosophy" plus "optimization methods" is important because empbicd, ad hoc 
development of algorithms in neural networks and early machine learning has been time consunning and is often 
plagued by unexplained problems. Empirical validation of our algorithms is also important to check wproxhatisns 
made in interpreting the Bayesian theory. We do this empirical validation by applying the a l g o r i h s  to a barksgi of 
recognized learning problems taken from the literature, or manufactured problems. A summary of our groups 
development methodology is given in Figure 2. This has lead to the development of a number of sophisticated 
algorithms, one of which was the Autoclass system, show-cased at Technology 2001 by Stutz, Cheeseman, anad 
Taylor at San Jose, December 199 1. 
Background 
( Bayesian statistics 
decision theory ) umerical methods ) 
characteristics: 
Figure 2. Semi-automatic development of learning algorithms 
The justification for Bayesian decision theory, used in the first box in Figure 2, comes from fun-ena principle?; 
of how uncertain reasoning should be done [l]. The theory applies widely in inference and plausible seasowin~g and 
its use is continually expanding in artificial intelligence and neural networks. But there is not a single "Bayesim 
learning algorithm," as some people mistakenly believe when they learn about the simple Bayesian classifiers 
developed in pattern recognition. Rather, Bayesian decision theory presents computational guidelines on how 
learning should be done for many different learning problems, and shows how to tailor methods to pxticulx 
applications. This means our algorithms can be fine-tuned to the requirements of an individual application. IND hm 
some basic features that allow such tuning. 
CLASSIFICATION TREES AND GRAPHS 
The D4.3 package described later does prediction using decision trees or decision graphs and does probability 
evduahon using class probability trees or graphs. These are a general form of classification rule that mix discrete 
md conhnuous data and are often suited when there is believed to be some form of non-linear structure in the data. A 
decision epee is shown in Figure 3b. This has the classes hypo (hypothyroid) and not (not hypothyroid) at the 
leaves. This uee is for a two-class classification problem because there are two different classes that leaf nodes 
recomerad. This tree is processed as follows. Look at the new case you wish to evaluate. Is its value of TSH 
greater than 228? If so take the left branch of the m e  and you have reached a leaf. The tree says to predict hypo, i.e. 
hmhyro id .  If however the value of TSH was less than 200, then take the right branch. Now you have a subtree 
and you repeat the process. In this case is Pregnant true or not? This tree is referred to as a "decision tree" because 
decisions about class membership are represented at the leaf nodes. Notice that the real valued attributes TSH has 
k e n  hcoqaa ted  into the tree by making a binary test of the form "attribute < cut-point". Also, the tree need not 
be binm; if a 4-valued attribute is tested at one of the nodes, then the tree might have 4 branches coming from the 
node, one for each value. 
(a> 
Jacket Color = Red OR Head Shape = Body Shape 
(C) Copyright Jonathan Oliver 1992 
Figure 3. (a) This is a decision graph for the boolean problem given in the figure. Start at the root at trace 
hrough the graph to arrive a decision. (b) This is a decision tree for the "hypothyroid" application. (c) 
This is a class probability tree. Leaf nodes give estimates of class probability. 
In typicd pprblems involving noise, class probabilities are usually given at the leaf nodes instead of class decisions, 
foming a class probabilio tree (where each leaf node has a vector of class probabilities). A corresponding class 
probability tree is given in Figure 3c. The leaf nodes give predicted probabilities for the two classes. Notice that 
his wee is a representation for a conditional probability distribution of class given information higher in the tree. 
'This is the smdstical interpretation of the tree that Bayesian methods use in developing a learning algorithm. 
Methods for learning decision trees and class probability trees have been under development in some form or moher 
for some two decades. The standard technique for building classification trees from data is the so-called recursive 
partitioning algorithm that forms the basis of systems such as Quinlan's ID3 and C4 [2,3], well know ]in the 
machine learning literature, and Breiman, Friedman, Olshen and Stone's CART [4], well known in the applied 
statistics literature. These methods are largely reimplemented in IND. 
A more complex structure is shown in Figure 3a. This is a decision graph, and it is also for a two-class problem. 
Graphs and trees can also be applied to problems with three or more classes. The graph is processed in exactly h e  
same way as a decision tree, however notice that the graph allows more general connections. This graph represenLs 
the boolean function '3acket-color = red or head-shape = body-shape". This function would take a complex lsee to 
represent. With graphs we can represent concepts more efficiently. Methods for learning decision graphs and class 
probability graphs have only recently appeared, and they supersede trees in that they are a more general 
representation. IND version 3.0 will include these methods, coded up by Jon Oliver [7]. 
AN OVERVIEW OF THE IND PACKAGE 
IND is a suite of C programs and C shell scripts for building tree classifiers and graph classifiers of the kind just 
described. Currently, several different methods are integrated (CART style; the regression aspect of CART is not 
implemented, early C4 style, MMLJMDL, and Bayesian averaging). Careful checking has been done so hat  Tm 
reimplements CART and the early C4 fairly faithfully.. The new BayesianlMMLNDL features can give' 
performance improvement over these in many cases when used appropriately. 
IND can be operated in a variety of modes that allow the novice to build trees without too much fuss, and also allow 
the expert to fine tune the algorithms to particular applications. If you're interested in applying IND to applicadons, 
advice is given in the manual on which options to use and how to take into account features of your applica~an md 
data when configuring your use of IND. If you're interested in running comparative uials or just expe~mesrrdng with 
tree software, IND provides extensive experimental control (random partitioning, cross validation) and siigniiic,mce 
testing. The code for IND is provided (and sometimes even moderately documented) so you can develop your own 
extensions. 
The IND Manual: "An Introduction to IND and Recursive Partitioning" is the best place to start if you axe banfmilix 
with IND or recursive partitioning. The manual contains an introduction to IND that walks through a few typical 
sessions, a tutorial on recursive partitioning, a description of IND options, and a fairly complete gIossq and 
bibliography. The is an enormous literature on decision trees and their applications so the manual also contains a 
brief guide to the literature. 
IND has a variety of features including: interactive control of tree building, variable search such as muld-ply look- 
ahead, missing values and subsetting, handling of utilities and cost functions, prediction of error rates and utilities, a 
range of priors for the Bayesian methods, printing options, a classifier, etc., a user manual, and a s m  of the at 
guide to tree learning research. IND has the look and feel of a typical Unix system and comes with '"an'' e n ~ e s .  
The system has been developed exclusively in a SUN workstation environment under various releases of SunOS 
UNIX. It compiles under Kernighan and Ritchie C, cc and gcc,  although in future will be convened to .ANSI 
standard C. Various users have ported the system to HP, IBM and other Unix platforms and their changes have been 
incorporated in the latest release. 
In November 1991 the IND Tree Package version 1.0 was prepared and released as a beta test to the research md 
development community. About 40 universities and R&D laboratories in the US currently have the beta test code. 
The code release includes 200 pages of documentation and 15000 lines of C code and C shell scripts. The code has 
had three minor revisions since version 1.0. Version 2.0 is being prepared for release though COSMIC, md should 
be submitted October 1992. Version 2.0 includes extensions to the user interface and .tqkes all the bugs repofled on 
the beta-test but does not contain the decision graph routines. Version 3.0 is concurrently under development, This 
includes algorithms for learning decision graphs, and sophisticated any-time search algorithms for returning better 
quality trees and graphs. Version 3.0 is being released as beta test about November 1992. 
Main use of the code to date has been in bench-marking, comparative studies, and comparative research on related 
algorithms, although groups in several different commercial and scientific areas currently have the code. 
Comparative studies done by several international research groups have found the code to be a good iPnplemenution, 
somewhat slower than the original CART code, but more tlexible, and easier to use. The new Bayesian extensions 
have also been found to give significant improvement over earlier tree algorithms, particularly in providing 
probability estimates, an important task for diagnosis and monitoring. 
MODULES IN THE IND PACKAGE 
Tihe first mk in using IND is to format your data into an appropriate text file and run it through the data conversion 
routine in IIdh3. The routine encsmpl  will produce an IND data description file for you, see Figure 4, and encode 
the &&I inlo I W ' s  internal format. This data description file can then be modified to add defaults, utilities, 
c o w s @ ~ n ~ ,  etc., to configure IND for this data. An extract of a text file matching the description file in Figure 4 is 
given in Figure 5. 
class : compensated-hypothyr hypothyroid,secondary_hypothyroid. 
age: cant 0..100. this is the attribute to predict 
sex: M,F. 
an-thyroxine query-on-thyroxine on-antithyroid-medic sick pregnant thyroid-surgery Il3lfreatment : f,t. 
TSH-measured: f,t. 
TSH: these attributes are identical types 
T74-measured: asfor TSH- 
TT4: missing values occur in this attribute 
T4: 
FPB : cont 0..400 (?). do subsetting on this attribute 
refenrai-source: SVI,STMW,WEST,SVHC, SVHD,other (subset=full). 
prior : "-d8 -Anonsym, 1 " . intructions to I N '  on default priors and constraints 
context : TBG onlyif TBG-measured . 
Figure 4. The data description file input to IND. 
negative 36 F f f f f f f f t 0.22 t 191 0.98 194 other 
negative 73 F f f f t f f f f ? t 119 0.92 129 SVI 
compensated-hypothyroid 34 F f f f f t f f t 19 146 ? 125 other 
Figure 5. Sample input data tile matching description in Figure 4. 
Once has the data encoded, IND can be operated at a number of different levels, depending on the requirements of 
the user. The simplest level is to use commands that have general prepared styles for tree generation. The command 
mktree shown in the top of Figure 6 uses prepared styles to drive the basic tree generation, pruning and 
classificadrron routines. A sample run from m k t r e e  is given in Figure 7 at the end of the paper. This used the 
verbose option to automatically explain each component of IND and how it was configured. More experienced users 
of IND may like to make better use of the range of features. To do this, the low level routines can be called directly. 
All mutines are controlled using the data description format of Figure 4 together with standard Unix style command 
opdons. Users may also wish to perform cross-validation to estimate error rates, or run experiments using a number 
of different uee styles to help in configuring IND for their problem. This can be done using the ttest utility 
shorn at Bfie top of Figure 6. This utility collates statistics required for you to analyze each run. 
Some sf the prepared styles available for the novice user of IND are as follows: 
Icaayes, mml : The simple.bayes style is useful when you know that most of the attributes supplied are 
relevant and that moderate accuracy is achievable. The mml style assumes poorer attribute quality. Both 
styles use Bayesian smoothing. These can also be modified with a look-ahead style. 
cart : A number of variations of basic CART are reimplemented in IND, although multivariate splits and 
sunrrogate splits are not implemented. Basic cart style using subsetting, twoing, cross validation cost 
complexity pruning and a simple stopping rule. 
c4 : An early version of C4 is implemented with subsetting, pessimistic pruning and the gain ratio splitting 
mb. 
Figure 6. Overview of the modules in IND. 
CLASS PROBABILITY TREE THEORY 
In this section I briefly review the Bayesian theory of learning classiiication trees. This theoretical section should be 
skipped if your interests lie in applications of the algorithm. The section introduces the theory behind the unique 
Bayesian aspects of the IND package. More details of this theory are given in [5,6]. An excellent inKoducdow tca 
tree methods can be found in [2]. Theory behind the graph components of IND available in beta-test version 3.0 can 
be found in [7]. The methods discussed here are developed according to the algorithm design strategy present& in the 
earlier design section. 
The basic tenet of Bayesian decision theory is that if we do not know something with reasonable cemirilty, then we 
should look at some reasonable and mutually exclusive alternatives and weigh them up, to help us make a 
"representative" decision. A reasonable alternative is one we currently have high subjective belief in. K will expEw 
how this applies to trees, based on material in [6]. The formulation is sufficiently general so that it could just as 
well be applied to other classification models such as probabilistic rules, Bayesian networks, or one of m y  other 
knowledge representations from artificial intelligence, neural networks or statistics that have a probabilistic 
interpretation. 
Class probability trees have a vector of class probabilities at their leaves, as shown in Figure 3c. They represent a 
conditional probability distribution of class value conditioned on other details about the case. A pareiculx class 
probability tree can be represented by its discrete component T, the tree structure given by the shape of the tree and 
the tests at the leaves, and its continuous component S, the leaf class probabilities. This gives tbe condi~ond 
probability distribution Pr(classlcase,T,S), which is the likelihoodfunction for a classified case (class,case) using the 
class probability tree specified by T and S. 
Suppose we are given a training sample Sample consisting of classified cases cases and their classes classes, togehee 
with a new case, new-case, whose class, new-class, we wish to predict. If the goal is to minimize emoss in 
prediction (other utility functions can be handled similarly), decision theory says we should choose the class new- 
class to maximize the posterior class probability Pr(new-classl new-case, Sample). Using the tree model, this 
expression can be expanded using the laws of probability theory to obtain the posterior average of the class 
probabilities predicted for new-class from all possible class probability trees: 
~r(new-ciassl new-care. sumpie) = XT Js ~r(new-ciassl new-case. T,S? P ~ ( T S  I sumpie ) G 
= CT Pr(new-ciussl new-case, T, Sample) Pr(T I Sample ) 611 
where the summations are over the space of all possible tree structures T, and 
Pr(T I Sample ) proportional-to JS Pr( clo-~ses I cases, T. S) Pr(S I Zl Pr(7) ILT 
Pr(new-classl new-case, T, Sample) proportional-to Pr(new-chssl new-case, T, S) Pr( S I T, Sample) dS 
Formula (1) simply says to average the class predictions made for each tree. That is, since we aren't certain which 
wee is "me",  we hedge our bets over reasonable trees. The posterior probability of the tree structure T, Pr(T I 
Sample ), is the weight used in the averaging process. The probabilities appearing in the formula above are 
cdculaced in log-space, to prevent undertlow, and are sometimes referred to as "code-lengths" (because a negative log. 
probability is a code length by information theory). 
The dgofi&m design strategy is based on designing a heuristic procedure to find a single tree or set of trees that can 
be used to approximate Formula (1). This is described by the following 4 steps. 
Step 1. Develop priors over the structural and continuous components of the model, Pr(S IT) and Pr(T). The fonn 
of the prior should be flexible enough so that it can be changed from application to application. In the IND 
pachge, these priors can be tailored to your application, and advice is given in the manual. Alternatively, 
"bland" priors can be used if you don't wish to assume a particular prior. 
Step 2. Given a training sample Sample, determine a suitably efficient way of computing or approximating the 
postefior of the structural component of the model. Then devise a heuristic search procedure for searching the 
space of structures to find structures with high posterior. In trees, a simple one-ply look-ahead procedure can be 
tried, which corresponds to the standard tree growing algorithm [21. In IND, two-ply and three-ply versions of 
Imk-ahead are also available. These start with the trivial, empty free. They then consider extending the tree by 
a single ply, by replacing an ungrown node with a test and leaves at its outcomes. A heuristic measure to 
evdsraee the quality of a new growth can be determined from the posterior probabilities. Several different tests 
are tried and evaluated, and the best one is chosen for subsequent development. 
Step 3. Given a training sample Sample and a structure T, determine a formula or approximation for the posterior 
expected values of the parameters S, Pr(new-clussl new-case, T, Sample), as required for Formula-(1). 
Step 4. Devise a procedure for approximating the summation of Formula (I) by a small set of high posterior 
smcrwes. There are three techniques for doing this: 
Smoo&ing: The sum can be computed in closed form if it is restricted to the set of tree structures obtained by 
pmning a large tree structure in all possible ways. A linear time algorithm is given in [6]. This is called 
smoothing because it is equivalent to smoothing out the class probabilities at the leaf of a tree by avenging 
hem the branch leading to the leaf. This is implemented in the "-b" option to IND's tprune. 
Averaging: The sum can be approximated by searching for and storing many dominant terms, i.e. many high 
posterior trees structures. We can build multiple free structures, and combine them together efficiently in an 
-OR representation called option trees. Growing option trees and then applying a similar summation 
process to smoothing is called tree averaging. This is implemented as a style in IND's mktree. 
Multiple Models: The sum can be approximated by using importance sampling or Monte Carlo estimation. 
That is, a few tree structures are generated in approximate proportion with their posterior (this is done using 
the tree growing heuristic), and their class probability vectors uniformly averaged. 
PERFORMANCE SUMMARY 
Vmous experimental results from the use of IND version 1.0 are reported in [6]. Experimental results for the graph 
component of IND, available in beta-test version 3.0, can be got from results in [71 for earlier code from Jon Oliver. 
IND has been run on databases available from University of California at Irvine (FTP to ics . uci . edu and look 
in b e  dkectory machine- learning-databases ) . The results show that the new features of IND give more 
accurate class probability estimates for new examples, and often better predictions, though sometimes at the cost of 
iraaeaed computation, depending on the problem. The MML graph component of IND has previously been run by 
Oliver md colleagues on DNA structure data and produced results of interest to molecular biologists, see [7] and 
references therein for details. IND has recently been hooked up to the System Diagnostic Builder from GHG 
Conpc~radon, which is used for building diagnosis systems at NASA's Johnson Space Center [8] 
Achowledgements 
IND was based on an early suite of software developed at Basser Department of Computer Science at Sydney 
University by a lineage of students of Jason Catlett: David Harper, Murray Dean, David Muller and Chris Carter, and 
possibly some others. More recently Rich Caruana of CMU and Jon Oliver of Monash University worked on rare 
package during summer internship at NASA-Ames Research Center. Also the users of the beta-release provided 
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build the tree in "bayes" style 
command entered to Unix 
igen -uU7 -tAnonsym, 1 verbose mode reports tree options 
PRIOR OPTIONS: automatic, reproducible sampling 
Leaf and node weights (neg log probability in nits): -0 -0. 
Warn~ng: tree prior unnormalized. command automatically run by IND 
GROWING OPTIONS: 
don't split a node that is pure or greater than depth 6; 
don't splia a node with < 1 counts; 
don't make a cut test with < 3 counts; 
all these options are 
SPLI'VISING RULE OPTIONS: 
spilttrng using Bayesian rule; 
!or nodes with more than 1200 counts, su 
propoflionally assign missing values in co 
I 
convert counts to probabilities by Bayesian smo hing; + 
!class - s l y  hypo.attr hypo.free hypo.enc results of classi~ication on test data 
Percentage accuracy for tree 1 = 99.381 8 
Mean square error for tree 1 = 0.01 17346 
Expected accuracy for tree 1 = 99.1 06 
Typical std. dev. of expected accuracy for 
Neg. Log Posterior for examples = 140 (nits) 
Leaf count for tree 1 = 14, expected = 12.61 1134 
Figure 7. Building a tree using IND in verbose mode. 
TSH c 6.05: 1.432e-05 0.0006207 2.909e-05 0.9993 negative 
TSW >= 6.05: 
B TSH-measured = f :  0.0001371 4.283e-06 0.0002784 0.9996 negative 
I TSH-measured = t: 
I I FTIc 64.5: 
I I I T4-measured =f: 
I I I I on-thyroxine = f: 
I I I 1 I thyroid-surgery = f: 0.2523 9.126e-05 0.6358 0.1 11 8 compensated-hypothyroid 
I 1 I I I thyroid-surgery = t: 0.04943 0.0004665 0.1 141 0.836 negative 
i I I I on-thyroxine = t: 0.01 588 0.0003925 0.03357 0.9502 negative 
I I I T4-measured = t: 
I I I I thyroid-surgery =f :  0.9637 1.2260-05 0.0007972 0.03548 primary-hypothyroid 
1 I I I thyroid-surgery = 1: 0.08208 0.0001835 0.01 192 0.9058 negative 
I I FTI >= 64.5: 
I I I on-thyroxine =f: 
I I I 1 T r4  < 150.5: 
I I I I I thyroid-surgery = f: 0.1531 8.899e-05 0.7433 0.1 035 compensated-hypothyroid 
I I I I I thyroid-surgery = t: 0.00339 0.0001059 0.006886 0.9896 negative 
I I I I TT4 >= 150.5: 0.04807 0.0001 326 0.03691 0.91 49 negative 
I I 1 on-thyroxine = t: 0.0004708 1.471 0-05 0.0009563 0.9986 negative 
Figure 8. A print of the resultant tree showing class probabilities and decisions. 
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ABSTRACT 
There are an estimated two million people with epilepsy in the United States. Many of these people 
do not respond to anti-epileptic drug therapy. Two devices can be developed to assist in the treatment of 
epilepsy. The first is a microcomputer-based system designed to process massive amounts of 
electroencephalogram (EEG) data collected during long-term monitoring of patients for the purpose of 
diagnosing seizures, assessing the effectiveness of medical therapy or selecting patients for epilepsy surgey. 
Such a device would select and display important EEG events. Currently many such events are missed. A 
second device could be implanted and would detect seizures and initiate therapy. Both of these deGces 
require a reliable seizure detection algorithm. A new algorithm is described. It is believed to represent rn 
improvement over existing seizure detection algorithms because better signal features have been selected m d  
better standardization methods have been used. 
Computerized analysis of electroencephalogram (EEG) data has been the goal of many hvestigatons 
for years (refs 1-13, 15-28, 31). Such an analysis system could be used for diagnosing seizures, for assesskg 
the effectiveness of medical therapy or for selecting patients for epilepsy surgery. A necessary component of 
accurate assessment of medical therapy, including safe and effective surgery, requires prolonged EEG 
monitoring to obtain recordings of seizure activity. One important reason for developing a system is to meet 
the needs of about one-third of the many patients with complex partial seizures who do not respond to anti- 
epileptic drug therapy. Computerized systems can be used to collect and store the data, but even with new 
mass-storage devices, it is not practical to store and review all of the data collected over days. Automatic 
spike and sharp wave detection and automatic seizure detection algorithms could be used to detect critical 
events and store just the relevant data for later examination by the neurologist and neural surgeons. This 
information, in conjunction with clinical observation, is used to localize epileptic form discharges. Many of 
the references [refs 4, 5, 7, 8, 13, 20 ] discuss the development of automatic spike and sharp wave detection. 
Reliable automatic seizure detection is perhaps more challenging and would be a key element of any s~rstern~ 
designed for analysis of EEG data. 
Another use of an automatic seizure detection system derives from the research in the use of 
electrical stimulation to control epileptic seizures. Harnmond, et al. [14], and Wilder, et al. [30], stimulated 
the vagus nerve, and Velasco, et al. [29], electrically stimulated the centromediam thalamic nucleus. Both 
groups signscantly reduced clinical seizures. Zabara [3P] produced, tested and patented an bpllanted device 
to control or prevent epileptic seizures. His device proved most effective for the patients who can feel a 
seizure coming on and then use a small magnet to initiate the stimulation of the vagus nerve. These reports, 
coupled with the possibility of drug therapy initiated using an implanted device, suggest that an implanted 
automatic seizure detection device, coupled with a therapeutic device, could be developed and used to 
significantly reduce the frequency, intensity or duration of seizures. 
EXISTING DETECTION SYSTEMS 
Five goups of investigators have pursued the goal of automatic seizure detection by implementing a 
system and pub&shing their results. Prior, et al. [refs 26, 271 developed a simple system aimed at recording 
the &hakg m d  nirequency of seizure discharges. They were able to detect severe seizures by looking for large 
agEtude s i p a h  sustained over a period of time. Their system used a single channel of data recorded on 
g at 5 to 6 cm/hour. 
Babb, et al. [I] developed electronic circuits for recording and detecting seizures. Their system used 
bplmted electrodes to detect seizures which might otherwise go unreported. The system identified as 
sehre ~ & - m p ~ t u d e  EEG signals of sufficient durations. They reported monitoring four patients and 
detectkg 66 seizures, 20 of which were false detections. During this same period of time, the nurses 
detected 28 s e b e s ,  two of which were false detections. Therefore, the automated system detected 20 
weported seizures. 
Ives, et al. [refs 15, 161 used implanted depth electrodes and a PDP-12 computer to remotely 
m o ~ t o r  patients. The system was adjusted or calibrated for individual patients using their seizure patterns. 
If the EEG sipals fell within an amplitude window for a certain period of time, the algorithm identified the 
event as a seizure and recorded eight channels of EEG data. During two weeks of monitoring, thirteen 
s e h r e s  were detected and recorded by the computer. Only one seizure was reported by the nursing staff 
and ody 3 were noted by the patient. 
Gotmm [9-131 designed a system to select, from largely uneventful EEG data, the sections which are 
likely to be of interest. Events, such as seizures, are recorded either because the program detects them or 
because the event button is pressed. His system was originally implemented in 1975 and has been in use 
since that t h e .  It detects seizures using both surface and depth electrodes. His system is in use in many 
centers and bas been updated [lo]. A study of his latest algorithm used 5303 hours of data and showed that 
24 pefimnt of the 244 seizures recorded were missed by the automatic detection system. However, in 41 
percent of the seizures, the patient alarm was not pressed, but the computer made the decision to record the 
event. Like the other systems, Gotman's system detects many seizures which would otherwise be missed. 
The system everiences about one false detection per hour of recording. 
Gotmm's method uses digitally filtered data broken up into 2-second epochs. He compares features 
of this data to what he calls "background." The background data is a 16-second long section of data ending 
Ihraeconds prior to the epoch being analyzed. This comparison allows the algorithm to self-scale to account 
for di8ferences in montage or other settings and is a form of what we will refer to as calibration or 
stmdardh&ion. Detection occurs when 1) the average amplitude of half-waves in the epoch is at least three 
times that of the background, 2) their average duration corresponds to frequencies between 3 and 20 Hz, and 
3) the coeKcierat of variation (ratio of the variance to the square of the mean) of the half-waves is below 
0,%. In short the algorithm is based on amplitude, frequency, and the regularity of the half-wave duration. 
In 1990, Gotmirn El01 reported modifications to his algorithm including the requirement to look 8 seconds 
ahead to verify that the amplitude remains high. This modification reduced false detections. 
More recently Murro, et al. 1231 developed a system using concepts similar to those of Gotman but 
used spectrd concepts for feature development. They used three features from each of two channels. These 
s h  features are reduced to four using principal component analysis, and then statistical discrhination is used 
80 develop a detection rule. Their algorithm was developed for intracranial data only. 
They address the issue of calibrating for patient differences partly in the way they define their 
features, They define reference power as the spectral power between 0.15 and 36 Hz averaged over four 
consecutive EEG epochs from 27 to 55.6 seconds prior to the event being evaluated. One of their features is 
relative power and is defined as the power between 0.15 and 36 Hz of the current epoch divided by the 
reference power. The second of their features is the dominant frequency. The third feature is rhythmicity, 
which is the ratio of the power associated with the dominant frequency to the relative power. Murro, et al. 
use a s e p e n t  of recent EEG data from the patient to influence the definition of their first and third featwe, 
However, M w o ,  et al. also provide more in the way of custom tailoring their algorithm to the i n & ~ d u d  by 
building a separate decision rule for each patient. Their rule is based on normal data from the patient 
collected at different times and seizure data collected from other patients. These procedures d o w  for a 
more careful calibration for patient differences. 
The algorith of Murro, et al. [23] was tested using 8 patients and 43 seizures. The2 system was 
evaluated using different detection thresholds. It detected all seizures allowing for a rate of 2.5 false 
detections per hour and detected 91% of the seizures with 1.5 false detections per hour. 
ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES 
The first seizure detection methods relied on mplitude and duration to identify seizures. Gotma's 
method tends to mimic the EEG readers. He characterizes the signals using features appearbg to be 
motivated by those observed during seizure activity. Hi self-scaling and his detection rules are sbple  but 
effective. 
The methods of Murro, et al. are similar to Gotman's but are more statistically sophistiated* E i e  
Gotnnan, Murro, et al., used recent epochs to self-scale their features. They characterize the epochs of data 
using relative mplitude, dominant frequency and rhythmicity and then use statistical discrhhate mai'eysis to 
develop a detection rule. 
There are three important common elements in these two algorithms and in our o m :  
1) standardization, calibration or self-scaling 
2) feature selection 
ination or a decision rule 
We believe that the most critical element in discriminating seizure from other data is the defiitioepa 
and evaluation of features or feature selection. We also believe that other standardization or calibration 
methods will prove useful. Our algorithm has characteristics which it make funda~llentally ddferent from 
those of other investigators. More emphasis is placed on developing and evaluating a variety of features and 
on developing an improved approach to standardization. 
THE ALGORTTHM 
Each channel or time series of EEG data is divided into non-overlapping 3-second epochs of data. 
The fist goal is to compute a probability that the patient is having a seizure for each 3-second sement of 
data and for each of the different channels processed by the system. These probabilities WU be combined 
with probabili6es from adjacent epochs to determine if a patient is having a seizure. 
To compute the probabilities, several steps are necessary. First the data xnust be stmdardized to 
account for patient, channel and hardware differences. The intent here is different from that of Gotmamss 
self-scaling in that we are not simply evaluating the current epoch relative to background. The methods are 
very different and the results are different. However, both provide essential calibration necessq to account 
for patient differences. In our method, a standard deviation of the data is computed and updated for each 
channel. That is, values are recursively updated as new data enters the system. The current stmdmd 
devialion is then used to scale the new data to make it consistent with that assumed by the d g o r i t h .  A 
standard deviation is computed and used for each channel. 
The next step in developing probabilities of seizures is to characterize each epoch of data using 
many features and to evaluate these features to determine which can best help separate seizure and normd 
data. Several hudred features have been evaluated. These include usual time-series characteristia, features 
which m b i c  EEG readers' methods and statistical characteristics. We find that all three types of features 
contribute to the discrKination and algorithms which use all three in combination are better able to detect 
seizures than those that do not. 
Once a set of most-effective features has been identified, then any of the many discriminate 
tecbiques can be applied. Our base algorithm uses logistic regression. Neural networks and statistical 
dscrhbatican techniques such as those described by Murro et al., 1231 or Olsen et al., [24] could easily be 
appfied, Logstic regression has the advantage that it provides a me gful probability of seizure. In our 
dgorithm, the user can adjust the probability levels to reduce false seizure detections or to increase 
sensiti+g. The user may also adjust the standardization for the same purposes. 
TRATNING TESTING THE ALGORITHM 
The criGcal measure of an algorithm's performance is not how well it detects seizures, but how well 
it detects s e h e s  without producing false detections. It is a simple matter to demonstrate an algorithm 
correctly identzes seizures on a limited span of data. Our algorithm has been applied to several spans of 
s e h ~ e :  data from different patients and al l  seizures were detected with no false detections. The difficulty 
comes when efiending an algorithm's use to days of data. Thus, while our algorithm performed admirably 
on many data sets, the only true test is that which comes from extensive testing on large representative data 
sets or from conthuous monitoring of patients in a real-time environment. 
Fivve-minute segments of data were collected from each of two patients, both day and night, over a 
five-day period. The segments were sampled at least once per hour with an effort being made to record a 
vaBeQ of actiGvity and sleep stages. Nine seizures (some lasting over 10 minutes) were recorded, five from 
oms; patient m d  four from the other. Seven and one-half hours of sampled data were saved. An initial 
dgoniehm was developed for two channels from one patient and was successfully applied to the second. AU 
seizures in both patients were detected and there were no false detections. 
Our d g o r i t h  was developed using all 35,000 epochs of standardized data from both patients. 
Seizure onset for one patient was on the left temporal region and for the second was on the right. As a 
result, data from FP1-F7, F7-T3, T3-T5, and T5-01 from the first patient and data from FP2-F8, F8-T4, T4- 
T6, and T6-02 from the second were used as example data to build the algorithm. When the algorithm was 
applied to the smpled data, all seizures were detected and there were no false detections. 
Om algorithm used logistic regression to identify the most useful features and to form a decision 
rule. Zl&e neural networks, logistic regression selects only about 5-15 constants and therefore cannot over- 
train a31r memorize even with much smaller data sets. As a result, the testing on 35,000 epochs of data 
described above provides significant evidence of the discrimination capability of the algorithm. It remains to 
test the d g o r i t h  on other large data sets and in a real-time environment. 
APPLICATIONS OF AUTOMATIC SEIZURE DETEeTION 
lira the United States alone, there are over two million people with epilepsy. Each year 100,000 new 
cases are disposed. The most common type of seizures are complex partial seizures and of these, 35% of 
the patients fad to respond to anti-epileptic drug therapy [14]. Since for these patients, long-term monitoring 
is necessq for lo ion of epileptic activity (for possible local resection), the need is clear for a system 
which w4.l process the massive EEG data collected and decide which data to save. Such a system would also 
be used to evduate various drug therapies. Automatic spike and seizure detection capability is an essential 
part sf developbg a microcomputer based monitoring system. 
As noted in the introduction, the first application of the seizure detection algorithm will be to 
monitor patients h long-term epilepsy monitoring units. Most of these data will be from surface electrodes. 
A more ambitious application, in some respects, is to automatically detect seizures and reduce their btensiq 
or duration. Since the data for this application would be from implanted electrodes, the seizure detection 
algorithm would not need to deal with muscle and other artifacts or the effects of the skull on the electrid 
signals. The algorithm could be adapted to the patient. Based on experience with more difficult swface 
detection algorithms, we believe that a highly reliable detection algorithm can be developed. 
SEIZURE DETECTION IMPLANT HARDWARE 
It is somewhat diicult at this stage of the program to predict accurately what the configuration of 
an hplanted monitoring device will be. This is due to the fact that the algorithm would not be fm&ed 
until extensive on-line testing is complete. However, the development of such a device is not beyond the 
"state of the art" and certain aspects of the implant can be predicted, which are discussed here. The physid 
c o d p a t i o n  will be very much like a modern-day pacemaker. There will be a titanium case about 1.5'" x 
1.5" x 0.3 thick that will be implanted subcutaneously just below the clavicle. This case will hold the 
electronics as well as a lithium battery which should allow an implant life of 5-6 years. There w i 4  be ;a lead 
containing at least 4 conductors connecting to the case. This lead will be tunneled subcutaneous%y over the 
clavicle, up the neck and under the scalp to the point of entry into the skull. This is the same technique 
which is currently used for hydrocephalus shunt systems. Once the leads enter the skull, they will travel 
under the skull to the surface locations on the brain which were selected by the surgical team at hp lan t .  
The circuitry for this device will probably use subthreshold CMOS analog circuitry rather than digital 
CMOS circuitry. The analog circuitry uses less power for the large number of computations which will be 
required by this device. The analog approach also eliminates the analog-to-digital (AID) converters which 
would be required in the digital approach. 
CONCLUSION 
The development of new medical procedures has enabled neurologists and neural surgeons to 
provide safe and effective treatment of otherwise intractable epilepsy. At the same time, the development of 
computer technology has made it possible to collect and process more information than ever before. Key 
elements to improving the general care of patients with intractable epilepsy are the algorithms which wid 
enable the computers to efficiently reduce the data collected to information useful in planning therapy or 
possibly to initiate treatment in a timely fashion. Systems for the long-term EEG monitoring have been 
developed at the Johns Hopkms Hospital and elsewhere. Some of these systems automatically save spike 
and seizure data for later analysis by neurologists. Commercial development of such a system is possible. 
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ABSTRACT 
A compact fiber optic probe developed for on-orbit science experiments has been applied to detect 
the onset of cataracts, a capability that could eliminate physicians' guesswork and result in new drugs to 
"&ssdww or slow down the cataract formation before surgery is necessary. The probe is based upon 
d p m i c  h$iht scattering (DLS) principles. It has no moving parts, no apertures, and requires no optical 
aligmment. It is flexible and easy to use. Results are presented for excised but intact human eye lenses. In a 
c k c d  setting, the device can be easily incorporated into a slit-lamp apparatus (ophthalmoscope) for 
complete eye diagnostics. In this set up the integrated fiber optic probe, the size of a pencil, delivers a low 
power cone of laser light into the eye of a patient and guides the light which is back scattered by the protein 
molecules of the lens through a receiving optical fiber to a photo detector. The non-invasive DLS 
measmements provide rapid determination of protein crystalline size and its size distribution in the eye lens. 
INTRODUCTION 
A normal eye lens is a jelly-bean-size transparent tissue. A cataract is formed when this lens 
becomes cloudy. This cloudiness or opacification hinders light transmission through the lens and the ability 
to focus a sharp image on the retina at the back of the eye. The common symptoms experienced with 
cataracts include blurred or double vision, sensitivity to light and glare, less vivid perception of color, and 
frequent eyeglass prescription changes. If a lar e portion of the lens becomes cloudy, sight can be partially r: or completely lost until the cataract is removed . At present there is no medical treatment which will 
prevent cataracts or reverse them once they develop. The only treatment is the surgical removal of the 
clouded lens muad its replacement with an intraocular lens implant. Today, an estimated 1.4 million cataract 
surgeries are performed each year in the United States. In normal patients, cataracts develop gradually over 
a period of many years. A cataract is caused by a change in the chemical composition of the lens. These 
changes can be attributed to aging (senile cataract), eye injuries (traumatic cataract), certain diseases and 
conditi~ons of the eye and body (secondary cataract) e.g. high blood-sugar levels in diabetic patients, and 
here&tary or birth defects (congenital cataract). The senile (age-related) cataracts are the most common 
type of cataracts. They can occur as early as age 40. 
An adult eye lens is primarily comprised of about 65 wt.% water and 35 wt.% proteins, the highest 
of m y  tissue in the body. The protein molecules or crystallimes in the lens are subdivided into a ,  P, and y 
crystallines. The or, P, and y crystallines have a molecular weight of -lo6 daltons, -16 daltons, and -2x104 
daltons respectively. Since a crystallines are the largest molecules, they are the strong scatterers of light in a 
light scattering experiment. When these protein molecules are agglomerated, they give rise to lens opacities. 
This has keen confirmed by a variety of complementary techniques ranging from biochemical2, light 
scatterine5, QELS~" and electron microscopy12. Current clinical apparatus, which include visual inspection 
through a slit lamp microscope, and analysis of a photographic plate, lack the sensitivity and accuracy to 
detect small cellular and biochemical changes13. Biochemical studies of lens extract have demonstrated that 
aging in the normal mammalian lens is accompanied by conversion of the a-crystalline into higher molecular 
weight speciesM-". In earlier stages of cataract formation the patients' cataracts are difficult for a physician 
to diagnose because of the lack of non-invasive experimental techniques. In general, progressively 
deteriorating vision conditions and in particular frustrating night vision conditions are unfortunately the only 
indications of a semi-developed cataract. This poses serious emotional situations for some patients and 
forces guesswork on the physician's part for making well informed decisions concerning performmce of 
surgical procedures. 
In this paper we report the application of a fiber optic probe for the early detection of mtxads in 
excised, but intact human eye lenses, and its incorporation in a clinical set up. Earlier investigations have 
been reported in our recent publicatior~s'~~'~. We believe these new technological advances d be; urjefd in 
the investigation of cataracts during their early stages of formation. This could result in e h i n a t k g  a 
physician's guess-work, reducing a patient's emotional trauma level, and this may allow phamamutid  
companies or dietitians to formulate new drugs or food supplies to "dissolven the cataract, hence reducbg the 
risks of costly and unwanted surgical procedures. Looking ahead to the year 2000, it is anticipated that the 
evolution of new drugs will slow the development of lens opacities that are leading cause of bhdness 
w~rldwide'~. 
Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) 
DLS is an established laboratory technique which provides non-invasive measurements of particle 
size and size distributions, molecular weight, and particle-particle interactions for particles suspended h 
dilute solutions. The range of application ranges from 3 nm to 3 pm. Several books are available on this 
subject2' (see reference 20 and the references contained therein). The data analysis techniques b DLS are 
reported in a review article2'. Several other names are frequently used for DLS. These are Quasi-Elastic 
Light Scattering (QELS), Photon Correlation Spectroscopy (PCS), and Intensity Huctuation Spectroscopy 
(IFS). In these experiments the laser light is focussed into a small spot inside the sample. The satterhg 
volume, defined by the intersection of the incident and detection geometries, normally contabs submicron 
particles suspended in a fluid medium. The intensity of the scattered light fluctuates due to the thermd 
movement (Brownian motion) of the particles. The intensity fluctuations in the scattered light are detected 
by a photodetector. This detected signal is processed via a digital correlator to yield a autocorrelation 
function. For dilute dispersions of spherical particles the slope of the autocorrelation function p r o ~ d e s  a
quick and accurate determination of the particle's translation diffusion coefficient, which can be related to its 
size via a Stokes-Einstein equation, provided the viscosity of the suspending fluid, its temperatwe, m d  its 
refractive index are known. For concentrated suspensions and for dispersions cont 
scattering species in the suspending medium, however, the data analysis and interpretation of the 
autocorrelation function becomes more difficult. We have discussed some of these data analysis techniques 
in our prior  publication^'^^^^^^^^^. The in vivo uses of conventional DLS technique as appEed to the anterior 
segment of the eye have been reviewed elsewhere". 
Until recently conventional DLS instruments have relied on bulky laser sources, bulk optia, m d  hi& 
voltage detection devices e.g. photomultiplier tubes (PMT). The incorporation of new advances in soEd state 
technology, and the development of compact DLS spectrometers (fiber optic probes), have paved the way for 
a next generation laser light scattering instrument (LLSI). More recently, a compact, rugged, m d  modulas 
LLSI has been conceived for microgravity experiments on board the space shuttle orbiter and possibly space 
station Freedom to study a range of phenomenaM. These phenomena include, among others, nudeation in 
crystal growth, aggregation, polymer induced flocculation, gelation, critical phenomena, and sphodal 
decomposition. 
The most promising clinical technique that has become available is based on quasielastic light 
scattering (QELS). Early work establishing the utility of QELS for detection of molecular changes in the Begas 
were demonstrated by Tanaka and Benedek2'. A recent clinical QELS of diabetic and nm-diabetic 
patients has attempted to correlate the QELS results with visual inspection. Early researchers were 
concerned with solving the mystery concerning the transparency of a normal adult lens, given the hi& 
concentration of proteins in an aqueous s o l ~ t i o n ~ ~ - ~ ~ .  A reliable, quantitative technique, caushg the least 
trauma to the patient, has been a long sought goal for the study of cataractogenesis and other ocular 
disorders. Although the technique of QELS or DLS was first applied to study cataactogenesis by Tanaka 
and Benedek many years ago25, its commercial scope has remained limited because of elaborate 
instrumentation, bulk optics and associated optical alignment problems, statistical errors in data malysis, 
multiple scatterkg problems associated with mild and severe cataracts, and the polydisperse nature of the 
mtaact itself. 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
Ow fiber optic probe employs two monomode optical fibers. The fibers have a core radius of about 
4 pm, One fiber is used to transmit a Gaussian laser beam to the scattering volume. The second fiber 
positioned at a backscatter angle of 155' acts as a scattered light receiver. In concentrated dispersions, we 
have found! that the backscatter regime allows recovery of particle sizes well beyond the cutoff point for the 
conventiond state of the art laser light scattering systems, without requiring any additional corrections for 
mdtiple li&t sattering28. This feature is useful in the study of cataractogenesis because cataractous 
conditions may give rise to multiple scattering effects. Depending upon the severity of the cataract, multiple 
light scattenkg effects will introduce high frequency components in the light scattering spectrm. This may 
cause a loss s f  resolution and a subsequent broadening of the particle size distribution . The fiber optic 
probe used in this study alleviates these problems. The detailed design considerations of the fiber optic 
probe and its range of application to investigate concentrated dispersions have been published el~ewhere~~. 
Compxed to conventional commercial state-of-the-art DLS spectrometers, our probe is 1-2 orders of 
mafi~tude smder in physical size, and is inexpensive to fabricate. 
The DILS system employed in this work is schematically represented in Figure 1. Our integrated 
probe is comprised of two optical fibers, which are positioned in close proximity to each other and mounted 
into a single stainless steel ferrule. A monomode optical fiber pigtailed to a semiconductor laser, guides a 
Cuassian laser beam to a point inside the eye lens. The optical fiber is ruggedized by threading it through a 
teflon tubing and an outer plastic monocoil tubing. A bare portion of this monomode optical fiber is epoxied 
into a predlision machined hole. A second optical fiber, is positioned into another machined hole in close 
psrogmiq to the transmitting optical fiber, and is used for coherent detection of the light scattered from the 
eye lens in the backward direction. The receiving optical fiber is threaded through the same teflon sleeve 
and monasiraoco3 tubing up to the point where the transmitting and receiving fibers are separated. The receiving 
fiber termhates in a connector which is mated directly with a miniature photomultiplier tube. 
F i p e  2 shows a schematic of the clinical apparatus which can be used for measuring the intensiv 
autocorrelation from patients. The integrated probe shown in Figure 1 is mounted on a slit-lamp apparatus: 
an bstrument of choice for the ophthalmologists. The position of the probe can be adjusted using the 
stmdasd jog.stich control lever for horizontal and vertical movement, available on the slit-lamp apparatus. 
This arrmgement provides precise positioning and location of the scattering volume in any substantidy 
transparent regon of the anterior segment of the eye. The probe tip is positioned so that a point inside the 
patients' eye lens is illu~llinated with an expanding Gaussian laser beam, having a diameter of 4 pm. The 
second opticd fiber collects the scattered light at a fured scattering angle and is connected to a miniature 
photomultipCeu tube, followed by a compact data acquisition system. The photon pulse train after suitable 
amplification md discrimination is correlated using a digital correlator in a lap-top computer. 
The application of the fiber optic probe for the measurement of cataractogenesis is procedurq 
similar to techiques fanmiliar to ophthalmologists, most notably applanation tonometry and ultrasonography. 
The procedure can be easily done at a slit lamp under the installation of topical (drop) anesthesia. The eye 
movement is negated by having the atient direct vision in the contralateral eye on the fixation light. 
Findings from other clinical system$'-%, inwoducing laser beams into patients7 eyes, have conduded that a 
20 minute eqosure is the upper limit before patient fatigue becomes a limiting factor. Our measurements 
should take less than 2 minutes per autocorrelation function i.e. one test per patient. The m 
irradiance is a function of wavelength, incident power, numerical aperture of the cone of laser h&t and 
eqosure time. In our fiber optic system we expect retinal irradiance to be less than 0.05 mW mm2, which is k, three orders of magnitude below the damage threshold of 2 w/cm2 for a 10 second exposure: . 
RESULTS 
Figure 3 summarizes the results of this investigation on excised, but, intact human eye lemes. The 
five pairs of cadaver human eye lenses employed in this study belonged to 18, 43, 55, 65, and 73 yew old 
patients. The crystalline size increase as a function of patients' age is consistent with the development of 
senile cataract in the middle age to golden age patients. Upon visual examination, by a professiond 
ophthalmologist (Dr. MA. Dellavecchia of the Bryn Mawr Eye Clinic in Philadelphia), the lenses of yomger 
patients were found to be transparent while the older lenses seemed to have a yellowish tint in them, 
consistent with senile cataractous changes. Clinically, these older lenses can be classified as h a h g  a mild to 
moderate cataract. None of the lenses were completely opaque. 
CONCLUSION 
In this paper we have shown the application of a fiber optic probe to non-invasively detect the onset 
of cataracts in human eye lenses, and its incorporation into a slit-lamp apparatus for complete eye 
diagnostics of the anterior chamber of the eye. The probe has a unique design which does not require my 
lenses, has no moving parts, does not need alignment, and is insensitive to vibrations and RF interference. 
In a clinical environment this new capability, when used in conjunction with regular eye exanahation on an 
yearly basis, d l  let the physician detect an incipient cataract before it forms. 
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ABSTRACT 
The heart rate Spectral Analysis System (SAS) acquires and analyzes in real-time the Space 
Shuttle on board experiments electrocardiograph (EKG) signals, calculates the heartrate, and applies a East 
Fourier Transformation (FFT) on the heart rate. The systern also calculates other statistical parmeters such 
as the 'mean heart rate' over specific time period and a heart rate histogram. This SAS is used by NASA 
Principal Investigators as a research tool to determine the effects of weightlessness on the huma11 
cardiovascular system. This is also used to determine if Lower Body Negative Pressure (LBNP) is an 
effective countermeasure to the orthostatic intolerance experienced by astronauts upon return to nomal 
gravity. In microgravity, astronauts perform the LBNP experiment witt~in the middeck of the Space 
Shuttle. This experiment data is downlinked by the orbiter telemetry system, then processed and analyzed 
in real-time by the integrated Life Sciences Data Acquisition (LSDS) - Spectral Analysis System. The data 
system is integrated within the framework of two different computer systems, VAX and Macintosh (Mac), 
using the networking infrastructure to assist the investigators in further understanding the most complex 
machine on Earth - the human body. 
INTRODUCTION 
Real-time data analysis has become popular among scientists and researchers as computers 
become faster and more cost effective. The Spectral Analysis System (SAS) is designed to perform red- 
time data analysis on microgravity- based life sciences experiments. Over the years, in the life sciences 
area, scientists have thought of microgravity as a source of physiological difficulties. To study line 
astronauts adyptation and the after-effect in nonnal gravity when they return to the earth, the SAS can be a 
useful tool. 
In the past, data were acquired in real-time, but processed and analyzed postflight. The p r i m ~ y  
focus in real-time was to view the very essential ancillary data during a Space Shuttle mission. The 
scientist has to retrieve the science data from the NASA data facility to be able to work in their lab and 
perform further analysis, filtering, digital signal processing and statistical algorithms are needed to study 
the effects of microgravity and radiation on living organisms. 
The SAS is designed to run in real-time on an Apple Macintosh IIfx based desktop computer 
system. The SAS is capable of acquiring analog EKG samples to perform a realtime FFT output of the 
heart rate using the off-the-shelf LabVIEWTM 2 software package. The analog signal produced 'by the 
LSDS is interfaced into an analog acquisition (NB MIO-16) and Direct Memory Access (DMA) board on 
the SAS Macintosh. This subsystem acquires data at a rate of 500 samples per second using d ~ e  
LabVIEWTM software and the acquisition hardware. The SAS was used extensively in conjunction with 
the Life Sciences Data System for analyzing the data in the Science Monitoring Area (SMA) at Johnson 
Space Center in realtime during the STS 43, STS 44, STS 49, USML and SL-J missions. 
The intent of this paper is to introduce the underlying usage of a desktop system like Macintosh 
incorporating with network interface can help to understand the connectivity issues to retrieve data for real- 
time analysis. 
THE MAC TO VAX CONNECTIVITY 
The primary computer systems for the LSDS are VAX computers, which are directly interfaced 
with the Shuttle downlink telemetry system. The Machintosh computer is used as a backend desktop 
systern for the SMA to aide the investigator in studying the life sciences microgravity-based experiment 
&I&. The VAX and the Mac connectivity is established via the IEEE 802.3 Ethernet, using the DECnet as 
a protwo1 for software communication. 
The LSDS VAX system acquires, archives and processes the high rate raw downlink multiplexed 
telearaewy data. This data is acquired in realtime and is demultiplexed and exuacted by the VAX system for 
the disudbution over the Ethernet network to the desktop system. The Macintosh system uses the 'DECnet 
for Macintosh' for logical link to access the converted data from the VAX. The exuacted data is in a digital 
form, so further processing is used by the Macintosh computer to convert the data into its original form 
(which is analog for EKG) to perform the FFT output of the heart rate. Figure 1 shows the overall data 
flow. 
The overall design environment provides a consistent user interface by the Macintosh graphics 
user hte&ace. The SAS data interchange standards is based on consultative Committee for Space Data 
Systems (CCSDS) packet standard using the DECnet as a protocol for communication link and access. 
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Figure 1: The overall systems data flow 
This section provides a sample 'C' program to declare an object for logi~al ink within the 
Macintosh using DECnet protocol to connect to a VAX system for accessing the network data and 
cornsand. In this example the Macintosh application waiting for a connection request from the VAX to 
esu"wsh the co~lnmunication link: 
JJ set up a DECnet object using DECnet 
Boolem Setupobject() 
i 
short error ; 
IOParam paraxblk ; 
unsigned char buffer[3] ; 
Boolean flag = true ; 
if (!Control.link_flag) 
{ 
describe the'cornrnand to setup object 
buffer[O] = 2 ; 
object number 
buffer[l] = Object ; 
DECnet data structure handle 
param-blk.ioPosOffset = (long) Control.Dec-hdl ; 
DECnet driver reference number, obtained after opening a driver 
param-blk.ioRefNum = Control.ref-num ; 
param-blk.ioCompletion = nil ; 
number of bytes sent to the driver in this command 
param-blk.ioReqCount = 3 ; 
command buffer 
paramblk.ioBuffer = &buffer[O] ; 
declare object by sending message to DECnet 
error = PBWrite((ParmBlkPtr) &paramblk, false) ; 
if (error != noErr) 
{ 
ok-dialogterror-box,"DECnet Unable to Setup ObjectW,emor, nil) ; 
flag = false ; 
1 
I 
VAX-DECnet Requesting! a Connection 
This section describes the VAX nontransparent t a s k - t ~ - ~ k  DECnet communication setup, using a 
higher level programming. The 'FORTRAN' example here shows how to create and use a VMS maillbox 
for receiving network messages, including network status notifications. 
CALL SYS$CREMBX(,MBX-CHAN,%VAL(MSG-SIZE),%VAL(BUF-SIZE),,,MBX-DESC> 
CALL SYS$ASSIGN('-NET:',CHAN,,MBX-DESC) 
The following example provides how to declare a task in VAX enabling to process the Macintosh 
inbound logical link connection request: 
!Build a Network Control Block 
NCBDESCl(2) = %LOC(NCB) 
CALL SYS$QIOW(,%VAL(CHAN),%VAL(IO$-ACCESS),IOSB,,,NCBDESCl,,,,,) 
The general concept implicit in DECnet-VAX task-to-task communication are covered in Guide to 
DECnet-VAX Networking Manual by Digital Equipment Corporation. 
MACINTOSH SOFTWARE 
Once the network data packet is received by the Macintosh system, the data packet is converted 
into analog samples using the National Instrument's NB-AO-6 board. This sample data is then passed 
through another National Intrument's NB-MIO-16L board using the DMA features of the National 
Instrument boards. The above design feature is used because the Macintosh IIfx computer do not provide 
any DMA - 110 capability. And also, this design allows multiple SAS subsystems for the FFT output from 
a single network Macintosh connection. In this concept the analog data samples are distributed to other 
Macintosh systems, while a single Macintosh is connected to the LSDS VAX system, handling the 
connectivity and other handshakings. 
The analog EKG samples are then passed through a software peak detector to find the peaks for 
the h e m  rate calculation. A circular buffer system is designed to implement the acquisition part of the 
SAS malysis package. Once 256 heart rate samples are collected, an FFT algorithm is run on the array of 
 at heart rate. After the FFT magnitude, the power of different bands and HEART RATE/TIME are 
cdckalated m d  displayed, the next batch of sample data, which is buffered during the intensive calculation 
of peak detection and FFT algorithm is used to repeat the same process every 10 seconds. Figure 2 shows 
the &~h patb of the FFT analysis. 
The SAS application runs continuously in acquisilion mode to acquire EKG signal and calculate 
the heart rate M a  from the EKG signal. The output (FFT and the histogram) can be saved as a Pict file onto 
the disk for further post-test analysis. 
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Figure 2 .  Block D i a g r a m  for  D a t a  Row 
SOFTWARE REQUIREMENT 
LABVIEW 2 Provides the software development environment w%ch is used to program the SAS on a 
Macintosh platform for data acquisition, manipulation of the acquired data, analyze and display of the 
acquired experiment data samples. 
DECnet for Macintosh provides the network connectivity tools to access the needed data from a VAX 
system for analysis. 
HARDWARE REQUIREMENT 
Macintosh IIfx - Provides the fundamental processing platform. 
Ethernet Controller Card - Provides the network connectivity. 
Digital to Analog Board (NB-AO-6) - Provides the conversion of Digital data into analog samples. 
Multi-functional UO Board (NB-MIO-16L) - Provides the acquisition of analog samples. 
Direct Memory Access Board (NB-DMA) - Provides the data transfer fromlto 110 board with a minimarm 
intemption and CPU usage. 
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ABSTRACT 
Owe of NASA"s goals for long duration space flight is to maintain acceptable levels of crew health, safety, and 
pdommm. One way of meeting this goal is through the Biomedical Risk Assessment Intelligent Network 
an hiinategrated network of both hman  and comp as an advisor to fight 
by asessing the risk of in-flight biomedical prob 
This paper &sdbes the joint effort among various NASA 
Risk Assessment (TDRA) prototype. The implementation i d  aspects of: (1) 
howledge acquisilion. (2) integration of IDRA components, (3) use of expert systems to automate the biomedical 
pdicfion process, (4) development of a user-friendly interface, and (5) integration of the IDRA prototype and 
B e r d s  Casuwtemeasures Intelligent System (ExerCISys). Because the C Language, CLIPS (the C Language 
e[ntewt& Muct ion  System), and the X-Window System were portable and easily integrated, they were chosen as 
the mls for &e initial IDRA prototype. The feasibility was tested by developing an IDRA prototyge that 
the indlividuail risk of influenza. The application of knowledge-based systems to risk assessment is of great 
vdue  to the mdical technology industry. 
INTRODUCTION 
One of NASKS prhnary goals for space flight is to maintain acceptable levels of health, safety, and perfo 
the m,w. To achieve this goal, medical teams have monitored the health of the crew pre-night, in Right, and p t  
flight boughout  the history of manned space programs. During the Skylab missions, in-fight biomedical data 
were used as rii basis for making decisions about the flight duration of successive Skylab missions (21). The medical 
team had to plan very carefully for a quick turn-around time of sample prmssing and data analysis between 
~ s s i o n s .  B e  Skylab Medical Management Group met daily to review the status of the crew. Without computer 
s s k u n m  &is acrivity was very man-hour intensive and undoubtedly increased the cost of the operations. 
For extended tours of duty on Space Station Freedom and Lu stations, a greater effort will be required to 
a s w e  no~rasal crew operations. To achieve tbis, NASA will monitor crew physiological psychological, and task 
p d o r m c e  and afinister appropriate countermeasures (17 ,39). It may be crucial to assess quickly the 
indi~dsaal risk of biomedical problems based on changes in c physiological, psychological, or enviromenral 
i n d i a ~ r s  tohitiate countermeasures (10,19). It is important to predict the impact of the selected eountemeasures 
on mew h d & ,  safety, and performance. If more than one change in cnew status is observed, it is Qtitical to evaluare 
each counkmmure relative to the others. 
Automadon &clhnology is required to support this decisionmaking process. It reduces the volume of data, facilitates 
data hkevse&~on, and resolves incompatible data. For example, expert or knowledge-based systems can automak 
the ara&icd diagnostic process (20.28.42). The knowledge that is represented in medical textbooks andlor the 
e x w s e  of a physician is incorporated into computer software (13). These systems handle a large quantity of related 
phgisiologid or anatomical data; however, each expert system is developed for only one specific discipline w,7) .  
Expert systems are commonly implemented as rule-based production systems based on a series of '7f ... &en" 
reasoning rules (13). The Software Technology Branch at NASMohnson Space Center has developed a d e - b d  
producGon system called CLIPS, the C Language Integrated Production System (9,12,38). CLIPS is behg used to 
automate the prediction s of the lDRA prototype (see below) and B 
NASA has supported the development of four life sciences expert systems for use on long duration spa= fight: 
4 The IDRA prototype assesses the risk of infectious diseases and recommends countermeasures to re$$uce the 
risks. The implementation approach and the results of this development are presented in this papr. 
The E x d I S y s  bes an exercise protocol to maintain muscle strength and cardiovascular aembic capaidty 
in flight. 
The Nledical Equipment Computer (MEC) provides decision-support for disease diagnosis and drug & e q y  in 
flight. 
4 The Performance Prediction Model (PPM) assesses the effect of e n a m e n d  and mission factors on b e  t m  
P ce and predicts its level accordingly. This project is in the early stages of development. 
The Ifitations of these expert systems are that they are independent from each other. They are designed for a shgle 
user, and the data are not automatically shared between systems or users. A solution to the problem anrss~akd with 
tems is the Biomedical Risk Assessment Intelligen The applica~on of 
ystems or artificial intelligence is a vital componen 
assessment and management It provides a compo 
generated by the Medical Management Group during the Skylab missions. We hypothesize that B 
for a flight surgeon to arrive at real-time decisions abo omedical risk N y s k  and 
is paper describes an implementation approach to deve rototype and the devdopment 
of an IDRA prototype to test the feasibility of the approach. 
Others outside NASA will benefit from the development of B institutions such as hospitals, medicd chnics, 
boarding schools, military services, nursing homes for the mentally and physically handicapped and home m d i c d  
care services are potential users. 
IMPLEMENTATION APPROACH 
The concept is illustrated as a triangle (Egure 1) with users on the left side and exgert systems on the right 
side. h user and system to work independently and interact inde w i h  the 
night surgeon. Throug , each system rnay access pertinent data from other systems. 
with the independent expert systems by use of a bowledge base that relates all of them. 
The functions of B are to: 
access DM, ExerCISys, MEC, PPM, and other undefined separate systems for pertinent i n f o m ~ m .  
a s a composite biomedical risk and recommend countermeasures. 
function as a clearing house of information to be shared between systems. 
4 resolve incompatible information given by other expert systems and derive a composite recomen&~on for a 
night surgeon. 
The preliminary software requirements of B will be documented according to the 
he r i can  National Standards Institute (2). 
F n g w  1. The BRAm Concept. The users on the left interact verbally with the flight surgeon and mechanically 
with each hdiepndent expert system. BRAIN cooperates with each expert system using a knowledge base that 
relates of &ern. A composite recommendation is then presented to flight surgeon for real-time decisionmaking. 
(CHKs-Crew Health Care System, ECF-Exercise Countenneasures Facility, Health Mrintenance Facility, 
Bm(:-Biomdcal and Countermeasures) 
A major acdviry ofthis project is to develop the knowledge-based system design. This includes the identification of 
howledge definition, knowledge design, and the architecture of the hardwarelsoftware environment for 
ge definition task defines the knowledge requirements of the network and identifies and selects 
The howledge is acquired, analyzed, and exuacted. The knowledge design comprises the 
bowledge represenQtion, i.e., rules, internal fact structure, detailed control structure, and preliminary user interface 
$13). 
~ e i v e s  input from and gives it to PPM, IDRA, MEC, and ExerCISys, or the user, as illustrated in Figure 
1. Oaer data &at are required by BRAIN reside in a separate data base, are retrieved as necessary. and are stored in a 
ld cx worf ig  data base. Unknown data or inaccessibIe data may be simulated for the version 1.0 development. 
me data smcnrre and network configuration of BRAIN must be compatible with IDRA, ExerCISys, MEC, and 
PPM. These expert systems share related data through BRAIN by accessing the working data base. We will test the 
fwib2ikpP of IDU, ExerCISys, MEC, and PPM to regularly post data that are required by other systems. A 
s m b d  promo1 will be established for each system to access BRAIN and vice versa. 
me howledge base for BRAIN utilizes and interprets the data, predicts the risk of biomedical problems and 
r s o m e n &  the appropriate countermeasures. The information in the data base is extracted from the sources such as: 
* Spatflight Historical Infonnation 
Elpen Medical and Science Personnel 
* TexBs* Journal Article and Reviews 
* Ep~erniological Studies of Nonnal Populatiom 
The resources available in the medical sciences arena and NASA life sciences groups are explored for h e  howldgcr:  
definition of B . The relationships among IDRA, ExerCISys, MEC. and PPM are defied by mims of 
consultation and collaboration of existing study results. Experts e.g. flight surgeons or 
scientists, will be identified and interviewed to model their expertise and to evaluate the &monsmtion of B 
during the developmental stages. 
Once the knowledge base has been defined for BRAIN, methods will be developed to acquire the ~ X f a c  laowR&gee 
Because a great deal of knowledge has to be acquired for BRAIN, an automated method may be rsquird for that 
purpose. Several knowledge acquisition tools will be evaluated for consistency and reproducibility in e x m c ~ g  
infoat ion from human experts and written sources. 
The investigative team has access to and experience with several automated knowledge acquisition tools (e.g-* i D a i p  
Alternatives Rationale Tool IDARTl, Nextra, Task AnalysidRule Generating Tool W G E T j ,  Knowledge 
Acquisition and Representation Tool Kit WTI, and Knowledge Network Organizational Tool IrcNOn). 
Nexm operates as a knowledge acquisition frontend tool to an expert system development package called Ncxpn 
Object Both tools are marketed by Neuron Data from Palo Alto, C k  Nextra allows users to graphiauy repExnt 
entity relationships between the various elements of a subject or domain. DART is another tool that desip 
alternatives and their associated rationale knowledge. Both Nexm and DART tools can s problems conam& 
with taxonomies and classification. Both also use repertory-grid knowledge representations. The rela~onsfip 
among the outputs of MEC, ExerCISys. IDRA, and PPM will be examined with these tools in order to der?ive 
appropriate rul omedical risk assessment. New tools may have to be developed to acquire the appmpdake 
knowledge for 
Although various types of expert knowledge exist within the NASA environment, procedural knowle8ge is prevdent 
in many areas including the biomedical environment. A procedural analysis tool, TARGET, models a set of a c ~ o m  
or procedures associated with a task using a graphical user interface. This tool will be tested to analyze the: p m d w e  
used by a flight surgeon to solve problems associated with the recommendations given by MEC, ExeCISys, DM, 
and PPM. The specific details will be defrned during the knowledge &fhtion phase of the project. 
A conceptual design of BRAIN is illustrated in Figure 2. Further definition of the knowledge represenueion and 
design is delayed until knowledge acquisition is completed. At that time, more will be known about h e  smcme of 
the lcnowledge and how it can best be represented. 
It is anticipated that the knowledge may be subjected to a software tool called RuleMaster that uses the Btem~ve 
Dicotornizer (ID) 3 algorithm. The ID3 algorithm analyses empirical data and &rives rules for the lanowldge base 
of B . Advanced techniques, e.g. CLIPS, will be tested to automate the biomedical prediction prcrcess. OrEaer 
existing and newly-developed tools will be evaluated for their best knowledge representation and design @pabGq. 
B will be designed with a learning capability. It will incorporate, by a feed-back mechanis 
a expen The decisions and interpretations of data obtained from actual test case. are acq 
in the knowledge base and new rules are induced 
This function is entirely under the control of the appropriate user. But once initiated, it is automticaiily hfacluded in 
the latowledge base.Tools such as the Automated Reasoning Tool (ART) and Automated Structured Rule Aqamisi~on 
) are being used to capture the expertise of exercise physiologists for ExerCISys. ART and AS 
being evaluated for application to BRAIN. 
Verification and validation of BRAIN is a vital step throughout the life cycle of its development (18). "aieificadon 
of B determines that the software is developed according to specifications. The knowledge base will be vefi& 
by checking specific details to the level of each rule. 
performs the functions as specified by the requirements and is usable for field 
whiag (1 1). Validation of will encompass aspects of the validation process such as determining the 
d & ~ o n  citeria and developing a library of test cases and detailed spaat: fight xenarios that are descriM in (1 1) 
and 0q 
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Bgwe 2. Conceptual Design of BRAIN. The working data base is integrated with IDRA, ExerCISys, 
and a d d i ~ o d  ata bases that contain the facts required by the network, e.g. countermeasures. The expertise of Right 
smgmns is also captured during the knowledge acquisition process and rules are automatically induced to reflect this 
exwe, Ml the rules are stored in the knowledge base and the inference engine executes the appropriate d e s  for a 
given w o w g  data base. 
Miter the: Rerioninary Design Review of the project, the detailed design description will be documented. It will 
s p z y  h e  liogic and content of the knowledge base, the implementation of the system, hardware requirements, the 
&Md u a  hlepface, and the detailed demonstration plan. 
The h&w%dsofmare environment of B will be compatible with MEC', PPM, IDRA, ExerCISys, and Space 
S ~ d o n  Fmclom standards to communicate related information. The development environment that is used to create 
t8;993 sofmme m y  not run on the identical platform as the demonstration version. 
It is asendd for the flig to have user friendly interfaces. Ease of use may determine 
wbeaer or not a system rototypes will be developed with prototyping tools to explore the 
u w  h m c e .  The user be designed in accordance with human factors principles (43) and 
the Spxe Slaeion Volume o tegration Standards WASA STD 3000) document (26). In 
addi~on, the user interface code will be portable and compatible with the Space Station Freedom Data Management 
Systm, Some of the factors that will be rouping, user system dialogs, and information 
highliighbg techniques. Prior to comple ign, all interfaces will be empirically evaluated 
using snbjec~ s A l a r  to the er. s study, the design of the interfaces will be 
=fined, me final product is , version 1.0, that will have been tested and proven to function as an integrated 
n e ~ o &  d the MIX, IDRA, ExerCISys, and PPM prototypes, with a validated, well-designed user interface. 
FEASIBILITY TESTING 
The feaibiiHib@ of using integrated knowledge-based systems for biomedical risk assessment was tested in the IDRA 
p r o m t p .  Because the prevention of infections during manned space flights is important (3,30,35), the IDRA 
p m m t p  RPS developed initially to assess the probability of influenza infection. 
The epidemiology of and procedures for preventing, diagnosing, and treating influenza are well defined Q1,4,@). 
Epidemiological studies have evaluated the risk factors and their predictive value for influenza in the gened  
ppulation (8,14,25,37,41) and the efficacy of chemotherapeutic prophylaxis (15). Earlier studies Invesdgatd be. 
outbreak of influenza in isolated populations, e.g., on an aircraft (29). a ship at sea, (34) and college m p o = s  
(24,36). From these sources, we concluded that sufficient information was available to construct a howledge b w  
about influenza 
Studies indicate that exercise has a profound effect on the immune system (23.3533). sometimes indudng chmges 
s ~ l a r  to those arising from the stress of space flight (16). Therefore, exercise regimen and related piOiysiologicJ 
data are factors that must be taken into consideration for the risk assessment of infectious diseases and for gesdbing 
an exercise program. This was suggested on the Soviet MIR Space Station when Cosmonaut Gennady SmMov 
"caught a cold" following exercise (reported by the Associated Press, October 18,1990). 
The IDRA prototype is compatible with the ExerCISys prototype, and we will integrate IDRA with the & d I S y s  
actually implemented as described in the approach, B 
wever, to test the feasibility of integrating two inde 
initially, the integrated knowledge base will reside in the IDRA prototype. This also provides an oppfiunity 
n that will be shared and what will remain private between the systems. W e n  h e  
tter defined, the integrated kn base will be moved to a separate M w a e  and 
ystems will be connected to through a network communicarions l i n k  
The knowledge for the IDRA knowledge base was extracted and analyzed 
above. We identified the critical indicators that predict the probability of influenza The risk of influena for an 
hdividual is described by general population statistics. It depends 'ndividual's location, age grow, and level of 
unity. This information is encoded in a set of 40 rules using Two examples of the rules are in Table I. 
A subset of these rules incorporates the effect of exercise on the risk of infections. Depending on the hdividuds 
condition at any given point in time, a risk of influenza can be assessed based on epidemiological data md the 
individual's medical record. Once the communication link is completed between the IDRA prototype awd the 
ExerCISys prototype, IDRA will query ExerCISys for the level of fitness of each subject based on aerobic cwaicity. 
This information will execute additional rules by IDRA that generate a risk assessment of influenza The p r o t m  
requires furtber development, validation, and testing. 
Figure 3. Major Components of the IDRA Prototype 
Egm 3 illustrates the major components of the IDRA prototype. A C-based data manager interacb w i b  dl the 
components of the system. It processes infonnation from the data base and from the user interface. The expert 
system using CLIPS assesses the probability of influenza. It retrieves the information from the data manager and 
oiia~ue it to r$e user interface. For the preliminary user interface, we used the X-Window System. The probability 
of infx~cena nd illness is displayed in the form of text and a graph. All tools are portable and compatible with 
Space Saadon Freedom requirements. The preliminary results suggest that an integrated IDRA prototype is feasible 
and an serve as a model to develop BRAIN. 
Table I. EmpPes of IDRA Rules. The nonnal state is defined by a, and the 
e$Bm of mderate exercise is defined by b. 
a (defmle no&-statew 
@W &$ease-prediction) 
m o r d - & m  (name ?name) (identification ?id) 
(ages ?x&: (or (<?x 18) (> ?x 64))) 
(environment normal) (location -Houston) 
(nasal-sIgA ?n&: (< ?n 2.75)) (flu-vaccination -yes)) 
(amantadine no) (flu-exposure no) (exercise light)) 
==> 
(Wte-~sk-factor ?id 0.527 0.428); 0.527 is malhematically calculated 
bhnawut t ""Sbject : " ?name alf) 
b h t o u t  t ""Pentification : " ?id crlf) 
@finroue t '*age : " ?x crlf) 
Q ~ b o u t  t ""h a 42.88% chance to get influenza illness due to the age" crlf) 
Qrhtout t * and lacking of NASAL sIgAw crlf alf)) 
@la;gsa: &ease-prediction) 
m o d - & m  (name ?name) (identification ?id) 
(ages ?age) (location ?) 
(environment -crowded) 
(nasal-sIgA ?n&: (c ?n 2.75)) (flu-vaccination -yes) 
(amantadine no) (fluexposure no) (exercise moderate)) 
==> 
(u@~-fis&-factm ?id 0.38 0.28) 
bp~ntout t "Subject :" ?name crlf) 
(gktouc k "'Idenrification : " ?id alf) 
(pfinmiaaut t "age : " ?age crlf) 
 tout E mhas only a 28% chance to get influenza illness due to" crI.9 
*boilit t "mderate exercise" crlf) 
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ABSTRACT 
Recent developments in materials technology now make it possible to fabricate nonthermal thh-film 
radioisotopic energy converters (REC) with a specific power of 24 W/kg and a 10 year working life at 5 to 10 
watts. This creates applications never before possible, such as placing the power supply directly on iwtegated 
circuit chips. The efficiency of the REC is about 25% which is two to three times greater than the 6 to 8% 
capabilities of current thermoelectric systems. Radioisotopic energy converters have the potentid to meet mmy 
future space power requirements for a wide variety of applications with less mass, better efficiency, and less total 
area than other power conversion options. These benefits result in significant dollar savings over the projected 
mission lifetime. 
INTRODUCTION 
Placing miniature power supplies right where they're needed on integrated circuit chips is a quick and efficient 
way of getting electrical power to a circuit's microscopic components. This goal now seems within reach with 
the construction of the tiny, thin-film radioisotopic energy converter or REC that generates elect rid^. 
Traditional lead-acid batteries are made from plates of lead and lead peroxide immersed in a sulfuric acid 
solution, called an electrolyte. Charged atoms, called ions, flow through the acid within the bateev from one 
plate to another, setting up an electrical imbalance that causes electrons to flow through wires attached to the 
battery terminals and completing the circuit. These batteries are heavy and corrosive. 
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FIGURE 1. Contact Potential Gas Ionization Type. 
Interest in non-chemical space power systems has been rekindled with the recent ambitious manned space 
missions plamed by NASA's Space Exploration Initiative. Deep space missions will require more energy than 
is practicdly available from chemical systems. 
The operation of a contact potential cell was first demonstrated by Gamer in 1924 (Brown 1992a) while new 
developments have been the subject of much research (Brown 1992b). When a gas is irradiated by beta particles, 
i o ~ t i o n  results. If this occurs in an electric field, such as produced by the contact potential difference of two 
disshi la  i a e t a c  electrodes (Figure I), which are electrically c o ~ e c t e d  through an external conductor, the ions 
naigaite to the electrode of opposite charge and conduction through the gas takes place. The electrical 
eneru  debvered to any external load is a result of the io g energy of the beta particles. The contact potential 
&ffcrence enables the neutralization of ions and the transfer of their charge to the circuit to take place. 
Efficiency is Birnited to 1% by charge recombination, leakage current, and space-charge effects but long life of 
20 years is easily achieved. 
Beta ElmiLLer 
FIGURE 2. Basic Approach to Betavoltaic Energy Conversion Consisting 
of a Source Coupled to a Semiconductive Junction Device. 
The first work on p-n Junction converters was reported by Rappaport in 1954 (Linder 1956), since then 
betavoltaic p-n junction batteries have been used only as a source of power in the heart pacemaker, where power 
requirements arte on the order of micro-watts (Olsen 1972). Figure 2 shows a straightforward approach to a 
betavoltaic &a-n junction energy converter; a planar source of beta emitting material is coupled to a planar p-n 
junction device. The n-face and p-face are respectively the negative and positive terminals of the single cell 
power source. Ut g the internal electric field of the junction, the radiation energy is converted directly into 
electricd eneru, in much the same manner as a solar cell converts photons of light into electricity (Olsen 1974). 
Efficiency is good on the order of 25% and fairly reliable using low power isotopes in the microwatt range but 
radiation damage to the junction seriously limits the working life of this type of device, when built with any power 
above one milliwatt, to only a few days. 
I should also mention the most widely used type of nuclear battery which is called the radioisotopic 
thermoelectric generator (RTG). This type of device utilizes the heat produced by large amounts of radioactive 
materid with a thermo-couple to generate electricity. This type of device is limited to only 6 to 8% efficiency 
and requires .high operating temperatures in addition to the fact that much shielding is necessary because of the 
type and mounts of radioactive material used. However, these devices are reliable and have been used 
repeatedly by NASA as well as other agencies. 
The nonthermal thin-film isotopic energy converter is a hybrid contact-potential/betavoItaic deGce. lit is made 
up of alternating thin-film layers of low work-function metal (Figure 3), isotope laced semiconductor media, and 
a high work function metal. Beta particles emitted from the source traverse the media losing eneag and creathg 
electron-hole pairs. Those carriers within a diffusion length of the junction will be swept across the gap 
contributing a current. A United States Patent was granted on this innovative approach to ra&oisotogic decay 
energy conversion February 11, 1992, USP #5,087,533. 
The embodiment shown here in figure 3 consists of a thin film layer of cesium metal on w%aich a second layer 
of selenium is deposited. Other materials will also work in place of the selenium. This seledarnzm layer is lioaded 
with tritium for this configuration although any suitable isotope will work. The t b d  or final layer is of platinum 
metal which yields a composite foil 0.001 mm thick and will deliver 4.4 volts continuously. 
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FIGURE 3. Radioisotope Electric Converter (Paper-Thin Layers 
are Shown Peeled Back for Illustration). 
Just as a solar cell converts light energy directly into electrical energy, the REC converts radioactive decay 
energy directly into electricity. The new technology of the REC works on the same principle as traiblioeaal 
batteries only the ions are not generated by chemical reactions. Rather, the acid solution or electaolj%e is 
replaced by a semiconductor medium that is ionized by the absorption of radioactive decay pztides emitted from 
a radioisotope homogeneously dispersed throughout the semiconductor itself. That is to say, the semiconductor 
is doped with the radioisotope. The semiconductor medium is a thin-film and conducts ions between metd 
electrodes typically made of cesium and platinum. Versions of the REC develop a potentid difference of 1 to 
4.5 volts DC between the electrodes (depending on the type of electrodes used) from a s b d e  cell and a few 
millhatts of power per square centimeter. 
One embodiment of the REC yields 4.4 volts DC from a foil only 0.001 mm thick wMe anoalber embglr&ment 
produces 9 volt DC from a foil .045 mm thick. The current is determined by the isotope used and the surface 
area of the foil. This foil may be rolled into tubes, spirals or be cut into virtually any shape. Cdculations show 
a specific power of 24 watts per kilogrm with a 10 year working life is achievable for a 10 watt device (NASA 
1991). Based on recent experimentation the efficiency is estimated to be on the order of 25% tlhermd to ekdric, 
which is three times greater than the 8% capability of current thermoelectric systems. 
The REC is superior to betavoltaic devices of the p-n junction type because the REC desigra does not subject 
the voltage mechanism to radiation damage; superior to the contact potential &fference converter because 
without a gas the REC is not susceptible to space charge effects while ion recombination is h i t e d  by the nmrow 
media gap; and superior to the RTG by operating at low temperatures with greater efficiency, lower weight, and 
seduced health dangers. 
The possibility of using relatively simple manufacturing techniques to fabricate these miniature, thin-film 
RECs at Isw cost suggests a variety of applications. Here at IsoGen, we are investigating how to deposit these 
devices directly onto integrated circuits to provide onsite power for computer memory chips. 
In concept, the REC offers several advantages over batteries made with liquid electrolytes. The REC will 
last much longer due to the fact that radioisotopic energy is several orders of magnitude greater than chemical 
energy. They also operate over a broader temperature range than batteries with electrolytes made from liquids, 
which may freeze in extreme cold or boil in extreme heat. Some batteries on the market use a gel or a solution 
suspeloded in plastic as their electrolyte, but none is totally solid state. The REC may be the first totally solid 
state battery. 
"Smart" credit cards equipped with a tiny computer chip to keep track of a user's banking records as well 
as such other information as medical history are being tested in Europe and Japan. The REC could run smart 
credit cards, cardiac pacemakers, possibly even artificial hearts or other electronics that do not require large 
amounts of power. New applications will be developed around this new long life portable power source that we 
can only dream of today. 
Beta-conductivity is a phenomenon evidenced by the increase in electrical conductivity of a material after the 
absorption of ionizing radiation. This effect is attributed to the increased number of free electrons generated 
by absorption of the ionizing radiation. Of course, recombination of the charge carriers does occur, however, 
during the time these carriers are free in the material, the conductivity can be greatly enhanced. We minimize 
recombination by using very thin layers of the ionized material in the REC. 
For a material in which one type of carrier predominates, for example electrons, the change in conductivity 
with iirradiation can be expressed as (Brown 1990b): 
h e r e  Au is conductivity change, 
Ae is change in free carrier density, 
e  is electronic charge, 
p is carrier mobility, and 
Ap is change in carrier mobility. 
"Beta-conductivity gainn may be defined as the number of inter-electrode transits that can be made by an 
electron in a conductor before the beta-generated "holen is eliminated by recombination. For this case where 
one type of carrier predominates, the gain is expressed as (Brown 1990b): 
Were  x is carrier lifetime, 
Vis applied voltage, and 
h is spacing between electrodes. 
It is presumed that free electrons are retained in a metal by the forces of attraction bemeen two unlike 
charges, since there must be as many positively charged atoms as there are free electrons. An mount  of work 
must be performed to remove an electron from the surface of any metal called the work function of the material, 
and of course, this value may be calculated. But for this discussion it is sufficient to say that the work function 
of most elements, including the metals have been measured and tabulated in suitable reference books. ?rpica11y, 
work functions range from 1 eV (easiest to remove) to 5.5 eV (most difficult) for metals. 
Wrhen two metals of different work functions, say cesium and platinuoo, are brought into electricd contact 
(by direct contact or through a conductor) an electrical potential difference is established as discwered by Volta 
in 1797. This contact potential difference is the result of the difference between the work functions of the two 
metals. The sign is determined by the fact that the metal with the largest work function gives up electrons the 
least readily and becomes the more electronegative. 
An mount of work must be performed on a neutral atom to remove electrons (ionize the atom). This work 
manifests itself as increased potential energy and may be utilized to do work before allowing the electron and 
ion to recombine. 
The Betavoltaic Effect may simply be defined as the conversion of ionizing radiation to electrical eneru by 
a material or combination of materials. Radiation that is absorbed in the vicinity of any potential barrier wi11 
generate separate electron-hole pairs which in turn flow in an electric circuit due to the Voltaic Effect. Of 
course this occurs to a varying degree in different materials and geometries. 
Figure 4 is a representation of a basic betavoltaic converter and demonstrates the characteristics of the REC. 
Electrode A has a positive potential while electrode B is negative with the potential difference p r o ~ d e d  by the 
Contact Potential Difference of the dissimilar metals. An electric field exists between the electrodes, a zone we 
will call the junction. The junction between the two electrodes is thus comprised of a suitably ionizable mediaam 




FIGURE 4. Betavoltaic Converter. 
In general, the introduction of ions from any source into an electric field will generate electriciq in 
accordance with well known physical principles and may be satisfactorily explained in terms commonly associated 
with the Volta Effect. The energy contributed to such a circuit does not come from the ions themselves but 
rather from the work done on the circuit to generate the ions, known as the ionization potential of tbat particular 
material. 
Neither the electric field, the electrodes or the medium between the electrodes contribute any energy in the 
Voltaic Effect. The energy is contributed by the ion generator whether this mechanism is chemical, 
electromapetic or nuclear is irrelevant. Modeling for the REC has been generated and published (Brown 
4Wa). 
CONCLUSION 
The REC is a current generating device including a pair of electrodes of electro-chemidy dissimilar 
materids sepaated by a space filled with a solid medium having a relatively high dielectric constant and a 
rehtively low ionization potential. Current flows in an external circuit coupling the two electrodes together when 
the soEd me&um is ionized. A suitable radioactive material is mixed or dispersed in the solid medium to provide 
the ionizhg flu. 
The REC could be a less toxic, longer lasting alternative to conventional chemical batteries, and most likely 
to compete with button cell batteries to power small electronic items. Such a device could have a broad range 
of applications, from portable power supplies for integrated circuits to information processing, and nonpolluting 
generators in portable phones. The RECs lightweight, durability, and lack of corrosiveness also make it a 
natural c;am&date for space flight. 
Market surveys have been conducted by the nuclear industry in the past and the conclusion has been that 
there is a need for a long-lie radioisotope nuclear battery. Economic studies indicate that the REC could be 
economicJ~y competitive with chemical batteries for applications requiring lifetimes of over two years at remote 
locations where the expense of charging or chanhg  batteries is si@cant. Applications where the inaccessibility 
after implantation is a consideration that leads to the selection of an REC due to its superior reliability and life. 
This work was performed at the IsoGen Incorporated Radioisotopic Research Laboratory under internal 
fundixng support. 
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PHOTOVOLTAIC POWER WITHOUT BATTEREES d #/ - ; x- * -3 
FOR CONTINUOUS CATHODIC PROTECTION 
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Deprtment of the Navy, Coastal Systems Station (COASTSYSTA) 
Dahlgren Division, Panama City, FL 32407-7001 
ABSTRACT 
The objechve of this project was to successfully demonstrate that renewable energy can 
efficiently and economically replace dedicated non-renewable power sources. 
The COASTSYSTA designed, installed, and started up on 20 January 1990, a state-sf-the-klse 
photovoltaic powered impressed cunent cathodic protection system (PVCPSYS) not requ~wg 
any auxiliqbattery backup power for steel and iron submerged structures. The PVCPSYS 
installed on 775' of steel sheet piling of a Navy bulkhead is continuing to provide complete, 
continuous corrosion protection well documented by COASTSYSTA and verified on-site by the 
s of Engineers. 
The PVCPSYS uses only renewable energy and is environmentally clean. A patent is pending 
on the new technology. Other possible PVCPSYS applications are mothballed ships, dwks, 
dams, locks, bridges, nas, and pipelines. 
nt of Defense Photovoltaic Review Committee and Sandia National 
s consider this successful and cost effective system a major advance in the 
application of photovoltaics. 
The objective of this project was to successfully demonstrate that renewable energy can 
efficiently and e~onomiGally replace or be used instead of continuous non-renewable power 
nity to clearly show that photovoltaic power is practical was the hesenla: of a 
vide cathodic protection to the Naval Diving and Salvage Training Center 
bullrhead. 
The COASTSYSTA in Panama City, Florida, has broken new ground in the application of 
solar emrgy for cathodic protection. Photovoltaic arrays without battery backup have been 
connected to the 775 foot-long steel sheet piling of a dock bullchead via a cathodic protectioln 
system, to prevent c ion on that steel structure in a salt water environment. 
Cathodic protection, as the name signifies, is the process by which, in the COASTSYSTA 
type application, the entire steel sheet piling is transformed into a cathde via 
m m t e d  in PVC standoff racks, in the water, next to the piling. When direct 
gy is applied to the anodes and sufficient electrical potential is attained by 
the anodes via an electrolyte (seawater) to the piling, the corrosion is 
transferred to the anodes, preventing piling corrosion. 
Wdly Muehl, Publics Works Engineer at the Coastal Systems Station, was evaluating 
p w e r  sowces to protect the Naval Diving and Salvage Training Center bulkhead when he 
f m u d  on, photovoltaics. Although there are 10 other impressed current cathodic protection 
syskms inslalled on the docks, all are powered by a continuous power source with the current 
mdfi& m De. 
TThe Navd Bving and Salvage Training Center is in a separate location from these docks, and 
it was &fedned  that power was not readily available and would be expensive to provide 
w~fierzs on the dock due to the dock configuration. Rectifiers would also pose a safety hazard 
on h e  &k that is negularly used for diver and salvage training. This bulkhead was 12-years old 
md o&er &m rhe initial coating, received no corrosion protection. 
W- MueM developed a state-of-the-art solar powered system for impressed current cathodic 
protwfion of subtllerged steel and iron type structures without requiring any battery backup 
pwea ,  Bnmry bxkup power is considered costly and an environmental problem. To date, all 
t systems require a continuous DC power supply in order to provide cathodic 
me: COASTSYSTA photovoltaic power system is a fixed-axis system which is suitable for 
City latitude of 30"10'N, 85'22'W. The tilt of the arrays were set at latitude instead 
of +I5 & m s  in January 1990, and have not been changed. This is a good indication that other 
weas d& g d  distribution, but lower insolation levels, would be excellent prospects for a 
s i ~ l w  of photovoltaic powered system. For higher latitudes, there are several other options 
to improve syseem performance without battery backup. These include one-axis East-West 
@wGng, weaxis  Narth-South, East-West tracking, or simply adding a module or two to meet 
the U t i o n a l  c nt requirements. 
As en@ner in charge, Mr. Muehl, who designed, prepared the specifications, and monitored 
the hsali~hfion, also had two other problems that had to be considered and resolved in order to 
i n s a l  a i m m s  t cathodic protection system. The first problem was ensuring that the 
steel piling had continuity. Another problem was providing sufficient impression of 
nt "w over" to overcome a 155-foot section of piling that had to be bypassed, and 
pmvi& c a h d c  protection, without anode placement in the area having a water depth of 27 feet, 
whea  &vbg takes place. Both problems were overcome in the design. 
TO failia* the use of a photovoltaic powered cathodic protection systems without battery 
backup, lBne steel sheet pilings were provided an initial one-time only preconditioning 
p1&m~on for a predetermined continuous time period to the extent that these pilings were 
i n i ~ d l y  p B ~ z e d  to a high negative potential by a temporary DC power source. It is to be noted 
&at &(; evolution of a protective hydrogen film is merely a beneficial by-product of the 
prmgon&~oning polarization at the higher negative potentials. The initial DC power for 
piibafioan em be provided by a DC power source such as a portable motor driven DC 
geraeratm or a le motor driven DC welder. 
me COASTSUSTA photovoltaic powered cathodic protection system tests performed and 
oher & c ~  obgained, provide a further explanation that the anode-seawater-cathode piling 
smctwe aaers lie a battery and when allowed to rest, the polarity level recovers and is 
el%@wlae~a3al in nature. An electrochemical lead-acid battery, for example, can recover charge 
if d l o w d  to rest after serving a load. The electrochemical reaction reverses slightly when the 
lo& is &sconnected, however, a capacitor without an external current source cannot recover by 
simply semving the load. It is believed that the one-time only initial preconditioning 
polha~asr ofb e  structure embeds atomic hydrogen which can also migrate and diffuse in the 
S $ W B C ~ ~ ,  R i s  system delays the decay of the negative potential and permits the photovoltaic 
"trickle" charge, allowing the system to easily provide complete eonhnaaous 
protection including cloudy, overcast, rainy and nighttime con&~ons wifilasut 
the ne~essity for De power backup such as batteries. 
g novel method and system of a one-time-only precon&fioning or 
prior to energizing the PV solar array on-line with the system, 
provides a nelatively higher negative potential that has a slow rate of decay. This p e n ~ t s  the use 
ergy with excess available power, and without any backup power, to 
continuous corrosion protection, including cloudy, overcast, rdny md 
th excellent polarization levels and improving with time. An andogy 
may be that the steel structure becomes very effectively polarized, and will remain so by the 
variable IX3 charge effect provided by the simple solar array system, much like a piece of steel 
or iron can becorne magnetized by the application of a DC electrical current. 
The inswt ion ,  start up, and continuing operation, including underwater inspec~ons, are well 
documnted to date by the Coastal Systems Station and verified on site, during the day and at 
of Engineers, Construction Engineering Research 
Office and members of the Department of Defense (DsD) 
Photovoltaic Review Committee. The average amount of available sunshine for the thee wlxks: 
prior to these organizations visit, per data provided by the National Weather Service, averaged 
24%. 
This system has been in operation almost 2 112 years without requiring any mdntenmce or 
adjustment. A patent is pending on the new technology. Other possible applications are 
mothballed ships, docks, dams, locks, bridges, marinas, and pipelines. 
of Defense Photovoltaic Review Committee and Sandia Nationd 
Laboratories consider this successful and cost effective system a major advance for the 
application of photovoltaics. 
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ABSTRACT 
The U.S. Army Research Laboratory, Fort Monmouth, NJ, has 
developed and is installing two 3.3 MW high speed solid state 
circuit breakers at the Army's Pulse Power Center. These circuit 
breakers will interrupt 4160V three phase power mains in no more 
than 300 microseconds, two orders of magnitude faster than 
conventional mechanical contact type circuit breakers. These 
circuit breakers utilize Gate Turnoff Thyristors (GTOs) and are 
currently utility type devices using air cooling in an air 
conditioned enclosure. Future refinements include liquid 
cooling, either water or two phase organic coolant, and more 
advanced semiconductors. Each of these refinements promises a 
more compact, more reliable unit. 
INTRODUCTION 
The U.S. Army Pulse Power Center, located at Fort Monmsuth, 
NJ, has the unique mission of performing research, development 
and benchmark testing of megawatt class power components and 
subsystems. The Center, shown in Figure 1, has an installed 
continuous capability of 30 MVA, continuous liquid cooling sf 10 
Megawatts and is shielded to the DoD TEMPEST standard. This 
facility is ideally suited to the stressing of high powered 
components to the limits of their ability. 
When subjected to the extreme conditions of benchmark 
testing, components and subsystems are very likely to undergo a 
fault condition. The amount of available power makes the 
destruction of the component under these conditions very 
probable. The incident rate of component destruction, which can 
be hazardous to equipment and personnel, is high. In the past, 
the component under test was protected by standard, mechanical, 
utility circuit breakers, which clear in tens of milliseconds, 
This length of time, although considered very short under normal 
conditions, can be an eternity under dangerous fault conditions, 
It was therefore determined that a faster fault protection device 
was needed. 
Figure 1: The U.S. Army Pulse Power Center at Fort Monmouth, NJ 
The decision was made to install a solid state based 
circuit breaker in the 4160 Volt utility mains leading into the 
Pulse Power Center's dual 3.3 Megawatt power supply. This supply 
consists of two independent 3.3 Megawatt power supplies, which 
may operated together to form one 6.6 Megawatt power supply. 
This a most versatile unit and is used extensively for 
experiments at the Pulse Power Center. As part of its ongoing 
mission in high power components, extensive work has be done at 
the Pulse Power Center in the area of high power solid state 
switching. A series of experiments established the applicability 
of operating Gate Turnoff Thyristors (GTOs) in series to produce 
a repetitive opening and closing switch, capable of operating at 
voltages that were much in excess of the rating of an individual 
device, Additional experimental work has been conducted 
utilizing more advanced semiconductors, which promise more 
efficient operation. The knowledge of the capabilities of these 
devices lead to the conception of a solid state circuit breaker 
for power applications, with the key requirement that the 
interrupt time be less than 300 microseconds, two orders of 
magnitude better than existing mechanical circuit breaker. There 
is also the advantage of no mechanical degradation of the solid 
state circuit breaker, since moving parts have been eliminated 
and arcing is not present. 
THE INSTALLATION OF THE SOLID STATE CIRCUIT BREAKERS 
The installation of the solid state circuit breaker and 
associated control circuitry was authorized in 1989, under the 
Productivity and Capital Improvement Program (PCIP). This is a 
program within the Department of Defense to improve productivity 
at its facilities by means of the installation of advanced 
equipment. The reasoning was that so much would be saved in time 
and material by preventing destruction of components under test 
that the project would easily justify the its expense, this pay 
back being a requirement of the program. 
The specifications for the solid state circuit breaker are 
presented in Table I. Upon release of the specifications, the 
Westinghouse Science and Technology Center, Pittsburgh, PA, bid 
and was awarded the contract to design and manufacture two such 
units, one for each of the two 3.3 Megawatt power supplies, The 
units are illustrated in Figure 2. Note the three individual 
structures, one for each phase of the power circuit. The units 
use four GTOs per polarity per phase, resulting in twenty-four 
GTOs per units. The Pulse Power Center is heavily committed to 
preserving the technical manufacturing base in the United States 
and, therefore insisted on domestic GTOs. The GTOs were 
manufactured to Westinghouse's specifications by the Static Power 
Control Operation of General Electric, located at Malvern, PA, 
The devices are a modification of an existing GE design for 4000 
V, 1 KA devices. The modification was to allow a more reliable 
turnon of the power, which was predicated by the control 
algorithm adopted by Westinghouse. The GTOs are symmetric, The 
devices stand approximately 4 feet (1.3 m) high, are 
approximately 6 feet (1.8 m) long and 2 feet (0.6 m) deep, and 
weigh approximately 1 ton (900 kg). They are utility units and 
air cooled, hence the large size and weight. 
Table 1 
Solid State Circuit Breaker Technical Requirements 
Withstand Voltage-Terminals 15 kV 
Withstand Voltage to Ground 15 kV 
BIL (Basic Impulse Level) 30 kV 
Continuous Current 600 A 
Maximum Interrupt Current 2 k A  
Surge Current (10 ms- 1 cycle) 10 kA 
Steady State Switch Impedance 50 mOhms 
Closing Time 50 microseconds 
Opening Time 300 microseconds 
Operating Temperature 0 C to 80 C 
Figure 2: Drawing of the solid state circuit breaker, showing 
the location of the line and load cables, the control enclosure 
(rectangular, lower center) and detail of the structure of one 
phase of the circuit breaker (at left). Specifically, the eight 
flattened rectangles to the left of the structure are the GTOs, 
the corresponding eight structures to the right are steering 
diodes and the components along the centerline constitute the 
snubbers for the GTO. The unit is approximately six feet long. 
The air cooling requirement necessitated a special 
enclosure for the units. Power handling equipment of this type 
is normally located outside in a switch yard. The solid state 
circ~it breakers are no exception. They have been installed in a 
climatically controlled NEMA Class 4 enclosure in the switchyard 
located behind the Pulse Power Center, in close proximity to the 
existing equipment that comprise the 6.6 MW power supply. A 
photograph of the installed units appears as Figure 3. A 
schematic of the installation is shown in Figure 4. Note the 
voltage arrestors on both line and load sides of the solid state 
circuit breaker in the schematic, and which are visible at the 
right of the photograph. These protect the GTOs from voltage 
transients, which may occur in closing and opening operations. 
Saturable core reactors in the line side protect the unit from 
damage due to the instantaneous application of current. 
Mechanical contactors are provided on the line side for 
isolation, Synchronization signals from the phases are detected 
from the auxiliary power circuit. This is present even if the 
prime power is not connected. To conclude the discussion on the 
circuit breaker, there are three control lines, two fiber optics 
and one twisted pair. The fiber optics are system enable and the 
on/off signal. The twisted pair is a relay closure, confirming 
circuit breaker closure. The signal leaves the circuit breaker 
over twisted pair, but is converted to fiber optic, as are all 
control signals on all power supplies at the Pulse Power Center, 
Figure 3. The solid state circuit breakers installed at Fort 
Monmouth. The phase section at the left clearly shows the 
snubber components along the vertical centerline, with the GTOs 
(white structures) to their left. One voltage arrestor is 
visible to the far right. 
Further on the subject of controls, the installation of the 
solid state circuit breakers into an existing system has prov ided  
the opportunity to upgrade the instrumentation of this system, 
System control, which formally consisted of mechanically driven 
contactors and transformer taps, has now been supplemented by a 
computer based control and measurement system. The computer is 
an Apple Macintosh IIx running the National Instruments LABVIEW 
instrumentation software package. The computer is interfaced to 
the existing control system via four plug in boards, which 
support various digital I/O, D to A and A to D function via new 
interface chasses, which have been installed in the existing 
control rack cabinets of the power supply. The computer also 
interface, via IEEE 488 bus, to two CAMAC systems, which, at the 
present are hosting seventy-six channels of data acquisition, 
GTO BREAKER CONTROLS 
Figure 4: Schematic of installation of the solid state circuit 
breaker, Note the saturable core reactors and mechanical 
disconnects in the line side, to the left, and the voltage 
arrestor in both line and load sides. Note also the voltage 
dividers, which measure phasing off the 208 V control power. 
Original plan had the voltage di~riders measuring off the 4160 V 
mains, but it is possible to have no voltage on the mains, due to 
the aforementioned mechanical disconnects, and still need to 
sense phase. A thirty degree phase shift between the 4160 V and 
208 V circuits is factored into the control algorithm. 
The desire to add, subtract and modify this data acquisition 
capability lead to the selection of the CAMAC standard for this 
purpose, The instrument suite is completed by a custom 
peakgfault detector, which records peak currents and fault 
occurrences and will trip the system if fault number or rate per 
specified unit time exceeds operator set limits. The system was 
designed and built by Maxwell Laboratories, San Diego, CA. 
STATUS OF PROGRAM 
The solid state circuit breakers were completed and 
installed in 1991. The high voltage wiring installation was done 
by the Army's 535th Combat Engineering Detachment, which has a 
contingent based at Fort Monmouth. This military unit 
specializes in the installation of electric generation and 
distribution on the battlefield, utilizing 1 MW all fuel turbine 
driven 4160 V generators mounted on trailers, palletized 
distribution transformers and all the associated cabling. An 
deployed Army division requires 5 MW of electric power 
generation. 
The new controls for the system were installed in 1 9 9 2 ,  A 
control problem delayed final testing of the system. However, 
preliminary results are available and are illustrated in Figure 
5. Note the bottom trace; it is the control signal. The abrupt 
end of this signal is the trip command. The top trace, the 
current, drops to zero within 300  microseconds, exclude some 
small ringing out which is attributable to load conditions, 
Figure 5. A test trip of one solid state circuit breaker, The 
top trace is the circuit breaker current and one vertical 
division is equal to 5 0  Amperes. One horizontal division is 
equal to 5 0 0  microseconds. The bottom trace is the 10 kHz 
control signal, one vertical division is equal to 5 volts, At 1 
millisecond into the event, an over current is induced into the 
system by shorting out a portion of the load resistance. At 
approximately 2 milliseconds into the event, the current exceeds 
the trip value. The control signal ceases at 2.8 milliseconds 
into the event and the solid state circuit breaker trips in 
approximately 300 microseconds. The circuitry producing the 
control signal cessation is one of the slower modes, in this 
case; faster responses for this signal drop are possible. 
FUTURE APPLICATIONS 
The present application was for a utility type device, in 
which size and weight is of little consequence. Future units 
should be made much smaller. There are military applications for 
units of this nature. These would be in connection with the 
previously mentioned 1 MW trailer mounted generators. A 1 1  three 
services use these systems. The Army, as previously mentioned, 
uses these for field power generation. The Navy uses them to 
power ships in port and the Air Force uses them to provide power 
to aircraft and associated equipment on the flight line. Since 
these operations must be portable on a worldwide basis, it is 
imperative that such units be lightweight, compact and rugged, 
The latter requirement makes the solid state circuit breaker 
ideally suitable, in that it will replace the present day system 
which is based on mechanical contactors, often housed in fragile 
glass vacuum envelops. 
Civilian applications are also foreseeable for this 
technology, including protection of utility lines, the 
realization of a nonmechanical reclosure, with remote, adjustable 
settings, the protection of valuable industrial equipment, the 
improvement of power quality and balancing, improved 
synchronization of capacitor banks for power correction, 
diverters for industrial loads, power brokerage from one utility 
to another and intelligent power control in industrial systems. 
Again, these may be done at the megawatt level. 
The solid state circuit breaker will achieve reduction in 
size and weight by several technical innovations. The first is 
the replacement of the current air cooling with one or two phase 
liquid cooling systems. Preliminary discussions with the builder 
of the current solid state circuit breaker indicates that size 
reduction, with incumbent weight reduction, to one or two cubic 
feet of volume for a unit rated similarly to the present units is 
quite conceivable. The second innovation will be a replacement 
of the GTOs with more advanced semiconductors. Recently 
developed devices have less demanding driver and snubber 
requirements, which will result in smaller auxiliary circuits. 
Further improvement may be obtained due to the more efficient 
nature of these devices, resulting in fewer thermal management 
requirements due to enhanced performance in conduction and 
switching. 
CONCLUSION 
The solid state circuit breaker is about to begin a new era 
in fault protection for power systems. Future more advanced 
systems will open up new applications both terrestrial and space 
based. Such devices will insure less damage due to the 
shortening of the time during which a fault condition exists and 
higher reliability due to the elimination of moving parts. 
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A cost-competitive, permanent-magnet 20 kW generator is designed such that &e 
following criteria are satisfied: an (over) load capability of at least 30 kW over the entire speed range of 60-120 
rpm, generator weight of about 550 lbs with a maximum radial stator flux density of 0.82 T at low speed, unity 
power factor operation, acceptably small synchronous reactances and operation without a gear box. To justify h i s  
final design four different generator designs are investigated: the first two designs are studied to o b h  a speed 
range from 20 to 200 rprn employing rotor field weakening, and the latter two are investigated to ebb a 
maximum speed range of 40 to 160 rprn based on field weakening via the stator excitation. The generator 
reactances and induced voltages are computed using finite elementldifference solutions. Generator losses and 
efficiencies are presented for all four designs at rated temperature of TF1200C. 
INTRODUCTION 
Most generator choices for wind turbines sized in the 50-3000 kW range are of the synckp-onous, squhel- 
cage induction and wound-rotor induction machine type. These generators have limitations on speed range: 
(constant, or + 20%), and some have a relatively low power factor (e.g., p.f. c 0.9) on the m a c h e  md power 
system sides of the plant [1,2]. Others attempt to increase the speed range by operating a wound-rotor hd~cblogu 
machine as a doubly fed generator [3]; the cost and complexity of this type make it undesirable. Also, cment 
harmonics on the power system side are not controlled which degrade the quality of power, rherefore, irequmg 
passive filters and power factor correction capacitors. Moreover, all wind generators that have been built rely 
heavily on gear boxes. Since the gear box of a wind power plant needs to be maintained at appreciable cost about 
every five years [4], and is an expensive part of a wind power system, it would be advantageous to build a plant 
without one. 
In Figure 1, a novel variable-speed wind power train is imoduced. It will have the foliiowhg 
characteristics: 
A permanent-magnet machine (PMM) with a speed range of 60-120 rpm with minimum weight, size m d  wmber 
of poles. A newly developed buck-type rectifier [5] --which maintains a high power factor as well, as a low totd 
nic current distortion-- utilizing only one active switch will be used to rectify the generator output volibge. 
voltage will then be converted to ac via an inverter. The output inverter current is controlled to produce a 
desired power factor as well as any desired harmonic content and thus acts as an active filter. 
inverter current will be controlled such that noninteger harmonics do not exist and selected 
eliminated to prevent resonance phenomena. 
Since PMMs have inherent advantages over induction and synchronous machines --such as Kgher 
efficiency, no brushes, no excitation losses and no field coils or virtually no rotor losses [6]-- a pemmewt-magnet 
generator is chosen for this wind power plant application. Four different permanent-magnet m a c h e  desig~ns 
generating a minimum no-load voltage of ~ ~ - ~ = d 3 . 1 8 5  V= 320.4 V, are explored. The speed rmge for these 
machines varies from 60-120 rprn (design #3) to 20-200 rprn (design #2). The main objective of this paper is to 
investigate and design a Ph4M for wind power applications. The PMM should generate 1.5 times the rated ouput 
power over the desired speed range. To produce the maximum real output power the machine is opemted at unity 
power factor. To approximately optimize the Ph4M design, the "chosen" configuration is compaed with thee 
other designs having different speed ranges and control schemes. A comparison of the four designs baed upon 
magnet costs (volume), efficiency, weight and machine size is performed. 
DESIGN OF 20 kW GENERATOR WITH FLUX WEAKENING 
Two alternative three-phase permanent-magnet machine types for the generator design are considered. h 
the first one the flux weakening is achieved via an additional rotor coil counteracting the penramewt-magnet 
excitation as speed increases. For this type two alternative designs (design # 1 and design # 2) are compaed. The 
reason for studying two different designs is to investigate the possibility of a machine with a 1:10 speed m g e .  
These designs differ in the location of the permanent-magnet as explained later. In the second type the flux 
we&e~ng is controlled via field orientation of the stator excitation; no rotor coils are needed resulting in a less 
expensive and lighter machine. Again two alternative designs (design # 3 and design # 4) are investigated. For 
both designs no limits are set neither for the flux weakening nor the speed range, however, they are investigated in 
a way to explore the maximum possible speed range within the given limits-of the terminal-voltage. ~ e s i ~ n s  3 
and 4 differ in the field orientation of the stator current. In design # 3 the stator current distribution is controlled 
80 produce a unity power factor without weakening but strengthening the permanent-magnet excitation; while in 
design .ji 4 the stator current distribution is controlled to weaken the permanent-magnet excitation disregarding the 
unity power factor constraint. Because neodymium-iron-boron permanent-magnet material has a larger coercivity 
and a greater energy product than other permanent-magnet materials and thus a higher powerlweight ratio [6] ,  it 
is used for this generator. Since the machine speed is proportional to the phase voltage (Eq. 1). using flux 
we,a&;ehg will bound the terminal voltage (Vt) to Vrated 5Vt 5 2'Vrated; where Vrated is the rated generator 










Figure 1: Variable-speed wind power plant. 
Em =4.44 .Np, . f -9 ,B  ,,,, -k, . 1 - ~ , ,  (1) 
where Nph is the number of series turns per phase of the stator winding, f is the frequency of the machine current 
;m,ad voltage (e.g., f=4 Hz at speed of 20 rpm), M;, is the iron stacking factor =0.9, BmmW is the maximum 
(fmdmenail) stator radial flux density at the radial center of the stator winding, kw is the pitch factor, 1 is the 
actual m a c ~ e  l ngth, -cp is the pole pitch length=2nRsw/P, where P is the number of poles and Rsw is the stator 
radius at the radial center of the stator winding. 
MI designs have common constraints derived from the minimum (rated) output voltage of the machine (Figure 1). 
The generator design is based on the following constraints: 
ouQur power: Pout = 20 kW, 
Ihnse-to-neutral voltage at no load: VL-N = 185V 
base impedance: zbse=5. 14Q, 
caaarent densify3.8 < J < 5 Nmm2 
copper fill factor: 0.5 < ks< 0.75 
w h b g  pitch: kw=l.O (full pitch), 
overload capacity: Pm, > 1.5 Prated over the desired speed range, 
spclaronous quadrature and direct-axis reactance at low speed: X<1.0 p.u., 
no gear box, forced ventilation, drip-proof, 
t e m h d  voltage limited to Vrated 5Vt 5 2.Vrated over desired speed range, 
m a h u m  rated temperature: Trated= 140°C. 
FOP this type two alternative designs are considered. The first one, design # 1, has permanent magnets 
momted on the surface of the rotor pole shoes and the flux weakening coil is located --like in the case of a 
conventional synchronous machine-- in the interpolar rotor space (Figure 2a). The second design, des~gn 4 2. has 
permanent magnets mounted within the rotor yoke and the flux weakening coil is located in the i n t e ~ o l s  pace a 
for design # 1 (Figure 2b). However, the flux weakening coil lies between the stator winding and the pemment- 
magnet excitation for design # 2 while for design # 1 the permanent magnet lies between the stator w h d k g  'and 
the flux weakening coil. 
From a linear analysis point of view -neglecting saturation and leakage effects- both designs are the 
same. However it has been shown in [7] that design # 2 provides a wider speed range than design # 1 due to the 
nonlinear behavior of the machine caused by saturation and leakage. Since the linear analysis neglects iron-core 
saturation and the leakage flux of the machine, its validity is severely limited. The linear approach will reved 
linear flux weakening characteristics, while the nonlinear analysis, based on numerical solutnons (e.g . finlre 
element/ difference techniques), indicates that the characteristics are nonlinear. 
Numerical magnetic field solutions for the generator cross-section are obtained with an avdlable fimte 
elemenvdifference software program. This software is modified to permit the modeling of pernameeat-magnet 
machines. The magnet is approximated by thin current sheets along both sides of the permanent magnet 183; the 
magnet behaves almost like an air gap with a permeability of p,,,=1.06po. The flux weakening coils Qmpere- 
turns) are assumed to be uniformly distributed within the rotor slot and modeled by inputting the desired m p e s e -  
turns in the rotor slot (Figure 2a). In addition, inputs to the field calculation program are the magnetic 
characteristics (e.g., iron-core characteristics, magnet height, coercivity and flux weakening current) m d  the 
geometric dimensions of the machine. The output consists of the vector potentials and the radial flux density of 
the machine within one pole pitch. Given the flux density in the radial center of the stator, the P M  phase voiiuge 




Figure 2: Geometric dimensions of designs # 1 (a) and # 2 (b). 
For design # 1 the permanent magnets of the machine are mounted on the w f z e  sf the 
rotor pole shoes as shown in Figure 2a. The flux weakening characteristics at no load and full load are computed 
via frnite element/difference method. Figures 3a, b illustrate flux distributions of design # 1 at full load for flux 
weakening of -500 and -6700 AT, respectively. Flux weakening at no load is possible down to about Bmm,=0.3 
T and at full load down to 0.45 T. The flux weakening current cannot be increased because the pemmuaena mznignet 
might be demagnetized. Figure 4 presents the flux weakening characteristics of the PMM versus sped m d  
BmmW for design # 1 at full load. In this figure BmaW is the maximum radial flux density w i w  the radial 
center of the stator winding and (AT)Fw are the total ampere turns of the flux weakening coil w i w  one meor 
slot. Since the flux weakening coil is not situated in between the stator winding and the pemment magnet, 
m a t u r e  reaceion and leakage flux effects limit the flux density reduction to 0.45 T and one achieves a speed 
rwge of 1:4. 
In design # 2 the permanent magnet is placed within the rotor yoke as shown in Figures 2b. 
h this co~gwat ion  the flux weakening coil lies in between the stator winding and the permanent magnet. 
Nonahex nm~eriical solutions show that this location of the magnet makes it possible for the flux weakening coil 
HO reduce the radial flux density in the stator to virtually zero at no load condition and to 0.2 T at full load. 
Figmes 3c, d show flux distributions for design # 2 at full load for speeds of 20 and 200 rpm, respectively. 
Computed ch~acteristics at full load are given for design # 2 in Figure 4. It should be noted that as flux 
we&eter.ging increases the value of the quadrature reactance (X,) increases as explainxi !I ' 
(a) (b) (c) ( 4  
Figme 3: Field distribution for design # 1 at full load for (a) n=20 rprn at ( A T ) w - 5 0 0  AT, (b) n=80 rpm at 
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Figure 4: ( A T ) w  versus Bmw and speed at full load (designs # 1 and 2). 
lhna this type flux weakening is c angle of the stator magnetomotive force 
(mf) with respect to the rotor excitation. Two alternative designs (designs # 3 and 4) are investigated. The 
magnet exciation is weakened by controlling the phase angle of the stator mmf and the amplitude of the stator 
cment mch that the output power is equal to or greater than 20 kW. 
In design # 3 the stator current is controlled such that it is in phase with the stator voltage 
( ~ t y  power factor operation). The permanent-magnet excitation is not opposed, on the contrary the flux density 
in the air gap increases due to the stator current distribution which reinforces the permanent-magnet mmf as 
shown by the phasor diagram. Because the voltage increases due to the strengthening of the ~ n u t u d  flux by the 
stator mmf, the machine current is below its rated value. This results in a reduction of the stator slot srze and 
therefore weight. Since the flux density is not decreased (no flux weakening), the speed is limited to a B:2 range 
because the terminal voltage is limited by the same ratio to Vwted <Vt 5 2'Vrated. To maintain a ConsLant output 
power, the machine current is decreased at high speed to half the current value at low speed since the volmge 
increases by a factor of 2 at high speed. Hence, the losses at high speed are less than those at low speed. It 1s dss  
impofimt to note that the weight of this machine is significantly smaller than those of type # 1 due to fie fact that 
no flux weakening is applied and no rotor coils are used. Since this design is less expensive --as the number of 
poles decreases, it will be easier to manufacture and the magnet volume decreases-- it will be investigated for 13. 
16, 20. and 24 poles. However, the number of stator turns increases in order to guarantee the manhum no-load 
voltage. The cost, weight, efficiency, magnet volume and machine reactances for 12, 16 and 20 p i e s  are 
presented in Table 1. 
Full-Load Analvsis: The performance of design # 3 at full load is investigated using a f i t e  
element/difference software. The machine load is modeled by the stator current and the angle [7], which is ~ h e  
angle between the stator nunf F and the fictitious induced voltage E,. Since one of the consrrainrs for this design 
is to operate at unity power factor load (8=0) y is equal to the torque angle 6 .  The phasor diagrm at n=60 Trn is 
presented in Figure 5. Note that the quadrature machine reactance X can be computed using the phasor diagram. 
Both the reactances determined from flux linkages and those obtainec?from the phasor diagram match very well. 
Figure 5: Phasor diagram for speed of n=60 rpm. 
Flux distributions for design # 3 at no load and full load at n=60 rpm are shown in Figure 6a and 6b, 
respectively. As mentioned before, due to the stator current excitation which strengthens the pemmene-magnet 
mmf resulting in a higher radial flux density at unity power factor load than at no load. The s m e n g h e ~ g  of the 
mutual flux increases the flux density BmGw to about 0.82 T (from 0.63 T at no load). This is fomisous sknce 
the utilization of the machine increases with increasing stator load currents; or in other words the no-load induced 
voltage is always somewhat smaller than the induced voltage at any load at unity power factor. 
( 4  (b) 
Figure 6: Flux distribution for design # 3 (a) at no load and (b) full load n=60 rpm. 
Calculation of Direct and Quadrature Svnchronous Inductances: The direct (Ld) and quadrature (Lq) 
nnducezulces of one phase of the stator winding of the machine are defined as 
Ld'Lmd+Ldl+Lde and Lq=Lmq+Lql+Lqe, (3a, b) 
where Ldl and Lde are the mutual, le'akage and end leakage direct inductances, respectively; Lmq, Lql and 
Lqe ;ire the mutual, leakage and end leakage quadrature inductances. Note that all inductance values for the direct 
and qua&amre inductances are computed using the same flux linkage method explained below, except that v=90° 
for Ld while y=OO for Lq. 
S-inchronous Self Inductunce without LC: The synchronous inductance is computed using the flux- 
limkiage anerhod [9] 
L = Y / I ,  (4) 
where are the flux linkages per phase and I is the current in one turn. The flux linkages are approximated as 
the sum of the flux linkages of the top and bottom layer coil sides of a phase belt. The flux linkages of a top (t) 
coil side with Nc turns (see Figure 7) are 
where A:,,, is the vector potential at the center of the r n ~ '  coil side of the top layer of the stator winding. The 
vector potendals A:,, are computed from incremental magnetic stator field distributions existing at a given load: 
the reYuctivities obtained for a given operating point (e.g., full load) are maintained constant that is "frozen" and 
are used for the calculation of the synchronous inductance of one stator phase. The inductances of the top and 
bottom coil sides of phase B of the stator winding can be approximated as defined in Figure 7 and described by 
Eqs. 6a and bib, respectively. 
Figure 7: Definition of the stator self inductance for M7=2. 
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where M7 is the number of coils per pole, A&,, is the vector potential at the center of the rn?' boetom~ layer 
coil side of the &%tor winding of phase B and 1; is the current in one turn of the coil side. The surn of Eqs. ($;a) 
;md (6b) is the inductance of a phasebelt L~ for i=A, B and C. The direct (Xd) or quadrature (Xq) reacuece of 
phase can now be computed as 
xs =2nf - P ( L ~  + L ~  + ~ ~ ) / a . m , ,  (7) 
where p is the number of phasebelts in series which is equal to the number of poles P for the connection at hand. a 
is the number of phasebelts in parallel which is 1 for the given application, and ms is the number of sracor phases. 
The direct and quadrature synchronous reactance values per phase of the machine are listed in Table I .  
Armuture Leakage Reac.tunces: The leakage flux linkages are computed using Eq. 4. Since she flux 
linkages for the leakage inductance are those that link the stator and do not link the rotor (see Figure 7). Equation 
5 is modified as 
b 
where y, are the total flux linkages (top and bottom coils) for the leakage inductance, A:,, and A,,, aJe the 
vector potentials within the top and bottom layers of the mzth coil in the stator and A, is the comesponding 
rotor vector potential as shown in Figure 7. Again y=90° for Ldl while v=OO for Lql. Assuming that the top and. 
bottom layers of the stator coil (phase B) have the same current the leakage inductance corresponding to phase B 
is 
The leakage reactance is computed using Eq. 7. Typical leakage reactances at low speed for design # 3 are listed 
in Table 1. Figures 8a, and 8b represent field distributions for the calculation of direct ,and quadsatuse 
synchronous inductances as well as the armature leakage inductance. 
Armature End Leakage Reuctance: The end leakage reactances are approximated as 
Lde'Ldl/3 ( 10a) 
and 
Iqe=Lq1/3. (1 0b) 
(a) (b) 
Figure 8: Field distribution for the calculation of (a) the saturated direct synchronous inductance Ld and m a m e  
leakage inductance L ~ J  (design # 3, 12 poles) and (b) saturated quadrature synchronous inducmce Eq mard 
annature leakage inductance Lql (design # 3, 12 poles). 
Power Calculation: The output power of the generator can be determined in two alternative ways : first 
horn 
Po,, = 3V,11 cos8, (1 1) 
<W d 
The results of both approaches corroborate quite well. The output power versus the torque angle 6 characteristics 
; r e  shown in Figure 9 for speeds of 60 ,and 120 rpm. 
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Figure 9: Power versus torque angle characteristics at low and high speeds (design It 3). 
In this design the permanent-magnet excitation is weakened by controlling the relative 
pcssit~on of the stator mmf with respect to the rotor mmf so that the stator mmf opposes that of the pemanent 
magnet 2s shown in the phasor diagram of Figure 10. Controlling the air gap flux via the stator excitation requires 
a six-switch rectifier instead of one switch as proposed for designs # 1,2 and 3. Even though this machine has no 
flux wera4tening rotor coil losses, its stator conduction losses increase because the stator current is increased as the 
speed increaises to weaken the flux. It also should be noted that the weight of this machine is less than those of 
macichmes of designs # 1 and # 2. However, the speed range of this configuration is limited to 1:4 while that of 
design # 2 1s froan 1: 10. 
Figure 10: Phasor diagram for design # 4 at n=160 rpm. 
DESIGN CONSDERATION FOR 300 kW GENERATOR 
The weight of the 20 kW machine is approximated as 
where cpe is a filling factor and YF, is the iron specific weight. Model laws for electrical machhes a?m&caue &at 
the output power Pout of a machine relates to the dimension X as Pout a (w4 wGle the volme (weight) of a 
machine increases according to W a (w3. Since the present 20 kW is somewhat overdesigned one can extract at 
least 30 kW from the present volume (or weight) and therefore a 300 kW machine will weigh 
Y O O k W  = K O k W  
.1 o3I4 (14) 
The approximate weights for all four machine designs is listed in Table 2. However, it should be noted that it rs 
difficult to mount the rotor of a pemanent-magnet machine of 300 kW (designs 1, 3 and 4). An dteewative 
solution is to locate the magnet within the rotor yoke as employed for design # 2, where the pem~ment magnets 
can be installed after the rotor has been mounted. 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
Four machine designs are investigated; the first one is not recommended because design # 2 has a wider 
speed range with almost the same weight and efficiency. Therefore, the task remains to choose one m a c k e  Prom 
the remaining three designs for construction and testing. Table 2 lists magnet costs (magnet size), m a c h e  
weights as well as efficiencies and losses. One should also consider that this application deals with wind mbbes 
as prime movers. In practice about 80 % of the available wind energy is extracted by wind turbines with cornmu- 
speed generators 141. With a machine of a speed range of 1 to infmity one could extract the rem~hg 20 %. 
However, a machine with a speed range of 1 to 2 (e.g., 60-120 rpm) one can extract about 18% of the av~lable 
20% [4]. This fact leads to the simple conclusion that design # 3 is the most cost-competitive diesign if01 wind 
power plants. Note that design # 3 with 12 poles is chosen for consauction since it has 72 s(at(ar slots and the 
appropriate lminated core is an off-the-shelf item; in other words it is the least expensive m n g  the 12, 16 and 
20 pole configurations. The efficiency of the 12 pole ement is the highest mong d l  other desim. 
Efficiencies for all four designs are shown in Figures 11. Note that the efficiency for design # 3 h c r a e s  as the 
speed increases because the current decreases and the voltage increases mainh ing  consme output power 
without applying any flux weakening. Efficiencies for designs 1 and 2 are maximm around n--40 vrn shee the 
terminal voltage is assumed to increase from 20 rpm to 40 rpm and the current is allowed to decreae md thus the 
stator losses decrease. At high speeds the losses increase due to the high rotor losses even though the $&tor losses 
decrease due to lower stator current. For design # 4, the stator losses increase at high speed shee the stator 
current is increased to weaken the machine radial flux density. The temperature in all generators is = w e d  to be 
120 OC and the conduction losses are increased accordingly. The magnet size for designs # 1 aod 2 is adjusted 
assurning that the magnet temperature is 140 OC while for designs # 3 and 4 it is sized such that lhe nragnet 
temperature is 120 OC. It should be mentioned that the performance of design # 4 for different pole n w k s  B"m;BP; 
not been researched, however, this will not change the validity of the above conclusion for choosing design # 3 as 
the most cost-competitive design for this wind power plant application. 
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ABSTRACT 
Over the past few years the Flow Analysis Sol'tware Toolkit (FAST) has matured into a useful tool for visualizing 
and analyzing scientific data on high-performance graphics workstations. Originally designed for visualizing the 
resulhs of fluid dynamics research, FAST has demonstrated its flexibility by being used in several other areas of 
scientific research. These research areas include earth and space sciences, acid rain and ozone modelling, and 
automotive design, just to name a few. This paper describes the current status of FAST, including the basic 
concepts, architecture, existing functionality and features, and some of the known applications for which FAST is 
being used. A few of the applications, by both NASA and non-NASA agencies, are outlined in more detail. 
Described in the outlines are the goals of each visualization projcct, the techniques or 'tricks' used to produce the 
desiecl resulrs, and custom modifications to FAST, if any, done to further enhance the analysis. Some of the future 
d i m ~ o n s  for FAST are also described. 
INTRODUCTION 
With supercomputer technology advancing at a rapid pace, the amount and size of data being generated by 
compuueional researchers is becoming enormous. Tools are desperately needed to help the researchers process this 
data - to reduce it into manageable, understandable and useful pieces of information. For the past few years the Flow 
Analysis Software Toolkit (FAST) has been uscd by scientific researchers at NASA Ames Research Center to 
visually analyze their computational data. The use of FAST is bccoming more widespread due to its generalized 
visudizalisn approach. Originally developed for the analysis of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) results, FAST 
is increasingly being used by scientists to visualize data from other disciplines at research institutes across the 
country. 
BACKGROUND 
In the early 1980's the Numerical Aerodynamics Simulation (NAS) project was started at NASA Ames. NAS's 
charter was and is to provide CFD researchers with the fastest supercomputers, the fastest networks and best support 
systems, including graphics workstations. On the initial NAS systems, which consisted of a CRAY 2 
supercomputer, hyperchannel networks and Silicon Graphics IRIS 2000 series workstations, researchers typically 
generated simple 2- and 3-D volumetric data depicting fluid flow around and within solid bodies. These data sets 
were typically analyzed (or 'visualized') using several different software packages. In fact, the entire CFD research 
cycle, which includes generating the computational volume (grid), computing fluid flow characteristics within the 
griid and analyzing the results, consisted of running several independent programs on both the supercomputer and 
worksranion and moving the data files back and forth via network file uansfers. This mode of operation was 
generally acceptable since the amount of dala was fairly manageable. 
The late 80's brought a new wave of supercomputers, networks and workstations that dramatically increased the 
amount and complexity of data being generatcd by rescarchers. It was at that time that the members of the 
Workstation Applications Office (WAO, part of the Fluid Dynamics division at Ames) recognized the weed for a 
software package that could assist the researchers in all phases of the research cycle. A package was need& that. was 
flexible, so new functionality could be added easily, consistent, so that users could learn the basics md apply that 
knowledge in using the rest of the package, and distributed, so that users could access and manipulate their data 
without having to transfer files over network lines. 
Initial FAST Pro~osal 
The WAO team proposcd FAST as an 'environment' that would provide researchers with a full range of visual 
analysis tools, animation production capability, and the potential to monitor and/or direct their flow codes and grid 
generators on the fly. The target workstation was the Silicon Graphics IRIS 320 VGX - a high-performam 
graphics system with two processors. The original FAST design concepts were as follows: 
Minimal Data Handling - Alleviate the need for the researcher to move files around. 
Flexible Architecture - Implement modular design to facilitate easy addition of functionality. 
Consistent User Interface - Keep the same user interface across all applications. 
Highly Interactive - Provide instant feedback for each user action. 
Processes Distributed to Optimal Resources - Utilize all available computing power. 
The first versions of FAST achieved all of the original design goals except the distribution of processes to op~mal  
computing resources. This capability is a planned addition lo the next version of the software. 
Current Status 
Initial versions of FAST were released and distributed as a part of the beta test program by WAO. Cumenfly FAST 
is being used at over 400 sites nationally. Development of the code is continuing under the NAS division. The 
latest version, which is available through COSMIC, runs on all Silicon Graphics workstations. The dis~bueicen 
package includes source code and a user's manual. 
CURRENT ARCHITECTURE 
The architecture of FAST is based on a modular design with shared memory used for storing common data. The 
collection of modules, each a separate UNIX process that provides a specific and independent function, makes up the 
FAST environment. The central module of the system is the Hub. The Hub allocates and maintains the 'pool" of 
data in shared memory and links all other modules to the system with two-way sockets (inter-process eommu~m~ow 
utilities). This 'hub-and-spoke' design facilitates inter-module communication as well as centralized conwoli of the 
system. (See figure 1) 
The remaining modules in the FAST environment are grouped into three categories: data maniputlation, abjwt 
manipulation and viewing. The data manipulation modules are tasked with transferring data, which tpically consist 
of grids and flow code solutions, from the disk (or in future versions from a remote supercomputer) to core memorgr 
of the workstation. They are also responsible for computing scalar and vector quantities based on the g i d  and 
solution data. The object manipulation modules use the fundamental data to generate graphical objeces such as 
cutting planes, isosurfaces and particle traces. The collection of these objects are then grouped, tpansfomed anad 
rendered to the workstation display by the viewing module which currently is the Viewer. 
As stated above, this architecture fulfills all but one of the original design goals of FAST. The use of shmed 
memory for data storage gives the user easy access to the data without having to move it from prmss  to prwess. 
The modular design allows the system to be easily extended to include the user's own customized appEmdon. It &o 
facilitates immediate feedback in that if the user changes a module's object the scene containing that objwt is 
immediately updated by the Viewer. The user interface looks and feels the same in all modules so that once the user 
becomes familiar with basic UI concepts, learning additional components should be expedited. 
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Figure 1 - FAST Architecture 
CURRENT FUNCTIONALITY 
In general FAST inputs grids, solutions, scalar and vector functions and creates graphical objects which are rendered 
to the worksmtion display or output to devices such as video recorders or printers. The grids describe a geometry 
such as an aircraft and the space around it and the solutions associate two scalar and one vector quantity with each 
grid node. The scalar and vector functions associate one scalar and one vector quantity with each grid node. A 
eolleaion of modules operate on the data to modify it or construct graphical objects from it. The non-graphical 
modules make modifications to the input data which can either be written out to disk or remain in shared memory for 
other modules to use. The graphical modules construct graphical objects which can be interactively viewed or 
s ~ o r d e d  externally to video or film media. All interaction with modules is done through a graphical user interface 
and each acbon is recorded to a script file. A FAST session can be programmed externally by constructing and 
execrlring such a script file. 
Data file input and output is done with the File-io module. File-io inputs grids, solutions and function files. 
FAST suppons all of the finite difference file formats defined by PLOT3D, an unstructured grid format developed at 
NASA Lmgiey, and ARCGraph graphics metafiles. Files can be subsetted on input or output which allows for the 
handling of data sets too large to fit into core memory. The number of grids and solutions is limited only by the 
molant of core memory and swap space on the computer. All data is loaded directly into shared memory. Scalar and 
vector fuwcdons are loaded into registers that can be manipulated by the Calculator module. 
The Cdculator module operates on grids and solutions to produce scalar and vector fields that are placed in registers. 
The numkr; of scalar and vector fields is limited by the number of registers (20 each) and by the amount of available 
memory. There is a set of built-in CFD scalar and vector functions which are identical to the those foamnd in 
PLOT3D. In addition, there is a programmable interface to the Calculator which allows users ro specify fomulas 
which apply unary and binary operators lo the registers. Formulas defined by the user can be saved to and read horn 
files. 
FAST creates a variety of different surface types and rendering styles for those surfaces. The Surfer module is ~lsed to 
extract surfaces in computational space, which mcans they may or may not be planar, depending on the shape d the 
grid. These surfaces are planar for rectilinear data and curved for curvilinear data. Isolev, by contrast, generates either 
planar surfaces in physical spacc (cutting planes) or surfaces of constant scalar value (isosurfaces). The culling 
planes can be placed at arbitrary anglcs to the coordinate system. Unstructured grid surfaces, cutting planes and 
isosurfaces can be rendered using the Surferu and Isolcvu modules. All surfaces can be rendered as points, wkefmme, 
shaded or, when displaying a scalar field, colored by a function color map. The shading and function maps can be 
interactively edited from the Viewer module. Vector fields can be displayed on these surfaces with or wichout mowed 
tips. Surfaces are chosen interactively or automatically swept through the volumetric data and are illurninat& by one 
to eight user-definable light sources. 
The Tracer module in FAST is used lo compute particle traces through steady state vector fields. Release points for 
these traces can be defined interactively and spccificd in either computational or physical space. Integmtion is either 
downstream, upstream or in both directions from this release point. A collection of particles (a rake) can be defined 
and released simultaneously. The animation of traces is used to show the dynamics of the particle paths by 
displaying every other integration segment (cycling) or by connecting consecutive integration segments (gicawsng). 
Arbitrary scalar fields can be displayed on the particle traces by using the function color map. The Topology module 
also creates particle traces, but first sceks to identify critical points in the vector field by determining points where 
the magnitude of vector ficld is zcro. It thcn classifics each critical point by analyzing the nature of the \rector. field 
in the proximity of the point, thus allowing for quick identification of interesting structures such as vortices md 
attachment and dctachment points. Currently the particle  racing and topology features exist only for swuctured 
grids. 
Traditional 2-D line plotting and text labcling is done using the Plotter and Titler modules respectively. The IPIottes 
module can plot directly from the grid and scalar data resident in shared memory or plot coordinate pars from an 
ASCII file. A variety of line styles and symbols can be applied to each plot. Multiple plots can be made on the 
same set of axes as to make direct comparisons of data. The Titler module provides many features to aninobte a scene 
with scalable math and alphanumeric fonts. Text can be interactively placed in the scene or autornabcally digwed 
horizontally or vertically. Spccial effects like drop shadows are also available. 
The Viewer module provides for the interactive viewing of the objects created by the object manipulation modules. 
The Viewer maintains multiple view windows and a database of scenes that can be loaded from disk or defined 
interactively during a session. The user is free to switch back and forth between these windows and scenes. Each 
view window supports full 3D interactive vicwing using widget intcraction, mouse or SpaceballnYL input. Scenes 
can be antialiased and viewed in stcreo using a stereo monitor. Animations can be created from these scenes and 
recorded frame accurately to video tape or film. FAST currently supports single frame recording to any VLAY 
compatible device, Abckas digital disk rccordcr, Lyon Lamb Minivas and Focus camera. A customizable utility 1s 
provided for recording to other devices. 
Unsteady data can be visualized in FAST using the scripting language. The script file essentially runs FAST in 
batch mode. Objects for each time stcp of the visualization are created from the script, then captured on a recording 
device. The process is continued for each time step. A UNIX shell command feature allows for file convcesisns 
and/or network transfers after each frame is recorded. 
KNOWN APPLICATIONS 
The possible applications of FAST are many. The following are brief descriptions of a few of the known 
applications of FAST. Note that in some cases no modifications to the data or software were necessary while others 
required file format conversions and/or extensions to FAST. 
FAST rs used by researchers at NASA Ames and other aerospace agencies to analyze computed fluid flow around 
akcnaft lo determine the flight properties of the vehicles. Researchers use FAST as a part of their daily analysis of 
CFD results as well as for high-quality production of still pictures and videos for their publications and 
paesc~raLatisns.. 
Since FAST was originally developed for use by the aerospace community, its available visualization techniques are 
dkectly applicable. Scalar-mapped surfaces are typically used to show properties such as pressure or temperature on 
vehicie swfaces as well as in the free stream. Velocity vectors and particle traces indicate air flow patterns such as 
vortices and re-circulation regions. Other areas of interesting flow characteristics can be displayed using isosurfaces 
and topology exrraction. IsosurEaces are used to isolate boundaries of flow characteristics. Topology extraction is 
used to isoiate critical points in the flow field such as vortex cores and flow separation points. 
Since FAST is tailored to aerospace applications there are typically little or no modifications to files or software 
required. Ssrne examples of aerospace applications are shown in figures 2 and 3. 
Ford Motor Company uses FAST in their design process to investigate various characteristics around and within 
automobiiles. Proposed designs are run through analysis codes which compute properties such as air flow and 
temperature dsrribution. The designs are potentially modified based on the results of the analysis. FAST is used to 
visudizc the results of the analysis codes to simplify the design evaluation process. 
A aweni gas tmk study demonstrates FAST'S ability to handle both structured and unstructured data simultaneously. 
First, the exterior body and engine compartment were modeled using structured grids. The computed structured 
so8ution sets were then used as inlet conditions to a highly accurate unstructured model of the underbody region with 
emphasis on she gas lank. Using FAST, the Ford researchers were able to visually inspect and analyze their data at 
the poants where the structured domain lined up with the unstructured regions. They were able to show the 
comeiation bceween the computed results and the test data, which compared quite favorably. The visual interface that 
FAST offered the scientists (both in the pre-processing and post-processing phases) was most effective and essential 
to the analysis. 
Ford's applicabons are possible after a few modifications. Since Ford's unstructured data format is different than that 
handled by FAST, a module was developed that rcads the unstructured data from disk and allows the user to select the 
cornpone~t(s) to be displayed. Ford's fluid flow data is structured in nature but not in PLOT3D format. 
ModiGcaGons were made to the custom module to process this alternative format. Examples of Ford's applications 
are shown in figure 4. 
Rescuchers at the National Data Processing Division (NDPD) of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency are 
rasing FAST in several ways to visualize their computational and experimental data. Acid rain and ozone depletion 
models axe compiled at the NDPD representing days, weeks and even years of atmospheric properties over certain 
regions of the U.S. These models, which are based on past history but will eventually be used to help predict 
atmospheric behavior, indicate definite patterns in air pollution and acid rain distribution related to weather, topology 
md other factors. 
To visualste the acid rain models FAST is uscd by animating a time series of a single slice of the model representing 
a constant altitude level. The property being investigated is plotted on the plane as color with high values, or 
concen~atisras, of the property in bright colors and low values in darker colors. The values are sometimes 
accentuated by raising the points off the plane in proportion to the magnitude of the property value, thus giving the 
plane a relief map look. This technique makes high values easily recognizable since they are displayed as brightly 
colored peaks in the plot. The plots are typically animated over time with a geographical reference (eg. state 
outlines> and sometimes with corresponding velocity vectors representing wind direction and magnitude. The 
resm.chers will often animate the plots of one property next to another to show the correlation of the two. For 
example, a lime series of the occurrence of acid rain, can be displayed next to the correspond~ng dnsplays of 
precipitation and air pollution concentration. This clearly shows that there is a correlation between the presence of 
both high concentrations of air pollution and precipitation with the occurrence of acid rain. 
Another application of FAST at the EPA is the visualization of the changing ozone hole over the south pole. In 
this time series the ozone concentration levels are plotted as described above using color and height to represent ~ h c  
different levels. The result is a dramatic series of images showing the development of a large region of low values, 
or a hole, in ozone concentration. As the scrics, or time, continues, the hole disappears and redevelops periodlically. 
These visualizations were possible after converting the data files to PLOT3D format. Time-dependent dam was 
animated by looping through sequences of 2-D planes using the Surfer module. Examples of EPA applications are 
shown in figure 5. 
EarthISpace Sciences 
At NASA Goddard Space Flight Centcr FAST is used by earth and space scientists to analyze their research data.. In 
particular it was used to visualize the results of a study done on the topology of the earth's magnetosphere. In h~aas 
case the researcher was interested in the effects of the interplanetary magnetic Geld, solar wind and ionosphere on h e  
magnetosphere. 
The interesting aspect of this visualization was the use of the particle tracing capability in FAST to identify the 
magnetic field lines around the earth. The general nature of the tracing algorithm allowed for she traces to be 
compuled through the magnetic field rather than a velocity field as is typically done in aerospace applicareows. The 
path lines clearly showed the topology of the magnetic field and the general geometry of the magnetosphere. A 
shaded sphere rcpresenting the earth was accurately positioncd in the scene to provide a frame of reference for h e  data. 
This visualization required no modification to FAST. The dala was already in the proper format since fie rcseaachcr 
had used PLOT3D in the past. An image displaying the magnetosphere data is shown in figure 6. 
Research is done at Metalworking Technology to determine injection mold designs that promote even cooEing of the 
injected material. The data from the analysis codes are a time series rcpresenting the cooling of the material in the 
mold. The visualization of the data with FAST allowed the researchers to easily identify areas of laster or slo-;\ier 
cooling. 
The data was in the form of a rectangular volume with geometry and temperature information at each saode (as 
opposed to typical CFD data in which the geometry is defined by the grid). Because of this there was no way io  
directly identify and render the inner surface of the mold. The data was slightly modified to facilitate the generadon 
of an isosurface that represented the inner mold. Temperature-mapped cutting planes were used to show she cooling 
on the inside of the mold. The temperature data on the plane was animated over time to effectively show the general 
cooling patterns in the mold. 
As stated above, this visualization was done with minimal data file format conversion but no software modification. 
A single frame of the time-series is shown in figure 7. 
FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
Currently there are several enhancements planned for the FAST environment. The user interface will be modified to 
be more programmable and utilize a standard mechanism such as Motif. This change should make FAST easier to 
use and more portable to other workstation platforms. Modifications will be made to allow for the dislsibuiisn of 
modules to alternate (remote) computers. This capability will allow the user to get the most out of his or her 
available computing environment. It should also facilitate the graphical 'tracking' and 'steering' of compu~tionaB 
research codes running on remote supercomputers. Modifications will also be made so that the addetion of modules 
to the FAST environment will be easier. A programmer's guide will be produced to further simplify tkis process. 
Other enhancements will include increased unstructured data visualization capability and improved unsteady, or time- 
dependent, data visualization. 
CONCLUSIONS 
I& has lbeen shown that FAST can be effective in visualizing data from several different research disciplines. With 
FAST being used at over 400 sites across the country there are most likely many more applications that the authors 
are not aware of. In the future, FAST should continue to mature as a flexible yet powerful visualization tool so that 
scientists in a wide variety of research areas can use it to enhance their productivity. 
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mEGIRATION OF DESIGN, TWE OPTICAL ANALYSIS, 
Ruth M. hundsen 
NASA Langley Research Centter 
Wmpton, VA 23681 
hdustries there has recently been a concerted mvement toward "quality ntanagement" and the issue 
of how b acco~nplish work more efficiently. Part of this effort is focused on concurrent engineering; the idea of 
ktegratkg the design and analysis processes so that they are not separate, sequential processes (often involving 
design rework due to analytical findings) but instead form an integrated system with smooth transfers of 
bfomution. Presented herein are several specific examples of concurrent engineering methods being carried out 
at h g l e y  Wesarch Center (LaRC): integration of thermal, structural and optical analyses to predict changes in 
ce based on thermal and structural effects; integration of the CAD design process with thermal 
md stmchra1 analyses; and integration of analysis and presentation by animting the thermal response of a system 
as an active color map -- a highly effective visual indication of heat flow. 
Efficiency and accuracy in analytical modeling can be increased substantially by the integration of design and 
malysis -- a process known as "concurrent engineering. " This approach is being used in 
the time spent in analysis without sacrificing quality. In particular, analysis effort can be 
the model aalrmdy developed by a designer on a CAD system. Also, and results can be transferred among 
ma1ysts elwtrornically, to avoid repetitive development of models or input of results. 
E K ~ t r o ~ c  htegration of design and analysis processes was achieved and refined during the development of an 
optical bench for a laser-based aerospace experiment. One of the driving requirements for any complex optical 
system is i t s  a l i m e n t  stability under all conditions. Accurate predictions of optical bench or test bed deflections 
are necessasy to calculate beam paths and de s is especially true in design of 
aeresqace instmmena, but can also apply to processes which use complex or high- 
prwision optical trains. Another requirement that i of any analysis process is to do it 
faster md better; create a more streamlined process and include all known variables to produce the best possible 
prdictions. These goals can be accomplished by using an integrated process to accomplish design and all 
analyses. 
The heart of the concurrent engineering process described here is the use of a single integrated model for 
t h e m %  and skmctural analysis of a high-precision system, in this case an optical bench. The deflections of the 
optical bench due to structural loads can be calculated by applying the appropriate structural software package to a 
solid gmmetq model. The thermal response of the optical bench is de ed by translating the same model to 
the them1 malysis software package. The predicted temperatures are used to calculate themlly-driven 
distodions. This method allows an exact calculation of the optical bench or test bed deflection due to complex 
them1 dist~butions in combination with various struetura1 loading conditions. These calculated deflections are 
then used to automtically d i f y  an optical s model. The change in optical e due 
t h e m 1  md stmctural loads can then be dete . Designs can be opti~llizxi for perfo The 
malialytical model can be taken directly from the design software, which eliminates an additional point for extra 
labor and ptential error. The integrated nature of the process streamlines the modeling and analysis procedure as 
well as ensuhng model continuity between design, them1 and structural analyses. Described herein are methods 
to build an analytical model directly from the CAD model of the designed part, use the same model for stmcQ-asraB 
and thermal analyses, and use the results of these analyses for the optical analysis to predict final perf0 
This integrated analysis process has been built around software that was &!ady in use by desigrrers md 
analysts at NASA Langley Research Center. The PATRAN' solid modeling 1 finite element package is central to 
this process, since it was already in common use at LaRC. Most of the integration and interfa~e steps d w r a W  
here are also possible with other packages, although certain of the translators were developed or m d i f s d  for use 
with these specific software packages. 
INTERFACE BETWEN DESIGN ANALYSIS SOITWARF, 
The design software currently being used in this process is pro-Engineer0. A part is completely designed in 
Pro-Engineer, which produces a threedimensional model of the part as well as all of the fabrication drawings. A 
Pro-Engineer solid shaded model of a complex assembly is shown in Figure 1. This example assedly  is a laser 
reference cavity which is mounted on an optical bench. There are two basic methods available to trmslate from 
Pro-Engineer CAD software to the PATRAN 2.5 solid modeling software. Both of these methods hawe been used 
to produce viable models. One is to mesh the solid geometry of the part in Pro-Engineer and translate that mesh 
. The disadvantages to this method are: only the mesh is transferred, not the underlying solid 
geometry, so the geometry and mesh cannot be changed in PATRAN; and the mesh is limited to only tetr&&ral 
or triangular elements. The second method is to transfer the part from Pro-Engineer to an IGES file, which is a 
standard graphics format, and read this file into PATRAN using the CADPAT translator. This translates the 
phase I (underlying) geometry, but only in the form of surfaces and lines, not PATRAN's solid gmmetnpi 
elements called hyperpatches. Thus the analyst must still define hyperpatches based on the geometq defined by 
the translated surfaces. This can actually be helpful as the analyst can choose to ignore details such as bolt holes 
in constructing the analytical model. The disadvantages to this method are this recreation of the solid form from 
the transferred surfaces (which only applies when the part being transferred is a solid rather than plate elemenb), 
and also that during translation of an assembly of parts, the orientation of the individual parts is lost and the 
assembly must be reconstructed from the components. 
Figure 1. Laser referenee cavity as daigned and portrayed in Pro-Engineer 
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The best method in terms of the current integration process, for most parts, is to transfer a part into PAT 
by savbg the 3-D part design as an IGES file. This IGES file is read into PATRAN as lines and surfaces which 
d e h e  the edges of the part; threedimensional hyperpatches are then created to fill in the part. This method 
allows the manyst to mesh the part with the optimum element type, perform runs with different meshings, and 
m i l y  alter the underlying geometry and analyze the effect of the change. Shown is an example of the mount 
p ~ i o n  of the reference cavity which was brought in as an IGES file (Figure 2) and then filled in with 
h w q a t c h a  Figure 3). 
Figure 2. Mount part innported to PAT from PFoEngineer through IGES file 
(a) Shown as elements (b) Shown as solid shaded part 
Figure 3. Mount part with solid elements created in PAT 
This desipimalysis integration has several benefits. In terms of streamlining the process, there is much less 
work to be done by the analyst since the majority of the geometry is imported automatically. The entire process 
g dimensions from a design drawing and manually building up the geometry is eliminated. Also, the 
malyst is automtically working with the most current version of the design. In terms of improving the results, 
the fact that thine h u m  interface of re-entering the dimensions is eliminated will lessen the probability of errors in 
the model. Also, geometries that are difficult to model and would perhaps be approximated are auhmtimllp 
translated exactly. In some cases, however, the CAD model actually has too much detail for the -1grst; in these 
instances the model can be simplified after the transfer. 
There will be an increase in capability with the releases of future versions of Pro-Engineer and PA 
First, a mesh of an entire assembly, rather than single parts, can be created in Pro-Engineer and send ta PA 
Also, the IGES file method can be used on an assembly, and the positional information of one c o ~ n e n t  ~ l a t i v e  
to others will be maintained. In PATRAN-3 the phase I solid geometry will not be required, so &at the ma1yst 
could create elements directly from the imported CAD geometry. PDA Engineering will be addkg ara 
allow the underlying solid geometry to be imported from Pro-Engineer to one of the later releases off P 
This would mean that the entire solid model, including hyperpatches, would be available to the manyst rn 
PA . As the interface improves with future versions of the programs, it will also be possible b 
automatically import and export changes to the design that are made either by the designer or by the ruaalyst. 
These benefits would be even more striking in an industrial process, where many more designs are p r d n d  md 
analyzed than is common in the aerospace industry. 
INTERFACE BETWEEN THE STRUCT ANBLUSIS 
The translations between structural and thermal analytical models are already built into the PA 
However, there are a few methods that make this type of translation easier and more effective. 7% 
built in PATRAN by either analyst; however there must be communication between the analysts &fore ithe mde l  
is built, so that the final model will have a structure and level of detail appropriate for both analyses. &e u ~ q u e  
aspect of the work described herein is that the structural and thermal analysts determined together what methd  
would be best for both of them in modeling certain parts, before the model was developed. A requirement on the 
thermal side, which must be maintained in the model in order for it to be useful for the thermal analyst, is that 
between every pair of comected elements, all comer nodes must be identical. Also, the best translation $sp a 
thermal model is currently achieved by using solid elements rather than plate elements in most 
connections between solids and plates, and plates-to-plates, that are correct for the structural analyst, do not. work 
correctly for the thermal analyst. In order for each analyst to be able to easily create their own mesh, or use the 
same mesh, the phase I geometry must meet the requirements of both analysts. 
model is translated to SINDA-85, a finite difference thermal analyzer, using the: PATSIN 
translator. This SINDA-85 model is used to perform thermal analysis, with some modifications such as d d h g  
power sources. The structural analysis can be performed either in PIFEA (a software package that dimtly 
interfaces with PATRAN) or after translation to NASTRAN or EAL (Engineering Analysis h p g e ) .  The 
analysts sometimes desire different levels of detail; thermal analysis commonly uses a lower level of dehil tbm 
structural analysis. In that case, an identical PATRAN phase I geometry of patches and hyperpatchm is still used 
and each analyst can create their own mesh. The thermal results from SINDA can be translated ushg the STNPAT 
translator into temperature data files which are read by PATRAN. These temperatures can be used to i w s e  
accurate thermal loads on the structural model regardless of whether the meshing is the same, as long as the 
phase I geometry has not been changed. Shown in Figure 4 are examples of models which were built md mesh& 
by one analyst and used by both. This has also been done with a model using two different meshings md dement 
numbering schemes; the interpolated values imported from one model to another were checked and fomd to be 
correct. 
The only change that must be made to alter the model between use by the thermal and structural malysh is a 
redefinition of the material properties, usually a five to ten minute task. The material identification is rnirahbd 
through the transfer; only the actual material properties need be re-input. Unfortunately the noateHid propdies 
are exclusive, so that each time the PATRAN model is transferred between analysts, the material proprtim must 
be redefined. This is not normally a problem since the transfer is done only once. Also, improvemenb slated for 
version 3 will do away with this concern. 
The easiest way to use the nodes and conductors created by PATSIN is to separate them into files w&ch are 
called into the SINDA model using an INCLUDE statement. Thus the SINDA model can contain o&er A& such 
as h a t k g  m y s ;  if there is a change to the PATRAN model it will only affect the included files, with the main 
SINDA mdel  left unchanged. Also, the output of PATSIN is often quite bulky, which would make editing of 
the hill. SHmA d e l  Illore difficult. Using included files limits the size of the SINDA model file, and allows 
~ v e m n  different SINDA files to reference the same node and conductor files. 
refehence cavity (cutaway) ITE optical bench 
models used for both themal and structural analysis 
The & e d  results, either from a steady state analysis or from time steps in a transient run, are saved in a 
text ou@ut file. This file is operated on by the translator SINPAT to produce element and nodal temperature files 
that can be r d  by PA . These files can be read directly into PATRAN, and the thermal results mapped 
onto the m d e l  gwmetry. This is shown in Figure 5 with a thennal map displayed on the laser reference cavity. 
Figwe 5. Map of themal distribution (in degrees C) on laser reference cavity in PAT 
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In order to use the nodal tenoperatures as actual thermal loads rather than only for display, the files must be 
run through a program called READER which translates the text files to binary. The results can be kkaipalaa 
&el using a built-in util (TEMP, ADD/INT). The t h e d  results, i v d  
&el, c a n b e d i n t h e  is software to calculate themlly-dfiven s t r a w  and. 
on the predicted tenoperature distribution. These thermal stresses can be s u m 4  with my load- 
driven stresses, to produw a total rea~tion of the system to the enviromental constraints. 
RFACE BETVVEEN STRUCT OlPTICAL ANALUSIS; 
Most optical d e l s  start with the assumption that the system is aligned and at rest. The optical msjraalyst 
inputs surfaces, sources and objects at their designed location, and d of the system, The 
optical code currently used by analysts at LaRC is CODE-v'. During actual operation of the o p t i d  system, 
there will often be factors that cause distortions to the perfectly aligned system. In the case of an optical b ~ ~ c h  
which has optical c o q n e n t s  mounted on it, there can be thermal gradients across the bench which will caw 
h u t e  warping of the bench, but which result in significant distortion of the optical system fmm its banselhe 
ce. There can also be structural loads imposed which cause deflections, and bepk8-a the t h e m 1  
and mechanical loading enviroment can be changing with time. is an existing translator that will lmk at 
the defomtion of a single optical element such as a lens in NAS , and translate the approplriate infomtion 
to CODE-V to de the distolied lens perfo the optical bench stmchre, a methd was 
needed to look at changes in the overall perfomance based on distortions of the entire bench, not only a single 
element. 
The method that has been developed starts with writing an output file of nodal deflections fmm the stmcmsal 
analysis software. The deflections can be due to thennal, structural or any other loading conditions. A relational 
file is developed for that &el which relates the nodes in the PA model to the optical surf- in the 
CODE-V model. This relational file can be used for any translations of results from that madel b 
CODE-V. Translation s o h a r e  (temporarily named BENCH) was developed to read the file, the 
relational file, and a copy of the undeflected CODE-V uces a new CODE-V model wbch has new 
positions and angles for the optical elements based on su predicted deflections and the oPegbasal psitions 
of the elements. It also adds a title to the CODE-V mode on the deflection case that was run m d  
augmented by user input. For a single optical bench there is only one PA model, but there can T$g; a 
separate CODE-V model for each optical path. The translation must be run for each optical path for which 
deflection analysis is desired. CODE-V can then be run on the new model, and optical perfo 
distorted bench is predicted. The ion can be run for a series of time steps, using deflection resulb files for 
each time step, to predict the pe of the system as a function of time. Figure 6 demonstraa the steps of 
this process pictorially by show rature distribution on aa-optical bench (a), a noap of the themlly-  
driven distortions from this distribution (b), a map of distortions due to structural loading (c), andi a map of the 
combined distortions (d). These combined distortions, consisting of six numbers for each optical surface 
(rohtions and translations in each of three axes), were written to the deflection results file. This file was u d  to 
rnodify the CODE-V optical model, and yielded the predicted perfo of the system under these deflections, 
Development of a users' m u a l  for this translation software is currently underway. 
Structural analysts cornonly use animtion in their presentation of results. Animation of mode shapes or 
predicted deflection patterns is a vivid method of capturing and conveying all the necessary irnfomtion. This is 
done less often with them1 analysis, with the result that m y  viewers have a less concrete idea of the physical 
progression of teqra tures  or heat flows. A visual animtion of the them1 map, in color, gives a very effwtive 
representation of the physical transfer of heat. 
ITE o p 6 d  bench ~ t h  progressive mappings: (a) Chemal &s6bution, &) themally- 
ven deflec6ons, (c) m e W d  load -~ven  deflx6ons, and (d) s 
Animation of transient the& results, in combination with an integrated structural-the4 model, 1s a very 
effective tool that has been utilized through P and its connection with SINDA. The t e ~ m h r m  of a part 
are mapped onto the geometry using a color scale. Color maps are generated for several sequentid time steps. 
The mppings are viewed in a sequence that is run repeatedly on the screen. The progression of b m p m h r s  
along the part as a function of time is observed as an animated color thermal map. This function is hvaluble 
when evaluating the driving form behind a given reaction, and can also give an audience a 11luch clarer 
understanding of the processes involved in a complex reaction. Cases can be recorded on video (ape md used to 
demonstrate results to a larger audience. This function is also quite valuable to the analyst, as it provides a 
method for debugging the model and perhaps finding errors that would be timeconsuming and tedious to find in 
any other way. 
The specific method for g this animation is to run SINDA with thermal output at all ciisird time 
steps. A virtual temperature e must still exist from the PATSIN translation for the SINPAT trmsliator to 
use in calculating nodal tennperatures from element temperatures. Once SINPAT has created the n&l raulb 
files, the easiest way to set up an animation is to set up a P session file which reads in all of the fwimes. 
keying of three input lines per frame. on file sets up the number of frames md the 
s p t r u m  to be used. For each data frame, RUN, CONTOUR and RUN, HIDE co s are perfomd. "The 
last line for the last frame must be typed in manually. After the last line is entered, lnation will I x g h  
g on the screen. The animation characteristics may be altered in real time using the animation menu, On 
3-D workstations the part can be rotated on the screen during animation, so that thermal progressions on all1 sides 
of the part m y  be viewed. 
PLANS 
Several iwrovements have been planned for this process in the future. The translation of bench distodions 
from N to CODE-V could rated with the built-in capability of CODE-V to ac distofiions 
of a sin element from NA to produce a complete prediction of the system per e. AMw, a
method could be developed to run all of the optical path translations in a at one time. The entire prme$s, 
from design s o h a r e  through thermallstructural analysis to optical perfo , should be run on a simple system 
design to evaluate the efficiency of the entire technique. 
The advent of PAT 
-3 should add many valuable features to the process, in t e r n  of simp%iQing the 
CADIanalysis interface ing the structural analysis flexibility, and improving the post-processhg md 
display capabilities. Also, the greatly improved user-friendliness of version 3 may encourage m r e  t h e m 1  
analysts and CAD designers ate their work with the structural models. However, there may be a 
temporary set-back in that P -3 will probably not initially support the PATSIN translator. ? . s  lacllc of 
thermal support within version 3 will force the thermal analysts to continue using version 2.5 for at I w t  some 
portion of their work, while the structural analysts shift to using version 3. It is not yet clear how much of an 
s will have on the integrated process, and how rapidly PDA will implement the SINDA hterface in 
CONCLUSIONS 
The process that has been developed uses existing software and translators, along with some newly develop4 
translators, to electronically link design with analysis, and to integrate several types of analysis. This allows m 
analyst to quickly develop a complex geometric model with much less time-consuming and repetitive labor, since 
the geometry is imported electronically. Since both the thermal and structural analyst can use the same madel, the 
labor involved in creating an extra model is eliminated. With the use &fan integrated model, tbe t h e m 1  
gradients can be directly understood in t e r n  of deflections, and presented with the other stmc8ura1 results, 
Transfer to the optical analysis d e l  allows interprets f the impact of worst enviromenhl conditions 
on the optiwl gerfo e. Without this, optical per must be roughly estilnated or calculatd by mlggul 
input of worst-case denections. Visual observation of the & e m 1  dynamics of a system has been very usehi in 
understanding and presenting the significant thermal forces in a system. This allows the analyst to concenf~rah 
conce~~teate d tail in the appropriate portions of the model and uncover errors that would otherwise be 
mdeteehble. All these improvements lead to better, faster and cheaper accomplishment of total system design. 
M a y  of the described aspects of integration and animation have high potential for commercial and industrial 
applimtions. The integration between design and analysis can be used to streamline any mass-production 
application such as design and manufacture of automotive parts, machine equipment, or plastics fabrication. The 
htegration between thermal, structural and optical analysis can be useful in any field which requires maintenance 
of close tolemces between optical components; examples are automated fabricationlassembly lines which use 
lasers for psition measurement, scientific laboratories which use lasers for experimentation and measurement, 
m d  of course research and development centers such as LaRC in developing sensitive optical instruments for 
applications such as remote sensing of pollutants. The animation of thermal analyses can be of significant use in 
my field whelre understanding of thermal flow is critical. Examples include plastics manufacturing (such as 
mo8dhg atd extrusion processes), automotive engine design, electronic design and fabrication, analysis of 
c h e ~ c a l  reactions, and power plant design. 
The efforts of Kelly Smith in structural analysis, Steve Hughes in design, Maria Mitchum in software 
development, and Greg Hennan, Alan Little and Andrew Cheng in optical analysis are gratefully acknowledged. 
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ABSTRACT 
The Data System Dynamic Simulator (DSDS) is a discrete event simulation tool. It was deveiopd for 
NASA for the specific purpose of evaluating candidate architectures for data systems of the S p a  S m ~ o n  
era. DSDS provides three methods for meeting this requirement. First, the user has access to a l i b r q  of 
standard pre-programmed elements. These elements represent tailorable components of NASA data $ys&ms 
and can be connected in any logical manner. Secondly, DSDS supports the development of addidsnd 
elements. This allows the more sophisticated DSDS user the option of extending the standard element set, 
Thirdly, DSDS supports the use of data streams simulation. Data streams is the name given to a technique 
that ignores packet boundaries, but is sensitive to rate changes. Because rate changes are rare cornpad to 
packet arrivals in a typical NASA data system, data stream simulations require a fraction of the CPU mn 
time. Additionally, the data stream technique is considerably more accurate than another commonly-udl 
optimization technique. 
INTRODUCTION 
Development of the Data Systems Dynamic Simulator (DSDS) started in the late 1970's at Mwshall SpBxe  
Flight Center. Under contract to NASA, the General Electric Company was tasked to build a discrete event 
simulation tool especially suited for modeling NASA end-toend data systems of the Space Shuttle md 
Space Station eras. Since then, DSDS has been in continual use. In 1985 the management and control sf 
DSDS was transferred to Goddard Space Flight Center. 
In 1986, Stanford Telecom was tasked by the Customer Data Operations Service (CDOS) project at GSFC 
to develop an end-to-end model of CDOS. Although CDOS, now called EDOS, is a ground-bas& system> 
it was necessary to accurately model the sequence of data arriving at EDOS (from space). The objetive of 
the EDOS model was to study the traffic and mission profile for selected twenty four hour perids. As in 
any modeling task, the proper tool selection is an essential step. Therefore, EDOS personnel searched for a 
suitable tool to meet the EDOS model requirements. 
Because of EDOS' high data rates, complexity and excessive simulated time requirement, the search provex3 
to be difficult. None of the tools or languages surveyed supported a suitable optimization technique. It was 
decided that the data stream modeling optimization technique offered the best potential solution. While the 
data stream theory was well known, the method had never been implemented on a scale suitable for the 
EDOS model. A survey of existing tools was done, and DSDS was selected for the following hasons: it 
was NASA-owned and maintained, it was extensible and it supported orbital modeling. 
Since 1986, data streams have been used to model other NASA end-to-end data systems, including Space 
Station Freedom (SSF) and the Earth Observing System (EOS). 
DSDS OVERVIEW 
DSDS conlains predefined, configurable elements that can be used to represent components of a data 
system. Examples of elements that are available for simulating systems are CPU's, data generators 
(xieandfic instruments or experiments), orbit calculators and schedulers. A model is constructed by linking 
elements together to represent a network over which simulated data will flow. Sizes of queues and time to 
send between elements can be simulated. From the results of the simulation the sizes of buffers, the 
s@ of processors and the speeds of data links that will be needed for the system to have a particular 
pdomsance can be determined. Though DSDS itself does not process cost information, once the types of 
compnents are determined, the modeler can then determine the price of the proposed system. 
The mde1 assumes that data is sent between elements in a packet. The packets can be simulated in one of 
two mdes: packet by packet or as a data stream. Using packet simulation, packets are sent through the 
system one at a time. In the data streams model the system is modeled by using the rate at which data is 
k i n g  sent through the system. Both simulation techniques are discussed further below. 
As shown in Figure 1, there are four main parts to DSDS: SETUP, SIMULATE, GRAPHICS and 
USRLOWD. SETUP is where the user defines the elements to be used and how they are to be 
inkzonnected. Parameters for each element allow the elements' behavior to be customized for different 
a~licahons. SIMULATE is where a model of a system is simulated. SIMULATE displays graphics on 
the profless of the simulation, displays other statistics, has debugging capabilities to trace through a 
simula~on, and produces reports that provide statistics on queue lengths and time for data to flow through 
the system. GRAPHICS prints plots and reports generated by SIMULATE. USRLOAD lets users extend 
DSDS by allowing them to write their own elements. 
User 
Reports 
Figure 1: Components and flow of data in DSDS. 
DSDS is a block-oriented simulation tool. Standard DSDS consists of a library of about fifty pre- 
pasgrmrned blocks (i.e., elements). The use of standard DSDS blocks require no programming. Each 
DSDS block has a unique number identifier plus a name. Block names identify a type of operation such as 
CPU, DUPLIC, AND, OR, BRANCH, etc. Alias names are optional. 
DSDS users are prompted to choose default values or enter appropriate parameters such as packet size, 
priority, data type, destination block, processing rate, etc. DSDS elements are connected by lines or links 
that are specified by the model builder. During model execution, information is passed from black to block 
via these links. 
In DSDS, the movement of information is called an event. A DSDS event is represented by a men@ five 
word FORTRAN array. Array words contain specific attributes about the event (e-g., name, prionity, 
destination, number of bits, data type). A FORTRAN subroutine is associated with each block. The 
arrival of an event invokes the subroutine code which in turn performs the simulated operation. 
Each event arrival changes the state of the system being modeled. System states are recorded in a t h e -  
ordered history, called a timeline file, that is created and maintained by DSDS as the simulation p 
Data from a timeline can be converted interactively or off line into customized graphs and/or r epm.  
Events occur in simulated time. The next event may happen in a micro-second or a day. Therefore there is 
no relationship between wall clock time and simulated time. However, the number of events p r m e s d  has 
a direct relationship to CPU run time. This issue will be discussed later. 
The user of standard DSDS is constrained by the functionality of a finite set of blocks (or elements). 
Standard DSDS constraints are indicative of similar tools with pre-programmed elements. The cmsminbs 
are twofold. The first is the nuisance factor. While it may be possible to get the job done with s ~ n h d  
elements, the model configuration is not economical. In these cases, simplification could be accomplished 
with a customized element. In the second, more serious case, functionality does not exist. Then it 
becomes essential that a new element be constructed. 
USRLOAD supports the development of user-defined elements. The modeler is provided with a emplate 
and prompted to describe characteristics, such as name, number of user parameters, number of queues, etc, 
A documented set of DSDS utility functions is available to the user. The use of these utilities gmaankes 
that the user-defined element will function consistently with the elements in the standard set. However* the 
user is required to write a FORTRAN subroutine with the desired functionality. 
The integration of userdefined elements into the standard set is decided by the DSDS manager. Exmples 
of user elements which have been ported to the standard set include two TP-4 protocol elements. lllnese 
elements were developed by a DSDS user (LinCom Corporation) for Johnson Space Flight Center (JSC). 
The user extension feature gives rise to the term "Dynamic" in the name Data Systems Dynamic Simulator. 
OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES 
Large complex data systems create an extremely large volume of data. A limiting factor, when mdeling 
these data systems, is the amount of simulation (CPU) run time required to complete the simulation. The 
CPU run time increases when the number of events in the simulation increases. When generated each 
packet creates an event. As the packets flow through the model (being queued, processed, sorted, ehc.) more 
events are created, thus increasing the CPU run time of the simulation. For large complex data syslems 
with extremely large volumes of data the number of events generated can become overwhelming. Since the 
purpose of doing a simulation is to try different configurations, determine potential bottlenecks, md test out 
the effects of different components with different costs and performance, it is important to be able to mw a 
simulation many times in a timely fashion. This allows different versions of the model to be compued to 
determine which components would work best given system constraints, such as price and perfommce, 
To bring simulation run times down to a reasonable value, modelers often use optimization techniques. 
The next two sections describe two different optimization techniques and their use with DSDS. 
When modeling a NASA system, the data that passes through it is divided into packets. Packets $or 
messages) may be characterized by size. In standard DSDS, packet size is a parameter that is supplied by 
the user. The size of these data packets can vary, but the typical NASA packet size is in the range of 
10,W bits. Very large numbers of packets are associated with the simulation of current and emerging 
NASA data systems. Every packet transfer results in a state change within the model. Each state change 
rquires CP"U run time. For instance, to simulate a 24 hour "true" EDOS model it would take more than a 
day of CPU time on a relatively fast computer (VAX 8600). 
As complexity, data rates and need for longer model run times increases, so does the need for an 
opdmkasion technique. Artificially raising the packet sue is one way of optimizing the simulation. By 
incemsinmg the packet size, say from 10,000 to 100,000 bits, CPU run time is reduced by a factor of 10 due 
to the decrease in events flowing through the system. Unfortunately, increasing the size of packets results 
in errors. The magnitude of the error can be predicted by comparing the results to a "truth" model. A truth 
model is one constructed with the "real" packet size. It is compared to a test model which is constructed 
with the elevated packet size. However, it is impractical to develop a truth model for some large systems, 
such a EDOS. The model, when fully configured, would consist of more than 100 payloads (experiments). 
Before reaching users, payload data must pass through 10 or more processing points. Thus it is not easy to 
de~em~ine the effects on the fidelity of the modeling results when the packets are inflated artificially. 
The data streams technique is another way of optimizing the modeling process. As stated above, she 
objective is to reduce the number of events in a given simulation run. The data streams method models rate 
changes rather than individual packets. Consider the example of an experiment which transmits a 10,000 
bit packet at the constant rate of 100 packets per second. Consider also that the experiment transmits 10 
minuks each orbit. In a "true" model this translates into 600,000 packets (events) per 10 minute duty 
cycle. A data stream represents this duty cycle as two events; namely one start and one end. (The data 
s m e m  would be characterized as a 10 minute srream with a transmission rate of 600,OO bits per second.) 
The key t~ understanding the data stream methodology is that it takes advantage of the linear flow of data 
between state changes. The speed at which the simulation runs for the data streams method is not dependent 
on the volume of packets, but instead is dependent on the number of times the data rate changes. The data 
s u m s  method requires less computation and thus reduces the time to simulate the passing of data thmugh 
the system. Data streams take advantage of the fact that data systems behave linearly between state 
chmges. Therefore, data streams can model the effects of the changes in the data rates of a system rather 
than modeling each individual packet. This optimizing method will also reduces the CPU run time of a 
sibnuladon due to the decrease in events. 
Owe hf fe~nce  between packet and data stream modeling is the way a processor's bandwidth is allocated. A 
packer, no matter its size, occupies the entire bandwidth of its processor for some finite period of time. 
Data streams, on the other hand, occupy only that portion of the bandwidth which is equal to or less than 
its ~hmsmission rate. Furthermore, data streams share the bandwidth proportionally on a first in, first out 
basis with other competing streams. 
Data seeam simulation is tantamount to modeling with infinitesimally small (approximately 1 bit) 
packeks. Hn terms of magnitude, 1 bit is closer to 10,000 than 20,000 bits and more. Based upon this 
empirical point alone, an assumption could be made that errors induced by data stream optimization would 
be less. 
An exprirnent was performed to assess the error produced by artificially increasing the packet size of a 
packet model of a system and the error introduced by data streams modeling. Models using these 
optimization techniques were compared to a "Truth Model" - a model which is run using the actual packet 
six.  Figure 2 shows the model that was used for the experiment. Figure 3 shows the run times of the 
7rru.h Mdel  where the packet sizes were 15 Kilobits (reflecting the actual implementation), a model where 
the packet size was artificially expanded to 1 Megabit packets, and the data streams methodology. As 
expected, the Truth Model ran the longest, 3,279 CPU seconds. The expanded packet model ran for 47 
seconds and the data streams model for 62 seconds. 
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Figure 2: System used to compare data streams, artificially inflated packet and truth models. 
Figure 4 illustrates the percentage of difference for the data's mean transit times from source to sink of the 
expanded packet model and the data stream model when compared to the truth model. As can be seen, there 
is a significant amount of error introduced in the mean transit times of the data when the packet size is 
artificially increased. The mean transit time errors in the data stream model were negligible when compxd  
to the expanded packet model for all six payloads. 
A second experiment was also designed to determine the reason for the mean transit time errors found wl-sen 
artificially expanding the packet sizes. It was speculated that the error was due largely to the m o u n t  of 
queuing experienced in the system, so the second system was designed so the data reached the user not in 
near real time, but within an hour, which would reduce the amount of queuing in the system. The thee 
models (truth, expanded packet, and data stream) were again constructed and executed. Figure 5 shows that 
the percentage of difference when comparing the expanded packet and the data stream model models to b e  
truth model is not as significant in the one hour data delivery system as the near real time system. 
However, in both systems the data stream model had less enor than the expanded packet model. 
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Figure 5: Mean transit time difference for one hour data delivery system. 
COMMERCIAL POTENTIAL 
Modeling has always been a valuable method for determining and validating requirements and desies for 
network-based systems. This is becoming even more important today. Competition in bids for 
commercial, military and other government contracts and a decrease in available make simulations of 
networks during the requirements and design phases of systems more important. In addition, because the 
systems are becoming larger and more complex, they are becoming harder to understand, and it is more 
difficult to predict their performance. By modeling these systems early problems can be detected. Modieling 
saves time and money in the long term by helping to identify potential problems (e.g. bottle necks). 
Lastly, detecting problems before development has the potential for large savings. The earlier errors me 
detected in a design, the less expensive it is to fix. 
The commercial potential of DSDS is evident when compared with recent releases of other modeling tools. 
Other simulations use only the packet modcl simulation and not the data streams method. These syskms 
require more simulation time and are more prone to error for the modeling of large end-to-end syskems, 
Though the current commercial tools do not support the data streams methodology, vendors have expressed 
a desire to incorporate it into their products. 
One commercial application of data streams is obvious: they can be used to simulate data management 
systems, whether NASA related or not. Packets can be used to represent entities in the general sense; 
people, cars, planes, boxes, bags or pencils to name a few. Similarly, data streams can be used 1.0 model 
the flow of people, cars, planes, boxes, bags and pencils. Data stream modeling is not intended to replace 
packet modeling. However, data streams can be used effectively as an alternative to artificially inflaifing the 
size of packets. 
CURRENT WORK 
Work on DSDS is still being performed. We are currently adding a graphical user interface, invesfiga~ng 
an expanded use of data streams, and developing of an integrated simulation system. The following 
paragraphs discuss each of these areas. 
n e  &went user interface for DSDS is a menu-based system where users type in the name of each element 
and the names of other elements that the first is connected to. A new graphical user interface is being 
deve lo~d  that will allow users to draw the elements of the model and physically connect them together on a 
bitmap@ screen. This will allow modelers to see their model as they develop it. The new interface will 
also S U P ~ B I  hierarchies so that the model can be developed in a structured, top-down or bottom-up fashion. 
Figure 6 shows an example of a model drawn using the new graphical user interface. 
Figure 6: New graphical user interface for DSDS. 
To date, h e  use of data streams has been limited to modeling of large, high-level, end-to-end data systems. 
These models have been characterized by duty cycles which produce millions of packets in a continuous 
mode. A recent study by Code 520 at GSFC has also demonstrated the potential of data streams for general 
p q o s e  mdeling. The study concentrated on the suitability of data streams for non-linear arrival patterns. 
Snmulatiows were run with varying numbers of packet arrivals being simulated as streams. As expected, the 
s w c m s  which emulated the least number of arrivals gave the best results. The study reinforced the 
conciiusion that data streams, when used for the purpose of optimizing CPU run time, are more accurate 
than mificially-inflated packets. In any case where the real packet size must be violated, the data stream 
option should be considered. 
AIB integrated modeling environment called the Signal Analysis Modeling System is also being developed 
@ S S U P ~ P B ) ~  pre-mission specification, storage, archival and analysis of spacecraft signal data. To achieve 
this, SAM$ contains a relational database system (Oracle), an Experiment Scheduling System (ESS), a 
sirnulaition system (DSDS), and a desktop publishing system (Asterix). The Oracle database contains 
housm& of records describing the commands to be sent to the spacecraft, together with the measurements 
to be collected by the onboard sensors in response to the command stimulus. This database information is 
exported to the scheduling system, which generates a timeline of operations by scheduling the use of the 
onboard activities in such a way as to resolve conflicts. The ESS timeline is then exported to DSDS and 
used as a driver to populate a sirnulalion model of the end-to-end NASA data system. The DSDS m&eL 
then yields insight into the performance of the individual and aggregate data processing and data 
communication sub-systems. Finally, the Asterix desktop publishing system is used to capture the input. 
data and output products generated by the other tools, such that a single, comprehensive report can be 
produced documenting the results of all the analyses performed. 
CONCLUSION 
DSDS has been used for a number of years on NASA projects but has not been released to the general 
public. The combination of the packet modeling, data streams modeling and extensibility makes the tool 
versatile and suitable for many different modeling situations. The data streams optimization technique 
allows accurate modeling of high data rate systems that could not be modeled accurately using the expmded 
packet optimization technique. As more high data rate systems are used in government and commexhl 
applications, a technique such as data streams will be come essential for modeling their perfommce in a 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper describes two processing algorithms that can be implemented optically: the Radon wansfohm 
and angular correlation. These two algorithms can be combined in one optical processor to extract dl the basic 
geometric and amplitude features from objects embedded in video imagery. We show that the intemd mplitude 
structure of objects is recovered by the Radon transform, which is a well-known result, but, in adation, we show 
simulation results that calculate angular correlation, a simple but unique algorithm that extracts object b o u n h e s  
from suitably thresholded images from which length, width, area, aspect ratio, and orientation can be derived. I[n 
addition to circumventing scale and rotation distortions, these simulations indicate that the features derived from the 
angular correlation algorithm are relatively insensitive to tracking shifts and image noise. Some optical aurehitwtwe 
concepts, including one based on micro-optical lenslet arrays, have been developed to implement these Agorifims, 
Simulation test and evaluation using simple synthetic object data will be described, including results of a study that 
uses object boundaries (derivable from angular correlation) to classify simple objects using a neural neltwork, 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Optics and pattern recognition are key areas for systems development for both DoD and civilian 
applications, including tactical missile guidance, strategic surveillance, optical parts inspection, rnedicd imaging 
and non-destructive evaluation. Both passive imaging sensors (infrared (IR) and visible) and active microwave 
imaging sensors have been employed in many systems to date, but pattern recognition solutions in conjunction 
with these sensors are highly application dependent and have required extensive training. These factors have precluded 
extensive development. 
The objective of this paper is to describe the concept of an optical processor for object messswemcnt that 
can be interfaced to a variety of sensors, including imaging IR, optical machine vision systems and synbetic 
aperture radar (SAR), thus making it very versatile. The optical processor will be used in conjunction with a neural 
network algorithm to classify objects. Another goal is to provide a preliminary report on the effecbveness of the 
measurement and classification algorithms that we plan to implement with optics and digital electronics, 
respectively. 
One of the key concerns in the design of optical feature extractors and image matchers for target rwognstion 
is that performance be invariant with respect to position, scale and rotation distortions. In many cases baditiond 
approaches have involved complicated mathematical transformations to achieve distortion i n ~ ~ m c c l - ~ .  Our 
approach3-5 offers a compact distortion-insensitive method of optical correlation using primitive image opelmtions 
such as image replication, multiplication, integration, and detection, and is useful in viewing objects in plan-view.. 
One of the key aspects of this approach is that we use optical correlation to measure objects rather than 
them. We leave the matching up to a neural network. 
Our optical processo$ concept implements the optical Radon (or Hough) transform and the APL 
developed optical angular correlation technique, followed by appropriate numerical processing, and a new1 wet 
classifier. The angular correlator is a unique development that enables object symmetry, orientation, pimitive 
dimensions and boundary to be estimated. Along with the well-developed Hough transform, which pro~iides 
information on the internal structure of objects, these features collectively describe most simple c b s e d - b o m m  
objects in an elegant and compact way, thus affording generic object measurement and the prospect of effective 
object classification. The only major requirements for this processor are that the input imaging sensor employ 
de t~ t ion  with adaptive thresholding and centroid tracking, both of which are common (or easily implemented) 
a t~bu tes  of most imaging sensors. 
The key components of this overall concept are laid out in Figure I. Basically, the overail system consists 
of four stages: an optical interface to an appropriate sensor display or entrance optics, optical processor for angular 
cornlation and (optional) Hough transform, digital processor for calculating various features of the object data, and 
finally, a digital or analog neural network. Either of two techniques have been considered for rotating input 
imagew: video feedback (time-multiplexing) or multiple aperture optics (space-multiplexing). (However, image 
mbtion is not critical to implementing the angular correlation algorithm.) Early  effort^^‘^ using video feedback 
explored the Hough transform and angular correlation in a single-channel (time-multiplexed) implementation. 
S h 2 a  concepts in multi-aperture optical processors have been proposed for these and other applicationsg-12 and 
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Figtare 1, Block diagram of angular correlator architecture (items denoted by * are optional). 
What we will concentrate on in this paper is the evaluation of a simulation of the angular correlation 
dgoa^ithm in conjunction with a winner-take-all associative memory (WAM) neural net. Both of these algorithms 
were developed at JHUIAPL and are currently in the process of implementation. Some aspects of the 
impbmenQPion of the angular correlator will also be described. 
2. ANGULAR CORRELATION 
Many kinds of correlation algorithms have been implemented for pattern matching applications. Most 
comeladon algorithms shift one image with respect to the other while calculating the area of overlap. Angular 
comelation simply calculates the area of overlap versus angle. The resulting set of correlation values can be used to 
recover the boundary of an object if the object is thresholded and binarized and the other object is a slit. Since the 
angular correlation algorithm uses rotation, the need for rotational invariance is obviated. Scale invariance is 
kellevmt to angular correlation because it measures an object. The optical implementation uses incoherent light 
( d b w b g  the use of standard camera optics or video displays as image inputs) and multi-aperture optics (making it 
light-weight and compact using off-the-shelf components). 
Primitive features of an object can also be determined by using angular correlation. Object pfimitives 
include: area, length, width, aspect ratio, symmetry, and orientation. For most simple objects p e ~ d c i t y  of the 
boundary is directly related to symmetry. For a square (which has four-fold symmetry), the per?;acity is lei2 
(2x/4), whereas for an equilateral triangle (three-fold symmetry), the periodicity is 2x13. With the object centered, 
the peak values of the recovered boundary are related to the maximum extent of the object. The miimum value of 
the boundary curve is the minimum dimension of the object through its centroid. Taking the ratio of the 
maximum and minimum values of the recovered boundary yields the aspect ratio of a simple two-fo:oild symmekPic 
object like a rectangle or an ellipse. The minimum value of the recovered boundary curve (or "bias") is also a 
measure of the image "mass" concentration of the object about its centroid. For example, the b o m h y  of a star 
shaped object is a set of periodic peaks with a lower bias than the boundary of a square which has m o ~  image 
"mass" at its center (see Figure 5). 
For angular correlation, both objects have to be centered with respect to a common origin. In that case the 
maximum correlation value gives the cue for selection of an optimal Radon transform slice. The peak conela~on 
values for offset slits are less than the peak correlation value of a slit with no offset as shown in Fig. 2(a). Even 
for large offsets the periodicity and optimum cueing angle remain unchanged. Thus a key assumption necessq for 
implementing this algorithm digitally or optically is that the object be centroid tracked, something often achieved in 
practice with imaging sensors and good tracking systems. 
Figure 2. (a) Angular correlation of ellipse for varying offsets of correlation slit, (b) poBar 
plot of ellipse with substantial image noise (SNR = 8), and (c) cleaned-up ellipse 
boundary using a thresholded first-forward difference filter. 
Consider the angular cross-correlation of a slit (extending over the entire image) with an ellipse in more 
detail. When the slit and the major axis of the ellipse are oriented horizontally, the area of overlap is approxhately 
the width of the slit multiplied by the major axis of the ellipse. By decreasing the slit width, the intersecting: area 
approaches the length of the major axis of the ellipse. As the slit is rotated, the area of overlap is the: b u n -  sf 
the object at the slit angle. Angular cross-correlation for binarized images can then be expressed rnathematicdly as: 
where BK;GL[T/~;~,~(~' + 0)] is a functional description of a rectangular slit rotated by an angle 0, and rect[r/r(0')] is the 
comespnding description for the desired object. 
Ideally the slit width should approach zero to recover the exact boundary of an object, but in practice we 
must measme a finite signal. The minimum sampling angle necessary to sample the boundary of an object and to 
satisfy the Nyquist sampling criterion can be calculated by examining the Fourier spectrum of the boundary 
function to obtain the cutoff frequency. Then the appropriate slit width can be determined from this using simple 
geomem. Essentially this means that complex binarized objects should be cross-correlated with a slit one pixel 
wide. In the digital simulation, the slit is rotated while the image remains fixed. If the image is noise-free, then 
the boun- recovered is exact. However if the image is extremely noisy, then the recovered boundary will have 
spikes on it as shown in Figure 2(b). A noisy boundary can be filtered to recover the smooth boundary by using 
h e  Nyquist bandwidlh of the boundary function to set a low-pass filter cutoff (or by using a first-forward difference 
with a limiting threshold as was done for Fig. 2(c)). 
The angular correlation algorithm is effective on simple convex shapes, such as rectangles, triangles, 
elllipsss, md circles, and some concave shapes such as stars and gears. Objects that do not have simple closed 
bcsund~es are those with re-entrant boundaries and multiple boundaries, as shown in Figure 3. For objects with 
such bound~es ,  the estimated boundary recovered by angular correlation will not necessarily enable it to be 
discbhated from other (simpler) boundaries because only the total area of overlap is recovered. In other words, the 
area of overlap between the slit and object is a single value that does not contain any information about boundaries 
within the slnt. 
Figure 3,  Objects and boundary functions of shapes with (a) re-entrant boundaries and (b) 
multiple boundaries. 
3. IIOUGN TRANSFORM 
The Hough (or Radon) transform is a well known mathematical transform used in image processing to 
rwonsmct olbjecrs. The Radon transform is a collection of 1-D projections. For each angle 0, an object's amplitude 
projection is obbined by integration perpendicular to the p-axis (which is the x-axis rotated by 0). The complete 
Radon wansfom is given by: 
m m 
FR(P,~) = j [ - 0 )  q p  - r*n) d2r 
- ca (2) 
where the 2-D object is defined by the function f(r) and n is the unit vector normal to the p-axis. The (p,0) 
coordinates represent Radon space. An interesting connection can be drawn between the Radon transform and 
comelabon. If, instead of calculating the angular correlation we calculate the annular correlation. i.e.: 
we can obtain a result that is equivalent to the Radon transform averaged over all 8. For simple 2-fold symmemc 
objects (like a rectangle or ellipse) embedded in backgrounds that can be well-thresholded the result is very n m l y  the 
same as a single optimal Radon slice. This result is particularly useful for recovering the re-entrant and mul6ple- 
boundary objects mentioned earlier. The combined annular correlation (Radon transform) and angular cornladon 
yield the correct reconstructions for these two cases as shown in Fig's. 4(a) and (b). 
Figure 4. (a) Reconstructed re-entrant boundary shape and (b) multiple boundary shape 
resulting from the use of angular and annular correlation (or Radon transform), 
The Hough transform can also be used to classify objects compared with or without angular comelation, 
especially 2-fold symmetric objects. If angular correlation is used the angle corresponding to maximum comeladon 
is used to determine the orientation of the object containing the maximum information from the Hough Wansfom. 
The internal amplitude profile of the object along this orientation is usually the optimal I-Iough wansform slice. 
Given the orientation and the corresponding profile of an object (or its Fourier components), classification 
algorithms have been used to identify the object3. Primitive features of the object such as length, width, and aspect 
ratio and orientation derived from angular correlation have also been used along with the Hough wansfom to 
improve neural net classification rates3. 
4. SIMULATION OF ANGULAR CORRELATOR 
Before implementing the angular correlator optically, it is useful to simulate it on a computer usmg a set 
of simple synthetic geometric objects shown in Figure 5. These objects were chosen to include four-fold, three-fold, 
and two-fold objects as well as an object with multiple boundaries (Figure 5(d)) and an object with a R-en@mt 
boundary (Figure 5@)). For objects with multiple boundaries, the recovered boundary curve shows the outline of 
all the objects but not the boundaries between distinct constituent objects. The four-fold objects were chosen to 
compare shapes with differing irnage "mass" concentrations (square, plus-sign, rotor, and star) and perhrbaoons 
from a square (trapezoid, parallelogram, and quadrilateral). The three-fold objects were arranged to compm on the 
basis of image "mass" concentrations (triangle and three-pointed star) and evidence of bilateral syrnmebagi (ssosceles 
triangle and triangle with concave sides). The two-fold objects were chosen to reflect differences in b u n -  
fxvquency content (rectangle versus ellipse) and phase (ellipse versus rotated ellipse). For the object with the re- 
enmnt bun-, the angular correlation algorithm recovers a straight line approximation of the interior concave 
sides (Figmes 3(a) & 5(p)). For the multiple boundary object (five circles), the correlation algorithm does not 
detect disjoht boundaries (Figures 3(b) & 5(d)). In these two cases, the recovered boundary from the angular 
conelation algorithm is not sufficient to calculate the exact primitive features of the object or objects within the 
image. However, as stated before, the Hough transform may be used to recover the internal structure of these 
objects. Oahenvise boundaries of the remaining objects are recovered successfully. 
5. OPTICAL HARDWARE 
The angular correlator and the Hough transformer can be implemented optically in two basic architectures: 
time multiplexing (video feedback) or space multiplexing (multiple lenslet arrays). Although the feedback approach 
was fist implemented as described previously3-4, the preferred implementation is a multi-aperture micro-optical 
mhitectuse. A multi-aperture optical system to optically rotate an image, calculate its Hough transform and recover 
its bun-  using angular correlation has been conceived5, and the experimental breadboard is shown in Figure 6. 
This breadboard includes a video display and collimating lens that serve as the optical interface to represent object 
space. The actual optical processor is preceded by a zoom lens and (optional) microchannel plate. The microchannel 
plate foms a real image to be replicated by the multi-lenslet array. It can also be used in a saturated mode to 
b i n ~ z e  the object. Alternatively the original video display can project through (as a virtual object), or a fiber optic 
winQw or: binarizing spatial light modulator can be used to create a displayed image. The replicated images are 
passed though a fixed mask onto a multiple detector array as shown in Fig. 6 (inset(a)). Each detector spatially 
integrates the superposition of each replicated image and the 
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Figure 5, Object boundaries recovered by angular correlation, grouped by symmetry and used 
to evaluate the neural network simulation. 
corresponding mask pattern. For angular correlation the mask consists of a series of rotated half-plane slirs xs shown 
in Fig. 6 (insettb)). For annular correlation (@averaged Hough transform) it is a series of annuli as shown rni Flp. 6 
(inset(c)). Ordinarily. in order to implement the Hough transform. the image has to be rotated. Previous t~ptbcai 
architectures use mechanical rotation schemes6. but mechanical devices have reliability problems and will rrlwqs be 
a throughput bottleneck. Replicating the image optically and rotating either the images optically or the pinttern 
elements of the processor mask will substantially increase the throughput and reliability. Other functions ckul also 
be performed, such as tracking. using simple mask patterns. The detector outputs are then preamplified. filtcl-ed. 
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Fig. 6. Optical hardware layout for experilnental breadboard opticalldigital processor for 
pattern recognition, showing detector plane (inset a) and masks for angular and 
annular correlation (insets b and c) 
6. DIGITAL NEURAL NETWORK CLASSIFIER EVALUATION 
We can easily distinguish between two-fold, three-fold, and four-fold symmebric objects, i.e.: &fferentiate a 
rectangle, triangle, and square using symmetry alone. The next higher level of discrimination within the same 
symmetry class is "bias" or the minimum value of the boundary curve. At this level, image "mass" concenia:ahons 
(spatially integrated intensities) of objects are compared, as given by the ratio of minimum to maxhum radii of the 
object. The lower the ratio, the greater the image "mass" concentration. (with a minimum of 1 for the circle). For 
instance, at this level we can separate a rotor from a star. Although it won't be discussed here, Fourier spectra of the 
boundary can also be used to categorize these objects. This approach is similar to Fourier boundary desefipitsrs 
described elsewhere1 
d e s ~ M  elsewhere1 
In this section we will focus on a neural network that uses the boundaries obtained by angular correlation 
for class$ication. The angular correlation outputs will be matched against patterns stored in a digital simulation of 
an andog VLSI neural network under development at APL. This neural network paradigm is a modification of the 
Bi-dke~Bisnrai Associative Memory (BAM) developed by ISosko14 in which the hidden layer is replaced by a wimer- 
take-dl jayer15. Using the winner-take-all layer eliminates the need for the output to be fed back to the input and 
eliminates convergence problems prevalent in feedback networks. In the winner-take-all layer, one neuron 
dominates all other neurons within the layer and allows only one match to occur, thus removing the ambiguity in 
pattern malchhg applications. The input patterns are stored as weights of the hidden layer in a bipolar format (off- 
bits represented by -1 and on-bits represented by +I). The input pattern is fed into the winner-take-all associative 
memory P A W ,  and a binary code representing the matched pattern is the output. 
The operation of the WAM can be explained using matrix multiplication. The boundary patterns generated 
by angular correlation are thresholded, binarized and stored in a pattern matrix. To match the stored patterns against 
an input pattern, the inner product of the transpose of input vector and the pattern matrix is calculated. An input 
boumdw can then be compared to all of the stored boundaries by forming the correlation matrix. The resulting 
conelation matrix is a measure of how similar individual stored patterns are to other stored patterns in the pattern 
matrix. If the correlation matrix has all unity diagonal terms and zero off-diagonal terms, then each input pattern 
matches itself exactly and is perfectly distinguishable from the other patterns within the pattern matrix. For more 
&tails see reference (16). 
Figwe 5 shows the objects used to test this network. The objects were first presorted according to their 
symmewy. The re-entrant curve was placed in its own class and was compared with all the objects in the other 
three symmeq classes. The boundary curves of the presorted objects were binarized with three different threshold 
Bevels: median, high and low and stored as rows in separate pattern matrices within each symmetry class. The 
patterns are also subsampled to 40 data points to simulate more closely the actual VLSI implementation of this 
network, which stores 116 patterns each 124 bits long. Each of the thresholded versions of each boundary pattern 
were concatenated, padded with zeros and fed in as a pattern of 124 bits into the WAM simulation. The resulting 
comelahican matrices for the four-fold (A), three-fold (B), two-fold (C) classes, and the re-entrant (D) class are: 
(0 (j) (k) (1) r l.0000 -0.1167 0.9000 0.45001 (i) 
-0.1167 1.0000 -0.1167 0.3667 (j) 
=I 0.9000 -0.1167 1.0000 0.3833 1 (k) L 0.4500 0.3667 0.3833 1.0000j (1) 
Under these conditions the patterns are clearly distinguishable from each other. For each column, there is 
a single maximum value. These results show that if multiple thresholds are used, then boundary curves can be 
sub-sampled and still be matched using the WAM network. The number of samples needed to adequately smple 
the boundary function determines the number of channels required for the multi-aperture optical architecture. Shce 
the complexity of the multi-aperture design decreases as the number of channels decrease, sub-sampling the 
boundary functions and using three thresholds minimizes the number of optical channels needed to compute the 
angular correlation. Having fewer optical channels also simplifies the interface electronics needed to trmsfer the 
detector signals to the neural network. Since the storage capacity of the WAM is limited, as the number of 
thresholds increases, the amount of boundary samples must decrease. The optimal number of thresholds md the 
minimum number of samples required is a trade-off issue that is application dependent and requires f m ~ e r  study. 
7. APPLICATIONS 
Some of the applications well suited for this classifier based on angular correlation algobihm include 
optical parts inspection, machine vision, non-destructive evaluation, medical imaging, strategic surveidEmce, and 
tactical missile guidance. For missile guidance, this classifier can be employed in a SAR sensor to recognize taxgets 
such as ships. In strategic surveillance the angular correlator can be mated to one of several different sensors which 
include optical, infrared, SAR, or microwave radiometric sensors. For non-destructive evaluation, the patterns 
contained in the surface morphology of the test object can be measured using the angular correlator and pfimirives 
derived from it. In the area of medical imaging the growth, shape and size of retinal lesions can be merasured and 
tracked over time using this algorithm to recover the boundary of the diseased area. In machine vision, a mbot can 
use this algorithm to recognize, avoid, or manipulate objects using boundaries. 
For optical parts inspection, parts traveling down a conveyor belt can be imaged and replicated through 
the optical interface to extract their boundaries and then sent to the WAM. The WAM matches the pat's b o u n q  
to one of the stored boundaries. Further action may be taken depending on whether there is a match or not, such as 
sorting. The parts inspection or sorting task is a well-constrained task. The placement and orientation of the moving 
parts can be well defined and the boundaries of the parts are well-known. The boundaries can be thesholded to 
obtain the best match and stored in the pattern matrix. The simplicity of this design makes this correlalos compact, 
reliable and suitable for the factory environment. In this correlator, the throughput is limited by the electronics 
used to scan the detector array and the WAM. The detector array can be scanned on the order of microseconds and 
the processing time of the WAM is on the order of 100 microseconds. Thus the correlator should be able to classify 
objects on a conveyor within 100-200 microseconds, thus making it suitable for fast conveyors. 
8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
In this paper we have described angular correlation algorithm that can be used to obtain the b u n d m  of m 
object. From the boundary, the object can be recognized using a neural network. A winner-take-& associative 
memory (WAM) network was used to match the object boundaries with stored boundaries. The resulls faronn the 
WAM simulation showed that it is possible to recognize objects based on their boundary. The angular co~~eldioa?: 
algorithm can be easily implemented using multi-aperture optics to replicate the input object and cross-correlate it 
with a series of rotated slits. This implementation is well-suited to interface with the WAM for classificadoir~. With 
multiple thresholds, the boundary curves can be decimated and still be recognized by the WAM. Even aradzied or 
perturbed objects can be identified using multiple thresholds. The boundary of the object is derived opticdny in 
parallel almost instantaneously, and the throughput is limited to less than 100-200 microseconds by the read-out 
electronics and the WAM classifier. One of the many applications for this hybrid processor is optical pses 
inspection where a set of objects with known boundaries can be matched to the stored boundaries. 
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VISION-AIDED MONITORING & CONTROL OF THERMAL SPRAY, SPRAY FORMING, 
AND WELDING PROCESSES 
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ABSTRACT 
Vision is one of the most powerful forms of non-contact sensing for monitoring and control of manufactusang 
processes. However, processes involving an arc plasma or flame such as welding or thermal spraying pose 
particularly challenging problems to conventional vision sensing and processing techniques. The arc or plasma is not 
typically limited to a single spectral region and thus cannot be easily filtered out optically. This paper presents an 
innovative vision sensing system that uses intense stroboscopic illumination to overpower the arc light mad produce 
a video image that is free of arc light or glare and dedicated image processing and analysis schemes that can enhance 
the video images or extract features of interest and produce quantitative process measures which can be used for 
process monitoring and control. Results of two SBIR programs sponsored by NASA and DOE and fmushg an the 
application of this innovative vision sensing and processing technology to thermal spraying and welding process 
monitoring and control are discussed. 
INTRODUCTION 
Thermal spray processes, electric arc welding, laser welding, and other energy-intensive high luminosi~ i i n d a r s ~  
processes are normally quite difficult to monitor with the human eye because the luminous volume of the plasma or 
flame obscures the details of the behavior of the solid or molten material in the heat affected area F d e m o r e ,  when 
one attempts to use a photographic or video camera, the viewing is further degraded by the extreme bH-ighmess 
variation across the image area, making it impossible to achieve proper exposure throughout the image - except 
possibly for small areas of comparable brightness. Optical filtering with neutral density fdters -like the ones used 
in a welder's helmet - do not particularly help either. In the case of arc welding, one can expect to see a bright 
fireball at the center of the welding pool, but most of the detail at the edge of the welding pool and in the area of the 
welding seam and groove will be lost in relative darkness. With thermal spray processes, the injection m d  flow of 
particles within the plasrna flame is almost totally concealed by the extreme brightness of the flame. bn addition, ejne 
particles quickly accelerate to very high speeds, making their detection even more difficult. 
Over the last six years, Control Vision has developed a unique viewing system capable of overcoming the extreme 
variation in scene brightness created by high luminosity phenomena such as flames, arcs, or plasma and 
electronically producing a video image virtually free of arc glare. This patented system incorporates external 
illumination in the form of intense pulsed laser light. The laser light reflected from the site is for an instant much 
brighter than either the direct or reflected light of the process. The system exploits this situation by viewhg b e  
process with a special-purpose video camera equipped with a CCD video sensor and a very high sped elec~onic 
shutter synchronized with the laser flash and the framing of the video sensor. ' 
This innovative viewing system has already been used in a variety of applications in order to provide visual fedback 
to an operator for in-process monitoring during production or to allow observation of phenomena not oherwfse 
visible during process research and development. In order to incorporate such a sensor in automated process 
monitoring or control applications, it is necessary to develop approaches for processing and analyzing the images 
produced by the sensor and extracting features that can be used for process control. Such customized image 
processing and analysis capabilities have been developed by Automatix on standard computer plagom 'baed nnachine 
vision systems. These developments are being pursued under two SBIR programs sponsored by NASA and DOE. 
The DOE sponsored SBIR program focuses on welding process monitoring and control. Under this effort, Control 
Vision is developing a next-generation vision sensing system that is more compact and can be readily interfaced to a 
robot or other automated welding equipment, whereas Automatix is developing vision processing techniques for 
image enkaracement and image analysis for the detection of important weld features, such as the weld seam, molten 
mela4 pudde, or keyhole and the calculation of relevant dimensional measurements, such as seam-to-puddle offsets or 
puddle gesmeq.  
The NASA sponsored SBIR program focuses on thermal spraying process monitoring and analysis. Special 
twhniques are been developed to suppress the intense light of the flame or plasma and to allow the visualization of 
h e  powder parlicle flow carried by the flameor plasma with particular emphasis placed on low-pressure or vacuum 
spraying processes inside chambers. In conjunction to these sensing developments pursued by Control Vision, 
inulonah is developing image processing and analysis schemes for the automated extraction of quantitative process 
measures such as particle distribution, velocity, and flow rates from the video images produced by the sensor. Figure 
9 schemaGcally depicts the viewing system used in conjunction with the image processing and analysis system for 
computes-assisted visual monitoring of thermal spraying. 
Plasma Feed 
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Figure 1 Typical experimental setup for thermal spraying process monitoring 
In both welding and thermal spraying, the developed vision sensing and processing schemes can be used both during 
process development for parameter selection and process understanding or modeling as well as during production for 
real time process monitoring, process alarming, and ultimately process conwl (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2 Different levels of 
application for the proposed 
monitoring systems 
Specifically, such systems can be used during process research and development to evaluate the effect of different 
process parameters, explore alternative hardware designs, allow for better record keeping during process 
experimentation, and validate analytical process models. During actual production, these systems can be used for 
computer-assisted monitoring by computing different process measures and providing this information to an operator 
through graphical displays, for automatic alarming by comparing these computed measures to expected values and 
tolerances, and ultimately for real-time process control where the process parameters are automatically adjusted on h e  
basis of the process feedback. 
VISION SENSING 
As mentioned above, the patented Control Vision viewing system incorporates external illumination in the form of 
intense pulsed laser light to overcome the extreme variation in scene brightness created by the flame or arc. The laser 
energy is transported to the welding site through a fiberoptic cable. A xenon flash lamp has also been used as a 
source of intense pulsed light. The system is also equipped with a narrow-band optical filter to match ehe laser 
wavelength and further suppress the arc lighting. The net combination of both temporal and specual filtering resuits 
in a video image that is free of all of the adverse arc Lighting effects. 
Welding Applications 
Figure 3. Gas Metal Arc welding viewed using the Figure 4 Gas Tungsten Arc welding viewed using the 
stroboscopic vision sensing approach stroboscopic vision sensing approach 
The viewing system has been applied to a variety of conventional welding processes including Gas Tungsten Arc 
Welding (GTAW), Plasma Arc Welding (PAW), Variable Polarity Arc Welding (VPPAW), Gas Metal Arc Welding 
(GMAW) as well as high energy welding processes such as Electron Beam Welding (EBW) and Laser Weldiing &W). 
The VPPAW and GTAW processes are of particular interest to NASA since they are extensively used for the 
production of flight hardware such as the Space Shuttle External Tank and Main Engine. 
Phenomena not easily seen through a conventional viewing system are readily visualized using the s~oboscopic 
viewing approach making it a unique tool for welding process R&D. Figure 3 clearly shows metal boplet I;amsfer, 
weld puddle depression, spatter formation, cathodic cleaning, and related phenomena observed during GlaIPPI wel&ng 
of an Aluminum-Bronze alloy. The three frames of Figure 5 provide a clear back side view of the keyhole drilled by 
the plasma during VPPA welding. No evidence of the intense plasma remains in the image. The viewing system can 
be used for process monitoring and help a supervisory operator detect setup problems as in Figure 5@) where the 
keyhole has moved away from the weld seam or process stability problems such as the unstable keyhole fornation 
of Figure 5(c), 
Figwe 5 Backside view of the keyhole drilled by the plasma during VPPA welding 
Figure 6. DC plasma spraying showing the effect of varying powder feed parameters in the particle distribution 
within the plasma plume. As the process parameters are changed the particles ride on the plasma plume (top left and 
right), overshoot (bottom left), and are optimally camed by the plasma Wttom right). 
The visson sensing rechnology presented in this paper has been used in other manufacturing processes involving a 
phsrna. arc or ibn-ie. A family of such processes of particular interest to NASA and the aerospace industq is 
thermal spraying which is widely used today for spray coatings and spray forming applications. Themd coatkg 
pmesses (flame powder, flame wire, wire arc, plasma, etc) utilizing a heat source (chemical combus~on or elecisrc 
arc) to generate an intense flame, arc, or plasma which in turn is used to heat to a molten or elevated empenme 
solid state, accelerate them to a high , and carry and deposit them on a workpiece. Such coahgs can minimize 
or impede environmenlal effects, improve wear resistance, develop abradable seals or thermal barriers, &ow warn- 
part build-up, or control tolerances. Thermal spraying is also used in forming applications whereby molten material 
is sprayed layered and rapidly solidified onto a semi-hished product. This approach reduces the nmber of steps 
required to arrive at a finishied product, compared to more mditional processes. The resultant malerid Ass exhibits 
superior micro-structures by eliminating macro-segregation and promoting finer micro-structures. 
Figure 7. Active viewing of twin-wire arc spray in the Figure 8 Passive viewing of wire arc spray 
immediate area of the gun nozzle downstream from the gun nozzle 
eters can be adjusted so that the plasma can 'be completely removed from the image. This is 
demonstrated in Figure 7 showing twin wire arc spray process in the immediate region of the gun. At the opposite 
end, the laser strobing can also be removed for completely passive viewing. This is only meaningful the region 
away from the gun where no evidence of the flame exists. Passive viewing of the plasma is shown in! Figure 8, Note 
that the particles now are shown as light streaks corresponding to the short path they traverse during the sensor 
integration time. The length of the streaks is thus proportional to the velocity of the particles. 
Figure 9 Twin images 
fired sequentially. 
obtained using 
h o h e r  appmach for visualizing the velocity field that has been explored is the use of two lasers or strobes fired in 
rapid succession. This results in two particle images shifted with respect to one another by an amount that is 
p r s p d o n d  to the local direction and size of the velocity vector. This is depicted in Figure 9. 
Other hemd spraying processes that can benefit from the unique capabilities of the sensor include single wire arc 
sprayhirng, ITA hardfacing, and gas atomization. Figure 10 shows two digitized images from a videotaped single wire 
m w u e n e .  
Figure I0 Single wire spraying images 
VISION PROCESSING 
Under the previously mentioned research programs, Automatix is developing image processing and analysis 
appoaches for pmessing and analyzing the video images produced by the sensor. These capabilities are developed on 
commerc% machine vision systems implemented on industrially hardened standard computer platforms using the 
vision appficacion development environment highlighted in [Schurr 19911. 
Figure 11 Unprocessed image showing remaining Figure 12 Sample image processing operation to 
evidence sf the plasma plume remove the plasma plume 
Image prwessing refers to operations that produce a new image from an original image so as to enhance the 
snb j~ f ive  innage quality, reduce noise, accentuate features of interest, or eliminate image formation problems. Such 
prmssing may be useful to make it easier for a human operator to interpret the image or as a preprocessing step 
prior to m y  subsequent image analysis. Image enhancement or restoration may also be necessary when analyzing a 
recorded sequence of weld images. In such a case, it is no longer possible to change the viewing or picme W n g  
parameters. 
For example in thermal spraying applications, the main objective of image enhancement is to process caphwd 
images and clean up any remaining evidence of the plasma and/or isolate the particles or the plasma plume. This 
separation of the particles from the plasma can be based on the fact that the plume has a lower spatial fpequency 
content than that of the particles. This difference is clearly demonstrated by looking at the intensity &s$-ibudon 
through the particles and the plasma (Figure 11). Figures 12 and 13 show examples of successful innage prmesshg 
to isolate the powder particles. 
Figure 13 Another example of image processing to remove the plasma plume from the image. 
Imane Analvsis 
The main objective of image analysis is to extract features of interest and other quantitative measuremenls from an 
image. In the context of welding applications, image analysis is used to: 
- to detect the weld joint ahead of the welding torch (its location and size can be used for real-time torch & h c e ,  
pre-weld joint inspection, and real-time welding process parameter adjustment) [Agapakis 19901; 
- to detect the molten metal puddle or keyhole under the arc (its shape and size can be used for process anoim~ng 
and real-time process control); 
- to detect the solidified weld bead behind the arc and puddle (its shape and dimensions may be used for p s t w l d  
inspection or process control); 
- to detect other features of potential interest such as the welding torch, electrode, filler metal wire, molten metal 
droplets, or the welding arc and plasma. 
In thermal spraying applications, image analysis is used: 
- to detect the particle detection through image segmentation 
- to compute particle area and other particle characteristics 
- to compute measures of particle spatial distribution 
- to determine the mean particle path 
- to compute the particle velocity distribution 
- to extract the geometry of the plasma plume or flame 
Examples of results of such image analysis for welding applications are shown in Figure 14, where both h e  centraid 
of the detected keyhole or puddle and the centerline of the detected joint seam are shown graphically. The dismce 
between the puddlekeyhole centroid and of the seam centerline can be computed during the process and used for seam 
tracking. 
Sample results of image analysis for thermal spraying applications are shown in Figures 15 and 16. 
Figure 14 Results of image 
analysis during VPPA and GTA 
welding demonstrating the 
detection of the seam centerline 
and of the keyhole or puddle 
centroid. 
Figm 15 kernination of particle spatial distribution 
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ABSTRACT / /' I 
The need for automated plasma welding was identified in the early stages of the Space Stabon F ~ d o r n  
Program (SSFP) because it requires approximately 1.3 miles of welding for assembly. As a result of the Va~ablit8esile 
Polarity Plasma Arc Welding (VPPAW) process's ability to make virtually defect-free welds in aluminurn, it was 
chosen to fulfill the welding needs. Space Station Freedom will be constructed of 2219 aluminum udliialit-eg the 
computer controlled VPPAW process. The "Node Radial Docking Port," with it's saddle shaped weld  pa^, has a 
constantly changing surface angle over 360" of the 282 inch weld The automated robotic VPPAW pmess req ' 
eight-axes of motion (six-axes of robot and two-axes of positioner movement). The robot control system is 
programmed to maintain Torch Center Point (TCP) orientation perpendicular to the part while the para ps' 
tilted and rotated to maintain the vertical up orientation as required by the VPPAW process. The cornbind 
the robot and the positioner are integrated to maintain a constant between the part and the torch. A hser- 
vision sensor system has also been integrated to track the seam and map the surface of the profile dmng weldng. 
INTRODUCTION 
The Space Station Freedom Program (SSFP) is an American-led international project. Nadond 
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), with subcontractors, will develop, launch and operate a pmmusewdy- 
crewed base in space by the mid-1990's. The space station will consist of an external structure, larger than a f o t b d l  
field, connected to pressurized modules in which men and women will live and work in space. Boeing's mie is to 
build the habitation and laboratory modules. 
In order to manufacture the SSFP modules, new processes have to be developed. Innovative iammcha 
have to be taken which will provide certifable processes with the highest quality of workmanship in every seep of 
the production of Space Station Freedom. 
After careful review of all the process requirements, design configuration of parts and with flexibility in 
mind, the decision was made to acquire a welding system which will allow maximum flexibility and 
programmability. The welding system is to accommodate changes in configuration as the weldmenr designs a x  
refined, also the workcell can be easily adapted to weld assemblies other than the Node Radial Docking Port 4 k - ; i p  
1). 
SYSTEM SPECIFICATION 
A specification was written to establish the basic requirement of the system, which will not only fulfill the 
process requirements, but also allow room for future expansion. In order to determine the robot's a m  reach, mohon 
simulation software was used. 
Utilizing Deneb Robotics, Inc.'s graphic simulation package IGRIP (TM), the VPPA weld prmess profile 
motion was simulated. The simulation provided the preliminary location of the robot and weld fixrue, which led to 
determination of the robot's arm reach. After performing several simulations, it was determined that a system with, a 
minimum of 100 in/250 cm reach would be needed to perfon the complex weld task. The simulation work was 
done in conjunction with NASA's Metal Processes Branch of Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) R d u c h v i ~  
Enhancement Center. 
Specifications were sent to nine different vendors. A vendor briefing was held at Boeing to mswer h e  
questions regarding the specification. Five vendors participated in the question and answer session. Later, three 
vendors responded with proposals. 
PROCESS 
B. P. VmCleave, of The Boeing Company, along with Hobart Brothers of Troy, Ohio, combined the 
Plisma h c  prmess with Variable Polarity features in the late 1960's. As a result of Vancleave's promising work, a 
VWAW r e s m h  and development project was initiated in the late 1970's at NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center 
(MSFC) lmatd in Huntsville Alabama, to determine the potential usage of the VPPAW process in the fabrication 
s. Based on the success of the VPPAW process on the Space Shuttle's External Tank, Boeing 
select4 the prseas as a key part of manufacturing the Space Station Freedom's Module and Node structures. The 
uniqueness: of the WPAW process is in the controlled manipulation of weld current pulse width and the addition of a 
conwolld pulse of reverse polarity that supplies the cleaning action. The high velocity Argon gas flowing through 
the een&r sf the o ~ f i e e  is an essential element to the process. The high velocity of the plasma arc punches a hole 
though the work piece known as a "Keyhole". The creation of the "Keyhole" in the workpiece opens up ahead of 
the phsrrsa jet in ~e upward direction (direction of travel), and an impurity free molten puddle of aluminum flows 
downwmd, md solidifies behind the plasma jet. Because of this "blow-thru" mode of welding, the torch must 
mainbin a "veAeal-up" position during the entire welding process. Maintaining this orientation for joining straight 
or cylin~cd plates is relatively simple and has been achieved using simple tools such as a two-axis manipulator and 
s ~ t i o n m  fixtwe. Maintaining the "vertical-up'' orientation becomes a complicated task when the weld seam 
gwmeq/ is in a ~ee-dimensional orientation. 
THE SYSTEM 
The automated robotic VPPAW system, designed and integrated per Boeing's specifications by Cincinnati 
Milacron jcmnfly ABB Robotics, Inc.) of Greenwood, South Carolina. The schematic diagram of the VPPA 
welding syskm is shown in Figure 2. 
The cell is comprised of a Cincinnati Milacron T3(R)-696 Robot with control system, a Hobart 
HAWCSm) WPA Welding system, two Aronson RAB-60(R) positioners, a Stenning Weld viewing system, a 
primeter guxdirng system , a gas manifold and monitoring system, and an operator console. The perimeter guarding 
system dvides the workcell into three zones. In zones A and C, positioners are located, while zone B is the robot 
H O m  zone p i w e  3). The two positioners were opted for the system to increase the efficiency of the workcell. 
While owe assmbly is being welded in one zone, a second assembly can be prepared for welding in a second zone. 
Cineinmati alacron Acrarnatic(R) Version 5i robot control utilizes distributed microprocessor architecture 
kvnd ran MS-WSR) base operating system. It consists of a large option of hardwarelsoftware capabilities designed to 
finciliQ~ efficient interfacing and controlling of external equipment and processes. In this workcell, the controller is 
inledaced w i b  the safety monitoring system and weld control system. The robot control system acts as the master 
conmlles. A kach pendant is used to teach the robot and for programming the controls. The pendant could also be 
used for m&hg eomecfion of taught points for part deviations fiom the engineering design. Off-line programming 
capability also exists. 
The nobt is a standard six-axes articulated all electric ~ e ~ ~ - ~ ~ n t r ~ l l e d  unit consisting of dual resolver 
f~dbaclc  for absolute positioning capability. The robot has a 275 lbs. load capacity at the end of the arm. End of the 
arm waling consists of a welding torch with cross slide, AVC, torch rotator, wire guide manipulator and viewing 
cmera Figwe 43. The position accuracy is within 0.010 inch. 
The U W S @ )  system consists of an 80386 AT@) industrial computer. The HAWCS(R) is the heart of 
the weldng s y s m .  All the welding parameters and process controls are programmable. The typical welding 
propann sewenee is shown in Figure 5. It is the sequence of instructions that is executed by the controller to control 
the e n ~ e  w ld procedure as programmed. The automated voltage control (AVC) provides feedback to the control 
system, hroangh utilization of computer software, and arc voltage is adjusted by changing the torch-to-work piece 
distance accordingly. All the procedure editing and execution, as well as system configuration and adra?inisoalion, are 
accessible through a VGA monitor which has a touchscreen interface for data entry. Each weld procedwe is 
comprised of four segments: Start Up, Main, Termination and Emergency. The teach pendant provides remote 
display of weld parameters as well as trim capability, gas purge control and weld startlstop control. The HAWCSm) 
control communicates with the robot control via its digital input/output (YO) control to Robot I10 conwol. 
Position and velocity data is communicated to the HAWCS(R) control by a programmable digital to malog 
convertor which emulates a single channel encoder by sending a five volt DC digital pulse every 0.010 inches of 
torch center point motion. The welding parameters can be printed as well as stored on the disk during the weld in real 
time. 
The operator console contains the operator interface for selecting programmed weld sequences, pe~me&r 
guarding, system status and intervention. Also included at the console are the weld viewing system, pendmt for the 
control of the robot and for the HAWCS(R), and the monitors for seam tracking and bead profiler system. 
Posi tioner 
The RAB-60@) is a two-axis positioner with servo-motor which is controlled by the robot conuol. The 
positioner provides tilt and rotation axes for part positioning. The positioner can carry a payload of up to 6,MM 
pounds. The positioners can rotate +/-458" and tilt 0 to 110". The positioner axes may be moved using the rob t  
pendant in either Manual Mode or in Teach mode. The positioner axes can also be programmed for pa-t set-up in 
one zone while the robot is operating in Auto Mode in another zone. 
In order to provide a safe robotic weld workcell and also to detect the shape of the groove and view the 
torch and wire tip manipulator, a remote viewing method has been utilized. A viewing system with fduahon, wkch  
provides a uniform image of the welding arc, the weld pool, and the adjacent area was selected. The remo& 
controlled viewing system provides substantially more real-time information to the welding operalor asad aids in 
making the needed adjustment while the weld is in progress. 
The Stenning viewing system is comprised of a camera and light source located at the torch and a 
monitoring and control unit at the operator console. The viewing system has remote controlled focus, filter md i r is*  
it also has the capability to video tape the weld utilizing a VCR. 
The gas manifold system is for dispensing and metering shielding and plasma gas. Manifold presswe is 
monitored by a pressure switch which is interfaced with safety control system which runs as a shell tr, the enhe 
system. When pressure drops below 600 psi the LOW PRESSURE light is illuminated on the operator console, 
SEAM TRACKING AND BEAD PROFILING 
Seam tracking and bead profiling sensors have been added to the robotic end effector. It is inpendd to 
provide fully automated WPAW welding with override capability of the remote control functions of cross slide and 
torch rotation control at the operator console. A square butt weld joint configuration with a slight edge chamfer wlB 
be utilized for the first pass seam tracking. The chamfer will not be visible for second pass welds, which also must 
be tracked. The system will be used to track the seam during root pass welding, as well as cover pass welding. For 
second pass tracking, the system wiU use the encoder tracking information from the first pass combined with a. 
template matching algorithm based on the data from the first pass. The system mounting is shown in Figure 6. 
A non-contact sensor will align the torch with the seam to be joined. It will position and track h e  cenEr 
line of both the root and cover passes. The sensor is mounted on a position relative to the torch so the seam area is 
just ahead of the torch center point. The sensor moves forward along the seam in tandem with the weld torch, 
from the torch side of the weld joint, and mapping the surface profile so the complete and 
is hown and the torch is able to anticipate it and adapt accordingly. The sensor has been 
mounted in such a way that the is always in the field of view. 
A non-contact laser vision sensor mounted behind the torch will be used to measure all of the weld 
pameters as shown in Figure 7 (at end of report). The prime purpose of the bead profier is to measure and control 
he: ~ l i ~ e d  w ld bead eters during the VPPA weld processes. The system will operare during VPPA welding 
md wfil be used 10 c o m t  asymmetric bead profile. The sensor has been mounted one inch below the torch and 
m e a m  h e  weld bead as soon as possible after solidification. The bead profiler will also control rotation of the 
ta;.rch to c o m ~ t  rihe bad's geomeny by eliminating asymmetrical undercut contour. As the bead profile sensor senses 
h e  bed u n d e ~ u t ,  or any other asymmetrical contour of the bead, the torch would be rotated to conect this. 
The &&a collected from seam tracking and the bead profiler's geomeq parameter acquisition will be used for 
real time adaptive con~ol  and/or statistical process control (SPC) analysis. 
The Pehmeter Guarding System is comprised of six photo cell stands located in the front and rear of 
stand is comprised of three photo cells (sender / receiver). The photo cell beams guard against 
lwadvemnt e n 0  into the cell or an unauthorized area of the cell. There are two gates located in zone "A" and "C" 
Figure 3. The gates are interlocked to the perimeter guarding system by use of a unique configured key system. The 
operator must have penmission to enter that area of the cell before the key can be removed from its holder in the 
o p m m r  conmle. The operator can override the guarding system, under certain given conditions, allowing access to 
the non-worbng zone of the robot Any unauthorized entry into the working zone of the cell results in an 
Emergency Stop king generated. 
SYSTEM OPERATION 
!n order to lon the system, weld parameters and robot motion have to be p 
routines have been developed in the system for weld eters and robot motion 
progmnmhirsg: effcwts required for different parts. 
The autmared welding system was installed in January, 1991. After initial training, the system became 
, 1991. The weld schedules for different thickness plates were developed and tested utilizing 
venical test stands. Off-line simulation was used to detemine the ogtimum location of the positioner in zone "A" 
md "B "Figure 3 shaped node radial docking parl, window panel and cupola within the m W s  
reach. The node was the first part to be welded on this system. 
The WPAW p e s s  requires that the torch remain basically perpendicular with a 3' lead angle with respect 
to the part to mkntain o p h u m  molten metal orientation. The robot must be pro med to maintain Torch 
Center Point VCP) orientation perpendicular to the part while the part is tilted and rotated to m a i n ~ n  the vertical- 
up ohenbbora. The combined speed of the part and the torch must remain constant during the weld, with the 
exception of the stm and termination points. The start-up requires rampup acceleration, while the termination 
requires dsceldon. 
The node radial docking port weld path is saddle s and thus tias a constantly changing surface angle 
over 360". The weld furture and node radial docking port must be placed on the positioner with a clamp ring bolted 
to the fixture, The clamp ring is very carefully placed to assure that no gap exists between the part and the fixme. 
The clamp ring must be tightened down following a star pattern tightening sequence to ensure that there is minimum 
dismnisn of' the pat. The clamp ring also provides a heat sink function. 
med point was generated by tilting and rotating the positioner and moving the robot to 
 he weld s w i n g  point so that the torch and part surface became perpendicular to each other. Subsequent points were 
generated by dldng and rotating the positioner about 3" while moving the robot vertical up so that the part remained 
torch. Approximately 130 points were gen the saddle path. In order to pro $: 
ly, devices such as a trisquare, inclinometer loaded torch head were udlbed. b 
point, the trisquare was used to ensure that the part was vertical with respect to the earth and the torch was 
perpendicular to the part on the horizontal axis. The inclinometer was used to ensure that the torch odenmdsn was 
such that the tip of the torch was 3' above the horizontal plane. The spring loaded torch head was used to make sure 
that the torch tip would be on the center of the seam. Each point was measured and checked carefully prior to 
programming. 
The total weld path motion was 282 inches, requiring 200 + points and eight-axes of coordhakd modon 
were programmed to accmplish the saddle weld. Three different welds were made on the pan tack at enght iaachm 
per minute (PW, root pass at seven IPM and cover at ten IPM. The welds were right on the seam d ~ n g  the en* 
weld procedure. The robot tracked the seam very accurately with minimal (+I- 0.010") deviation from the weld path* 
One concern was that here would be part deflection due to heat &om the weld which would effect the path; however, 
there was very minor deflection of the part, due to the heat sink of the clamping ring and fixturing. 
CONCLUSION 
The production workcell has been installed and successful VPPA welding has been accornpbsh& on 
development articles. The cell is currently operational for the production of Space Station Freedom. 
The use of the eight-axes controlled motion is the first known production application of a m b t  in mdem 
with the Variable Polarity Plasma Arc Welding System. Implementation of this system will allow expansion of the 
high quality VPPA weld process to part configurations that have not been considered good candidam. 
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Most manufacturing processes require physical pointwise positioning of the components or tools 
from one location to another. Typical mechanical systems utilize either stop-and-go or fixed feed-rate 
procession to accomplish the task. The first approach achieves positional accuracy but prolongs overall 
time and increases wear on the mechanical system. The second approach sustains the throughput but 
compromises positional accuracy. A computer firmware approach has been developed to optimize this 
pointwise mechanism by utilizing programmable interrupt controls to synchronize engineering processes 
"on the fly". This principle has been implemented in an eddy current imaging system to demonstrate the 
improvement. Software programs were developed that enable a mechanical controller card to transmit 
interrupts to a system controller as a trigger signal to initiate an eddy current data acquisition routine. The 
advantages are: (1) optimized manufacturing processes, (2) increased throughput of the system, (3) impov& 
positional accuracy, and (4) reduced wear and tear on the mechanical system. 
INTRODUCTION 
Many industrial production processes such as machining, cleaning, assembling, labeling, 
inspections, etc., require mechanical maneuvering of components or assemblies from one position to 
another. Typical state-of-the-art mechanical systems use machine tool or robotics motion controllers with 
stop-and-go or fixed feed-rate mechanisms to meet positioning requirements. The stop-and-go approach 
achieves positional accuracy but prolongs overall processing time and increases wear on the mechanical 
system. The fixed-rate sampling approach sustains the throughput but compromises positional accuracy. 
We have employed a motion controller board and developed software programs to achieve both positionail 
accuracy and sustained throughput. Interrupts generated by the motion controller fmware can be used t 
synchronize engineering processes "on the fly" for those processes that require minimum or no dwell h e  
at give~il ocations. \ 
The hardware and associated software have been successfully implemented in an eddy current 
imaging system which consists of a system controller, an eddy current instrument, a mechanical motion 
controller card, and a two-axis x-y linear table with incremental encoders. The scan routine programs the 
mechanical controller card with the scan parameters and pre-determined measurement positions. The 
mechanical controller card's microprocessor constantly compares the real-time probe position from the 
encoder feedback with the preset acquisition coordinates. An interrupt is generated by the mechanical 
controller and is used by the system as the trigger signal to initiate the data acquisition routine. Although 
the concept is demonstrated on an eddy current image system, the interrupt control mechanism can be 
applied to many other engineering processes. 
In this paper, we reviewed hardware and software requirements for implementation of firmware 
interrupt controls in an eddy current imaging system and other practical applications. Laboratory setup a d  
experimental procedures for the benchmark comparison of the current and conventional approaches ushg the 
eddy current imaging system are also described. The results from the parametric experiments clearly 
demonstrate the improvement in system efficiency. Essential C-language source codes for the intempt 
control routines are provided in the Appendix for user reference. 
BACKGROUND AND APPROACH 
Recent advances in personal computer and electronic technology have enabled the development and 
operation of various stand-alone concurrent engineering stations. These advancements also facilitated the 
development of evaluation engineering, nondestructive evaluation (NDE), signal acquisition, image 
processing, and data presentation techniques. NDE methods are widely utilized in manufacturing and senrice 
h d u s ~ e s  for quality assurance and related applications[l,2]. Image-oriented data presentation which directly 
comlaees acquired engineering parameters with component coordinates is generally the preferred way of 
disphyhg results. 
Based on the underlying physical principles of NDE imaging methods, images can be squired in two 
forms d e w n b g  on whether or not the sensor or specimen is manipulated with respect to the other. 
Imaging Systems such as ultrasonic C-scan and eddy current imaging, have to rely on a mechanical scanner 
to pkysncdly maneuver the probe relative to the specimen point by point over the area of interest to acquire 
Images, A typical pointwise NDE imaging system consists of three major components: a system 
coneroller to control instruments, command movements, and acquire data; instrumentation to excite the 
sensor and measure desired signal parameters; and a mechanical scanner to relatively scan the sensor over the 
area of interest on the specimen. The block diagram and a sketch of a typical eddy current imaging system 
IS shown 611 Figure 1. 
Model 325 (386 PC-AT with 387 co-processor) 
Super VGA card and Panasonic C1395 monitor 
Borland C t t  3.0 language 
1"Jtional Instruments PMAC Controller Card AT-GPIB CardBorland C t t  Language Interface 
Bewlett-Packard 
4 194A linpedance/gain-phase Analyzer 
IllP 4 194A Impedance 
Gainlphase Analyzer 
Figure I. The block diagram and the sketch of the prototype interrupt based eddy current imaging 
system. 
The ideal pointwise imaging system is to command the scanner to scan at a desired speed and fetch 
measurements at the designed positions "on the fly". However, due to hardware and software consdwhs, 
data acquisition is commonly accomplished by either stop-and-go or fixed rate sampling. The principle sf 
the improvement is to utilize the newly available microprocessor based motion controller card as an 
intelligent controller which initiates and controls the data acquisition process. 
The specific approach is to develop fmware routines which enable the motion controller cad's 
microprocessor to constantly compare the real-time probe position from the encoder feedback with the p e s t  
acquisition coordinates[3]. An interrupt signal is transmitted to the system controller as a mgger to in ih@ 
a data acquisition routine when the positional conditions are met. We have devised a position-driven closed- 
loop mechanical system for NDE applications. The system uses interrupts generated by the mechanical 
system at the designed positions, to mgger and initiate the data acquisition routine for the measuremenes[4]. 
SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 
The improved eddy current imaging system consists a CompuAdd 325 as the system controller, a 
Hewlett-Packard 4 194A Impedancelgain-phase Analyzer as the signal drive and measuring instrument, m 
Delta Tau Data Systems PMAC motion controller card, Compumotor Plus motors, and a Daedal X-Y linear 
table with incremental linear encoders as the mechanical scanner. The system controller interfaces with the 
scanner using the PMAC mechanical controller card through the industry standard architecture USA) PC-bus 
and acquires eddy current impedance data fiom the HP 4194A through an IEEE488 interface bus. 
The system conmller commands the mechanical system such that, the probe traverses the area of 
interest in a raster pattern. The impedance of the probe is acquired by the impedance analyzer during the 
scan. Firmware was developed to enable the PMAC to generate interrupts in the system controller as 
trigger signals to initiate data acquisition sequences. The interrupt structure between host controller and 
peripheral PIC is shown in Figure 2. The C source code of the interrupt routine is listed in the Appendix. 
Figure 2. The interrupt structure for the Host PC and peripheral PICs of the prototype intempt-baised 
eddy current imaging system. 
The mechanical scan subroutine programs the PMAC with the necessary scan parameters such as the 
home position, distances, velocities, and accelerations as well as pre-determined positions where 
measurements are to be performed. The PMAC microprocessor constantly compares the real-time probe 
posilion from lhe encoder feedback with the preset acquisition coordinates. An interrupt signal is generated 
by a Rogarnmable Interrupt Controller (PIC) on the PMAC card when the positional conditions are met. 
This signal is then received by another PIC located in the host controller. This PIC subsequently generates 
an intenupt in the host CPU. This interrupt is used by the host CPU as the trigger signal to initiate the 
data acquisition routine and synchronize other events. The PMAC PIC continually generates interrupts 
until fie scan subroutine is completed. 
Since the linear encoders are independent of the mechanical drives, the interrupts are generated 
precisely at the desired coordinates. The only constraint is that the speed of the scanner is limited by the 
time neded to complete the data acquisition routine and transfer the data through the interface bus. Also, 
this improvement can only apply to engineering processes that do not require prolonged dwell time. Figure 
3 is an eddy current image of an impact damaged composite test piece to demonstrate one of the practical 
uses of the approach. The scan area is 2.5 inch (6.35 cm) by 0.5 inch (1.27 cm). The data acquisition 
interval is 0.01 inch (0.254 mm) for both x and y axis, i.e. 250 points by 50 points. Although the current 
applica~on is for eddy current data acquisition and image generation, the approach can be easily applied to 
uluasonic imaging and other engineering systems. The only modification necessary is to substitute the 
eddy @went measuring subsystem with the desired engineering instrumentation. 
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 
The time needed for a given engineering process at a desired location depends only on the process 
itself. This time is the same regardless of mechanical approaches. The tangible benefit is the decreased 
scan time in the interrupt-based approach versus the point-to-point approach. The main effect for the 
improvement is that the interrupt driven scan maintains a constant speed along the scanning axis during 
data acquisition, while the point-to-point scan must stop at designated intervals. Thus the experiments and 
data acquisition software have been setup to enable the recording and comparison of the time required for 
both tile intemupt and point-to-point approaches. Identical scan parameters such as scan speeds and index 
sizes were used for both approaches for the comparisons. 
The test specimen used for the bench mark tests is a 3 inch (76.2 mm) by 4 inch (101.6 mm) 
aluminum block. The scanning velocity for x-axis and y-axis is set to be 0.5 inch (12.7 mm) per second. 
Three scan configurations are used for the experiments: (1) x-step size of 0.025 inch (0.635 mm) and y-step 
size of 0.025 inch (0.635 mm); (2) x-step size of 0.025 inch (0.635 mm) and y-step size of 0.050 inch 
(1.27 mm); and (3) x-step size of 0.050 inch (1.27 mm) and y-step size of 0.050 inch (1.27 mm). Identical 
scans are performed at least two times to ensure a proper estimate of scan times. The scan time for the 
des~ribd tests are recorded and compared. The average scan time variation is approximately ten seconds or 
less. The results from the tests are tabulated in Table 1. 
The ratio of the two scan times, point-to-point scan time over interrupt scan time, is calculated for 
each of the three tests conducted. This ratio is used as the measure of the improvement factor. As shown 
in Table I there is approximately a factor of two improvement in scan time for the interrupt scan as 
compxed to the point-to-point scan. This improvement factor is a function of the scan configuration such 
as scanning speed, data acquisition interval, and specimen size, etc. However, the dominate factor is the 
number of acquisition points along the scanning axis. 
Figure 3. A typical eddy current image of an impact damaged composite test piece (2.5" x 0.5" scan 
envelop). 
Table 1. Comparison of the experimental results from point-to-point and interrupt scans. 
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 
In summary, we have (1) proposed a new approach by using an intermpt control mechanism to 
improve pointwise engineering systems; (2) performed experiments to prove the concept, and (3) verified 
the practical application aspect by implementing the concept in an eddy current imaging system. Tabnied 
improvements include (1) optimized operating parameters; (2) reduced wear and tear on the mechanical 
system; (3) increased throughput; and (4) improved accuracy for data acquisition and image generation. 
These improvements translate to increased productivity and reduced cost in engineering operations. 
IBM-PCs and their compatibles are gaining in popularity as system controllers and host cornpoten 
for many mechanical control, instrument control, and signal processing boards. IBM-PC based 
manufacturing and test/measuring systems thus are routinely being developed, introduced and implennend 
in various industries. This new approach of using interrupts to initiate and synchronize engineering events 
has immense commercial potentials; it can be applied to engineering systems in manufacturing, testing, 
evaluation, and monitoring such as material dispensing, packaging, sorting, and many other industrid 
applications. 
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the use of an interrupt control mechanism for PC-based eddy 
current NDE data acquisition and image generation. IBM-PCs and their compatibles are gaining in 
popularity as the system controllers and hosts for mechanical and instrument control boards used in mmy 
manufacturing and measuring systems. This new approach of using interrupts to initiate and synchronize 
engineering events has tremendous commercial potential; it can be applied to systems in manufac~wg, 
evaluation, and monitoring. Specific examples are material dispensing, packaging, sorting, and many other 
applications. 
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APPENDIX 
This is the main scanning routine in which the data will be recorded using intermpts generated on the actual 
positioi~ of she X-U scanning table. Global 2-D array, Data-my, will be sized and allocated with the 
vdues defined by the user. If there is not enough available memory to store the data for the entire scan, the 
user will be asked to reduce the size of the scan or abort. Array indexing will be done by incrementing the 
m a y  pointer whenever a position interrupt occurs. Since these events are controlled as to occur only at 
ydid data acquisition points within the scan, data for each scan line is stored sequentially in the array. The 
data slssociaM with each scan line in the array can be decoded by knowing the total number of data pohts 
for each scan line. This number will vary depending on the size of the scan and the increment size. The 
velocil'y of the scan has to be limited in such a way as to allow the impedance meter enough time to take a 
valid rea&ng. 
........................................................................................ 
void d~ineenupLscan (int scan-type) 
i 
DATAAZ, huge *memgtr ; 
int abort = FALSE ; 
rnt done = FALSE ; 
int key ; 
;* iniwke global flags */ 
B r q - h g  = 0 ; 
Equl-fag = 0 ; 
Iwpos-Glag = 0 ; 
Endsfscan = FALSE ; 
J* Allocate mernory for 2-D data array */ 
P Huge pointer for traversing data array */ 
I* Response smng for impedance meter */ 
/* Command string for PMAC */ 
/* Flag to abort scan */ 
/* Flag for normal exit of scan */ 
P Key pressed on keyboard */ 
P Inrempt flag for PMAC */ 
P " ,* " */ /* " " */ 
P Flag to indicate end of scan */ 
asplay-mem-error 0 ; 
t:xit-program (ERROR) ; 
3 
mem-ptr = Data-array ; P Set poinrer to beginning of data array */ 
/" Send %"LC programs and definitions to PMAC */ 
&load_;@mx-defmes 0 ; 
dnhoad-PLC-0 0 ; 
d d o a d L C - 1 0  ; 
i* Setup insmmencs and position the probe */ 
setup-IW4 % 940 ; 
d~splay-posidoning~llsg 0 ; 
/* lnldalize PNIAC and the host PC to accept intempts */ 
s~t-intempt- node () ; 
/* Begim data acquisition */ 
sendiBpmacacmd ("R") ; /* Send RUN command lo PMAC card */ 
while (?done) 
i 
/* Now pmcess the interrupts */ 
iSSEgu I -flag) 
t 
/* At data measurement point */ 
t 
Equl-flag = 0 ; P Reset Interrupt flag */ 
I* Get reading from impedance meter and store it in memory *! 
Receive (BRD, Imp-meter, data-buf, MAX-LEN, STOPend) ; 
mem-ptr->val_l= atof (datxbuf) ; P store impedance value */ 
mem-ptr++ ; 
1 
if (Brecflag) P PMAC ready to receive next command */ 
I 
Breq-flag = 0 ; /* Reset interrupt flag */ 
send-next-pmac-move 0 ; /* Send a move sequence to PMAC */ 
/* All motion and move timer stopped */ 
I 
Inpos-flag = 0 ; 
if (Endofscan) 
done = TRUE ; 
I 
if (kbhit ()) 
if (getch() == ESC) 
I 
/* Reset interrupt flag */ 
/* Terminate loop if scan complete */ 
/* hocess user requests */ 
P Check for ABORT request */ 
iend-pmac-cmd ("H)  ; I* Halt the scan */ 
done = abort = TRUE ; /* Terminate loop */ 
1 
1 
/* End of data acquisition loop */ 
/* Restore the original PC interrupt vectors and store acquired data to disk */ 
restore-interrupt-vctor () ; 
if (!abort) 
I 
write-data-to-disk (Data-fde) ; 
creatcheader-file (Datxfde, scan-type) ; 
1 
I* ~ree'the memory used for data storage */ 
farfree ((void *) Datcanay) ; 
1 
/** End of do-interrupt-scan **/ 
....................... 
/* -init-interrupt-mode */ 
...................................................................................... 
This routine will setup the Programmable Interrupt Controller (PIC) on both the PMAC card and the IBM- 
PC. PMAC will be interrupting the IBM-PC on one of the interrupt request lines (IRQ). The IRQ line is 
defined by PC-IRQ in EC-DEFIN.H. Interrupt request levels 1 (IR1) and 5 (IR5), which correspond to the 
buffer request and equl lines on PMAC's PIC, will be used to generate interrupt pulses that are to be sent to 
the IBM-PC, on the selected IRQ line. When these interrupt pulses are acknowledged by the PC's PIC, 
interrupt service routines will be activated to record data and send motion commands to PMAC's rotary 
buffer. 
IMPORTANT: in order for this routine to function properly, jumpers on the PMAC card must be install& 
to reflect the PC IRQ line that will be used to interrupt the host PC. A jumper at E65 must also be 
installed to electrically connect the equl line to PMIAC's PIC. 
...................................................................................... 
void init-interrupt-mode (void) 
I 
/* Save original interrupt vector for PC IRQ line, so it can be restored when the program terminates. If 
this is not done, the default handler for this IRQ will not function without rebooting. */ 
disable 0 ; /* disable interrupts until done */ 
Old-int-vector = getvect (PC-INT) ; /* save original interrupt vector *I 
setvect (PC-IXT, pmac-isr) ; I* write in new interrupt vector */ 
/* Save original mask value for the PC PIC's interrupt request register and enable interrupt request level 
used bv PMAC *I 
qifdeh. iC-PIC' 
Old-intsbtus = inportb (PC-PIC2-ODD) ; I* Save old mask value of PIC #2 */ 
outporkb PC-PIC2-ODD,(Old-int-status & PC-MASK)) ; I* Enable IRQ used by 
PMAC */ 
#else 
Old-intsutus = inportb (PC-PIC1-ODD) ; I* Save old mask value PIC # l  */ 
outporeb (PC~PICl~ODD,(Old~ in t~s~ tus  & PC-MASK)) ; /* Enable IRQ used by PMAC */ 
&endif 
i* Set. up PMAe's PIC so it can generate interrupt pulses when the BREQ or EQUl lines go high. */ 
omtpreb (BASE, FLUSH); /* Flush PMAC's interrupt control register */ 
ou~orkb  (PMAC-PIC-EVEN, EDGE-TRIG) ; /* Set edge triggered mode (ICW1) */ 
outpesrtb (PMAC-PIC-ODD, BUS-VECTOR) ; /* Vector for data bus (ICW2) */ 
sutportb (PMAC-PIC-ODD, MODE-8086) ; /* Set up for 8086 mode (ICW4) */ 
outportb (PMAC-PIC-ODD, PMAC-MASK) ; /* Unmask IR1 (BREQ) & IR5 (EQU1) (OCW1) */ 
outpoflb (BASE, DSP-READ) ; I* Enable PMAC DSP read */ 
enable 0 ; I* enable interrupts, done! */ 
! j"* End of ini~interrupt-mode **/ 
I************* / 
J* -pmac-isr */ 
...................................................................................... 
This is the interrupt service routine for a PMAC generated hardware interrupt in the host. PMAC will be 
intenupbng the host PC on one of IRQ lines. In order for this routine to function, a jumper must be set on 
the PMAC card to indicate which IRQ line is being used, as defined by PC-IRQ in EC-DEFIN.H. A 
jumper must also be installed at E65 on the PMAC card to connect the compare-equals signal (EQUl), to 
PMAC's PIC (8259A). This routine will test the In Service Register (ISR) of PMAC's PIC to determine 
which event has triggered an interrupt, and then set a flag in the host to indicate that event. Currently the 
events h a t  are to be tested for are: the buffer request (BREQ), EQUl signal, and the in position (IPOS) 
signal. 
...................................................................................... 
shdc void intempt far prnac-isr (void) 
i 
char isr-vd ; /* Value read from PIC'S in service register */ 
disable () ; I* Prevents other interrupts */ 
outportb (PMAC-PIC-ACK, PMAC-NOP) ; I* Rising edge of 1st INTA pulse */ 
oueporkb (PMAC-PIC-EVEN, PMAC-NOP) ; /* Trailing edge of 1st INTA pulse */ 
outportb (PMAC-PIC-ACK, READ-ISR) ; /* Setup to read PIC'S ISR */ 
~sr-vd = inportb (PMAC-PIC-EVEN) ; I* Read PIC'S ISR value, generates rising edge of 
2nd " a A  pulse */ 
sf (isr-val& PMACBREQ) /* If BREQ event, set a flag */ 
Brq--flag = L ; 
~f (isr-val & $MAC-EQU1) I* If EQUl event, set a flag */ 
Equ l -flag = 1 ; 
~f (nsr-vd & PMAC-IPOS) /* If in position, set a flag */ 
inpos-flag = 1 ; 
outportb ((PMAC-PIC-EVEN, PMAC-NOP) ; I* Trailing edge of 2nd INTA pulse */ 
#ifclef PC-PIC-2 
outprsortb (PC-:PIC2_EVEN, PCEOI) ; I* Send end of interrupt byte to PC PIC #2 */ 
#enadif 
oukportb (PC-PIC 1-EVEN, PC-EOI) ; I* Send end of interrupt byte to PC PIC #1 */ 
enable Q ; I* Re-enables other interrupts */ 
!** End sf pmac-isr **/ 
/* -dnload-PLC-0 */ 
...................................................................................... 
This routine will down load a PLC program to PMAC to generate interrupts when the X axis encoder 
reaches set positions at even increments in both scanning directions. The position-compare-function sf 
PMAC's DSP-Gate array is utilized. Positions at which interrupts are to occur are calculated and then 
preloaded into the compare register, thus generating an intermpt in the host computer when the encoder 
value and compare register value are equal. 
...................................................................................... 
void dnload-PLC-0 (void) 
I 
send-pmac-cmd ("OPEN PLC 0") ; 
sendgmac-cmd ("CLEAR") ; 
sendgmac-cmd ("IF(M 1 16= 1) ") ; 
sendgmac-cmd ("IF(Pl=O)") ; 
send-pmac-cmd ("WHILE (MlOl=M105)"); 
sendgmac-cmd ("ENDWHILE) ; 
send-pmac-cmd ("M103=M105") ; 
sendgmac-cmd ("M105=M105-P101") ; 
send-pmac-cmd ("IF(M105=P201-P101+P301)") ; 
send-pmac-cmd ("M105=M105+P101") ; 
sendgmac-cmd ("P1=lU) ;
send-pmac-cmd ("ENDIF) ; 
send-pmac-cmd ("ELSE") ; 
send-pmac-cmd ("WHILE (M101=M105)") ; 
sendgmac_cmd ("ENDWHILE) ; 
send-pmac-cmd ("M103=M105") ; 
send-pmac-cmd ("M105=M105+P101") ; 
send-pmac-cmd ("IF(M105=P301+P10 1)") ; 
sendgmac-cmd ("M105=M105-P101") ; 
sendgmac-cmd ("P1=0) ; 
sendgmac-cmd ("ENDIF) ; 
sendgmac-cmd ("ENDIF") ; 
sendgmac-cmd ("MI 11=OW) ;
sendgmac-cmd ("MI1 1=lV) ;
sendgmac-cmd ("ENDIF") ; 
sendgmac-cmd ("CLOSE) ; 
while (getlinernesponse-buf)) ; 
1 
I* Open buffer */ 
/* Clear it */ 
I* ENCl EQU flag bit set? */ 
P Negative scan direction ? */ 
I* Wait for update of position */ 
I* Load next EQU position */ 
I* Calc. following EQU position */ 
/* End of neg. dir. scan line? */ 
I* Prepare pos. dir. position */ 
/* Set positive direction flag */ 
I* Moving in positive direction */ 
I* Wait for update of position */ 
/* Load next EQU position */ 
P Calc. following EQU position */ 
I* End of pos. dir. scan line? */ 
I* Prepare neg. dir. position */ 
/* Set negative direction flag */ 
I* Clear and set latch control bit */ 
P to clear latched flag */ 
I* Clear PMAC's data register */ 
j"* End of dnload-PLC-0 **/ 
.................... 
/* -nload-PLC-1 */ 
...................................................................................... 
This routine will down load a PLC program to PMAC to activate the DSP-Gate array registers on the 
PMAC card. The DSP-Gate array will be used in PLC program dnload-PLC-1 and initialize those regkters 
with the proper values to start the interrupt generating sequence. This PLC program is executed only oram 
and then disables itself. 
..................................................................................... 
void dnload-PLC-1 (void) 
send-prnac-cmd ("OPEN PLC 1 ") ; P Open buffer */ 
send-pmac-cmd ("CLEAR") ; I* Clear it */ 
sendjmac-cmd ("MI1 1=0") ; 
send-pmac-cmd ("MI1 l=ln)  ; 
send-pmac-cmd ("MI 12=1") ; 
send-pmac-cmd ("M113=0) ; 
send-pmac-cmd ("P1=0) ; 
sendgmac-cmd ("P301=M101") ; 
sen&pmac-cmd ("M105=M101n) ; 
send-pmac-cmd ("M103=M105") ; 
send-pmz-cmd ("M105=M105-P101") ; 
sendjrnac-cmd ("ENABLE PLC 0 )  ; 
send-pmac-cmd ("DISABLE PLC 1") ; 
sendjmac-cmd ("CLOSE") ; 
while (getlinemesponse-buf)) ; 
S 
/* Make sure ENC 1 EQU flag latch */ 
P control bit is reset */ 
I* Enable EQU output *I 
I* Set EQU output to high m e  */ 
I* Clear direction flag */ 
I* Get starting position from ENCl */ 
/* Init. counter to staring position */ 
/* Load first EQU position *I 
/* Calc. following EQU position */ 
I* Clear PMAC data register */ 
/** End sf dnload-PLC-1 **/ 
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ABSTRACT 
The U. S. Army is currently spending 300 million dollars per year replacing rubber track pads. An 
eqerbeaenatd rubber compound has been developed which exhibits 2 to 3 times greater service life than 
standad production pad compounds. To improve the service life of the tank track pads various aspects of 
rubber chemistry were explored including polymer, curing and reinforcing systems. Compounds that 
efibited superior physical properties based on laboratory data were then fabricated into tank pads and field 
tested, This paper will discuss the compounding studies, laboratory data and field testing that led to the high 
wear elastomer compound. 
BACKGROUND 
Track laying vehicles, wherein a continuous track is constantly laid down in the direction of 
movement sf the associated vehicle, are well known. Examples of such track laying devices are the military 
tanks and personnel carriers. Such devices have an endless track with a plurality of linked metal track shoes. 
These waibtary tracked vehicles are equipped with rubber track pads, rubber blocks or endless-band rubber 
track to reduce shock, noise, wear and damage to road surfaces. The endless tracks render the vehicles 
operational in rough, uneven terrain when necessary under military conditions. The vehicle, however, also 
travels over roads and hard surfaces, therefore, the elastomeric components of the endless track should be of 
the type that wears well under abrasion and rough terrain. 
Historically, field performance of these elastomeric components have been poor, especially for the 
medium to heavy tonnage tracked vehicles. The problem is further complicated with off-the-road service 
csn&tions where pads fail at a much faster rate. The severity of the wear is more pronounced on the M-1 
main battle tank than on the older M-60 due to an increase in weight and acceleration, while using a pad 
with a smdler footprint. This produces higher stresses resulting in higher heat build-up. Therefore, costly 
and frequent replacement is necessary to keep the tanks operational. The cost of maintaining and replacing 
track pads is consuming about 25% of the total U.S. Army Operational Maintenance Budget or about 300 
million dolla~rs per year. 
The service life of these tank pads is affected not only by the terrain conditions but also by the 
speed, weight of the vehicle and track design. While the operational life of the metal components is 
appro~~mately 5000 miles for heavy vehicles, the average life of the rubber pads is seldom more than 1 5 0  
miles under the best circumstances and is usually less than 550 miles under the severest conditions. During 
service, the elastorneric pad components are adversely affected in several ways. Most common effects of 
wear include cuts, tears, heat build-up, flex fatigue, and abrasion. 
Conventional track pads, based on styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR), usually fail prematurely in 
sewice because of excessive wear, blow-out, which then leads to chunks of material leaving the track pad, 
and rubber-to-metal bond failure. The widespread use of SBR rubber in tank pad applications is primarily 
due 90 the relative low cost of the base SBR polymer along with a U.S. Government policy that requires 
makerials used for military applications to have a domestic source. This policy resulted from the non- 
availability sf natural rubber during World War 11. performance specification MIL-T-11891D was approved 
in 1984 dio&wing the use of polymers other than SBR for tank track applications. This option provided 
infinite alternatives to the compounder to approach the optimization of specific material properties. Untd 
this point, previous efforts since the mid 1960's had only provided incremental improvements inm s e ~ c e  Ue of 
tank pads of about 5%. 
APPROACH 
To improve field performance of tank pads, one must fvst identify those properties that are cr~i t id  
and then optimize them. This is by no means a trivial task. Any rubber compounder would agree that to 
improve performance of tank pads, properties such as cutting and chipping resistance, tear and tensile 
strength, crack initiation and growth resistance, abrasion resistance, hysteresis and retention of properties at 
elevated temperatures would have to be improved. To achieve this tremendous task the U.S. Army 
sponsored a series of investigations involving industry, government and academia. In 1983 the Rubber and 
Coated Fabrics Research Group, Belvoir RD&E Center (currently the Engineering Materials md Coatbe 
Division of the Army Research Laboratory) was tasked to conduct a series of studies to improve the sehce 
life of tank pads. 
Compounding Studies 
Comprehensive compounding and processing studies were performed to determine what 
combinations of formulation ingredients and/or mixing variables affect physical properties. VaPrious paallper 
systems were evaluated including chloroprene, nitrile (NBR), highly saturated nitrile (HNBR), wethme, 
natural and synthetic polyisoprene, carboxylated nitrile, polybutadiene, SBR and blends of the above 
polymers. 
Selection of the base polymer is critical to obtain specific characteristics of the frnal product. For 
example, natural rubber compounds will most likely exhibit superior resistance to tear and lower Ingisteresis 
when compared with polybutadiene compounds which in turn provide excellent flexibiity, superior resistmce 
to abrasion, crack growth and heat build-up. Nitriles and neoprenes have high resistance to 03s aaad 
chemicals. 
Various fillers and curing systems were explored to enhance physical properties and m 
reversion. Carbon black and novel non-black fders were used to improve dispersion, increase tou&ess and 
abrasion resistance. 
Laboratorv Phvsical Testing 
The experimental materials underwent extensive physical testing in the laboratory. Physid tests 
included tensile strength and tear strength at ambient and elevated temperatures, abrasion, cuttbg md 
chipping and dynamic tests such as blow-out and flex crack growth. Compounds that exhibited superior 
physical properties based on laboratory data were then fabricated into tank pads by Caterpillar Tractor 
Company. These tank pads were subjected to field testing on the Counter Obstacle Vehicle (CoiV) m d  the 
M-60 tank. Simultaneous to the field testing, samples were taken from the fabricated tank pads for 
additional laboratory testing. In addition to the experimental formulations, standard production SBR pads 
were also included in the laboratory and field tests. The laboratory data generated from the fabsimted pads 
is shown in Tables I and 11. Table I11 lists the test methods that were used. 
Vehicle Field Testing 
Two types of vehicles were employed to carry out the field testing. The COV is an en@eenhg: type 
tracked vehicle that weighs about 72 tons. The other vehicle used was the M-60 battle tank w e i m g  a b u t  
45 tons. The testing of the T-107 (COV) pads was performed over a severe course designed to comb"me a91 
possible operational and terrain factors. The COV testing was conducted at the Engineering P r o ~ g  
Grounds at Ft. Belvoir, Virginia. The testing was performed from November 1986 through April 198'7. A 
total of BtXM miles was accumulated on the T-107 pads. 
The test plan for the M-60 (T-142 pads) field test was designed to include three phases consisting of 
mile paved surface course, a 900 mrle hilly cross-country course and a 1000 mile combination course. 
The M-60 test was conducted at the U.S. Proving Grounds in Yuma, Arizona. The testing began in October 
19% and was completed in May 1988. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
MR-12, an experimental compound based on a hi$- r saturated nitrile elastomer and a novel filler 
and curing system exhibited superior physical properties based on laboratory data as shown in Tables I and 
11. The tensile strength of NBR-12 is about 30% higher than that of the commercial pads. The NBR-12 
materid ret&ed 100% of its original tensile strength after heat aging, compared to about 50% tensile 
retention for the standard materials. This material also exhibited higher hardness and load bearing capability 
(see 40% compressibility). SBR rubber with an equivalent hardness is too difficult to mix and process into 
tarad;: pad c ~ ~ p a t i o n s .  Another significant improvement was achieved on tear resistance. Improvements in 
t e a  strength of about 50% were observed at ambient temperature and in some cases tear strength of NBR- 
12 d~oubled that of the standard material at elevated temperatures. 
Abrasion resistance, a critical tank pad property, was measured by the Tabor and Pico methods. A 
24 fold increase in the Tabor abrasion resistance was exhibited by the NBR-12 material. The increase in 
resistance to abrasion as measured by the Pico method ranged from 300% on COV pads to as much as 
600% on the M-60 pads. 
A common mode of failure for pads during cross-country operations is cutting and chipping. This 
property was measured with the Goodrich Cutting and Chipping Machine and both specimen diameter and 
wei&t loss were recorded. Test results for both measurements were in excellent agreement and the NBR-12 
material provided a 75% improvement for COV pads and over 30% for M-60 pads. 
'The NBR-12 elastomeric tank pad materials exhibited higher heat build- up but the unique 
combinatiorn of the highly saturated nitrile polymer (HNBR) with the novel curing and reinforcement system 
produced an unparalleled retention of physical and dynamic properties at high operating temperatures, thus 
reducing premature failures. 
Crack growth resistance relates to the ability of the rubber to deter crack propagation once the 
rubber has been cut, typical of operation over cross-country terrain. Crack propagation further deteriorates 
inhato tear and eventually chunks of rubber can be removed from the pad. Crack growth was measured using 
a Dematkia Rex Tester. The crack growth resistance of NBR-12 showed greater than 400% improvement 
over the standard COV pad material at ambient temperature while providing at least a 60 fold improvement 
in crack g o w h  resistance over the standard COV pad material at elevated temperature (250 O F ) .  NBR-12 
efibited a 300% improvement in crack growth resistance at room temperature compared to the standard M- 
64 pad material and greater than a 30 fold improvement at elevated temperature. 
MR-12 showed exceptional resistance to wear during field testing, extending the service life 2 to 3 
times that of standard production pads during the M-60 field test. During the paved course portion of the 
M-60 fielid test, standard production pads failed on the average at 1200 miles. The pads with the NBR-12 
mateaid were tested to 2000 miles (the maximum duration allowed under the test plan) with out failures. 
The h i t e d  wear of these pads indicated a projected life of 3400 miles, a service level never before achieved 
by any commercial or other experimental material. Subsequent field tests on M-60 vehicles confirmed the 
o r i e d  projections of the service life of the NBR-12 material by exhibiting serviceability beyond 3700 miles 
on the combhation course at Yuma, AZ. Table IV and Figure I, show the improved service life of NBR-12 
over the staodard production pads. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The superior physical properties of NBR-12 have been demonstrated in the laboratory as well as in 
the field. A U.S. patent has been awarded for this material and patents have been filed in 7 foreip 
countries. Although initial fabrication cost using NBR-12 is approximately 2.5 times as expensi: as s t a n d ~ d  
production pads, a preliminary economic analysis indicates a possible savings on future "higher Ue" tracks 
(with 6000 mile life expectancy) currently being designed. Further changes in track design using this 
improved pad material could contribute significantly to a more reliable and dependable fleet of battle tanks 
for the U.S. Army while reducing track operating and support costs. 
Future research on this high wear elastomer compound is aimed at improving processibBQ and 
reducing cost by blending it with other polymers. There is an on-going program to coat NBR-12 m d  Mends 
of this material onto nylon fabric to be field tested on the Army's Lighter Air Cushion Vehicle (LCPICV-a). 
This is a challenging application from the processing standpoint as well as field performance where abrasion 
resistance and high frequency dynamic flexing or flagellation are critical. 
As discussed earlier, NBR-12 is the result of research and development aimed to improve the life of 
rubber pads used on military vehicles. Applications which require a high resistance to abrasion, resistmce to 
chemicals and fuels, or retention of physical properties at elevated temperatures could benefit from mR-12's 
outstanding wear properties. Potential commercial applications for this material include conveyor and "V" 
belts, treads for off the road tires, gaskets, o-rings and seals for the oil industry, fenders and bumpers on 
loading docks, shock and vibration pads, and rubber covered rolls for paving equipment. 
FIGURE I: Field Performance of T-142 Track Pads 
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TABLE I: Phvsieal Prowrties 
WTERLAL I. D. CODE 
PROPERTIES 
ORIGINAL 
TENSILE STRENGTH, psi 
200% MODULUS, psi 
ELONGATION, % 
SHORE A HARDNESS, POINTS 
BASHORE REBOUND, % 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY 
40% COMPRESSIBILITY, psi 
TEAR STRENGTH, DIE C 
ROOM TEMP, lb/in 
AT 250 OF, lb/in 
OVEN AGED 70 HRS AT 250°F 
ELONGATION RETENTION, % 




GOODRICH CUTTING AND 
CHIPPING 
ETER LOSS, cm 
WEIGHT LOSS, GRAMS 
DYNAMIC PROPERTIES 
GOODRICH FLEX 
BLOW OUT TIME, MINUTES 
TEMPERATURE RISE 
INTERNAL, "C 




20 HR @ 250 "F, in/MIN. 
CRACK INITIATION, 
1000 CYCLES 
NBR-12 - Experimental pad material based on 
STD PAD - Commercial pad material based on 
TP-150 - Experimental pad material based on I 
NN-9 - Experimental pad material based on a n 
of Materials From T-107 (COW Pads 
NBR-12 STD. NAT-150 





TABLE 11: Physical ~ r o ~ e r t i e s  of Materials From T-142 (MdOIPads 
m T E R W  I. D. CODE 
PROPERTIES 
ORIGINU 
TENSILE STRENGTH, psi 
200% MODULUS, psi 
ELONGATION, % 
SIHORE A DNESS, POINTS 
BASHORE REBOUND, % 
SlPECIIFllC GRAVITY 
44% COMPRESSIBILITY, psi 
T STRENGTH, DIE C 
ROOM TEMP, Ib/in 
AT 250 O F ,  Ib/in 
OVEN AGED 70 HRS AT 250°F 
ELONGATION RETENTION, % 




GOODRICH CUTTING AND 
CHIPPING 
DMMETER LOSS, cm 
MEIGHT LOSS, GRAMS 
DmAMIC PROPERTIES 
GOODRICH FLEX 
BLOW OUT TIME, MINUTES 
TEMPEHPATURE RISE 
ImELrPNAL, "C 




22 HHR @ 250 OF, in/MIN. 
C U C K  BNITMTION, 
B W  CYCLES 
NOTES: 
NBIR-12 - Experimental pad material based on HNBR polymer. 
STD PAD, TP-A - Commercial pad material based on SBR rubber. 
TP-II - Eqerirnental pad material based on chloroprene rub. 
TI?-K - Eqerirnental blend pad material from industry. 
TABLE 111: Test Methods 
PROPERTY TESTED TEST METHOD 
ORIGINAL PROPERTIES 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY D 792, P A M  15 
TENSILE, ELONGATION & MODULUS 
HARDNESS, SHORE A 
RESILIENCE, BASHORE REBOUND 
TEAR STRENGTH, DIE C 
ABRASION, TABOR 
ABRASION, PIC0 
PROPERTIES RUN AT 250 "F 
TEAR STRENGTH, DIE C D 573 & D 624 
TENSILE AND ELONGATION RETENTION D 573 & D 412 
FLEX FATIGUE TESTS 
DEMATTLA 
CRACK INITIATION D 430, METH B 
CRACK GROWTH, UNAGED 
CRACK GROWTH, AGED 20 HR @ 250 OF 
GOODRICH FLEX, BLOW OUT & TEMP. RISE 
TABLE IV: Field Performance of Tank Pads 
MATERIAL I D M-60 PADS TESTED IN YUMA 
PAVED HILLY 
ROAD X-COUNTRY COMBINATION 
(Miles) (Miles) (Miles) 
3402 1251 3302 
1237 530 1351 
2002 470 1451 
1590 380 1321 
920 710 1526 
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ABSTRACT 
1342 Shore hardness tester is used extensively throughout industry to determine the static modulus of materials. 
73e new apparatus described here extends the capability of an indentortype tester into the dynamic regime, and 
provldes a measurement of the dynamic shear oryoung's modulus and loss factor as a function of frequency. The 
mstmrnenl, model and data of typical rubber samples are given and compared to other dynamic measurements. 
INTRODUCTION 
73,e standard durometer has been used to measure the static "hardness" or resistance of materials to 
mdemaeatlon. Vanous static models have been developed to  quantify these measurements by relating the static 
Young's n-~odulws and Poisson ratio of a viscoelastic material to the force of indentation, the penetration depth, 
and s;ze (rad~ws) of the indentor. 
To our knowledge, an equivalent satisfactory dynamic model in which the Indentation force IS tlmc 
dcpcndent has not been developed analytically. Various empirical models, however, have been exammed to 
1nodc9 thc ~nteractlon of transducers placed in contact with a viscoelastic slab to excite shear and compressional 
waves m the rmatenal. R. von ~ierke* e.g. has produced such a model to examine the acoustic properties of living 
flssue He assumes the transducer behaves as a hemispherical radiator whose diameter equals that of the 
cyhndncal transducers used in his experiments. In this model, the radiation impedance of a vibrating sphere is 
related to the complex dynamical shear and compressional moduli of the material. This model, under certaln 
appro~matlons, can be used to infer the dynamic Young's modulus, E', and loss factor, 6. To perform these 
measdrements the amplitude and phase of the driving force and acceleration of the transducer which is in contact 
wth the rnatenal are measured. 
We are examining the validity and applicability of such models experimentally by comparing the 
predzcteed results for E' and 6 to those obtained by more conventional methods such as those developed by 
Mad~goslcy and ke2,or other type of dynamic mechanical testing apparatus such as the dynamic mechanical 
thermal ariaiyser (13 MTA). 
The goal of this study is to develop a model and simple apparatus which will allow a dynamical 
;neasunlment of E'and 6 of a material in a manufacturing environment. 
THEORY 
The theoretical model we will first examine for measuring the dynamic response of a vlss;oelastsc matena'i 
to intrusion by a perturbing force is that developed by von Gierke to examine the acoust~c propc~aes of bung 
tissue. The theory considers the medium to be homogeneous, isotropic, compressible, and viscoelashc probe 
perturbing the medium is a cylindrical transducer placed in contact with the surface of the rnednum. The 
transducer-medium interaction is modeled as a hemispherical radiator whose diameter equals that of thc 
transducer. 
The complex impedance of the medium which is defined as the ratio of force over velodty I s  related 
analflcally to the complex shear and compressional moduli of the material which are defined as: 
where op2/pl = 6S is the shear loss factor and wh2/hl = 2jLis the compressional loss factor. 
The Young's Modulus is related to the shear modulus by 
so that 
The radiation impedance ZS of the sphere is 
3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Z s  = -4npwa j/3- ((1 - 3j/ah - 3/a h ) - 2(j/ah + l / a  h ) - [ 3  - a k /(jak+ l)l)/((l/a h + j/ah)a k /(pie + 1) 
where a = radius of the sphere, 
2 2 
and 
We have examined several limiting cases of ZS 
This limit is achieved when ak << 1, then 
b. high loss materials (cop2 >> vl) 
c low loss materials (cop2 << pl) 
Z2 and Z4 will be of primary interest for the materials with properties in the frequency range of interest 
(50 - l @ O O  HZ). 
A comparison of the real part of ZS, Z2 and Z4 as a function of frequency when the sphere radius a = 
1 mm shows that the formulas for Z2 and Z4 are in excellent agreement with ZS over a wide frequency range, and 
alverge from ZS only at very high frequency. 
Z4 since it is straightforward to interpret and use it as the basis for an experimental method to obtain 
and p2. 
The impedance Z4 can be interpreted as that of a simple oscillator. To see this, consider the equation of a 
forced hamnasnic oscillator 
mx" + k% = F (11) 
I Sere, kC 1s complex to account for the case of viscous damping. The impedance of the oscillator Z = F / x  can be 
jot jot 
cbtarned by assurnlng x = %e and F = Foe so that x. = jox and 
3 
Comparing Z to the equation for Z4 we see that Z4 behaves like an oscillator with mass = m = 2na p/3 
2 1 / 2 (which is half the mass of a sphere), stiffness = k' = 6napl and frictional resistance = k" = 6na p - [(pl / p) + 
p2/ apl as observed by von Gierke. 
If then, a hemispheric impedance head of real mass M is placed in contact with the viscoelastic material, 
and 11 ns assumed that the impedance of the material is ideally modeled by that of the radiating sphere model 
under the approximation ZS = Z4 for the frequency range of interest, the acceleration measured by such an 
~rnpedance head is given by: 
Thi~n, in view of the interpretation of k' and k" gven above, we may write: 
We can then use these equations to calculate E' = 3pl and 6 = wp2/p1. 
S1rn11arI.y the expression for Z2 can be inverted to produce these values by solving for the variable 1 / h  
:n eqwatlon (8). 
EXPERIMENT 
We have performed experiments on a variety of viscoelastic materials to test the validity and 
applicability of the mode1 grven above. 
To do this we employ a compact Wilcoxon piezoelectric shaker- impedance head to which we can attach 
indentors of various diameters, a Hewlett-Packard noise generator /spectrum analyzer which drives the shaker 
with white noise and measures the real and imagnary parts of the acceleration (amplitude and phase of the 
driving force). With the help of a computer, the complex impedance of the excited material is calaiated and the 
real and imaginary parts are used to produce the Young's modulus and loss factor as described above. 
Tables I. and 11. show a comparison of experimental results on generic nitrile and urethane rubbcr 
samples using the method described above and those obtained using a dynamic mechnaical themai analyser 
(DMTA) made by Polymer Laboratories. The DMTA was used to measure the Young's modulus and loss factor 
as a function of temperature using the frequencies 0.3,1, 3, 10 and 30 Hz. The data was then shfted l o  the 
frequency domain by using the standard Williams-Landel-Ferry (WLF) technique. 
Table I. Comparison of Results on Nitrile Rubber 
Dynamic Durometer Method 















Table 11. Comparison of Results on Urethane Rubber 
Dynamic Durometer Method DMTA Method 
E (m Pa) Loss Factor E (m Pa) Loss Factor 
54 0.1 5 63 0.085 
59 0.1 6 66 0.090 
6 1 0.1 0 68 0.094 
62 0.1 1 70 0.097 
70 0.1 7 74 0.100 
These results indicate the good agreement between the two types of measurement. Furlher studies are 
being done to test the effect of indentor surface area and the effect of static contact pressure of the indentor 
In addition to the dynamic modulus measurements on cured materials, a study of the change in dpamlc 
modulus as a function of time was made on a two component polyurethane (Techthane 13, Seaward 
International) as i t changed from a viscous mixture to a cured solid. The results are given in Table 111. A small 
disc, 0.8 cm diameter, was used. As can be seen from the data, this technique may be used to accuratcly 
determine the rate of cure and the state of cure in materials. 
Table 111. Dynamic Cure Test of Polyurethane 
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Similar rate and state of cure measurements can be obtained on epoxies and vulcanized rubbers, thus 
replabrag ci~n-ent methods which provide only relative data. 
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ABSTRACT 
A mass spectrometric "Dynamic Delta" method for the measurement of gas permeabzty of polperic 
membranes has been developed. The method is universally applicable for measurement of the perrnebifiq of 
any gas through polymeric membrane materials. The usual large sample size of more than 100 square eentbeters 
required for other methods is not necessary for this new method which requires a size less than one squxe 
centimeter. The new method should fulfil requirements and find applicability for industrial materids such as 
food packaging, contact lenses and other commercial materials where gas permeability or permselectiiQ 
properties are important. 
INTRODUCTION 
The gas permeability of a polymeric material is an important physical property which helps determine 
whether or not a given material might be appropriate for a particular application. Some application exmples 
are food packaging, beverage containers, gas separation processes and oxygen permeability in contact lens 
materials. The permeability depends upon two physical processes, the solubility of the gas in the materid and 
the diffusivity (D) of the gas through the material. The solubility often follows Henry's Law behaeor and can 
be represented by the Henry's Law constant k. If the thickness of the membrane (L) is taken into acco~mt hen 
we can define the permeance or transmissibility by equation 1: 
where P is the gas permeation rate through a known area and thickness of material per unit t h e .  
Several analytical techniques have been applied to the problem of determining gas permealbilipy. A few 
'This research is a part of the Gas Permeable Polymeric Materials (GPPM) flight experbent, and is being 
carried out under the auspices of the Office of Commercial Programs, NASA Headquarters, Washington, DC. 
The GPPM experiment is manifested as part of the SPACEHAB payload on the STS-57 mission in April, 193, 
and includes materials from both NASA and an Industrial Guest Investigator, Paragon Optical Co., Mesa, AZ. 
are gas specific, such as polarography for oxygen determination1, the application of platinum and silver 
electrodes for measurement of oxygen in living tissues1, and the application of electron spin resonance (ESR) 
to oxgigen permeation in polyethylene2. Additional techniques involve the use of spectrophotometry but these 
bvo1ve the hcorporation of photosensitive dyes into the materials3&$. The American Society of Testing and 
Materids (ASTM) has adopted three standard test methods; a) a manometric technique, ASTM:D 1434-82~, 
b) a volumetmc method, ASTM:D 1434-82~, and c) a coulometric method, ASTM:D 3985-816. Each of these 
stmdwd t e c ~ q u e s  requires large sample test areas (50 - 100 cm2) and is not capable of differentiating between 
gases when gas mixtures are being measured. 
This paper describes a mass spectrometric technique that minimizes sample area and allows the 
determhation of permeation rates for individual gases in gas mixtures. This technique, termed the "Dynamic 
Delta" method7, is a sigmficant improvement upon standard mass spectrometric techniques. The technique is 
appEcabie for my gas and is easy to perform with good reproducibility. We shall demonstrate its appropriateness 
to be hcluded as a standard industrial test for gas permeability. 
METHOD 
The "dynmic delta" measurement, is not specific for any particular pressure measuring device or mass 
spectrometer as long as the response is linear over the range of interest. The basic setup is illustrated in figure 
1 with a standard X-Y plotter as the recording device. With this particular configuration we can simultaneously 
mornator the ion signal as a function of the inlet pressure. The ion signal IA is proportional to the partial pressure 
PA throu& an experimentally determined proportionality constant SA. The magnitude of IA is determined by 
the sum of the partial pressure of gaseous constituent A introduced into the ion source, the background pressure 
of A wKch may already exist in the ion source, and the contribution from an unresolved ion equivalent in mass 
to that of constituent A. 
In general practice, the background signal is experimentally determined prior to introducing a sample 
into the mass spectrometer. This signal is then subtracted from the total signal prior to calculating the 
concentration. W e n  the concentration of the sample is large with respect to the background, the quantitative 
analysis can be carried out with high accuracy. When analyzing at trace levels however, the signal from the 
sample may approximate that from the background and the accuracy is significantly reduced. 
The effects of background on accuracy can be reduced if the measurements are carried out with several 
samples introduced into the ion source at incrementally increasing pressures and the concentration calculated 
from the differences in the resulting signals. Since the ion source background signal should not change, its effect 
will be reduced along with a reduced requirement for making highly accurate measurement of total pressure. 
Studies in the NASA Langley Instrument Research Division Mass Spectrometry Laboratory determined that the 
accuracy w u l d  increase with the number of difference calculations. If the ion source pressure were allowed to 
increase in a linear manner and the ion current from a single mass is simultaneously measured, this would be 
eqgkivaiiene to obtaining an essentially infinite number of difference measurements and the concentration could 
be directly determined from a determination of the slope of the resulting line. 
When the ion signal, representative of the gas species of interest, is provided as input to the Y axis of 
the recorder and the inlet pressure is provided as a signal to the X axis the resultant plot should be linear with 
any devsatiows from linearity indicating either experimental error or additional phenomena taking place elsewhere 
in the system. Typical experimental data, using oxygen as an illustration with argon as an internal reference gas 
are shorn in figure 2. These data may be used to calculate the concentration of a particular species from the 
foPollo~ng relationship: 
100. tanel- Q2 . p1- a 
Vol % = 
tane2 . Q1- p2 
where: 
tanel = the slope of the line for the analyte gas 
tane2 = the slope of the line for the reference gas 
Q1 = the ion current amplifier resistance used for the reference gas 
QZ = the ion current amplifier resistance used for the analyte gas 
pl = the recorder attenuation used for the reference gas 
p2 = the recorder attenuation used for the analyte gas 
a = the relative gas sensitivity for the analyte and reference gases: identical gases a = 1. 
In the above expression everything but the angle measurements represents properties of the system and equation 
2 may be rewritten as: 
tanel 
Vol % = mol% = 100 -' K 
tme, 
where K is the experimentally determined proportionality constant for the analysis. 
EXPERIMENTAL 
Specimen holders, shown in figure 3, were designed to enable the study of both flat and curved sueface 
specimens and were fabricated from brass. Samples were held tightly in place using an O-ring seal to prevent 
leakage around the polymer specimen. As shown in figure 4, the analysis system was designed to assure ildential 
gas pressure and flow rates on both sides of the membrane. In this design the permeating mdFe gas was 
allowed to flow by the upstream side of the membrane while the carrier gas, in this case argon, flowed by the 
membrane on the mass spectrometer side. Permeant gas then enters the argon gas stream and is carrried to the 
capillary inlet of the mass spectrometer for analysis as discussed above. 
All of the mass spectrometric measurements were made on a 180°, 12.7 cm radius magnetic sector mass 
spectrometer of the Dempster type. The instrument is equipped with a capillary inlet desiped to permit 
continuous sampling from atmospheric pressure and to provide control of the pressure in the ion solwce. A 
representative sample of the gas is introduced directly into the ion source through a gold foil molecular leak md 
quartz tube. The entire assembly can be maintained at elevated temperature to prevent condernsation of volatile 
gaseous constituents. The exit slit was adjusted to provide a flat top peak. 
The gases used were argon, nitrogen, carbon dioxide with stated purities of 99.998% and research grade 
oxygen. The gravimetric primary standard calibration gas mixture was certified with the following concentrations: 
0.4609% 02;  0.5122% N2; 0.8077% C02 and 98.23% Ar. 
The standard reference material was purchased from the National Bureau of Standards (Pda3S). F i e e n  
sheets of a poly(ethyleneterephtha1ate) film were supplied. Three samples, 1.35 cm in diameter, were cut for the 
mass spectrometry measurements. Contact lens samples were provided by Paragona Optical with a concave radius 
of 8.00 mm and a chord diameter of 10.00 mm. The center thickness was nominally 0.20 mm and was measured 
to rt 0.002 mm. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
This method is very amenable to computerization utilizing one channel of an A-D converter for the 
pressure signal and another channel for the ion signal. Computer programs have been written to process data 
of this type with highly precise results. Raw data is shown tn table I to illustrate measurement precision obtained 
from duplicate runs on two samples of one contact lens material. 
Table I: Raw data for oxygen from the Dynamic Delta method 
for contact lens s~ecimen 5 at 35 "C. 
The results of the mass spectrometric analyses of some general polymer materials are presented in Table 
II. The measured value for the SRM 1470 represents the current detection limit of the system using this grade 
of Ar gas and the small sample size. This detection limit is due to the presence of oxygen in the argon carrier 
gas. This level of impurity was a problem in trying to determine the permeabiity of the standard reference 
material (SRM 1470). We determined the permeabiity at 23 "C to be 452a 0.01 x 10-l2 mL 02/ansaun Hg 
, which corresponds to the level of oxygen in the argon gas, and is an order of magnitude greater than the NBS 
certified value of 2.67 x mL 02/ansmm Hg. It should be noted that the SRM is a barrier material 










The SRM 1470 is a highly crystalline film, biaxially cold-drawn when it is made, and has a glass transition 
temperature T close to 90 "C or well above room temperature.8 These first two characteristics lead to 
constraints of %e polymer chains to reorient?*1° When a glassy polymer is below its glass transition, it is not 
in a state of true thermodynamic equilibrium, and the permeabiity and solubility coefficients are more dependent 
on gas pressure or concentration in polymers and on temperature.10 These types of materials generally exhibit 
dual-mode sorption behavior unless their "excess" free or void volume below Tg is smalL'O Dual mode or type 
I1 isotherm can result when these glassy polymers absorb gases into pre-existing voids and then behaves as a true 
solution. With the exception of the silicone membrane, the other materials in Table 11 are known to have 
crystalline or semi-crystalline forms and a Tg well above room temperature. Subsequent literature review did not 
find oxygen permeability data on these materials for comparison. The oxygen permeabiity of the silicone 
membrane data is comparable to the product literature1' and other data12. 
The gas permeabiities for the contact lens materials are summarized in tables III and IV for the 
temperatures 22 "C and 35 "C respectively. With the exception of the two materials of lowest permeabiity, 6 
and 8, the permeabilities at 35 "C for oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon dioxide were significantly greater than 
permeation rates determined at room temperature. 
Sample 5a (L = 0.0186m) 
Slope or Slope Ratio 
0.7236 2 0.0039 
0.1377 + 0.0099 
0.1903 2 0.0137 
0.7318 2 0.0019 
0.4677 & 0.0052 
0.6391 0.0073 
0.4488 2 0.0155 
Sample 5b (L = 0.0192 an) 
Slope or Slope Ratio 
0.7257 0.0202 
0.1347 -C 0.0141 
0.1856 -C 0.0201 
0.7321 a 0.0083 
0.4380 2 0.0066 
0.5983 0.0115 
0.4127 + 0.0232 
Our measured carbon dioxide permeation rates are much greater than oxygen or nitrogen permeation 
rates which is consistent with trends reported in the literature. On average C02 permeabilities were &re times 
greater than oxygen permeabilities and ten times greater than nitrogen permeabiities. Carbon &ogde permeddon 
rates are least affected by increased temperature. The Nitrogen and Oxygen permeabilities for materids 2 m d  
3 are affected the most by increased temperature. At 35 "C these specimens have over a two fold increase hi 
permeation rates. The remaining materials have nitrogen permeation rates only about 50% greater at 35 "C, 
while the oxygen permeation rates for the corresponding materials have a somewhat smaller bcrease, This can 
be explained by the fact that the Henry's law solubility constant of gases in liquids decreases with inazreasing 
temperature while the diffusion constant (D) increases with increasing temperature. Consequentlgi, those 














: Oxygen Permeability Coefficients for Selected Polymer Materials 
as Measured by Mass Spectrometry 
a.The units are (cm2/s)(mL ~ ~ / c m ~ r n m ~ ~ )  
b. Correction to STP assumed pressure differences from one atmosphere or 760 mm Hg were negligble. The 
temperature was corrected using To = 273 K and Tmeasured(K) by multiplying Dk by the factor 
T~ITmepsured(~ 4 The units are arrer units mL 02(STP)/cms-cm Hg 
c.From GE product literature after converting from room temperature of 25 "C to STP. 
d.Rogers, C.E., In Polvmer Permeability, Comyn, J., Ed.; Elsevier Applied Science Publishers, London, 1985: 
Chapter 2. 
e.ODPA/p-PDA are acronyms for oxydiphthalic anhydride/ p-phenylenediamine. 
TABLE 111: Gas Permeability Coefficientsa for Contact Lens 
Specimens at 22 "C 
TABLE IV: Gas Permeability Coefficientsa for Contact Lens 
Specimens at 35 "C 
O m e n  I Nitrogen I Carbon Dioxide 
a. The units are (cm2/s)x(m~ ~ ~ / c m ~ m m ~ ~ )  x 10-l1 
CONCLUSIONS 
We believe that the method reported herein is the most accurate method for determining true or 
htrhsic gaseous permeabilities of any polymeric system. The "Dynamic Delta" method offers significant 
advmtages over standard mass spectrometric techniques including, but not limited to, speed of measurement. 
By the desip of the test cell that we have employed the total pressure gradient is eliminated. The technique 
permits the use of a very small sample size, 0.5 cm2, is selective for specific gases or isotopes, and is sensitivity 
limited only by the impurity of the carrier gas and the sealing ability of the gasket material. We have been able 
to demonstsa,te a leak-free system by using a metal blank. It was determined that flat Teflon gaskets on both 
sides of the flat membrane specimens sealed better than the Buna-N or Viton materials. The Bma-N O-ring, 
however, has the better sealing ability for the contact lens samples. 
The ASTM methods have traditionally been done with large sample sizes in order to p r s ~ d e  test. areas, 
of 50 - 100 cm2. Such large sizes meant that the sample had to placed upon a support. As a result the gas of 
interest had to permeate through both the sample and the support. In the "Dynamic Delta" methd desmihd 
in this paper the sample size is less than one square centimeter eliminating the need for the supprt.  The 
permeability of the material can be measured directly. The new method should fulfill requirements amd fmd 
applicability for industrial materials such as food packaging, contact lenses and other commercid materids where 
gas permeability or permselectivity properties are important. 
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Figure 1.  Schematic diagram of mass spectrometer analysis system. 
Figure 2. Typical "Dynamic Delta" for oxygen permealion system. 
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Figure 3. Mass spectrometer sample holder accommodating flat Specimens and conbch lens 
specimens. 
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Figure 4. Gas flow schematic for mass spectmmetric permeation measurement. 
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ABSTRACT 1 * 
Original Backprop (Version 1.2) is an MS-DOS package of four stand-alone C-language program that 
enable users to develop neural network solutions to a variety of practical problems. Original Backpp-og 
generates three-layer, feed-forward (series-coupled) networks which map fixed-length input vectors into fixed- 
length output vectors through an intermediate ("hidden") layer of binary threshold units. Version 1.2 can 
handle up to 200 input vectors at a time, each having up to 128 real-valued components. The first subprogram, 
TSET, appends a number (up to 16) of classification bits to each input, thus creating a training set of input- 
output pairs. The second subprogram, BACKPROP, creates a trilayer network to do the prescribed mappa439 
and modifies the weights of its connections incrementally until the training set is learned. The learning 
algorithm is the "back-propagating error correction procedure" first described by F. Rosenblatt in 1961. The 
third subprogram, VIEWNET, lets the trained network be examined, tested, and "pruned" (by the deletion of 
unnecessary hidden units). The fourth subprogram, DONET, makes a TSR routine by which the finished 
product of the neural net design-and-training exercise can be consulted under other MS-DOS applications. 
INTRODUCTION 
Recent advances in the manufacture of integrated circuits have led to parallel computers with thousmds 
of microprocessors in a single system and given rise to growing interest in computational methods that suppod 
massive parallelism in a natural way. Neural computing aims at (ultimately) achieving human-like perfommce 
in computer systems by developing an analogy to the structure and operation of the central nervous system. 
Computations are executed by simple neuron-like processing units which are interconnected by "synaptic" h k s  
of variable strength (or weight). The resurgence of interest in these "connectionist" models, since about 1982, 
has been said to reflect the total inadequacy of algorithm-driven computing and symbolic artificial jintellige~tce 
(AI) approaches in dealing with real world problems, speech processing and machine vision being the most cited 
examples. 
On the other hand, neural networks have found abundant use in recent years as practical decision aids 
which can learn by example to give correct responses to given inputs in situations where, in principle, a set of 
logical rules could be used to infer the correct response but where, in practice, such rules are difficult to 
elucidate. Successful case studies have been reported in sonar echo classification, concealed explosives 
detection, mortgage risk evaluation, medical diagnosis, and many other applications. Much of the popula~ty 
surrounding neural network classifiers is a consequence of the relative ease with which they can be trannd to 
substitute for optimally designed expert systems. In most of the interesting applications so far, the powerful 
new result which enables the neural network to capture the significant factual associations presented in the 
training data is a learning algorithm called back-propagation. 
Original Backprop (Version 1.2) is an MS-DOS software package for setting up and t r a k g  thee.- 
layer, feed-forward neural networks to classify input patterns consisting of binary- and real-valued components. 
It uses the oldest (and least widely known) form of the back-propagation learning algorithm to achieve a degree 
of flexibility and performance which rivals some of the more popular software-only neural net development 
products on the market today. Its predecessor (Version 1. I), which was distributed as shareware to members of 
the international neural networks research community and a tri-services working group, has been applid with 
some success to the automation of medical diagnosis [I], to active sonar target classification [23, and to 
pensomel screening. It was also used (to no apparent advantage) in financial forecasting 131. At the present 
time, the author is exploring the application of Original Backprop to the interpretation of questionnaire data 
pr&uce6?j by a pre-prototype software package for the prevention and remediation of sexual harrassment. 
The next section, which explains the historical origins of the learning algorithm, will clarify some 
points of hnctionality and terminology which have to be understood before the package can be used effectively. 
The third section walks the reader through an example problem (using Version 1.1) in which a network with 
random initial weights is set up and then trained to classify the elements of a training set. 
BACKGRO 
l%e neural network technology of today is based largely on the neuroscience of the 1940s. The 
classical neuron integrates the pre-synaptic activity of all the neurons influencing it, sending information in the 
f o m  of electrical impulses down the one-way path formed by its axon. McCulloch and Pitts, in 1943, 
simplifid the neuron to an onloff device, either firing impulses at its peak rate or resting quietly. In 1948, 
D.O. Hebb theorized that the synaptic weights are modified by a reinforcement control procedure; and he 
argued that synaptic modification constituted the microscopic, physioIogica1 basis of adaptation, learning, and 
behavioral organization. How could this theory be tested? 
By 1954, digital computers had been brought to bear on the problems of brain modeling. The 
computer was indispensable, because the mathematics involved large numbers of variables and their nonlinear 
ipateractions. If "intelligent" behavior was going to emerge from networks of McCulloch-Pitts neurhns with 
Hebbim synapses, it would have to be discovered by computer simulation. No one carried this idea so far, so 
fast as Franak Rosenblatt, whose discoveries were s b r i z e d  in a 1961 Cornell Aeronautical Laboratories 
technical report, Principles of Neurodynamics: Perceptrons and the Theo~y of Brain Mechanisms [4]. In 1962, 
Neur~~ciynamics was published and distributed by Spartan Books (now defunct [5]) .  The first 300 pages of 
Rosenblatt's report were devoted to three-layer, series-coupled perceptrons composed of binary threshold units 
(or McCuBloch-Pitts neurons). The front end of the perceptron consists of sensory (S) units on which a pattern 
of binary digrts is impressed. The back end consists of response (R) units which register the classification. 
Between these is a layer of association (A) units each of which forms a weighted sum of the pattern components 
and then turns ON (or OFF) when the sum exceeds (does not exceed) a threshold. Similarly, the R-units turn 
ON or OFF according to the values of the weighted sums that they compute after scanning the A-layer. Zn 
Figure I ,  some newer terminology is superimposed on this 30-year-old design. 
Rosenblatt trained simple perceptrons to solve problems in pattern recognition. For example, let the S- 
units form a grid-like retina on which horizontal and vertical bars are impressed by turning ON the units in a 
particular row or column. Let there be only one R-unit which we want to turn ON in response to vertical bars 
only. The weights of the front-end connections (from S to A) and the back-end connections (from A to R) are 
initially Just random numbers; and the perceptron's initial performance might be correct about half the time. 
The traiing process follows a sequence of cycles. A pattern is presented at the front end and propagated 
though the A-layer to the R-unit. If the response is correct, go on to the next pattern. If incorrect, then change 
the weights of all A-to-R connections which contribute to the error. The weight change will be negative when 
the A-unit helps to turn ON the R-unit in response to a horizontal bar, positive when it inhibits the R-unit's 
response to a vertical bar. As this procedure is repeated again and again, the perceptron's incorrect responses 
lxxmrne fewer and fewer. 
In 1969, MIT computer scientists Marvin Minsky and Seymour Papert published a book, Perceptrons, 
which is widely regarded as having had a chilling effect on the subject. In the third (1988) edition, Minsky 
recalls that perceptron research had already reached a dead end 261. After Rosenblatt died in a boating accident 
on the Chesapeake Bay, in 1971, Minsky and Papert dedicated the second edition of Perceptrons in his memory. 
Yet the memory of what Rosenblatt accomplished faded quickly in the years that followed as students 
hcreasingly accepted the Minsky-Papert perceptron as a substitute for the original--and found it lacking in 
probiem-solvkg ability. 
hidden (A)  
unit #l 
bias 
(or retina of S-units) 
output (R) 
unit #l is OFF 
output (R) 
unit #2 is ON 
wc fixed 
threshold 
Figure 1. A SIMPLE PERCEPTRON features three layers of neuron- 
like units with weighted connections feeding excitation (and inhibition) 
in the forward (1.-to-r.) direction only. Here one of the two output units 
turns ON to the input pattern. 
The revival of perceptron-like models in the 1980s was made possible by a combination of 
developments, including the widespread perception that A1 had reached a plateau, and by the availability of 
cheaper, faster computers with large amounts of inexpensive RAM (which is needed to store the synaptic 
weights of large networks). The connectionist models of the 1980s overcame some weaknesses of the Minsky- 
Papert perceptron. Rumelhart, McClelland and the PDP Research Group (1986), in their first widely-had 
volume on Parallel Distributed Processing, emphasized the importance of having a "hidden layer" of neuron- 
like units sandwitched between the input and output layers of the network [7]. It was as if Minsky and Papert 
had done away with the A-units in the perceptron. So these had to be re-invented as "hidden units"! The PDP 
Group pointed out that these hidden units give three-layer networks the ability-& principle--to solve vimBBy 
any pattern classification problem. 
But the "powerful new resultn that drove the progress of artificial neural networks in the late 1980s was 
an algorithm called "back-propagationw which permits three-layer networks to learn internal represenhtions of 
data sets for which no mathematical model can be written down to specify the correct responses to given Ewputs. 
Instead, the neural network learns by example in the course of many passes through a training set. ]In 1986, T. 
Sejnowski demonstrated NETtalk, the neural network that learned to read aloud in English. The input units in 
the three-layer network represented sequences of letters from a text. The output units corresponded to the 
"phonemes" of which spoken English is made. The phonemes were transmitted to a speech synthesizer. 
NETtalk learned by example to convert letter strings into phonemes. The PDP Group's back-propagation 
technique was used to modify the weights in a way that resisted and eventually corrected the errors. The speech 
produced by the network was initially just a meaningless babble. As training progressed around the clock on ;a 
mainframe computer, the sounds became more and more intelligible. After the network had learned the tra&g 
set, it showed the ability to generalize by "reading aloud" the remaining text. This and a legion of other 
persuasive demos have testified to the power of back-propagation, which has driven the great m j o ~ t y  of n~eanral 
network applications to date. The technology has evolved so far, so fast, that its roots have become almost 
invisible. According to the prevailing historical view, back-propagation is radically different from the trai&g 
procedures used with perceptrons [8, 91. Although the introduction of hidden units gives a feed-fornard 
nemork the potential to learn an arbitrary input-to-output mapping, in this view, no technique had existed for 
t r a k g  the weights of a network with one or more hidden layers. 
I t  is true that Rosenblatt usually left the weights of the front end (S-to-A) co~ec t ions  at their initial 
values m d  applied conrective modifications only to the back end (A-R) weights. In chapter 13 of 
Neurodynremics, however, Rosenblatt addressed the limitations imposed by neglecting to modify the front- 
weigh&: "Only one constraint ne& to be dropped in order to obtain the most general system of this class: the 
requircmene' &at the S-to-A connections must havejixed values, only the A-to-R connections being time 
depem'ent, In [Chapter 131, variable S-to-A weights will be introduced and the applications ofan error- 
combion procedure will be analyzed. It would seem that a considerable improvement in performance might be 
obtained ifthe S-to-A connections could somehow be optimized by a learning process rather than accepting the 
arbitrary or pre-designed network with which the perceptron starts out. It will be seen that this is indeed the 
case, provided that certain pitfalls in the design of a reinforcement control procedure are avoided. " 
With this rationale, Rosenblatt introduced a "back-propagating error correction procedure" consisting 
of a brief list of rules for assigning errors to hidden (A) units based on their interactions with output (R) units 
that assume the wrong state in response to the training input. Back-propagation is a "supervised" learning 
algorithm which obtains its feedback from the output units, computing errors by comparing their observed states 
to prwssignd correct values, propagating errors (and corrections) back towards the front (input) end of the net 
i f  a satisfactory solution cannot be found quickly by making corrections at the output end. The actual 
modification to the weights is formally the same whether an output unit or a hidden unit (or A-unit) is 
considlered. Thus if the error assigned to a unit is positive, the weights of all connections from active units are 
increased, evenhally turning it on. If the error is negative, the weights of connections from active units are 
decreased. The essential feature of the method is a probabilistic procedure for assigning errors to hidden units. 
USING ORZGZNkC BACKPROP 
Original Backprop includes four subprograms: (1) TSET, a graphical interface for creating the training 
sets; (2) BAGUROP, which generates and trains neural networks; (3) VIEWNET, which lets the user analyze 
and simplify the networks; and (4) DONETwhich recalls and runs the finished product of the neural net design- 
a d - t r a i ~ A g  exercise under other software applications. 
TSETpresents the user with an 5-by-8 grid of picture elements (or "input units") which can be toggled 
ON or OFF with a keystroke. In Figure 2, the grid is used to draw 16 patterns representing the hexadecimal 
symbols zero through F. Pattern number 5,  for example, is the symbol "4" which has the binary representation 
100. This t rakng set, consisting of four pages of four patterns each, will show an appropriately configured 
neural/ net how to map the symbol patterns into binary numbers. Onscreen help is provided for moving around 
in the pattern set and for naming the individual picture elements when appropriate. In a medical diagnosis 
problem [I], for example, the picture elements could be placed in one-to-one correspondence with the (40 or 
fewer) symptom and named accordingly so that the meaning of the "input unit" is clearly defined as the cursor 
is moved around the grid in the process of data entry. Training sets are saved as ASCII *.set files. In Figure 
2, the file name is ha.set; and it is divided into four pages of four patterns each. Version 1.1 limits the size of 
the t r a i ~ n g  set to 10 pages of binary-valued patterns. Version 1.2 increases the capability to 200 patterns with 
up to 128 components each and lets the picture elements be represented with 8-bit precision (and 256 colors). 
BACflROP is operated from two menus. The Main Menu presents these Options: (1) get a training 
set; g'2) get a neural net; (3) create a new network; (4) testltrain a network; and (5) quit. Option (1) is the 
obvious sh~i rag  point. Once a *.set file has been retrieved, it is displayed in a binary string format as shown in 
Figure 3 for the hex-to-binary conversion problem. The desired mapping is from "input" into "class". The 
"out" column in the table is all zeros at this point; but one can return to this screen later on (by Option e, below) 
when t r a f i g  is underway to see how the output units of the network compare to the desired classifications. 
Selectkg @tion (3) produces the screen shown in Figure 4. Observe that the numbers of input and output units 
have idefaulre$ to the numbers indicated by the dimensions of the training set. The number of hidden units has 
ED I I'CREfITE a Ira i n  infr Set 
f i l e  name: hex-set 
pattern 5 -1 
inyu.t  i m i t  8 : 
pattern name: 4 
Arrows move cursor; T toggles unit .  
Press Insert t o  record pattern 
and advance t o  next pattern. 
Press - (minus) t o  back up. 
F1 = Help 
pat t .  1 0000 pat t .  2 0001 
pat t .  3 0010 pat t .  4 0011 
pat t .  5 0100 pat t .  6 0101 1 ; 
11 pat t .  7 0110 pat t .  8 0111 / 
11 pat t .  13 1100 pat t .  14 11Bl 11 
11 pat t .  15 1118 pat t .  16 1114. 11 
2. TSET lets Version 1.1 users create input patterns on a 5-by-8 grid and athch as 
many as five classification bits to each pattern. The product is a training set which is saved 
as a *.set file. 
TRAINING SET 
File name: hex.set C 16 patterns 1 
Paye Down to view more patterns. Strike a key to continue, 
3.  BACKPROP displays the first 15 elements of the training set (hexset) as binary 
slriwgs. 
1# 
GET/CREATE/HODIFY A NEURAL NET t a r g e t  .,, ;--., error back--prop, 
.-- .., ,; 
1, t r a i n i n g  set 
2 .  number of h idden un its 
3 ,  learni~yj ra'tes 
4. thresholds 
5. h i a s  $ i n i t  
6, probabilities hidden layer: 12 units 
Use number keys to 
modify the network ... . . .... . . .... . .... ... .. .... .... . ... . . . 
or press A to accept 
these ua lues . 
4. BACKPROP creates three-layer networks with the appropriate numbers of 
input and output units (as required by the training set). This screen serves as a control 
panel to adjust the number of hidden units and other network parameters. 
468 
1 0  00110010010100101001010010100100110 0000 0000 
2 1 00010001100001000010000100001000111 0001 0000 
3 2 00110010010000100010001000100001111 0010 0000 
4 3 00110010010000100010000010100100110 0011 0000 
5 4 01000010100101001010011110001000010 0100 0000 
6 5 01111010000100001111000010100100110 0101 0000 
7 6 00ll00l00l0100001110010010100100110 0110 0000 
a 7 01111000010000100010000100010000100 0111 0000 
9 8 00110010010100100110010010100100ll0 1000 0000 
10 9 00110010010100100111000010100100110 1001 0000 
11 A 00110010010100101111010010100101001 1010 0000 
12 B 0lll00l0010l00l01ll0010010100101110 1011 0000 
13 C 00110010010100001000010000100100110 1100 0000 
14 D 01110010010100101001010010100101110 1101 0000 
15 E 01111010000100001110010000100001111 1110 0000 




been set to 12. Thresholds have been established in these hidden units and the input layer bias unit has been 
turned on. 
BACKPROP's Main Menu Option (4) brings up a Training Menu which contains these seven new 
options: (a) begin training; (b) freezelunfreeze weights; (c) modify network; (d) save network; (e) review 
patterns; ( f )  continue training; and (g) return to Main Menu. Choosing Option (a) now starts the process of 
learning to associate binary numbers with the symbols in hex.set. Figure 5 (top) shows the learning curve which 
resulted from 278 cycles through the training set of 16 patterns. Two learning curves are actually display&: A 
red curve shows the number of incorrectly classified patterns in the current epoch of 50 cycles and a white curve 
(presently in the upper left comer) shows the average number of errors epoch-by-epoch. It turns out that hexset 
is a rather difficult assignment. Pressing the ESCape key after cycle number 278, where the error rate has 
dropped below two-thirds, Option (c) is used to re-access the network parameter control screen of Figure 4 
Modifying the "learning rates" (so that rate 1 = .O1 and rate2 = .001), then continuing the t r a i h g  with 
Option ( f ) ,  the learning process is rapidly completed as shown in the bottom half of Figure 5. Note that 
Rosenblatt's stochastic learning algorihm, although it guarantees convergence when a solution exists, does not 
give the sort of monotonic learning curve that users of PDP back-propagation are accustomed to seeing. The 
trained network is saved as a *.net file after exercising Option (d). Since there are 12 hidden units &r4 the bex- 
to-binary conversion network, the weights are saved in a file called hex12.net. 
VIEWhET lets the trained network be examined, tested, and "pruned" by the deletion of mrgba l ly  
useful hidden units. VIEWNETS menus control the acquisition of *.set and *.net files and give the user two 
"views" of how the network deals with the training set. The detailed view is presented on the "Neural Net 
Display Screen" (Figure 6) which allocates a small box for each unit and a wide box for each weight. The 
cursor moves up and down the hidden layer. In Figure 6 ,  the cursor illuminates hidden unit #12; and the 
weights displayed are all those of the (S-A) connections fanning into this unit from the input layer together with 
those fanning out to the four output units. On the right side of the screen, the four output units still register 
"0000" (instead of the desired "0101 ") becase the SPACEbar has not been pressed to propagate the input 
(pattern #6) forward. A less complicated depiction of the network's performance is obtained by listling the 
hidden layer activation vectors as columns under the corresponding pattern numbers as in Figure 7. 
A recurring question in neural net research concerns the number of hidden units needed to solve the 
problem presented by the training set. If too few hidden units are employed, training progress may be 
extremely slow or the solution may actually be unattainable irrespective of any time limit. Use of too many 
hidden units results in "brittle" solutions and networks that do not generalize well. Some pioneering work of 
Australian Navy investigators J. Sietsma and R. Dow suggests that the most practical and expedient snpproal:%a is 
to first set up and train a network with an abundance of hidden units and then "prune" the trained nemork by 
selectively deleting those units which contribute little or nothing to overall performance [lo]. ME 
tool that makes it practical to implement such a strategy. From the screen shown in Figure 6, the user can pick 
a hidden unit (corresponding to a row of the binary array), delete it, and see what effect this has on the 
correctness of the net's response to each training pattern. Although it requires some work, moving "manually" 
back-and-forth between VZEWNET (to prune one or two units at a time) and BACKPROP (to correct the few new 
errors thus incurred) leads to efficient solutions in much less time than it would take using BACKPROP alone. 
(For example, a network with seven hidden units can be obtained by pruning hex12 net in stages; but for 
BACKPROP to solve the problem posed by hex.set directly--starting with just seven hidden units--seem to take 
far more than 250,000 cycles.) A desirable feature which has not been included in Version 1.2 (but defemd to 
later upgrades) is an "autoprune" option which would obviate the need for such "manual" labor. 
Version 1.2 improves upon its predecessor by supporting larger training sets and networks. It also 
includes a new subprogram, DOhET, to exercise trained networks (retrieved =*.net files) and display their 
responses to given inputs in a dialog box that pops up under other applications (like spreadsheets and word 
processors). In Version 1.2, BACKPROP can be made to find more robust solutions by injecting low-level, 
"noise" into the input patterns in the concluding phases of the training process. 
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El 5. BACKPROP produces learning curves to show the number of misclassified patterns 
as a f m c ~ o n  of the number of cycles through the training set. The slow progress in the first 
278 cydes (top) is accelerated by lowering the learning rates from their default values (as 
decribed in the text). All 16 patterns in hexset are learned in 294 cycles (bottom). 
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6.  VZEWNETrs Neural Net Display Screen illuminates the contents of weight 
hexl2.net and shows how the network responds to the elements of the training set. 
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7. VIEWNET gives users the ability to "prune" the network by deleti% 
marginally useful hidden units. 
Original Backprop, Version 1.2, will be ready for release in February, 1993. Requests should be sent 
to the author by regular mail. 
Shdies leading to the development of ORIGINAL BACKPROP were sponsored by the Office of Naval 
Research though the Naval Surface Warfare Center's Independent Research Program. Most of the critical 
componene of Version 1.1 were designed and programmed in Borland Turbo-C, during the summer of 199 1, by 
Dovid L i p m ,  who is presently a student at the Ner Israel Rabbinical College (in Baltimore). 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper considers the use of neural networks (NN's) in controlling a nonlinear, stochastic system with 
unknown process equations. The NN is used to model the resulting unknown control law. The approach here 
is based on using the output error of the system to train the NN controller without the need to construct a 
separate model (NN or other type) for the unknown process dynamics. To implement such a direct adaptive 
control approach, it is required that connection weights in the NN be estimated while the system is being 
controlled. As a result of the feedback of the unknown process dynamics, however, it is not possible to 
determine the gradient of the loss function for use in standard (back-propagation-type) weight estimation 
algorithms. Therefore, this paper considers the use of a new stochastic approximation algorithm for this weight 
estimation, which is based on a "simultaneous perturbation" gradient approximation that only requires the system 
output error. It is shown that this algorithm can greatly enhance the efficiency over more standard stochastic 
approximation algorithms based on finite-difference gradient approximations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the major problems faced by system designers is finding a means to control and regulate a 
system when there is uncertainty about the nature of the underlying process. Adaptive control procedures havc 
been developed in a variety of areas for such problems (e.g., robot arm manipulation, materials handling, quality 
control, etc.), but are typically limited by the need to assume that the forms of the system equations are k n s m  
(and usually linear) while the parameters may be unknown. In complex physical, socioeconomic, or biological 
systems, however, the forms of the system equations (typically nonlinear) are often unknown as well as the 
parameters, making it impossible to determine the control law needed in existing adaptive control procedures. 
This provides the motivation for considering the use of a neural network (NN) as a controller. 
The approach here uses the observed system output error (actual output - target output) to train the 
NN-based controller without the need to identify or assume a separate model for the system. As we will show, 
it is not generally possible to train the NN via well-known back-propagation-type algorithms since the required 
gradient depends on a model for the underlying system. Thus, this paper shows how the simultaneous 
perturbation stochastic approximation algorithm can be used as a practical weight estimation technique in such 
a model-free setting. It is shown that this algorithm is much more efficient than more standard finite-difference- 
based algorithms. 
The direct control approach here is based on using a feed-forward NN to approximate the unknom 
control law. The basis for this approach is the now well-known fact that any measurable function can be 
This work was partially supported by the JHUIAPL IRAD Program and U.S. Navy Contract NOW39-91-C-mI. 
A more complete version of this paper is available upon request. 
appro~mahed to within any degree of accuracy by some single (or multiple) hidden-layer feed-forward NN (e.g., 
Funahask [IO] or Wornik, Stinchcombe, and White 1121). Our approach will proceed in one of two ways: one 
method be based on making almost no assumptions about the nature of the underlying process while the 
other method will be based on assuming that some information (but still incomplete) is available on the form 
06 the process equations. In the first (basically no structure information) method, the output of the NN will be 
used to directly approximate the elements of the control vector; in the second (partial structure information), 
we create a control functional that depends on unknown functions describing the system dynamics and then use 
a MM to approximate the unknown functions. The second method is reminiscent of the self-tuning regulator 
approach to adaptive control (e.g., Davis and Vinter [7, pp. 309-3121), except that we are concerned with 
estimating functions in a control law functional as opposed to estimating parameters in a control law with a fully 
known structure. 
A number of others have considered using NNs for the problem of controlling uncertain nonlinear 
(usually deterministic) systems (see, e.g., the April 1990 and April 1992 special issues of the IEEE Control 
, Narendra and Parthasarathy [22,23], Hunt and Sbarbaro [15], or Iiguni, Sakai, and Tokumaru 
[96]). Although these methods are useful under certain (fairly restrictive) conditions, they often lack the ability 
to control systems with minimal prior information. In particular, they require an explicit model (either NN or 
other parametric type) for the underlying process equations; this model is assumed to be equivalent to the "true" 
process equations so that it is possible to calculate the gradient needed in back-propagation-type learning 
algorithms. These techniques (esp. those of Narendra and Parthasarathy) also require off-line identification of 
the process model before implementation of the adaptive control algorithm. In contrast, our direct control 
appmach uses the NN strictly as a model for use in the control law (no additional NN or parametric model is 
used for the process directly); the weights in the NN are estimated adaptively based only on the output error of 
the process (no prior identification is required).' As stated in Hoskins, Hwang, and Vagners [13], one of the 
major advantages of direct control techniques (versus indirect control) is that they are better able to adapt to 
changes in the underlying system since they are not heavily based on a prior model. Our approach addresses 
the shortcoming noted in Narendra and Parthasarathy [22, p. 191 that "At present, methods for directly adjusting 
the control parameters based on the output error (between the plant and [target] outputs) are not available." 
Because it is not possible in our framework to obtain the derivatives necessary to implement standard 
gradient-based search techniques such as back-propagation, we will consider stochastic approximation (SA) 
algorithms based on approximations to the required gradient. Usually such algorithms are based on standard 
finite-difference approximations to the gradient (i.e., as in the multivariate Kiefer-Wolfowitz algorithm-see, e.g., 
Ruppert [26]$. These, however, can be very costly in terms of the amount of data required, especially in high- 
dimensional problems such as estimating a NN weight vector (which easily has dimension of order lo2 or lo3). 
We will, therefore, consider an SA algorithm based on a "simultaneous perturbation" gradient approximation 
(Spall [29, 3O]), which is typically much more efficient than the standard SA algorithms mentioned above in the 
amount of data required. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the two related methods for 
using NN's to control nonlinear systems. This section also describes why it is not possible to determine the 
gradient of the loss function, in contrast to the approaches of Narendra and others mentioned above where they 
either assume that the process dynamics is of known structure or introduce an additional NN to model the 
'chew 141 and Goldenthal and Farrell [ l l ]  have also described techniques for NN weight estimation in 
adaptive control when the gradient is not available, but their techniques have only been developed for 
particular deterministic model structures and still require considerable information about the process 
dpan~taics; iua particular they require knowledge of the signs of the terms that appear in the process dynamics. 
Spa11 and Criseion [31] includes a more detailed analysis of these techniques. 
dynamics. Section 3 discusses the SA approach to weight estimation using a simultaneous perturbation ga&ent 
approximation. Section 4 presents a numerical study on a nonlinear system. 
2. OVERVIEW OF NEU NEWORK APPROACH TO CONTROL 
This section describes how the NN will be implemented for the control of uncertain systems. We 
describe two methods: one applies when essentially nothing is known about the dynamics of the system m d  the 
other applies when partial information on the dynamics is available. The section closes with a discussion of why 
the well-known "back-propagation" algorithm (or any other algorithm requiring the gradient of the Boss het ion)  
can not be used for connection weight estimation in this type of general (direct) control problem, which 
motivates the use of stochastic approximation as discussed in Section 3. 
Consider a system output vector at time k + 1 given by 
Xk+l = 4k(fk(xkl~k-l ,.-.x~-~), Ukr wk), S 2 0 @*I)  
where cbk(.) and fk(.) are generally unknown, nonlinear functions governing the dynamics of the system, y is 
the control input applied to affect the system at time k + 1 , and wk is random noise (fk(-) may also depend 
on an arbitrary number of previous controls and/or noise terms, but we omit this generalization for ease of 
notation). The most important special case of (2.1) is the Markov formulation where fk(.) = fII(xk) . Our god 
is to choose the sequence of control vectors (uk) in a manner such that the system output is close to a sequence 
of target vectors (tk), where "close" is relative to the magnitude of the noise and the cost associated -with the 
control. 
More formally, given the measurements up to time point k we attempt to find the cormtroll that 
minimizes the one-step ahead loss function: 
Lk ' [(~k+l - tk+l)TAk(xk+$ - fk+l) + ukTBku& 1 &-I] 3 (2*2) 
where Ak , Bk are positive semi-definite matrices reflecting the relative weight to put on deviations from the 
target and on the cost associated with larger values of uk, and Fk-l is the a -algebra generated by 
(q, %, . . . ,Xkl~O,~,  I uk-, ) . An important special case of (2.2) is the minimum variance regulator, where An, = I 
and Bk = 0 .  
We will consider two methods to the problem of constructing a controller Uk in the face of m c s = r r ~ Q  
about the dynamics of the system, as illustrated in Figs. 2.la,b for the important special case wherefk(.) = fkQ%) 
(for the more general case as shown in (2.1), the diagrams would be modified in an obvious way). Both of the 
methods here correspond to direct control approaches as defined (without a solution) in Naendra and 
Parthasarathy (221 in that NN learning is based directly on the output error, xk - fk; these are in cooeast to the 
indirect control methods of Narendra and Parthasarathy (and others), which are based on the oE-he  
identification of a model of the system based on the error between the system output and model output (not 
system output and target) for a set of prespedied Ouk inputs. In the direct approximation method of Fig. 2.;ka, 
the output of the NN will correspond directly to the elements of the uk vector, i.e. the inputs to the rP$k$ v d l  be 
Xk and tk+, and the output will be Uk. This approach is appropriate, e.g., when both cbk(.) mad fk(.] are 
unknown functions. In contrast to the direct approximation method of Fig. 2.la, the NN in the s e E - " - 8 ~ g  
method of Fig. 2.lb is used to approximate the unknown dynamics fk(.), which is then used in a h o w  
functional nk to obtain uk. Since this method requires that nk (the functional minimizing (2.2)) be h o r n ,  it 
requires that the overall relationship between fk.uk and wk, i.e., 4k(.) in (2.1), be known. A very hportmt type 
of process to which this second method can apply is an &me-nonlinear system as in Chen 141. W e n  prior 
information associated with knowledge of 4,(-) is available, the self-tuning method of Fig. 2.lb is often able to 
yield a superior controller. For both the direct approximation and self-tuning methods, it is requked that it be 
known which arguments appear in fk(-) , i.e., for the general setting of (2.1) it is required that s be bovm. 
Fig. 2.la. Control System with NN as Direct Approximator to Optimal uk when fk(-) = fk(xJ 
Xk+ 1 
Fig. 2.lb. Self-Tuning Control System with NN as Approximator to fk(-) when fk(-) = fk(xJ 
The NN's to be considered here are feed-forward with at least one hidden layer of nodes (neurons) 
between the input and output nodes. The nodes between (but not within) adjacent layers are all connected and 
eachi comection has an associated weight, which is to be estimated from system data. It is this type of NN to 
which we will restrict our attention, although our method would also apply to other types of NN's (e.g., 
reccurent). (Since NNs have been discussed in a number of previously published control papers, we will not 
go into detail here on their development and theory.) 
Based on the error criterion in (2.2), we wish to determine the optimal configuration for the NN. Since 
we assume here that the number of layers and nodes (i.e., network structure) is given, this reduces to a problem 
of d e k e r m ~ g  the optimal values for the connection weights (determining the NN structure is an important 
problem in its own right, and has been considered, e.g., in Huang and Huang [14]). Letting Ok E RP be the 
vector of these weights for use in uk, we are seeking the value of ek,  say O;, that minimizes (2.2) given the 
control as found in Figs 2.la,b. Thus for each k ,  we are seeking 
- aukT aLk = (, ;:--- .-  
*k %k auk I ,  
Since fk(-) (and possibly @,(-) ) are unknown functions, the term dLkjau, (and possibly a u L / a k )  in (2.31, which 
involves the term @ d d ~ , ,  is not generally Thus the standard "back-propagation" algorithm (is., 
steepest descent - see, e.g., Narendra and Parthasarathy [23] or White [%I), or any other a lgo r i t h  inu~olGng 
aLJaB,, is not feasible. 
To illustrate further why dLK/aK is not available in our direct control setting, consider a s k p k  s c d a -  
deterministic version of system (2.1). Then, 
When neither @A*) nor fk(-) is known (as in the direct approximation method of Fig. 2.1a), then neither of the 
derivatives on the right-hand side of (2.4) will be known. When fA-) is unknown and and uk = nA.1 are 
known (as in the self-tuning method of Fig. 2.1b), then audak will be known but *dauk will, in gewerd, stiu 
be unknown since it wiU depend on fk-) .3 Thus we see that in either of the direct control settings in Fig. 2..lqb,aaL$%k 
is not generally available. The same principles apply in the more general multivariate stochastic version of model 
(2.1). 
Because back-propagation-type algorithms are not generally feasible in the direct control setting here, 
we consider a stochastic approximation (SA) algorithm of the form 
8, = 8, - a, (gradient appmx.), (2-5) 
to estimate (0;) , where 8 , denotes the estimate at the given iteration, (a,) is a scalar gain sequence satisfying 
certain regularity conditions, and the gradient approximation is such that it does not require knowledge offk(.) 
(and 4k(-) , if appropriate). The next section is devoted to describing in more detail the SA approach to this 
problem. 
3. W I G H T  ESTIMATION BY SIMULTANEOUS PERTURBATION 
STOCHASTIC APPROXIMATION 
Recall that we are seeking the NN weight vector at each time point that minimizes (2.21, k.e., we are 
seeking the minimizing ek ,  e;, such that 
where 8, is for use in the control LJ,. Recall also that since back-propagation (or other derivative-based) 
algorithms are not applicable, we will consider an SA-based approach. This subsection describes the 
simultaneous perturbation SA (SPSA) approach to this problem and mentions how this approach contrasts with 
the more standard finite-difference SA (FDSA) approach of Kiefer-Wolfowitz. Spall(301 gives a detailed analysis 
of the SPSA approach to optimization. It is shown that the SPSA algorithm can achieve the same level of 
This contrasts with the "open loop" identification problems in, e.g., Narendra and Parthasarathy i22, 
Sect. 51, where in estimating the connection weights no unknown functions appear in the gradient. This also 
contrasts with implementations of so-called indirect feedback controllers (e.g., Narendra and Partlhasasakhy 
[22, Sect. 61) where a NN is used to model the unknown system dynamics and the identification and adaptive 
control is performed as if the NN model was identical in structure to the true system dynamics. 
One special case where aL&?i3, a n  be computed is in the self-tuning setting of Fig. 2.1b where uk-) is 
known to enter 4k(.) additively (since &$Jau, then does not depend on fk(-) ). Of course, in the more 
general setting of direct approximation control (Fig. 2-14 aLJ8, would still be unavailable. 
aspptot ic  accuracy as FDSA with only 1lp the number of system measurements. This is of particular interest 
in neural network problems since p can easily be on the order of lo2 or lo3. 
In Gne with (2.5), the SPSA algorithm has the form 
Gk = lik-l - akak(6k-I) (3.la) 
where $,(6,) is the simultaneous perturbation approximation to gk(bk-,) . In particular the th component 
sf @dr(6ki , a = 1,2, ..., p, is given by 
where 
1';' = (xk! - r,,)'a,(xi:i - t,,) + uf)kkuf) , 
e uf)  = uk(xk ...., Xk-s,fk+l,bk-, f ckAk) , i.e., a control based on a NN with weight vector 
8, = 6, + c k A k  Or ek = bk-, - CkAk, 
x:! is system output based on u:), Ak = (Akr pAa,...,~s)T, with the {A,) independent, 
spmetrically distributed (about 0) random variables Vk,i, identically distributed at each k ,  withq~;) 
uniformly bounded Vk,i, 
{c*) is a sequence of positive numbers satisfying certain regularity conditions. 
The key fact to observe is that at any iteration onlywo measurements are needed (i.e., the numerators 
are the same for all p components). This is in contrast to the standard FDSA approach where 2p 
measurements are needed to construct the approximation to gk(-) (i.e., for the 4" component of the gradient 
appro~xlaaticsn, the quantity A k  is replaced by a vector with a positive constant in the @" place and zeroes 
elsewhere; see, e.g., Ruppert [26]). A variation on the form in (3.lb) is to average several gradient 
appro~mations, with each vector in the average being based on a new (independent) value of Ak and a 
corresponding new pair of measurements; this will often enhance the performance of the algorithm as illustrated 
in Section 4. A further variation on (3.lb) is to smooth across time by a weighted average of the previous and 
current gradient estimates (analogous to the "momentum" approach in back-propagation); such smoothing can 
often improve the performance of the algorithm (see Spall and Cristion [32] for a thorough discussion of 
smoothing in SPSA-based direct adaptive control). 
The complete version of this paper gives a much fuller account of the theory behind SPSA together with 
some 08' the practical issues associated with its implementation in adaptive control. 
4. EMPIRICAL STUDY 
4.1 Preliminaries 
This section presents the results of our study on a stochastic generalization of a model in Narendra and 
Parthrnsarathy 1221 (N & P hereafter in this section). We will compare the SPSA and FDSA weight estimation 
algor ithrns. 
The study here is based on Ak = I and Bk = 0 in the loss function (2.2) (i.e., a minimum variance 
regulator). The performance of the various techniques will be evaluated by comparing the root-mean-square 
(RMS) tracking error as normalized by the dimension of Xk, i.e. RMS at time k is 
[(xk - t k ) T ( ~ k  - tk)ldim(xk)jlP . The (feedforward) NN's considered here have an input layer, two ]bidden layers, 
and an output layer, as in N & P and Chen [4]. The hidden layer nodes are hyperbolic tangent ffmdiows 
(i.e., ( e x  - e-Y)/(@ + e-x)  for input X )  while the output nodes are linear functions (simply x). Each node 
takes as an input (x)  the weighted sum of outputs of all nodes in the previous layer plus a bias weight not 
connected to the rest of the network (hence an N4,20,10,2 network, in the notation of N & P, has 100 -I- 210 -+ 
22 = 332 weights to be estimated). For the weight estimation, we will consider different forms of the SPSA 
algorithm, denoted SPSA-q, where q denotes the number of individual gradient approximations of the form 
(3.lb) that are averaged to form ok(-) (hence an SPSA-q algorithm uses 2 q  measurements to foam ok(+) ). 
For the SPSA algorithms we take the perturbations AH to be Bernoulli *1 distributed, which satisfies the 
relevant regularity conditions of Section 3. 
4.2 Results of Numerical Study 
The model we consider is a generalization of the two-dimensional model with additive control given in 
N & P to include additive (independent) noise, i.e., 
where, as in eqn. (18) of N & P, the data are generated according to 
with xw the i* (i = 1,2) component of xk. Analogous to N & P we take the two-dimensional target sequence 
to be generated by the deterministic difference equation 
Because (4.1) is an additive control model, we will only consider the DA method in this study (see footnote 3). 
To implement DA the analyst is assumed to know that s=O (i.e., that this is a Markov-type model) and that 
dim uk = 2 .  As with N & P we used NN's with two hidden layers, one of 20 nodes and one of 10 nodes ( so 
an N4,20,10,2 network was used for the controller). The indicated RMS errors throughout this study are 
normalized for the two-dimensional setting as discussed in Subsection 4.1; therefore, since W V ( W ~ )  = a'/, we 
know that long-run RMS can at best equal a . 
Fig. 4.1 presents the main results for our study of the model in (4.1). The RMS curves iai the Gpres 
are based on the sample mean of four independent runs with different initial weights i o ,  where the elements 
of 6, were generated randomly from a uniform (-.I, .l) distribution. To effect a fair comparison of the 
algorithms the same four sets of initial weight vectors were used for the three different curves. To further 
smooth the resulting error curves and to show typical performance (not just case-dependent variation), we 
applied the MATLAB low-pass interpolating function INTERP to the error values based on the average of four 
runs. The curves shown in the figures are based on this combination of across-realization averaging and across- 
iteration interpolation. Each of the curves was generated by using SA gains of the form ak = ~ k . ' ~ "  m d  
6, = 6;1k2' with A, C>O (the exponents were chosen to satisfy standard SA conditions and to afford ais the 
effectively slowest rate of decay consistent with these conditions; a slow decay rate tended to accelerate the rate 
of decrease in RMS error). For each curve we attempted to tune A and C to maximize the rate of convergence 
of ik (as would typically be done in practice); the values satisfied .037 2 A 5 .12 and .20 s G 5 .25. The value 
% was set to (1.5, 1.5)~ for all studies, so the initial RMS error is 1.5. 
Fig. 4.1 shows that both the SPSA and FDSA algorithms yield controllers with decreasing RMS tracking 
error over time. The RMS error curves for both algorithms show the characteristic shape of first order 
(stee~aest-descent-type) algorithms in that there is a sharp initial decline followed by slow decline. We see that 
the long-run performance of SPSA-4 is slightly better than that of FDSA, with SPSA-4 and FDSA achieving 
terminal RMS errors of .32 and .33 respectively (vs. the theoretical limit of .25); for the SPSA-1 algorithm the 
terminal error was .47. The critical observation to make here is that the SPSA algorithms achieved their 
performance with a large savings in data: each iteration of SPSA-1 and SPSA-4 used only three measurements 
and nine measurements, respectively, while each iteration of FDSA used 665 measurements (these measurement 
counts include the one operational measurement for each iteration in addition to the measurements generated 
for p ~ ~ p o s e s  of constructing the gradient approximation). Hence Fig. 4.1 illustrates that SPSA-4 yields a slightly 
Bower level of long-run tracking error then the standard FDSA algorithm with a 74-fold savings in system 
measurements. The data savings seen in Fig. 4.1 is typical of that for a number of other studies involving SPSA 
and FDSA that we have conducted on model (4.1) as well as on other nonlinear models; in fact even greater data 
savings are typical with more complex NN's (as might be needed in higher-dimensional systems or in systems 
where uk is not simply additive). 
Total no. of measurements 
SPSA-1 150K - 
SPSA-4 450K 
FDSA 33,250K - 
. . 
-- 
--_ - - _ _  S PSA-1 
. . . . . . . . 
------.--- 
. .  . . . FDSA I -  
. - . . . .  
--c-.-,-..,/ 
0 -4 . . . .  . . . . .  .: . . .  . SPSA4 . . . .  -. . 
~b 500 I 5,000 50,000 
Iterations (log scale) 
Fig. 4..1 RMS Error for DA Controller with SPSA and FDSA Algorithms in Additive Control Model with 
0 = .25 
Our other numerical study for (4.2) illustrates the relative performance of SPSA and FDSA in a 
deterministic (a=O) system (to complement the stochastic comparison in the study for (4.1)). As with (4.1), we 
used the DA control method. The mean and terminal RMS errors for SPSA-1 were, respectively, .12 and .087 
versus .I4 and .I03 for FDSA. Thus SPSA outperforms FDSA with less than 11220 the number of system 
measurements. 
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ABSTRACT 
Researchers at the U.S. Bureau of Mines have developed adaptive process control systems in which genetic 
algorithms (GAS) are used to augment fuzzy logic controllers (FLCs). GAS are search algorithms that rapidly locate 
near-optimum solutions to a wide spectrum of problems by modeling the search procedures of natural genetics. 
FLCs are rule based systems that efficiently manipulate a problem environment by modeling the 'hle-of-thumbP' 
strategy used in human decision-making. Together, GAS and FLCs possess the capabilities necessary to produce 
powerful, efficient, and robust adaptive control systems. To perform efficiently, such control systems require a 
control element to manipulate the problem environment, an analysis element to recognize changes in the problem 
environment, and a leaming element to adjust to the changes in the problem environment. Details of an overall 
adaptive control system are discussed. A specific laboratory acid-base pH system is used to demonstrate the ideas 
presented. 
ENTRODUCTION 
The need for efficient process control has never been more important than it is today because of economic stresses 
forced on industry by processes of increased complexity and by intense competition in a world market. No industry 
is immune to the cost savings necessary to remain competitive; even traditional industries such as rmnmeraB processing 
[I], chemical engineering [2],  and wastewater treatment [3] have been forced to implement cost-cutting measures. 
Cost-cutting generally requires the implementation of emerging techniques that are often more complex than 
established procedures. The new processes that result are often characterized by rapidly changing process d y n a ~ c s .  
Such systems prove difficult to control with conventional strategies, because these strategies lack an effative m a s  
of adapting to change. Furthermore, the mathematical tools employed for process control can be undulj~ complex 
even for simple systems. 
In order to accommodate changing process dynamics yet avoid sluggish response times, adaptive control system 
must alter their control strategies according to the current state of the process. Modern technology in the foam of 
stems high-speed computers and artificial intelligence (AI) has opened the door for the development of control .,y 
that adopt the approach to adaptive control used by humans, and perform more efficiently and with more flexibility 
than conventional control systems. Two powerful tools for adaptive control that have emerged from the field of 
A1 are fuzzy logic [4] and genetic algorithms (GAS) [ S ] .  
The U.S. Bureau of Mines has developed an approach to the design of adaptive control system, based on GAS 
and FLCs, that is effective in problem environments with rapidly changing dynamics. Additionally, the resulting 
controllers include a mechanism for handling inadequate feedback about the state or condition of the problem 
environment. Such controllers are more suitable than past control systems for recognizing, qumtiQing, and 
adapting to changes in the problem environment. 
The adaptive control systems developed at the Bureau of Mines consist of a control element to mipulate the 
problem environment, an analysis element to recognize changes in the problem environment, and a learning ebment 
to adjust to the changes in the problem environment. Each component employs a GA, a FLC, or both, and each 
is described in this paper. A particular problem environment, a laboratory acid-base pH system, serves as a bmrn 
for presenting the details of a Bureau-developed, adaptive controller. Preliminary results are present& to 
demonstrate the effectiveness of a GA-based FLC for each of the three individual elements. Details of the system 
will appear in a report by Karr and Gentry [6]. 
PROBLEM ENVIRO 
In this section, a pH system is introduced to serve as a forum for presenting the details of a stand-alone, 
comprehensive, adaptive controller developed at the U.S. Bureau of Mines; emphasis is on the method not the 
application. The goal of the control system is to drive the pH to a setpoint. This is a non-trivial task since the pH 
system contains both nonlinearities and changing process dynamics. The nonlinearities occur because the output 
of pH sensors is proportional to the logarithm of hydrogen ion concentration. The source of the changing process 
dynamics will be described shortly. 
A schematic of the pH system under consideration is shown in Fig. 1. The system consists of a beaker and five, 
valved input streams. The beaker initially contains a given volume of a solution having some known pH. The five, 
valved input set-am into the beaker are divided into the two control input streams and the three external input 
streams, Only the valves associated with the two control input streams can be adjusted by the controller. 
Additiionally, as a constraint on the problem, these valves can only be adjusted a limited amount (0.5 mL/s/s, which 
is 20 pct of the mximum flow rate of 2.5 mL/s) to restrict pressure transients in the associated pumping system. 
Acid 





Fig. 1. Basic structure of the pH system. 
The goal of the control problem is to drive the system pH to the desired setpoint in the shortest time possible by 
adjusting the valves on the two control input streams. Achieving this goal is made considerably more difficult by 
mcoqorating the potential for changing the process dynamics. These changing process dynamics come from three 
random changes that can be made to the pH system. First, the concentrations of the acid and base of the two 
controll input stream can be changed randomly to be either 0.1 M HCl or 0.05 M HCl and 0.1 M NaOH or 0.05 
M NaOR. Second, the valves on the external input streams can be randomly altered. This allows for the external 
addition of acid (0.05 M HCI), base (0.05 M CH,COONa), and buffer (a combination of 0.1 M CH,COOW and 
0.1 M CH,COBNa) to the pH system. Note that the addition of a buffer is analogous to adding inertia to a 
mechanical system. Third, random changes are made to the setpoint to which the system pH is to be driven. These 
three random alterations in the system parameters dramatically alter the way in which the problem environment 
reacts 80 adjustments made by the controller to the valves on the control input streams. Furthermore, the controller 
receives no f d b a c k  concerning these random changes. 
The pH system was designed on a small scale so that experiments could be performed in limited laboratory space. 
Titrations were performed in a 1,000-mL beaker using a magnetic bar to stir the solution. Peristaltic pumps were 
used for the five input streams. An industrial pH electrode and transmitter sent signals through an analog-to-digital 
board to a 33-MHz 386 personal computer which implemented the control system. 
OF THE ADAPTIVE CONTROLLER 
Figure 2 shows a schematic of the Bureau's adaptive control system. The heart of this control system is the loop 
consisting of the control element and the problem environment. The control element receives infomation from 
sensors in the problem environment concerning the status of the condition variables, i.e., pH and ApH. It then 
computes a desirable state for a set of action variables, i.e., flow rate of acid (Q,,,) and flow rate of base (QBAs3. 
These changes in the action variables force the problem environment toward the setpoint. This is the basic approach 
adopted for the design of virtually any closed loop control system, and in and of itself includes no raa~hmism for 
adaptive control. 
Fig. 2. Structure of the adaptive control system. 
The adaptive capabilities of the system shown in Fig. 2 are due to the analysis and learning elements. In general, 
the analysis element must recognize when a change in the problem environment has occurred. A "chmge, " as i t  
is used here, consists of any of the three random alterations to a parameter possible in the problem envsronment. 
(Of importance is the fact that all of these changes affect the response of the problem environment, othemise it has 
no effect on the way in which the control element must act to efficiently manipulate the problem environment.) 
The analysis element uses information concerning the condition and action variables over some finlte time period 
to recognize changes in the environment and to compute the new performance characteristics associated with these 
changes. 
The new environment (the problem environment with the altered parameters) can pose many difficulties for the 
control element, because the control element is no longer manipulating the environment for which it was design&. 
Therefore, the algorithm that drives the control element must be altered. As shown in the schematic of Fng. 2, this 
task is accomplished by the learning element. The most efficient approach for the learning element to use to alter 
the control element is to utilize information concerning the past performance of the control system. The strategy 
used by the control, analysis, and learning elements of the stand-alone, comprehensive adaptive cowtro'&ler being 
developed by the U.S. Bureau of Mines is provided in the following sections. 
Control Element 
The control element receives feedback from the pH system, and based on the current state of pH and ApH, must 
prescribe appropriate values of Q,,,, and Q,,. Any of a number of closed-loop controllers could be used for this 
element. However, because of the flexibility needed in the control system as a whole, a FLC is employed. Like 
conventional rule-based systems (expert systems), FLCs use a set of production rules which are of the form: 
IF {condition) THEN {action) 
to arrive at appropriate control actions. The left-hand-side of the rules (the condition side) consists of combinations 
of the controlled variables @H and ApH); the right-hand-side of the rules (the action side) consists of combinations 
of the miparlaled variables (QAcm and QBAsE). Unlike conventional expert systems, FLCs use rules that utilize 
h ;~a:y  t e r n  like those appearing in human rules-of-thumb. For example, a valid rule for a FLC used to manipulate 
the pH system is: 
IF (ph is W R Y  ACIDIC and ApH is SMALL) THEN {QBAsE is LARGE and QAcID is ZERO). 
This rule says that if the solution is very acidic and is not changing rapidly, the flow rate of the base should be 
made to be large and the flow rate of the acid should be made to be zero. 
The fuzzy t e r n  are subjective; they mean different things to different "experts," and can mean different things 
in varying situations. Fuzzy terms are assigned concrete meaning via fuzzy membership functions 141. The 
memb~ership folnctions used in the control element to describe pH appear in Fig. 3. (As will be seen shortly, the 
lmmir~g element is capable of changing these membership functions in response to changes in the problem 
environment.) These membership functions are used in conjunction with the rule set to prescribe single, crisp values 
of the action variables (QAclD and QBAsE). Unlike conventional expert systems, FLCs allow for the enactment of 
m a e  than one rule at any given time. The single crisp action is computed using a weighted averaging technique 
that incoelporates both a min-mm operator and the center-of-area method [7]. The following fuzzy terms were used, 
md thierebre "defined" with membership functions, to describe the significant variables in the pH system: 
pH Very Acidic (VA), Acidic (A), Mildly Acidic (MA), Neutral (N), Mildly Basic (MB), Basic (B), 
and Very Basic (VB); 
ApH Small (S) and Large (L); 
QACID Zero (Z), Very Small (VS); 
QeAsE Sl?wall (S), Medium (M), and Large (L). 
Fig. 3. pH membership functions. 
Although the pH system is quite complex, it is basically a titration system. An effective FLC for performing 
titrations can be written that contains only 14 rules. The 14 rules are necessary because there are seven fuzzy terms 
describing pH and two fuzzy terms describing ApH (7*2= 14 rules to describe all possible combinations that could 
exist in the pH system as described by the fuzzy terms represented by the membership functions selecM). Now, 
the rules selected for the control element are certainly inadequate to control the full-scale pH system; the one that 
includes the changing process dynamics. However, the performance of a FLC can be dramatically alter& by 
changing the membership functions. This is equivalent to changing the definition of the terms used 80 d e ~ i b  the 
variables being considered by the controller. As will be seen shortly, GAS are powerful tools capable of rapidly 
locating efficient fuzzy membership functions that allow the controller to accommodate changes in the ddyna~cs of 
the pH system. 
Analysis Element 
The analysis element recognizes changes in parameters associated with the problem environment not taken into 
account by the rules used in the control element. In the pH system, these parameters include: (1) the concentrations 
of the acid and base of the input control streams, (2) the flow rates of the acid, the base, and the buffer that are 
randomly altered, and (3) the system setpoint. Changes to any of these parameters can dramtically alter the way 
in which the system pH responds to additions of acid or base, thus forming a new problem environrneert rquilrang 
an altered control strategy. Recall that the FLC used for the control element presented includes none of these 
parameters in its 14 rules. Therefore, some mechanism for altering the prescribed actions must be IdlcBudd in the 
control system. But before the control element can be altered, the control system must recognize that the problem 
environment has changed, and compute the nature and magnitude of the changes. 
The analysis element recognizes changes in the system parameters by comparing the response of the physical 
system to the response of a model of the pH system. In general, recognizing changes in the parameters ssoc ia td  
with the problem environment requires the control system to store information concerning the past perfommce of 
the problem environment. This information is most effectively acquired through either a data base on a compubr 
model. Storing such an extensive data base can be cumbersome and requires extensive computer memory. 
Fortunately, the dyna&cs of the pH system are well understood for buffered reactions, and can be m o d d d  using 
a single cubic equation that can be solved for [H,O+] ion concentrations, to directly yield the pH of the solution. 
In the approach adopted here, a computer model predicts the response of the laboratory pH system. This p r d i c t d  
response is compared to the response of the physical system. When the two responses differ by a threshold amount 
over a finite period of time, the physical pH system is considered to have been altered. 
When the above approach is adopted, the problem of computing the new system parameters b ~ o m e s  a curve 
fitting problem [8]. The parameters associated with the computer model produce a particular response to chmges 
in the action variables. The parameters must be selected so that the response of the model matches the response 
of the actual problem environment. 
An analysis element has been forged in which a GA is used to compute the values of the parameters associatd 
with the pH system. When employing a GA in a search problem, there are basically two decisions tbat must be 
made: (1) how to code the parameters as bit strings and (2) how to evaluate the merit of each string (the fitness 
fbnction must be defined). The GA used in the analysis element employs concatenated, mapped, uns imd  binajr)l 
coding [6]. The bit-strings produced by this coding strategy were of length 200: the first 40 bits of the stings 
were used to represent the concentration of the acid on the control input stream, the second 40 bits were used to 
represent the concentration of the base on the control input stream, the third 40 bits were used to represent the Row 
rate of the acid of the external streams, and the final 80 bits were used to represent the flow rates of the buffer and 
the base of the external streams, respectively. The 40 bits associated with each individual parameter were read as 
a binary number, converted to decimal numbers (000 = 0, 001 = 1, 010 = 2, 011 = 3, etc.,), m d  m p p d  
between minimum and maximum values according to the following: 
where C is the value of the parameter in question, b is the binary value, m is the number of bits used to represent 
the padicanhr parameter (40), and C,, and C, are minimum and maximum values associated with each parameter 
that is being coded. 
A fitness diunction has been employed that represents the quality of each bit-string; it provides a quantitative 
evalmtisn of how accurately the response of a model using the new model parameters matches the response of the 
actual physical system. The fitness function used in this application is: 
With this definition of the fitness function, the problem becomes a minimization problem: the GA must minimize 
f, wkch as it has been defined, represents the difference between the response predicted by the model and the 
response of the laboratory system. 
Figure 4 compares the response of the physical pH system to the response of the simulated pH system that uses 
the parameters determined by a GA. This figure shows that the responses of the computer model and the physical 
system are vi&ually identical, thereby demonstrating the effectiveness of a GA in this application. The GA was able 
80 locate the correct parameters after only 500 function evaluations, where a function evaluation consisted of 
simulating the pH system for 100 seconds. Locating the correct parameters took approximately 20 seconds on a 
386 personal computer. Industrial systems may mandate that a control action be taken in less than 20 seconds. In 
such cases, the time the GA is allotted to update the model parameters can be restricted. Once new parameters (and 
thus thie new response characteristics of the problem environment) have been determined, the adaptive element must 
alter the control element. 
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Fig. 4. Performance of an analysis element. 
The laming element alters the control element in response to changes in the problem environment. It does so 
by alteing the membership functions employed by the FLC of the control element. Since none of the randomly 
altered parameters appear in the FLC rule set, the only way to account for these conditions (outside of completely 
revamping the system) is to alter the membership functions employed by the FLC. These alterations consist of 
changing both the position and location of the trapezoids used to define the fuzzy terms. 
Altering the membership functions (the definition of the fuzzy terms in the rule set) is consistent with the way 
humans control complex systems. Quite often, the rules-of-thumb humans use to manipulate a problem environment 
remain the same despite even dramatic changes to that environment; only the conditions under which the rules are 
applied are altered. This is basically the approach that is being taken when the fuzzy membership hnctions are 
altered. 
The U.S. Bureau of Mines uses a GA to alter the membership functions associated with FLCs, miad this twhique 
has been well documented [7]. A learning element that utilizes a GA to locate high-efficiency memkrship functions 
for the dynamic pH laboratory system has been designed and implemented. 
ce of a control system that uses a GA to alter the membership functions of its control element is 
demonstrated for two different situations. First, Fig. 5 compares the performance of the adaptive control systeim 
(one that changes its membership functions in response to changes in the system parameters) 80 a non-akpti17e 
control system (one that ignores the changes in the system parameters). In this figure, the pH system has been 
perturbed by the addition of an acid (at 75 seconds), a base (at 125 seconds), and a buffer (at 175 swonds). h this 
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Fig. 5. External reagent additions. 
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Fig. 6 .  Alteration of titrant concentrations. 
Second, the concentrations of the acid and base the FLC uses to control pH are changed (those from the control 
input streams), which causes the system to respond differently. For example, if the 0.1 MHCl is the control input, 
the pH falls a cemin amount when this acid is added. However, all other factors being the same, the pH will not 
fall as much when the same volume of the 0.05 M HC1 is added. The results of this situation are summarized in 
Fig. 6.. 1n this simulation, the concentration of the titrants is changed at 50 seconds. As above, the adaptive control 
system is more efficient. . 
Scientists at the U.S. Bureau of Mines have developed an AI-based strategy for adaptive process control. This 
strategy uses GAS to fashion three components necessary for a robust, comprehensive adaptive process control 
system: (I) a control element to manipulate the problem environment, (2) an analysis element to recognize changes 
in the problem environment, and (3) a learning element to adjust to changes in the problem environment. The 
application of this strategy to a laboratory pH system has been described, 
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Abstract 
The Space Station Freedom will require the supply of items in a regular 
fashion. A schedule for the delivery of these items is not easy to design due to 
the large span of time involved and the possibility of cancellations and 
changes in shuttle flights. This paper presents the basic concepts of a genetic 
algorithm model, and also presents the results of an effort to apply genetic 
algorithms to the design of propellant resupply schedules. As part of this ef- 
fort, a simple simulator and an encoding by which a genetic algorithm can find 
near optimal schedules have been developed. Additionally, this paper pro- 
poses ways in which robust schedules, i.e. schedules that can tolerate small 
changes, can be found using genetic algorithms. 
1. Introduction 
A schedule for the delivery of resupplies to the Space Station Freedom is not easy to des ip  
due to the large span of time involved and the possibility of cancellations and changes in 
shuttle flights. Additionally, there is difficulty in defining ways to determine the qualiby of 
schedules, many factors should be optimized. Genetic algorithms seem adequate for the task of 
finding appropriate schedules due to their proven ability to deal with complex o b j ~ ~ v e  
functions and their robustness as search methods. 
An initial effort to study the application of genetic algorithms to finding schedules for the 
resupply of propellant to the space station has been undertaken at the Software Technolou 
Branch of NASA Johnson Space Center. As a result of this effort, a simulator was devclopd. A 
representation of schedules was designed. Also, an evaluation mechanism was proposed. 
This paper first briefly describes the basic concepts of a genetic algorithm model, doli8o~ved 
by a short description of the design of a genetic algorithm tool (Splicer) which was developed 
by the Software Technology Branch. Finally, the paper describes the results of the effort to 
apply genetic algorithms to the design of schedules for the resupply of propellant to the Space 
Station Freedom. 
2. Genetic Algorithms and S.plicer 
2.1 Genetic Algorilluns 
Genetic algorithms (GA) are highly parallel, mathematical, adaptive search procedures 
based loosely on the processes of natural genetics and Darwinian survival of the Attest. These 
algo~thms apply genetically-inspired operators to populations of potential solutions in an 
iterative fashion, creating new populations while searching for an optimal (or near-optimal) 
wlolu~on to the problem at hand. There are several key features of this search and optimization 
technique. One, the problem space is searched in parallel based on the "building blocks" 
concept. TWO, genetic algorithms are very effective when searching function spaces that are not 
smooth or continuous-functions which are very difficult (or impossible) to search using calculus 
b a d  me&ods. Three, genetic algorithms are blind: that is, they know nothing of the problem 
king solved other than payoff or penalty (i.e., objective function) information. 
The basic iterative model of the genetic algorithms is: the algorithm starts up with an 
random population, and subsequent populations are created from the previous population by 
means of evaluation, selection, and reproduction. This process repeats itself until the 
population converges on an optimal solution or some other stopping condition is reached. 
The initial population consists a set of individuals (i.e., potential solutions) generated 
randody or heuristically. In the classical genetic algorithm, each member is represented by a 
fi,:ed-iieragh binary string of bits (a chromosome) that encodes parameters of the problem. This 
en~codd sting can be decoded to give the integer values for these parameters. 
Once the initial population has been created, the evaluation phase begins. The genetic 
algo~thms require that members of the population can be differentiated according to goodness 
or fitness. The members that are more fit are given a higher probability of participating during 
the s l ~ t i o n  and reproduction phases. Fitness is measured by decoding a chromosome and using 
the decoded parameters as input to the objective function. The value returned by the objective 
function (or some transformation of it) is used as the fitness value. 
hriing the selection phase, the population members are given a target sampling rate which 
is based on fitness and determines how many times a member will mate during this generation- 
that is, how many offspring from this individual will be created in the next population. The 
target sangling rate (usually not a whole number) must be transformed into an integer number of 
matings for each individual. There are many ways of determining the target sampling rate and 
the actual number of matings. Suffice it to say that individuals that are more fit are given a 
reproductive advantage over less fit members. 
During the reproduction phase, two members of the mating pool (i.e., members of the 
ppulation with non-zero mating counts) are randomly chosen and genetic operators are applied 
to their genetic material to produce two new members for the next population. This process is 
repated until the next population is filled. The recombination phase usually involves two 
operators: crossover and mutation. During crossover, the two parents exchange substring 
idormation (genetic material) at a random position in the chromosomes to produce two new 
sk~ngs. Crossover occurs according to a crossover probability, usually between 0.5 and 1.0. The 
crossover operation searches for better building blocks within the genetic material which 
ccrmbine to create optimal or near-optimal problem parameters and, therefore, problem 
so%utions, when the string is decoded. Mutation is a secondary operation in the genetic 
algorithm process. It is used to maintain diversity in the population-that is, to keep the 
ppufation from prematurely converging on one solution and to create genetic material that may 
not be present in the cument population. The mechanics of the mutation operation are simple: 
for each position in a string created during crossover, change the value at that position 
according to a mutation probability. The mutation probability is usually very low-less than 
0.05, 
The Splicer tool is a project within the Software Technology Branch. The purpose of the 
p~roject is to develop a tool that will enable the widespread use of genetic algorithm 
technolow. 
The design chosen for the Splicer consists of four components: a genetic a lgo~ thm kernel 
and three types of interchangeable libraries or modules: representation libraries, fitness 
modules, and user interface libraries. 
A genetic algorithm kernel was developed that is independent of representation (i.e., 
problem encoding), fitness function, or user interface type. The GA kernel comprises dl hn&om 
necessary for the manipulation of populations. These functions include the c rea~on  of 
populations and population members, the iterative population model, fitness scaling# parent 
selection and sampling, and the generation of population statistics. In addition, ~ e l l l a n a s u s  
functions are included in the kernel (e.g., random number generators). Different w e s  of 
problern-encoding schemes and functions are defined and stored in interchangeable 
representation libraries. This allows the GA kernel to be used for any representation =heme, 
At present, the Splicer tool provides representation libraries for binary strings and for 
permutations. These libraries contain functions for the definition, creation, and decoding of 
genetic strings, as well as multiple crossover and mutation operators. Furthermore, the Splicer 
tool defines the appropriate interfaces to allow users to create new representation libraries 
(e.g., for use with vectors or grammars). 
Fitness functions are defined and stored in interchangeable fitness modules. Fitness modules 
are the only piece of the Splicer system a user will normally be required to create or alter to 
solve a particular problem. Within a fitness module, a user can create a fitness hncCion, set the 
initial values for various Splicer control parameters (e.g., population size), create a func~on 
which graphically draws the best solutions as they are found, and provide descriptive 
information about the problem being solved. The tool comes with several example fitness 
modules. 
The Splicer tool provides three user interface libraries: a Macintosh user interface, an X 
Window System user interface, and a simple, menudriven, character-based user interface. The 
first two user interfaces are eventdriven and provide graphic output using windows. 
The C programming language was chosen for portability and speed. Splicer has k n  test& 
on multiple platforms which include Sun 3/80TM, SPARCTMl IBM RS6000TM, and Apple 
MacintoshTM. With the new character and ' lTY interfaces, Splicer can now be emkdded in the 
user application. 
3. The Space Station Freedom scheduling problem 
The Space Station Freedom will require the supply of various items in a r ep l a r  fashion, 
including such things as air, food, experiment payload modules, and propellant. A schdule for 
the delivery of these items spanning several years will be needed. Because of the large numlkr 
of activities to be scheduled, and the long period of time involved, it is not possible to plan 
them all at the same time in a single schedule. Instead, independent schedules for sparate 
items will be designed. Then, these will be merged into a single schedule. To facilitate this 
integration, each individual schedule must be as flexible and robust as possible, i.e. changes 
must be easily made and must not seriously affect the overall performance. Additioinally, the 
overall schedule must also be robust so that shuttle flight delays and cancella~sns can be 
tolerated without major changes. Genetic Algorithms (Goldberg, 1989, Holland, 19751, due to 
their inherit flexibility, seem to be an appropriate tool for solving this problem k c a u s  the 
complexity of the many restrictions that can be involved in schedules for individual items. 
As a first step in studying the applicability of genetic algsrithms, the problem of 
scheduling the resupply of propellant was selected. The following description of propllant 
resupply to the Space Station Freedom was a result of several talks with the Level JII Space 
Station Freedom Resource Utilization Analysis engineers. 
3,1 Des&ption of the propellant resupply problem 
Reboosting at the space station occurs after every departure of the space shuttle. The 
reboost operation takes the space station to its highest orbit. Between reboosts, the space 
station slowly looses altitude, so as to meet the shuttle at its lowest orbit. 
The thrust required for a reboost operation is supplied by three out of six reboosting 
mdules. These modules contain a propellant which is consumed to produce a force on the space 
station. The space station has eight parking spaces where reboosting modules can be placed. 
These eight spaces are grouped in pairs and each pair is located on a corner of an imaginary 
a~Qrag1;le p ~ n d i c u l a r  to the Earth. There are a total of eight modules; at any given time, six 
modules are ed to be on the space station and two on ground. 
For any reboost operation to be carried out, three modules in different comers must be fired; 
in this way, a force and a torque, in any desired direction perpendicular to the Earth, can be 
appllid to the space station. For a given reboost, and assuming that the modules contain 
sufficienat propellant, there will always be two sets of three corners of the rectangle to choose 
from, i.e. two triangles (call them A and B) that can produce the same force and torque. Both 
triangles will be able to produce the same reboosting effect, and require the same total 
propellant, but will consume different levels of propellant from the individual corners 
involvd. The level of propellant required for a given reboost operation is not constant; it 
depnds on the solar activity at the moment, and thus, can only be estimated ahead of time. 
The space station will normally have five reboost cycles per year, one for each flight of the 
space shuttle. At its lowest, orbit it will meet the space shuttle and receive resupplies, then it 
will be reboosted to its highest orbit. The resupply of propellant will normally consist of 
deiiive~ng two full modules to the space station and removing two whose propellant level is 
either very low or zero. The removed modules will be returned to Earth and refurbished; this 
o1pem"tion will take a lapse of time equal to the time between two shuttle flights, and thus, 
returned modules must stay on Earth for at least one shuttle flight. During these resupply 
olperations, modules that are not empty can be moved from a parking space to another. 
Considering the levels of propellant required for typical reboost operations, Level I1 Space 
Station Freedom Resource Utilization Analysis Office estimate that there will be 
approximtely a delivery of two modules every year. Besides reboosting, propellant is needed 
for atfitude control. The requirement for attitude control is estimated as a fixed quantity 
equally d i s~bu ted  among the four corners of the rectangle where modules are parked. 
The space station must have enough propellant to continue operation in spite of several 
contingencies. An operation called collision avoidance maneuver requires fixed (and unequal) 
quan~ties of propellant from the four corner of the rectangle. Additionally, normal reboosting 
should be possible if a scheduled shuttle flight is canceled, i-e. the space station should be able 
to perfom a skip cycle reboost even if the canceled shuttle flight is one in which propellant 
was to be supplied. The requirements for a skip cycle are those of a reboost and attitude control. 
It must be underlined, that these contingency propellant requirements are not actually con- 
sumed, but must be available. 
3.2 Propellant resupply schedule form 
A schedule for all the operations regarding propellant is needed. The schedule should 
aaswer four basic questions: 
@ What triangle is to be fired on each reboost operation? 
a Om: which shuttle flights should propellant modules be supplied to the space station? 
For each propellant resupply operation, which modules should be removed, and where 
should the new modules be placed? 
0 For each propellant resupply operation, which modules, if any, should be moved? and to 
which comers of the rectangle? 
3 3  Optimization goals 
The complete criteria for defining what is a good schedule has not been fully de temind 
yet. The following elements are known to be desired in a good schedule. 
0 Robustness: 
A good schedule should be capable of tolerating small changes due to modifications or 
cancellations in shuttle flights, variations in solar activity, requirements of sehec%ules for 
the supply of other items, etc. 
Wasted propellant: 
Propellant contained in modules returned to Earth is a waste and should be m i ~ ~ z d .  A 
efficient schedule should ask for the return of modules only when these are empty or 
almost empty. 
@ Propellant resupply operations: 
A good schedule will require the minimal number of propellant resupply flighb. 
Module movements on the space station: 
As explained before, non empty modules can be moved from one to comer to another durhklg 
a resupply operation. A good schedule should make the least number of these movements. 
3.4 Simulator outline 
A simple simulator, written in C and running on the Macintosh and on UNIX workstations, 
was developed for this problem. The simulator allows a user to type in instructions regarding 
the use of propellant and its resupply. For each shuttle flight, the user is asked if a resupply 
should occur; if so, it is then asked if modules should be moved from one corner to another, 
which modules should be returned to Earth and where should the new modules be placd. The 
user is also asked which triangle should be fired on each reboost operation. The simulator 
displays the placement of each modules and its propellant contents, and takes into account the 
propellant requirements for contingencies. The propellant content of the modules is display& 
to the user after each operation. In this way, a whole schedule can be tested step by step.. 
In summary, the user interacts with the simulator by making decisions regarding the 
following operations: 
0 Reboost: 
The user decides which triangle of propellant modules is to be fired on each rehost qc1e. 
The simulator displays the contents of the modules. In case of a schedule failure i.e. the 
user has drained modules so that a reboost is impossible, the simulator traces back in  me 
to the last viable situation so that the user can continue simulation from this point. 
0 Resupply of propellant: 
The simulator allows the user to decide w-hen to perform a resupply, which modules to 
return, and where to place the new modules. 
0 Movements of modules: 
If a resupply is to occur, the simulator asks the user which modules are to be mssvd, and 
which are the target corners. The user can enter as many movements as desired. 
3.5 Simulator reinterprebtion of commands 
An important characteristic of the simulator, which is necessary if it is to be coup]& to a 
genetic algorithm, is its capacity to reinterpret commands when they cannot be c a d &  out. 
When the user requests an operation that is not valid, the simulator is capable of either 
ignorring the request or finding the next possible operation of the same type which is possible. 
The fo1Pllowing is a list of the reinterpretations the simulator performs: 
Try other triangle 
When the user attempts to perform a reboost using a triangle whose modules do not 
coaitain enough propellant, the simulator tests the other triangle, and if valid, it fires it. 
Two consecutive resupply operations 
Because of the requirement that modules that return to Earth must stay for at least one 
shuttle flight, resupply operations cannot be consecutive. The simulator ignores any 
attemp& to perform consecutive resupplies. 
Removing empty modules 
During a resupply operation, empty modules must be removed. The simulator ignores 
a t t e q t s  to remove modules that are not empty if other that are empty are not removed 
first. 
* Removing least full module of corner 
During a resupply operation, the least full module of a comer must be removed. W e n  
specifying modules to be removed, the user only indicates the desired corner; the 
simulator removes the least full module from that comer. 
* Pladng modules on comers that are full 
Each comer of the rectangle contains two parking spaces for modules. If the users tries to 
place a module on a comer that already has two modules, the simulator will place it on 
the next corner that has an empty parking space. 
These reinterpretations of user commands are important when the simulator is coupled to a 
genetic algorithm, because in this way many invalid individuals are expressed as valid 
xhedules, and thus, are efficiently employed in the genetic search. In effect, through these 
transiicsrmations, the search space is pruned of regions that contain only invalid solutions. 
4, Coupling the simulator to Splicer 
There are two main issues to resolve when coupling a simulator, like the one developed for 
this work, and a genetic algorithm tool such as Splicer. First, a way to encode possible solutions 
into binapy strings must be chosen. Second, a method to evaluate this solutions must be defined. 
In the following section these matters are explained. 
4-1 hcodiing of schedules into binary strings 
The possible schedules must be encoded into binary strings, or chromosomes, so that the 
genetic algorithm can operate over a population of them. Thus, an encoding is a transfo 
from the space of possible schedules, i.e. lists of commands that can be given to the simulator, to 
tlhe space of binary strings. In this encoding design the chromosome is composed of four segments 
and each segment encodes one of the possible commands to the simulator. 
Triangle selection 
This s e p e n t  consists of as many bits as reboosts being scheduled. Each position indicates 
with a 0 that triangle A, or with a 1 that triangle B, is to be fired at the corresponding 
reboost. 
* Is resupply to be performed? 
334s segment consists of as many bits as reboosts being scheduled. Each position indicates 
if a resupply is to be performed. 
* 98weon of comers for resupply 
This segment consists of as many subsegments as necessary to represent the maximum 
number of resupplies thought necessary for the space station to operate for the lapse of 
time being scheduled. Each subsegments contains eight bits in groups of two. Evekg~ two 
bits point to one of the four comers. 
Selection of modules to be moved 
This segment consists of as many subsegments as necessary to represent the mximum 
number of module movements thought necessary. Each subsegment is composed of dour bits. 
The first two bits indicate which module is to be moved and the last two indicate the 
comer to where it will be moved. Notice that during a resupply, two modules must be 
chosen to be removed so that there are only four left to be moved to different comers. 
Each chromosome, or individual in genetic algorithm, encodes the operations a u s r  would 
request from the simulator. Even though it can be handled by the simulator that was 
developed, the selection of modules to be moved was not incorporated into the genetic search. 
This step remains for future work. 
4.2 Evaluation 
The problem of finding appropriate schedules for the resupply of propellant can be 
considered at two levels. First, and most important, it is necessary to find valid schdules, i.e. 
schedules that can perform all the reboosts asked for. Then, minimization of wasted propellant 
and maximization of robustness can be considered. In a genetic algorithm, where initial 
individuals are generated randomly, it is very unlikely that valid solutions will be contain& 
in the initial population. Thus, the first goal of the evaluation procedure should be to dnve 
the population to valid solutions. In light of the above, the objective function chosen had the 
following form: 
fitness = number of successful flights. 10 
-total wasted propellant / 1000. 
The maximization of robustness has yet to be considered. The following section dexribes 
ways under consideration to include robustness in the optimization. 
5. Maxhization of robustness and multi-objective opthization 
The objective of maximizing robustness in a schedule requires a different approach than 
that used to attack all other optimization goals. Robustness is difficult to measure. In the 
context of resupply to the space station, a robust schedule is one that can tolerate small changes 
due to modification or cancellations in shuttle flights, variations expected in solar activivI re- 
quirements of schedules for the supply of other items, etc. What is meant by "tolerate small 
changes" is yet to be defined. Additionally, robustness is a characteristic that wiXE surely 
conflict with other optimization goals; for example, a schedule that requires for proplllant 
resupply more often than necessary will probably be more tolerant to shuttle flight 
cancellations, but will waste propellant. 
The problem of maximizing robustness can be addressed in two steps. First, develop a 
stochastic method to measure robustness of a schedule and incorporate it into the asbjwtive 
function. Second, the problem will be treated as one of multi-objective optihzation where 
robustness will be maximized independent by of all other objectives. In the following 
subsections the proposing method for applying the genetic algorithm is presented. 
5.1 Measuring robustness 
Genetic algorithms are know to be tolerant to noise in the evaluation of the objective 
function (Fitpatrick, Grefenstette, and Van Gucht, 1984). The reason for this is that the genetic 
algorithm implicitly processes schemata which are patterns of bits that are represented by 
maay members of the population. In this way, the evaluation of a signal individual can be 
compted with noise, and the genetic algorithm will continue to find near optimal solutions, as 
long as the noise has zero mean. Therefore, for each individual schedule in the population, a 
numkr  of random small changes will be generated. The robustness will be obtained as the 
average performance of the modified schedules; in the expected value, this will be a correct 
naeasure of robustness. This value of robustness can be incorporated into the objective function as 
part &of a linear combination of all the optimization goals. In this way, for a given relation of 
relative importance among the optimization goals, the genetic algorithm will find a near 
optimal sslution. 
5.2 Mu8k;i-objective optimization with genetic algorithms 
Many real optimization problems, like the scheduling of supplies to the space station, 
require that several criteria be optimized simultaneously, In these problems, some of the 
objwtives are conflicting, and it is difficult to decide the relative importance of each one. In 
practice# all the criteria are usually combined into a single objective function by taking a linear 
combination of them, in order to avoid the problem of multi-objective optimization. This is not 
aliways the best approach, but one often taken because of limitations on the optimization 
methods. 
The area of multi-objective optimization has not been fully attacked by genetic algorithm 
rewarehers. Schaffer (1985) has presented a method for applying genetic algorithms to this 
type of problem, and no continuation of this effort has been reported. Goldberg (1989, p. 201) 
suggested applying a combination of rank selection (Baker, 1985) and niche and speciation 
methods (Deb and Goldberg, 1989). An extension to the previous efforts, (Valenzuela Renddn & 
Cantd Aguillen, 1992) that apply niche and speciation methods to the solution of mutlimodal 
pmblems to include multi-objective optimization as proposed by Goldberg, is proposed to attack 
ahis problem. In this way, the genetic algorithm will find not one but a family of near optimal 
xhedules for varying degrees of relative importance of robustness versus all other optimization 
goals. 
6. Final Comments 
The Space Station Freedom will require the resupply of many items over a long period of 
time. k h d u l e s  for individual items will first be designed, and thus, these schedules will be 
integrated into a single schedule. For this integration to take place, individual schedules must 
be able to tolerate small changes. Genetic algorithms seem like an appropriate tool to apply to 
this problem in view of their proven ability to solve complex objective functions and their 
robusbess as search methods. 
As a first step, we have developed a simple simulator and an encoding by which a genetic 
algok-ith can be applied to finding schedules for the resupply and use of propellant without 
considering robustness. As following steps, we will take advantage of the ability of genetic 
algo~thms to tolerate noise in the objective function, and measure robustness in a stochastic 
manner. Also, we propose to apply multi-objective optimization techniques in genetic 
algorithms to find families of near optimal schedules for varying degrees of relative 
imp-nce of robustness. 
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ABSTRACT; 
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) at Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) 
has developed a laser ranging device (LIDAR) which provides accurate and timely data of earth 
features. NASA/GSFC recently modified the sensor to include a scanning capability to produce 
LIDAR swaths. They have also integrated a Global Positioning System (GPS) and an ilnerdd 
Navigation System (INS) to accurately determine the absolute aircraft location and aircraft attitude 
(pitch, yaw, and roll), respectively. The sensor has been flown in research mode by NASA for 
many years. The LIDAR has been used in different configurations or modes to acquire such data 
as altimetry (topography), bathymetry (water depth), laser-induced fluorosensing (tracer dye 
movements, oil spills and oil thickness, chlorophyll and plant stress identification), forestry, and 
wetland discrimination studies. 
NASA and HARC are developing a commercial version of the instrument for topographic mapping 
applications. The next phase of the commercialization project will be to investigate other applications 
such as wetlands mapping and coastal bathymetry. In this paper we report on preliminary laboratory 
measurements to determine the feasibility of making accurate depth measurements in relatively 
shallow water (approximately 2 to 6 feet deep) using a LIDAR system. The LIDAR batkymetry 
measurements are relatively simple in theory. The water depth is determined by mewuriag the 
time interval between the water surface reflection and the bottom surface reflection signals. Depth 
is then calculated by dividing by the index of refraction of water. However, the measuremen& 
are somewhat complicated due to the convolution of the water surface return signal with the bottom 
surface return signal. Therefore in addition to the laboratory experiments, computer simulations 
of the data were made to show these convolution effects in the return pulse waveform due to: a) 
water depth, and b) changes in bottom surface reflectivity. 
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PWELIbIINARY STUDIES LEADING TOWARD THE DEVELOPMENT 
OF A LIDAR BATWYMETRY h1APPING INSTRUMENT 
P ,O INTRODUCTION 
%"he National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) at Goddard Space Flight Center 
(GSF(3 has developed a laser ranging device (LIDAR) which provides accurate and timely data 
of earth features. NASA/GSFC recently modified the sensor to include a scanning capability to 
produce LIDAR swaths. They have also integrated a Global Positioning System (GPS) and an 
Inertid Navigation System (INS) to accurately determine the absolute aircraft location and aircraft 
attituale (pitch, yaw, and roll), respectively. The sensor has been flown in a research mode by 
NASA fof nhany years. It has been used in different configurations or modes of the LIDAR to 
acquire such data as altimetry (topography) [I], bathymetry [2], laser-induced fluorosensing (tracer 
dye movements [3], oil spills and oil thickness [4 and 51, chlorophyll and plant stress identification 
[dl), forestry [7], and wetland discrimination studies [8 through 111. 
PjASA and HARC are developing a commercial version of the instrument for topographic 
m-aappi~ng applications. The next phase of the commercialization project will be to investigate other 
applications such as wetlands mapping and coastal bathymetry. 
In this paper we report on preliminary laboratory measurements to determine the feasibility 
of ma.king accurate depth measurements in relatively shallow water (approximately 2 to 6 feet 
deep) using a LIDAR system. The LIDAR bathymetry measurements are relatively simple in 
theorq~. The water depth is determined by measuring the time interval between the water surface 
reflection and the bottom surface reflection signals. Depth is then calculated by dividing by the 
index of refraction of water. However, the measurements are somewhat complicated due to the 
conv6rok'~iasn of the water surface return signal with the bottom surface return signal. Therefore, 
in addition to the laboratory experiments, computer simulations of the data were made to show 
these con+olution effects in the return pulse waveform due to: a) water depth, and b) changes in 
bottom surface reflectivity. 
The experiment was simplified by eliminating the water column and substituting graphite 
plates for the top and bottom surfaces. Depth and signal return intensities were adjusted by simply 
moving the plates relative to each other and intercepting different amounts of the laser beam, 
respectively. Section 2 describes the laboratory apparatus used in these measurements. Section 3 
presena the experimental results and the computer simulations. Section 4 makes general conclusions 
regarding the feasibility of performing LIDAR bathymetry measurements in shallow water. 
2.0 LABORATORY LIDAR APPARATUS DESCRIPTION 
These measurements were performed at HARC's Laser Applications Laboratory. Figure 1 
shows the apparatus used for performing the LIDAR experiments. This apparatus consisted of a 
pulsed laser, telescope, fast photodiode/amplifier, and digital oscilloscope. The X = 532 nrn output 
of the Nd:YAG laser (Spectra Physics, Model GCR-11-3) emitting E 2 155 mJ'/pulse in a 6-7 ns 
pulse width was directed approximately 50 feet down the laboratory and onto two carbon plates. 
The top carbon plate functioned as the water surface and the bottom carbon plate served as the 
bottom surface. The reflected light from the top and bottom surfaces wastollected by a 1" aperture 
telescope. A fast photodiode (Electro-Optics Technology, Model ET-2000, 200 ps rise time) and 
amplifier (Stanford Research Systems, Inc., Model SR440, DC-300MHz) and digital oscilloscope 
(LeCroy, Model 9400,125 MHz) detected and recorded the return laser pulse waveform, respectively. 
Adjusting the distance between the two carbon plates simulated different water depths; moving 
the plates in and out of the laser beam adjusted the strength of the top and bottom surface return 
signals. The distances between the two plates for these experiments were 1 foot, 3 feet, and 5 
feet. For each experiment, the digital scope averaged 50 waveforms before transferring the result 
to the plotter. 
Figure 2 shows the instrumental response of the LIDAR apparatus shown in Figure 1, in this 
experiment, the top carbon plate was removed and the Nd:YAG laser was in long pulse mode (6-7 
ns F W M  pulsewidth according to manufacturer's specifications). As seen in Figure 2, the LIDAR 
system is recording the laser FWHM as approximately 12.8 ns. This is attributed to WO factors: 
1. The bandwidth of the digital scope is 125 MHz; therefore, its rise time is approximately 
2.8 ns (i-e., .35/125 MHz), and 
2. The bandwidth of the amplifier is 300 H z ,  corresponding to a rise time of 1-2 ns. 
The Spectra Physics Nd:YAG laser can also be operated in a short pulse mode which reduces 
the temporal pulse width by approximately a factor of 3 to about 2.5 ns; this resulls in only a 10% 
loss of pulse energy. Figure 3 shows the instrumental response with the laser in b e  short pulse 
mode. After consulting with the manufacturer, the 2.5 ns specification (alignment sensitive) applies 
only to the base of the center peak. Therefore, in all subsequent measuremenls, the I ae r  was 
opemted in long pulse mode. 
3,0 RESULTS 
3.1 EXPERIMENTAL DATA and SIMULATIONS 
Figures 4, 5, and 6 show the experimental results (rough curves) when the plates were separated 
by 1 foot, 3 feet, and 5 feet, respectively. Also shown in these figures are simulated data (smooth 
curves) of each experiment. The simulations were generated by convoluting two Gaussian lineshapes, 
each defined by a 12.8 ns FWHM, and different line intensities (as noted in the figure captions). 
These simulated data were generated using a program called COCON1 .BAS (described below) and 
are simply best fits to the experimental data as determined by eye. 
3-2 ADDITIONAL COMPUTER SIMULATIONS 
After understanding the experimental results above, additional computer simulations were 
performed to reconstruct idealized bathymetry waveform data (i.e., no noise due to intermediate 
scattering layers located between the top and bottom surfaces) predicted in 2 to 15 feet water 
depths. These simulations are based on the model shown in Figure 7.  In this simple model, a 
Imer pulse of intensity I, is shot towards the water surface. At the air - water interface a portion 
(Il) of the incident beam is reflected back towards the detector based on the water index of 
refraction [i.e., I1 = I,(n-1)2/(n+1)2]. The rest of the laser pulse, I2 (= 1-I,), is transmitted down 
through the water column to the bottom surface. In this process, the laser is attenuated according 
to the Beer-Lambert law [log (Ifinal/IhCident) = -at, where a is the attenuation coefficient and l is 
the path length] and is represented as Is. The beam is then reflected off the bottom surface (RBS) 
resulting in I, and attenuated again travelling up the water column to the surface. A portion of 
E5 is again lost at the water - air interface. I6 is reflected back in the water, and I7 is transmitted 
back towards the detector. 
As shown in Figure 7, the two most important quantities for the generating reflected waveform 
simu'8ation data are I1 and 17. Using n = 1.33 as the water index of refraction at 20°C, I1 is 2% of 
I, In g e n e d ,  I7 can be calculated by: 
Using this model, two families of simulations were generated. The first simulation used a 
water attenuation coefficient (a) of O.l/foot [12] and bottom surface reflectivity (RBS) of 40%. 
Reflected wsavefom data were simulated for water depths of 1.5, 3.0, 4.5, 6.0, 7.5, and 11.3 feet 
corresponding to 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, and 30 ns top and bottom surface peak separations, respectively 
(i.e,, the speed of light in water was taken to be 1.33 times less than in air). This family of curves 
is shown in Figure 8. An analogous family of curves was generated using a bottom surface 
reflectivity (Wss) of 10%. These data are shown in Figure 9. As noted from Reference 12, these 
are resonable values for a and RBS. Each of the panels in Figures 8 and 9 list the water depth, 
separation time between the water surface and bottom surface return pulses, and the relative line 
intensities for the water surface return signal (Inti) and the bottom surface return signal (Int,). 
The data were simulated by convoluting two 6 ns FWHM Gaussian lineshapes defined by intensities 
Inti and Int*. This simple convolution software, named "COCONI", was developed and run on an 
IBM compatible computer and written in basic. The software will convolute any number of lines 
using a Lorentzian or Gaussian lineshape (defined by the lineshape FWWM). Spectral resolution 
can be controlled by a combination of the total number of points in the file and the wavelength 
range of convolution. The convoluted spectrum can be written in wavenumbers (energy) or 
angstroms (wavelength). The results were plotted on a HP7475A using software developed in-house 
and named "TRANSPLT", also written in basic. 
In the simulations shown in Figure 8 (a = O.l/foot and RBS = 40%), the bottom return pulse 
is stronger than the surface return pulse for the 3 feet (8 ns peak separation) and 4.5 feet (12 ns 
peak separation) water depths. At water depths deeper than approximately 5 feet, the laser will 
be attenuated in a sufficient length of water column so that the surface return pulse will be the 
larger of the signals. In contrast, in the simulations shown in Figure 9 (a = O.l/foot and RBS = 
lo%), the surface return signal is always stronger than the bottom return signal. 
4.0 CONCLUSIONS 
The following conclusions are made based on the results of these experiments and computer 
simulations. 
1. The 125 MHz digital oscilloscope (2.8 ns rise time) was not fast enough to resolve the 
6 ns FWNM pulse width of the Nd:YAG laser. Therefore, the experimental data in 
Figures 2, 4, 5, and 6 are not in true physical agreement with the measured block 
separation distances. 
2. The simulated data can easily be made to agree quantitatively with the experimental 
data. 
3. Even with the slow digital oscilloscope, top and bottom surface signals coressponding 
to approximate water depths of 3 feet and 5 feet were clearly discernable. 
4. When the water depth is of the order of 1 to 2 feet, the recorded lineshape will simply 
look like a single broadened line as shown in the experimental data of Figure 4, and 
the top panels of the simulated data in Figures 8 and 9. 
5. The simulated data in Figures 8 and 9 show the effects of the water depth and bottom 
surface reflectivity on the return waveform. Clearly, a trade-off exists between signal 
strength and signal separation between the top and bottom signal reflections. In shallow 
water, both top and bottom return signals should be strong, but close together in time, 
Beading to spectrum resembling a single broadened line at 2 feet depths. As the water 
gets deeper, the bottom surface return pulse becomes weaker due to attenuation, but is 
separated farther in time from the top surface return pulse. 
6. A Marquardt algorithmlfitting technique 1131, or similar data reduction routine(s), would 
be useful for deconvoluting these lineshapes in a real bathymetry application. 
7. Two (2) new digital scopes will soon be available that would nicely fill the waveform 
recording requirements of this bathymetry application. LeCroy will soon market their 
3200/7200A digital scope equipped with a 2 Gsamplelsec (500 MHz analog system 
bandwidth, 0.7 ns rise time) for approximately $45,000. MP will also be marketing their 
54710154720 Mainframe digital scope equipped with a 4 Gsamplelsec (1.1 GHz analog 
system bandwidth, 0.3 ns rise time) for approximately $40,000. Both scopes will have 
a SCSI-2 (small computer systems interface) port option. 
8. Future Directions will investigate three main topics: 
a) range biasing as a function of scan angle, 
b) range biasing as a function of water turbidity, and 
c) maximum depth capability of the technique. 
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Figure 1 .  Laboratory LIDAR apparatus for simulating bathymetry measurements. 
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Figure 2. Instrumental response of the LIDAR apparatus shown in Figure 1 with the Nd:YAG 
laser in long pulse mode. 
Figure 3. Instrumental response of the LIDAR apparatus shown in Figure 1 with the Nd:YAG 
laser in short pulse mode. Note the extm side lobes. 
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Figure 4. Experimental data (rough line) recorded with the carbon blocks spaced 1 foot apart. 
Simulated data (smooth line) consisting of two 12.8 ns FWHM pulses separated by 8 
ns (i-e., 4 feet due to round trip travel) with 1.0 and 0.7 relative intensities. 
80 mV Full Scale 
Simulated Data: 
12.8 ns FWHM I 
Figure 5. Experirnental data (rough line) recorded with the carbon blocks spaced 3 feet apart. 
Simulated data (smooth line) consisting of two 12.8 ns FWWM pulses separated by 13 
ns (i.e., 6.5 feet round trip travel) with 1.0 and 0.6 relative intensities. 
5 12 
50 scans averaged 
Simulated Data: 
12.8 ns WEIN1 
Figure 6. Experimental data (rough Pine) recorded with the carbon blocks spaced 5 feet apart 
Simulated data (smooth Pine) consisting of two 12.8 ns FWWM pulses separated by 14.6 
ns (i.e., 7.3 feet round trip travel) with 1.0 and 0.7 relative intensities. 
Water 
Surface 
Figure 7. Simple model for determining relative return signal intensities for LTDAR bathyrnetry 
measuremen&. 
5 13 
4 n s  Peak Separation 
12 ns Peak Separation 
16 ns  Peak Separation 
20 ns Peak Separatio 
Figure 9. Family of simulated return waveform traces using a water attenuation coefficient (a) 
- O.l/foot and bottom surface reflectivity (RBs) = 10%. TSud designates a reference 
time as the peak of the water surface return pulse. 
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ABSTRACT 
NASA's Office of Commercial Programs is funding a multispectral sensor system to be used in the developmnt 
of remote sensing applications. The Airborne Terrestrial Applications Sensor (ATLAS) is designed to provide 
versatility in acquiring spectral and spatial information. The ATLAS system will be a test bed for the development 
of specifications for airborne and spaceborne remote sensing instrumentation for dedicated appliat~csns. %IS 
objective requires spectral coverage from the visible through thermal infrared wavelengths, variable spatial 
resolution from 2-25 meters; high geometric and geo-location accuracy; on-board radiometric calibration; digital 
recording; and optimized performance for minimized cost, size, and weight. ATLAS is scheduld to be available 
in 3d quarter 1992 for acquisition of data for applications such as environmental monitoring, facilities mmagement, 
geographic information systems data base development, and mineral exploration. 
1. BACKGRO 
The NASA Office of Commercial Programs (OCP) has a key cooperative effort with US industry to enhance our 
nation's economic standing in space-based remote sensing technology'. OCP's Commercial Earth Obsea-vations 
Program (CEO?) is designed to increase US economic returns from remote sensing and related spatial infomation 
services. OCP provided Stennis Space Center (SSC) with mission requirements (Table I) for engineelrang and 
support of a versatiIe sensor system for developing remote sensing applications. 
Table I Mission Requirements 
(MI) Provide prototype sensor system and subsystem test, verification, and applications proof-of- 
concept. 
(M2) Provide a flexible configuration for determining optimal sensor system design for spwific 
applications to facilitate subsequent scanner development with private funds. 
(M3) Provide for calibration of other aircraft or satellite sensor systems during concurrent data 
acquisition missions. 
(M4) Utilize advanced and/or innovative technologies to decrease the cost and complexity of a remote 
sensing system, while attempting to increase the capability and end-user functionality of the dab. 
Stennis Space Center (SSC) acts as the lead center for remote sensing for OCP. SSC has operat4 m a i rbme  
multispe~tral data acquisition facility since 1972. The Thematic Mapper Simulator (TMS), Da&Bus E n t e q i m "  
" Mention of productslcompanies does not imply endorsement by the US Government, NASA, or l i ~ c & d  
Engineering & Sciences Company. References are provided solely for the benefit of the reader. 
de.veic:@ -f ieml h f r a r d  M u l t i s ~ t r a l  S e? UBMS) and the Qlabmtd h r b m e  Multsspectral S 
(s'b ,L-,h r SS8 a have san~ashiily s u p p d d  590 ~ s s i o n s  across the United States, Canah and Central h e ~ c a .  These 
mssions were prdo&ately s p n m r d  by NASA and other govement  agency earth r m u r w  m o i t o ~ g  projects. 
k9:nossgh these g n w m  have some attlrabutes to s u p p d  comercia1 applaations development, they are l i ~ t &  by 
the foikwtng: 
0 Pno~By use to suppout science resarch projects. 
9 Sysiern sspwifiations design& to support science applicat~onas. 
3 Conflgumtions not wnducive to spectral or spatial resolutaon modefications. 
o Sysbera/subsysterw design based ow > 5 year old technology. 
Spec fiatlons for the ATLAS system were develop4 through aaa malysas of viable deslgns. These designs were 
o a s d  on ~hssnclionaB rquirements3 (Table II) derived from the mission rquarements stated above and for 
cts~pntibalr~ty with existing aircraft and on-going comercial program at SSC. 
Table 11 ATLAS Functional Rquirememks 
----- 
,Fl) Deployable from a Yieraqet 23 or compatnble aarcraft. 
\7,'2) Airborne md satellite-bas& sensor systern emulataon. 
v- 123) ~Uulrispwrml response from the visible through thermal infrared (0.4 - 12.5pm) wavelengths. 
($1'4) Ground spatial resolution ranging from 2-25 meters, with design emphasis ow less than 10 meters. 
1,F5j Reflective md emissive calibration sources traceable to national standards. 
(F6) IVioduiar and reconfigurable system subassemblies. 
(F7) i4ccumte aircraft attitude and gm-location howledge to provide ancillary data. POP high gmmetnc 
fidelity. 
(F8) Direct digital recording. 
I E9f High re%iability, ease of mainbinability, and operator interface optiPnnzation. 
' 1 3 ~ s  paper provndes a liaanctional descwption (Sgtion 3) md p r f o  ebers (Section 4) s f  the ATLAS 
system that 1s cumently under development. Results of analysis4 the system signal-to-snolse ratio 
(SNR), noise quivalent mdimce (NER) and noise qeaivalent ternpemhre differential (MEAT) were calculated with 
a sensor maiiysis software package. The program is called h a l y t i a l  Twls for n e m a l  Infmrd Enginewng 
(ATTIWE)." ad was develop& at Stemis. Other system parameten include psitioning awumcy, gmmetadc 
fidelaty, a d  digital recorder interflce spifications. 'The techical sipecifications are listed in Appendix 6.2. 
ATil,,%S (Figare 1) is m oopto/mechanaial x m e r  with mmulti<hmeli detsctor m d u l a .  ATLAS is desiped to 
n#quiee data in 1% discrete channels in 5 atmosphe~c windows of the 0.4 - 12.5 pm region of the d e c t r o m ~ e t i c  
s m t r a ~ r ~ .  me system has 3 s ~ t r o m e t e r s  referred to a: visiblelnar infrared (VNBR), sho~avel~waadvvave kfrzard 
(SWIM'MR), md the t h e m 1  infrard (TIW). Simulbmaas aquisition of data in is of significant value in 
evalu  tang e p t ~ m l  sensor system per80 ce for a parlicular application. C h m e l  center wavelength and 






bmduid& am be varied by changing modular spectrometers andlor detector 8ssemblies. 
D a i ~ a  of a visible b o u g h  thermal infrared sensor system requires a detailed analysis of input signal propagation 
k o u g h  the system. The m j o r  components in developing a model for the sensor system are the source, 
ahosphere, opeics, detector, spatial parameters, and preamplifier elecftronics. The final goal of the analysis 
is to ideteene the perfo ce parameters of SNR, NER, and NEAT for channel. The atmospheric 
interfe,rence for eaGh s p s t  pass is modeled with the PC version of LOWT 7 and results are incorporated 
in the ATTIRE rnodeling of SNR, NER, and NEAT. 
3. ATLAS SYSTEM 
The ATLAS system consists of a scan head to be mounted in the equipment bay of the Learjet 23 aircraft and the 
opmtor console that is rack mounted in the cabin. The scan head (Figure 2) houses the scan motor/minror 
assembly, telescope, 3 spectrometers, detector assemblies, calibration sources, and preamplifier electronics. The 
operator console includes the video processing 
electronics, mcillary data (housekeeping) control 
electronics, blackbody and motor controllers, and 
monlitohjing instmmentation. 
3-1 Spatial Parmeters 
Spatial rwlution is determined by aircraft altitude, 
velocity and scan speed. A'ITIRE utilizes the 
reliationship expressed in Equation 1 to determine scan 
s p d  effects on perfo ce. An airborne platform 
capable of flying at altitudes between 1000 and 14,000 
meters in altimde allows for sensor spatial ground 
reoliution to be varied from 2-25 meters. The system 
has a variable integration time a.S a function of scan Figure 2 Scan Head Schematic 
speed. To acquire 2 meter ground resolution, an 
aircraft velocity of 195 knots at an altitude of 1000 
meters is rquired at a scan speed of 50 rps. 
v CIFOV = cr a = - 
n 
where GIFOV = ground spatial resolution (meters) n - scan speed 
a - altitude of aircraft (meters) v - aircraft velocity (mls) 
a - angular IFOV 
Distodions are introduced in the spatial data as a function of the scanning configuration (Figure 3). Examples 
include widening of pixels at the scan edges and the "S" effect due to the forward motion of the plane during a Right 
line and aircrafi dynamics. These distortions may be corrected during post-processing with appropriate 
comgqeiraatiora data. 
The optics subsystem collects, focuses, and disperses the radiant flux from the source to 3 spectrometers. The 
energy is then focused onto individual detectors. The two parameters that are critical to the collection of this energy 
are the area of the entrance aperture of the optics and the focal length. The radiance, limited by the solid angle 
subtend& by the ground pixel, is incident on the entrance aperture and determines the irradiance available to the 
O P ~ ~ G S .  
The televcope and the 3 spectrometers were designed at S S P  wbg Optical 
iates (ORA) Code V optical design software. The telexisop is 
Dall-Kirkham design with an f 
radiation is reflected by the 
primary mirror. The converging radiation is 
the secondary mirror, then to a folding flat mirror. The radiation is ~ ( T C U ~  
off-axis onto a square field stop aperture that defines the 2 mha k s m u m u s  
field of view (IFOV) for the system. Above the field stop, an optical window 
is mounted to seal the spectrometer assembly from the atmosphere. 
The TIR spectrometer uses a collimating and a folding nnimoa to direct the 
incoming radiation to a dichroic filter that separates the 8.2-12.2 pm raaliation 
from the shorter wavelengths (0.45-4.2 pm). The transanittd radiation is 
dispersed into 6 channels by a reflective 
grating, and then focused onto a 
HgCdTe detector array using an 
achromatic objective. The objective is 
Figure 3 - Pixel Size Variation a um triplet of 40 mm diameter, 
w ffective focal length (EFL) of 
25.5 nun and a back focal length (BFL) of 20.5 nun. The objective is well 
corrected over the 8-12 pm region and is ideally suited for this compact 
spectrometer. 
The SWIMWR spectrometer accepts the reflected radiation from the TIR 
dichroic filter and separates the 1.55-4.2 pm energy from the visible (0.45- 
0.90 pm) radiation using a second dichroic filter. The transmitted radiation 
is dispersed into 3 channels by a reflective grating onto an InSb detector Figure 4 VNIR Spwtl~meter  & 
array using an achromatic objective. The objective is a ZnS-Si-ZnS triplet Telescope 
that is 38 rnm in diameter with an EFL of 32.5 nun and a BFL of 17.5 mm. 
The VNIR spectrometer (Figure 4) disperses radiation between 0.45-0.90 pm into 6 channels. The VNHR radration 
is separated from the longer wavelength energy by reflection from the second dichroic filter. A tmssnission gmting 
with a groove spacing of 300 lineslmm is used to disperse the collimated radiation to a pair of acbromtic cloublets 
that focus the dispersed light onto the silicon detector array. The doublets are standard off-the-shelf achre)mats, 
3.3 Detectors 
The detectors were chosen based on performance in each spectral region. A 6 element silicon array will be used 
for the 6 VNIR channels. An indiumlantimonide (InSb) array incorporated in a LN, dewar assembly will be usad 
for the 3 SW/MWR channels. A mercury cadmium telluide (HgCdTe) array incorporated in a LN, dewar msembly 
will be used for the 6 t h e m 1  channels. 
The VNIR and SW/MWIR channels using photovoltaic (PV) detectors with a high impedance (> 500 Ma) will use 
preamplifiers operated in an unbiased mode to take advantage of the characteristic high D* value. The TIR chmels  
using photoconductive (PC) detectors with low i ce (20-1200) will have premplifiers eonfigurd in a 
Wheatstone bridge circuit. 
The gain requirements for each channel depend on the input signal from the detectors. The photovolhic detector 
amplifiers will deliver a gain between 106 and lo7. The photoconductive detector amplifiers will have an average 
gain of 200-300. Bandwidth requirements for the amplifiers are established by the ~llaximum scan speed of 50 rps. 
Therefore, the electronic bandwidth, Af, must have a minimum value of 79.54 kHz.. 
'The rrujor functions of the video p r are signal conditionkg, anti-ali log-hdigital conversion 
(kDC), and b u ~ f ' e ~ g .  The analog signal from the postarnplifiehs on will be routed k o u g h  fiber 
O ~ L I C  4xbk for EMIIWI noise suppression to the operator console in m d  offset controls will be 
wed by the opentor to o p t i ~ z e  dynarnic . Sufficient gain is applied to the signal to obtain a mximum 
aaap1;p~de of '1 OBI p-p. The analysis to dele the digitistion resolution resulted k a requirement of > 10 bits. 
Ps- o mee- th s rquirrernent, a 12 bit Datel Inc. analog-todigital convertor with integral sample and hold was chosen. 
"The posltlsn of the minor is critical for precise tirning of video sampling. The encder  resolution of the 
mote -;numor assembly is 4096 pulses per revolution, or 1.53 mad.  From this a master clwk with a frequency 
o r  12.5 the encoder frquency is generated. A LlIIling diagram of the sampling sequence is s h o w  in Figure 5. 
The honsekeepwang subsystem interface architectare (Figure 2 
VIDEO 
2 8 
6 I is slesagnai to inconnorate the ancillary data required jg - 5 2 I ""","" 5: 
zluqrlg p o s t - p m e s s i n ~ d  provide other system functions 
si~ch as roll compenmtion. Interfaces to the aircraft inertial T 
~xvigat~oq system ((INS), global positioning system (GPS) 
recerver, blackbody controller, scan head gyroscope, 
nhx~b er:t tempennture sensors, front panel controls, real-time b---.---- T. --------I 
zaow mssnon specific data, and input for system 
:ai~Xc?rahon parameters are rquired. These hnctions are Figure 5 - sampling ~ i m i ~ ~  
I c ~ p l e m ~ r t e d  i"wroeag8a a dual haaicrocontroller-bad 
"cmcdded controIm design. The rnicrwontroller chosen 
#,,as z rhdotorola 68HCB 1 mming at a mchine cycle of 0.5 ps. 
3 .I. 1 Global Positioning S yslem Interface 
Gm-location howledge is impomnt for mxirnizing the 
usefulness of remotely sensed data. This is particularly 
true when the data are intended to be incorporated into 
a geographic infomation system (GIs). Accurate 
location howledge is necessary for coregistering 
remotely sensed data sets to perfom change detection 
analysis. 
The ATLAS Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver 
will be a differential unit. Position, velocity, and time 
CIgure 6 Subsystem linterface Architecture (PVT) is calculated at a P-2Hz rate and is precisely time 
tagged to allow synchronization of the GPS signals with 
system that are lied to it. The total number of 
sztelht~i?~ in the GPS constellation will be 21 plus 3 active spares by 1994. The GPS constellation now consists of 
13 sate12eres uid provides world-wide 2-D coverage, with 3-D coverage in "windows" (times when four or more 
mtelSntes are in view). h 18-satellite constellation will provide global 3-D positioning, and is expected sometime 
In 1992, Tke tidl consteIlation, in conjunction with differential operation, will allow for psitionan unceminties of 
<5 meters ID latihde, longihde, and altitude. 
G conyanson of the a~culracies of the aircraft inertial navigation system (INS) (values are taken at the equator) and 
d,fCese~qt~ai GPS under best case conditions is presented in Table III. Two-dimensional (latitude and longitude) 
aositiocai errors translate directly to the ground scene (assuaning straight and level flight). A 5 meter latllong 
Table III GPS versus INS Accuracy 
circular error translates to 1 pixel for a 2 mad system at an altitude of 4,125 feet. At an altitude of 41,250 feet, 
accuracies of 1/10 pixel are possible. 
Geometric fidelity is a fundamental requirement of many applications of remotely sensed imagery. For abrrbome 
and spaceborne systems, geometric distortion is introduced in the imagery as a function of platform dynamics. h 
airborne scanner is subject to dynamic motion in roll, pitch, yaw, altitude, and velocity vectors which interact in 
a complex manner. Correction by manual intervention with standard processing techniques is time consu~s-ng m d  
yields results with limited accuracy. Information provided by the GPS and system rolllpitch gyro provide for 
computer-assisted rectification of the data. 
3.7.2 RollIPitch Gyroscope 
A rolllpitch gyroscope is mounted directly on the scan head to minimize rotational error due to &saligmmeni 
between the gyroscope and scan head. The outputs of the gyroscope are 3-wire synchro outputs that can be ampH& 
continuously and are synchronized to the ATLAS system. The output of the aircraft INS gyro is also recorded. 
The output is converted to a 14 bit digital number using two synchro-todigital converters (SDC). Values for 
and pitch are stored in housekeeping. Roll output is used for real-time roll correction. The typical mgular emor 
for the gyroscope is < f0.2" from true pitch and roll angles over full scale. This equates to + 1.75 pixels at nadir 
for a 2.0-mad system and represents the accuracy to which the gyroscope can locate the nadir pixel. It i s  zi 
constant offset and once determined can be subtracted from all pitch and roll values. The angular rephbi l i ty  is 
typically f 0.05" or less and is equivalent to f 0.44 pixel. With the inclusion of quantization emor, the angular 
error is within f 1.93 pixels and the angular repeatability is within k0.92 pixel. 
3.8 Digital Recorder 
Recording of data using compact digital technology meets the mission requirement of implementing new tshwology 
to increase capability while decreasing cost. The 8 mm helical scan Exabyte digital recorder tecihnology cam hmdle 
most data rates generated by the ATLAS. The Exabyte 8500 recorder has a 5 Gbyte per tape apacity md a 
throughput of 0.5 Mbytes per second. Two units will handle 15 channels of 12 bit data at maximum 
By designing the system to format the data to be compatible with image processing software and using as tape drive 
that complies to a standard computer interface (SCSI), data can be read directly into an i m g e  processing 
workstation upon delivery by the aircraft data acquisition crew. The 8 mm recorders are lighter (450 Ib) md 
smaller ( < 600 in3) than conventional wide-band analog units and have significantly lower procurement and opleratiag 
costs. They eliminate the requirement for a decornmutation system, which represents a savings of around $ l M  in 
support hardware and software. 
3.9 Operator Interface 
The operator interface performs 4 basic functions: 
o Provide for operator control of system power, channel gain and offset adjustment, blackbody set points, 
scan speed, tape recorder, and oscilloscope. 
o Data entry of mission number, time, date and performance parameters. 
o Provide Kldicators of system operation and performance of dynamic range, noise, parameter values, image 
qwlity. 
o a n d u c t  and monitor diagnostic tests. 
The operator coonsole is ergonomically designed for access to controls on the oscilloscope for monitoring analog, 
digital, and aworded signals. Provisions have been made to incorporate a near-real-time monitor (NRTM) to display 
video &La in flight. 
3* 10 Calibmtion Sources 
Radiometic mlibration is required for performing quantitative data analysis. For a system that operates in both 
the refletive m d  emissive regions of the spectrum, calibrated reflective (lamp) and emissive (blackbody) reference 
sourca, whose calibration is traceable to national standards, are required. The reflective source has been designed 
a~ a modifid integrated sphere available from Labsphere, Inc. The blackbody sources were designed at SSC and 
m u f a c h a r d  by Nikron Industries. 
4. SENSOR SYSTEM PERFORMmCE 
ce parameters (Table IV) were determined for each channel assuming a standard solar curve7** 
for the reflective channels, with an albedo of 0.3, and a 300°K blackbody curve for the emissive channels. The 
average values for atmospheric transmission from sea level to a nominal altitude of 7000 meters were determined 
from I~aw8.mn '7 and tables from Hudson9. Optical transmission was determined for each channel through analysis 
in Code V optical design software and vendor transmission and reflection curves for individual optical components. 
The effwbive f s ~ a l  ength varies for each channel; values are listed in Table IV. Detector Dm, was obtained from 
vendor test data and input as 3e13 for the VNIR, 2.41ell for the SWIMWIR, and 4.46e10 for the TIR. 
Pramplifier noise factor, rq, determined in laboratory tests at SSC, was input as 1.2 and preamplifier bandwidth 
as set at 78.5 KHz. Scan speed was taken to be 25 rps, providing a dwell time of 12.73 pseconds. The system 
ca: pammeters of SNR, NER, and NEAT were calculated using the ATTIRE system analysis modeling 
software. Rau l t s  of the modelling of the system design using actual data that characterizes the subsystems indicates 
very good peefommce. NER for the visible channels is much less than 0.5% and NEAT for the thermal channels 
is on the order of 0.2"C. A summary of the radiometric equations used to calculate the performance parameters 
is provided in Appendix 6.1. Technical specifications for the ATLAS system are presented in Appendix 6.2. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
The ATLAS system will be accessible through Stemis Space Center for industry to use as a test bed for the 
invatigation of potential remote sensing applications. Optimal spatial and spectral specifications can be determined 
through the aquisition of coincident spectral coverage over a range of ground resolutions. Specifications for a 
suppf l  a pa~icenlar application can then be provided to commercial sensor manufacturers for production. This 
progmm i s  deigned to facilitate the use of remote sensing technology to acquire information exceeding the current 
wpabiiitim of t!he Landsat and SPOT sensor systems. 
The snsor  system will provide good image quality performance, high geometric fidelity, and direct sensor-to- 
computes interface through digital recording media. Commercial users have priority use of the ATLAS system to 
develop the use of remote sensing technology for applications such as environmental monitoring, facilities 
mmagisment, gmgraphic information systems data base development, and mineral exploration. 
Table N ATLAS Perfo 
6. APPENDICES 
6.1 Radio~netric Performance Analysis 
This appendix presents  calculation^^^'^ performed to determine SNR, NER, and NEAT for a chamel of the 
ATLAS system . 
6.1.1 Source Bandpass Flux 
The bandpass flux exiting from the source pixel is calculated by 
Lc(LZ) = 1 4e(71) dl. w crn-'sr-' 
b l5 (exp(c4AZ) -1) 
where €(A) = spectral emissivity 
A, = lower wavelength of the channel 
A, = upper wavelength of the channel. 
6,1.2 Bmdpms Flux Incident on the Detector 
This radiaraw propagates through the atmosphere and the optical path of the sensor system before it is incident on 
the deletor. The radiance incident on the detector is thus attenuated by the atmospheric and optical transmittance, 
md a n  be acalculated by 
where a, = atmospheric transmittance 
a, = optical transmittance 
6.1.3 ~aougbputIPower Incident on the Detector 
The radimce incident on the detector multiplied by the throughput (T) of the system yields the power incident on 
the detwtoa. The throughput is defined as the product of the area of the detector and the solid angle subtended by 
the detector towards the imaging lens. By the Invariance of Throughput Theorem, this throughput also equals the 
product 08 the pixel area and solid angle subtended to the collecting lens. 
where 4, = Area of ground pixel 
& = Area of detector 
0, = Solid angle subtended by ground pixel at entrance aperture 
0, = Solid angle subtended by detector at the imaging lens 
imaging lens 
6.1.4 Noise Equivalent Power (NEP) 
Noise Equivalent Power is defined as the power incident on the detector such that the SNR is unity. Using D",, 
detector area, and electrical bandwidth, the NEP can be determined by 
where & = Area of the detector 
Af = electronic bandwidth 
D,, = D" normalized to blackbody temperature 
6.1.5 Siipal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) 
An expression for the SNR of the signal from the detector may be obtained from the NEP calculation 
(6)  
P d  SNR, = ----- 
NEP(jl) 
where P, = Power to the detector 
6.1.6 Noise Equivalent Radiance (NER) 
NER is d e f i n d  as radiance incident on the sensor that produces an SNR of unity. At the detector output, NER is 
6.1.7 Noise Equivalent Temperature Difference (NEAT) 
Noise Equivalent Temperature Difference is defined as the change in target temperature that prodtnces an SNR of 
unity. The following is an expression for NEAT 
NEQT = "f OK 
P, D 9 ( l P k )  Ce, 
where C, = h c k  = 1.44e-4 p m  K 
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RAeTn7E FORECASTING 
WTH T 
NATIONAL VBTEATHER SERVICE R FORECAST SYSTEM 
George F. Smith and Donna Page 
Ofltiee of Hydrology 
National Weather Service, NO& 
Silver Spdng, MD 20910 
The National Weather Service River Forecast System (NWSRFS) consists of several major 
hydrometeorologic subcomponents to model the physics of the flow of water through the hy&ols&?ic cycle. 
The entire NWSRFS currently runs in both mainframe and minicomputer environments, using commmd 
oriented text input to control the system computations. As computationally powerful and graphidy 
sophisticated scientific workstations became available, the National Weather Service (NWS) r e c o m e d  that a 
graphically based, interactive environment would enhance the accuracy and timeliness of NWS river m d  
flood forecasts. Consequently, the operational forecasting portion of the NWSRFS has been ported ta run 
under a UNIX operating system, with X windows as the display environment on a system of naewosked 
scientific workstations. In addition, the NWSRFS Interactive Forecast Program was developed to pro\+de a 
graphical user interface to allow the forecaster to control NWSRFS program Row and to make adjustments 
to forecasts as necessary. The potential market for water resources forecasting is irnmense a d  Bargeljr 
untapped. Any private company able to market the river forecasting technologies currently developed by the 
NWS Office of Hydrology could provide benefits to many information users and profit from proGding these 
services. 
INTRODUCTION 
The U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) is responsible for using science m d  
service to manage the resources of the United States. The National Weather Service (NUTS) supports this 
mission by providing river and flood forecasts and warnings for protection of life and properQgr, m d  by 
providing basic hydrologic forecast information for environmental and economic well being. The Office of 
Hydrology (OH) supports NOAA's and NWS's missions through the design, development, testing, 
implementation, and support of a physically-based hydrologic forecasting system - the Nationd Weather 
Service River Forecast System (NWSRFS). 
In general, a river forecast system (or almost any system) can be viewed as having major components of (1) 
forces that drive the system, or data, (2) a mechanism to analyze the driving forces, or processbg, (3) the 
heart of the system where the physical laws of motion are modelled, and (4) products of the system, or 
guidance information output for decision making. The relationships of these general functions of a riven: 
forecast system are shown in Figure 1. This paper will concentrate on the modelling and some output 
features which, as part of an ongoing OH project tied to NWS modernization, have been converted to m 
interactive, graphical form on computationally powerful scientific workstations. The paper will also describe 
how this technology could be used by the private sector to provide additional water resources foremsting 
services. 
There are many components which together form the NWSRFS. The next section will present a brief 
background and history of the evolution of the NWSRFS, including some of the rationale for the e~s t i~ng  
structure which allows NOAA/NWS to have one of the premier river forecast systems in the world. 
P:aor to &he a&~ent and availability of digibl computers m y  graphcal or hand cdculatiora metho& were used 
a m  d e t e ~ m m g  the WOW of water in rivers. Becaw the hydrologic conditions varied gratly from one podon 
of the U S. to mother, different techniques for forwas&hg river conditions wexe devdopd by River Forecat 
Centers (mC) wsponsible for different areas. There are presently 13 W C s  in the U.S. The areas of 
responssbrlsty For the 12 which cwer the cote ous U.S. are s h o w  Bn?l Figure 2. The thiaeenth W C  is 
rzspon,able for iihe state of Masks. 
;i: the 1960's and early 1970's computers were htroduced inlo the 'RFCs. Consistent with their pre-computer 
act~v~heb, a c b  of the W C s  hdeperadently dwelo* river f o r ~ a t b g  s o h a m .  O b n  this so f i a re  was simply 
53- ~02?:,puter ~represen&tion of the grapkcal t e c ~ q u e s  u d  previously. These locally developd software 
p-iJgram?p mkoducd two major problem into the W S  formastkg activities. First, the foreczrstirag so*are 
was depeadent on the iwdivid~l  who did the ktkal development. V&en that person c h m g d  jobs or retired, 
much c f the h o ~ l d g e  of how to run the program, or how to mhbYiICa or e&mce tbe program was lost b 
tk.2 EN'JS, Second, forecasters at one W C  were t r a h d  in forecatkg s o h m e  that was, in general, ody  
app11cab'k to that EWC. If somwne moved from one W C  to m o t h s  they would have to be retrainad in the 
~orecasr er3grsm used at the new WC.  This also was a a j o r  burden to the M S  fiver forecastkg mission. 
,a tne e~r'ly to m d  1970's the OH began development sf  the W S W S  to (1) m e t  the forecslsthg needs of all 
;t!Cs+ (2) be suppod& m d  docaameerhd at the National level, and (3) have e&mcemen& md sofhvare 
ccnfiguratlon nmsagement coordhaM by OH. h e  of the initial goals was to desi* a system w&ch iocludd 
exlstmgi ",\hmty.ues from m y  of the RFCs so that a single system could be used for river f o r a t k g  
~h-oagkcl~t the U.S. 
River Forecast Center Boundaries 
In the mid to %ate 19709s, initial versions of the W S W S  were develop& by s o h a r e  contractors under 
p i h c e  from OH. These initial versions met some of the htendecii rquirements of a national river f o r e s t  
system, but they suk;gerd from several basic flaws. Early versions of m S W S  did not hcBude all the f a ~ u r e s  
needed to model the flow in rivers in the vanid hydrometwrologic regimes found tBBBoughout the U.13, ~U.PSB, 
they did not accomt for the growth %ad evolution of computer t ~ h o l o g y  m d  advmces in hhgrrolngic scie:nce. 
Versions 1 though 4 of the W S W S  had a rigid prrcsgram sstmchse wEch m d e  it difficult to add new m,odules 
as additional f i b r e s  were developd. The hydrologic modelling stmchre r q u i r d  that all basins use i-" ~ne  mmo 
models in a fixed sequence. With the hydroclimtic va~at ion found in the U.S. from h u ~ d  to arid, md sas-vv 
to sub-tropical conditions, this restiction was very I B ~ t h g .  New models or t ~ h o 1 o g y  were very difficult tc 
add to these early versions of the W S W S .  
iiga 1979, the OH begm a project to completely r d e s i p  the W S W S .  In addition to fixing the s110dcomr.egs 
found in previous versions, a major objective of the project was to develop a system stmchare wtucb loqk4  
toward the future of hydrometmrologic forecastmg. The imitial rquiremenb for W S W S  Version 5 weie 
develop& from extensive hteractions between desipers in OH m d  the WCs.  Version 5 differed fl-rr 
previous ones in several ways, a major one being that ~ ien t i f ic  a l g o ~ t h  were d e s i p d  to be independent of 
my specific computer system, md were coded by OH md W C  hydrologists who were ht imtely S a r ~ r ~ a r  wnth 
the physics of the processes k ing modell&. Spec~fications for data access md co d deodblg f g ~ ~ t ~ e ~  
were develop& by OH md W C  shff, and were coded by s o h a r e  contractors. The hc t iona l  requirem5ntr"s 
whnch guided the design of m S W S  Version 5 were to: 
1. allow for a vaniety of models and procedures, 
2, Bet the user control selection of lnodels and sequeme of use, 
3. mily add new models and procedures to keep up with technological changes, 
4. eficiendy process large mounts of data to produce forecasts at hundreds of locations for each 
W C ,  and 
5. aBow the user to flexibly control real-time processing. 
Versic~n 5 was daipec8 to be modular, so that components could be developed by a number of individuals and 
then ci~mbmed into a total system. References in the program code to system specific routines were isolated so 
that the entire IWSRFS could be ported from one hardwareloperating system platfonn to another with 
" . 
m u  effort. Wouthes which perfomed scientific dgori were separated from inputloutput routines so 
hat  the science could be run on any computer without needing changes in the reading or writing of infomtion 
from the cacequkr system. Scientific algorithDns were organized into modular functions so that the funGtions 
could be shared, mchmged, among mjor  connponents of the NWSRFS. 
The hmctions reprenting one scientific a l g o r i b ,  such as a snow, soil moisture, or river routing procedure 
are ~aIlIed an opration. In general, an operation in the NWSRFS is a set of functions that perfom actions on 
a time series, Typically an operation describes the equations of rnotion governing the flow of water through a 
portioi~ of he hydrolo~c ycle. There are also operations to display results, or to perfom utility functions such 
as d & g  two time series. Table 1 provides a list of some of the currently available operations in the 
W S I W S *  
Table I. M HydFologic Rlodels 
Snow 
HYDRO-17 Snow Model 
s i n  
Sacramento Soil Moisture Accounting 
Ohio RFC API Rainfdl-Runoff Model 
Middle Atlantic RFC API Rainfall-Runoff Model 
Central Region RFC: API Rainfall-Runoff Model 
Colorado RFC API Rainfdl-Runoff Model 
Xinanjiang Soil Moisture Accounting 
 continuo^^ API Model 
Middle Atlantic RFC APE Rainfall-Runoff Mode1 #2 
C h m e l  
Chmel  Loss 
Dynanaic Wave Routing 
Lag and K Routing 




Single Reservoir Sirnulation Model 
U ~ t  Hydrograph 
Tne operations that model the flow of water through the hydrologic cycle fall generally into the categories of (1) 
one location to another on a river. Operations fonn the scientific heart of the NWSRFS and are shorn in 
Figure 3 to be shared by the ~najor sub-system which comprise the NWSRFS Version 5. Because of the 
d u l a r  name of the functions which make up any operation, functions can be shared ~ t h  no e 
whahoever among the program which fonn the NWSRFS. This also allows new scientific k ~ q u e s  to be 
developed in the structure specified for an operation, and once tested to be immediately available for use irk 
forecasting with the WSRFS. 




Hydrologic operations in NWSRFS are organized into an "operations table" to specify the physics of water 
mvement for any subbasin. Qerations can be selected from the list shown in Table 1. The order in wkch 
they are computed depends on the hydrometeorologic conditions of the subbasin being modelled. WC! 
forecasters can use their hydrologic expertise to de the best sequence of scientific algoI?i- (operatiom) 
to rnodel each subbasin. In this way, NWSRFS provides a generalized river forecasting system w&ch can be 
used to model basins in any hydroclimtic regime. An example of the specific operations table for the 
Tahlquah, Oklahorna subbasin in the Arkansas-Red Basin RFC area is shown in Figure 4. 
Initial NWSRFS Version 5 development occurred from 1979 through 1984. In 1985 NMrSRFS Version 5 wkss 
delivered to the Arkansas-Red Basin RFC for initial operational forecasting use. Since then Version 5 has been 
installed in other RFCs and has been used daily to produce operational forecasts at of lo~atiop~0.s along 
rivers throughout the U.S. New subbasins are continuously being calibrated and added as operational forecast 
locations by RFC hydrologists. Many new scientific algorithms and enhancements to existing owrations have 
been added to improve the hydrologic modelling capabilities of the WSRFS. 
Tahlequah Forecast 













T A U 2  
As computer technology has evolved the NWSRFS has kept pace. The initial NWSRFS design and development 
was on mkzanaframe computers (NAS 9000s) at the NOAA Central Computer Facility (CCF). As 
bwanae powerkl enough to support the system requirements of the WSRFS, the W S W S  Op 
Forecast Syste1[11 (OFS) was ported to Prime computers which are at OH and several of the WCs. With 
the explosive growth in computational capabilities for scientific workstations, OH initiated a project in the late 
3980's to prepare for mdernization of the entire NWS by mving the scientific operations and forecasting 
component of the NVdSRFS onto IBM RSl6000 workstations. 
N%en the NVSWS is run from the NOAA CCF, c input is sent over Rernote Job Entry (ME) lines 
from RFCS to the CCF. Line printer results are sent back to the RFC for display on standard printers or on 
text display screens. 
Begbing  in 1989, graphical display and user interface capabilities were developed for the NWSRFS. The 
result is the W S W S  Interactive Forecast Program (IFP) which will be discussed in more detail in the next 
seetion of this paper. 
IlVTERACTIVE, FOBCAST PROGRAM 
The process of hydrologic forecasting requires hum-machine interaction. This is because: 
I. the qwtions with which we represent the physics of the hydrologic cycle do not perfectly 
model the actual movement of water, 
2. the process we use to calibrate, or find specific parametric values for, the models does not 
produce perfect results, and 
3. we do not perfectly observe rainfall or stream conditions as input to the models. 
In order to properly forecast a hydrologically connected series of subbasins, a forecaster must make dmisions 
for each location along the river where observed river conditions are available. If values simulaterdi by 
NWSRFS do not agree with observations, the forecaster must decide on the most likely source(s) off emor, and 
make adjustments. When a river system is forecast with WSRFS on the NOAA CCF or a Prime 
. . 
computer, a group of subbasin essed in a single batch run. Errors in upstream subbasks 
propagate into forecasts for those basins less reliable. The only way to avoid this 
problem is by or remove the error in any subbasin before processing domstram 
subbasins. The NWSRFS IFP provides the forecaster with this c ty. An additional benefit of the TFP is 
the enhanced display capabilities of high-resolution color display als above those of line p h t e r  output. 
As described above, hydrologic forecasting is inherently interactive. The initial designers of NWSWS 
recognized this, but were limited because computational requirements demanded that the forecast system nm on 
a mainframe computer with little interactive capabilities. The computational capabilities of scientific 
workstations have evolved so that the initial design features of NWSRFS Version 5 to allow for bteractive: 
forecasting can be realized. 
Graphical user interface (GUI) and graphical display capabilities were developed on scientific worhrshta~ns. 
Figure 5 shows in heavy outlines those portions of the mainframe and minicomputer versions of 1WSWS that 
were ported to scientific workstations and linked with the GUI and graphical display modules. The division of 
components among those solely in the NWSRFS OFS, those solely in the IFP, and those shared by 'both 
programs is shown in Figure 6 .  
Important features of the NWSRFS IFP include: 
1. an operationally proven set of hydrologic models, 
2. a system configuration which uses the UNIX operating system with X Windows grapGcsi 
display protocol and Open Software Foundation (OSF) Motif, 
3. adherence to OSF standards to be computer hardware platform independent, 
4. a GUI that provides easy, powerful user interactions, 
5. scientific applications that are isolated from the operating system specific function calls md 
inputloutput, and 
6 .  the use of both C and g languages; C for user interface and graphcal 
display routines, FO sical process modelling. 
The IFP currently runs in two configurations, depending on the equipment available at a site. In the first, di 
Prime minicomputer runs the NUrSRFS OFS and creates a current set of model conditions and time seies. A 
forecaster at a scientific workstation networked to the computer begins an IFP session by a s h g  for 
infonnation about a set of subbasins. This initial infomation is transferred from the 
workstations. The remainder of the IFP session is performed on the workstation with compuhtisns of the 
operations tables for subbasins being forecast, adjustments made through the IFP GUI, and results display& for 
forecaster interpretation. At the end of an IFP session, adjustments made for any subbasins are trmsfemd to 
computer to become incorporated in further forecasting activities. 
In the second configuration (Figure 7), a UNIX based fileserver replaces the Prime 
eliminates the need to transfer infomtion between different operating system enviroments and allows the 
NWSRFS OFS and IFP to operate more efficiently. 
NWSRFS OFS and the 
Interactive Forecast Program (I FP) 
As the Nl?VS moves forward with planned modernization activities, interactive forecasting with the NWSRFS 
will evolve to continue to fulfill NOAA's mission and make the best use of newly available data to provide 
gs for protection of life and property, and for environmental and economic well being. A 
mjor new data source in the modernized NWS is the WSR-88D radar data which will provide high resolution 
qmt ih t ive  estlnaates of rainfall. The computational configuration which includes the Prime minicomputer 
mworked to scientific workstations is not adequate to process the WSR-88D data which will become available 
soon 80 the WCS. WSR-88D radars are being installed to cover: 
18 % of the continental U.S. by January 1993, 
41 5% of the continental U.S. by January 1994, 
81 5% of the continental U.S. by January 1995, and 
95 9% of the continental U.S. by January 1996. 
E&mcd ccolgaputational capabilities provided by the UNIX based file servers will allow OH to realize the 
knefib of this high resolution radar data for hydrologic forecasting. The next phase of OH'S modernization 
activities will be to demonstrate the operational use of WSR-88D radar data and the IFP. This activity will not 
only provide benefils to the U.S. as WSR-88D radars are commissioned, but will also allow for a smooth 
trmsitioira of hydrologic forecasting applications into the modernization plans for the NWS. 
The configuration shown in Figure 7 allows NWSRFS OFS and IFP to operate efficiently. This fully networked 
systemi will process WSR-88D radar data and provide an interactive environment for hydrologic forecasting. 
CIAL POTENTIAL 
The demand for hydrologic forecasting services has been demonstrated by the response of the private sector to 
two subcomponents of the NWSRFS that are currently marketed by softwafe engineering firms. The sohvare 
firms have been successful in their sales of the dynamic wave river model and the dam break flood prdiction 
model they have repackaged. 
The potential market for timely and accurate hydrologic forecasts is immense and largely untappd. Navigation 
and recreation interests need information to help efficiently determine appropriate activities and resources for the 
river systems on which they operate. Reservoir operators have a tremendous potential gain by using river flow 
forecasts to help balance the competing needs of water supply, flood control, hydroelectric power generation, 
and ecological viability of the river. 
An example of how these NWSRFS OFS and IFP technologies can be used commercially is providd by the 
Bonneville Power Authority (BPA) which operates a series of reservoirs on the Columbia and Willamette Rivers 
in the northwestern United States. Among the goals of their reservoir operations are flood mitigation, power 
generation, and maintenance of the river ecology to support the fishing industry in the northwest. In order to 
optimize these interests, BPA decision makers must, at times, balance the survivability of fish hgerlings with 
profits from power generation in their reservoir operations. 
The information provided by the NWSRFS OFS and IFP would be useful to BPA in g those decisions. 
NWSRFS Interactive Forecasting 
Nstworksd Fils Ssrvers and 
msntific Wrksla~ons 
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Figure 7 
The IFP provides a graphical display of flows into the reservoirs and along the river system. These flows can 
be used to estimte power generating capabilities and track favorable fish migration conditions. The IFP also 
provides a flexible, easy-to-use interface to the powerful capabilities of the NWSRFS OFS that allows 
formasters to try numerous what-if scenarios to visualize the effects of their reservoir operations. 
The BPA is caanently working with a private engineering firm to provide this information to their decision 
d e r s  to optidze revenue from both fishing and power generating activities. This is just one example of the 
comeri=id potential of the NWSRFS OFS and IFP technologies. Any private company able to market the 
river f o r ~ a s t k g  technologies currently developed by the NWS Office of Hydrology could benefit any of the 
imfomtion users mentioned above (and many others) and profit from providing these services. 
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ABSTRACT 
Many of the problems now facing the human race on Earth are, in fact, life support issues. Decline of air 
Qu&ty as a result of industrial and automotive emissions, pollution of ground water by organic pesticides or 
solvents, and the disposal of solid wastes are all examples of environmental problems that we must solve to 
sustain human life. The technologies currently under development to solve the problems of supporting 
hurnan l i e  for advanced space missions are extraordinarily synergistic with these environmental problems. 
The development of these technologies (including both physicochemical and bioregenerative types) is 
increasingly focused on closing the life support loop by removing and recycling contaminants a~rd  wastes to 
produce the materials necessary to sustain human life. By so doing, this technology development effort also 
focuses automatically on reducing resupply logistics requirements and increasing crew safety thnou$ 
increased self-sufficiency. This paper describes several technologies that have been developed to support 
human life in space and illustrates the applicability of the technologies to environmental problems hclaxtding 
enviromentd remediation and pollution prevention. 
INTRODUCTION 
On previous missions, spacecraft l i e  support systems have used open-loop, non-recycling chemicd and 
mechanical technologies. These technologies were simple and sufficiently reliable to support humans for 
missions of relatively short duration. For NASA's planned Space Exploration Initiative (SEI), however, life 
support technologies must address a new and different set of requirements. These include longer mission 
durations and the need for closure of the life support loop (through material recycling) to minimize resupply 
logistics and maximize crew safety. Meeting these requirements involves new methods of life support which 
emphasize regenerative technologies. 
The development of these regenerative life support technologies holds a promise which extends far beyond 
the SEI program, however. Many of the problems the human race must grapple with on Earth are 
fundmentally life support issues. Atmospheric changes caused by air pollution, and which contribute to the 
greedouse effect or to depletion of the ozone layer present critical challenges to the agricultural and 
ecological sciences. Pollution of water by fertilizers, organic pesticides or chemical solvent presents serious 
health problems to our population. The recycling of solid wastes is another example of a problem for 7~h ich  
we must find an appropriate technological solution. The objective of this paper is to describe some 
technologies currently under development for life support applications, and to outline how they might be 
applied to help solve some of these pressing environmental problems. 
LIFE SUPPORT FUNCTIONS 
Human beings require substantial amounts of material to sustain life. Including the water required for 
showers, personal hygiene, and food preparation, without recycling it takes over 3 and one-half tons of foodR 
water and oxygen to support an average person for one year. If clothes wash water is added, the total wei& 
of required life support materials more than doubles. Clearly, recycling life support materials is essential to 
minimize resupply for space missions. 
The basic functions necessary to support human life include water recycling, solid waste processing, 
atmosphere regeneration, and food production. This paper presents examples of environmentd apphcations 
of technolo~es tvhich fulfill the first two of these functions. The technologies available to provide basic life- 
support functions Ml into three categories: physicochemical , bioregenerative, and hybrid. Physicochemid 
technoloGes we those which use chemical reactors and/or mechanical devices (such as fans, pumps, and 
fdters), Bioregenerative technologies incorporate living organisms such as plants, algae, or bacteria to supply 
specific Ue support functions. Hybrid systems are created by combining components of both the 
technolo@es that are best suited to perform specific life support functions. Because of the clear need to 
reuse ]materials ~ t h  the life support system, we are also focused on regenerative technologies which 
support recycling. 
WATER REeUCLING 
The recycling of water is one of the most significant challenges facing life support designers, because of the 
prodigous marunts of water used by people. Two types of water require processing for recycling, gray and 
black. Gray water is the effluent resulting fro111 basic hygiene activities, food preparation, and collection of 
condensate from the atmosphere. Black water carries urine and fecal waste materials. 
The pbysicochemical technologies developed for recycling water include simple distillation, fdtration (e.g., 
reverse osmosis, hyperfdtration) and phase change processes (e.g., Vapor Compression Distillation (VCD), 
&n evaporation). The bioregenerative processes used most frequently in water recycling are bacterial filters. 
Water reclmation by com~nunities of higher aquatic plants and their associated bacteria is a relatively new 
method of bimegenerative processing (\Nolverton, et. al., 1983). Waste water is pmped  through a bed of 
aquatic plants wEch, along with the bacteria around their roots, remove contaminants. This type of system is 
being evduated for tertiary processing of sewage water in several cities (e.g., San Diego). 
Commnerdrali waste water treatment plants generally use a hybrid approach incorporating both physical and 
bacterial fdtration to treat water before discharging it into the environment. Such treatment does not 
normally remove all of the contaminants, and as a consequence the treated water is not purified sufficientiy 
well to recycle directly for drinking, washing, or cooking. 
h c u e e d ,  in conjunction with Louisiana State University, is currently conducting research and advanced 
develiopment work in which selected bacterial species are used to purify water for direct recycling (Miller, el. 
ai., 1992). By matching the contaminant removal capabilities of bacterial species to the contarninants in the 
water, high levels of water purification can be achieved. Several such bacterial syste~lls are now in operation, 
and some are being applied in site restoration efforts to purify polluted ground water supplies. In such 
applications, pound water is pumped through the bacterial reactor. After the bacteria metabolize the 
contaminants, the cleaned water may be returned to the aquifer. 
Figme: 1 prcBvides a block diagram of an hmobilized bioreactor for studying bacterial degradation of organic 
contaminants in the laboratory. Figure 2 illustrates both the laboratory and field (site remediation) 
biorea~tos~. 'The laboratory reactor is configured to support degradation studies in either plug flow or 
recycle confi$rarations. Figures 3 and 4 show typical performance data for this type of laboratory reactor. In 
Figure 3, the degadation of two different concentrations of phenol in water was evaluated. As this figure 
show, removal at the high phenol concentration was extremely high, averaging over 99.5% during the test 
period. Removal at the low phenol concentration averaged about 97% over the &day test. 
Figure 4 shows degradation of three chlorinated hydrocarbon species during long duration tests of the 
biosesrctor. Minimum efficiency was about 60% for TCE a 12ppm in water, but average efficiencies over the 
25 day period were in the 80-95% range. Operation over long period of t h e  may require addition of 
nutrient supplements to ensure the bacteria maintain a high operating efficiency. 
WMTE PROCESSING 
Due to the short durations of previous missions, waste processing has had little need to advance beyond the 
technologes for collection and storage. On the Mercury through Apollo missions, h m a n  wastes were stored 
in holding compartments. Germicides were added to inhibit bacterial degradation of the wastes. Both 
Skylab and Shuttle dry and store organic waste materials. Other solid wastes (food and drink packages: 
tissues and wipes, etc.) are normally bagged and returned to Earth. 
Figure 1. Block diagrarn of immobilized bioreactor 
Physicochemical technologies for waste processing include incineration, electrochemical oxidation, w ~ t  
ofidation, and supercritical wet ofidation. These systems typically require large amounts of electricka enera? 
but many highly toxic compounds can be effectively broken down by the intense physicd conditions they 
produce. 
Bioregenerative technologies include bacterial reactors (both aerobic and anaerobic) and combination higher 
plant/bacterial systems. Aerobic bacterial systems typically require higher energy inputs to maintain 
oxygenation (e.g., aerating pumps, mixers). Anaerobic systems require very little energy, but have very s?Iospi 
process rated, and the anaerobic bacteria are more susceptible to changes in environmental conditions 
(Wolverton, et. al., 1983). 
Figure 2. Laboratoq bioreactor (left) and field biasreactor for site remediation 
13112 : I I ~ L  mcthods Lockheed has investigated for processing solid wastes and highly toxic materials is wet 
- 
( lclsaatli a. Wct oxidation is a nameless combustion process carried out at moderate temperatures 
3Ki=65G°F3 and moderate to high pressures (450-2500 PSIG). Pure oxygen gas or compressed air can be 
L,SLJ l i t  supply oxygen for the reaction process. 
' rkb  ,~-,~dr?crs of the oxidation process vary, depending on the nature of the waste stream, and the operating 
i,~nd~rri~sas 0S:the reactor. Under ideal operating conditions, the products include only C 0 2 ,  M2, H20 and 
t ~ S S  'no* ganic salts. Figure 5 shows a laboratory wet oidation reactor test bed, along with a mobile 
T-arlsor lest ked and the mobile test bed control room. These reactors were developed and e~ensively tested 
10 the i,jae 1973's. 
i'igu-c 6 ;'lcsarates test results obtained by applying the mobile test bed reactor to a variety of plant effluents. 
'4s ~~"iincd~"d, reduction of total organic carbon in these (TOC) effluents was always at lieat 4-45%, while the 
;:mi b6/ of t%c specific constituent of interest never fell below 88%. These operating elficiencies are 
,en -, I l ~ h k  hj altcring the conditions under which the oxidation occurs. 
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99 PHENOL (1 O ppm) 
Figure 3. Removal of phenol from water by a microbial bioreaetor. 
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Figure 6. Results obtained from the mobile Lest bed reactor when applied to a vafie(y of plant emuents, 
CONCLUSION 
Many of the environmental problems we must solve over the next two decades are l i e  support problemis. As 
a consequence, spacecraft life support technologies, or modifications of those technologies, can proGde us 
with additional methods of solving the problems. In the appropriate configurations, these techolo$es am 
contribute substantially to pollution prevention, site restoration, and recycling. Ultimately, these 
technologies, which are now being developed to support the life of humans on other planets, may play a 
crucial role in sust g h m a n  life on the planet we call home. 
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